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Foreword

 “The truth will set you free”1

Just the same way as the truth will set you free, lies or keeping quiet about the truth will 
shackle you. These kinds of mental and spiritual shackles were forced upon Hungary by 
the Soviet oppression and the subsequent communist-socialist dictatorship. This dicta-
torship had the aim of erasing our past, and rewriting it according to its own interest, and 
was quite successful in doing so. Thus generations grew up learning about a suppressed 
or falsified history which deprived people of their real historical past, their roots. During 
the more than 40 years of the socialist era in Hungary and in the surrounding countries it 
was forbidden to talk about the masses of innocent people who were deported to the So-
viet Union without any court sentence. They were collected for identity check or with the 
pretext of “Malenky Robot”, i.e. a little work, and they were deported; or they were con-
victed on made-up charges and sentenced to serve in a work camp. Also, the Hungari-
ans and Germans who found themselves outside the Trianon borders suffered atrocities, 
internment and even murder. All these were parts of the history of the Carpathian Basin 
that were doomed to be forgotten. What is more, the victims were considered the guilty 
ones. It is a shame on our nation that we did not pay tribute to the victims. The lack or 
scarcity of historical remembering distorts our national identity, which leads to bad deci-
sions and eventually the moral and economic deterioration of the nation.
And those who dared talk about these undisclosed tragedies soon experienced the ini-
tially deadly and later (after the 60ies) easing terror of the socialist periods of Rákosi and 
then Kádár. Instead of democratic elections, that system was based on fear, as a conse-
quence of which people only dared to talk about these tragedies at home, even if these 
tragedies affected hundreds of thousands of families. 
However, the communist-socialist terror is not the only reason why there was no book 
published before about the deadly actions against Germans and Hungarians. The other 
reason was that both nations finished the Second World War on the defeated side.
Vae victis! Which means: woe to the vanquished! Indeed, at the end of the Second World 
War the Germans and Hungarians experienced the harsh reality of this ancient Roman 
saying, which lead to a certain feeling of common destiny of Germans and Hungarians 
in the Carpathian Basin. This is so even if the Soviet Union defeated Romania, Slovakia 
and Croatia, too, not only Germany and Hungary. Well, Romania joined the Allied Pow-
ers, more precisely the Soviet Union on 23rd August 1944, and with this step it could part-
ly make the Allied Powers forget that it used to be the loyal ally of Hitler. It also needed 
to be forgotten that a military fascist dictatorship was introduced in Romania based on 
the Iron Guard and led by Marshal Antonescu, who wanted himself to be called Lead-
er (conducator), just like the Führer. It also had to be forgotten that starting from 22nd 
June 1941 it joined forces with Germany and attacked the Soviet Union, it took part in the 
war with two full armies on the side of the biggest German allied forces, and annexed 
Bessarabia, North-Bukovina and Transdniestria from the Soviet Union and carried out 
bloody pogroms lead by the Iron Guard against the Jews living in the occupied territories 
and in Romania. However, Slovakia did not switch sides, and did not even sign a cease 
fire agreement with the Allied Powers as Hungary did. What is more, the fascist Slovakia 
1 John 8:32 
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lead by Tiso was considered to be an example state of Hitler’s, joined forces with the Nazi 
Germany and attacked Poland in September 1939. Hitler awarded the head of the Slovak 
Forces, Ferdinand Čatloš with an Iron Cross for this. Slovakia was one of the first states 
to start deporting Jews in 1942. Eventually it became a victorious state and the winning 
powers forced Hungary to pay damages to this country. The independent Croatia was al-
so organised on the Nazi example, its leader Ante Pavelić also had himself called Leader 
(poglavnik) – just like Hitler. The Croatian troops were the last to surrender in Europe, 
one week after the capitulation of Germany, on 15th May 1945. In the end, as part of Yu-
goslavia it also became a victorious state and therefore Hungary had to pay damages to 
that country, too. History is written by the victors – the saying goes. Indeed, the above al-
so serve as proof. But sooner or later the truth is revealed.
I believe that no nation is inferior to another. As a consequence, there are no guilty na-
tions, and there are no innocent ones, either. And still, ignoring the principles articulated 
in and accepted by the Atlantic Charter and the United Nations Declaration, the Soviets 
and their allies in the region applied the untrue principle of collective guilt and punished 
people of German and Hungarian ethnicity mother tongue or origins living in the Car-
pathian Basin. Czechoslovakia even raised it to an official, state level in the form of the 
Beneš decrees, which also forced the victims to keep silent as if they were the guilty ones. 
This feeling is well illustrated by the message of Zoltán Fábry, who became a Czechoslo-
vakian citizen again. The title of the message is The accused talks. “My path is crossed by 
prohibiting orders. One prohibits me to be out in the streets after eight in the evening, the 
other considers it a provocation and threatens to send me to camp if I greet my friend in 
my mother tongue or accept their greeting in that language. In the city inspecting student 
rangers slap people in the face, and drag people who misbehave to the police station. My 
mother tongue, which used to be the most beautiful musical instrument of the human 
voice, turned into an act of violation. No newspaper can be published in the guilty lan-
guage, I cannot listen to the radio in it, I hang my head and keep my mouth shut when I 
walk around, and if possible I don’t even go out to meet people. This is a blind, deaf and 
motionless ghetto life; the poor and fearful life of people deprived of their rights. And the 
reason, the only fact, the charge: I am Hungarian. I am Hungarian, therefore I am guilty.”
Thanks to the free atmosphere that was brought about by the change of the political 
system, by now more and more writings have been published on this issue. Still, de-
spite the growing number of memoirs and scientific papers, these traumatic events 
summarised in this volume have scarcely become part of historical knowledge of the 
Hungarian society, or not at all. 
The Reader is holding a special book in their hands, for two reasons. First, this is the first 
book in 65 years to summarise and meticulously analyse those fatal actions against Ger-
mans and Hungarians in the Carpathian Basin that took place continuously between 
1944 and 1949 against these two nations based on the principle of collective guilt or with 
the aim of ethnic cleansing. Second, this is done not only based on the work of Hungari-
an researchers, but as a joint effort: using the previously unpublished findings of histori-
ans and researchers living outside the present borders of Hungary. 
The book consists of two main parts. The first part is about the story and afterlife of the 
forced labourers who were deported in masses from the Carpathian Basin by the Soviets 
who occupied the region during the Second World War. Those deportations happened 
on an ideological basis or as retaliation and with the aim of obtaining work force in the 
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Soviet Union. These people were modern day slaves, whose tragic story often ended in 
death. The cruelty of the Soviet occupation was measured in target figures that was cast 
over Germans and Hungarians. The Soviet troops behaved as occupiers in Hungary, 
just like in Germany – and unlike in Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia – which was ob-
viously a result of some central order. This central discrimination is further illustrated 
by the fact that while the members of the Red Army got a medallion with an inscription 
saying it is for liberating Belgrade and Prague, in the case of Budapest, the medallion 
was for occupying the city, much the same way as for Berlin, Vienna and Königsberg 
(today Kaliningrad). 
The second part is about the actions against Germans and Hungarians happening be-
tween 1944 and 1949 in the Carpathian Basin that had fatal victims and were irrespec-
tive of Malenky Robot. The leaders of the neighbouring countries that became allies of 
the Soviet Union used the chaos following the battles of the second world war to drasti-
cally change the ethnic composition of the region. This is why the genocide of Germans 
and Hungarians could happen in the Hungarian Southlands, which had tens of thou-
sands of victims among both ethnic groups, and were kept secret for long. The cruel ac-
tions of the voluntary paramilitary troops of Maniu also belong here, and the internment, 
regulations and orders in Romania, too. Thousands of Hungarians and Germans died af-
ter being interned in Romania. This is also why the Hungarians of the Felvidék and the 
Germans of Sub-Carpathia were deported, and the population of Sub-Carpathia – main-
ly Germans and Hungarians, but also Jews, Polish, Rusyns, and other ethnicities – were 
sentenced to death or prison, work camp or prisoners camp on a Soviet ideological basis 
because they were considered unreliable or potential enemies. 
This volume does not have the aim of tearing open old wounds, but opening and clear-
ing hurtful wounds that have gone putrid due to being hushed for so long, because this 
is the way of healing. Our aim is to provide some remedies to the victims and their rel-
atives by opening up about these tragic events. We also consider it our moral obligation 
to remember those hundreds of thousands of our fellow countrymen from the Carpathi-
an Basin who were innocently deported, and those tens of thousands that were killed, 
because we had to keep quiet about them for so long, and even today, there aren’t many 
memorials about them. 
We need to remember and remind! We need to get to know and teach our historical past, 
our roots, because we can only feed on the lessons of the past, just like a tree is kept alive 
by its roots, and the strength of its roots is the key to its survival in the storm. Similarly, 
people can only form a healthy identity if they are familiar with their past, their ances-
tors; this is what keeps us human during the troubles of life. Without our roots we would 
be like the foam of the sea, blown away by the wind. As Paul the Apostle wrote in his 
Epistle to the Ephesians: “that we may be no longer children, tossed to and fro and car-
ried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, in craftiness, after the wiles 
of error; but speaking truth in love, we may grow up”. We need to forgive those who tres-
pass against us, but we mustn’t forget their sins, and we need to remember the victims, 
because a nation that does not remember its ancestors will not have a future; if a nation 
does not remember its past, it will be doomed to relive it.

Zalán Bognár
Editor in chief
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Zalán Bognár 
Mass deportation of civilians from the Carpathian Basin for forced labour in the 

Soviet Union, with perspectives to Central-Eastern and South-Eastern Europe

In contrast with the first world war, the second world war was of an entirely different na-
ture – battles were not constrained to political borders, they extended as far as the Berlin 
bunker, that is, the total defeat of the enemy. In the war fought in the spirit of total war, 
totalitarian dictatorships declaring the exclusive truth of their own ideologies and social 
systems, such as the national socialist Germany and the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics, not only took military action against armed enemy forces but took retaliatory meas-
ures against the civilian population, moreover, the Soviet Union applied these against 
many of their own social and ethnic groups as well (kulaks, Volga Germans, Chechens, 
Karachays, Kalmyks, the Ingush, Balkars, Crimean Tatars, etc.).2

Consequently, during the second world war – in contrast with earlier wars – there were 
more civilian casualties than the number of soldiers killed in military action. And for the 
millions living in the so-called “liberated” territories occupied by the Soviet Union, apos-
trophising itself as a “liberator”, a period of banishment, deportations, forced labour and 
captivity was coming instead of an age of peace and freedom. The Soviet Union took not 
only a material but a human toll of the occupation. 
Most captured civilians in contemporary Hungary were deported by the Soviet military 
forces as prisoners of war, while a lower number as internees. Documents obtained from 
Russian archives also confirm the fact that the designation of civilian captives as prison-
ers of war, internees or simply detainees always depended on the commands of high-
er bodies. Thus, for example, a part of the civilians – namely 12,933 people – captured 
during the siege of Budapest by Marshal Malinovsky, Commander of the 2nd Ukraini-
an Front, were re-registered as internees instead of prisoners of war.3 The confusion in 
the interpretation of the difference between prisoners of war and internees was further 
deepened by the Order No.1798-800 S. (Secret!) approved by the Council of the People’s 
Commissars of the Soviet Union on the 1st of July 1941, which stated: „The following are 
to be qualified as POWs: a) all persons belonging to the armed forces of the states at war 
against the Soviet Union who have fallen into captivity during military actions, as well 
as the civilian citizens of these states interned to the territory of the Soviet Union.” 
[bold - Z.B.]4 And indeed, there was not any kind of separation of POWs and internees 
when they were transported back home to Hungary. The trains which transported them 
arrived at home uniformly as POW-deliveries, and it appeared as if the same order had 
been valid for the Hungarian offices as well: the civilians deported as internees were al-
so mentioned only as POWs, and in Hungary, which was under Russian control, the is-

2 For more details see: Pavel Polian: Against Their Will: The History and Geography of Forced Migration in 
the USSR. CEU, Budapest-New York, 2004.

3 Varga, Éva Mária: Magyar hadifoglyok és internáltak a Szovjetunióban az oroszországi levéltári források 
tükrében (1941-1956) [Hungarian POWs and internees in the Soviet Union as reflected by sources from 
the Russian archives (1941-1956)]. Russica Pannonicana, Budapest, 2009. 156. 

4 First publication in Hungarian: Dupka, György – Korszun Alekszej: A „malenykij robot” dokumentumokban 
(“Malenky robot” in documents). Ungvár-Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 1997. p. 39; Publication of the complete 
order: Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban. Dokumentumok (1941-1953) [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet 
Union. Documents (1941-1953)] (Editor-in-chief: Varga, Éva Mária) Moszkva – Budapest, ROSSZPEN – 
MKTTK, 2006. pp. 55-59
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sue of the internees was only allowed to be mentioned only under the umbrella of the 
POW-issue. Due to the confusion of the two types of captivity, it is difficult for research-
ers to make out from documents which kind is mentioned where.
But what kind of factors were in the background of the mass deportation of civilians, and 
what could their numbers be?
Firstly, the Soviet Union was in a great need of labour force, since, among other things, 
rebuilding the European part of the country destroyed in the battles required a huge 
workforce. At the same time, the Soviet Union had an enormous human loss in the sec-
ond world war; 27 to 30 million people according to latest research. Besides it maintained 
the largest military force in the world, with 7.1 million at the beginning of 1945 and 11.3 
million by the middle of the year.5 That is, the Soviet empire suffered a huge shortage of 
labour force, and captives meant a massive amount of free workforce. It did not matter 
that the virtually slave-labour of POWs and deportees was basically not efficient. By that 
time Stalin’s dictatorship had had significant experience in employing this type of work-
force; i.e. forced labour, since millions of Soviet citizens had already been made familiar 
with the hell of the Gulag camps. 
The principle of collective guilt served as an ideological basis for obtaining this kind of 
labour force from abroad and for the mass retribution and deportation of the enemy, 
which was officially denied by Stalin’s leadership, but was still applied in practice.
Stalin pinned this fact down as early as at his negotiations with the British Foreign Secre-
tary, Eden on 23 March 1943, “Hungary needs to be punished”.6 A few months later, on 
7 June 1943, the people’s commissar of foreign affairs, Molotov wrote in response to Brit-
ish diplomacy, “The Soviet government believes that for the armed help given to Germa-
ny by Hungary […] not only the Hungarian government, but Hungarian people must be 
called to account for to some degree as well.”7 Apart from the above, three more argu-
ments were used to justify deportations from revised Hungary. On this basis deported 
civilians could be categorised into three classes:

1� supplementation to the number of prisoners of war; 
2� ethnic cleansing;
3� interning as Germans�

At the same time, Soviets put deported civilians into two kinds of captive status, based 
on the motives underlying their deportation. Those deported in order to supplement the 
number of POWs were put in the POW category, of course, while those interned as Ger-
mans were regarded as internees, however, in the latter case women and girls were de-
ported as well. Most civilians – and almost all of them from Sub-Carpathia – deported 
within the framework of ethnical clearings were deported as prisoners of war, while a 
lower number was deported as internees for forced labour in the Soviet Union. Mostly, 
“malenky roboters” were put into prisoner camps, among soldiers, while a smaller part 
was carried into interning camps. 

5 Gosztonyi, Péter: A Vörös Hadsereg. A szovjet fegyveres erők története 1917-1989. (The Red Army.  
A history of the Soviet armed forces 1917-1989.) Európa Könyvkiadó, Budapest, 1993. p. 226

6 Ránki, György: 1944. március 19. Magyarország német megszállása. [19 March 1944. The German 
occupation of Hungary.] Budapest, 1978. 14. 

7 A letter by V. Molotov, the Soviet people’s commissar of foreign affairs written to Sir A.C. Kerr, the British 
ambassador in Moscow. Moscow, 7 June 1943. In.: Juhász, Gyula: Magyar-brit titkos tárgyalások 1943-
ban. (Hungarian-British secret negotiations in 1943.) Kossuth Kk. Budapest, 1978. pp. 158-159 
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Masses of civilians deported, the so-called “malenky roboters”, regardless of the fact 
whether they were captured as POWs or internees, were carried into the so-called GUP-
VI (Glavnoye Upravleniye po dyelam o Voyennoplennih i Internirovannih) camps, that 
is, into camps operated under the supervision of the Main Department for the Affairs of 
POWs and Internees. These camps ultimately belonged to the scope of the NKVD, that 
is, the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs, just as Gulag camps, however, there 
was a significant difference between these two lager systems. The most important differ-
ence was how the captives were put there. The residents of the GUPVI lagers were car-
ried away en masse, with no regard to their personal identities, and almost the only point 
was to meet the planned numbers. Thus, commanding officers could make up for any 
shortage due to captives having escaped or died on the way by capturing virtually any 
passer-by, which is exactly what they did. In their case the various social, ethnic and age 

Structural make-up of Soviet lagers and ways of deporting captives
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groups were the target for Soviet occupiers, or they simply became the victims of the fear 
generated in military officers by the terrorising Soviet authority. On the other hand, the 
people taken to the lagers, prison camps and prisons of the GULAG (i.e. the main depart-
ment of lagers) were carried there individually, as a result of court sentences based most-
ly on fictitious charges, under strict surveillance. 
There were further significant differences between the provision of prisoners and the lo-
cation of the camps within the Soviet Union. While the bulk of the GUPVI camps were lo-
cated in the European segment of the empire – mostly in Southern Ukraine, in the Donets 
Basin (or, as it was widely mentioned, the “Donbass”), in the coal and iron ore mines of 
the Crimean Peninsula, and also in the mines of the Urals, GULAG camps were domi-
nantly located in the Transuralian, that is, in the Asian territories after 1941. 
Transportation of civilians into the Soviet Union also depended on their status of intern-
ees or POWs; it was carried out through different railway lines and loading stations. 
Captured civilians deported as POWs first were led into transit camps where they usual-
ly spent a longer time – generally 2, or even 6-7 months, until they were loaded into trains 
and departed towards some of the temporary Romanian distributing camps. Prisoners of 
war were transported via two routes. 
One of these lay in South-East direction, that is, depending on the point of departure, it 
led through Baja, Budapest, Cegléd or Szeged to Arad, where the route bifurcated. The 
first route was through Southern Transylvania, while the other through Oltenia. The for-
mer one followed the route through Deva (along the river Mureş) – Sibiu – Braşov – Si-
naia – Ploiesti; followed by the temporary distribution camps in Focşani, Rimnicu Sarat, 
Tecuci or Ploiesti. The Oltenian route included Timişoara, Lugoj, Caransebeş (along the 
river Timiş), Orşova, the Iron Gates, Craiova, Bucureşti, Ploiesti, then the already men-
tioned camps, from where they were carried further in broad gauge carriages. The other 
direction led to the North-East, which led through the transit camp at Sighetu Marma-
tiei and Ocna Slatina – for Sub-Carpathians through the Svalova transit camp, on foot – 
to Starij Sambor where they were put into carriages, and the final destination could be a 
number of areas in the Soviet Union, such as Belorussia, the Baltic republics, Northern 
Russia, the Southern Ukrainian industrial area including the Donets Basin (“Donbass”), 
the Urals, the Caucasian mountains or other areas. 
Internees spent one or two weeks in the relocation camps, then they were transported 
through Romania to the Soviet destination camps. Their route followed a South-East 
direction but the Romanian station for reloading was not Focşani, Rimnicu Sarat or an-
other settlement hosting a temporary transit camp, but Jassi. It was here where intern-
ees were forced into the Soviet broad-gauge carriages, then the usual route took them 
to the Donets Basin through Dnepropetrovsk, while a minority were taken to the Urals 
or the Caucasians. 

1� There were two underlying motives for the supplementation of POWs: 
A) One of these was a central command from the highest levels, which ordered to col-
lect and treat as POWs all males who served as soldiers from 1941 for any time, regard-
less of the fact whether they were discharged due to health reasons even years before the 
arrival of the Red Army. 
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B) The other one was a subjective decision on local levels� For these cases commanders 
of higher Soviet units, front, army, corps or division were responsible, who explained the 
failure or delay of the military goals set by their superiors with a higher number of the 
enemy than previously expected. Such capturing drive was initiated, for example, by the 
prolonged battles of Torda, Debrecen and Budapest. In particular, the deportations mo-
tivated by the Budapest battle are remarkable and the most well-known, when roughly 
100,000 civilian men and boys were captured in Budapest and its vicinity. Besides, more 
POWs meant a greater glory for them. 
Thus, as the frontline was moving forward, civilians were collected and captured as pris-
oners of war all over the country. 

2� Ethnic cleansing
The other reason was ethnic cleansing. Observing the deportations outside the Trianon 
borders but within the Carpathian Basin, it is clear that, in case of mass deportation of ci-
vilians – whether for the purpose of supplementing POWs or due to their German ethnic-
ity –, in the territories of neighbouring countries that had allied with the Soviet Union or 
had changed sides, these countries tried to use these mass deportations for the removal 
and intimidation of the Hungarian population; for “solving” the Hungarian issue. 
For example, the Czechoslovakian government led by Eduard Benes persuaded Sta-
lin that the Soviet forces should open the front against Hungary from the North (Car-
patho-Dukla operation). The “green light” for this operation would have been ensured 
by the Slovakian revolt that broke out at the end of August 1944, in the back of the Ger-
man-Hungarian troops. It would have been the task of the Red Army moving from the 
Northern and North-Eastern Carpathians towards the South and South-East, and the 
Czechoslovakian corps under its command joined by uprising Slovakian partisan troops 
to summarily clear Upper Hungary from the Hungarian and Saxon population.8 That 
is, the troops moving from the north to the south would have chased away and out-
placed Hungarians and Saxons living in the area by means of cruelty and intimidation. 
This aim was put into words in the 6 October 1944 issue of the journal of the Czechoslo-
vakian corps as follows: “to completely clear Slovakia of all intruders and traitors… The 
cleansing of the Republic from Germans, Hungarians and traitors has just begun.”9 This 
plan failed due to the untimely downfall of the Slovakian uprising and the persistence 
of the German-Hungarian military force fighting in the North-Eastern Carpathians. At 
the same time – just like in Sub-Carpathia – when Slovakian or Rusyn civilians were cap-
tured, they were released. However, if the captured person was Hungarian, Calvinist or 
Catholic, they were deported. Let us mention only one example. On 23 January Russian 
soldiers arrived on board of a truck in the village of Kelemér in Gömör county, and they 
carried off only the Catholic – that is, Hungarian and not Lutheran Slovakian – children 
with the pretext of 3-week labour.10 

8 Gyarmati, György – Stark, Tamás – Tóth, István: Közép-európai haláltánc fasiszta háborúban és bolsevik 
békében. [Central European danse macabre in a fascist war and in Bolshevik peace.] In: Valóság 1989/12. 
888–889.; Korom, Mihály: Az Atlanti Chartától a potsdami kollektív büntetésig. (A magyarországi német 
kitelepítés történetéhez.) [From the Atlantic Charter to the collective punishment in Potsdam. (To the 
history of the German deportation from Hungary.] Századok 1998/3. 557. 

9 Za svobodné Československo, 1944. október 6. Quoted by Janics, Kálmán: A hontalanság évei. A 
szlovákiai magyar kisebbség a második világháború után 1945-1948. (The years of homelessness. The 
Hungarian minority in Slovakia after the second world war 1945-1948. München, 1979. 80. 

10 Hungarian State Archives (MNL-OL) XIX-J-1-q Ministry of Foreign Affairs HDF. O. 145.531/7 – 1945. 1. 
Helyzetjelentés Szatmár megyéből. (Report on the situation from Szatmár County.)
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The situation in the areas re-annexed to Romania was similar. From Satu Mare, for in-
stance, the following report was sent to the Hungarian Ministry of the Interior: “Roma-
nians here say to Hungarians laughing, ‘we will pay Russia with the Hungarians’. This 
means that Romania will collect the men and boys of Hungarian families and send them 
to Russia as ‘Romanian labourers’. […] Two groups of 600 and 800 people respective-
ly were herded through the high street of Nagykároly by Romanian camp gendarmes 
lately. Those poor creatures were caught in the villages, or homeward bound members 
of the dispersed Hungarian army, who were freed by the mercy of the Russian military 
leadership, were captured and herded together, registered as ‘partisans’. The people of 
Nagykároly were terrified to watch in what an inhuman way these poor Hungarian sol-
diers and farmers were driven by. They were stripped of their warm overcoats and while 
they were herded and whipped, the gendarmes told them things like ‘Hey, you wretched 
things! Brave ones! You said you’d head for Braşov, Timişoara and Arad. Well, you will, 
but not the way you thought you would!’”11 
Romanian gendarmes collected not only men of military age by the thousand, but wom-
en and children as well. For example, out of the roughly 4,000 Hungarians carried from 
Maros-Torda county to the “death camp” of Földvár 450 were minors.12 Red Army sol-
diers bore off about 5,000 Hungarian civilians from Cluj, on the basis of the allegations of 
the local Romanian intelligentsia, according to which Hungarian partisans were left be-
hind in the town13, to mention only a few examples. 
However, the largest and best revealed ethnic cleansing connected to Soviet military forc-
es took place in Sub-Carpathia (Podkarpatska Rus), re-annexed to Hungary in March of 
1939 – at the time of the disintegration of Czechoslovakia in order to ensure the smooth 
annexation of the area to the Soviet Union. To conduct this operation, Ivan Turjanica, the 
political commissioner of the Czechoslovakian army corps fighting under the control 
of the 4th Ukrainian Front, arrived in Sub-Carpathia in October 1944. Leaving the ties of 
the army corps, he started to organise the Communist Party of Transcarpathian Ukraine 
(that is, Zakarpatska Ukraina, not Podkarpatska Rus, as it was called locally). (Leaving 
the position of political commissioner in the Red Army required the authorisation of an 
extremely high level internal (NKVD) leader). Then, a few days later, on the 11th of No-
vember 1944 he sent his written proposal to the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front 
about “the temporary isolation of persons not trusted by Sub-Carpathian people”.14 
As a result, the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front issued the top-secret order 
no.0036 – dated as of 13 November 1944, but issued at their session on 12 November 
1944 – which ordered that “persons of military age German and Hungarian nationality 
between 18 and 50 years, that live in the area of the liberated Transcarpathian Ukraine, 

11 Hungarian State Archives XIX-B-1 Ministry of the Interior, papers of Ferenc Erdei, box 1. Helyzetjelentés 
Szatmár megyéből. (Report on the situation from Szatmár County.)

12 Vincze Gábor: Illúziók és csalódások. Fejezetek a romániai magyarság második világháború utáni 
történetéből. [Illusions and disappointments. Chapters from the history of the Romanian Hungarians 
after the second world war.] Státus, Csíkszereda, 1999. 32.

13 Revízió vagy autonómia? Iratok a magyar–román kapcsolatok történetéről (1945–1947). [Revision 
or autonomy? Documents on the history of Hungarian-Romanian relationships (1945-1947).] (Ed., 
introduction and notes by: Fülöp, Mihály – Vincze, Gábor) (Teleki László Alapítvány, Budapest, 1998. 
93.) About the deportation from Cluj see Murádin, János Kristóf: A megtizedelt város. [The decimated 
town] In: Korunk (Kolozsvár), 2004/10.

14 Dupka, György – Korszun, Alekszej: A „malenykij robot” dokumentumokban. [The malenky robot in 
documents.] Ungvár–Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 1997. 31.
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[…] must be directed to POW transit camps [in bold – by the author] in separate squad-
rons, according to listing, in convoys.”15 Thus, the displaced civilians were accounted for 
as prisoners of war.16 
Hungarian and German male population between the age of 18 and 50 years were car-
ried off not only from Sub-Carpathia, but also from the neighbouring Eastern Slovakia,17 
Sighetu Marmatiei (having been annexed to Romania), and in the area of the post-Tri-
anon Hungary, Csonka-Bereg (Tarpa, Tákos, Barabás, Tiszaszalka, Beregsurány, Lónya) 
as well.18 That was because they wanted to annex these areas as parts of Sub-Carpathia to 
the Soviet Ukraine, which was indeed attempted, concerning Hungary and Romania, in 
August of 1945.19 Thus the fate of the people of Csonka-Bereg was closely related to their 
compatriots in Sub-Carpathia. 
One day after the beginning of deportations, that is, on 19 November, the Commu-
nist Party of Zakarpatska Ukraina was founded, the main aim of which was to annex 
Sub-Carpathia, or as they called it, Zakarpatska Ukraina (i.e. Transcarpathian Ukraine) 
to the Soviet Ukraine. 
When the majority of the Sub-Carpathian male population of Hungarian and German 
origin was already in captivity in the POW transit camps – or, as Ivan Turjanica pro-
posed, they were “isolated” – the founding session of the People’s Council of Zakarpat-
ska Ukraina, that is, the committee appointed as the highest local governing body, was 
held in Munkács on the 26th of November with delegates chosen by their comrades. Dur-
ing the secession from Czechoslovakia and joining to the Soviet Union or for formalities’ 
sake: to the Soviet Ukraine was declared unanimously. By that time they did not have 
to beware of the expression of different opinions by the deported Hungarian and Ger-
man people, or by any other intimidated ethnicity living in the area. This way the Soviet 
Union managed to make it seem outwards as if the Sub-Carpathian population had vol-
untarily wished to join the Ukraine – which had entirely different historical, religious, 
cultural and ethnic features. Thus the annexation of Sub-Carpathia to the Soviet Union 
was “legalised” (for further details see György Dupka: Deportation for malenky robot 
from Sub-Carpathia.) 

3� Interning as Germans 
In case of Hungary, the third specific reason which caused the capturing of civilians to be 
of mass proportions differs from the previous ones in two essential features. First, depor-
tations were extended to the female population as well. Second, these people were usu-

15 Dupka – Korszun: ibid 72–73. 
16 For the most details on the deportation from Subcarpathia see Dupka, György: A mi golgotánk. A kollektív 

bűnösség elvének alkalmazása a kárpátaljai magyarokkal és németekkel szemben. (A 4. Ukrán Front 
Katonai Tanácsa határozatainak végrehajtása az NKVD-jelentések tükrében, 1944-1946) [Our Calvary. 
The application of the principle of collective guilt against Subcarpathian Hungarians and Germans. 
(The execution of the commands of the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front as reflected in NKVD 
reports, 1944-1946)] Kárpátaljai magyar könyvek 215. Szolyvai Emlékparkbizottság, Intermix Kiadó, 
Ungvár – Budapest, 2012.

17 See more in: Dobos, Ferenc: Magyarok a történelem senkiföldjén. „Málenkij robot” a kelet-szlovákiai 
Bodrogközben és Ung-vidéken. [Hungarians in the no man’s land of history. Malenky robot in the 
Eastern Slovakian Bodrogköz and the Ung region.] Regio, 1992/4. 110–129. 

18 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 25.438/pol. – 1945., 25.496/pol. – 1945.
19 Archives of Military History, Ministry of Defence 35.250/eln.[presidential] – 1945.
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ally not mixed with POWs but carried to separate transit camps as internees – or, in the 
contemporary term, deportees –, from where they were transported to the Soviet Union 
in separate trains, and they were put into interning camps, still separated from prison-
ers of war. They were mixed with POWs only on their way home, and were taken home 
in the same trains. In Hungary, occupied by the Soviets, they were officially treated as 
POWs and they could be only mentioned within the framework of the POW issue. How-
ever, they did not receive any form of military welfare endowment.
After the Soviet Union was attacked, in the autumn of 1943 plans were made for the em-
ployment of German captives in the Soviet Union. It was mentioned first in a memo-
randum written by former people’s commissar of foreign affairs Maxim Maximovich 
Litinov, entitled “On the treatment of Germany and other European enemy countries”, 
which was prepared for the October meeting of the allied ministers of foreign affairs in 
Moscow, as well as for the Tehran Conference of “the three great ones” held in Novem-
ber. Based on this writing, Stalin already proposed to the allies that the rebuilding of the 
Soviet Union will require not only financial indemnity but labour force as well. Churchill 
and Roosevelt implicitly accepted the Soviet demand. Then the report of the war repara-
tions committee led by deputy people’s commissar of foreign affairs Ivan Maisky written 
in July 1944 already set targets for the 10-year employment of 5 million German workers, 
the production value of which was an estimated 35-40 billion dollars. However, it made 
up only half of the calculated reparations demand of 70-75 billion dollars, the other half 
of which they wanted to receive in agricultural and industrial products from Germany.20 
At the same time, the armistice agreements made with Romania, Bulgaria and Hungary 
did not include compensation by forced labour!
The following two citations demonstrate the attitude of the Anglo-Saxon powers towards 
the deportation of people of German origin to the Soviet Union. The telegram no.441 sent 
from Washington to Moscow and Bucharest on 18 January 1945 reveals that the United 
States regarded deportation of civilians of German origin for forced labour merely as a 
legal problem: “The Government of the United States regards the deportation of Ger-
mans from Romania in the form it has been planned by the Soviets rather as a kind of 
compensation than a security measure. […] Since the armistice agreement signed with 
Romania does not prescribe indemnity in the form of labour, the opinion of the United 
States is that deportations cannot be justified within the framework of armistice agree-
ments. Moreover, the Soviet argument that the deported persons are German citizens 
and make reparations for the damages inflicted by the German army, leads to the con-
clusion that the case belongs to the scope German reparations.”21

However, Winston Churchill, the Prime Minister of Britain, in his note addressed to the 
British Foreign Secretary on 19 January 1945 is utterly in favour of the idea of Soviets de-
porting masses of innocent civilians for years of forced labour: “Concerning how great-
ly Russia suffered during the war, the systematic attacks Romania made against them, 
the huge army Russia still keeps in the frontline and the horrible conditions the people 
of several European countries are suffering from, I do not see why the Russians would 
make a mistake by asking for 100 or 150,000 of these people to work in their mines.  

20 Polian: ibid 245–246.
21 Boros, Ernő: „Volt minekünk jó éltünk, van most nekünk jaj” 1945–1949: a szatmári svábok deportálástörténete 

I–II. [(“We had a good life, now we have cries of pain” – 1945-1949: The story of the deportation of the 
Swabians living in Szatmár County I-II.], Státus Könyvkiadó, Csíkszereda, 2005. Vol. I. 47.
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Besides we cannot forget about the fact that we have promised to give the fate of Roma-
nia in their hands to a great degree. In the light of all that happened, I cannot believe 
Russians would make a mistake by taking Romanian citizens of any ethnicity to work in 
their mines.”22 
Stalin made his final decision encouraged by the indifferent and cynical attitude of the 
allied powers to the compensatory employment of the “German labour force” in the 
Soviet Union. 
The central written basis for this was decree no.7161 of the Soviet State Defence Commit-
tee23 dated from 16 December 1944, which was signed by Stalin himself. The decree or-
dered the following: 
“1.) All employable German persons – males between 17 and 45 and females between 18 

and 30 – located in the areas of Romania, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Bulgaria and Czech-
oslovakia liberated by the Red Army must be mobilised and interned for the pur-
pose of direction for work in the Soviet Union. 

 It needs to be made clear that mobilisation applies for Germans of German or Hun-
garian citizenship and Germans of Romanian, Yugoslavian, Bulgarian and Czecho-
slovakian citizenship as well. 

2.) The mobilisation shall be controlled by the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs 
of the Soviet Union (Comrade Beria). 

 The People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs shall be appointed for organising tran-
sit camps, reception of internees; organising, setting off and guarding trains. Trains 
must be set off to the Soviet Union in accordance with the schedule of the arrival of 
the interned Germans to the transit locations. 

3.) Comrades Malinovsky and Vinogradov – concerning Romania, and comrades Tol-
buhin and Biryuzov – concerning Bulgaria and Yugoslavia – shall be obliged to: 

 A) execute the mobilisation and interning of Germans according to point 1 via the 
governing organisations of the respective countries; 

 B) ensure together with the appointed comrades Apollonov and Gorbatyuk of the 
People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs of the Soviet Union that the competent 
civilian and military authorities take the necessary measure to ensure that the Ger-
mans concerned appear at the transit locations. 

4.) Germans to be transported shall be permitted to carry warm clothing, spare under-
wear, bedding, crockery for personal use and food up to 200 kg per person. 

5.) Chief supply officer Comrade Hruljov and comrade Kovaljov shall be assigned to 
provide railway trains and cars for the transportation of the internees, as well as for 
their food supply. 

6.) All Germans shall be directed to the reconstruction works of the coal mining indus-
try of the Donets Basin and the metallurgy industry of the South. 

 Germans arriving at the worksites shall form 1000-strong workers’ battalions. 
 The People’s Commissariat of Defence (comrade Golikov) shall provide each battal-

ion with 12 officers from the Red Army officers with a limited fitness for service. 
7.) The People’s Commissariat of Coal Mining and The People’s Commissariat of Met-

allurgy shall organise the reception of internees at their working sites, provide for 
22 Boros: „Volt minekünk jó éltünk… [We had a good life…] Vol.I. 47–48.
23 GKO (or GOKO) = Gosudarstvenny Komitet Oboroni. During the war the highest power was maintained 

by this committee instead of the Council of the People’s Commissars. Of course, its president was Stalin.
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their lodging and food supply and any other living conditions. The People’s Commis-
sariat of Coal Mining (comrade Vahrusev) and the People’s Commissariat of Metallur-
gy (comrade Tyevosyan) are obliged to ensure room for the reception and lodging of 
the arriving interned Germans. 

 The People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs shall be appointed to elaborate on 
the system of supplying interned Germans and the conditions of their employ-
ment, together with the People’s Commissariat of Coal Mining and the People’s 
Commissariat of Metallurgy. 

8.) The Soviet Plan Bureau (comrade Voznyesensky) shall be obliged to issue supple-
mentary food and industrial products to the People’s Commissariats of Coal Mining 
and Metallurgy from the first quarter of 1945 for the supply of the interned Germans 
arriving for work – in accordance with the norms set for the plants of these People’s 
Commissariats. 

9.) The People’s Commissariat of Healthcare (comrade Mityerev) shall be obliged to 
ensure the institutional conditions of healthcare for the Germans arriving at the 
plants of the People’s Commissariats of Coal Mining and Metallurgy, and these two 
People’s Commissariats shall be obliged to provide the People’s Commissariat of 
Healthcare with the necessary rooms. 

10.) Internment of Germans shall be carried out in December 1944 and January 1945, and 
they shall arrive at their working sites until 15 February 1945. 

President of the State Defence Committee, 
J. Stalin”24 

For the purpose of the preparation of the decree – that is, the deportation of the employa-
ble German population of the areas of Central and South-Eastern Europe occupied by the 
Red Army for forced labour in the Soviet Union – People’s Commissar of Internal Affairs 
Lavrenty Beria issued his top-secret command no.001411 by the order of Stalin on 24 No-
vember 1944, which ordered the enumeration of “Germans” living in the territories oc-
cupied by the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Ukrainian Fronts. For the execution of this task three groups 
were directed to the areas controlled by the three Ukrainian Fronts, made up of the op-
erative officers of NKVD25, NKGB26 and SMERSH27. The task of these special groups was, 
with the help of intelligence obtained on site, to make a list of settlements where there is a 
German population, or to correct already existing lists, and take a census of Germans be-
tween 16 and 50 years by age and sex. They had 10 days to complete this top-secret mis-
sion. Due to its importance and confidential nature, colonel-general Arkady Apollonov, 
deputy people’s commissar of internal affairs and major-general Ivan Gorbatyuk, com-
mander of NKVD’s General Headquarters were appointed to control the mission. Gener-
al Gorbatyuk had already gained experience in the massive deportation of various ethnic 
groups, since he was one of those who had controlled the deportation of Chechens, the 
Ingush and Karachays to Siberia and Central Asia. More than 106 intelligence groups of 

24 Published in full in Hungarian by: Iratok a magyar-szovjet kapcsolatok történetéhez. 1944. október – 
1948. június. Dokumentumok. (Documents to the history of Hungarian-Soviet relationships. October 
1944 – June 1948. Documents. (Ed.: Vida, István) Budapest, 2005. pp. 65-67

25 NKVD = People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs 
26 NKGB = People’s Commissariat of State Security 
27 SMERS (Smerty Spoinam!) = Soviet military intelligence and counter-intelligence organisation called 

‘Death to spies!’ 
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the SMERSH contributed to intelligence. The two generals reported on the results to Be-
ria on 5 December, who, in turn, reported to Stalin and the people’s commissar of foreign 
affairs and first deputy premier Vyacheslav Molotov on the 15th. 
According to the report a total of 551,049 people of German origin between 16 and 50 
years were counted in the area in question; 240,436 males and 310,613 females. Regard-
ing their distribution per countries, the most Germans – 421,846 – were enumerated in 
Romania, 73,572 in Yugoslavia, 50,292 in Hungary, 4,250 in Czechoslovakia, and 1,089 in 
Bulgaria. The bulk of the people listed were citizens of the above countries respectively, 
but there were 24,694 “imperial Germans” among them, that is, German citizens, out of 
whom 7,890 were placed in 15 internment camps in Romania, while 16,8704 in 22 camps 
in Yugoslavia. Next day, on 16 December 1944, Stalin ordered the deportation of several 
hundred thousand, mostly innocent people for forced labour.28 

The three generals of NKVD, the above mentioned Apollonov, Gorbatyuk and lieuten-
ant-general Moysey Sladyevich, deputy commander of the armed troops of NKVD, entered 
into negotiations with the military councils of the 2nd and 3rd Ukrainian Fronts on 21-22 De-
cember 1944.29 Most probably as a result of this discussion the two Ukrainian Fronts issued 
their infamous execution command no.0060 (strictly confidential!) on 22 December 1944, in 
accordance with the 16 December decree of the State Defence Committee, and the “mobili-
sation of Germans” was started the very same day from the occupied areas – among them, 
the occupied regions of Hungary – which meant the deportation of Germans, people with 
German names – often Hungarian ones, moreover, with Hungarian names and occasional-
ly Jewish people with German names – for forced labour in the Soviet Union. 
Interestingly, the three generals put the detailed executive plans of the deportations on 
Beria’s table only on 26 December. According to that, German males born between 1899 
and 1927 and females born between 1914 and 1926 had to be interned. In accordance with 
the plan, they set up headquarters in Bucharest and the appointed occupied area was di-
vided into 10 operative zones: 1. Temes county, 2. Maros County, 3. Olt and Bucses re-
gion, 4. the lower Danube region, 5. Prut region, 6. Szamos region, 7. Pest-Pilis, Solt, 
Kiskun and Csongrád counties, 8. Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok, Békés, Heves, Hajdú, Bihar 
and Szatmár counties, 9. Beograd, 10. Sombor. That is, 6 were in Romania, while two in 
Hungary and in Yugoslavia each. Each zone was divided into districts, to which separate 
executive operative groups were assigned. Transit camps or transit stations were creat-
ed in the centres of the executive groups for the concentration of Germans, from where 
they were transported to the Soviet Union by train. In Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria there 
were no zones created due to the low number of Germans, here the execution of the task 
was assigned to the NKVD troops securing the back area of the fronts.30 
A surprising deficiency of the Soviet plan was the fact that the 10 zones did not include 
the Transdanubian region densely populated by Swabians, from where, however, a lot of 
people were carried off with reference to order no.0060. 
Deportations were carried out by the auxiliary NKVD quads assigned to front headquar-
ters. Interestingly, a Romanian regiment also took part in the actions in Hungary. 25-30 
strong NKVD guard staff were assigned to guard each train of the deportees. The three 
generals also planned the schedule for the deportation. According to this the collection 

28 Polian: ibid 249–250.
29 Polian: ibid 252.
30 Polian: ibid 253., 273.
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of Germans in the areas of Hungary and Yugoslavia occupied by the 3rd Ukrainian Front 
was planned to be executed between 28 December 1944 and 5 January 1945. Meanwhile 
in the (post-Trianon) Hungarian area occupied by the 2nd Ukrainian Front, that is, in the 
region east of the river Danube, capturing the German population of employable age was 
to be executed between 1 and 10 January 1945, in Romania – including Transylvania – be-
tween 10 January and 1 February 1945, and in Czechoslovakia – including Sub-Carpathia 
– between 27 December 1944 and 1 January 1945.31 
However, the “mobilisation” of Germans did not happen according to the planned 
schedule. Deportations started earlier concerning the countries and zones as well, and 
they were prolonged and lasted longer than planned. Nevertheless, due to the earlier 
start, Soviet armed forces basically managed to depart the trains of “the mobilised” and 
get them to the arrival points until the deadline set in the decree of the State Defence 
Committee, even if one day late. 
Deportations in the region were started in the westernmost areas occupied by the Sovi-
et, in the Hungarian (South-Transdanubian) and Yugoslavian (including southern Hun-
garian) areas occupied by the 3rd Ukrainian Front, obviously out of the consideration that 
even if the population heard any news of the deportation in the areas lying east of the 
former ones, far away from the frontline, they would not have any chance to escape west 
through the frontlines in order to avoid it. But the collection of Germans started not only 
in the westernmost areas, but 6 days earlier than scheduled, so that even if some news of 
the “action” had been leaked, the population could not escape. For instance, the deporta-
tions in the region occupied by the 3rd Ukrainian Front started on 22 instead of 28 Decem-
ber 1944, and lasted until 15 instead of 5 January 1945. In the occupied Czechoslovakian 
area – including Sub-Carpathia – the military council of the 4th Ukrainian Front issued its 
execution order no.00520 (top-secret!), based on the SDC decree no.7161, as early as 21 
December. That is, concerning the areas occupied by the 4th Ukrainian Front and partly 
to be annexed to the Soviet Union, not the order no.0060 issued by the two other Ukrain-
ian fronts, but another one, which presumably differed in some details. Supposedly, the 
reason behind it was that a part of the area – besides Sub-Carpathia, the size of which not 
known then – was to be annexed to the Soviet Union. New elements appeared in it, ac-
cording to which women who could not arrange for the care of their children under the 
age of 7 were exempted, as well as those whose handicap or serious illness could be ver-
ified. In Sub-Carpathia – or as in the order, in the Czechoslovakian area liberated by the 
Red Army – registration and collection of Germans had to be carried out between 23 and 
26 of December 1944, and the local People’s committees were responsible for the 100 per 
cent appearance of the persons listed.32 

Numbers after arriving home

The NKVD generals’ “troika” – Apollonov, Gorbatyuk and Sladkyevich – reported on 
the deportations affecting East-Central and South-Eastern Europe between 22 Decem-
ber 1944 and 2 February 1945 to the leader of NKVD via telephone on 2 February 1945. 
According to the report, a total of 124,542 persons were interned, i.e. taken into custo-
dy and escorted to transit camps. However, 12,190 persons were released for several 
31 Polian: ibid 253.
32 Zakarpatski uhortsi i nimci. Internuvannya ta deportatsiyny procesi 1944–1945. Archivni dokumenti i 

materiali. [The processes of the deportation of Subcarpathian Hungarians and Germans 1944–1945. Archive 
documents and materials.] (Ed.: Каcsur, Ivan, bev.: Korszun, Alekszej) Ужгород (Ungvár), 2012. pp. 68–70.
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reasons – illness, pregnancy, different ethnicity (particularly, Slavic), etc. Thus, finally 
112,480 people were dispatched to internment camps in the Soviet Union: 69,332 from 
Romania, 31,923 from Hungary, 10,935 from Yugoslavia, 215 from Czechoslovakia and 
75 from Bulgaria. According to the report the number of interned persons in Hungary 
was 32,973, out of which 31,923 were deported into the Soviet Union33 (20,989 males and 
10,934 females). 19,564 (13,921 males and 5643 females) were deported from the area of 
the 2nd Ukrainian front, while 12,359 (7,068 males and 5,291 females) from the area of the 
3rd Ukrainian Front, according to the Soviet documents.34 
The People’s Commissar of Internal Affairs Lavrenty Beria reported on the implementa-
tion of the 16 December 1944 SDC decree in a letter written to the Presidium of the Su-
preme Sovieton on 22 February 1945. Beyond the above, he also detailed that besides 
local authorities 10,443 NKVD officers and soldiers, 664 special officers – mostly from 
NKGB – and 800 members of the SMERSH, i.e. the military intelligence and counter-in-
telligence organisation took part in the “mission”. 103 trains and 5,677 carriages were 
employed to transport the “mobilised” persons to the Soviet Union.35 The People’s Com-
missar of Internal Affairs also proposed the NKVD officers and soldiers for honours of 
war, since “they carried out the special government commission successfully”36. 
At the same time, considering that “only” 112,480 people were dispatched instead of the 
previously estimated 551,049 Germans of employable age, it is questionable why NKVD 
officers and soldiers should have been rewarded, since the number of “mobilised” per-
sons was far behind the possibilities. It is true that the official age limit became narrow-
er than in the original survey, but the huge difference between the two numbers cannot 
be explained by this fact alone, and the more so, because it was a generally experienced 
fact also confirmed by contemporary reports that the soldiers had no consideration for 
the limits and dragged people 16-65 years old as well. 
Researchers having become sceptical towards communist documents due to previous ex-
perience may have doubts and may suppose that the numbers in the Soviet documents are 
not unfailing, they are only part of the truth. As Stalin himself said, “Who else on earth 
can trust written documents beyond hopeless bureaucrats? At most, only archive rats!”37 
The completeness and integrity of Soviet data are also questioned by the following contro-
versies and “oddities”. Firstly, section 6 of decree no.7161 signed by Stalin on 16 December 
1944 declares that “All Germans shall be directed to the reconstruction works of the coal 
mining industry of the Donets Basin and the metallurgy industry of the South”, however, 
during the implementation of the order a part of the transports was sent to the mountains 
separating Europe and Asia, namely the Urals38 and the Caucasian mountains.39 

33 1050 people (450 males and 600 females) were exempted out of the ones who had been collected. This is 
how their number became 31,923 according to the Soviet documents. 

34 Varga: ibid 153–154.
35 Polian: ibid 249., 254. 
36 Polian: ibid 259. 
37 Werth, Nicolas: A Szovjetunió, avagy a terror uralma. Deportálás, Gulag, éhínségek. [The Soviet Union, 

or the rule of terrorism. Deportation, Gulag, periods of hunger.] Rubicon 2001/4-5. p.20. 
38 Dupka, György: A kollektív bűnösség elvének alkalmazása a kárpátaljai magyarokkal és németekkel 

szemben, a 4. Ukrán Front Katonai Tanácsa határozatainak végrehajtása az NKVD-jelentések tükrében, 
1944–1946. [The application of the principle of collective guilt against Subcarpathian Hungarians and 
Germans. (The execution of the commands of the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front as reflected 
in NKVD reports, 1944-1946)] PhD dissertation. PPKE BTK, Budapest, 2014. 104.

39 „Egyetlen bűnünk…[Our only guilt…] pp.103–104. 
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Secondly, if we divide the number of dispatched deported persons included in the re-
ports, that is, 112,480, by the number of the trains employed, we get the extremely low 
number of 1,092 per train, when a minimum of 1,500 people or even more were trans-
ported by one train. If we divide 112,480 by the number of carriages, 5,677, the result is 
still unrealistically or even untruthfully low: nearly 20 people per carriage. The number 
per carriage is still unrealistically low – and much lower than told by survivors – if we 
suppose that 3 carriages were reserved for guards, food supply and healthcare in each 
train: the result is still only 21 persons for a carriage in contrast with an average of 40 ac-
cording to witnesses, or 40-45 according to the Russian historian Polian.40 That is to say, 
only half of the real number! 
Therefore we should double the number of 31,923 deported Hungarians indicated in the 
report in order to obtain the actual number which means 63,846 “mobilised” Hungari-
ans. The first competent researchers of the topic reached similar results. Miklós Füzes 
estimates the number of persons deported as Germans from post-Trianon Hungary as 
55-60,00041, while György Zielbauer as 60-65 thousand.42 Consequentially, we must take 
at least the double of the 112,480 persons deported by SDC decree no.7161 as report-
ed in the Soviet document, so the number of people deported from Eastern-Central and 
South-Eastern Europe because of their German origin adds up to 224,960. (We should 
consider at least a double amount, because if the carriages mentioned in the report were 
Soviet models, we should take the quadruple of this data. However, data by Hungarian 
researchers also presumed the double of the Soviet data, without knowing it.)
Those who still lived in Hungary and Romania after all these tribulations, had to expe-
rience the fact that they were treated as outlaws by the post-war Hungarian and Roma-
nian law as well. They had to keep silent about the injustice they had experienced, and 
communist regimes exerted to wipe away any traces of deportations for forced labour 
from historical memory. The National Police Inspectorate and the State Security Police 
in Romania issued their decree no.43382 for this purpose on 29 June 1945, the main point 
of which was: “Many persons belonging to the German minority have requested a cer-
tificate stating that some of their relatives have been assembled and given over to Soviet 
forces, […] the issuance of such certificates is forbidden.” 43

40 Polian: ibid 256. 
41 Füzes, Miklós: Modern Rabszolgaság. „Malenkij robot” Magyar állampolgárok a Szovjetunió 

munkatáboraiban. [A modern slavery. Forced labour. Hungarian citizens in the labour camps of the 
Soviet Union] Budapest, 1990. 39.

42 Zielbauer: A magyarországi németség… [The hard decade of the Germans living in Hungary 1945-1955] p.30.
43 Boros: „Volt minekünk jó éltünk… [We had a good life…] Vol.I. p. 48. 
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Zalán Bognár 
Mass deportation of civilians from post-Trianon Hungary for forced labour 

in the Soviet Union 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, contemporary documents reveal three distinct 
groups of mass deportations from Hungary and the Carpathian Basin: supplementation 
to the number of POWs, ethnic cleansing and interning Germans. In the following section 
we will see how these were manifested in the area of post-Trianon Hungary. 

Supplementation to the number of POWs

Central directive from the highest levels
Available documents outline a decision from the highest level, according to which all 
men that had been involved in military service since 1941 had to be collected and treated 
as POWs in the whole country. Captured Soviet soldiers also confessed that all the men 
would be rounded up who had been soldiers since 1941. In this respect the Soviet town 
commander of Budapest Chernishov did not tergiversate either, he told the Budapest 
liaison officer Ottó Hátszegi (Hatz) frankly that “those who had done military service 
since 1941 will be called to report, and then they will be put in POW camps.”44 Several ar-
chive documents seem to confirm this fact as well. For example in Kenderes, “the inter-
preter of the village announced it by drumbeat that those who had done military service 
since 1941 shall report to the village hall with 2 days of food supply, on pain of the strict-
est punishment. More than 120 people reported upon the announcement. These people 
were all civilians and had not been in military service for months. There were sever-
al ones among them who were not carried off because they reported but were collected 
from their homes and the mill”, says the petition written by the principals of the village. 
In Kelenföld, Budapest – according to a notice received by the Ministry of Foreign affairs 
– on the 7th of January the whole housing estate was evacuated to Budafok, and they were 
asked by means of an interpreter if they had been soldiers between 1941 and 1944; and 
those who said they were, were carried away.”45 Men were carried away from Lőrinci46 
and many other settlements in the country with the same explanation.
Captors did not take it into consideration whether these people had been discharged – 
due to health, family or other reasons –, or that they had escaped from their corps risk-
ing their own lives because they had not wanted to carry on with meaningless fighting. It 
did not matter either that most of them never even had served in the territory of the Sovi-
et Union. Only one thing was important: to find a pretext to take as many people as pos-
sible to the Soviet Union for the reconstruction of their country. 
At the same time, enforcement was not carried out in the same way. In many places all men 
between 18 and 50 years had to report for identification, or for 3 days’ work at the town 
hall or at a school. There also were settlements where the so-called “polizei” (internal en-
forcement forces established by the commission or support of the Red Army) took the peo-
ple from their homes or called them to the village hall with the excuse of “a little work” 
(malenky robot) or identification, from where they were taken to the nearest POW camp 

44 HLI HM 1274/ált.[general] – 1945.
45 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 28.094./pol. – 1945.
46 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.769/pol. – 1945.
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with armed Soviet escort. For example, the civilian captives collected in Tápiószentmárton, 
Tápiósüly, Tápióbicske and Albertirsa were taken to the Cegléd camp this way.47 
Armed Soviets having arrived in Vértessomló at Christmas went from door to door on 
the 5th of January in 1945 to collect not only men of military service age, but 14-15-year-
old boys and 60-year old elderly men as well on the pretext of “a little work”, then took 
them to the school of the village48. They were herded to Csákvár in the afternoon, where 
they spent the night in the building of a pub where “there was barely enough room to 
stand on our feet”, as a survivor remembers.

47 Egy krónika a malenkij robotról. A Tápiószentmártonból 1945. február 8-án elhurcoltak és hozzátartozóik 
vallomásai, visszaemlékezései [Chronicles of the Malenky Robot. Memories and confessions by survivors 
deported from Tápiószentárton on 8 February 1945 and their relatives.] (Collected and edited by: Dusek, 
László) Tápiószentmárton, 1993. Pp. 3., 23., 28., 37., 39.

48 Neukum, Rezső vie. In. Szebeni, Ilona: Haza fogunk menni. Kényszermunkán a Szovjetunióban [We will 
go home! Forced labour in the Soviet Union.] 1944–1949. Debrecen, 1993. p. 244.

Even after the end of the war, on 30 May 1945, those who had seen military service between 1941 
and ’45 were taken from the Marcali district to the Baross barracks transformed into a POW camp 

in Kaposvár en masse. (MNLOL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O.)
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Supplementation of the POW number was implemented by various means and decep-
tions. In Szombathely, an announcement by the notary summoned every man in town 
having seen military service to report for service in the new, democratic army.49 In oth-
er places it was announced that those who possess treasury clothing must hand it in.50 
Those who complied were then escorted to the nearest transit camps as POWs by armed 
escort. There were places such as Borsodivánka, where the local NKVD commander sim-
ply called all ex-servicemen together and captured them.51 In Szalkszentmárton it was 
announced that persons of military age over 18 must report on 2 December 1944.52 
However, not only men of military service age were carried away. Upon the order of the 
Russian security forces of Szigetvár, in the western part off Baranya county males be-
tween 15-50 years old having seen military service and having attended youth military 
training were collected as well. 53 
It is important to mention here that since the treaty of Trianon had forbidden mandatory 
military service and only allowed for a 35 thousand strong mercenary army in Hunga-
ry, according to the provisions of the act LIII. 1921 boys had to attend the so-called “Lev-
ente” youth military training between ages of 12 to 21, where they received physical and 
theoretical training. 

49 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 145.492/7. – 1945.
50 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 25.440/pol. – 1945.
51 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 126.804/7. – 1945.
52 HL KÜM HDF. O. 123.754/p. – 1945. → /p and /7 → due to double filing. It used to be the Political Dept. 

Of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, then it became POW Dept. Of the MoFA. 
53 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.832/pol. – 1945. See the annex.

Petition by The Lord Lieutenant of Baranya county to the Minister of Foreign Affairs,  
for the sake of the release of males between 15-50 having seen military service and having 

attended youth military training
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Transdanubian prisoner (of war) camps also were filled with the local population.54 The 
Lord Lieutenant of Vas county wrote to the Minister of Foreign Affairs on the 8th of May, 
“I report that several concentration camps were established by the Russian troops after 
marching in the county. The camps have been established and filled up in the same way 
as in other parts of the country. The whole population of villages were collected on the 
pretext of sending them to work, that have been located at the camps for 3-4 weeks now. 
Their relatives have reported that recently several sealed trains departed eastward from 
these camps.”55 The same is revealed by the report of the notary of Körmend: “On the 
order of the Russian military government, 20-40-year old men were collected under the 
pretext of work in the village of Őrimagyarosd on 7 April 1945, then they were first tak-
en to the Jánosháza camp, then to the Intapuszta camp.56 

54 The brackets here also refer to the fact that not only real POWs, i.e. soldiers were kept in these camps but 
unarmed and harmless civilians as well. 

55 Vas County Archives (VML) IV. – 401./b Documents of the Lord Lieutenant 75./1945. 
56 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 29.969./pol. – 1945.

The oral notice of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the allied (Soviet) Supervising Committee 
for the sake of release of civilian males between 16 and 45 from the POW camp in Martonfa, 

deported from Vas county. (MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O.)
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In the notarial district of Ivánc all men between 16 and 45 years old had to report to the 
village hall with a 5-day food supply and 2 sets of underwear.57 In most places residents 
either had to report on pain of being shot in the head, or in case they were absent, their 
relatives were threatened with retaliation measures.

Mass supplementation to the number of POWs and deportations due to local level decisions
There are two outstanding cases of mass deportations due to local level decisions from the 
area of post-Trianon Hungary. One of them can be related to the Soviet military operation-
al failure concerning the armoured battle of Trans-Tisza58, the aim of which would have 
been to encircle the 2nd Hungarian and 8th German armies fighting in Northern Transylva-
nia. The 2nd Ukrainian Front was to encircle them from the South, while the 4th Ukrainian 
Front from North-East. The pincer should have closed at the river Tisza, in the region of 
Csap-Tokaj-Csap. However, the German-Hungarian troops managed to hinder the Soviet 
pincer to close in due time during the battles around Debrecen and the Nyírség, thus the 2nd 
Hungarian and 8th German armies succeeded in escaping from the closing circle. 
Marshall Malinovsky, Commander of the 2nd Ukrainian Front ordered general Pliev to 
reach the river Tisza by the 21st October along the Csap-Tokaj line, thus cutting the way of 
retreat from the 2nd Hungarian and 8th German armies. The general failed to comply with 
the order. Although his troops seized Nyíregyháza on 21 October, not much later they 
were beaten back by the Hungarian-German forces, the most significant part of which 
attacked from the direction from Hajdúnánás. Although the population wished the war 
was over, due to the Soviet cruelties having happened in Nyíregyháza and its surround-
ings, they welcomed the troops consisting mostly of German corps as liberators. “There 
are a lot of people in the streets, almost everyone is crying, and they are hugging and 
kissing the German soldiers. I am so moved I am barely able to write. Elderly people, 
grown-up men, women, and girls, their eyes welling up with tears, the silent emotion 
of liberation. They are greeting the armoured tanks and cars rolling along. Infantrymen, 
cars, armoured vehicles all are decorated with flowers. I don’t know where they got so 
many asters from suddenly”, a Nyíregyháza resident wrote in his diary.59 The records 
of the 96th German division of the infantry and the 3rd mountain division reveal that “the 
soldiers of Pliev’s troops committed a series of rapes, executions and robberies within 
only a few days”. Even a general took part in raping women, and “the youngest victims 
were not older than seven. Sometimes ten or fifteen soldiers raped the same woman, one 
after the other, before the very eyes of her husband or other civilians. In Nagykálló, the 
Cossacks raped all the patients of a psychiatric asylum.” The German and Hungarian 
soldiers having recaptured these settlements had to provide strong armed escort for the 
Soviet POWs in order to keep the angered residents from beating them to death.60 The 
soviet troops were able to recapture Nyíregyháza only 10 days later, on 31 October. The 
price of the late recapturing and the operational failure – that is, that they did not man-
57 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.182/pol. – 1945. 
58 The battle which took place in the Trans-Tisza region with the involvement of over 1200 armoured 

vehicles has been referred to as “the battle of Debrecen”, nowadays also as “the armoured battle on the 
Great Plain”. 

59 Quoted from the diary of a Nyíregyháza resident called Valent. Számvéber, Norbert: Páncélosok a 
Tiszántúlon. Az alföldi páncéloscsata 1944 októberében. [The armoured battle in the Great Hungarian 
Plain in October 1944.] Paktum, Budapest, 2002. p. 320. 

60 Ungváry Krisztián: A magyar honvédség a második világháborúban. [The Hungarian army in the second 
world war.] Osiris, Budapest, 2004. Pp. 339–340. 
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age to encircle and defeat the 2nd Hungarian and 8th German armies fighting in Northern 
Transylvania – was paid by the population again. Roughly 2,300 people were dragged 
away, mostly from their homes in Nyíregyháza,61 including 255 railway employees who 
were staying there in order to repair the damaged railroad tracks.62 In Hajdúnánás, men 
were yanked out of their beds and deported in the middle of the night.63 
However, the deportations on the ground of the battle of Budapest exceeded the extent 
of all previous and subsequent ones. It is most probable that the primary motive behind 
such massive deportations – beyond the central order for the deportation of men hav-
ing seen military service since 1941 – were Marshal Malinovsky’s self-justifying tactics. 
As a matter of fact Stalin urged the capturing of Budapest. On 28 October 1944, he or-
dered marshal Malinovsky to start the attack on Budapest the following day and conquer 
the Hungarian capital on the march. Although the Soviet troops were fighting at the out-
skirts of Budapest by 3 November, the operation was dragging on for 108 days, and the 
siege of the “Budapest fortress” reinforced by the Attila-line, that is, the encirclement bat-
tle itself was prolonged as well and lasted for 51 days, and they only managed to seize 
the capital on 13 February. (Let me just mention that France, victorious and powerful in 
World War I, was able to resist the military force of Nazi Germany only for 43 days in 
1940!) The extended duration of the siege was embarrassing for Malinovsky because by 
that time the armoured lodgements of the 1st Belorussian Front had approached Berlin 
by 60km. Meanwhile Moscow did not understand the reason behind the prolongation of 
the battle, and was becoming increasingly impatient. Rákosi wrote in his memoirs, “Bu-
dapest was encircled, and my Soviet friends would ask me more and more impatiently, 
actually how many blocks there were in Budapest. (The reports of the Soviet army detailed 
daily how many blocks of houses were captured from the Germans.)64 I had to admit that I 
had no idea, but I also shared their impatience.”65 Malinovsky, fearing retaliation, explained 
the prolonged duration of the seizing of the capital by the great numbers of German-Hungar-
ian enemy forces. In his earlier reports he spoke of an enemy force of 180-200,000. 66 
However, the number of German-Hungarian defenders encircled in Budapest was on-
ly about 79,00067, that is, less than half of the numbers reported by the marshal.68 In any 

61 Fazekas Árpád: Elhurcoltak Nyíregyháza, 1944–1948. [Deported – Nyíregyháza.] Határ-Szél Kft. 
Nyíregyháza, 1989. p.16. 

62 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.469/pol. – 1945 and 25.084/pol. – 1945.
63 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 25.035/pol. – 1945.
64 Interestingly, he does not make any mention whatsoever of Hungarian defenders in this case. Most 

probably it is due to the fact that Soviet report also tended to mention only Germans, since German 
armed forces were much more well-equipped and defended themselves much more desperately in their 
own war than Hungarians, in fear of the terrors of Russian captivity. It also was used as an explanation 
for the prolongation of the siege.

65 Rákosi, Mátyás: Visszaemlékezések 1940–1956. [Memoirs 1940–1956.] Napvilág Kiadó, Budapest, 1997. 
vol.I. pp.141–142.

66 Zaharov, Matvei: A 2. és a 3. Ukrán Front felszabadító hadműveletei Délkelet- és Közép-Európában, 
1944-1945. [The liberating operations of the 2nd and 3rd Ukrainian Fronts in Southeast and Central Europe, 
1944-1945] Bp., 1973. p.230.; Gosztonyi, Peter: Der Kampf um Budapest 1944/45. [The Budapest battle 
1944/45.] München–Zürich, 1964. p.37.; Artyemjev, N.: Magyarország felszabadítása. [Liberation of 
Hungary] Bp., 1950. p.54. 

67 Ungváry Krisztián: Budapest ostroma. [The siege of Budapest.] Corvina, Budapest, 1998. p.71. table 17. 
and p.305. table 32.

68 For more details on the number of the defenders of Budapest and on the deportations see: Bognár, Zalán: 
Egy csata utóélete. Budapest ostromának (hadi)fogoly-vesztesége(i). [Afterlife of a battle. Captive losses 
of the siege of Budapest.] Studia Caroliensia 2000/1. pp. 77-87 
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case, the enormous difference between real and fictitious numbers caused a serious prob-
lem for the vanquishers in accounting after the siege, because the general had to give the 
POWs over to the Main Administration for the Affairs of POWs and Internees of NKVD 
(GUPVI), and to send them to their reception points within the army.69 Consequently, 
Malinovsky made up for the missing numbers with civilian residents of Budapest and 
its agglomeration. 
According to the sources found in the Archives of the Ministry of Defence of the Soviet 
Union, the total loss of the German-Hungarian defending forces during the battle of Bu-
dapest was 188,000; about 50,000 of whom died and 138,000 were captured.70 However, 
knowing the ferocity of the battles and the high death rate of the Germans, at most 40,000 
persons could have been captured by the Soviets. Thus, about 100,000 POWs were miss-
ing, whom the marshal replaced by civilians carried away from Budapest and the sur-
rounding agglomeration. But if the actual number of 79,000 defenders are deducted from 
the fictive number of 188,000 the difference becomes even bigger, 109,000.71 It is an aston-
ishing piece of data! At the same time, the White book published in Western emigration 
in 1950, which the UN also accepted as authentic, confirms the number of 100,000, too.72 
The approximate number of 100,000 civilian captives are also verified by the data of the 
transit camps were civilians of Budapest were collected.
Most of the people captured in Budapest, about 40% of them, were herded into the Pre-
monstratensian secondary school in Gödöllő, which had been transformed into a transit 
camp. This camp existed from the middle of January until mid-March, and about 50-
60,000 captives were kept here. During that time its residents were constantly replaced, 
several hundreds or even thousands a day, and the same number of people were trans-
ported further. Their number was 20-25 thousand at the end of January, and 35-40,000 
from the middle of February. According to the report of the Swiss embassy in Buda-
pest “in the concentration camp [of Gödöllő] […] approximately 40,000 internees are 
detained, and deported to the East for an unknown purpose”.73 Memoirs almost unequiv-
ocally mention 30-40,000 people, and some also say they were “mostly civilians”.74 Im-
re Kovács, the former chief secretary of the National Farmers Party described the Gödöllő 
camp from the outside: “one could believe that the whole Budapest is crowded in front 
of us. Beside gentlemen with noble manners and posture in furcoats, there are exhausted 
69 Galickij, V. P.: Vrazseszkije vojennoplennije v SzSzSzR (1941-1945), Vojennoisztoricseszkij Zsurnal, 

Moszkva, 1990/9. 42.
70 Zaharov, Matvej: ibid 262.; Tóth Sándor: A Budapesten körülzárt ellenséges erők megsemmisítése, a 

főváros felszabadítása. In.: Magyarország felszabadítása. Tanulmányok hazánk felszabadításának 
történetéből. (Annihilation of the enemy forces encircling Budapest, liberation of the capital.) In.: 
Magyarország felszabadítása. Tanulmányok hazánk felszabadításának történetéből. (Liberation of 
Hungary. Studies from the history of the liberation of Hungary.) (Ed.: Száva Péter) Bp., 1975. P. 412.

71 For more details on the number of the defenders of Budapest and on the deportations see: Bognár, Zalán: 
Egy csata utóélete. Budapest ostromának (hadi)fogoly-vesztesége(i). [Afterlife of a battle. Captive losses 
of the siege of Budapest.] Studia Caroliensia I. (2000.) 1. sz. pp. 77–79.

72 Fehér könyv a Szovjetunióba elhurcolt hadifoglyok és polgári deportáltak helyzetéről. [White book on 
the situation of POWs and civilians deported into the Soviet Union] (Ed.: Magyar Harcosok Bajtársi 
Közössége Hadifogolyszolgálata / POW Service of the Hungarian Fighters’ Comradeship Association) 
Bad Wörishofen, 1950. p 9.

73 A svájci követség jelentése Magyarország orosz megszállásáról 1945 tavaszán. [The report of the Swiss 
Embassy on the Russian occupation of Hungary in spring 1945] In.: Montgomery, J. F.: Magyarország, a 
vonakodó csatlós. [Hungary, the reluctant satellite] Bp., p. 205.

74 VHBSZ 331–1992. Memories of István Hrdlicska, 2.; 421–1993. memories of István Balczó, 3.; 325–1992. 
memories of József Balogh, 4.; 423–1993. memories of Sándor Csernai, 3.
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Release petition of anti-fascist writers, academics, politicians and artists deported from Budapest 
from the Gödöllő camp, signed by – among others – Domokos Kosáry, Lajos Elekes, István Barta, 

Ferenc Kordás, Ernő Fónyad, Leo Lám. (MNLOL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O.)
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 and worn-down gentlemen who were tram conductors, street sweepers, postmen and po-
licemen paddling around the yard. The civilian crowd was dotted with gendarmes and 
soldiers…”75 According to historian Domokos Kosáry, former chairman of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, who also was detained in the camp as a civilian, 70-80% of the res-
idents of the camp were civilians. He recalled that two French battalions were formed in 
the camp as well, from French soldiers who escaped from German POW camps and found 
asylum in Hungary.76 
The other important transit camp for those captured in Budapest and its agglomeration 
was in Cegléd; for many of them the second one after Gödöllő, but some people were 
herded directly there. 
It was here, in Cegléd, where the largest POW camp of the Carpathian Basin was estab-
lished, receiving about 80,000 people. Beyond memories, it is also verified in the 1946 
notice made by the Peace Preparations Group of the Ministry of Defence, entitled “Da-
ta about the approximate number of POWs”, according to which “There were 130,000 
persons staying at the camp of Cegléd in May 1945”.77 This 130,000 seems an incredibly 
large number, however, it is more comprehensible if two related factors are taken into 
consideration. Firstly, the camp referred to as the Cegléd POW camp actually consist-
ed of two camps or units of 35-40,000: they were transformed from the armours and the 
hussars’ camps. (It counted as one camp, but since it occupied two different locations, 
even contemporary documents speak of one or two camps, alternately.) Secondly, since 
Cegléd was the most important railway junction for eastward bound railroads – it was 
here where the route bifurcated: to Sighetu Marmatiei in the North and Focşani in the 
South – this camp had (one of the) highest transit traffic. That was the reason how it was  

75 Kovács Imre: Magyarország megszállása. [The occcupation of Hungary.] Budapest, 1990. p 191.
76 Author’s interview with Dr. Domokos Kosáry. (Audio record in possession of the author.)
77 Archives for Military History (HL) Documents of the Peace Preparations Group A/I. 94/4766. 

Release acknowledgement of the first “POWs” under 18 and over 50 – Cegléd, 7 February 1945. 
(PML NkO XXII. 3. b.)
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possible that a total of 130,000 people could be in transit in May here, because if typhoid 
or dysentery contagion was detected on a POW train, the prisoners were unloaded in Ce-
gléd and the healthy members of the camp were carried along instead of the sick peo-
ple toward the Soviet Union. That is, this camp was not only a location for the collection 
of prisoners, but served as an important transit camp as well. This led to two things. On 
the one hand, various nationalities could be found here; not only German, but Austrian, 
Slovakian, Serbian, Croatian, Romanian and even Polish, Italian, Moldavian and Esto-
nian POWs as well. On the other hand, this was the longest operating camp in Hunga-
ry; it operated up until the summer of 1946. It was this camp – according to our present 
knowledge – from where the first “POWs” under 18 and over 50 years were released 
on 7 February 1945.78 
The third largest transit camp for those deported from Budapest and its surroundings 
was the camp transformed from the sappers’ barracks in Baja, where the average num-
ber was about 20,000. Besides the above camps, people were taken to the Franz Joseph 
cavalry barracks in Budapest, the armours and cavalry barracks in Jászberény, the pris-
on of Vác, the Teleki manor in Tetétlen, the cloister in Kiskunfélegyháza and in the state 
teacher training school. Captives from Budapest were taken to distant camps because the 
nearest ones became overcrowded very soon. 
Of course, those who were captured as civilians and soldiers were mingled here. Their 
proportions in these camps were highly varying. It is also obvious that besides mostly 
Hungarian captives there were Germans, Slovakians, Rusyns and other nationalities as 
well. According to the documents of the Ministries of Defence and Foreign Affairs and 
memories, the average numbers of those detained in these camps were about 10-20,000. 
The tens of thousands of petitions received by the POW Department (previously: Po-
litical Dept.) of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs offer a precise outline of the interval, 
methods, areal distribution and routes of the deportations from Budapest and its ag-
glomeration and of the age, social distribution of the captives. 
Collecting civilians from Budapest and its surroundings – as it can be seen from the pe-
titions received by the POW Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs – lasted from 
the end of December to the end of April, that is, more than two months after the occupa-
tion of the capital after encirclement was closed around!79 
We have seen that there were about 100,000 POWs missing, whom the marshal supple-
mented for by civilians deported from Budapest and its agglomeration. 
Although fights in Budapest ended on 13 February, it did not bring about freedom and 
solace for about 100,000 civilian residents, but the prolongation and deepening of their 
sufferings. Four days after the end of the battle, the liaison officer assigned to the Soviet 
military commander of Budapest, colonel Ottó Hátszeghi (Hatz) reported to the Minis-
ter of the Defence: “Erratic collection and deportation of people continues steadily. […] 
The lust for life in Budapest residents is moving. Workers would hurry back to their po-
sitions without any food, free of charge, just to carry on with production and set their fac-
tories right. However, the danger of being dragged away intimidates everyone. No one 
dares to leave their homes.”80

78 PML NkO XXII. 3. b. Documents of the Mayor’s Office of Cegléd 1559./1945. See below. 
79 Stark, Tamás: A „málenkij robot” budapesti áldozatai 1944–1945. Egy forráscsoport elemzésének 

tanulságai. [The Budapest victims of “malenky robot” 1944–1945. Consequences from the analysis of a 
source group.] Történelmi Szemle 2012/2. p 297.

80 HLI HM 1274./ált. – 1945.
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Civilians were caught from the air-raid shelters of already occupied blocks, residential ar-
eas or factories, homes and streets with the promise of a simple identification process or a 
little work, malenky robot. Moreover, they were taken from factories and plants, and they 
could not be saved from deportation even if they worked for the Red Army. This is how 
workers were carried away for example from the premises of Kelenföld Power Plant in Bu-
dafoki Road, the Fehérvári Road plant of Standard Electricity Inc., from United Light fac-
tory, the Manfred Weis factory in Csepel, from the workshops of the Hungarian railways 
in Istvántelek and Kőbánya, the Hoffer-Schrantz factory, to mention just a few examples.81 
Ambulant patients of various healthcare institutions were not exempt either; they were of-
ten driven to the appointed POW transit camps together with the healthcare staff taking 
care of them. 
Uniformed public servants such as postmen, railway employees, employees of Buda-
pest’s public transport company BSZKRT or even policemen were easy to collect, since 
the Soviet military leadership struggling with a lack of POWs could do well with these 
uniformed persons in the midst of civilian crowds; they could easily be passed as mem-
bers of some armed forces fighting against them.
And the marshal employed further tricks in order to extenuate his fraud and to make it ap-
pear more likely. For example, it occurred several times that civilians were dressed in the 
clothes of German or Hungarian soldiers having died in captivity. A report to the Ministry 
of Defence also talks about such a case: in the transit camp transformed from the Franz Josef 
cavalry barracks in Budapest, Hungarian POWs – “after they are stripped of their Hungarian 
army uniforms, they are dressed in German uniforms and then they are transported to un-
known locations after sunset.”82 Another indignant letter written to the Ministry of Defence 
reports on the following: “Recently the Russians dress Hungarian POWs in German uni-
forms, attempting to make the world believe that they are transporting German prisoners; 
however, of course, the transport must not be approached by anyone.”83 Another frequent 
method was that 10-20 Germans were put in each transport carriage among Hungarian civil-
ians and POWs, thus the whole train was indicated as a German POW-transport.84 
The identity of their prisoners did not matter to Soviet soldiers and their superiors at all, 
only one thing was important: their number. 
In Budapest soviet soldiers applied several methods of catching the population. The most ba-
sic one was to herd male residents from the air-raid shelters of already occupied blocks and 
residential areas to transit locations established directly behind the front, with the promise 
that they would be identified there and receive a certificate (“bumashka”), with which they 
could go around freely. Among the documents in the POW Department of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs there were questionnaires by the thousand in which the question “When and 
from where were you taken away by the soldiers of the Red Army?” is answered with when: 
January or February 1945, and where: the air-raid shelter of a house in Budapest.

81 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 127.803./pol. – 1945., 125.108/pol.–1945., 27.793./pol. – 1945., 28.037./
pol. – 1945., 27.113./pol. – 1945., 27.575./pol. – 1945.

82 HLI HM 25.251./eln.[presidential] – 1945.
83 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 30.002./pol. – 1945.
84 AMH, Tanulmányok és visszaemlékezések gyűjteménye 3225. (Collection of studies and memoirs 3225) 

Kiss, István: Egy mezítelen a többszázezer közül. Fogságom naplója. Szovjet fogságom 594 napja. (One 
naked out of several hundreds of thousand. A diary of my captivity. The 594 days of my Soviet captivity.) 
p. 4: Association of Ex-POW Mates [both Gupvi- and Gulag-captives, since after their return both of them 
were mentioned officially as POWs and they were also given an official paper on that] (VHBSZ) 421. – 
1993. Memories of István Balczó, ex-civilian captive. p. 1: VHBSZ 288. – 1992. Baranyai, Béla. p. 1
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The other most frequent form – perhaps even on a larger scale – was to catch people from 
the streets. This usually took place by one-or two Soviet soldiers hiding in the doorways 
of houses or an intact shop of frequented streets and squares (like the boulevards, An-
drássy road, Rákóczi road, Oktogon square, etc.) caught passers-by, pushed them into 
the inner yards, cellars or shops, and when darkness set, they set forth towards the transit 
camps. Those who managed to slip out of these “nets” and were of service age, had to re-
port to the competent district NKVD headquarters for screening and identification, from 
where they were set forth towards the camps as well, with a few exceptions. And final-
ly, those men who still could go around Budapest freely, still had a good chance to be es-
corted to the nearest NKVD headquarters or directly to a transit camp from their homes, 
workplaces or reconstruction work by a Soviet soldier armed with a “davai guitar”85, as 
colonel Hátszegi wrote in his already mentioned report. Several persons having been in-
volved in the resistance movement were captured by way of the various above methods, 
such as the members of the Liberating Committee of the Hungarian National Uprising: 
Zoltán Mikó, Vilmos Bondor and their 250 fellows.86 Moreover, even partisans like En-
dre Csohány, commander of the Görgey partisan battalion and his comrades who fought 
side by side with the Soviet troops for a while.87 We can also mention Pál Rózsa here, who 
had saved Jewish lives and who was dragged away from his home on the 3rd of January 
and for whom the Communist Jewish persons that were saved by him handed in a pe-
tition, and several Hungarian soldiers having fought on the Soviets’ side as members of 
the Volunteer Regiment of Buda.88 
Soviet captivity befell a lot of people of Jewish origin, who already had suffered the hor-
rible stations of humiliation, vulnerability, inhumanity and exposure to daily deaths. 
There was a person who had been rescued by Serbian partisans from the lager of Bor, 
and when he came home to Budapest and was looking for his wife, he was captured in 
Rózsák tere Square.89 A part of the Jewish population detained in the ghetto of Budapest 
could not rejoice over the liberation of 18 January for long either, because many of them 
were captured again on the same day, on arriving back to their homes, together with the 
other residents of the buildings.90 Many other Jewish persons deported to Nazi Germany, 
who had survived the horrors of the KZ camps, were dragged away on their way home 
or upon arrival at Budapest, despite their Russian-English certificate, to the lagers of an-
other inhumane empire. What is even more, there was a resistor of Jewish origin who 
was tortured by the Arrow Cross troopers in 60 Andrássy Road, then was taken – along 
with several others – to the bank of the Danube to be executed, but he did not receive a 
fatal wound and recovered. Then, despite having a resistance ID, the Soviets took him 
away on 3 April. (See: the release petition of Róbert D.) 91

85 The Hungarian everyday language called the Soviet PPS submachine-guns “davai guitars”, since the 
Soviet soldiers forced their victims to follow their instructions mostly by pointing this gun as a „guitar” 
at them while repeating the word „davai” (davai = ’come on’). 

86 Benkő Zoltán: Mikó Zoltán és a Görgey-zászlóalj. [Zoltán Mikó and the Görgey battalion.] In: 
Magyarország 1944. Fejezetek az ellenállás történetéből. [Hungary 1944 – Chapters from the history of 
resistance.] Nemzeti Tankönyvkiadó, Budapest 1994. pp.287–295.

87 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 25.984/pol. – 1945.; Benkő: ibid.
88 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.760./pol. – 1945.
89 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.758./pol. – 1945.
90 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.684./pol. – 1945.
91 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 145.131./7. – 1945.
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And not only male residents between 18 and 50 years were carried away as in the offi-
cial version, but even 13-year-old children like Dezső Elter, and men over 50, like his fa-
ther, with whom he was dragged away from the air-raid shelter of a Budapest factory, 
the Standard Electricity Inc. on 7 January 1945.92 There was only one thing that mattered 
for Soviet soldiers: the numbers.93 
Communist politician András Hegedűs, who later became prime minister, wrote in his 
memoirs, “I also was screened several times; sometimes they just made me do a little 
work, but other times I was apparently treated as a prisoner of war. I escaped twice, 
and once I managed to send a message to the Communist Party and they rescued me. 
A hand-written certificate by Zoltán Vas94 sometimes proved to be more useful than the 
stamped document issued by the Russian town commander, since the soldiers of the 
fighting units did not accept that.”95 Even Mátyás Rákosi, chief secretary of the Hungarian 

92 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.732/pol. – 1945.; Interview with Dezső Elter. The audio record is in 
the author’s possession. 

93 For more details on deportations from Budapest and its surroundings: Bognár, Zalán: Budapest és 
környéke lakosságának tömeges elhurcolása szovjet hadifogságba (1944 december – 1945 április) 
[The large scale deportation of the population of Budapest and its surroundings into Soviet captivity 
(December 1944 – April 1945)] KÚT (Vol. III) 2004./3-4. pp. 99-112 

94 Zoltán Vas, member of the leadership of the Hungarian Communist Party, the commissar of public 
supply of Budapest arrived in Hungary as a Soviet officer, and since his certificate was respected very 
much, it is likely that he was not an officer of the Red Army but of the NKVD, an organ of a higher level.

95 Hegedűs. András: A történelem és a hatalom igézetében. [Under the spell of history and power.] Kossuth 
Könyvkiadó, Budapest 1988. p.105.

Petition for the release of Róbert D. anti-fascist resister from captivity, who, having survived 
torture in 60 Andrássy Road and execution at the bank of the Danube, was captured by the 

Soviets as a POW in spite of his resistance ID. (MNLOL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O.)
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 Communist Party – called Stalin’s best 
Hungarian disciple, thus he cannot be 
accused of any anti-Soviet sentiment – 
was fuming in a letter written to Geor-
gi Dimitrov, the chief secretary of the 
Bulgarian Communist Party: “It caus-
es great difficulties for us that the raids 
are becoming more and more consid-
erable in Budapest’s streets again. On 
some days workers heading for the 
factories or leaving them are caught by 
the thousand, and then they are taken 
to various camps as prisoners of war. 
The building of the Central Commit-
tee is virtually invaded by agitated rel-
atives on a daily basis.”96 
The catching and capturing of civil-
ians reached such a degree that the 
prime minister of the Temporary 
National Government, Béla Miklós 
of Dálnok requested marshal Voro-
shilov, the President of the Allied 
Control Commission – via official 
channels, by way of his Minister of 
Foreign Affairs Dr. János Gyöngyösi 
– to stop taking captives.97 
Civilians were carried away en masse from the agglomeration surrounding contem-
porary Budapest – a considerable part of which now belongs to the area of the city it-
self – which was then called “Nagy-Budapest”98 [Greater Budapest], generally on two 
pretexts; all men between 18 and 50 years were obliged to report for screening or com-
munal work, at the appointed time and place, which usually meant the town hall or 
a school. About 600 men were carried away from the town hall of Rákospalota on  
27 January 1945, for instance,99 about 6000 residents of the city of Érd and approximate-
ly 2000 from the surrounding villages (Diósd, Tárnok, Sóskút, etc.) from the market-
place of Érd on 8 January100, and about 700 persons from Pesthidegkút on 14 January.101  
254 people working in the mine of Dorog were taken away from Kesztölc under the 
pretext of screening on 30 December 1944.102 

96 Pünkösti, Árpád: Rákosi a hatalomért 1945–1948. [Rákosi for power 1945-1948] Európa Könyvkiadó, 
Budapest, 1992. p.77. 

97 MNLOL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 26.047./pol. – 1945. See document above/below. 
98 The following settlements belonged to the so-called Nagy-Budapest, i.e. Greater Budapest at that time: 

Albertfalva, Békásmegyer, Budafok, Budatétény, Cinkota, Csepel, Kispest, Nagytétény, Pesthidegkút, 
Pestszenterzsébet, Pestszentimre, Pestszentlőrinc, Pestújhely, Rákoscsaba, Rákoshegy, Rákoskeresztúr, 
Rákosliget, Rákospalota, Rákosszentmihály, Sashalom, Soroksár, Újpest.

99 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.495./pol. – 1945.
100 Romits Antal: Főhajtás az elhurcoltakért. [A bow for the deported] Érdi Tükör 2000./2. p.21.
101 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 26.726/pol. – 1945.
102 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 27.891./pol. – 1945.

His relatives request the release of a 13-year-old 
child, Dezső Elter, on the form required by the Red 

Army. (MNLOL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O.)
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The other reason for taking people away from the settlements surrounding Budapest – 
which was even more frequent nationwide as well – was deportation on the ground of 
German ethnicity103. 104 Mátyás Rákosi also reports on this fact in his above mentioned 
letter to Georgi Dimitrov: “Many good comrades were taken away as Germans, who we 
can rarely rescue.”105 (See in details under point 3.) 
At the end of March – the NKVD had apparently summed up the POWs captured dur-
ing the battle of Budapest, and the number still had not reached the one reported by 
Malinovsky – deportation of civilians gained a new momentum. Colonel Hátszeghi 
wrote on this subject in his report dated 29 March: “Male population has been deport-
ed en masse again from Budapest for 4–5 days. Certain blocks are encircled, and the 
men between 18 and 50 years are taken to GPU (in fact NKVD, in which GPU was in-
corporated in 1934 – Z.B.) headquarters on the pretext of screening and identification, 
then to unknown locations. Only a few can return home later. I request urgent meas-
ures from the Allied Control Committee.”106 Thus, as mentioned above, mass deporta-
tions from Budapest and its surroundings lasted for over 2 months after the battles had 
finished, namely until the end of April. 

103 This expression that seems to be too complicated is used, because under the pretext of deportation of 
people of German nationality, people of Hungarian nationality with German names and even Hungarian 
people with Hungarian names and with sereval generations of Hungarian ancestors were also deported 
with the same argument, if there was not a sufficient number of people of “German nationality” in the 
settlement in question.

104 Regarding the settlements annexed to Budapest in 1950, people „of German nationality” were deported in 
large numbers for example from Csepel, Pestszenterzsébet, Pestszentlőrinc, Rákoscsaba, Sashalom and Újpest. 

105 Pünkösti: Rákosi a hatalomért… [Rákosi for power…] p.77. 
106 AMH, Ministry of Defence 20.326./pres. – 1945. 7 days after he had made this report, that is, on the 5th of 

April 1945, colonel Ottó Hátszeghi was detained and afterwards he was delivered to the Ljubjanka prison 
in Moscow by the NKVD. After 7 years of detention under remand he was sentenced to 15 years’ approved 
labour camp. He returned home from the Gulag after his discharge, on the 14th of September 1955.

In his letter dated 31 March 1945, Béla Miklós of Dálnok requests his Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Dr. János Gyöngyösi to plead with the Allied (Soviet) Control Commission in Hungary in order 

to stop mass deportation of civilian residents of Budapest. 
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Consequently, on average 25 to 30% the inmates of the POW camps of Hungary were ci-
vilians, but there were POW transit camps such as the one in Gödöllő where approxi-
mately 80% were civilians. Besides the memories, this fact is confirmed by the report of 
the Swiss Embassy quoted above, which clearly mentions the inmates of the Gödöllő 
POW camp as civilians, where “approximately 40,000 internees are detained, and de-
ported to the East for an unknown purpose”107. 
In the area of post-Trianon Hungary alone 56 prisoner (of war) camps or camp sections 
were established in 47 settlements in 1944–1945 by the Red Army, and to a lesser extent, 
by the ancillary Bulgarian and Romanian forces. 
(POW) transit camps were usually established by traffic junctions or bigger cities, con-
verted from buildings or complexes able to house great numbers that could be guarded 
well. Thus, mostly from army barracks (e.g. in Budapest from the Franz Josef cavalry 
barracks, in Cegléd from the armours and cavalry, in Baja from the sappers’ barracks, 
in Debrecen from the Pavilion, in Székesfehérvár from the anti-aircraft artillery’s bar-
racks, in Jászberény from the hussar cavalry and in Győr from the Friedrich barracks, 
to mention only the largest ones), from manors, like in Alsópaty108, Tetétlenpuszta109, 
Sorokpolány, Csertőpuszta near Szigetvár, Intapuszta near Celldömölk, and Marton-
fapuszta near Jánosháza. Besides the above, they also were transformed into camps 
from prisons (e.g. Vác, Sopronkőhida and the Csillag (Star) prison in Szeged) or educa-
tional institutions, hospitals (e.g. the Premonstratensian secondary school of Gödöllő, 
the metallurgy school in Szolnok, the primary school of Edelény, and the St. George 
hospital in Székesfehérvár), and other seemingly suitable locations or buildings, such 
as the airport of Szeged, the police headquarters in Miskolc, the cloister in Kiskunfél-
egyháza or the town hall of Mezőtúr. The capacity of the camps extended from 1000 – 
such as the ones in Alsózsolca and Edelény – to 35–40,000 like the ones in Gödöllő, the 
two camps in Cegléd and another two in Székesfehérvár. However, the largest concen-
tration of prisoners – as it is revealed by the earlier mentioned summary by the Min-
istry of Defence – could be found in Cegléd: “There were 130,000 persons staying at 
the camp of Cegléd in May 1945”110. Nevertheless, the average number of prisoners in 
camps was between 8 and 25 thousand.

From falling into captivity to transit camps
Civilian and military prisoners (of war) were herded from the place they fell captive (amongst 
shouts of “Po pjaty!”) in route columns consisting of rows of 5, usually for 1-3 but often 4-5 or 
even more days to the transit camps lying mostly 50 kilometres or farther behind the front-
line. The march was usually prolonged due to the quick fill-up of the nearby transit camps or 
to epidemics breaking out there, or because of attacks of enemy forces, changing directives, 
orientation mistakes of the attending escorts or wartime conditions of roads. 
During the long, on average 50 km but sometimes over 230 km long walk (e.g. on the Kes-
ztölc-Sóskút-Solt-Baja route) the food provision of the captives was not arranged for at all; 
it entirely depended on the guard staff. In most cases, for days they were not provided for. 

107 A svájci követség jelentése Magyarország orosz megszállásáról 1945 tavaszán. [The report of the Swiss 
embassy on the Russian occupation of Hungary in spring 1945] In.: Montgomery, J. F.: Magyarország, a 
vonakodó csatlós. [Hungary, the reluctant satellite] Bp., p. 205. 

108 Today Rábapaty.
109 Today Dunatetétlen.
110 Archives for Military History (HL) Documents of the Peace Preparations Group A/I. 94/4766. 
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This was partly a kind of retaliation for the enemy, and it partly resulted from conven-
ience and fear of fleeing. To explain the latter: if the residents of the settlements along 
the route could help with the provisions, on occasion of direct contact between the locals 
and the captives, some people escaped. Beyond that, famished and weak captives have 
much smaller chance to flee! Therefore they usually could get some food only when the 
residents of the settlements threw packaged food among the marching captives, because 
they were forbidden to approach them. If they did approach, they were forced to leave by 
shots in the air or beatings with the butt of the shotguns. Their only way to get some water 
was often to drink from poodles along the road, in wheel tracks or hoof traces. 
In case of attempts to escape, the guards used their guns without notice. Those who felt 
ill or could not march longer were killed by a guard when the group of captives had 
marched by, then they were thrown into a ditch. The missing captives were replaced by 
passers-by or any person nearby.111 

The journey to the transit camps were exhaust-
ing for the captives especially in wintertime, 
in freezing temperatures of 10 to 15 Celsius 
degrees below zero, particularly for the civil-
ians who often were dragged away from their 
homes, workplaces or the air-raid shelters in 
thin clothing. The cold was so unbearable at 
night that many of them could barely sleep, 
if at all. They often were lodged outdoors, in 
snowfields, perhaps in stables or in unheated 
stone buildings. After each night of –20/25 de-
grees one or two people from the group of cap-
tives did not wake up any more. 
On the way they tried to inform their rela-
tives about their route by “windmail”. The 
captives wrote their names and addresses on 
small pieces of paper, together with informa-
tion about which direction they were herded 
and what settlements they had passed. These 
pieces of paper were picked up by strangers 
passing by, who sent them to the given ad-
dresses without expecting anything in return, 
which was a moving example of sympathet-
ic help by Hungarians. As a result, hundreds 
or even thousands of relatives – mostly wom-

en, but elderly men and adolescent boys as well – set camp near the POW camps to meet 
their loved ones and attempt to send them food or clothing. However, they could hardly 
ever do it – depending on the commandment or the guards –, and when they did, usual-
ly only after bribing the guards. Even then, the parcels that managed to get inside rarely 
reached the addressee, or some items were missing from them.112 

111 VHBSZ 421–1993. Balczó István visszaemlékezése, 1.; 111–1992. Vásárhelyi József vie. 30.; 245–1992. 
Zag József visszaemlékezése, 1.; VHBSZ 33. – 1992. Csánki Gábor tábori lelkész vie. 5.

112 HLI HM 35.328./Eln. – 1945.

“Windmail thrown in the air with the 
following text: “Please, be so kind as to 

inform my parents via mail that their son 
Sanyi has been taken from the prisoner 

camp of Győr towards Vienna”. 
(MNLOL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O.)
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Since it was forbidden to approach the prisoner camps encircled by multiple barbed 
wires, information exchange between captives and their relatives was carried out with 
the help of the so-called “rock-mail”. It meant that the sender fastened the “letter”, i.e. the 
piece of paper containing the information to a piece of stone (that is, wrapped the paper 
around the rock), and threw it over the barbed-wire fence. 

The text of the rock-mail: “My dear Loved Ones! IV./2.
I am in Cegléd, in the armoury barracks-POW camp. I am all right, though I miss a set of 
clean underwear, soap, towel, toiletries and tobacco badly. There are lot of people com-
ing to visit from our place, contact such women and send me these things. 
The parcel […] has to be handed in to the town hall. The Russians perhaps partly bring 
them in for us. At the moment we are in typhoid quarantine until the 10th [of April – Z.B.], 
we don’t know where they will take us after that. 
I pray for you a lot, take care of yourselves and stay in good health! 
Don’t travel down here, Russians are rude and they don’t let relatives “/” contact the cap-
tives, and what’s more, they take the parcels away. 
My little brother was taken to Jászberény for military training. He will go on leave later. 
Maybe I will, too. 
I send you all lots of love and kisses, hugs in this sad…. after which we will see better days. 

Pityi” 

Life and death in Hungarian prisoner (of war) camps
The guards established military order in the camps. The camp commandmentship ap-
pointed an internal camp commandant, in many cases, a German person, and so-called 
“polizeis”, who were picked from – for the sake of smoother communication – Slav-
ic captives, particularly of Rusyn and Slovakian origin – whose task, besides interpret-
ing (many times causing misunderstandings, problems, and occasionally even tragedies) 
was to ensure the internal order of the camp. Researchers can often see the cruelties of 
Rusyn interpreters and polizeis in the contemporary documents and memories. For in-
stance, a record made in the Lord Lieutenant’s Office in Pécs on 13 February, reports on 
the following: “It occurred even during the first night that the Rusyn interpreters of the 
camp (in Baja – Z.B.), who were captives themselves as well, made various German and 
Hungarian soldiers among the prisoners line up in the yard and they performed all kind 
of cruelties on them; e.g. they asked for 20 people from one location, and when they did 

Rock-mail by reserved lieutenant Dr. Pál Petőváry, captured as a civilian in Budapest, thrown out 
of the POW camp converted from the armoury barracks of Cegléd. 
(„/” = continued on the back side. In possession of Zalán Bognár) 
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not present themselves as hastily as they had required it, all soldiers were herded to the 
yard, and meanwhile they beat them with sticks and waist-belts. […] They took whatev-
er they liked from the prisoners; money, jewellery, clothing, shoes, watches, etc.”113 The 
latter activity was the so-called “zabra”. The selected group of captives had to place all 
their belongings onto their blankets, jackets or coats laid on the ground, and the polizeis 
or the Soviet guards took whatever they liked. Besides polizeis, kitchen hands, and occa-
sionally sanitary workers, healthcare workers and barbers were picked out. Due to their 
job they enjoyed more favourable conditions within the camps; more comfortable accom-
modation and more abundant food supply. Captives had to form squads of 10, compa-
nies of 100, or even battalions and regiments – for the sake of easier roll-calls and catering 
– and to choose captains from themselves, whose names were recorded. 
Captives had to spend most of the day standing around in the yard, often in cold weath-
er, rain or frost, which had two main reasons. First of all, they had to stand in queue for 
food, if they wanted to get some warm liquid in their stomach. Secondly, due to the fre-
quent roll-calls which were repeated over and over, until the results proved to be correct 
twice. Therefore they had to stand around for hours, or even for half a day. 

Lodging
The conditions in the POW transit camps were miserable. They were terribly overcrowd-
ed, like in Gödöllő, for example, where – citing a captive: “There were constant, often 
physical fights over a little room big enough to sleep on.”114 Another captive wrote about 
the same camp: “The building of the school was overcrowded, we only rarely could 
sneak in the corridor to get a bit warmed up.”115 In the middle of February, in the Ba-
ja camp “the number of prisoners was so high that we usually stayed up all night out of 
doors, in the yard, clinging to each other in pairs”, József Zag writes in his memoirs.116 

113 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 25.168/pol. – 1945.
114 VHBSZ 402. – 1993. Kiss, János vie. 2.
115 VHBSZ 421. – 1993. Balczó, István vie. 2.
116 VHBSZ 245. – 1992. Zag, József vie. 1.

A section of the Cegléd POW camp, the vehicle depot of the armoury barracks, where hundreds 
of captives were crammed on the cold concrete floor. (Photo: Zalán Bognár)
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Even those who could find a roof over their head slept in unheated rooms on the bare 
floor or in stables, but some could lay down their heads to rest on 2-3 or even 5-storey 
bunk beds, if the blood-sucking parasites, lice and bedbugs let them, with which all cap-
tives became familiar very soon. 

Provisionment 
The local settlements had to provide food supply for the POW camps, which, as a result 
of war damages, put an enormous burden on the local population, especially in case of 
non-agricultural settlements. For the town of Salgótarján even the provisionment of the 
1,500 persons strong camp and the requisite employment of transporting vehicles caused 
so significant problems that the National Committee of the town turned to the prime 
minister on 5 May 1945 with the request to “be so kind as to intervene at the competent 
Russian authority so that the prisoner camp in Salgótarján housing 1,500 captives could 
be transported to another town in the Great Plain.”117 How much more difficult it must 
have been for the population of settlements that had to provide for not only 1,500 but 
about 80,000 prisoners (of war)!? At the same time, the food supplies sent to the camps 
were constantly reduced in amount as they went passed on to more and more hands. It 
was not a rare phenomenon that the guards of soviet camps exchanged a part of the food 
intended for the prisoners for brandy near the camp.118 Therefore, when the aliment, al-
ready meagre due to wartime damages, reached the captives, it was so poor both in 
quantity and in quality that on the request of the representatives of the parties united in 
the Hungarian National Independence Front, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs repeatedly 
asked the Allied (Soviet) Control Committee by means of a verbal notice on 16 May 1945 
to “improve nutrition in camps as much as possible, since a great part of the prisoners 
suffer from it to a high extent”.119 
Depending on the commandantship of the camp, captives received some warm soup 
once or twice a day, together with 250-400 grams of bread. The soup was cooked in an 
oil or petrol barrel, and it usually consisted of boiled corn, peas, beans, cattle-turnips or 
“burizs”120. Squad commanders had to stand in queue for the bread in time, because if 
they were off guard, it could happen that they ran out of bread and they could not re-
ceive any for the day. Each of them received – depending on particular camps and peri-
ods – one or two black, brick-shaped loaves, which were then accurately divided into 10 
parts while their fellow prisoners were observing critically. 

117 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-k KÜM miscellaneous documents, box 69, item 7/b, 32.188/7. – 1945. 
118 Dupka – Korszun: ibid 62–63.
119 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-j, KÜM TÜK documents box 12, item IV-438., 146.282./7.– 1945. 
120 Burizs = husked wheat cooked in water.

Illustration 13 – A rhyme complaining about the unvaried food provision, carved into a brick in 
the wall of the Cegléd prisoner (of war) camp. (Photo: György Jójárt)

„I’ve been in capture for seven months, 
I’ve been eating pea soup for seven months. 
 As noon comes, comes the foul pea with it 
Oh, why haven’t the maggots eaten it?”
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For civilians the biggest problem was lack of utensils, dishes and cutlery. Thus, they had 
to utilise their inventiveness and resourcefulness. They used lamp shades, flower pots, 
tin cans and the like. Sometimes 5 to 10 people used the same dish to eat from. 

Health conditions, diseases, death 
There was hardly any opportunity for personal hygiene. In most transit camps there was 
barely enough drinking water, not to mention water for washing or washing-up and 
soap. Since they could not change their underwear – unless their relatives managed to 
send them some – it literally rotted off people. The only efficient method against lice and 
bedbugs worth mentioning involved depilation and sterilisation. Béla Baranyai – having 
been collected from a Budapest street as a civilian on 24 January 1945 – experienced the 
former process in the Gödöllő camp: “… news spread that those who became bald by the 
following morning will get breakfast. There was a shearing machine with a winch in the 
yard, in front of which a long queue was formed in a short time. They set down to work 
pattering and shaking with cold in the snowdrift. One man was winding the machine, 
another sheared the third one sitting on a bench. Everyone took turns in winding, shear-
ing and getting bald.”121 
Sterilisation of clothes was done with the help of sterilising furnaces. These could be 
found only in some of the bigger transit camps. This process took place in the following 
way: 20 to 25 people got undressed at the same time, and they hung their clothes on a 
metal rack that was kept in a hot furnace for about thirty minutes. During this time, na-
ked captives had to wait in an unheated room outside. This method managed to get rid 
of pests, if only for a while. 
Unfortunately, latrines played an essential part in the camps. They were ditches, about 
8-10 metres long, 5 m wide and 5 m deep, and 30 cm wide planks were laid across them. 
Captives had to balance on these in order to relieve themselves. It was quite a frequent 
necessity because of the common diseases (typhoid and dysentery) and the quality of the 
food. Many people could not go out in time, and several times weakened captives lost 
their balance and fell into the excrement, and some of them even drowned. Since they 
were very frequented places, the so-called “latrine news” spread here quickly, which 
mostly were about Siberia or the impending release.
Death prevailed among the shattered people due to overcrowded camps, poor and un-
varied nutrition, lack or sharing of kitchen utensils and dishes and miserable hygienic 
and sanitary conditions. Dysentery and typhoid spread very fast. There was no medi-
cation, only quarantine applied. The commanders of some camps gave permission for 
transporting patients in serious conditions to local hospitals or other buildings used 
for medical purposes, such as schools or private houses, where volunteering Red Cross 
nurses or nuns from some religious order tried to help them. The fate of the prisoners, 
i.e. whether they were transported along, stayed in the camp, were put in quarantine 
or given over to POW hospitals, was decided at the so-called medical “examinations”. 
Kálmán Farkas, a POW in the Győr camp remembers, “We marched along the yard na-
ked in front of 5 male doctors, who were spaced about 2 metres from each other. We had 
to give the document we got from the first one to the next doctor, and so on, and each of 
them wrote down their opinion. Finally we had to stand in front of a female doctor, who, 
summing up what she found in the document, wrote her medical opinion on our chest 
121 VHBSZ 288. – 1992. Baranyai Béla vie. 1.; 
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with an enormous pencil: 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. I got 4, since my right eye suffered an accident 
when I was a recruit. She patted my buttocks and said, horosho cholovik! [good boy]”122 
Colonel Zoltán Örley, commander of the 5th military district wrote to Minister of Defence 
János Vörös about the situation in Szeged on 27 February 1945: “Last night 17 Hungarian 
prisoners of war died in the local military hospital. This number speaks for itself and re-
veals a typical picture of the health conditions of the POWs. We have done our best to try 
to improve their conditions, but recently the camp commander is not willing to let sick 
patients out of the prison, moreover, he wants to establish a separate hospital for the sick 
POWS in Szeged. I beg for the most urgent intervention from the Minister of Defence so 
that we can enter in some kind of agreement with the Russian commandment about the 
delivery of the POWs, otherwise their circumstances will cease to cause problems with-
in a few weeks. They are skin and bones, clad in rags, infested with lice.”123 In the Baja 
transit camp housing approximately 20,000 in January and February of 1945 10-20 peo-
ple were buried in unmarked graves, that is, in holes dug in the premises of the camp, on 
a daily basis.124 Later even more people died. From the hospital of the POW camp alone 
“30-40 bodies arrive at the mortuary every day”, as Sándor Dubecz, the head doctor of 
the hospital of the Baja POW camp remembered.125 
In the bigger and most overcrowded camps, such as the ones in Gödöllő and Cegléd, in-
itially 50-60, later over 100 dead bodies were buried daily by the captives in unmarked 
graves in the nearby forest or corn field. 
Even the Nobel prize winner professor Albert Szent-Györgyi tried to intervene for the 
sake of improving healthcare conditions and provisionment of the captives. He had a 
discussion with marshal Malinovsky in Szeged, at the headquarters of the marshal on 28 
February 1945.126 Unfortunately the consequences are unknown. 
Fluctuation was enormous in the camps. Several groups of prisoners arrived daily, and at 
the same time groups were dispatched daily as well – either to other transit camps or to 
some Romanian temporary transit camp on board of trains. Captives spent days, weeks 
or months in the Hungarian transit camps, and many of them did not survive that peri-
od. Many of them had been taken to several Hungarian camps consecutively until they 
were dispatched toward a temporary camp in Romania or in the Soviet Union.
Those who were marked as 1 or 2 at the medical examination were separated and pre-
pared for railway transportation. 40 people were crammed into average sized carriages, 
while 60 in the larger ones. POW transport trains generally carried 1,500 to 2,000 persons. 
About 150,000 men and boys were taken to Soviet captivity as civilians from the area of 
post-Trianon Hungary, presumably 10-15% of whom had deserted the army and throw-
ing their guns away and risking an instant head-shot escaped home, then were deported as 
civilians. However, the majority – according to memories and documents – were civilians 
working in factories or doing civil service; they had been discharged due to health, family 
or other reasons; or they were boys of the so-called ‘levente’ (youth military service) age. 

122 Farkas, Kálmán: Béke, háború, hadifogság. Rögös utakon 1935-től 1946-ig. 72 hónap katonai mundérban, 
háborúban, hadifogságban. [Peace, war, captivity. On bumpy roads from 1935 to 1946. 72 months in 
uniform, war and captivity.] Kaposvár, 1995. pp.138–139.

123 HLI HM 20.256./Eln.– 1945. Annexed to 2.092./pres.. – 1945.
124 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 25.186. – 1945.
125 Feltáratlan tömegsírok Baján. Akiknek fakereszt sem jutott… [Unidentified mass graves in Baja. Who did 

not even get a wooden cross…] report by Wallinger, Endre. Helyzet, 19 May 1990. p.10.
126 HLI HM 20.257./Pres. – 1945. Annexed to 2092./pres.. – 1945.
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Ethnic cleansing

Deportations belonging to the category of ethnic cleansing – as already mentioned above 
– basically and obviously affected mostly the areas outside post-Trianon Hungary. Within 
post-Trianon Hungary was only one smaller region from where Hungarian men were de-
ported for the sake of ethnic cleansing, namely the so-called Csonka-Bereg county, that is, the 
area of the former Bereg county that had remained in the territory of post-Trianon Hungary. 

Let us see what factors were underlying the application of ethnic cleansing type of “malen-
ky robot” within post-Trianon Hungary. Why did the civilian population of Csonka-Bereg 
have to suffer mass deportation, humiliation, famine and illness, to work as slaves thou-
sands of kilometres away from their homeland and die? Why did hundreds of Hungarian 
children and women from this land have to become orphaned or widowed?127

127 It was not a rare phenomenon that mothers with 5-8 children became windows. (See Sándor Sára’s 
documentary ‘Csonka-Bereg’. 1989.)

Settlements in Csonka-Bereg county from which Hungarian and German male population was 
deported on the grounds of command no.0036 affecting Sub-Carpathia. 
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During the second world war the Red Army reached the outer belt of the North-Eastern 
Carpathians by the end of July 1944. On 5 August the Red Army created a whole army 
group to break through the North-Eastern Carpathians, namely the 4th Ukrainian Front, 
which commenced the attack after several postponements and gathering strength on 9 
September. Here the Carpathians were defended by the 1st Hungarian army that started 
to retreat from the Árpád fortification line built along the Carpathians only on 17 Octo-
ber. This was necessary because the main forces of the 2nd Ukrainian Front were already 
threatening the back of the defenders as they were pouring from Southern Transylvania 
through the Great Plains due to the conversion of Romania. Thus by the end of October 
the Red Army practically had occupied Sub-Carpathia.128 
With the passing along of the front a dual government was established in Sub-Carpathia 
from the end of October 1944 to January 1945; a Soviet military and a Czechoslovakian 
civic government controlled from Khust, since according to the Soviet-Czechoslovaki-
an agreement of May 1944 the Soviet army had to give over the “liberated” areas of the 
former Czechoslovakia to the representatives of the Czechoslovakian emigrant govern-
ment residing in London. The fights at Csap had not even finished when the delegacy of 
the Czechoslovakian government led by the plenipotentiary Frantisek Nemec arrived in 
Sub-Carpathia. The new Czech administration set up its centre in Khust and attempted 
to re-organise the civic government. 
Nevertheless, the vindication of the Czechoslovakian legal system and the establishment 
of the Czechoslovakian power system was not in the interest of the Soviet authorities. De-
spite their agreement with the Czechoslovakian leaders, the Soviet Union did not wish 
to give Sub-Carpathia back to Czechoslovakia, but set its annexation as their goal. The 
main part was played by the Soviet imperial politics here, since obtaining the North-East-
ern Carpathians and thus establishing a bridge-head towards the Carpathian Basin was 
of strategic importance for the Soviet Union. It took 3 months even for the Red Army to 
conquer this area. And the conquest was not prolonged further only because the troops 
of the 2nd Ukrainian Army emerging in the back of the defenders of the North-Eastern 
Carpathians following the conversion of Romania forced the Hungarian-German corps 
to an early retreat. 
The strictly confidential command no.0036 issued by the Military Council of the 4th 
Ukrainian Front on 13 November 1944, preparing the Soviet annexation of Sub-Car-
pathia did not only affect Sub-Carpathia but the neighbouring Eastern Slovakia, Mar-
amureş, annexed to Romania and Csonka-Bereg (Tarpa, Tákos, Barabás, Tiszaszalka, 
Beregsurány, Lónya, etc.) as well. They wanted to annex these areas as parts of Sub-Car-
pathia to the Soviet Ukraine, which was indeed attempted, concerning Hungary and 
Romania. Thus the fate of the people of Csonka-Bereg was closely related to their com-
patriots in Sub-Carpathia. 
Let us share just a few sentences about the attempted annexation of Csonka-Bereg: 
On 16 august 1945 Ukrainian militiamen disarmed the Hungarian border guards and the 
local police, invaded the area of Csonka-Bereg and banned all parties except for the Com-
munist Party. According to a report received by the Ministry of Defence: “The Communist 
128 About the battles in Subcarpathia and the foreline of the North-Eastern Carpathians see: Szabó, József 

János: Az Árpád-vonal. A Magyar Királyi Honvédség védelmi rendszere a Keleti-Kárpátokban. [The 
Árpád line. The defence system of the Royal Hungarian Army in the Eastern Carpathians.] Budapest, 
2002., and Szabó, Péter – Számvéber, Norbert: A keleti hadszíntér és Magyarország 1943-1945. [The 
eastern seat of war and Hungary 1943-1945.] Debrecen.
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Party of Beregszász propagandise heavily the annexation of the occupied territories to 
Carpatho-Ukraine. Promises: cheap clothing, salt, sugar, petrol, wheat for 40 pengő and 
another land reform…”, and the Ukrainian soldiers distribute voting-papers, calling up-
on the population to vote for their annexation to “Carpathian Ukraine”.129 Finally, after 
13 days of occupation, the invaders pulled out on 28 August.130

Returning to the antecedents, namely the events that took place in November 1944 – as 
early as the day after the issuance of the order (!), that is, on 13 November, the version 
of command no.0036 issued for the population was placarded all around the towns of 
Sub-Carpathia, as “Command No.2. of the Town Commander”.131

129 Archives of Military History (HLI) and Ministry of Defence (HM) 35.455/pres. – 1945.
130 See attachment: Prime Minister Miklós Béla of Dálnok’s 17 August 1945 letter to Minister of Defence János 

Vörös about the Ukrainian occupation of Tiszahát.
131 Hungarian State Archives, National Archives (MNL-OL) Ministry of Foreign Affairs (KÜM) XIX-J-1-q 

POW Dept. (HDF. O.) 26.533/pol. – 1945. See illustration: Command no.2. “Of the Town Commander”

Prime Minister Miklós Béla of Dálnok’s letter to Minister of Defence János Vörös about the 
Ukrainian occupation of Csonka Bereg 
(HLI HM 1945 presidential document)
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According to the command men of 
German and Hungarian ethnicity be-
tween the ages of 18–50 years were 
obliged to report to the town com-
manders’ headquarters until 16 No-
vember. To emphasise the order, the 
last – 4th – point said that those who 
“do not comply will be arrested and 
judged by military tribunal”132. At the 
headquarters men were registered 
and told to report again on the 18th 
to receive their certificates that will 
allow them to come and go freely in 
the area controlled by the Red Army. 
People believed the propaganda and 
went back to the appointed places, 
but instead of the certificates, armed 
guards awaited them, who body-
searched them and took every utilis-
able belonging from them, even shoes 
of better quality. Then the men were 
told that they only will be taken for 3 
days’ work, “malenky robot”. 
In the villages the town-criers an-
nounced the command; in the villag-
es of Csonka-Bereg between 20133 and 
27134 November. However, unlike in 

towns, men had to report not for screening and identification; in the villages the com-
mand said that they had to report in the appointed place – usually at the school – with 
3 days’ food supply because they will be taken for reconstruction work. Witnesses al-
so mentioned that they and their families even were mortally threatened when the or-
der was announced; they said that if somebody failed to report they would find him and 
“shoot him at the order of the Red Army”135, and they will massacre his family as well.136 
Therefore the women cried and begged their husbands not to go in vain, they promised 
they would hide them, but to no avail. As Pál Kiss’s widow remembered, “Well, my hus-
band said… I can endure three days… even without food […] But he never came back 
home… never again.”137 

132 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 26.533/pol. – 1945.
133 The witnesses speaking in Sándor Sára’s documentary were collected on 20 November. (Sándor Sára’s 

documentary ‘Csonka-Bereg’. 1989.)
134 Men were gathered from Lónya on 27 November 1944. (Kun, Béla: Csonka Bereg. História 1989/3. p.26. 

; Filep, János: Egy volt „hadifogoly” emlékezése (1944–1948). [Memories of a “prisoner of war” (1944–
1948).] In: Szabolcs-Szatmári Szemle 1989/2. p.142. 

135 Memories of Kósa, Bertalan. In: Sára Sándor: Csonka-Bereg. Filmszociográfia [Film-sociography] Part I. 
Alföld 1989/6. 9. 

136 Memoirs of Nagy Károly. In: Sára Sándor: Csonka-Bereg. Filmszociográfia [Film-sociography] Part I. 
Alföld 1989/6. 9. 

137 Sára, Sándor: Csonka-Bereg. Documentary film. 

The deceptive version of command no.0036 issued  
for the population, put on placards –  

Command no.2 of the Town Commander. 
(MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O.)
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They started to select Bereg county residents in Beregszász. Those who identified them-
selves as Rusyn or Orthodox Catholic received their certificates and could go home. 
The collected people were set forth on foot escorted by NKVD squads toward some 
transit camp the next day; most of them were directed to the ‘20th Century Calvary’ of 
the Hungarian population of Sub-Carpathia and Csonka-Bereg – to the Szolyva “death 
camp”, as it was commonly mentioned. On the way the captives were not provided with 
any food, and they spent the nights in stables, pens and other unheated buildings. Cer-
tain groups even spent the nights outdoor in the freezing November cold of the Carpathi-
an mountains. They arrived at the Szolyva concentration camp, formerly border patrol 
artillery barracks, exhausted, famished and cold. 
Here they got thin pea, maize or cattle-turnip soup cooked in petrol barrels, or some-
times husked barley and 20 dkg bread. Due to lack of dishes, many of them could not 
eat the cooked meal. Therefore often 5-10 people used the same dish to eat from, which 
usually was a lamp shade, flower pot, tin can or other improvised plate. People slept on 
plank-beds or on the bare floor, if the bloodsucking lice let them. Groups of captive ar-
rived and were dispatched daily, thus the average number of prisoners was about 10 to 
15 thousand every day. 
For many of them this was the first station where they got some food, which was ex-
tremely meagre and poor quality. As a survivor said, “We were given food once a day, 
a ladleful of thin slop about which nobody knew what it was, but at most every second 
captive got some”.138 It was here where László Nagy, deported from Visk, first got some 
food after 7 days: “They gave us food once a day; a pint of soup with a slice of bread.”139

During their stay the captives were taken to reconstruction work – building a bridge over 
the Latorca river, railway construction or carrying wood. The NKVD lieutenant Mochal-
ov’s report, who supervised the camps of the 4th Ukrainian front, offers a vivid picture of 
the circumstances: “4 December 1944. 594 persons were sent back from the railway bri-
gade no.46., out of whom 373 are ill, 209 are extremely weak, 25 have colitis, 32 have the 
scabies, and 102 have sore feet because of their footwear. 150 arrived barefoot.”140 In the 
light of the memories the high rate of barefooted people is not surprising, since the Rus-
sians “kept stripping us of good footwear and replaced them with paltry ones, not car-
ing about what will happen to their poor captives”, a captive remembers.141 A man had 
to walk in the winter cold and snow all the way to Novy Sambor, where he was taken to 
hospital because both of his legs froze up to the knees.142 
Death prevailed among the shattered people due to overcrowded camps, poor and un-
varied nutrition, lack or sharing of kitchen utensils and dishes and miserable hygienic 
and sanitary conditions. According to witnesses 100 to 200 people were buried daily in 
unmarked mass graves beside the camp. A survivor remembers the Szolyva lager as fol-
lows: “… the camp was a horrifying sight even from the outside. Our astonishment just 
grew when they opened the gates and a big truck loaded with corpses came out first, 

138 Volt Hadifoglyok Bajtársi Szövetsége [Fellowship of Ex-POWs] (VHBSZ) 302. –1992. Memories of Király, 
Ernő (vie.) 2. 

139 Nagy László: Deportálásom – fogságom – története. [The story of my deportation and captivity.] In: 
Szabolcs-Szatmári Szemle 1990/3. p.379. 

140 Dupka – Korszun: ibid 50. 
141 Filep János: Egy volt „hadifogoly” emlékezése (1944–1948). [Memories of a “prisoner of war” (1944–

1948).] In: Szabolcs-Szatmári Szemle 1989/2. p.142. 
142 VHBSZ 302. –1992. Király, Ernő vie. 3. 
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we went in after that. The sight was even more terrible inside. Typhoid fever was raging 
behind the wire fences. 2 or 3 truckloads of dead bodies were transported away daily. 
I can say the lodging was inhumane, too. 8-10,000 people were crammed in a relatively 
small place. Those who were lucky could spend the night sitting under a roof, but about 
one fifth of the deportees spent the night outside in the snow. People were so weak they 
dropped like flies. Several were pulled out of the cesspool in the back of the camp. This 
latrine was 10 m long, 3 m wide and 2 m deep. Planks were laid across over it; this was 
the toilet. Those who were very weak simply fainted into the excrement, and by the time 
they were pulled out, they were dead.”143 40-50,000 people were carried to the camp 
from November 1944 until its close-down in April 1945, only 10-15% of whom were actu-
al POWs, captured in service. This camp was the final station in the lives of many thou-
sands of prisoners (of war), according to the survivors, thousands of them.144 
Captives were herded on from Szolyva to the Galician Turka, then to the temporary dis-
tribution camp in Stary Sambor. On the way they were given food once a day, which con-
sisted of a little piece of dry black bread or half a handful of dried peas, but there were 
some Bereg residents who got nothing to eat for five days during the march. Days of 
marching in –15-20 degrees in the winter frost on the difficult terrain of the Carpathians 
destroyed the last resources of many captives, whose body already had grown weak. The 
residents of Lónya, Csonka-Bereg county wrote about the journey of their loved ones in 
their petition as follows: “Clothes hang in rags on their bodies, their footwear has torn 
off their feet and in this frosty wintertime many drag along and work barefooted or with 
their feet wrapped in rags. They are exhausted both in their bodies and in their minds, 
and day by day are waiting for their deliverance for life or death.”145 Those who could 
not walk any longer, nor be supported by their fellows, were shot by the guards on site. 
The same fate awaited those who stepped out of line to grab a little snow from the road-
side to quench their thirst. János Filep, deported from Lónya, remembers these death 
marches: “It wasn’t easy to walk. People got more and more tired, there were some who 
needed to be dragged along. The most tragic thing was that the guards treated us as 
fascist people. Those who couldn’t walk any longer, and his comrades couldn’t carry 
him, were picked out of the line, a guard stayed behind with him, and then a short ma-
chine-gun fire sent us the news of what happened to him. This was how a man from my 
village, Dániel Józsi lost his life.”146 
Those who were not extremely weak were crammed into sealed and unheated cattle 
transport carriages after a few days in the camp of Sambor and were dispatched to vari-
ous destination camps in the Soviet Union. 
During the journey that lasted for several weeks they got dry bread, salted fish or some 
kind of soup every 3-5 days, since the train commanders usually bartered the food for 
some alcohol. They got 1-2 buckets of water per carriage only a little more frequently, at 
which the dehydrated people on the edge of fainting sometimes practically threw them-
selves and tipped it over, thus increasing their fellows’ pains. They sometimes got water 

143 Nagy: Deportálásom… [The story of my…] p.379. 
144 The Soviet government tampered with the area by building roads, petrol stations and a housing estate and 

struggled to cover up the graves, but they failed to completely do so. A memorial park was established in 
1994 in memory of those deceased in the “death camp”. 

145 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-q KÜM HDF. O. 25.145/pol. – 1945. 
146 Filep, János: Egy volt „hadifogoly”… [Memories of a…] p.142. 
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only twice during the 12-day journey.147 The captives licked the condensed vapour fro-
zen on the metal frame of the carriages, and it was not infrequent either that they drank 
their own urine. Those who died during the journey were occasionally taken to the last, 
so-called dead-wagon, if there was one, then they were buried in a hole next to a big-
ger station. János Filep gave a vivid description of the circumstances of the journey: “We 
spent Christmas in the wagon and sang the carol “Angel from Heaven” with tears in our 
eyes. Singing even gave a little warmth to us. We huddled together on the frosty floor 
and gave ourselves to memories. In our thoughts all of us were at home, celebrating with 
our families. […] The journey was excruciating. There was a stove, but no firewood. We got 
water and some food every three days, and a little bread every day. We didn’t have any op-
portunity for washing ourselves, so lice appeared soon, and in their wake, death. Weaker 
bodies soon gave in, and friends, relatives and people we knew died among us. At first we 
cried and lamented for them, then we grew numb and just acknowledged that somebody 
died again next to us. The clothes of the dead were stripped immediately by the living; it 
was cold, we needed them. Several times the dead body was removed from the wagon on-
ly after several days.”148 During the long train journey another 5-10% of the captives died. 
The 10-15,000 people deported from Csonka-Bereg were transported to various places 
of the Soviet Union. However, most of them were taken to the Urals, Southern Ukraine, 
the Donets Basin (or as it was commonly mentioned, the Donbass), or to Belorussia. They 
were forced to work in coal, iron ore, asbestos and other mines, reconstruction and con-
struction sites, or in factories, kolhozes and sovhozes. The insatiable stomach of the Soviet 
Union swallowed the modern slaves of our age greedily; human life had no worth there. 
The people exhausted to the extreme, having lived up all their reserves, died in these 
destination camps en masse, too. Those who survived the spring of 1945, had quite good 
chances to get home, as the survivors remember. 

Interning people as Germans

The deportation of Germans or people with German names – often Hungarian persons, 
moreover, people with Hungarian names and occasionally Jewish people with German 
names – from the area of post-Trianon Hungary occupied by the 2nd and 3rd Ukrainian 
Fronts started on the grounds of the already mentioned command no.0060 issued on 22 
December 1944. 
According to the above order for the population, “all employable persons of German ori-
gin” – men between 17 and 45, women between 18 and 30 – were obliged to report to the 
specified location and at the specified time for “communal service to be carried directly 
behind the front”. 
Several problems already arise here. First of all, the command does not specify Ger-
man citizens, German ethnicity or native German speakers but those “of German origin”. 
That is, the basis for deportation for forced labour was not the offences committed, nor 
chosen identity, nor mother tongue, but the origin, solely. Thus, the Soviet Union applied 
the same principle and partly the same practice against people of German origin by em-
ploying the principle of collective punishment and deportation to forced labour camps 
on the basis of origin – or “race” in contemporary terms –, the national socialist Germa-
ny applied against Jews, which was rightfully condemned by the democratic world, and 

147 Sára, Sándor: Csonka-Bereg. Documentary film. 
148 Filep J.: Egy volt „hadifogoly”… [Memories of a…] p.143.
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– at least in high-sounding words – the Soviet Union itself. The criteria of racial discrim-
ination were not defined on central level, thus the commanders controlling the deporta-
tions were given a wide scope of interpretation of what “German origin” meant, that is, 
to interpret who they could enlist as deportees, and they abused their power severely. 
Secondly, as it could be seen in the case of civilians deported as POWs, even the central 
command comprises conscious deception and lies, since they were not taken right be-
hind the frontlines but collected for forced labour in the Soviet Union. 
At the same time, at the central order of the SDC command no.0060 also included – as op-
posed to command no.0036 on the deportation of Hungarian and German males between 
18 and 50149 – that “the persons to be mobilised shall bring along: warm upper clothing, 
2 pairs of suitable footwear, 3 sets of underwear, bedclothes and blanket, dishes and 15 
days’ food supply. Weight limit is 200 kg per person.” As a result, those civilians who 
149 For more details on the deportation of the Hungarian and German male population from Subcarpathia 

see: Bognár, Zalán: A kárpátaljai magyar és német polgári lakosság tömeges elhurcolása szovjet 
hadifogságba. [Mass deportation of the Hungarian and German civilian population from Subcarpathia to 
Soviet captivity]. In: Orpheus Noster 2012/2.

A and B – The deceptive version of the infamous and strictly confidential command no.0060 
made for the population, as placarded blank in Hungarian and German languages.  

(Zielbauer, György (ed.): Die Verschleppung ungarländischer Deutscher 1944/45. Erste Station 
der kollektiven Bestrafung./ Magyarországi németek elhurcolása 1944/45: A kollektív büntetés 

első állomása. [Deportation of Germans from Hungary 1944/45: the first station of collective 
punishment.] Magyarországi Németek Szövetsége, Budapest, 1990.)
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were deported on the basis of their German ethnicity usually had much better chances to 
survive than those who were carried away on the basis of command no.0036, that is, for 
supplementing the number of POWs, on the pretext of screening and identification, since 
they were completely unprepared for deportation.150 They were often taken away in thin 
jackets and footwear, without food and dishes, and their marching and lodging in the 
transit was longer and more miserable. Their circumstances and tragic destiny was de-
scribed vividly by the residents of Lónya in their – above cited – petition: “Clothes hang 
in rags on their bodies, their footwear has torn off their feet and in this frosty wintertime 
many drag along and work barefooted or with their feet wrapped in rags. They are ex-
hausted both in their bodies and in their minds, and day by day are waiting for their de-
liverance for life or death.”151 It is likely that this section was included in the command 
due to the high death rate experienced among those who were deported on the grounds 
of command no.0036, since German primarily did not mean an ethnic problem for the 
Soviets; instead the reason was workforce. So they had to reach their labour camps in the 
Soviet Union alive and possibly in good condition. However, the circumstances in the in-
ternment camps were somewhat worse than in POW camps, and even women and girls 
were transported to them en masse. 
Article 4 of the command ordered that “local civic authorities are obliged to ensure 
that each person to be mobilised present themselves at the assembly place at the speci-
fied time”. That is, according to the command, the list of people called for “communal 
service” usually had to be compiled by local administration at the order of the com-
manders of NKVD squads stationed at the settlements. At the same time, the criteria 
for compiling these lists were not uniform – since the central order provided for a wide 
scope of interpretation in this respect – but they depended on the local commander, 
and the relation between the target-figures prescribed in the area and the number of 
the “mobilised” persons. If more people appeared than targeted, the Soviets gave more 
opportunity for exemption, but if less, even the age limits specified in the command 
were extended. Hungarian leaders of the settlements attempted to exempt as many 
people as they could, but the final decision was made by the NKVD commander, of 
course. Therefore after a successful exemption action people were collected for the sec-
ond or even for the third time on the basis of the “mobilisation order” so that the cen-
trally targeted numbers could be produced.152 
In cases of deportations on the basis of German origin it also occurred that civilian Hun-
garians were carried away from purely Hungarian settlements – e.g. in the Upper Tisza 
region or in Zemplén county – alleging they were of German origin. Since there was no 
population of German origin in these settlements – but the executors still had to produce 
the prescribed figures, i.e. the targeted number of “Germans” – they took Hungarians as 

150 For more details on the deportation for the purpose of supplementing the number of POWs see: Bognár, 
Zalán: Hadifogolytáborok és (hadi)fogolysors a Vörös Hadsereg által megszállt Magyarországon 1944–
1945 [POW camps and the fate of prisoners (of war) in Hungary occupied by the Red Army 1944–1945]. 
Kairosz, Budapest, 2012.

151 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-Q KÜM HDF. O. 25.145/pol. – 1945.
152 On the exemption attempts see: „Egyetlen bűnünk a származásunk volt…” Német és magyar polgári 

lakosok deportálása „málenkij robot”-ra a sztálini lágerekbe 1944/45–1955. (“Our only guilt was our 
origin…” The deportation of German and Hungarian civil residents for “malenkey robot” to the camps 
of Stalin from 1944–45 till 1955.) (Ed.: Bognár, Zalán) Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian Germans, 
Pécs, 2009. pp.44–46., 50., 88–98
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“Germans”. The oddest form took place in the village of Ónod in Bodrogköz. Here the 
notary of the village was to prepare a list of the entire population, and those whose last 
name ended in “r”, such as Pásztor, Molnár, Bodnár, Csiger, were taken as German, ar-
guing that Hitler’s name also ended in “r”.153 
József Révai, one of the heads of the Hungarian Communist Party complained about these 
events in his letter written to Rákosi, who, at the time, was still in Moscow: “Unfortunate-
ly, the operation targeted at the deportation of employable German population did not 
have the effect it was supposed to have […] In fact, in most places the command was ex-
ecuted on the basis of family names and fixed quotas. If there were not enough Germans, 
they took Hungarians. They took people who could not speak a word of German, who 
have proved to be anti-fascist, have been imprisoned, interned, all this did not matter: 
they were taken away. Even secretaries or leaders of the Communist Party and even rep-
resentatives of the national assembly were taken because they have German names, and 
even people with Hungarian names were taken as well. In short, there were a little too 
many local cases of trespassing, however unavoidable in case of such operations.”154 
The collection of the listed people in Hungary was usually carried out by the enforcement 
squads of the so-called “polits” or “polizei”, freshly made up of former partisans, Slavic 
people and other, usually left-wing persons trusted by the Soviets, together with NKVD. 
For instance, the local police established from the members of the Anti-Nazi Committee 
of Hungarian Communists (MOKAN) collaborated in deporting people of German ori-
gin from the town of Miskolc.155 However, in lack of such forces, the NKVD troops carried 
out “mobilisation” themselves, as in Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. In Romania people 
destined to forced labour were usually collected with the help of the gendarmerie. At the 
same time, in the areas re-annexed to Hungary in 1940, particularly in Szatmár county, 
Swabians were collected by Romanian “guard-men” and the so-called arm-badged arm 
“polits” at the beginning of January 1945, and they were the ones who escorted them to 
transit camps established in Nagykároly (Carei), Szatmárnémeti (Satu Mare) and Szanisz-
ló (Sanislău).156 In Yugoslavia, collection was executed by Tito’s partisans.157 
The last point of the command, Article 5, threatened the people of German origin, together 
with their relatives, in case they would not obey the order: “… will be judged by military 
tribunal. Their families and accomplices will also share in strict retribution.” This point was 
announced by town-criers in many villages as those who fail to present themselves would 
be shot, or their relatives would be taken in their place. This way, although many of the 
concerned already had known it from hearsay that they would not be taken to work be-
hind the frontlines for 15 days but to the Soviet Union, in fear for the lives of their parents 
and loved ones they did not escape but reported and took upon the tribulations. 
153 Stark, Tamás: Magyarok szovjet kényszermunkatáborokban. [Hungarians in Soviet forced labour 

camps.] In: Kortárs 2002/2-3. p.73.; Fehér könyv a Szovjetunióba elhurcolt hadifoglyok és polgári 
deportáltak helyzetéről. [White book on the situation of POWs and civilians deported into the Soviet 
Union] (Ed.: Magyar Harcosok Bajtársi Közössége Hadifogolyszolgálata / POW Service of the Fellowship 
of Hungarian Warrior Mates, Bad Wörishofen, 1950. 22.

154 Moszkvának jelentjük… Titkos dokumentumok 1944–1948. [We report to Moscow… Secret documents 
1944-1948.] (Ed.: Izsák, Lajos – Kun, Miklós) Századvég, Budapest, 1994. p.35. 

155 Zsíros Sándor: A front alatt. [Under the frontline.] Örökségünk Felsőzsolca Alapítvány – Domínium Bt., 
Felsőzsolca, 2004. p.195. 

156 For details of deportation from these areas and the fate of the deportees: Boros Ernő: „Volt minekünk jó 
éltünk, van most nekünk jaj” 1945–1949: a szatmári svábok deportálástörténete I–II., [“We had a good life, 
now we have cries of pain” – 1945-1949: The story of the deportation of the Swabians living in Szatmár 
County I-II.] (Szemtanú könyvek) Státus Könyvkiadó, Csíkszereda, 2005.

157 Polian: ibid 252–254.
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The first wave of the deportation of people of German origin started in an area that had 
not even been included in the original plan, in Baranya county (Southern Transdanubi-
an region) occupied by the 3rd Ukrainian front, on 22 December 1944. The ink had hardly 
any time to dry on the command no.0060 when in Babarc, Baranya county, people were 
started to get collected.158 
The “operation” took place during the Christmas celebrations at several places, which 
most probably was not a coincidence. Presumably the timing was chosen in order to col-
lect as many people as possible, since the traditional family holiday was celebrated by 
people gathering in their homes.159 
Pregnant women and those with children under the age of 1 were usually let go, but if 
the numbers did not comply with the targeted quota, they were taken as well. 
Collection of people took place in several ways, and often the age limits specified in 
the command were not observed. In Szaniszló (Sanislău), Romania, “the Russian mili-
tary government residing in the primary school building summoned everyone there be-
tween 18 and 36 years old, who then were surrounded by soldiers armed with bayonets.” 
About 400 people were detained and told that “they were arrested”, but no reasons were 
given, and they were only told to have warm clothes and food brought for themselves.160 
In Kenézlő, Szabolcs county, it was announced on 27 January 1945 that the lord lieuten-
ant will give a programme speech at which everybody had to attend. Then Russian sol-
diers encircled the assembled people, and 160 persons, even 16-17-year old boys and 
girls, 55-year-old women, fathers of 6-7 children were taken, allegedly for 3 weeks’ work, 
with a stop at the transit camp in Szerencs.161 
The chief constable of the district of Dada, Szabolcs county, reported on 24 January 1945: 
“A second lieutenant of the Russian secret service escorted by a staff of 10-12 appeared in 
the village of Tiszatardos on 23 January, and he summoned the mayors of Tiszatardos, 
Tiszaladány, Csobaj, and Báj, whom then he ordered to prepare lists of individuals be-
tween 16 and 65 (bold by Z.B.) until 2 a.m. on the 24th and to submit them to him. On 24 
January, at 4 a.m., Russian soldiers entered the village halls in Csobaj, Báj, Tiszatardos 
and Tiszaladány; they summoned the residents in the front of the village hall, declaring 
that those who did not present themselves would be shot. (bold by Z.B.) In front of the 
present population, they read out the list that included men and women alike, regard-
less of professions or trades and political affiliation. […] This way they collected […] 240 
individuals of Hungarian nationality in total. […] I turned to the military commander of 
Tiszalök district and the Russian commander of Tiszatardos who had ordered and done 
the collection, however, I did not learn anything from them; they refused to give me any 
kind of explanation or information. […] According to public opinion, the collection has a 
political background and is aimed at persons having fascist sentiments, however, it is in 
contradiction with the fact that among the affected persons there are Jewish individuals 
having returned from labour service (bold by Z.B.), as well as young girls and men who 
never have taken part in any radical movements whatsoever.”162 
In his report, the chief constable of the Elek district gives an excellent picture about the 
process of the deportation, the interpretation of “German origin”, and the fact that the 
158 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-Q KÜM HDF. O. 26.195/pol. – 1945., 26.740/pol. – 1945. 
159 Polian: 253-254.
160 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-Q KÜM HDF. O. 25.350/pol. – 1945.
161 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-Q KÜM HDF. O. 27.277/pol. – 1945. 
162 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-Q KÜM HDF. O. 25.452/pol. – 1945. 
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Hungarian government did not have any 
word in the selection of deportees despite the 
agreements having been made on exemption, 
since in the country occupied by the Red Ar-
my all power was entirely in Soviet hands. 
“On 26 December 1944, a so-called Russian 
GPU [in fact NKVD – Z.B.] squad of about 200 
arrived at the settlement and accommodat-
ed themselves there. The same evening I was 
summoned by the commander of the squad, a 
Russian major, who ordered me to take a cen-
sus-like listing of the residents of the district. 
The rubrics to be filled in were the following: 
name, year of birth and nationality. […] On 22 
January 1945, the commander summoned me 
again at 10 p.m. and told me that they wished 
to mobilise the German population of the set-
tlement, and those with German names, for 
work. […] The major in command had his or-
der announced on 2 January 1945 at 7 a.m., 
which said that each person with a German 
name, regardless of the fact whether they have 
a command of the German language, and re-
gardless of their antecedents, fall within the 
scope of the order. The same applies to those 
persons with Hungarian names who have at 
least one grandparent with German name or 

of German origin. The major also added literally: if there is a single German drop of blood 
in their veins, they are German! With the permission of the major a committee was formed 
of the leaders of the Communist and the Smallholders’ Parties, as well as from tried and 
trusted Hungarian persons so that we could exempt a small part of the population. The 
committee proposed 250 individuals. This proposal was not accepted by the major. We 
sent a messenger to Orosháza to the leaders of the local communist party, and as a result 
of their intervention, a delegate of the government, secretary of the Ministry of the Interi-
or Dr. Péter Ormos arrived in our village. Under his leadership, another committee made 
a proposal for the exemption of 228 persons. However, this exemption attempt also failed, 
and what is more, the Russian major ordered men born in 1899 and members of the Com-
munist Party together with their relatives to be taken to the transit sites. […] The gather-
ing of people was completed on 11 January 1945, and the people together with those who 
had arrived from Gyula and other settlements were loaded in trains. The Russian author-
ity made an account of them in Russian in three copies, the total of which was 1,903. I had 
to verify the document with my signature and the official stamp of the village of Elek. Then 
the transport left the railway station of Elek on 11 January at 1 p.m., while the Russian mil-
itary force left the village on the following morning, on 12 January 1945.”163

163 Archives of Csongrád County, Documents of the lord lieutenant in Csanád-Arad-Torontál 
administratively temporarily united county. 26/1945. Document quoted by: Zielbauer: Magyar polgári 
lakosok... (Deportation and POW captivity of Hungarian civilians 1945-1948.) pp. 272-273.

A “Strictly confidential!” letter written by 
the lord lieutenants of Szabolcs and Ung 

counties to the Minister of the Interior 
requesting intervention in the deportation of 

civilian population between 16-65. 
(MNL-OL XIX-J-1-Q KÜM HDF. O.)
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The Soviet’s negligence of the post-Trianon border is well demonstrated by the fact that 
they took “Germans” from settlements on the Hungarian side of the border, such as the 
villages of Mérk and Vállaj, to the transit camp in Nagykároly, lying on the other side 
of the border. Furthermore, even deportees from Hercegkút, Zemplén county, were not 
taken to the nearby Szerencs camp but to Szaniszló, 120 km from the village.164 Similar-
ly, from Vámosbalog (Vel’ký Blh), having been annexed to Czechoslovakia, 11 km to 
the North-East of Rimaszombat (Rimavska Sobota), deportees were taken to Miskolc on 
the pretext of 15 days’ work.165 The deportees taken away from the Hungarian region of 
North-Bácska – e.g. Gara, Bácsalmás, Bácsbokod, Katymár – were gathered and loaded 
into trains at three locations depending on the date of “mobilisation”: Baja, Kiskunhalas 
and Szabadka (Subotica). People in Bácsalmás were collected three times for reparations 
labour: first they were taken to Baja to be put on trains, next to Kiskunhalas, while those 
who were deported during the third wave, to Szabadka.166 
Certain settlements fell to the fate of total unsustainability due to the deportation of the 
employable civilian population, such as Szendehely, from where 120 civilians were tak-
en as Germans on 5-6 January 1945. As the petition written by the village principals to 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs reads, “The population of our village already was reduced 
from 1,113 to 616 before the Russian occupation. Now the men and women of employa-
ble age have been taken as well (men up to 45, women up to 35). We are left with 496 peo-
ple, almost exclusively elderly people and children. Elderly people who lament for their 
supporters, and children who are crying for their parents.”167 
Internees spent one or two weeks in the transit camps and were transported on, usual-
ly 40 persons per carriage. They were usually reloaded to Soviet standard wide-gauge 
wagons in Jassi, Romania. Usually 90 people were crammed in these bigger Soviet wag-
ons. Most of those who were deported as Germans were transported to the Southern 
Ukrainian region, especially to the coal mines of the already mentioned Donets Basin or 
“Donbass”, but many of them were taken to the camps in the Urals and in the Caucasian 
mountains as well. 
Interestingly and perhaps not incidentally, command no.0060 was dated on the same day 
the Temporary National Government of Hungary was established, controlled from Mos-
cow168. The aim of this dating might have been to shift the responsibility of the depor-
tations – partly or entirely – to the temporary Hungarian government, since it also was 
included in Article 3/A of the 16 December decree of SDC that Soviet authorities shall 
“execute the mobilisation and interning of Germans according to point 1 via the govern-
ing organisations of the respective countries”. 
However, Soviet authorities did not inform the Temporary National Government – in 
contrast to Romania –, which had just been established and barely possessed any execu-
tive power and only to the limit permitted by the Soviets, about their deportations plans 

164 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-Q KÜM HDF. O. 25.824/pol. – 1945. 
165 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-Q KÜM HDF. O. 25.406/pol. – 1945.
166 Merkovicsné Hartai Gabriella: Bácsalmásiak „malenkij roboton” – jóvátételi közmunkán a 

Szovjetunióban. (Manuscript in the archives of the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian Germans)
167 MNL-OL XIX-J-1-Q KÜM HDF. O. 25.911/pol. – 1945.
168 The list of parties which had places in the Temporary National Goverment and their proportions within 

the government, as well as the identity of the ministers outside any parties and the prime minister, etc. 
were agreed on during the negotiations in Moscow, mainly according to the instructions of Stalin. /Korom, 
Mihály: Magyarország Ideiglenes Nemzeti Kormánya és a fegyverszünet 1944-1945. (The Temporary 
National Government of Hungary and the armistice 1944-1945.) Budapest, Akadémia, 1981. pp. 308-350./
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at all, moreover, neither did they inform the Communist leaders having returned from 
Moscow, in spite of the fact that they put Soviet interests before Hungarian ones. József 
Révai wrote about this issue to Rákosi, who, at the time, was still in Moscow, in his let-
ter – already quoted in part – dated on 7 January 1945: “Unfortunately, the operation tar-
geted at the deportation of employable German population did not have the effect it was 
supposed to have, since there occurred so unfortunate peregibs [trespass, abusing] dur-
ing its execution, that the result is panic among Hungarians; even decent and honest peo-
ple close to us (such as vice-president Sántha and even Erdei himself) [Kálmán Sántha: 
vice-president of the Temporary National Assembly, Ferenc Erdei: crypto-communist169 
minister of the interior in the Temporary National government – Z.B. ] have become fu-
rious and keep saying things like it is the same as what Hitler did to the Jews, etc. [bold 
by Z.B.] […] Furthermore, everybody has a grievance, either expressed or secretly, of the 
fact the Russians did it without the knowledge of the government, without any previous 
agreement. (Mezhdu nami: [between us]: we didn’t know about it, either.) So, the whole 
thing has backfired. Now we are trying to correct what we can. The government has sent 
10 appointed advisors to the site under the agreement made with the Russians, who will 
help with deciding who has to be considered German and who doesn’t.”170 
Upon its establishment, the Hungarian government immediately raised its voice against 
the deportation and captivity of the civilian population to the Soviet government. Pres-
ident of the Temporary Hungarian Government Béla Miklós lodged a complaint at the 
Soviet government on 26 December 1944, and afterward he did the same repeatedly. Fi-
nally, in order to reassure the Temporary Hungarian Government and Hungarian com-
munists, Soviets agreed – at least on paper – that the Hungarian government could send 
10 appointed consultants to the NKVD headquarters in charge of the deportations, in or-
der to exempt “those persons […] who are proved to be considered Hungarians despite 
their German names”.171 According to the order of Minister of the Interior Ferenc Erdei 
dated 5 January 1945, the following had to be exempted from “labour service”: non-Ger-
man nationalities; those whose native language was not German and had not been mem-
bers of the Volksbund or any other fascist organisations; those who had taken part in 
anti-Nazi, patriotic or left-wing movements; those who had performed such cultural or 
social activity by which they “clearly have demonstrated their Hungarian identity”172, 
and those who had German names but were Jewish. The exemption attempts made by 
Minister of the Interior Ferenc Erdei had almost no effect on deportations, as it is re-
vealed, among others, by the above quoted report by the chief constable of Elek district. 
To the consecutive requests and petitions of the Hungarian government the Soviet mil-
itary and political authorities answered mostly negatively, acting surprised, making 
promises or being late, responding generalities without taking responsibility, or they 
did not react at all. 
169 Crypto-communist = secret or undercover communist, i.e. a person who is secretly a member of 

the communist party, but outwardly a member of another party. The Hungarian Communist Party 
employed such people, infiltrating other parties, to disintegrate concurrent parties and obtain exclusive 
power. Ferenc Erdei was the vice-president of the National Farmers’ Party in the eye of the public, 
while secretly and primarily a member of the Hungarian Communist Party. (Moszkvának jelentjük… 
[We report to Moscow…] p.13.)

170 Moszkvának jelentjük… [We report to Moscow…] pp.35–36.
171 Zielbauer: A magyarországi németség… [The hard decade of…] p.35.
172 Ibid.
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Even Mátyás Rákosi, chief secretary of the Hungarian Communist Party could not help 
his comrades get deported as Germans, as it shows in his letter written to Georgi Dimi-
trov, the chief secretary of the Bulgarian Communist Party: “Many good comrades were 
taken away as Germans, who we can rarely rescue”.173 
Internees returned home mingled with POWs, mostly between 1947 and 1949. 
Although persons of German origin were not charged with anything when they were 
captured, many of their houses and farms were pillaged right then. And when they ar-
rived home – many of them suffering from illnesses that affected them all their lives – 
many of them did not have a home any more, they became paupers, all their possessions 
were confiscated and they had no roof left over their head. Others were taken to Germa-
ny together with their relatives as soon as they returned home. There were some who 
could not even find their families because they had already been relocated to Germany. 
Still some others were immediately taken to the Soviet zone of Germany on the pretext 
that their families already had been there, although it was not true in many cases. 
Thus, the number of “Germans” deported from Hungary is approximately 60,000 – as I 
wrote about it in detail in the previous chapter. 
The number of those who died as a result of the deportations cannot be exactly defined, 
nor the exact number of deportees. However, based on available data it is possible to esti-
mate at least the rate of them among all those who were taken. And the fact that the data 
recently obtained from Russian archives are not creditable is illustrated by the facts – be-
yond the examples mentioned in the previous chapter – that when data forms were filled 
in, the NKVD employees filling in the forms did not interpret the rubrics of “nationali-
ty” and “citizenship” uniformly and consistently; there were misunderstandings by in-
terpreters, and due to superior orders, they did not always fill in the adequate answer. 
Furthermore, territorial changes and re-annexations before and after the war made the 
situation even more difficult. And there were people who, in the hope of faster deliver-
ance, identified themselves as members of nationalities that had stood by the Soviet side 
or were allies of them, for example Romanian, Rutene or Slovakian. 
Let me cite only one internee to provide some addition to confirm how creditable data 
collection was, and how “important” human life, especially captive’s life was in the So-
viet Union: “Well, people died at nights there, too. Constantly. The sentry came in the 
morning, asked who had died and wrote it down on the back of a matchbox. And then 
this matchbox – well, I really saw it with my own eyes –, the sentry threw it away. So, hu-
man life was worth that much.”174 
Death rate was very high in the GUPVI camps, especially in 1945-1946, fundamentally 
due to two reasons. On the one hand, there was famine in the Soviet Union as well, more-
over, several hundred thousand residents starved to death in 1946-1947, while the coun-
try was exporting crops to Czechoslovakia, Romania, Poland and Bulgaria. The other 
cause was that due to the psychological trauma of deportation, non-hygienic, inhumane 
conditions and highly insufficient provisionment during the transportation, deportees 
arrived at the camps already in a weak and exhausted state, and many of them were ill. 
Therefore in some camps captives were given one or two weeks to become somewhat em-
ployable. Let me cite just two witnesses concerning death rates: “Out of the 800 deported 

173 Pünkösti: Rákosi a hatalomért… [Rákosi for power…] p.77.
174 Singer, Zsuzsa: A málenkij robot lélektani aspektusból. [GUPVI camps from a psychological aspect] In: 

„Egyetlen bűnük… [Our only guilt…] p.80.
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Hungarian men and women 300 died in the Civilian internment camp no.1029, Rodov-
ka, in 1945-46.”175 “The destination of the deportee transport was mining camp no.1026 in 
Novy Donbass, where shortly over 10,000 Hungarian civilians were crowded. Prisoners 
were not provided with food, nor clothing. Epidemics and starvation took victims mas-
sively. Due to lack of medical care and medicines, the daily number of dead people was 
about 18-20. I, as the coachman of the dead-cart, personally took part in burying 4,600 
of my mates, who were buried like dogs by the twenty, completely naked, in unmarked 
mass graves. It is telling that in the camp out of the [120 –Z.B.] men and women taken 
away from our little village 48 died during those 2 years. The relatives of the deceased 
ones have not received any official notice to this day, neither from the Soviets nor from 
Hungary, they could only be informed about the deaths of their loved ones from the re-
turning captives.”176 Staggering facts! These high death rates are confirmed as well by the 
first quarterly report no.1/1037 of the camp commander of camp no.183, Novy Borisov, 
near Minsk, dated 21 April 1945: “The camp comprises of two sections, which can house 
11 thousand people. […] during the first quarter the camp did not receive any potatoes 
or greengroceries. There are even more serious stoppages in the provision of the captives 
with meat, sugar and dairy products. […] During the quarter 3,547 persons arrived, 169 
left and 2,262 died. […] The majority of incoming contingents was severely weakened 
due to acute diarrhoea, etc. The camp does not dispose of sufficient healthcare staff, and 
most of the existing ones are unskilled. […] The premises of the camp need to be disin-
fected constantly due to the incoming typhoid fever. […] Since the camp does not belong 
to any special military hospital and we have no opportunity to send the patients to hos-
pital, the camp has no means of providing efficient medical treatment for every serious 
patient. […] During the quarter only 36,864 workday was fulfilled instead of the target-
ed 52,500. Although the number of workdays does not reach the target, concerning the 
total production, it still approaches the target figure.”177 This report verifies everything 
the survivors said: poor provisionment, malnutrition, disastrous healthcare and hygien-
ic conditions, due to which contagious diseases such as dysentery, typhus and typhoid 
fever grew to epidemic proportions, and the weak and undernourished captives died in 
large numbers. Moreover, the report reveals that the captives were forced to work them-
selves to death. The end of the report states that although they could not achieve the tar-
geted number of workdays –1 workday was usually considered as one person’s 8 hours’ 
workday, and by the end of the quarter their original number decreased by 2,262 due 
to death – the total production still approached the target figure. And it could only be 
achieved by the camp commander in a way that those who were still alive had to work in 
place of the dead ones too, so that they could achieve the “sacrosanct” target figures set 
by the leaders of the “omnipotent and omniscient” Communist Party. What this means 
is that many of them were literally worked to death! 
On the basis of the documents and memories it can be obviously stated that as a result of 
deprivation, inhumane and non-hygienic conditions and exhausting forced labour, ap-
proximately 25-30% of the people deported as Germans died. Most of them were buried 
in unmarked mass graves, or sometimes individual graves, while some rest along the 
railway lines, buried on the way from home or back. 

175 Memories of deportee Z.R.. In: Fehér könyv… [White book…] p.47. 
176 Written by civilian deportee K.J.. In: Fehér könyv… [White book…] p.38.
177 Dupka – Korszun: ibid 57.
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However, many of those who managed to survive the tortures of the Soviet forced labour 
camps and returned home, died within one year after their arrival due to the illnesses 
they got during the period of the deportation. 
In summary, Germans in Central-Eastern and South-Eastern Europe had to face cru-
el times at the end of World War II. The Soviet Union deported more than 200,000 civil-
ians due to their German origins from Central-Eastern and South-Eastern Europe on the 
grounds of collective punishment, 25-30% of whom did not survive the tribulations. 
German people as a whole were punished for the crimes of Nazi Germany and their 
Hungarian collaborators. The Soviet Union applied the same “racial principle” and part-
ly the same practice as the fundamental principle of collective punishment in deport-
ing “Germans” for “malenky robot” as the national socialist Germany applied against 
“Jews” during the Holocaust. To compare German national socialist and Soviet socialist 
methods of deportations, let me quote some sentences by the historian who established 
the research of “malenky robot”, Miklós Füzes of Pécs. “Gathering of people, loading 
them onto trains [and, we must add, usually with the collaboration of the occupied and 
intimidated or allied side-changing country – Z.B.], camps, forced labour and finally gen-
ocide appear on both sides. Only the means of the latter are different. There industrial 
type mass homicide was added to starvation, here nature was let do the dirty work.”178 
Let me add – because the cited lines were written during the dictatorship before the 
change of the political system in Hungary – that it was not nature that did the “dirty 
work”, i.e. mass homicide. It was caused by the Soviet socialist system itself – due to its 
mindless, voluntaristic mentality neglecting the laws of economics, which was based on 
the all-importance of achieving the target figures set by the “omnipotent and omnisci-
ent” Party and regarded human life as worthless. 
People are still barely able to speak about these horrible events, since it was forbidden to 
talk about them until the change of regimes, not to mention to research them. The few 
living survivors still hardly dare to talk about them, because when they were released to 
go home – officially, as POWs – they were threatened with taking them back if they ever 
dare to speak. Survivors came home broken in their bodies and in their minds, and fear 
was instilled in their very being. They had to carry on life stigmatised. 
Nothing can justify punishment based on one’s origins, mother tongue, nationality 
or religion!

178 Füzes: ibid 48. 
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László Köteles 
The deportation of Hungarians and Germans from Felvidék179 for forced 

labour into the Soviet Union

History, and the same Pan-Slav superpower in it, repeats itself, I think. Just like what is 
happening in present-day eastern Ukraine, for the Hungarians living in the Carpathian 
Basin, the events of the years 1944/45 spawned from similar efforts of a superpower. On-
ly back then it was not the love of liberty of the Russian population of the Donets Basin 
that was referred, but the desire of the Ukrainians living in the so-called Transcarpathian 
territories, who decided on a democratic vote that they would like to join the great and 
victorious Soviet Union. At the same time, dictated by the ambitions of power, they cyn-
ically tried to remove the non-Slavic German and Hungarian communities in the way of 
a so-called Ukrainian – or, to be more accurate, a Soviet-style Pan-Slavic – popular will. 
In retrospect this is why it is important to explore the events of our past without taboos, 
because these events still have an effect to date, and may influence our thinking, our con-
sciousness and our daily lives. But not just our thinking, also that of the peoples living to-
gether with us. It is also therefore important to know our common history as accurately, 
and as free from prejudices and myths as possible. Our common tragedy is that the hor-
rors and inhumanities did not happen because of individual hesitations, weaknesses, but 
in accordance with the provisions of the legal power, in all cases. 
Let’s see, what we can tell about the time period stretching from 1944 to the present, in 
the light of the deportations.
During this period, the fate of the Hungarians in Slovakia – and that of the nations that 
had been living there with us for a thousand years – can be divided into five distinct pe-
riods in the light of the Soviet deportations:
– From November 1944 to February 1945, the practical implementation of the mass de-

portations.
– From February 1945 to June 1945, the transfer of the deported from the transit camps 

into the final work camps. The anti-Hungarian and anti-German measures of the oc-
cupying and settling-in power.

– From July 1945 until 1949, forced labour in the Soviet Union, then the return of the 
majority of the deportees to their homes.

– From 1949 to December 1989, following Stalin’s death, in 1953, the last groups of de-
portees to return home, and the Czechoslovak power’s measures to promote collec-
tive forgetting. 

– From 1990 to the present day, the revival of the memory of the deportations, and the 
birth of the first Slovak and Hungarian compensation laws. 

 Of course, in addition to these eras, introductory eras can be separated as well, like 
these.

– in 1938, the disintegration of Czechoslovakia and the settling in of Hungarian power 
in the southern part of the Felvidék, from November, 

– in 1944, Hungary’s occupation and the domination of the Arrow Cross Party,
– the Soviet army’s military operations, and the hinterland ordeals of the civilian 

population, 

179 Felvidék can be translated as Upper Hungary� It is Slovakian territory today, but in the past it was the 
upper/northern part of Hungary� Hence its name�
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– From the summer of 1945, the years of disenfranchisement, statelessness until 16 
April, 1949, since that was the time of the last train of the deported, leaving the coun-
try, crossed the border at Párkány,

– From 1948 to 1989, the decades of the communist dictatorship,
– From 1990 to the present, the time of democracy and the multi-party system for 

Hungarians in Slovakia, but the scope of work does not allow for such a detailed 
description. 

The occupation of Hungary in March 1944 marked a starting point for the previously un-
known inhumanity, the beginning of the deportation of the Jewry, who up until then had 
been essentially Hungarian-leaning. To illustrate the rates: the most Hungarian city of 
Felvidék, Dunaszerdahely, lost 44 percent of its inhabitants, but even Kassa lost 15 per-
cent of its population. That is when the human natures will begin to crystallize. We should 
point out that accurate accounts of the martyrs of this era are still not done. 
Some called the coming period in 1944 – the liberation from the Nazi occupation – the be-
ginning of a new, nicer era, but instead, new tragedies were coming. No wonder we use the 
Tatar invasion, the Turkish invasion and liberation as synonyms. The inhumane methods 
typical of the age remained, and often the same individuals abuse the same establishments.
At the end of the Second World War, Sub-Carpathia and the Felvidék (the historically 
longest kept contiguous territory of Hungarians living abroad) reached the same fate. It 
is a fair assumption that the deportation of Hungarian and German ethnic population 
living in Felvidék, that is, the territory of present Slovakia, was taking place from No-
vember 1944 to March 1945 as the continuation of the plan to annex Sub-Carpathia (or 
so-called Transcarpathia, in Soviet terminology) to the Soviet Union. Even the competent 
Soviet commanders had no detailed information as to where the final border would run 
between the post-war Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia. Thus, the Sub-Carpathian de-
portation of Hungarian men continued without any interruption on territories already 
belonging to Czechoslovakia. 
The top-secret order No.0036 enacted by the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front oc-
cupying Sub-Carpathia, about the arrest and deportation of men liable to military service 
of German and Hungarian nationality in Sub-Carpathia, prevailed en masse in the present-
ly Slovakian territory of Bodrogköz and the Ung-region as well. Already in a more organ-
ized form, the deportations continued until March 1944 in the city of Kassa, and beyond 
Kassa, in the Abaúj-Torna region, and in some cases in the Kishont and Gömör regions as 
well. Till April–May 1945 the untrusted, possibly denounced persons were still taken over 
by the relevant Soviet specialized agencies that in most cases, deported them.
At the beginning of December 1944, right behind the front lines, starting mainly from the 
southern areas of the presently Slovakian territories of Zemplén and Ung, the Soviet Red 
Army’s special units start the collection of Hungarian men liable to military service and 
the German civilians. Especially men are taken for the so-called “three-day work”. More 
precisely, one had to report equipped with three days’ food for “Malenky robot” to build 
or repair bridges, roads and railways as restitutional work, as voiced by soldiers securing 
the deportation. For the lucky survivors of the deportation, the three days would become 
3-6 years of forced labour and imprisonment. The number of deportees is no longer pos-
sible to determine accurately nowadays. The Committee of National Remembrance puts 
the total number of civilians deported at 7419, while the Ministry of Justice, dealing with 
the compensation of the “illegally deported”, puts the number of deportees at 6973 and 
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determines that 524 deportees died during the deportations. Based on his research at the 
Moscow NKVD archives, Darius Rusnák estimates that 69,000 people were deported to 
the Soviet Union in 1944-1945, while Vladimir Bystrov puts their number from 60,000 to 
120,000 in his publication titled ‘The deportation of Czechoslovak citizens to the Soviet 
Union’.180 Competent estimates put the number of deported Hungarian, German and, in 
smaller numbers, Slovak civilians at between 16-20,000, of whom a significant number of 
people never returned home. 
The first objective of the deportations was clearly the removal of the German civilian 
population and the Hungarian male population, and the intimidation of the people re-
mained at home. Only at the second and third wave of deportations did people feel that 
the deportees are counted as labour force, as a compensation for war damage. The polit-
ical and national attitude of the population at a certain settlement often played no role in 
the decisions on the deportation of its civilian population. For example, the “mánta” (that 
is, German) population of Mecenzéf, this small town in the Bódva Valley well known for 
its anti-fascist sentiments, was deported in a more brutal fashion than the male popula-
tion of the surrounding Hungarian settlements. In fact, from this small town, unlike from 
villages with Hungarian character, even women, girls and minors were carried away by 
the NKVD units. Typically, the repatriation (home return) application list of the village 
in 1946 included more than 100 names with the comment written in Czech language: 
“Návrat nežádoucí je” (in English “His/her return is undesirable”). These people were 
sentenced to death not only by the Soviet authorities, but also by the Czech and Slovak 
authorities returning to power.
After the troops of the 4th Ukrainian Front occupied Sub-Carpathia at the cost of heavy 
fighting, they entered the territory of present Slovakia on November 24, 1944. Though 
the top-secret order of No.0036, enacted by the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian 
Front on 13 November, 1944, prescribes the registration and deportation of persons lia-
ble to military service of German and Hungarian nationality in the Sub-Carpathian ar-
ea, yet under the aegis of the operative program aimed at the pacification of the Zemplén 
and Ung area, the seeking out and collection of soldiers and persons liable to military 
service begins also in this area. The deportations of Hungarian men liable to military ser-
vice begins. The careful and deliberate selection of the settlements included in the first 
wave of deportations leads to the conclusion of a pre-conceived plan, not an improvi-
sation. The likely purpose of the ethnic cleansing carried out in the first days of Decem-
ber 1944, in the eastern (Zemplén) territories, bordered by Sub-Carpathia and presently 
belonging to Slovakia, was to remove the so-called “untrusted Hungarian population” 
from the very important railway junction, Csap and its surrounding, belonging former-
ly to Czechoslovakia.181 
From 1 December 1944 to the Christmas of the year, in Bodrogköz, in the Zemplén, and 
in the Ung-region, the deportation of the Hungarian male population liable to military 
service was carried out with the ruthless organization and methods proven in Sub-Car-
pathia by the NKVD units, led by major general Fadeyev. In Kassa and in the territories 
beyond, the deportation of the German population and Hungarian men began nearly a 
180 Únosy československých občanů do Sovětského svazu http://www.szcpv.org/10/unosy.pdf
181 The town of Csap and the surrounding 12 villages belonged to Slovakia according to the internal 

administrative borders set by Czechoslovakia in 1919. These became annexed to Soviet Ukraine, or 
more precisely, to the Soviet Union only by the constitutional decree No. 60/1945 Zb of president of the 
republic Beneš, dated 1 September 1945, which was passed by the Interim National Assembly, that is, the 
Czechoslovak parliament, only two months later, on 22 November, 1945.
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month after the front fighting, in February 1945. While mass deportation in Slovakia spread 
out to Szoroskő, separating the historical Gömör and Torna, situated not far from Rozsnyó; 
in the Gömör-Kishont area, lying to the west, only Abafala, Nagybalog and Királyi suffered 
from mass deportation. Most of the Hungarian deportees originated from the regions of 
Királyhelmec, Nagykapos, Szepsi and Kassa, while a significant part of the Germans were 
deported from the regions of Szepsi, Késmárk, Igló, Poprád and Eperjes.
After the activities of the departing NKVD units, the competent authorities continued the 
manhunt until about April 1945 after hiding Hungarian men liable to military service, who 
were then gathered in Nagykapos, Királyhelmec, Rimaszombat, Lőcse and Pozsony. The 
captured, often just maliciously denounced persons were sentenced later on the basis of 
Soviet laws on war criminals, often just because they did not volunteer to registration.
It should be observed that in the case of persons deported en masse, only in the rarest 
cases was a specific investigation done to establish their guilt. In the spirit of collective re-
prisals against the Hungarians and Germans, deportees were declared war criminals au-
tomatically, en mass by the Soviet authorities.182 The local commissar’s role, even though 
it was not decisive, often encountered in the recollections. The NKVD officers arriving 
after regular troops did not trust the hostile environment nor the very few local individ-
uals with communist sentiments. However, often they were entrusted as commissars to 
organize the concentration of the civilian male population residing in the settlements for 
the so-called “three-day work”. Without the power of decision, they were only execut-
ing commands. They often operated under the weight of threats, which does not rule out 
the possibility that in some cases they acted according to their vindictiveness. The com-
missar’s role may explain the frequently large disparities between the number of people 
deported from neighbouring settlements. According to the locals’ recollection, with the 
exception of a few villages, they made hardly any effort to save the population entrust-
ed to them. In the case of Deregenyő in the Ung-region and Szádelő in Torna, the superi-
or of the village, risking his own deportation, could bribe or convince the Soviet officer 
responsible to halt the deportations. It might have contributed to this success that by 
that time the deportation of the Hungarian male population of the villages had been 
carried out everywhere, and even overachieved in some cases due to the servile atti-
tude of some commissars.
The cleansing and intimidating nature of the first wave of deportations was clear. Af-
ter the three-day work was announced by drumbeat, the men’s collection started imme-
diately. Those presented unsuspectingly were locked up in cinemas, schools and large 
cellars, and after a few hours waiting the groups were driven in forced march to a near-
by transit camp. During this march of about two weeks the prisoners were not told their 
destination and were given nothing to eat. At nights the deported were crowded into 
stables, farm buildings and attics. Groups of eastern Slovakian, eastern Hungarian and 
Sub-Carpathian deportees crossed the Carpathian Mountains, after touching the Szoly-
va camp, at the Verecke gullet, and then arrived in the infamous Sambir transit camp 
from the direction of Turka. The stringency of the armed escort was most characterized 
by the fact that none of the respondents remembered a successful escape. However, they 
reported without questioning about the atrocities suffered during the journey, in which, 
according to the sources, the accompanying native Hungarian Jewish people (or people 
of Jewish origins speaking Hungarian on a native level) led the way, who belonged to the 
182 Szilágyi, József (1900–1986) Tornaújfalu: “I was carried for a night interrogation where I was questioned 

in Russian for about 10 minutes, of which I had not understood a word. Later, the guard escorting me 
whispered to me that I was sentenced to 10 years of forced labour as an anti-Soviet commando.”
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NKVD troops and controlled the transports to the Sambir camp often from the start of the 
deportation, or from the first Sub-Carpathian station. The extremely exhausted, sick people, 
captured during the first wave of deportations lasting until 6 December, were immediately 
locked up in cattle wagons in Sambir and directed towards the hinterland GUPVI-camps.183

The second wave of the deportation of Hungarian men liable to military service of Zem-
plén and Ung took place after 6 December 1944. The third wave of the deportations af-
fected Kassa and the territories beyond Kassa. The deportation of the German civilian 
population and Hungarian men began in February 1945, that is, nearly a month after the 
front fighting. In the Hungarian villages it was announced by drumbeat, that every man 
of 18-50 years of age had to report for three-day work. Those not reporting and the fugi-
tives were threatened with the internment of their families. At this time the arrest of peo-
ple no longer took place directly in the villages, the gatherings were held in designated 
settlements, where the men still went without accompaniment (eventually accompanied 
by the villager commissars) after the announcement. The commissars also took respon-
sibility for the full headcount to be present at the collection point. Escapes were still fea-
sible from this collection points. In fact, it had even happened that due to the threat of 
reprisals against their families, some escaped individuals even came back.184

In several cases, already Soviet armed men (of whom the deportees could not tell which 
combat arm they belonged to) escorted the transports from these temporary gathering 
places. People deported from Zemplén and Ung were driven to the west, into the Garany 
transit camp, where after a few days’ idle waiting they were driven towards Szinna, and 
by crossing the Uzsok Pass, the captives arrived in the Sambir camp. Those who arrived 
to Sambir in the second wave were not transported further immediately, they were often 
entrained only 10-15 days later. 
From the only lightly guarded gathering places, deportees of the region Kassa arrived to 
Kassa already with armed escort. At reception, the only criterion was the headcount. So 
it happened that in place of the escaped men roadside onlookers were taken or the ac-
companying carriage drivers were pulled into the march column. The deported gathered 
in the „Szedria” building (County Criminal Tribunal) in Kassa were interrogated sever-
al times after a several-day period of inactivity. Primarily, they wanted to know about 
everyone what party they were member of; and how much land they had. After the in-
terrogations the captives were jammed onto trucks, 40 people each. They were taken to 
the notorious Nowy Sącz prison building in Poland through the Dukla-pass. Here in the 
prison cells in the basement, captives had not had enough space for squatting down. Af-
ter a night spent under inhumane conditions, they were transported to the camp in Sa-
nok. In Sanok, during the few days of waiting the captors had assessed the state of health 
of the prisoners, and in some cases sick people unfit for work were discharged. From this 
transit camp they continued their journey in cattle wagons. The transport took place un-
der inhumane circumstances. Captives were given drink and food only once a day, but 
it happened that some people did not get any in the big scramble. During the transport 
their toilet was a hole drilled into the bottom of the wagon. The trip lasted nine days and 
claimed several victims. From the Soviet Alagir train station they were driven thirty-five 
kilometres on foot to the Nuzal camp. 

183 DOBOS, Ferenc: Magyarok a történelem senkiföldjén (Hungarians on the no man’s land of History). 
Regio – Kisebbségi Szemle 1992. 3. 4.

184 KÖTELES, Péter (1926-1985, Tornaújfalu) His mother sent him back with the notion that in case he would 
not go back, his father would be deported in his place.
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The first phase of “Malenky robot” in Felvidék (that is in present Slovakia) therefore can 
be divided into two sections both in time and space. In the first wave, from territories of 
the Zemplén and Ung area, that is, from the Sub-Carpathian and Slovakian border re-
gions, Hungarian men liable to military service were deported without any selection, for 
the purpose of cleansing and intimidation. The deportees were carried off to the Donbass 
labour camp without any tests and control of the people or some transit camp detention. 
The second phase of the mass deportations of Hungarian men had also encompassed the 
Kassa area. Similar to that of the first phase, the relentless and ruthless nature of the 
deportation remained the same. The deportation process (because people with serious 
ailments were already sent home) and the waiting in the transit camps became more fre-
quent and took more time, and as such, claimed less victims proportionally. 
Most likely, the time difference between the two waves of the deportation was due to or-
ganization reasons. Because it is conceivable that the transit camps overcrowded by the 
previous transports (Sub-Carpathia, Eastern-Hungary and the first wave from Bodrog-
köz) and the tens of thousands of POWs captured at the fronts, together with the availa-
ble railway capacity likely to be insufficient for that number of prisoners, slowed the pace 
of deportations after 6 December. Apart from organization difficulties hardly anything 
would have justified that the inhabitants of several villages in Bodrogköz were registered 
around 10 December at the headquarters in Királyhelmec, but they were allowed home, 
and their deportation took place only on 23 December. Presumably, it was also due to ca-
pacity problems, that some of the sick and the old from the second wave of deportations 
were allowed home after a medical examination in Szenna. That would have been un-
thinkable for the deported before 6 December.185

The deportees had the opportunity to escape from the Szolyva, Turk and Sambir tran-
sit camps. As former Czechoslovakian citizens you could sign up to fight in the Czech-
oslovak army. The Soviet and Czech authorities tried to filter out the Hungarians and 
Germans from the candidates. Only candidates of Slavonic (Ruthenian, Ukrainian, Slo-
vak, Czech) and Jewish ethnicity were accepted. In addition, the reception happened in 
Czech or Slovak language. It happened that the knowledge of Slovak language was test-
ed by reading out loud the “Our Father” prayer in Slovakian. So, among Hungarians not 
speaking Slavic languages, there were not many to be saved this way. Only some of the 
people living closer to the ethnic border, in command of the Slovak language have es-
caped the transfer towards the labour camps.
The deportations to labour camps and the events of the first few months there must be 
dealt with in separate chapters among the events of the deportations. The biggest suffer-
ings and lethal losses of the deported people occurred in this period between December 
1944 and June 1945. The Soviet authorities, cruel even to their own people, did almost 
nothing to alleviate the sufferings of the deportees under the scarcity of wartime condi-
tions. The transit camp in Szolyva was characterised by the most inhumane conditions. 
In spite of the winter, the prisoners were kept in unheated rooms. Poor nutrition and a 
complete lack of sanitary facilities and medical care were characteristic conditions in the 
camp. As a result of the poor quality of drinking water, spotted typhus and dysentery 
epidemic broke out. About 100-120 prisoners fell victim of the epidemic every day, who 
were put in unmarked mass graves. Over 10 per cent of the inmates, i.e., more than 2,000 
people died at this time. Apart from the declaration of the quarantine, neither the compe-
tent command, nor the guards took any steps to alleviate the inhuman conditions. 

185 DOBOS, Ferenc: Magyarok a történelem senkiföldjén (Hungarians on the no man’s land of History). 
Regio – Kisebbségi Szemle 1992. 3. 4.
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For the ones deported from Zemplén and Ung, after the ordeals of the transition camps, 
the next stage of their deportation was the most terrible, the rail transport to their des-
tinations. In almost every case, the means of transport was barred cattle cars without 
any equipment (beds, toilets, potable water), locked during the transport. The guards 
crammed usually 50-80, sometimes even 100 people into the wagons. During the several 
weeks long transportation many of the already weak and sick captives died, mainly due 
to the lack of potable water and food. The dead were buried during the stops in a grave 
quickly dug next to the rails. The delivery destination was almost always in the Donets 
Basin located Stalino or some other labour camp related to this camp commandant. 
People deported from the Kassa area were relocated, after several weeks of waiting, to 
the transit camp in Sanok. It happened that captives weakened by hunger died here of 
typhus epidemic. From this camp, however, seriously ill captives and the ones unable 
to work have been allowed back home after a quick health check. Deportees have been 
launched after longer waiting in readied freight trains, 45-50 people in each cattle car. 
Their transport conditions were similar to those of their counterparts from Zemplén and 
Ung. The train stopped only once a day, when meal and a bucket of water were handed 
into the wagon. During stops the guards always counted them. The dead were simply 
thrown out from the wagons. After an inhumane, 9-day trip they arrived at the railway 
station of the Soviet Alagir. From here, they were herded on foot to the Nuzal camp, thir-
ty-five kilometres away.186

The captives, weakened during their railway transport, were accommodated in crowd-
ed and infested barracks until the determination of their final workplace. The captives’ 
state of health, the inadequate food and the accommodation’s conditions lacking any hy-
giene together triggered mass lethality. The losses between February and June 1945 of 
the Nuzal camp make up nearly 40 percent of the officially documented fatalities.187 On-
ly the arrival of the spring and summer months had brought change. Even soup made of 
freely collectible docks or nettle could be life saving. In addition, with the end of the mil-
itary actions, the Soviet leadership began to pay more attention to the prisoners kept in 
the camps as potential workforce for the reconstruction of the damage caused by the war. 
The epidemics and the high number of mortalities during the first months of deporta-
tions has been clearly caused by the Soviet authorities not being prepared for the accom-
modation and supply of such a large number of POWs and deported civilians. Despite 
the fact that they counted on them as labour force as reparation for war damage, in the 
beginning almost no conditions were prepared to place them to work. In addition, the 
deported civilians were treated as war criminals. The first few months it was typical for 
the transit camps that the camp commandants took almost no noticeable steps to rescue 
the prisoners or to ease their living conditions.
Knowing the circumstances of the deportation and detention of the Hungarian men lia-
ble to military service and of the German civilians, it is a legitimate assumption that the 
primary cause of the “malenky robot” in Slovakia was not to supply work force to the 
war-torn areas of the Soviet Union but the collective retribution, the “deGermanisation” 
and “deHungarisation” of certain areas. Conditions prevailing in labour camps and the 
death rate undoubtedly confirm the validity of the previous statement.

186 BOBALY, István (1905–1983, Szögliget): Fogságom története (Manuscript titled “The history of my 
captivity”, in the property of the author)

187 http://www.szcpv.org/sno06/usmrteni.html
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The deported were beginning to be set to work only from the summer of 1945. The pris-
oners were classified into several categories based on their skills and physical conditions. 
They were mainly used for mining work, but they also worked in factories, on the recon-
struction of the cities, in logging, and the luckier ones in the agriculture. That is when the 
Soviet health authorities would first evaluate the physical and health status of the pris-
oners. They took out the ones permanently unfit for work (unable to work), the sick and 
the wounded. Since they couldn’t count on them to be set to work, they became a burden 
for their captors. Their groups were sent home with the first transports, in autumn 1945. 
With the passage of time, the treatment of the deported, regardless of their nationality or 
whether POW or deported, became similar. In the early days Slovaks or Slovak-speaking 
Hungarians from Felvidék were also often enrolled into the Hungarian-language groups 
to overcome the language barriers. Over time, with the normalisation of camp conditions 
and the epidemics curbed, prisoners were only interested in the possibilities of return-
ing home. In addition to the prisoner’s medical condition (only serious illnesses and per-
manent incapacity to work had been considered), “repatriation”, that is, their return to 
home, was clearly determined by which country’s territory became the residency of the 
given person, based on the after-war decisions of the superpowers. Current political in-
terests of the countries concerned, as well as their actual condition with the Soviet Union 
could accelerate or slow down the homecomings.
Peculiarly, the undergoing political events favoured the Sub-Carpathian Hungarian 
community, hardest hit by the ordeals of the “Malenky robot”. Most of the Sub-Carpathi-
an deportees were the ones released earliest. Sub-Carpathia, formerly a part of Czech-
oslovakia based on peace treaties concluding the First World War, was now annexed 
by the Soviet Union. It also refers to the decision of the Congress of Councils on 26 No-
vember 1944, held in the Sub-Carpathian Munkács, which sought to merge with Soviet 
Ukraine.188 The decision was confirmed by the Interim Czechoslovak National Assembly, 
that is, the Czechoslovak parliament, only one year later, on 22 November, 1945. So the 
majority of the Sub-Carpathian deportees had returned home as a Soviet citizen. 

188 Botlik, József – Dupka, György: Ez hát a hon… Tények, adatok, dokumentumok a kárpátaljai magyarság 
életéből (So this is the homeland ... Facts, data, documents from the life of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia), 
1918–1991. Mandátum, Budapest, 1991. p. 152.

‘Transfer’ – Transfer of the Sub-Carpathian Rus to the Soviet Union in the contemporary press. 
(goloskarpat.info)
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György Dupka 
Sub-Carpathian deportations for “Malenky robot”

Military political preparation and execution of the Soviet occupation of Sub-Carpathia; 
distribution of leaflets, the set up of the kommandaturas
Due to space limitations, I will not deal with the detailed history of events of the war on 
the eastern battlefields, though I consider it important to mention that on 30 July, 1944, 
with K. J. Vorosilov marsal, deputy president of the State Security Committee189, and L. 
P. Beria, people’s commissar of the interior of the USSR, as organizers, the State Security 
Committee, led by J. V. Stalin, decided to establish the 4th Ukrainian Front at the juncture 
of the 1st and 2nd Ukrainian Fronts, to occupy Sub-Carpathia. When making the decision, 
they considered the military-political importance of the occupation of Sub-Carpathia and 
the specificities of mountain combat operations.190

On 5 August, Headquarters commissioned Colonel General I. J. Petrov commander of 
the front and Lieutenant General F. K. Korzsenyevics chief of staff. One of the superiors 
of SMERS and NKVDL, Z. Mehlisz Colonel General, notorious for his cruelty, became 
member of the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front. He started the careful prepa-
ration and implementation of the “Carpathian offensive operations”. 
The operation owed its success to a single military political performance or rather event 
– Romania’s bail out191 (some would say desertion) from the war, since, as a result of its 
joining, Sub-Carpathia “fell into the arms” of the Soviet Army. It was in vain that the 1st 
Hungarian Army consolidated its front line in the North Eastern Carpathians. It fell apart 
four weeks later, under the unexpected pressure and influx of the Soviets. On 27 Octo-
ber, 1944, the Soviet army occupied Uzhhorod. On this day, with the signature of Stalin, a 
Festive command was published, which mentions, among other things, the occupation of 
the “important military bridgehead”192. The same day at 9 pm, to mark the occasion, 224 
cannons fired 20 salvos in Moscow to hail the “glorious troops” of 4th Ukrainian Front.193 
However, they failed to keep Csap, occupied on 29 October, and the city changed hands 
several times. The Hungarian and German forces retreated only on 26 November, when 
they were threatened by a full encirclement. At the occupation of Uzhhorod 2500 Hun-
garian and German soldiers were taken prisoner. The occupation of Sub-Carpathia took 

189 During the Second World War the highest power was maintained by this committee instead of the Council 
of the People’s Commissars. The committee’s president was Stalin.

190 DOVHANICS, O. D.: A Vörös Hadsereg csatái Kárpátalja felszabadításáért (The Red Army’s battles 
for the liberation of Sub-Carpathia) In.: KERECSANYIN, V. M., GVARGYIONOV, B. O. (Ed.): Ukrajna 
Emlékkönyve (Memorial Book of Ukraine). Kárpátontúli terület (Transcarpathian area) 1. Ungvár, 
Kárpáti Kiadó, 1997, 69. 

191 On 23 August, 1944, King Michael I. arrested conducator Antonescu, commander in chief and announced, 
inter alia, the Romanian army’s joining the Soviet army in the fight against Nazi Germany.

192 See: Шляхом Жовтня. Визволення Радянською Армією Закарпатської України і возз’єднання її з 
Радянською Україною. Збірник документів. Т.6. (VIII. 1944. – І. 1946. рр.) Ужгород, 1965. 4. We know 
from this collection that the Uzhhorod city administration, at the initiative of mayor Peter Szova, issued 
a decree on 5 November, 1944, introducing the Moscow Time in Sub-Carpathia, instead of the Central 
European Time. 

193 KУЦЕНКО, К. О. (1970): Bизволення Карпатська України Радянською Армією (вересень-жовтень 
1944.) In: Український історичний журнал, № 6., 16.
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the lives of 3147 Soviet soldiers,194 2730 of them known by name, 417 persons’ name is 
unknown.195 Sub-Carpathia’s bloodiest military battles are attached to Csap; 86 of its citi-
zens were killed in multiple bombings and during the military operations.196

The military administration of 4th Ukrainian Front set up city headquarters (kommanda-
turas) in the occupied towns and larger settlements from 28 October 28, 1944, in order to 
consolidate the local military administration. The commissioned officers received writ-
ten instruction from chief of staff lieutenant general Korzsenyevics on how to organize 
their activities and their relationship with the public; their cooperation with the Czecho-
slovak military administration, and how to seek out hostile elements.197 
Decree on the application of the principle of collective punishment
Researched archival materials clarify that the project of the sovietization of the Red Ar-
my-occupied Sub-Carpathia and the deportation of Hungarians and Germans was im-
plemented by a Moscow scenario, approved by Stalin. The project was run under the 
aegis of NKVD as main director with the 4th Ukrainian Front providing protection. The 
roles played were also revealed. 
We find Sub-Carpathian resident communist leader Ivan Turjanica among the civil key 
players, who had the task appointed by Beria to orchestrate the attachment of Sub-Car-
pathia, then part of Czechoslovakia, to the Soviet Union, using Bolshevik puppets in the 
party, based on Sub-Carpathia’s promised handover to Stalin by Beneš. Based on docu-
ments from archives in Moscow, historian Bela Zseliczky found out that Turjanica “arrived 
from Moscow to Sub-Carpathia in the fall of 1944 as the political commissar of the Czech-
oslovak army and a member of the Czechoslovak government delegation led by František 
Nemec. The Czechoslovak delegation, which he was part of, apparently was unaware of 
Turjanica’s mandate and mission. Finally, Nemec’s delegation had to accept as spontane-
ous folk-national movement everything that took place later in Sub-Carpathia. I confirms 
my earlier assumption that he had the script for the organization of the Soviet power ready 
in his suitcase.”198 Zselicky’s remark about this statement: “In light of the Moscow archival 
documents this wording should be regarded as completely correct.”199

For the realization of the “Beneš promise” a series of political pretences had to be conduct-
ed: consolidation of the leading role of the Sub-Carpathian Communist Party, the creation 
of people’s committees facilitating the annexation of Sub-Carpathia, the promotion of eth-
nic cleansing, the organization of the first congress of people’s committees (venue: Muk-
achevo, 26 November, 1944), the proclamation of Sub-Carpathian Ukraine, the election of 
the People’s Council, the adoption of the Manifesto aiming to certify the authenticity of 
the proposed merger with Ukraine, the organization of signature campaigns, the show-

194 According to the survey of V. M. Kerecsanyin, the mortal remains of the fallen Soviet soldiers rest in 42 
military cemeteries (common grave, separate burial places) across Sub-Carpathia. 270 memorials and 
commemorative plaques were inaugurated in their honour since the war.

195 KERECSANYIN, V. M.: Utószó (Epilogue). In.: KERECSANYIN, V. M., GVARGYIONOV B. O. 
(szerk.): Ukrajna Emlékkönyve (Memorial Book of Ukraine). Kárpátontúli terület (Transcarpathian area) 
1. Ungvár, Kárpáti Kiadó, 1997, 641.

196 See the published casualty reports: Книга cкорботи України. Закарпатська область. Tом 2. Голова 
редколегії: ГЕРАСИМОВ, І. О. Ужгород, 2004. 674-679.

197 The original source location of file No. 238 (TSU/421-422): Центральный Aрхив Министерства Обороны 
Pусскoй Федерации. ЦАМО РФ, Ф. 244. Оп. 2980. Д. 156. Л., cтр. 207-208. 

198 BOTLIK – DUPKA: ibid 58.
199 ZSELICZKY: ibid 97. See also: The source location of the Moscow archival document proving the 

special mandate of Turjanica: RCHIDNI f. 17. op. 128. jed. hr. 764. 190. 
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down with ‘enemies’ of the People and the Soviet Union, the obstruction and extrusion 
of the Sub-Carpathian activities of the Czechoslovak government commissioner’s office, 
the promotion of the Soviet-Czechoslovak negotiations concerning the fate of Sub-Car-
pathia, the implementation of the sovietization program, etc. On 28 October, 1944, to 
launch the operational activities, Ivan Turjanica, leader of the Sub-Carpathian commu-
nists loyal to Moscow, officer of politics of the I. Czechoslovak Corps, also a trained agent 
of the Soviet secret service, met four-star general Petrov, Commander of the 4th Ukrainian 
Front; Ukraine party leader Khrushchev200; and colonel general Mehlisz, member of the 
Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front. Accompanied by the latter two key players, 
he came to Mukachevo on the same day, to decide the fate of Sub-Carpathia.201 
At this meeting of the party activists it was motioned, among other decisions and in line 
with expectations, to carry out the “complete cleansing of Sub-Carpathia, considered a 
military supply area”. Turjanica signed this document about “the temporary isolation 
of persons not enjoying the confidence of the Sub-Carpathian people”202 on 11 Novem-
ber, 1944. In accordance with the proposals of his Regulation, major general Fadeyev, com-
mander of the NKVD squads in charge of the control of the 4th Ukrainian Front heartland, 
and colonel Levitin, deputy chief of staff prepared the concept of the enforcement and the 
military screenplay for it. Hereinafter, with the knowledge of Beria and Stalin, they played 
a key role in the preparation and conduct of the internment of the civilian population. 
Fadeyev personally proposed his suggestion203 to the Military Council of the 4th Ukrain-
ian Front about the male population of the settlements inhabited by Germans and Hun-
garians, as representatives of the enemy, to be interned because they might prevent the 
implementation of the Soviet system in Sub-Carpathia. Levitin and Fadeyev’s idea was 
200 File No. 413 (TSU/ 695-698), original source location: Из мемуаров НИКИТЫ СЕРГЕЕВИЧА ХРУЩОВА. 

In.: Вопросы истории. Москва, 1991, № 7–8., стр. 75, 88–89.
201 File No. 364 (ЗУН/593 599.) Report by the Chairman of Mukachevo people’s committee. Original source 

location: Державний Архів Закарпатської Області, DAЗO, - Ф. Р. 14., Оп. 1. од. зб. 343. арк., 29-37. 
202 Dupka – Korszun: ibid 11.
203 ДОВГАНИЧ, О. Д. – КОРСУН, О. М. (edit. and assem.) (2009). Карпатська Україна: Документи і 

матеріали, том І. Ужгород: ВАТ, Видавництво Закарпаття, 353–355.

Eduard Beneš, who offered Sub-Carpathia to Stalin and Ivan Turjanica who ceded and sovietized 
it on behalf of the leader.
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that the military registration of the 15–50-year-old Hungarian and German men would 
be carried out between 14 and 17 November, 1944. (It is not a mistake, because initially 
the 1927-1929-born, so-called Levente-aged young people were also registered. – D. Gy.) 
The second official registration was planned for 18 November, 1944, when the Hungarian 
and German soldiers, officers, public officials, gendarmes, police officers aged between 
18 and 50, and men of military age would be arrested and escorted to the nearest POW 
reception camp under military guard. 
At the meeting of the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front on 12 November, 1944, 
operational implementation of the top-secret regulation No. 0036 was approved, which 
was signed by general of the army Petrov and members of the front’s military council: 
colonel general Mehlisz, major general Novikov and artillery lieutenant general Kariofil-
li. The nine-point document prescribed the use of “collective guilt and punishment prin-
ciple” in Sub-Carpathia, approved by the top military leadership: “In many settlements 
the population is made up of military aged persons of Hungarian and German nationali-
ties who should be arrested and sent to prison camp just as the enemy soldiers!”204

The regulation clarified the implementation dates and the age limit for the ones to be 
summoned, and drew the attention of the leaders of the military action to the follow-
ing: Between 14 and 16 November, 1944, the military commanders of the cities and larg-
er municipalities shall register the soldiers and officers who served in the German and 
Hungarian armies regardless of their nationality, and most importantly, persons liable 
to military service of German and Hungarian nationality (that is, civilians who did not 
serve in any army) who live in the area of the liberated Sub-Carpathian Ukraine, as well 
as all officers and emloyees of the Hungarian police and gendarmerie. Military com-
manders were advised to inform everyone during their registration that on 18 November 
they would be required to present themselves a second time, so that the entire contin-
gent, including persons liable to military service, can be escorted to POW transit camps 
in military columns. 
The regulation made a special reference to officers and emloyees of the Hungarian po-
lice and gendarmerie whom must be transferred after registration, between 18–19 No-
vember, to the “SMERS units and the intelligence bodies of the border guard corps 
protecting the military supply area”. It must here be noted: testimonials from the survi-
vors reveal that most of those arrested were sentenced to death by the military summa-
ry court and were executed.
Paragraph 4 of the regulation provided that POW-receiving sites be set up in Perehyn 
and in the neighbourhood of Khust for those arrested, by 17 November, 1944. Paragraph 
5 called on major general Fadeyev that the NKVD troops he supervised exert more effort 
in seeking out and arresting the persons listed above. Paragraph 6 called on major gen-
eral Kacnelszon, chief of military supplies, to permit military commandants controlling 
the operation regionally to use the Willis cars parked at the recruiting centres of the front. 

204 For the Hungarian translation of points 1–5 of regulation No. 0036, see: Dupka – Korszun: ibid 72. See 
full text here: BAKURA, Sándor – DUPKA, György – KOVÁCS, Elemér – KOVÁCS, Erzsébet – 
MOLNÁR D., Erzsébet – TÓTH, Zsuzsanna: „Otthon a könny is édes” (Even tears are sweet at home) 
1944–1955, in the footsteps of the Sub-Carpathian Hungarians and Germans hauled for forced labour in 
the Donets Basin. Ungvár–Budapest, 2009. 14-16., See also: files No. 219 (KU/353-355) and 245 (TSU/427-
429), original source locations: Русский Государственный Bоенный Aрхив, РГВА, -Ф. 32885. -Оп. 1. -Д. 
243. –Л. 35-37., See also: File No. 10 (ЗУН/38-39), ЦГАСА - Ф. 32885. -Оп. 1. -Д. 243. –Л. 55-56., Копія. 
Машинопис. Hereinafter: ЦГАСА.
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The 1st page of notorious top secret regulation No. 0036 of the Military Council of the 4th 
Ukrainian Front, dated 13 November, 1944, (РГВА [RGVA], Ф. 32885.) 

The 2nd page of notorious top secret regulation No. 0036 of the Military Council of the 4th 
Ukrainian Front, dated 13 November, 1944, (РГВА [RGVA], Ф. 32885.)

A and B – The appendices of the notorious top secret regulation No. 0036 of the Military Council 
of the 4th Ukrainian Front, dated 13 November, 1944, (РГВА [RGVA], Ф. 32885.)
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Paragraph 7 authorized the use of the local garrisons of the commandants to reinforce 
the escort of those arrested. Paragraph 8 ordered the chief of military supplies to organ-
ise a sufficient number of caterer stations on the Uzhhorod-Sambir and Szolyva-Sam-
bir march routes from 18 November, 1944. Paragraph 9 called on major general Fadeyev 
again to organise a meeting for the military commandants and their deputies at 3 pm on 
12 November, 1944 in order to implement the regulation. 
At this meeting Fadeyev informed the military commandants and their deputies about 
the essence of the impending operation and about the command of the military com-
mander, approved by the military council of the front, which was to be published in 
every town and village in Sub-Carpathia on 13 November, 1944. The “Command No. 2 
of the kommandatura” was attached to the published regulation No. 0036 also dated on 
13 November, 1944. 
As we can see, the operation was quickly and carefully prepared. The command had been 
translated into Hungarian as well, and Miravcsik’s printing house in Uzhhorod printed 
several hundred copies of it. The text of the Hungarian-language poster is as follows: 
1. Starting 14th of November this year, in three days, all soldiers and officers who be-

longed to the Hungarian and German military personnel and remained in the ter-
ritory of the liberated Sub-Carpathia are required to present themselves at the 
kommandatura.

 Individuals of German or Hungarian nationality liable to military service205, aged 
18 – 50206, are also required to present themselves.

2. Within this period people who were in the police or gendarmerie service in Sub-Car-
pathia during the Hungarian occupation were also obliged to present themselves.

3. One can report only at the kommandatura, each day from 9 am until 7 pm. Last day 
to report is 16 November, 1944.

4. Those failing to report will be arrested and court-martialled. Commander207

After 13 November, 1944, “command No. 2 of the kommandatura” was placarded in the 
Hungarian and German-inhabited settlements as well. The municipal leaders, in collab-
oration with the Commanders of the city, invented the tale of mobilizing for ‘three-day 
work’ (in the Hungarian language area it was known as “malenkij robot” (little work), 
Slavic literature on history uses the terms “internment” or “deportation”) and for the re-
pair of bridges and roads that was also announced by the town crier, with the addition 
that those concerned should “take sufficient food with them for three days”. 
In such a short time – practically in a day – all this was difficult to realize. The plan of 
the action was likely to have been worked out accurately in advance. Later it turned out, 
the organization of the action was characterized by haste, oversizing and fraud and the 
consequences of poor nutrition, which proved fatal for many Sub-Carpathian in the first 
days already. The vast majority of people ‘to be arrested’ – those who already submitted 
their documentation on 16 November – went back again to the place of registration just 

205 Civilians.
206 According to survivors, actually 16–60-year-old civilians were also deported to the Szolyva transit camp.
207 For full text see appendix. Source: Personal archive of Dupka, György. Placard. Copy. Survivors described 

the command No. 2 of the kommandatura the first time on 18 November, 1989 at the Beregszasz memorial 
conference. Published as: Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk volt (Their only guilt was their Hungarian origin). 
In the book already quoted, titled ‘Emlékkönyv a sztálinizmus kárpátaljai áldozatairól’ (Memorial book 
of the victims of Stalinism in Sub-Carpathia) (1944–1946) (1993), 8. See also: File No. 11 (ЗУН/57-58). 
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to retake them on 18 November. They did not have the opportunity to go home for their 
personal belongings, for food, and to say goodbye to relatives. After verifying their da-
ta, they were only allowed to go out to the courtyard or the street when escorted in con-
voy – essentially, they were kept as in a camp. Among the gathered people the deception 
continued on the enclosed courtyard and on the street, where representatives of the mili-
tary authorities promised them it was ‘a temporary, three-day work’, and food will be or-
ganized on the go. Some highly respected Hungarian agitators, including partisan leader 
Gyula Uszta and a major of 4th Ukrainian Front, writer Bela Illes encouraged people. In 
some villages there were drum-rolling, ceremonial farewell parties and people leaving 
for the ‘three-days work’ were blessed by priests and authorities. It was indeed difficult 
to imagine that this was just a theatre play that in fact represented the path to death for 
the majority of the ‘extras’.

Operational tasks of the NKVD, reports on the implementation of the internment

We were also able to track down detailed instructions for the collection of the Hungarians 
and Germans. Major Portnyagin, a department head at the NKVD troops belonging to the 
4th Ukrainian Front, formulated a top secret command208 (No. 0047, 15 Nov, 1944) for the 
NKVD forces in charge of the implementation of Regulation No. 0036, in which he ordered 
units involved in the operation to be prepared carefully, and the set up of the transit camps 
to be organised in the area of the designated settlements, within a fixed period of time.
This command had launched the murderous, genocidal machinery of NKVD and SMERS: 
the filtering, isolation, collection, arrest, internment and deportation of the population 
was performed rigorously. 
From the transit camps set up in the Carpathians (Sanok [Poland], Jassi-Focsani [Roma-
nia] and Stary-Sabor [Ukraine]), prisoners of war and the interned were transferred in 
rail cars into the Soviet Union, to the GUPVI-camps.
The NKVD-supervised Sub-Carpathian, eastern Slovakian and Lemberg county POW 
camps were under the supervision of the 4th Ukrainian Front’s NKVD headquarters.
Statement about the POW-receiving sites created during the implementation of regulation No. 0036

№ Name of the camps Location Capacity

1. №22. FPPL/ФППЛ Sambir*** 4,000

2. №1. SZPV/СПВ Novoszelica* 1,500

3. №2. SZPV/СПВ Szolyva 8,000

4. №3. SZPV/СПВ Snina ** 2,000

5. PPV/ППВ (w/o status, temporary) Perehyn 4,000

6. №48. PPV/ППВ (under relocation) – –

7. №90. PPV/ППВ Humenné** 600

8. №66. PPV/ППВ Čerhov ** 700

Sum 20,800

*Sósfalu in Nagyszőlős district
**Settlements called Szinna, Homonna and Csörgő in Eastern Slovakian territory;
***Stary-Sambor and Novy-Sambor in Lemberg county.

208 See major Portnyagin’s command here: The original source location of file No. 250 (TSU/433-435): 
Центр хранения историко-документальных коллекций ЦХИДК. -Ф. 425 п. -Оп. 1. -ед. хр. 3. –Л. 80. 
hereinafter: ЦХИДК.
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Several classified NKVD-reports emerged from the Russian State Archives of Military 
History (Moscow, RGVA) recently, on the implementation of the regulation No. 0036. 
The operational tasks were directed by colonel general L. Mehlisz personally, who re-
ceived daily reports from major general Fadeyev, commander of the NKVD troops coor-
dinating the implementation, and covering the military supply areas. 
The first report in our possession (on the implementation of regulation No. 0036, ap-
proved by the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front on 13 November, 1944) was 
prepared by major general Fadeyev on 21 November, 1944, for colonel general Mehlisz 
in four typewritten pages, marked as top-secret, in one copy. (File number: 10/00525, 21. 
11. 44.) He informed his superior about the events in the period between 18 and 20 No-
vember, 1944 and the unfolding situation. He confirmed by detailed figures the result of 
the scheduled registration under the Regulation, the arrest of those targeted, clustered 
by military rank and nationality. 16 kommandaturas, supervised by him, participated 
in this operation: Uzhhorod, Mukachevo, Beregszász, Nagybereg, Khust, Tiszaújlak, 
Nagyszőlős, Bátyú, Drahov, Perehyn, Poroskovo, Polyana, Szolyva, Szerednye, Nagy-
berezna, Kisberezna. He prepared a statement on the isolated Slavs (Ukrainians, Ru-
thenians, Slovaks and Czechs), published summary data about the arrested people who 
were escorted to POW-receiving sites by armed forces. He also made a statement on the 
people who did not appear for the second registration process on the set date (18 No-
vember). Finally, he reported on the number of fugitives who were succesfully captured 
and escorted to camp. The figures in the tables of the report provide a shocking evidence 
about the carefully organized nature of the ethnic cleansing of settlements inhabited by 
Hungarian and German people. Other reports also illustrate the blows on the Hungari-
ans and Germans / Swabians, striken by the accelerating killing machinery of the NKVD.
Major general Fadeyev indicated in comments of the report that following the first 
registration, many people of Hungarian and German nationality failed to appear at 
the recruiting places designated by the kommandatura, so they could not be direct-
ed to POW-receiving sites. He mentioned Nagyszőlős as an example, where 1239 per-
sons should have appeared but only 133 people came forward. Those were directed to 
POW-receiving sites. Only 308 of 543 of those registered appeared in Nagybereg, and 660 
people instead of 1858 in Mukachevo.

№ Nationality Officer Soldier Liable to military service Police, gendarmerie Sum

1. Hungarian 215 5,801 4,820 203 11,039

2. Czech 5 43 - 2 50

3. Rusyn 9 1,692 - 60 1,761

4. Russian 55 1,397 - 1 1,453

5. Slovak 12 361 - 22 395

6. Ukrainian 8 413 - 13 434

7. Romanian 4 4 - - 8

8. German - 50 63 2 115

9. Hebrew - 35 - - 35

10. Polish - 2 - - 2

11. Italian - 1 - - 1

12. Gipsy - 21 - - 21

13. Unknown nationality - - 10 - 10

 Sum: 308 9,820 4,893 303 15,324

Statements on the first registration process by Nationality, 14 to 16 November 1944.
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To ensure the arrest of the target persons who failed to present themselves, on colonel 
general Fadeyev’s order, they would comb family houses, fields, valleys, forests, aban-
doned farm buildings and any place where the ‘guilty individuals’ could hide, whose 
only ‘crime’ was their origin. The 92nd frontier regiment and the 112th special squad par-
ticipated in the hunt lasting from the night of 18 November to the dawn of the next day. 
The search and arrest of Hungarian and German nationalities who did not come forward 
for the second registration are in progress, concluded Fadeyev his report.
The analysis of the next document yields a picture of the expansion of the operation. A 
new summary report209 was prepared for colonel general Mehlisz ten days after major 
general Fadeyev and colonel Levitin lead deployment of the NKVD, also in four type-
written pages, marked top-secret, in two copies; date of dispatch of the document: 2 De-
cember, 1944. Signatories: major general Fadeyev and colonel Levitin. A statements table 
was attached to the document. This report informed about the military operations car-
ried out during the period between 14 and 30 November, 1944. 
On 6 December, army general Petrov and major general Fadeyev sent an abridged ver-
sion of the report210, with similar content but without the table, to L. P. Beria, which spe-
cifically dealt with the implementation of the regulation No. 0036 issued and enacted 
by the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front. It was stressed in the military report 
summary that this collection of the German and Hungarian people liable to military ser-
vice did not affect the Czech and Ruthenian/Ukrainian nationalities. It was also report-
ed that the NKVD troops began their cleansing operation on the military supply area on 
18 November, and the implementation continued. 7729 soldiers, 154 officers, 176 gen-
darmes and 7201 people liable to military service between the ages of 18 and 50 were ar-
rested and escorted to camp. As of 4 December, the total number of detainees was 15 260, 
of whom 137 were ethnic Germans the others were of Hungarian nationality. It was also 
mentioned that at the time of record 362 Slovaks, 2243 Ruthenians, 1201 Ukrainians, 43 
Jews, 100 Serbs, 156 Czechs and 10 soldiers of other nationalities were isolated, a total of 
4280 people, who were freed from the camps and sent back to their residence. The num-
ber of registered persons was 20 240, of which 16 260 were arrested and put in camps, 
and 4280 people of Slavic ethnicity were freed. The 15 260 people were placed in tran-
sit camps, from where they would be directed to hinterland camps soon. In addition, 
5000 people worked on the restoration of the railway network, permitted by the Military 
Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front. The argument was that the lack of sufficient railway 
wagons was the reason the POWs were not transported onwards. 
The military report211 dated 17 December, 1944 also contained some surprisingly inter-
esting data. It provided even more complete data, compared to the previously described 
documents, about the vandal cleansing operation of the NKVD in Sub-Carpathia. This 
report was sent to army general Petrov by major general Fadeyev and chief of staff, colo-
nel Boszij. The file number of the three-page, typewritten document: 5032P. 

209 The original source location of the Fadeyev-Levitin report, dated on 2 December 1944, for colonel general 
Mehlisz, L. P.: РГВА, -Ф. 32885. -Оп. 1. -Д. 243. – Л.35-37.

210 No. 228 (KU./ 373-374.) and No. 294 (TSU./ 492-493.) document, original source location: РГВА, -Ф. 32885. 
-Оп. 1. -Д. 243. – Л. 146-147.

211 No. 311 (TSU./ 520-521.) document, original source location: Русский Государственный Bоенный Aрхив, 
РГВА, -Ф. 32885. -Оп. 1. -Д. 243. – Л. 146-147. The Hungarian translation of the report was first published 
by: Dupka, György– Korszun, Olekszij: A „malenykij robot” dokumentumokban (The “malenky robot” in 
documents). Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 1997, 73–75. Published in a more complete form: Bakura – Dupka – 
Kovács El. – Kovács Er. – Molnár D. – Tóth: „Otthon a könny is édes… (Even tears are sweet at home) 16–17. 
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Major general Fadeyev reports the following, among others: “In the Carpathian Ukraine 
territory, implementing regulation No. 0036 approved by the Military Council of the 
Front on 13 November, 1944, the NKVD troops covering the military supply areas had 
isolated officers and soldiers of the enemy settled in the territory, German and Hungari-
an persons liable for military service, gendarmes of the Hungarian gendarmerie and po-
lice officials, and sent them to POW transit camps.”

Statement on those arrested behind the front line 
18 November – 16 December, 1944

№ Nationality Officers and soldiers Liable for military service Police, gendarmerie Sum
1. Hungarian and German 6,319 1,179 9 7,507

The comment next to the data says that 5 machine guns, 76 rifles, 5 pistols and 2 binocu-
lars were seized from the detainees.

Summary report on those directed to the POW-receiving sites 
18 November – 16 December, 1944

№ Nationality Officers and soldiers Liable for military service Police, gendarmerie Sum
1. Hungarian and German 14,202 8,564 185 22,951

The military report concluded that “this year from 18 November until 16 December the 
NKVD-quads arrested a total of 22,951 people and directed them to POW transit camps” 
in the Carpathian Ukraine territory. It also noted that “the operation aiming to cleanse the 
military supply area is continuing”. This conclusive document highlights the fact that the 
well-meaning Hungarian and German male population were torn away from their families 
by a treacherously contrived tale of mobilisation for ‘a three-day work’.
The quoted NKVD reports do not mention the number of people killed en route while the 
columns moved towards Szolyva and Sambir, but we know from survivors that prisoners 
fallen behind exhausted or collapsed unconscious were executed on the spot by the guards. 
The headcount shortage was compensated by Ruthenian/Ukrainian and other nationalities 
taken from villages en-route. Often bystanders were dragged into the columns. Due to this 
cruel process Slovaks, Romanians, Poles, Ruthenians, Ukrainians, Jews and other nation-
alities were added, as well as priests and communists to the transports, and they were al-
so forced into transit camps.212 The deportation and inhuman treatment claimed thousands 
of lives. From the survivors’ diaries, memoirs, and from the record of the shreds of their 
memories, we also know that the sadism of the organizers and executors of the deportation 
and internment sometimes surpassed even the ways of the fascists.213

212 Дупко, Юрiй –Корсун Олексiй (1991): Закапатський острiв архiпелагу ГУЛАГ або молитва складена 
за дротом. In.: Новини Закарпаття, 3. серпня 1991.

213 Badzey, Imre (edit. and assem.): A haláltáborból. (From the death camp). Szolyva camp diary of Badzey, 
Pal. Ungvár-Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 1996., See also Bagu, Balázs: Életutak. (Life paths) Beszélgetések 
meghurcolt magyarokkal, az áldozatok hozzátartozóival (Discussions with the persecuted Hungarians and 
the victims’ relatives). Ungvár–Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 2004; Nagy, Jenő: Megaláztatásban (Humiliated). 
A kárpátaljai magyar férfiak deportálása 1944 őszén (The deportation of the Sub-Carpathian Hungarian 
men in autumn 1944). Ungvár–Budapest, Intermix Kiadó; 1992., Dupka, György (edit. and assem.): Élő 
történelem (Living history). A sztálini haláltáborok túlélőinek vallomásai 1944–1957 (Testimony of the 
Stalinist death camp survivors 1944-1957). Ungvár–Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 1993; Horváth, László: 
Élet a halál árnyékában (Life in the shadow of Death) – Horváth, Simon: Sötét ég alatt (Under dark 
skies). Ungvár–Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 2004; Nagy, András: „Dobszóra elsöpört a fúvós zivatar” a 
sztálini munkatáborokba (“I was swept away by the storm with drums beating” into the Stalinist labour 
camps). Emlékfoszlányok (Shreds of memories). KMMI-füzetek, Beregszász, 2010; Kurmai-Ráti, Szilvia: 
A „malenykij robot” a túlélők visszaemlékezéseinek tükrében (The “malenky robot” in the light of the 
survivors’ memoirs). Mélyinterjúk id. Pocsai Vince és Nagy András túlélőkkel (In-depth interviews with 
survivors Vince Pocsai Snr. and Andras Nagy). KMMI-füzetek, Beregszász, 2011.
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Analyzing the full report shows that the number of captured police officers and gen-
darmes (who were highlighted in the decision) was only 185, and fewer than 100 of 
firearms were confiscated. The large number of soldiers and officers require some expla-
nation. The archival documents reveal that in many cases the military rank taken into ac-
count was what the arrested person told them to had been received in the Czechoslovak 
army. These soldiers and officers were not hiding. They lived their lives with their fami-
lies, hoping that their military service was over once and for all, that is why they present-
ed themselves voluntarily.
The persons liable to military service having German and Hungarian nationality were ci-
vilians without question, that is they had nothing to do with the army, the police or the 
gendarmerie. We know from the archive documents and from the stories of the suffer-
ers of the events of the time that later there were people also sent to concentration camps 
who could not be held accountable criminally neither for their wartime nor post war ac-
tivities, but still, state security guards would find them suspicious. The NKVD bodies of-
ten kept them under strict supervision even in the camps.
Even more shocking how confidently and ‘openly’ the operation was carried out un-
der the false pretext of the ‘three-day work’. At the time the management of the Peo-
ple’s Council of the Sub-Carpathian Ukraine was preparing for a very important political 
event of the region, and the situation was not indifferent for Ivan Turjanica, head of the 
regional party organization, who later became the secretary of the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party of Sub-Carpathian Ukraine. On November 19, 1944 – the day after 
the arrest of a considerable part of the ‘mass designated for isolation’ – opened the first 
conference of the Communist Party of Sub-Carpathian Ukraine, on which the long-term 
issues of the activities of the region’s party organization were discussed, and the reunifi-
cation of Sub-Carpathian Ukraine with Soviet Ukraine. And a week later, on 26 Novem-
ber the first congress of the people’s committees of Sub-Carpathian Ukraine was held, 
which had to accept the proclamation (manifesto) on the reunification of Sub-Carpathi-
an Ukraine with Soviet Ukraine. The arrest operation was probably thought necessary 
for the state to guarantee security under the circumstances, it was part of an action plan 
aimed at maintaining law and order. This could include the confession of a staff member 
of the KGB county department who stated to colonel Olekszij Korszun that back then he 
saw a document dated 11 November, 1944, signed by Ivan Turjanica about the temporary 
isolation of persons not enjoying the confidence of the Sub-Carpathian people.
When discussing the attitude towards the Hungarian population it is worth quoting 
the words of the 4th Ukrainian Front political group chief, lieutenant general Pronyin 
who admitted: “At this time (after the signing of the proclamation on the reunification 
of Sub-Carpathia with Ukraine) the political situation significantly worsened. Before the 
Congress, even Hungarians were, if not pleased, but in no case hostile towards the Red 
Army’s presence in the Carpathian Ukraine. Now, after the state security forces isolated 
nearly 30,000 Hungarians liable to military service, the majority of the Hungarian pop-
ulation and also a part of the Hungarian-friendly Ukrainians expressed their dissatis-
faction in one way or another, and began to relate negatively to the Russians. This was 
mainly expressed in the agitation against the Proclamation.”214 As we know, it all hap-
pened long before Sub-Carpathia becoming Soviet territory. 
214 No. 390 document (TSU./ 619-665.), original source location: ЦАМО РФ, -Ф. 244. -Оп. 2980. Д. 97. Л. 291-363.
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The Proclamation of the Mukachevo congress declaring the annexation of Sub-Carpathia to 
Soviet Ukraine (26 November, 1944)
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This is how Sándor, László – an eyewitness – remembers these days in his memoirs: “Af-
ter the congress the following slogan appeared in Russian and Ukrainian in the daily 
newspapers and on a variety of banners: Long live the reunification of Sub-Carpathian 
Ukraine with Soviet Ukraine! The local Ruthenian and Hungarian population read the 
slogan in amazement because they were not aware that at any point Sub-Carpathia was 
part of Ukraine. Even the educated intellectuals did not know about it, that this area had 
once belonged to Ukraine. However, articles soon appeared penned by some Soviet his-
torians, which showed Sub-Carpathia being part of Ukraine in the past, but these articles 
could not dispel the doubts of the local population.”215

Deportations organized from Sub-Carpathia and territory-occupying operations in 
Hungary, eastern Slovakia and Maramures.

The first researchers of the problems with the deportation occurred in Bereg, Hungary 
were Dr. József Kun, the former head of the military historical archives and János Filep, 
the former head of the party archive of Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county. (Both are from 
Lónya, survivors of the deportations, and have personal experiences of these events.) We 
know from their publications that the cleansing operation ordered by the 4th Ukrainian 
Front took place very quickly in Csonka-Bereg as well. Here, on 20 November, 1944 the 
town crier announced by drumbeat that all men liable to military service must present 
themselves for three-day work. The research of Zsigmond Gyarmathy, an archivist from 
Nyíregyhaza, shows that approximately 1200 people had been deported from villages 
in Bereg, “8-14 people from some villages of Szatmár (Tiszabecs, Uszka, Park, Kispalád, 
Botpalád etc) also fell victim to this event”. The deportation was extended to Nyíregy-
haza and even to Transdanubia. According to Dr. Árpád Fazekas’s survey, which was al-
so published in book form216, more than two thousand men and civilians were dragged 
away from Nyíregyháza by Soviet soldiers for restitutional work after October 21, 1944. 
Since then, the survivors’ testimonies were published one after other, and a documenta-
ry film was also made about these.217 
Following the internments, they wanted to annex also Csonka-Bereg to Carpathian 
Ukraine. On August 16, 1945, the Ukrainian military units moved into the settlements of 
Csonka-Bereg, on the order of party leader and puppet head of state Ivan Turjanica. They 
occupied Vásárosnamény, Tiszaszalka, Lónya and other villages. They limited the rights 
of the inhabitants of the settlements by the ‘outward anyone, inside nobody’ rule. Gov-
ernment level measurements put an end to that situation.218

Hungarian inhabitants living in Eastern Slovakia, especially in Bodrogköz and the 
Ung-region were outlawed, as ‘war criminals’. Here as well, men of Hungarian and Ger-
man nationalities were mobilised for ‘a three-day work’ by the NKVD-quads of the 4th 
Ukrainian Front. In the memoir219 of survivor Lajos Géczi, we can read among others that 
these three days had lasted for years, thousands of men were carried off to the Soviet Un-
ion; many remained there forever, buried in foreign land.

215 Sándor: ibid 87.
216 Fazekas, Árpád: Elhurcoltak. (Deported) Nyíregyháza, 1944–1948. Nyíregyháza, Határ-szél Kft., 1989. 

(The material of the collection was first published in the newspaper Határ-szél, as a series.)
217 See: Sára, Sándor: Csonka-Bereg. Dokumentary (1988).
218 A lecture held by Gyarmathy, Zsigmond. In.: Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk volt... p 211. (Their only guilt 

was their Hungarian origin).
219 Géczi, Lajos: Civilek hadifogságban (Civilians as POWs). Pozsony/Bratislava, Madách, 1992. 240.
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The topic of ‘three-day work’ in Eastern Slovakian Bodrogköz and the Ung-region was 
researched and published by Ferenc Dobos220. The table below has been compiled based 
on the data disclosed by him, which shows very clearly that in the 51 villages here, in-
habited by Hungarians, collective retaliation took place according to a pre-designed po-
litical decision. 

Combined data of internments in Bodrogköz and in the settlements of the Ung-region, in 1944

№ Administrative 
unit

Number of 
municipalities

Men of age 18-60 
at the time of 
deportation

Number of 
deported people

Number of 
victims

Number 
of those 
returned

Number 
of people 
vanished

1. Bodrogköz 36 8,815 1,790 685 1,092 13
2. Ung-region 15 2,909 654 191 451 12

Sum: 51 11,724 2,494 876 1,593 25

The retaliatory operation was carried out between 1 and 23 December 1944 in the Bodrog-
köz and the Ung-region. The manhunt after hiding Hungarian men continued until 
February 1945. The route of the forced march of the Bodrogközi people was Uzhhorod–
Perehyn–Szolyva–Verecke-szoros–Turka–Sambir. 
Men from the Ung-region were gathered in Nagykapos, Királyhelmec, Kisbári, Dereg-
nyő, Vajány and Pálóc, and they were herded by armed escort to the transit camps in Ga-
rany and Szinna (Snina) and then to Turka and Sambir through the Uzsoki pass. 
From the counties Abaúj, Torna, Borsod and Gömör, the internees were escorted along 
the path Kassa–Eperjes, through the Dukla-pass, to transit camps in the Polish Sanok 
(Sub-Carpathian voivodeship) and the Ukrainian Sambir, according to researcher Csa-
ba Bartók221. From these transition camps they were taken further, crammed into cattle 
cars, into the Donets Basin, from where the last groups of survivors returned home at 
the end of December 1948. 
The event concerning ‘Prešov Ukraine’ is worth mentioning. In autumn 1944 the Prešov 
Russian/Ruthenian and Ukrainian people established a temporary people’s committee 
and in one of their meetings declared their secession from eastern Slovakia. On No-
vember 29, they called upon222 the People’s Council of the Sub-Carpathian Ukraine to 
annex the Red Army-liberated ‘Prešov Ukraine’, accompanied with the Galician Lem-
ke-inhabited territory, to Sub-Carpathian Ukraine. They justified their request, inter 
alia, by not having received the autonomy promised in 1918 by the Slovaks, and by 
the ongoing purposeful slovakization of the Ruthenian villages. The Sub-Carpathian 
Ukrainian Communists initially supported the efforts of the Prešov people, however, 
Moscow ordered the Soviet military administration to erase this issue from the agenda.
Also in Máramarossziget, belonging to Romania and settlements belonging to the re-
gion, Ruthenian/Ukrainian Communists from the Upper-Tisza-region set up people’s 
committees with the aim of the unification of this area with Sub-Carpathian Ukraine 

220 Ferenc Dobos: Magyarok a senkiföldjén (Hungarians on no man’s land). “Malenky robot” in Eastern 
Slovakian Bodrogköz and the Ung-region. In.: Regio – Kisebbségi Szemle, 1992, 3.4., 110–130.

221 The presentation of Csaba Bartók, at the memorial conference in Beregszász, on 18 November. 2010. In.: 
Trianoni Szemle, 3., January–March, 2011, 33. 

222 No. 279 document (TSU./ 471-473), original source location: Державний Архів Закарпатської Oбласти, 
ДАЗО, -Ф. 4. -Оп. 1. спр. 11. арк. 1-3. Hereinafter: ДАЗО.
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and Soviet Ukraine under the name of ‘Máramaros Ukraine’. In the minutes223 of 
Máramarossziget People’s Assembly, dated 19 January 1945, signed by President Ivan 
Odovicsuk, sent to the Sub-Carpathian Ukraine People’s Committee they urged the an-
nexation of the Máramarossziget region to Sub-Carpathia. Hungarian and German men 
and women liable to military service were carried off to the Szolyva transit camp also 
from this region, more than 2000 people in total; there were Romanian nationals among 
them as well. The majority of the Hungarian POWs were carried off to the Focsani transit 
camp. Supported by the military administration of the 4th Ukrainian Front and president 
of the people’s council Ivan Turjanica, an increasingly powerful propaganda and Sovi-
et canvassing movement unfolded to further the cause of the reunification of the Mara-
mures region to Zakarpatska Ukraine and Soviet Ukraine. Rear admiral Bogdenko and 
Senior Policy Adviser Dangulov informed leaders of the Kremlin in a phone telegram224 
(Secret file, Uzhhorod-Moscow) over high frequency communication line about the tense 
political situation in the county and Máramarosziget, on April 16, 1945. Detailed infor-
mation can be found in the Khrushchev memoir225 on the international conflict caused 
by Ivan Turjanica’s territory expansion policy. Khrushchev here described his protegee, 
Turjanica, as someone who, based on the principle ‘Appetite comes while eating’, occu-
pied some regions of the Romanian Kingdom and the Hungarian Csonka-Bereg using 
the people’s militia, militiamen organized by him, without informing, and getting con-
sent of, the Kremlin leaders. Stalin personally called Khrushchev on the phone and or-
dered him to get Turjanica to order his soldiers back behind the pre-1938 boundary line. 
Turjanica only heeded this request after long persuasion. In order to avoid a Czechoslo-
vak-Soviet conflict, Khrushchev did not support the annexation of ‘Prešov Ukraine’ to 
Sub-Carpathia, an example of Turjanica’s territory expansion ambitions.

The mobilisation of Sub-Carpathian German men and women for forced labour

Contemporary Russian archives store documents in massive volumes about the new 
operation, aimed at the Germans exclusively. Several documents among these demon-
strates that the actions against the Sub-Carpathian Germans/Swabs constituted genocide. 
In 1941 still 13,244 Sub-Carpathian residents identified themselves as Germans. After the 
Second World War, by 1946, this number decreased to 2,398 – meaning 10,846 German 
residents disappeared. Some of them (1920 people) presumably moved away already in 
the autumn of 1944, and a significant part of the German families declared themselves 
to be of Slovak, Ukrainian or Ruthenian nationality so that they could avoid the Stalin-
ist reprisals. Many of the deportees had died en route, and many perished in the camps. 
The rehearsal of the mobilization of Hungarians and Germans and their directions to 
camps had already been over in Sub-Carpathia, as stated above. They learned from the ex-
perience of the implementation of regulation No. 0036, where, due to the unpreparedness 
of the war machine, and human error, thousands had died in the Szolyva transit camp due 
to famine, freezing and contagious diseases. According to the archives storing massive vol-
umes with regard to the new operation that was aimed only at the Germans, already more 
humane conditions were ensured for the Germans deported for forced labor.

223 No. 340 (TSU./ 553-554.) document, original source location: The minutes of the people’s committee of 
Maramures. ДАЗО, -Ф. 4. -Оп. 1. спр. 112. арк. 1.

224 No. 366 (TSU./ 605-607.) document, original source location: АП РФ, 0125. -Оп. 34. п. 131. д. 21. Л. 40-43.
225 No. 413 (TSU./ 695-698.) document, original source location: Из мемуаров НИКИТЫ СЕРГЕЕВИЧА 

ХРУЩОВА. In.: Вопросы истории, Москва, 1991, № 7-8., cтp. 75, 88–89.
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In the promotion of the internment of the Sub-Carpathian Germans it was Ivan Turjan-
ica who excelled the best. In the circumscription226 signed as president of the People’s 
Council of Zakarpatska Ukraine, referring to the order of the Military Council of the 
4th Ukrainian Front, he called on the leaders of the regional and local people’s commit-
tees to actively participate in the organisation of the partial mobilisation of the German 
population. This time the internment concerned 17-45 year old men, and women ap-
prox. 18-30 years. They needed to appear at the regional and local people’s committees 
to be registered between 22 and 25 December, 1944. The mobilised people were required 
to sign in at the designated collection points bringing enough food for 15 days and 200 
kg of package (warm clothing, underwear, bedding, dishes etc). (Note that Hungarians 
and Germans interned based on regulation No. 0036 were not given this gesture.) Capi-
tal punishment threatened those failing to report themselves. The ruthless mobilisation 
was carried out by the front troops of the NKVD, namely the 88th and 92nd border guard 
regiments. The property of the internees left without relatives was confiscated and giv-
en to the needy. According to the recollections of the survivors, the Sub-Carpathian Ger-
mans/Swabs were taken for slave labour to the coal plant in Nova Horlivka (Donbass).
Under the strict supervision of the NKVD, in about 70 settlements of Sub-Carpathia 
a total of 2,375 German residents were registered (many had different nationalities 
registered like Ruthenian or Slovak, or were hiding at acquaintances living in oth-
er villages). The report227 on the mobilised German families was compiled by colonel 
Levitin, deputy chief of staff of NKVD-troops covering the military supply area of the 
4th Ukrainian Front.
226 No. 267 (TSU./ 452-453.) document, original source location: РГВА, -Ф. 32885. -Оп. 1.- Д. 243. Л.19.
227 No. 284 (TSU./ 477-478.) document.

Major general Fadeyev’s report on the registration of Sub-Carpathian German men and women 
for chief commander army general Petrov, based on SZU ÁVB regulation No. 7161. 

(РГВА [RGVA], Ф. 32885.)
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Report on the composition of the German inhabitants in Sub-Carpathia

№

Administra-
tive
unit

(region)

No� of 
settle-
ments

Residents 
of German 
nationality

Men: 
btw 

16-30 
yrs

Men: 
btw 

30-40 
yrs

Men: 
btw 

40-50 
yrs

Women: 
btw  

16-30 
yrs

Women: 
btw 

30-40 
yrs

Women: 
btw 

40-50 
yrs

Children Seniors

1. Nagyberezna 2 25 - - - 4 2 1 17 1
2. Perehyn 5 105 8 9 4 14 9 6 46 10
3. Mukachevo 11 916 49 19 28 124 82 65 329 220
4. Uzhhorod 2 9 - 1 - 1 2 - 4 1
5. Beregszász 4 12 1 1 - 5 1 1 3 7
6. Szolyva 16 403 35 24 25 56 29 24 146 64
7. Ilosva 10 264 34 16 19 24 17 23 99 32
8. Nagyszőlős 1 10 - - - 2 3 3 - 2
9. Ökörmező 1 9 2 - - 2 - - 4 1
10 Khust 6 335 45 22 17 64 32 18 115 22
11 Técső 6 119 5 7 9 8 12 11 41 26
12 Rahó 5 161 17 17 13 13 19 14 39 29

Sum: ¹70 ²2,375 196 116 115 317 208 166 ³842 415

Notes for the table: NKVD-colonel Levitin, the author of the original report had added up incorrectly the data 
of three coloumns: correct figures are 70 instead of 69¹, 2,375 instead of 2,376² and 842 instead of 843³.

In his report228 sent on 5 December to colonel general Apollonov (Strictly confidential, 
№ 10/00514), Fadeyev identified the head count of the German population living in the 
93 Sub-Carpathian settlements already at 4305; out of which 1,876 people were between 
the ages of 16-50. The explanatory note says that no Germans were found in the liberated 
villages of Eastern-Slovakia, and the census of the Germans is delayed in the settlements 
of Hungary occupied by the 4th Ukrainian Front, by the ongoing fighting in the region. 
In relation to the implementation of the regulation № 00520 of the military council, ma-
jor general Fadeyev and chief of staff colonel Boszij sent a summary report229 on 9 Janu-
ary, 1945 to army general Petrov and colonel general Mehlisz on the internment of the 
Germans, in which they indicated that 215 persons, 49 men and 166 women presented 
themselves and were directed to the Volovets train station on 7 January. In addition, 36 
people (10 men, 26 women) did not show up, the search for them is in progress. Colo-
nel Grabovskij of the Czechoslovak army handed over four people to the NKVD to help 
the search. 166 women were sent by train to the Eastern regions of the USSR from the 
Volovets train station.

Loss reports and aggregate data on the Sub-Carpathians taken to camps

The NKVD-troops had fully implemented and even outperformed the regulation No. 
0036 of the 4th Ukrainian Front, dated 13 November, 1944. Many more people of Hun-
garian and German nationality were arrested and interned than the 22,951 people stat-
ed in their report. This is confirmed by the military report, addressed to the Red Army’s 
Central Political Department Commander (10 July 1945), by the commander of the Polit-
ical Department of the 4th Ukrainian Front, lieutenant general Pronyin, who reported on 
the various political aspects of the sovietization of Sub-Carpathia, and also stated that – 
according to his own assumptions – security agencies of the Soviet army “had gathered 
and isolated about 30,000 Hungarians liable to military service” and sent to the NKVD 
228 No. 287 (TSU./ 480-481.) document, original source location: РГВА, -Ф. 32885. -Оп. 1. -Д. 50. Л. 263.
229 No. 332 (TSU./ 543-545.) document, original source location: РГВА,.-Ф. 32885. -Оп. 1. -Д. 243. Л. 205-207.
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POW camps. He thought that after the operation the major part of the local Hungarians 
had a negative attitude towards the Russians, and expressed dissatisfaction. Later he al-
so experienced this in the anti-manifesto agitation. Ivan Turjanica, after he asked Khrush-
chev to intervene in the case of the release of the 60,000 Sub-Carpathian citizens from the 
POW camps, in July 1945 ordered the census of POWs and internees missing in the settle-
ments. The local leaders of the people’s committees registered 30,194 names in the Hun-
garian-inhabited settlements, some of whom were taken to known camps, others into 
unknown ones. Statement of Stark, Tamás: “No data is available about the exact num-
ber of people killed in the camps. One third of the approximately six hundred thou-
sand prisoners carried off during the war from the territory of Hungary did not return 
to their homeland. If the ones deported from Sub-Carpathia suffered a loss of the same 
proportion, then ten to sixteen thousand Sub-Carpathian Hungarian lives were wast-
ed in the Soviet camps.”230

No fuller picture of the losses can be obtained due to the absence of further data, how-
ever, if we compare the 1941 and 1946 census data, the loss of the Hungarians and the 
Germans seems bigger. The number of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia in 1941, was for ex-
ample, 245,286, in 1946 it was 134,558, that is a decrease of 110,728 people, which rep-
resents 45%� The number of Germans was 13,244 in 1941, and 2,398 persons in 1946, a 
decrease of 10,846 persons, or 81%. An even larger decrease can be seen in the case of 
Jews deported by the Nazis: Their number was 78,272 in 1941, and 6,998 in 1946. De-
crease: 71,274 people, that is 91%� 
Summarised data about Sub-Carpathian people interned, arrested, taken to captivity, convicted 

and executed between 1944 and 1946.
№ Source location of the data Hungarian and German
1. NKVD-report (17 December, 1944) 22,951
2. Turjanica-report (9 May, 1945) 60,000
3. Pronyin-report (10 July, 1945) 30,000

4.

Men liable to military service not staying at 
their place of living, counted by traversal based 

on circular issued by the people’s council 
(from 1 to 7 July 1945)

30,194

5. Calculations of András S. Benedek 25,000-28,000-30,000, of these died 8-9,000
6. According to Sub-Carpathian researchers less than 40,000

7. According to nationality researcher Malec 
(2004)

70,000 Hungarian were taken to custody, 
25,000 of them were interned Hungarian,

10,000 were convicted in a show trial 

8. According to Ukrainian historian Roman 
Oficinskij 25,000

9. According to calculations of historian Tamás 
Stark 30,000–50,000, of them, the number of victims 10,000–16,000

10. My calculations 

25–29,000 in Sub-Carpathia, of them,  
the number of victims is 8–9,000.

Considering eastern Hungarian, eastern Slovakian  
and Maramures regional archival data, relating to reparation, 

deportation and the arrests of anti-Soviet individuals, 
more than 45 thousand people (according to other data 50,000 people) 

were interned in the Soviet Union’s GUPVI-camps.  
Political prisoners were put in the Gulag camps.

230 Stark, Tamás (2010): „Budapest felé fordultak védelemért…” (They turned for protection to Budapest) 
In: Kárpátalja 1919-2009 (Sub-Carpathia History, politics, culture.) (Editor-in-chief: FEDINEC, Csilla – 
VEHES, Mikola. Argumentum MTA Etnikai-Nemzeti Kisebbségkutató Intézete, Budapest, 251.
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a) The main reasons for mass deportation of Hungarians and Germans:
 – the discriminatory policy against the Hungarians and Germans:  
  the Sub-Carpathian Hungarians were in the way of the territory expansion  
  ambitions of both the Soviets and the Czechs;
 – the overall demand for forced laborers;
 – the weakening and intimidation of the Hungarian ethnic group, immigration of  
  Ukrainians and Ruthenians; 
 – ethnic cleansing, Ukrainian aspirations to change the Hungarian character 
  of the area; 
  The principle of collective punishment applied to the members of  
  the ‘sinful nation’;
 – volunteers’ signing up for restoration works; 
 – reports about people considered anti-Soviet, spy-suspect, weapon-concealing  
  terrorist, fascist; 

b) People exempted from the deportation:
 – who voluntarily identified themselves as another (Slavic) nationality; 
 – who identified themselves as Pravoslav or Greek Catholic;
 – who, in possession of a minimal Czech or Slovak language skill, entered the  
  Czechoslovak Legion in the Szolyva or the Sambor transit camp;
 – Hungarian Greek Catholics who, in possession of a minimal Slavic language skill,  
  volunteered into the Red Army.
 – who were certified leftist, communists, and entered the local party organization.

The lesson of document explorations and research trips so far is that we know a lot about 
the victims of Nazism, however, we know little about the tragic fate of the victims of 
communism, especially Hungarian citizens, men and women, deported by the Stalinists 
at the Carpathian basin level. The scientific literature of both areas point to the harmful 
nature of the two anti-human ideology, Nazism and Communism. The number of vic-
tims of both totalitarian dictatorships reaches several thousands in the region and several 
million people on a European level. This study is intended to contribute to the European 
action to achieve that historians and Holocaust deniers, deniers of the ‘Malenky robot’ 
and GUPVI-Gulag-camps alike assess231 the atrocities of Nazi and Communist dictator-
ship as the same.

231 GYÖRGY Dupka: „Ne ítéljetek el…” Zsidó népirtás, antiszemita üldözés Kárpátalján a náci és a kommunista 
eszmék nevében (“Do not judge me...” Jewish genocide, anti-Semitic persecution in Sub-Carpathia in the 
name of the Nazi and communist ideals) (1938–1991). Intermix Kiadó, Ungvár–Budapest, 2015. 23.
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János Kristóf Murádin 
Deportation for “malenky robot” from the areas annexed to Romania

„Holy hatred is burning in our hearts... We have on-
ly one thought: to kill the German! To stab spears in 
his greedy stomach! To close his mean eyes! To beat 
up his dumb, square head. Let that snake die! Storm 
is howling above the steppes along the river Don. An-
gered, outraged, merciless Russia has set forth. The 
condemning Russia. The avenging Russia.”

Ilya Ehrenburg: The German (1943)

Seven decades ago, in the autumn of 1944, the second world war reached the land of 
Transylvania. The passage of the front brought immeasurable suffering for the popula-
tion, regardless of their ethnicity. However, in comparison with other nationalities, the 
Hungarian and German population of the region divided between Hungary and Roma-
nia was perhaps even more exposed to the tyranny of the army pushing forward, since 
the siding of Romania with the Allies on 23 August 1944 had turned Romania from en-
emy to ally. Thus the Red Army, liberating its country, did not step onto enemy land 
first in the so-called “Old Kingdom” of Romania, but in Transylvania. The significant 
population of Hungarians, together with Saxons and Swabians, were naturally regard-
ed as enemies, which was further increased by the large-scale propaganda of the Ro-
man political leadership and army that was seeking for the re-occupation and annexing 
of North Transylvania together with the Soviet troops. Therefore, it is no wonder that 
under the influence of the continuous Romanian reports and the list compiled in Bu-
charest of “Hungarian fascists”232, the Red Army, seeking revenge for the destructions 
within the Soviet Union, avenged them on Hungarians and Germans in Transylvania. At 
the same time, the massacres and destruction committed by the Romanian army abroad 
were pushed in the background because of the actual course of military politics. For all 
these the so-called “Horthy’s fascist” Hungarian and “Nazi” German civilian population 
had to abide as scapegoats. 
The most spectacular means of Soviet revenge was the capturing of civilians on a large 
scale. It was carried out in Transylvania in two large waves: first in October 1944, when 
men and boys with German names or German-like appearance were carried away after 
the passage of the front; then a few months later, in January 1945, subsequently to the oc-
cupation of North Transylvania and Eastern Hungary, the civilian German population of 
the Bánság, Partium and Transylvania was deported. Below I will elaborate on the above 
events in detail. 
The Red Army calling itself a “liberator” initiated the capturing of Hungarian civilians 
as early as the September of 1944, at the beginning of the North Transylvanian battles. 
Since the Soviet troops passed through the gradually evacuated Székely Land relative-
ly rapidly, deportation of civilians took place only sporadically. Approximately 3,000 

232 Károly Nagy, son of writer István Nagy, allegedly received information on the existence of these lists 
complied by Romanians from writer Boris Polevoy, a counter-intelligence officer having served at the 
Soviet headquarters of Kolozsvár, on his visit to Moscow in October 1969. For details, see: Nagy, Károly: 
Tanúság. [Witnessing.] Szabadság (Kolozsvár), 10 October 2014, vol. XXVI., 234., p.3. 
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civilian Hungarian males were collected and deported as POWs from Háromszék and 
the Csík Basin (Kézdivásárhely, Csíkszentmárton, Csíkszentkirály, Csíkszereda, etc.).233 
Moving along in the valley of the river Maros (Gyergyószentmiklós, Görgényszentimre, 
Görgényüvegcsűr, Magyaró, Marosvécs, etc.) another cca. 4,000 Hungarian civilian boys 
and men were captured by the Soviets, primarily in the Szalárd region at the breakthrough 
of Maros, and as a consequence of the holding battles at Görgényüvegcsűr234. 
However, the first massive deportations carried out within organised operations took 
place not then but after the battle of Torda, in Torda and Kolozsvár (now Cluj) between 
6 and 15 October 1944. 
On 6 October 1944, Torda became occupied by the Red Army pushing to the West, then 
Kolozsvár on 11 of October, too. The Soviet soldiers carried thousands of Hungarian ci-
vilian men and adolescent boys as well, from both towns for several years of forced la-
bour. The soldiers of the 27th Soviet Army and 18th Rifle Division belonging to the 2nd 
Ukrainian Front235 led by Marshal Rodion Yakivlevich Malinovsky caught people with-
out any consideration. Only from Torda according to certain sources over 700236, while 
according to other sources about 400237 Hungarian men and boys were carried away, and 
from the surrounding villages (Aranyosegerbegy, Tordaszentmihály, Aranyospolyán, 
Bágyon, Kövend, Tordatúr, etc.) several hundreds more. The largest-scale capturing 
within Romania took place in Kolozsvár, where 5,000 civilian Hungarians were affect-
ed by the action.238 From the villages surrounding the town by the river Szamos (Pusz-
tacsán, Ajton, Kolozs, Györgyfalva, Kisbács, etc.) another nearly 1,000 Hungarian men 
were taken.239 
Subsequently, the Red Army pushing its way toward the post-Trianon border continued 
the practice of capturing civilians, however, not to the same extent as in case of Torda and 
Kolozsvár. Presumably as an aftermath of the series of battles fought in Szilágyság and 
Partium, in the second half of October 1944 random raid-like capturing actions took place 
in Zilah and its surroundings (Varsolc, Szilágysomlyó, Szilágynagyfalu), Nagyvárad and 

233 Illyés, Elemér: Erdély változása. Mítosz és valóság. [The changing of Transylvania. Myth and reality.] 
München, 1976, pp.68–69. 

234 Fehér könyv az 1944. őszi magyarellenes atrocitásokról. [White book on the anti-Hungarian atrocities in 
the autumn of 1944.] RMDSZ, Kolozsvár, 1998, pp.27–30. 

235 Nagy Mihály, Zoltán – Vincze, Gábor: Észak-Erdély másodszori „felszabadulásának” előzményei. A 
román közigazgatás visszatérése és kiutasítása Észak-Erdélyből (1944. szeptember–november). [The 
preliminary events of the second “liberation” of Northern Transylvania. The return and expulsion of 
the Romanian administration from Northern Transylvania.] In: Székelyföld (Csíkszereda), May 2000, 
IV/5, p.101. 

236 Papp, Annamária: Szögesdrót. [Barbed wire.] Háromszék Lap- és Könyvkiadó vállalat, Sepsiszentgyörgy, 2001, p.156. 
237 Stark, Tamás: Magyar foglyok a Szovjetunióban. [Hungarian captives in the Soviet Union.] Lucidus 

Kiadó, Budapest, 2006, p.34. 
238 The exact number of deportees from Kolozsvár is established as 5,000 by university professor and 

former captive Elek Csetri (1924–2010) in the interview made with him by the author on 22 April 2004 
(hereinafter: Csetri), on the ground that for the question of certain Russian-speaking captives the guards 
answered the above number. Another deportee, Gyula Ercsey, in his memoir titled “Farkasok árnyékában. 
Kolozsváriak a Gulágon” [In the shade of wolves. People of Kolozsvár in the Gulag.], published in 2006, 
also estimates the number of his fellows to cca. 5000. 

239 Lawyer Dáné Tibor of Kolozsvár (1923–2006), who prepared the indemnity pleas of former captives, in 
the interview made with him by the author on 6 April 2004 (hereinafter: Dáné), established the number 
of those deported from Kolozsvár and the surrounding villages as a maximum of 6000.
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the nearby settlements (Élesd, Margitta, Szalárd), as well as in Szatmárnémeti and the 
surrounding small towns and villages (Ákos, Erdőd, Nagykároly, Kaplony, etc.). Even 
according to the most far-reaching estimations a total of 5 or 6,000 Hungarians could 
have been taken from this expansive area. In this case only persons believed to be Ger-
man or Hungarian soldiers dressed as civilians, from the Soviet point of view suspected 
partisans were taken. This, in summary, barely exceeded the number of Hungarians cap-
tured solely in Kolozsvár within the western area of Northern Transylvania. 
In summary it can be said that cca. 20,000 Hungarian civilian residents were captured 
by the Soviets as POWs in Northern Transylvania in September and October 1944, a re-
markable part of whom, approximately 25%, in the town of Kolozsvár that was occu-
pied without a fight. 
Why did all that happen, what could be the reason behind it, one could ask. There is still 
no undoubted and obvious explanation for the deportations until this day. With respect 
to the circumstances I believe that several developments of the military events could 
have led to these deportations which are incomprehensible at first sight. Most proba-
bly the fact that Kolozsvár was the first truly large city that the Soviet troops could take 
after having liberated their own home country and entered a foreign land, also greatly 
contributed to the above events. As it already has been mentioned, the Soviet Union did 
not regard Romania as an enemy any more after 23 August 1944. This fact then radically 
changed the geopolitical situation of Kolozsvár, the majority of the population of which 
was clearly Hungarian at the time. It became a border town in a state in Soviet alliance, 
thus openly an enemy state of Hungary. 
After the train transporting the military troops and last refugees left Kolozsvár on 10 Octo-
ber 1944, in the following ominous days almost Biblical scenes unfolded, when a message 
appeared in blue crayon on the doors of certain houses occupied by Romanian residents: 
“Casă românească” (Romanian house).240 In other places, plaques containing the same text 
were nailed up.241 These were intended to announce for the Red Army marching in the next 
day, and the for Romanian military forces subsequently appearing on 13 October242, that 
people loyal to the new power, accepting and contributing to it, are waiting for the coming 
of the new era. It eased the tasks of the Russians and thus only very few Romanian persons 
were taken captive. They were let go after a short interrogation held at the court243; unlike 
Hungarians, who were captured within only a few days during the comprehensive raid244 
carried out between 12 and 15 October, right after the arrival of the troops. 
The primary motive of the Soviet troops for the execution of the unusually large-scale 
deportations undoubtedly was revenge and collective punishment. They were driven by 
an urge to perform exemplary punishment on the allies of Germany. The precedents of 

240 Nagy, Károly: Felszabadulás!? Szabadság [Liberation!? Liberty.] (Kolozsvár), 8 May 2002, XIV/101, p3. 
241 Balogh, Edgár: Hatalomváltás Kolozsvárt 1944-ben. [Change of power in Kolozsvár in 1944.] In: Korunk 

(Kolozsvár), October 1992, III/10, p113. 
242 Ib. 113. 
243 This was how, among others, Albert Brätigam was set free, who was of Swabian origin, but he could 

identify himself with his father’s Romanian soldier’s book. See the interview made by the author with 
János Dózsa’s deported brother, Sándor Dózsa (1930–2014), Kolozsvár, 19 April 2004. In the possession of 
the author. (Hereinafter: Dózsa.) The returning home of the Romanians is also mentioned by the deported 
Lajos Szász’s son, Lajos Szász Jr. Interview by the author, Kolozsvár, 7 April 2004. In the possession of the 
author. (Hereinafter: Szász.)

244 On the period of taking captives see the interview with Tibor Dáné, who listed the civilian deportees of 
Kolozsvár after 1990 for the sake of indemnity paid by the state of Hungary for former POWs. 
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mass deportations date back to 1943, when the accusation of collective guilt against Hun-
garians was conceived officially. In this sense Stalin wrote in his letter to the British gov-
ernment on 7 June 1943: “The Soviet government believes that for the armed assistance 
Hungary has given to Germany […] not only the Hungarian government but to some de-
gree Hungarian people must take responsibility as well.”245 This view was consolidated 
during the negotiations between exiled Czechoslovakian president Edvard Beneš, Stalin 
and People’s Commissar of Foreign Affairs V. M. Molotov in Moscow, on 12-18 Decem-
ber 1943. On negotiating the Soviet-Czechoslovakian treaty and the stance on post-war 
Germany and Hungary, at the second meeting on 14 December – which Stalin did not 
attend – Molotov simply pronounced, “Hungarians must be punished!”246. Subsequent-
ly, on 18 December, reporting on his negotiations with Stalin in the Kremlin, Beneš re-
marked, “Stalin used the most acrid expressions concerning Hungarians. Allegedly, they 
are even worse than Germans [...]”247. 
Besides the above, another substantial reason for the mass deportations could be the fact 
that Marshal Malinovsky wished to justify to Stalin the fact that the halt of his troops 
pushing forward was caused by heavy resistance by a large number of “prisoners of 
war”. The Generalissimus had wished to conquer Budapest by the 27th anniversary of the 
Soviet Revolution, i.e. by 7 November. This plan failed due to the three-week ardent re-
sistance of German-Hungarian troops by Torda. However, the low number of captured 
soldiers could not account for the holding back of the overpowering motorized units of 
the 2nd Ukrainian Front almost for a month. Therefore the deficiency in the number of 
POWs had to be made up with Hungarian civilians represented as POWs. 
The deportations also were contributed to by several Romanian politicians’ advice for 
the Soviet military leadership to “clear” the areas behind the front of “fascists” by means 
of mass deportations of Hungarians. They advised to capture men between the ages of 
15 and 55 in Kolozsvár and Torda, because these were “fascist” German and Hungarian 
soldiers who had retired to these two towns after the breakthrough of the Torda front, 
and, donning civilian apparels, were preparing for sabotage against the Red Army.248 
This assumption also seems to be confirmed by the fact that there were many blond, 
German-looking (see the case of Károly Kovács, student of the Calvinist collegium),249 
or German-named (as in the example of Nándor Schweier, merchant from Kolozsvár)250 
men and boys among the deported. The commander of the Red Army – fearing the in-
tense partisan activity previously experienced in Ukrainian areas – must have wished 
to stave off a chaotic situation that could have developed behind the frontlines this way. 
Finally, another significant reason could be the fact that the enormous human war losses 
of 22 million of the Soviet Union, the huge damages, the need for rebuilding the country 
and the urgent lack of labour force could account for the mass deportations in them-

245 Quoted by Gosztonyi, Péter: Vihar Kelet-Európa felett. [Storm over Eastern Europe.] Budapest, 1990, 
pp.152–153. 

246 Quoted by Gosztonyi, Péter: Háború van, háború. [It’s war, war.] [Budapest], 1989, p26. 
247 Ibid. 32. 
248 Szabó, György: Kolozsvári deportáltak az Uralban. [Deportees of Kolozsvár in the Urals.] Komp-press, 

published by Korunk Baráti Társaság, Kolozsvár, 1994, p25. 
249 Author’s interview with Jolán Kovács, deportee Károly Kovács’s daughter, Kolozsvár, 31 March 2004. In 

the possession of the author. (Hereinafter: Kovács.)
250 Author’s interview with Ágnes Schweier, deportee Schweier Nándor’s daughter, Kolozsvár, 23 March 

2004. In the possession of the author. (Hereinafter: Schweier.)
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selves.251 When asked by the captives, usually even their Soviet guards referred to the 
above fact.252 This is also confirmed by the fact that some old and unemployable captives 
were released.253 
Nevertheless, it still remains a fact that the Hungarian population of Kolozsvár was lit-
erally decimated. Among others, such important figures of the Transylvanian Hungar-
ian public scene were deported as historian László Mikecs, writer Jenő Kiss, dr. János 
Erdő, subsequently a Unitarian bishop, Evangelical dean and writer Andor Járosi, poli-
tician and minority lawyer Imre Mikó, also the MP of the Transylvanian Party, attorney 
dr. Tibor Nagy, lawyers Ignác Bartha, István Decsy and János Hunyadi, physician dr. Bé-
la Jancsó, chemist Lajos Józsa, associate professor physicist dr. Zoltán Kovács, historian 
Károly Pikéthi, ethnographers József Faragó, dr. József Árvay, Ferenc Haáz and Gábor 
Sándor, painter József Márton Jr., actor Tibor Turóczi, etc. Almost all the male members 
of the staff of the well-known and respected Calvinist College of Kolozsvár were among 
the captives: Zsigmond Ádám, József Bartalis, János Bodrogi, Gyula Fazekas, Miklós Fe-
jér, Zoltán Finta, Zoltán Kovács, Ernő Maklári, János Máthé, etc. 
Based on the more than 700 names I have explored, the social cross-section of the depor-
tees from Kolozsvár can be established. 24% of the civilian captives were labourers, 18% 
small traders, 16% belonged to the intelligentsia (1 Evangelical dean, 9 priests, 2 histori-
ans, 4 ethnographers, 7 university teachers and 17 secondary school teachers, 7 univer-
sity students, 9 lawyers, 4 writers, 4 journalists, etc.), 14% freelancers, 14% agricultural 
labourers, 8% tradesmen and not less than 6% secondary school students! 
During the first day of capturing, on 12 October, Hungarian men were simply collect-
ed from the streets254 or from their workplaces255. Several members of the red-band town 
guard and workers doing reconstruction work in the factory yards were taken, and pas-
sers-by as well.256 After the news spread and people tried to hide in their homes, soldiers 
walked the streets one by one. According to eye-witnesses, they herded together Hun-
garian boys and middle-aged men from their homes257, often led by Romanian neigh-

251 See: Murádin, János Kristóf: Elhallgatott múlt. Kolozsvári civilek a Gulágon. [Concealed past. Civilians 
of Kolozsvár in the Gulag.] In: RODOSZ Konferenciakötet 2009, Romániai Magyar Doktorandusok és 
Fiatal Kutatók Szövetsége (RODOSZ)–Clear Vision Könyvkiadó, Kolozsvár, 2009, p304. 

252 On the explanations for capturing see: Papp, A.: ibid, 149. 
253 Murádin, János Kristóf: Kolozsváriak keresztútja az Urálban 1944-ben. [People of Kolozsvár’s calvary in 

the Urals.] In: Rubicon (Budapest), February-March 2005, XV/2-3. (152–153.), p119. 
254 This was how, along with several fellow prisoners, Mihály Bakó bread delivery man was taken captive 

in Széchenyi Square, where he went by his cart for bread. Author’s interview with Eszter Fodor, Mihály 
Bakó’s daughter, Kolozsvár, 23 March 2004. In the possession of the author. (Hereinafter: Fodor.) 
Second-year university students Elek Csetri and László Szentpéteri and firefighter János Székely also 
were taken captive in a similar way, who were guarding the National Theatre as members of the town 
guard. See: Csetri.

255 Pál Sáska was captured at his workplace, at his workshop in Honvéd Street, in the morning of 12 October. 
Author’s interview with Pál Sáska Jr., deportee Pál Sáska’s son, Kolozsvár, 5 April 2004. In the possession 
of the author. (Hereinafter: Sáska.) Similarly, József Denderle priest and teacher from his office in the 
Mikes Kelemen Piarist school in Zágon on 13 October. Author’s interview with Péter Holok, József 
Denderle’s nephew, Kolozsvár, 22 March 2004. In the possession of the author. (Hereinafter: Holok.)

256 Nagy, M. Z.–Vincze, G.: ibid p107. 
257 Among several similar cases, Albert Bérces was taken from his home at 27 Bethlen Street on 13 October. 

For details see: Ercsey, Gyula: Farkasok árnyékában. Kolozsváriak a Gulágon. [In the shade of wolves. 
People of Kolozsvár in the Gulag.] Published by Erdélyi Múzeum-Egyesület, Kolozsvár, 2006, p38. 
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bours258. The Romanian consul of Kolozsvár, Gheorghe Onişoru and local lawyer Aurel Milea 
were mentioned among informers. However, there is no indisputable evidence for that.259 

The captured Hungarians were escorted to the lockup of the town court by the Soviet pa-
trols.260 The Soviet guards never answered the truth to their questions. If they were will-
ing to answer at all, they said things like “No panic! Malenky robot! We will only take 
you for a little work.”261 They did that so that the captives should not resist and the re-
quired number of captives could be collected as soon as possible. They were never told 
that they were going to be taken to work to the Soviet Union, only a few days’ work was 
mentioned all the time. Hungarians were also carried away with the accusation that they 
were partisans.262 And when they were escorted to the court, most often they were told 
that they were going to receive new IDs. It is telling of the infinite cynicism of the Soviets 
that they promised exemption certificates for the would-be deportees.263 Such certificates 
did exist, but only in very small numbers, and the Soviet administration issued them ex-
clusively for the most reliable local communists. The exemption document, which in-
deed ensured exemption, was printed on pink cardboard in three languages. In addition, 
a large-size pink form also existed to be put out on the door. The soldiers did not break 
into such homes and did not rob them.264 
In the next days captured Hungarians were dispatched in groups of several hundreds to 
Torda on foot. The first such group left the town in the afternoon of 13 October265, the last 
one at dawn on the 18th.266 At the station of Torda usually fifty or sixty, or even seventy 
people were crammed into each cattle wagon, dispatching them towards Brassó, then the 
enormous transit camp of Focşani. 
 It is true that all these events – captivity, deportation and cruel conditions – affected 
every deportee more or less to the same extent, however, individuals experienced these 
ordeals in various ways. It is reflected in the interviews with the survivors, some excerpt 
of which I will quote below. 
Elek Csetri, who later became a university teacher (a first-year history student at the 
Franz Joseph University of Kolozsvár in 1944) remembers, “On the day of the entry of 
the Russians I applied to the town guards with a fellow student of mine, László Szent-
péteri. We were assigned to the National theatre to prevent plundering. The following 
day a Russian soldier with a bayonet appeared with a TR (Termen redus – arm-banded 
sergeant, M. J. K.) Romanian. The latter one asked what we were doing. We had a red 
arm-band but it was not worth much for them. He told us to get together what we had 
because he would take us to the court where we would receive an ID in accordance with 

258 Among others, see Béla Csutak’s letter of 10 October 1945 to prime Minister Miklós Béla of Dálnok. 
Hungarian National Archives. Documents of the ministry of Foreign Affairs. XIX-J-1-a. 61. box. IV-138. 
40.821/Bé.

259 Nagy, M. Z.–Vincze, G.: ibid p108. 
260 Szabó, Gy.: ibid p24. 
261 Papp, A.: ibid p149. 
262 Benkő Levente: Fogolykönyv. [Book of captives] Sepsiszentgyörgy, 1999, pp. 123, 149, 168. 
263 It is mentioned as an explanation for their capturing by former deportee József Mile (b. 27 August 1923) 

Author’s interview, Kolozsvár, 25 March 2004. In the possession of the author. (Hereinafter: Mile.). 
Similarly: Csetri and Sáska.

264 Nagy, László: Szovjet felszabadítás, hadifoglyok, munkaszolgálat. [Soviet liberation, POWs, labour 
service.] Szabadság (Kolozsvár), 17 June 2002, XIV/135, p3. 

265 Mile.
266 Memories of Körmendi, Lajos and Bérces, Albert, In: Ercsey: ibid pp.37–38. 
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our service. Instead we were taken to the lock-up where there already were a lot of ci-
vilians. We were kept there for a day. We were given some bean soup and nothing else. 
The lock-up cells were for two or three people, but about ten of us were closed in one. 
The next morning we were dispatched to Torda. We were counted again and again all 
the way, because people were fleeing. Then we already knew it was captivity. We were 
guarded very closely: there was a guard with a rifle and bayonet or a machine gun 
every ten metres.”267

Postmaster of Felsőzsuk József Mile’s memories reveal how people were taken away 
with no respect to age and profession, without any selection: “I was taken from the shel-
ter of our home, our cellar, together with my father and younger brother on 12 October. 
Two Russian soldiers broke in and they told us they were going to take us for one hour’s 
work. Instead we were escorted to the court lock-up and they promised us exemption 
certificates we would receive in Torda. Of course, it was a lie. We were dispatched to 
Torda at dawn on the 13th, in total darkness, on foot. There were hundreds of us in line, 
even some people over seventy. They could not endure the journey. There was a butch-
er with us who distributed horse sausage from the sack he had with him. We saw signs 
of battles along the way: wrecks of tanks and shot down airplanes lay along the road. 
Some people fled during the march, so the guards put two Franciscan monks in line to 
make up for our numbers.”268 
As it has been mentioned previously, several people were stopped in the streets random-
ly and captured as passers-by. This was how barely 16-year-old Imre Török, engine fit-
ter apprentice was captured – almost incidentally. “There was a small-scale workshop in 
Széchenyi Square [today: Piața Mihai Viteazu – M. J. K], over the river Szamos, next to 
the great bridge; that was where I used to work”, he recalls. “In the autumn there were 
shots from Torda. Nobody could work. We closed the workshop. We all hid in shelters. 
Life could not go on. There was a very good air-raid shelter under the Catholic appren-
tice home in Kőkert Street [today: str. Bogdan Petriceicu Haşdeu – M. J. K]. The head of 
the home was a very good friend of my boss’, so my master was there, too, at the same 
place with me. […] Not long after the entry of the Russians my master told me, ‘Imre, go 
to the workshop and see if it’s been broken into by the Russians’. 
We heard in the cellar how good people the Russians were, they did not hurt anyone 
and we could go outside. Life could start over. I ran to the workshop. It wasn’t broken 
into. I started back to bring good news: the workshop wasn’t damaged. It wasn’t broken 
into or shot at. As I was running back, a Russian soldier caught sight of me in Széchenyi 
Square and shouted at me:
‘Davay! Davay!’, and he gestured with his machine gun for me to step in line. 
There must have been at least a hundred people in line. I got scared. I didn’t want to step 
in, instead, I ran on. But the Russian shot a short round at my feet as a warning. Then I 
saw I had to obey. I had to step in line. I was standing with the other captives next to the 
Cinema [today: Cinema Florin Piersic – M. J. K.], in the street in front of the hardware 
shop. I only was a 16-year-old child. I was crying and waiting for something to happen. 
When several hundred of us were gathered, we were taken to the court lock-ups and were 
locked up in the cells. These small rooms were so crowded that we only could stand next 
to each other. There could be thirty people in each cell respectively, standing like match-
267 Csetri.
268 Mile.
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sticks in matchboxes. We couldn’t even lie down. At around two or three a.m. we were 
given a little bean soup. […] Since we got no spoons, we drank it up quickly from the pot. 
But the Russians kept “davaying” very urgently. They made us hurry. Those who wer-
en’t quick enough couldn’t even drink it because we were already herded down from the 
first floor. We had to line up by tens in Honvéd Street [today: Calea Dorobanților], facing 
the town. There were frighteningly many of us. Twenty, twenty-five hundred. Russians 
with bayoneted rifles and German shepherd dogs were walking around us. They practi-
cally scared us away even from any thought of escaping. We were so frightened that we 
didn’t even dare to look aside. Every age was represented in the group. We were driven 
out to the street at night so that the residents wouldn’t find out anything. We were driven 
forth from the court, up Tordai road [today: Calea Turzii – M. J. K.], to Torda, on foot.”269

Some were not saved from deportation even by their official assignments. The odd irony 
of fate caused Márton Varga, who was supposed to arrange for exemption certificates on 
the commission of the mayor’s office of Kolozsvár, to be captured in the street: 
“On 14 October, on my way home from the printing-house in Brassai Street [today: str. 
Brassai Sámuel – M. J. K], I was captured by the Russians. I had brought the sample for 
exemption certificates to print. I was to go back for the certificates the next day. The 

new communist leadership of the 
time ordered me that if the Rus-
sians stopped me, I had to say 
‘madarski militsiye’. [Hungarian 
civil guard – M. J. K] But I said 
it in vain, the soldier didn’t react, 
he just shouted ‘Davay [Go – M. 
J. K] to the line!’ I was taken to 
the court lock-up, to cell 86. I was 
kept there for three or four days, 
then we were made to line up in 
the yard where we were counted 
and dispatched to Torda on foot. 
There were some who escaped 
on the way. A man wanted to flee 
in Torda but he was caught and 
shot on the spot.”270 

269 Author’s interview with former deportee Imre Török (b. 22 February 1928), Kolozsvár, 6 December 2004. 
In the possession of the author. (Hereinafter: Török.)

270 Author’s interview with former deportee Márton Varga (1926–2005), Kolozsvár, 16 April 2004. In the 
possession of the author. (Hereinafter: Varga.)
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The translation of the Russian letter: 

To the commander of the POW hospital of Focsani 

I provide you with the following addition to the plea forwarded to you in relation with 
a prisoner Ernő Fries in order to facilitate the search for him. 

Three weeks ago I contacted another prisoner of war, your interpreter of German ori-
gin, with whom you studied in Rics (?), who brought POW Ernő Fries here, and we are 
now searching for him.

Interpreter of the Prefecture 
Eng. D� Rascovsky (?) 

Focșani, 20.1.1945. 

After two or three weeks, the transports arriving at the transit camp of Focşani were 
placed on the wide-gauge Russian rails and dispatched to the Soviet Union. From Fo-
cşani to Iaşi, the trains arrived in Russian territory over the River Prut, then they headed 
towards various Soviet prisoner and labour camps.271 Most of the Transylvanian depor-
tees were taken to the forest labour camps at the southern foot of the Urals through Cher-
novits, Kiev, Moscow, Kuybishev and Chelyabinsk. These camps usually were near each 
other, surrounding the following bigger towns and industrial centres: Chelyabinsk, Mag-
nitogorsk, Asha, Shalashova, Beloretsk, Karpachova, Minyar, Kishtim, Karabash, Nizh-
ny Tagil, Ufa, Ufaley, Kopeysk and Tvaraya Platina. The weird irony is that these towns 
were located in Bashkiria, the ancient homeland of Hungarians. 
Some of the captives, as exceptions, were directed Taganrog by the Sea of Azov272, while 
others to Ukrainian labour camps, primarily to Nikolaev [today: Mikolayiv – M. J. K.]273 
or to the coal mines of the Donets Basin.
The second wave of deportations from Transylvania – as it was mentioned in the intro-
duction – affected the German civilian population. Decree no.7161 of the Soviet State 
Defence Committee ordered the start of the deportation of Germans.274 It was comple-
mented with the strictly confidential execution command no.0060 of the Military Coun-
cil of the 2nd and 3rd Ukrainian Fronts dated 22 December 1944 a few days later, ordering 
the special troops for the deportation of employable population of German origin from 
the complete area of the Carpathian Basin.275 Decree no.031 of the Allied Military Su-
pervision Committee, dated 6 January 1945, addressed to the Romanian Council of 
Ministers was based on these Soviet directives, which ordered the comprehensive mobi-
lisation of all persons of German ethnicity living in Romania, regardless of citizenship.276  

271 Vincze Sándor: Pokoljárás. [Journey through Hell.] Szabadság (Kolozsvár), 23 January 1991, III/14, p3. 
272 Schweier.
273 Dózsa.
274 Polian, Pavel: Against Their Will: The History and Geography of Forced Migrations in the USSR. CEU 

Press, Budapest–New York, 2004, pp.250–252. 
275 Bognár Zalán: Hadifogolytáborok és (hadi)fogolysors a Vörös Hadsereg által megszállt Magyarországon 

1944–1945. [POW camps and the fate of prisoners (of war) in Hungary occupied by the Red Army 1944–
1945] Kairosz Kiadó, Budapest, 2012, pp.85–86. 

276 Rusnac, Mircea: Deportarea germanilor în Uniunea Sovietică (1945). Cu referire specială la Banat 
[Deportation of Germans to the Soviet Union (1945). With special respect to the Bánság.], AGERO 
Stuttgart-Deutsch-Rumänischer Verein e.V. Stuttgart, 3. http://www.banaterra.eu/romana/files/rusnac_
mircea_deportarea_germanilor.pdf (Downloaded on: 11 October 2014)
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In accordance with Deputy commander of ASC General Vinogradov’s command 
no.A/192 of 19 February 1945, mixed committees were established in each county in or-
der to list Germans. These committees were made up of Soviet officers, Romanian sol-
diers, gendarmes and police.277 

According to the order, employable Germans were required to present themselves at 
the town or village halls of their residence between 10-20 January 1945. Under the or-
der all employable men of German origin between the age of 17 and 45 and all women of 
German origin between the ages of 18 and 30 were to be mobilised.278 In theory, breast-
feeding mothers with children under the age of 1 were exempted.279 However, this pre-
scription was not observed. 
Upon hearing the news of the impingements and due to general fear and insecurity 
some people hid at home or at relatives’ homes instead of volunteering. Therefore the 
numbers were insufficient, which lead to further encroachment. The Soviets soon start-
ed to collect even boys and girls of 16 or 17 years, moreover, women over 40 and men 
over 50 were taken captive, over the prescribed age limit.280 Those who failed to ap-
pear were taken from their homes or workplaces one by one, based on the lists, by the 
troops of the Romanian gendarmes. This took place without drawing the public’s at-
tention, mainly at night.281 
Those who were carried away due to their German origins were in a slightly better po-
sition than the Hungarians captured a few months earlier, at least from the point that 
they could bring along warm clothing, spare underwear, bedlinen, dishes and food from 
home – in total 200 kg per person282 –, so they had a better chance for survival. However, 
there was a great number of women of weaker physique among the Germans, their death 
rate was nearly the same as that of the Hungarian captives. 
The beginning of the deportation of Germans was appointed as 10 January 1945.283 
On that day, in accordance with the order, it was started in Bánság (Temesvár, Arad, 
Lugos, Resica), while in Saxonland (Brassó, Nagyszeben, Segesvár, Medgyes, Kőhalom,  

277 Aioanei, Constantin – Troncotă, Cristian: Minoritatea germană din România, o privire istorică [The 
German minority in Romania; a historical outline]. In: Magazin Istoric (Bukarest), 1995, 1., p56. 

278 See the text of Decree no. 7161. of the Soviet State Defence Committee ordering the initiation of the 
deportation of Germans, issued on 16 December 1944, in: Polian: ibid p250. 

279 Hannelore Baier: Deportarea etnicilor germani din România în Uniunea Sovietică 1945: culegere de 
documente de arhivă [Deportation of persons of German origin from Romania to the Soviet Union 1945: 
archive documents]. Editura Forumul Democrat al Germanilor din România, 1994, p40.

280 Among others, see the memories of Karl Bereznyak, Resica resident, in: „Ich weiß, daß du mein Vater bist, 
aber ich kenne dich nicht”. Erzählungen von Rußlanddeportierten [I know you are my father but I don’t 
know you. Memories of people deported to Russia]. Kultur und Erwachsenenbildungsverein „Deutsche 
Vortragsreihe Reschitza”, Reşiţa, 1995, p39. and Levente Benkő’s interview with Mrs. Árpád Kadácsi b. 
Helene Brandstetter (b. 1913), former German deportee, Kőhalom, February 2001. In the possession of 
Levente Benkő (Hereinafter: Kadácsi.)

281 Among others, Mrs. Iulius Filpes, b. Klotild Zengea was captured this way. See: Levente Benkő’s interview 
with Mrs. Iulius Filpes, b. Klotild Zengea (b. 1916), former German deportee, Kőhalom, February 2001. In 
the possession of Levente Benkő (Hereinafter: Filpes.) 

282 See the text of Decree no. 7161. of the Soviet State Defence Committee ordering the initiation of the 
deportation of Germans, issued on 16 December 1944, in: Bognár: Hadifogolytáborok és (hadi)
fogolysors… [POW camps and the fate of prisoners (of war) in Hungary occupied by the Red Army 
1944–1945] pp.85–86. and Polian: ibid 251. On the implementation see: Levente Benkő’s interview with 
Mrs. Bonţoi, Agneth Teresia Brenner (b. 1920), former German deportee, Kőhalom, February 2001. In the 
possession of Levente Benkő (Hereinafter: Bonţoi.)

283 Stark: Magyar foglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian captives in the Soviet Union...] p75. 
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Nagydisznód, Ágota) and the Partium (Szatmárnémeti, Nagykároly, Kaplony), a little 
late in comparison with the original schedule, deportations only started on 11 January 
at certain locations.284 However, the end of the deportations was 16 January 1945 every-
where.285 Within this short but well-organised operation that only took a few days, the 
employable part of Romanian Germans were practically entirely collected and deport-
ed to the Soviet Union. 
Deportation tore families apart and destroyed existences. Mothers and fathers were sep-
arated from their children, children from their parents with cruel abruptness, often for 
ever. Decades later, Mrs. Árpád Kadácsi, b. Helene Brandstetter remembered in an inter-
view, “I was over the age limit then, 32 years old, when I was carried away. And I had 
two small children. The little one was 16 months old, the older one 3 years old. I did not 
expect to be taken away. Gendarmes came every evening and looked at the bulletin [ID 
– M. J. K.]. And then I told them not to come again because they upset the children every 
time and they cry so much, and that they could see that my bulletin says I was born in 
1913, and I was over the limit. […] But then the number was not enough and they overdid 
it... Then they took the 16-17-year-old boys and girls, and old people over the age limit. 
Because there was a 36-year-old woman from Gyulafehérvár with us, a 36-year-old wom-
an who had five children. […] 
Once the militia [Romanian gendarme – M. J. K.] came over from the people’s council 
[village hall – M. J. K.] with a piece of paper, and all the women with little children were 
listed on it. Five of us were written there. And I hurried up to my father and told him: 

‘Father, look, the police has come, we must go to the notary to enlist...’ And then my 
father said: 
‘Go, child, hurry, maybe you’ll get some help; maybe the notary will help you some-
how with the little children.’ 
I had a friend next door, she had three children, the youngest one was of the same age 
as my three-year-old little boy. She said: 
‘I’ll go after you.’ 
We went to the office, some Dragote was the scribbler there that time, and I said: 
‘Well, why was I summoned, shouldn’t we make some document?’ 
He asked: 
‘Well, perhaps, do you have children? How old are they?’ 
We even paid three hundred leis for the stamps, that he made the document. […] 
Then the notary came, called Tempe, he was a shoemaker, […] gave him a key and said: 
‘Go into the office, because these all will be taken to Russia.’
We were all there, women with little children, how was I supposed to hide? Then I said: 
‘Come on, hurry, let’s all go into the woods!’
And then we were out of the office, but as we were going downstairs, the Russian post 
[guard – M. J. K.] came, and:
‘Davay na zat!’

And we went back to the office and our names were put down, and then, escorted by 
posts in the front and in the back, we were taken to the school. We were coming out of the 
office, my father was standing there, and he turned pale as he saw me and he collapsed 

284 See the report Ridicarea minoritarilor germani din România [The collection of the German minority in 
Romania, In: Baier, H.: ibid pp.71–74. 

285 Ib. 69-70. 
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against the wall. I was scared but I couldn’t go back because the Russians already were 
there with the rifles. We were taken into the school. My poor Mom, she came […] I said: 
‘I don’t know what they will do with the children. I’m going now, what will happen to 
them?’ Then Mommy said: 
‘Don’t worry, Helen, I’ll take them […] and I will take good care of them. 
They brought in roast meat and all kinds of things, they packed well, earlier I had killed 
a big pig, and so we went away. They came by truck at 7 p.m., we were put up there, and 
the train was waiting for us because they [Saxons – M. J. K.] were brought from Segesvár 
as well, and they were waiting for us. We got on and left.”286 
Whole institutions were emptied in the frenzy of collecting Germans. Nearly the entire 
staff of the children’s hospital of Nagyszeben were taken as well. Mrs. Bonţoi, Agneth 
Teresia Brenner, who had worked there and was deported from there recalled the events: 
“I worked at the children’s hospital of Nagyszeben, I was carried away from there. I was 
twenty-five then. We were gathered on 13 January 1945 and were taken to Yenakievo, in 
the Soviet Union. Five of us were siblings. I was the youngest one and I’ve been left alone 
because all the others died... 
I was taken from my workplace. […] I went to work on 13 January 1945, to the children’s 
hospital of Nagyszeben, and the gendarmes appeared and escorted us to a big hall. We 
were only told that we had to go to the gathering place. Earlier the news spread that we 
were going to be taken to Russia, but when we were gathered on 13 January, nobody told 
us that we would be taken to Russia. We had no idea where we were going. Many of us 
were carried from the children’s hospital of Nagyszeben, there were nurses and even stu-
dents among us. When we were collected, finally they told us: we must make amends for 
what the fascists had destroyed. 
The Romanian authorities delivered us. They had a list in their hands of us, Saxons from 
Nagyszeben and the surroundings, from Nagydisznód, Ágota, Kőhalom, smaller settle-
ments; so they knew exactly who they had to collect. There were some who could grab 
some food or something hurriedly, we got some food and a few blankets, something that 
was at hand, from the hospital. 
We were crammed into cattle wagons. […] We arrived in Russia on 26 January. The jour-
ney was worse than any kind of torture. In addition, it was cruelly cold, minus 45 de-
grees... We travelled in completely unheated wagons, we put on all pieces of clothing 
and all of us, the forty or fifty of us, tried to keep each other warm. […] By the time we 
arrived in Russia, fifteen dead bodies were taken off the train. They were brought in the 
camp and stacked up... 
Five hundred of us arrived at the Yenakievo camp no.6, men and women alike. […] I was 
there for almost five years. I came home to Kőhalom on 20 December 1949.”287 
We can ask how many people were taken captive; how great a sacrifice the German civil-
ian population had to pay for the sins and mindless abuses of Nazism? According to the 
census of 1941, 587,075 Germans were living in Romania288, and another 44,000 in North-
ern-Transylvania, earlier a part of Hungary.289 At the same time, the records of the Ro-
manian Office of Statistics included only 469,967 German residents as of 15 August 1945 

286 Kadácsi.
287 Bonţoi.
288 Aioanei – Troncotă: ibid p56. 
289 Ablonczy Balázs: A visszatért Erdély 1940–1944. [Transylvania returned] Jaffa Kiadó, Budapest, 2011, p47. 
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(including Northern Transylvania).290 The missing number is 162,108. However, it al-
ready includes Germans who had joined the SS and died at the front, and those who fled 
to the West with the Wehrmacht in the autumn of 1944. Therefore the exact number of 
Germans deported in January 1945 cannot be determined on the basis of the census da-
ta, there are only various estimations as to the number of Germans taken to the Soviet 
Union for forced labour at 70,000, 75,000, 81,000,291 or 97,762292. It includes cca. 35–50,000 
Swabians from the Bánság, 26–27,000 Transylvanian Saxons, and approx. 5–15,000 most-
ly Hungarianised Swabians from Szatmár.293

Several people attempted to intervene for the appeasement of the captured and deport-
ed German youth. Firstly, the leaders of the German ethnic groups themselves, Hans-Ot-
to Roth, Rudolf Brandsch and Victor Glondys, who applied for an audience to Romanian 
prime minister Nicolae Rădescu on the issue. However, their attempt was to no avail; 
the Romanian politician adduced the Soviet orders and postured his government as im-
potent in this question.294 The intervention attempt of the Romanian organisation of the 
International Red Cross at the Romanian government on 22 January 1945 was similarly 
unsuccessful.295 However, there were some who were exempted from deportation. The 
approximately 12,000 people who managed to avoid Soviet deportation somehow were 
either required in the country from an economic aspect (wealthy persons or skilled work-
ers), unemployable, or those who had close relatives of Romanian ethnicity (Romanian 
spouse or children from mixed families).296 
It shows that besides the Soviets, who did not pay much attention to such details, the Ro-
manian state authorities indeed played a part in the deportation of Germans! It is well-
known that certain Romanian politicians openly supported the deportation of Germans, 
while others, such as Iuliu Maniu, the leader of the Romanian National Farmers Party, 
tacitly accepted and acknowledged the mass deportation of Germans, or at least they did 
not protest.297 The agitation of the Romanian communists for the deportation of Germans 
was spectacular. They regarded the civilian German population collectively as “Hitler-
ists”, and urged for the complete removal of this ethnic group as a source of danger be-
hind the frontline.298

The deportation of Germans was carried out at a faster rate than that of Hungarians. The 
groups of the collected people were taken to the nearest railway station in closed trucks 
barely within one or two days,299 then they were dispatched in crowded cattle wagons in 
groups of 30–50.300 Most of them were transferred to the broad-gauge Soviet railway in 
Bákó, where 80 of them were put in each large-size Soviet cattle wagon.301 Subsequently, 
their route through Iaşi and across the Soviet border was the same as that of the Transyl-
vanian Hungarians captured in the autumn of 1944.

290 Aioanei – Troncotă: ibid p60. 
291 Rusnac: ibid p7. 
292 Die Presse, Vienna, 28 August 1954.
293 ”Ich weiß, daß du mein Vater bist, aber ich kenne dich nicht”… [I know that you are my father...], ibid pp.9-10. 
294 Rusnac: ibid pp.3-4. 
295 Baier: ibid p9. 
296 ”Ich weiß, daß du mein Vater bist, aber ich kenne dich nicht”…[I know that you are my father...], ibid p8. 
297 Rusnac: ibid 5-6. 
298 Baier: ibid pp.7-8. 
299 See the memories of Karl Bereznyak, Resica resident, in: „Ich weiß, daß du mein Vater bist, aber ich kenne 

dich nicht...”. [I know you are my father but I don’t know you...] 
300 See: Baier: ibid p70. ; Bonţoi.
301 Kadácsi.
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After the two-week or one-month journey the Germans were mostly transported to 
the areas where their Hungarian fellows were suffering. Only the rates differed in case 
of particular destination camps, since most Germans were not taken to the area of 
the Urals, but to Ukraine, to the camps of Dneprozhinsk, Dnepropetrovsk, Odessa, 
Nikolaev, Volodarka, Zaporozhye, Irmino and Voroshilovgrad (today: Luhansk).302 
Many of them were taken to the ill-famed coal mines of the Donbass; to the camps 
of Dokuchaevsk, Yenakievo, Yelenovka, Gorlovka, Petrovka, Krasnoarmeysk or Ma-
keevka.303 At the same time, a part of the Germans, similarly to Hungarians, ended 
up in the larger prisoner camps of the Urals: the camps of Chelyabinsk, Ufaley, Ko-
peysk, Berezovsk swallowed them up.304 And there were still others who were taken 
to Lenino on the Crimean peninsula or in the district of Stalingrad (Petrov Val), still 
others to the Rostov district (Rostov, Belaya Kalitva), or the Nizhny Novgorod dis-
trict (Dzherzhinsk), and some were taken to the Caucasians (Krasnodar) or the remote 
Asian camps (Frunze – today Bishkek, Kirgizstan).305

The fate of the thousands of Hungarian and German civilian residents of Transylvania 
deported for forced labour was not changed – in contrast with the hopes of the captives 
– either by the Soviet-Hungarian armistice treaty signed on 20 January 1945, Moscow, 
or the end of the second world war in the European war scene on 9 May 1945. They had 
to suffer in these camps for years to come.
The relationship and the connection between the survivors having returned from the 
Soviet camps after years remained, and the shared memory of the years of captivity 
still lives on like a sinking stream. The former deportees have remembered each other. 
Their number, receding rapidly in the previous years, urges historians to search for the 
still living witnesses of the camps in the twenty-fourth hour, and, recording their mem-
ories, to save an invaluable historical resource material for the generations to come.

302 Rusnac: ibid p13. 
303 See: Filpes and Bonţoi.
304 Rusnac: ibid p13. 
305 Ib. p13. 
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Rudolf Weiss 
Deportation of Germans of the Hungarian Southlands to the Soviet Union 

1944-1945

The Yugoslav communist regime wanted to eliminate German minorities at all cost. This 
endeavour was supported by Stalin’s Order no.001411 which he addressed to Lavrentij 
Beria, director of NKVD on 24 November 1944; whereby he ordered the census of Ger-
man nationality residents living on occupied territories. The census was carried out 
successfully, and Beria’s report counted a total of 73,572 German nationality residents 
between ages 16-50 in Yugoslavia.306 Then, on 16 December 1944, the Soviet State Protec-
tion Committee adjudicated its Order no.7161, whereby thousands of German minority 
residents of Yugoslavia were ordered to be transported to the Soviet Union for forced la-
bour. (See Order in Chapter 1.) 

306 Zalán Bognár: Málenkij robot, meaning the mass deportation of civil population from Hungary to 
carry out forced labour in the Soviet Union in 1944/45, with special regard to German deportees. 
In: “Our only guilt was our origin…” The deportation of German and Hungarian civil residents 
for „Malenkey Robot” to the camps of Stalin from 1944/45 till 1955 (Editor: Zalán Bognár), Pécs-
Baranya Ethnic Circle of Germans in Hungary, Pécs, 2009. 37.

The Communist Partisan general headquarters sent Order no.108 to general Rukavina on 
26 December 1944, with the signature of the lieutenant vice commander in chief. The Order 
stated: “Zapevalin, major general of the 3rd Ukrainian Front will turn to you concerning the 

transportation of Germans to the Soviet Union. Whatever major general Zepavil requests in this 
regard must be executed.” (Archive of the German People’s Union, Subotica)
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The Order was signed by Stalin, as the president of the State Security Committee. Yugo-
slavia was treated by the Soviets as a liberated country and an ally, therefore the depor-
tation of Germans was carried out by Yugoslav partisan squadrons. Soviet doctors and 
officers were present at the collection points, carrying out “medical tests” to decide who 
is suitable to be deported for forced labour. In Backa, these collection points were locat-
ed in Novi Sad, Sombor and Tiszaszentistvánfalva; and in Banovina, the collection points 
were in Versec, Nagybecskerek and Kikinda. The Order required Germans to report 
at collection points on 25 December 1944, these were located mostly in parish halls or 
schools. Those failing to report at designated locations were threatened to be shot in the 
head. Following the so-called medical test or selection, the Germans were allowed to go 
home and pack their belongings, as they were to be taken for “short term labour”. Many 
were surprised by the instruction whereby they were allowed to take belongings up to 
200 kg weight for the journey. The Germans loaded for work were searched and robbed 
of much of their food and spare underclothing already at the train stations. They were 
loaded on unheated livestock transport rail cars. Around 35 – 45 persons were crowded 
together in each car. Some trains contained as many as 50 cars. The journey to the Sovi-
et Union via Romania took around two or three weeks. Passengers were given one buck-
et of water to drink every other day during the journey. Trains delivered deportees from 
Sombor to Stalino and the surrounding area. From Apatin they were taken to Harkov, Iz-
jum and Ivanovka. Trains from Kula were bound for Toskovka, from Odzaci to Antracit, 
from Zrenjanin to Nemcivo and Katik, from Kikinda to Krivoj Rog and Dnjepropetro-
vsk, from Pancova and Versec to Makejevka and Briljanka. Trains from Versec depart-
ed also to Kasov Jar, Krupskaja and Almasna. Some deportees already fell victim to the 
freezing cold on the trains. When they arrived at designated labour camps, their luggage 
was searched once again, and their warm clothing and cutleries were confiscated. Most 
of them used empty cans as plates in the camp. In many camps, the arriving deportees 
had to build their own lodgings. 
Some of the captives had to walk three hours to work every day. Initially, they had to 
work 12 hours a day, except on Sundays when they were forced to work 9 hours. They 
were woken at 4 am every morning. After receiving their hot “teas” and some pieces of 
bread made of rye or corn flour, they had to walk for hours in the snowstorm to do forest 
cutting, work in mines, cleaning up ruins, carrying out railway renovation work or agri-
cultural work in collective farms or state farms until late afternoon. After the long hard 
days of work they had to walk hours to get back to the camp where they were given hot 
“soup” to eat, that contained hardly any fat and some traces of vegetables here and there; 
failing that, simple grass was used to give the “soup” some taste. The recipe of the soup 
made at the Briljanka camp was: 40 kg of sour cabbage and 800 litres of water.307 The first 
lodging at the camp in Izjum was a small church, where beds made of freshly cut wood-
en planks were crowded. The menu there was: the soup mentioned earlier, and on a sin-
gle occasion, chicken soup; which meant 5 chickens “floating” in the soup cooked for 500 
people. The meat was eaten by the guards, captives were given the bones with the soup. 
Even this kind of soup was only made once for the Germans.308 Personal hygiene facili-
ties were located 3 km from the lodging. After having a shower they were not allowed 
to dry but were promptly returned to their lodgings in the middle of the Soviet winter. 
Many died of pneumonia as a result. The sick were taken to hospital camps. The only 

307 Leidensweg der Deutschen in kommunistischen Jugoslawien, Band II, Arbeitskreis Dokumentation, 3., 
München-Sindelfingen, 1997. 938. 

308 Leidensweg… Band II, 943. 
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difference between these and labour camps was that captives did not have to work, but 
they were not provided any real medical care either. Survivors remembered the words of 
Soviet officers: “Only healthy and dead exist” and “Those not working shall not eat”.309 
Separate trains were used to deliver the sick home. Many died already on the way. Those 
who made it back to Yugoslavia in 1945 were taken to one of the six death camps set up 
in the area of the Southlands. As they already arrived sick, they had no chance of surviv-
al. In November 1949, the deported Southland Germans were transported to Frankfurt 
by the River Oder in East Germany. By this time, the Yugoslavia of Tito did not receive 
any trains transporting surviving captives from the Soviet Union.
An estimated 27 000–30 000 Yugoslav Germans were deported to the Soviet Union for 
forced labour. Around 16-17% of deportees fell victim to relentless conditions either on 
the way to or inside the camps.310 Some authors estimate the total number of German de-
portees from communist Yugoslavia to have reached 40 000-50 000311. As always in the 
case of such estimations, the truth must be somewhere between 27 000 and 50 000.
Over the past 70 years, German historians have written little about the fate of Germans 
deported from Yugoslavia. Survivors themselves have not written much about the hor-
rors they have suffered either. Having spoken to many of them, I have come to under-
stand the reason for this. After they had been deported, they believed they had been sent 
to hell and hoped that they would return home one day to get their rest and tell their 
loved ones at home about all the hardships they had suffered. Their horrifying realisa-
tion was that, after returning home, to many of them there had been no-one left to whom 
they could tell the stories about the hardships of forced labour in the Soviet Union. Chil-
dren, mothers, family members and relatives of deportees had been brutally murdered 
in the death camps of communist Yugoslavia. In the death camps of Tito, which were still 
operating in the middle of Europe, in the Southlands in times of peace, three years after 
the end of the Second World War. After hearing about the horrors of the death camps, 
many considered themselves lucky to have been deported, deeming this as an escape 
from the genocide carried out in Yugoslavia against Germans.
Today in the Southlands there are monuments erected in memory of the death camps in 
Gádor, Rezsőháza, Szávaszentdemeter, Molidorf and Körtésfalva. Germans erected these 
with the permission or “silent consent” of local authorities. There is not so much as a me-
morial tablet to honour those who were deported for forced labour in the Soviet Union. 
The German People’s Union, centred in Subotica has undertaken to change this and ini-
tiated the erection of a central monument; as well as memorial tablets in Backa, Banovi-
na and the Srem District. The communist Yugoslavia has treated these bloody marks on 
its history as a taboo. The answer to the question, why?, was provided by László Kövér, 
Speaker of the Hungarian Parliament. His words were highly regarded by Germans of 
the Southlands. His answer is also our answer: “And why have they still not unveiled the 
truth? Is it because communist Yugoslavia was conceived in this bloodshed? Because the 
culprits were and are still alive? But why do they still keep defiling monuments in the 
Southlands? History has proven that no country or nation can be built on ethnic cleans-
ing. Hate does not bring about freedom or peace.”312

309 Leidensweg… Band II, 935. 
310 Klier, Freya: Verschleppt ans Ende der Welt- Schicksale deutscher Frauen in sowjetischen Arbeitslagern, 

Berlin 1999, 134. also a: Leidensweg… Bd. II, 932., …also a: Die Donauschwaben, Innenministerium 
Baden-Württemberg, Sigmaringen, 1999. 261. 

311 Kroner, Michael: Nationale Minderheiten in Südosteuropa-Verfolgung, Assimilierung, Flucht, 
Vertreibung und Umsiedlung, Wien, 1992. 27. 

312 Our Southland Tragedy 1944-1945. (Editor.: Barbara Bank –Mrs Magdolna Kiss- Cseresnyés) Szeged, 2011. 63. 
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Concentration camps in the Soviet Union and their captives

György Dupka 
Concentration and labour camps in the Soviet Union

Camp types 

According to the above analysed documents and memoires, the POWs and arrested ci-
vilians of military age were transported to various camp-systems of different types313. 
The soldiers and officers of the German and Hungarian armies officially designated as 
POWs314 first were directed to the “reception centres” (Perehyn, Khust, Zsornava), then 
to “transit stations” (Szolyva) and reception/transit camps (Sambir, Sanok, Focșani). 
Hungarian and German men between 18 and 50 years arrested under order no.60 of the 
Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front in Sub-Carpathia, Eastern Slovakia and East-
ern Hungary were ranged among captured Hungarian and German servicemen and reg-
istered as civil internees315.
Those citizens arrested under order no.0016316 of the USSR’s NKVD (11 January 1945) 
and regarded as “anti-Soviet” who had held various leading positions and offices – both 
in the state sector and in the civilian sector – in the occupied countries were also trans-
ported to the Szolyva transit camp. NKVD officers selected the enemies of the people 
and the Soviet power from the captives, and some of them, who were convicted of war 

313 Screening camps are also among the most important camp types, in which approximately 6 million former 
Soviet soldiers and officers returning from captivity between 1945–1947 were screened by interrogating 
NKVD officers, who examined whether they had been involved in intelligence activity or committed any 
crime. Within the scope of the 4th Ukrainian Front, a similar screening camp was established in Perehyn. 
For kolhoz-deniers, kulak camps were established; kulaks from Subcarpathia were deported to these as 
well. These were eliminated only after Stalin’ death. 

314 See POW regulations in the SU: the Council of People’s Commissars enacted its regulation on POWs by means 
of decree no.1798-800 on 1 July 1941, with partial regard to certain observations of the Hague convention 
of 1907 and the of 1929. In contrast with the 97-point Geneva convention this decree worded the issues of 
POW regulation only in 31 points. During World War II., until April 1945, the Red Army and the NKVD/
MVD applied it with regard to millions of foreign POWs as a fundamental regulation, on the basis of which 
implementation orders were issued. The order was in effect until foreign POWs could be found in the area 
of the USSR. Source: file no. 4. (ЗУН/38-39.), original source location: ЦХИДК.-Ф. 425 л.-Оп. 1. Спр. 1. Арк. 
140. Копія. Машинопис. Published in Hungarian: Decree no.1798-800 of the Council of People’s Commissars 
on the effectuation of the order on POWs. (Moscow), 1 July 1941. Confidential. Order on prisoners of war. 
(Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp. 55–59.)

315 See regulations on internees treated as POWs in the SU: the Council of People’s Commissars enacted its 
regulation on POWs by means of decree no.1798-800 on 1 July 1941, which also included internees. The 
most important change was that the order treated interned civilian persons as prisoners of war. As the 
order explicitly included: “The following are regarded as POWs: 
a) All persons belonging to the armed forces of states being in state of war with the Soviet Union, that 

are captured during military activities, as well as the civilian persons of these states interned to the 
territory of the Soviet Union. 

b) Members of armed corps not belonging to enemy armed forces, in case they openly carry weapons. 
c) Civilian persons accompanying enemy armed forces and fleets with appropriate permission 

(reporters, transport attendants, etc.), in case they are captured during military activities.” (Magyar 
hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] p. 55.)

316 Source: see Beria’s report, file no. 29. (ЗУН/83-85.), original source: ГАРФ, -Ф. 9401.-Оп. 2. Спр. 95. Арк. 
253-255. Особлива папка. N-1-1. Копія. Машинопис. 
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crimes, were sentenced to death and killed in the prison of Uzhhorod. The others were 
sentenced to 5-25 years and were sent to the GULAG camp system as political convicts. 
POWs and “screened” internees of military age were transported in freight wagons with 
armed escort from Starij Sambor, Lemberg county and other reception-transit camps to 
labour camps controlled by the Main Administration for the Affairs of Prisoners of War 
and Internees of the NKVD, i.e. GUPVI. 

GUPVI camps 

The historiography of POWs is not the aim of this paper, however, it is important to re-
flect on some issues for the sake of clarity. 
Firstly, the explored documents claim that cca. 500 POW camp centres and numbered 
camp sections were under the control of the Main Administration for the Affairs of Pris-
oners of War and Internees of the NKVD (GUPVI). There was a network of GUPVI camps 
all around the member republics of the Soviet Union and Russia, most of which were 
operated on the barren Siberian plains and in the far-east regions of the Soviet Union. 
The already researched documents dated between 1941 and 1953 reveal that Hungarian 
POWs and internees collected from the area of the Carpathian Basin317 were detained in 
181 camp centres and 35 camp sections. Hungarian and German men of military age ar-
rested under order no.0036 of the Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front were taken 
from Sub-Carpathia to this camp type. 
The strictly confidential account318 of SU MVD GUPVI of the 8 April 1945 status says 
that Hungarian contingents of POWs and internees larger than 5 and 10,000 were 
lodged in various regions of Russia, such as: Ivanovo region (5836), Leningrad (St. Pe-
tersburg) region (5597), Stalingrad (Volgograd) region (6309), Rostov region (7758), the 
Chelyabinsk region (5194), along the Krasnodar border region (13 102), the Sverdlovsk 
region (14 083), and the Southern Crimean region (12 654). Among the member states 
of the SU, there were Hungarians in large numbers in the regions of the Ukrainian 
SSR: Odessa (5904), Sztalin (Dinyec) (16 209), Voroshilovgrad (Lugansk) (13 045), Ki-
ev (12 225), and in the camps established in the settlements of the Georgian SSR (5709). 
According to the unequivocal memories of survivors, due to the inimical circumstanc-
es the green camps of the Minsk region of the Belarus SSR (3597), and the labour camps 
of the Azerbaijan SSR (4093), the Karelian-Finnish SSR (3276) and the Moldovan SSR 
(3284) also remained memorable. 
Death rate was extremely high in the overcrowded GUPVI camp system. This rate can be 
explained by the fact that the leadership of the NKVD aimed at the maximum exploita-
tion of the free labour force, while, at the same time, they could not provide captives with 
sufficient food and clothing provisionment and health care. 

317 Official list of NKVD camps with Hungarian captives; original source: РГВА, -Ф. 1. –п. 1. (Венгреские 
военнопленные в СССР: Документы 1941–1953 годов… 411-416.) Published in Hungarian: 1. A SZU 
NKVD/MVD hadifogolytáborainak jegyzéke, ahol magyar hadifoglyok is tartózkodtak 1943–1955 között. 
[List of POW camps of the SU NKVD/MVD in which Hungarian captives were detained between 1943-
1955.] (Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp. 487–490.)

318 See Lieut.-Gen. Krivenko’s report: 87. The Main Administration for the Affairs of Prisoners of War and 
Internees of the Soviet Union’s “Account of Hungarian POWs in the camps off the Minihstry of Internal 
Affairs as of 8 April 1945.” (Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet 
Union…] pp.351–354.)
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A section of the cemetery register of the POW camp of the Lenin-settlement, Berezovsk, 
Sverdlovsk region (Urals) with the data of women and men of German origin of the labour 

battalion no.1891, deceased in 1946. 
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Secondly, the directive319 elaborated by NKVD regulated the registration and other is-
sues concerning POWs detained in GUPVI camps under the control of the NKVD/MVD, 
which came into effect on 7 August 1941. It is important to know that the NKVD intro-
duced registry forms, books, files, etc. about the captives. Appointed clerks and interro-
gating officers were strictly regulated and ordered to fill in five sorts of data register320 
and forms, and continually update them. Based on these, various statistical reports were 
made and sent to the superior leadership. I have managed to obtain the personal files321 
of my uncle from a Moscow archive, who was interned on 18 November 1944. The for-
mer medical student from Budapest, Elek Dupka (b. in Budapest, 1923) was interned in 
camp no.207322 near Solikamsk, Molotovsk (Perm) region, until 11 October 1945, then he 
returned home safely. The interrogating officer wrote the answers for the 41 questions 
and the comments on 5 pages in Russians handwriting, which revealed that the 21-year 
old student was captured in his hometown, carried off due to his Hungarian nationality 
and did lumbering in the vast forests of Solikamsk. 
During our research trip in the Urals between 27 June and 15 July 2012323, we travelled 
through the area of the former “green camp” along the river Azlas, near Solikamsk, where 
my uncle and his fellow captives from Ugocsa and Hungary were held. János Rózsás324 
and his nearly one hundred youth military comrades were also there, and many of these 
young men died from fatal exhaustion here. 

319 See: Major-General Soprunienko’s order: file no. 5. (ЗУН/40-47.), original source: РГВА Ф. 1п. Оп. 5е. Д. 
2. Л. 2об. 10 об. 95. Типографский єкз. Опубликованно. Военнопленные в СССР 1939-1956. С. 159-
168.; (Венгреские военнопленные в СССР… 58-70.) Published in Hungarian: 2. Command no.001067 of 
the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs of the SU on the announcement of the scheme of captivity 
and registration of prisoners in the POW camps of the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs of the 
Soviet Union. Directions on the scheme of registration of prisoners of war in NKVD camps. Directions on 
the scheme of treatment of prisoners of war in NKVD camps. (Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… 
[Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp. 60- 73.)

320 See the forms containing the groups of data: 
 I. Transport list – the list of the names of prisoners of war and interned civilians. The departure and 

destination were indicated on top of the page. The seven columns of the chart included the following: 1. 
Number; 2. First name, last name, father’s name; 3. Nationality; 4. Year and place of birth; 5. Birth registry 
number; 6. Rank, office and title; 7. Official comments. 

 II. Registry book – contained the data of prisoners arriving at GUPVI camps: 1. Number; 2. Date of arrival 
at the camp; 3. First name, last name, father’s name; 4. Year and place of birth; 5. Birth registry number; 6. 
Rank, office and title; 7. Date and place of being captured; 8. Official comments. 

 III. Personal file (Uchetnoye dyelo): included all documents related to particular POWs and internees. 
The interrogator asked 41questions and recorded the answers. The cover page included the number of 
the file, data of the camp, date of arrival, first name, last name, father’s name; and the date and reason of 
closing the file. The pages contain various interrogation forms and other documents, and in case of death, 
the record and the certificate of the burial, etc., or the date and destination of the release. 

 IV. File page no. 2 of the POW. On the left side of the page the first name, last name and father’s’name was 
indicated, as well as the place and date of birth and address. It also included profession and qualifications, 
party affiliation, nationality, citizenship, last rank and office in the army or other organisations. The right 
side contains the number of the camp, date of relocation to another barrack, number of the personal file 
and the date of being captured. The back of the page included the place of being captured, the number of 
the unit, and comments in transport. Below: the name of the officer issuing the file and its date. 

 V. The aggregate records of the POWs movements. The sections detail the movement and follow-up of the 
prisoners – where they arrived from and where they left to. The report was signed by the commander of 
the camp and the commander of the 2nd section of the camp. 

321 See the copy of Elek Dupka’s personal file in the annexes. 
322 Camp no.207/0 was established in the forest region of Solikamsk: GPS longitude: 59.6333. GPS latitude: 

67.7667.
323 DUPKA, György: „Hova tűnt a sok virág… [Where all the flowers have gone…] pp.54-56.
324 See: RÓZSÁS, János: Gulag-lexikon. Püski Kiadó, Budapest, 2000. The volume accounts for the lives of 

more than 30 fellow prisoners who were held captive or died in Solikamsk. 
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Thirdly, the NKVD order325 for the regulation of registering deceased POWs and the is-
suance of personal registration documents have been revealed as well. Another direc-
tive was issued on 24 August 1944 – foreigners were allowed to visit the cemeteries – on 
the uniformed appointment of POW cemeteries, the proportionate assignment of plots, 
and the keeping of cemetery books. With the help of registers, death records, cemetery 
records, etc. issued between 1943 and 1953, our research groups in Donetsk and in the 
Urals managed to explore nearly 200 POW cemeteries with the contribution of Russian 
and Ukrainian historians. According to recent results, the number of those buried in for-
eign territory can be estimated to approximately 200-250,000 out of the 600-700,000 Hun-
garian POWs and civilians, over 10,000 of whom were Sub-Carpathians. 
325 See: Colonel-general Kruglov’s directive: 4. Directive no.413 of the People’s Commissariat for Internal 

Affairs of the Soviet Union on the announcement of the order on the regulation of the registration of 
deceased prisoners of war. See also: Major-general Petrov and major Dyenisov’s directive on the issuance 
of identification documents of persons deceased in the POW camps and POW hospitals of NKVD. 
(Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp.76–80.)

The cover page of the 
personal files 

(“Uchetno dielo”) of my 
uncle Elek Dupka, medical 

student, interned from 
Tiszabökény, from the POW 

camp no.207 Solikamsk, 
Molotov (Perm) region. (5 

pages; closed on 11.10.1945.) 
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Chart of the list of the most significant POW camps under the control of the NKVD’s Main 
Administration for the Affairs of POWs and Internees where many Hungarian POWs and 
internees deceased and were buried in the local camp cemeteries “not earlier than 1949”326

Republic, district or 
region 

Number of camps, camp sections and labour 
battalions (ORB, RB) where POW cemeteries were 

established 

Number of 
buried POWs 

Number of 
buried internees 

SSR of Azerbaijan 223., 328., 429., 442,                498. (ORB), 468. (ORB). 389 9
SSR of Georgia 115. 227 --
SSR of Belarus 56., 168., 183., 271., 281., 284., 311., 401., 410. 828 952
SSR of Georgia 146., 181., 236., 518. 494 (10)

SSR of Kazakhstan 29., 39., 40., 99., 330. 140 13
Karelian-Finnish SSR 120., 166., 447., 436 11

SSR of Latvia 350. 6 1
SSR of Lithuania 296., 390., 184. 6 -
SSR of Moldova 103., 104., 198. 409 31

SSR of Uzbekistan 26., 387. 4 -
SSR of Estonia 135., 286. 42 -

Bashkir ASSR MVD UPVI sections, 130., 
319., 1701 R/b. 136 30

Dagestan ASSR 379. 17 -
Crimean region 299., 241., 417. 1419 35

Mari ASSR 171. 1 -
Mordovian ASSR 58. 204 -

North Ossetian ASSR 228., 424., 496 ORB., 1087 R/b 19 101
Tatar ASSR 97.,119. 197 8

Udmurt ASSR 75., 371. 188 1
Chuvash ASZSZK 3064. hospital 57 -

Krasnodar border region 148. 542 (13)
Stavropol border region 147., 424. 105 -

Astrakhan region 204. 560 -
Arkhangelsk region 211. 408 -

Bryansk region 252., 326. 603 -
Voronezh region 82., 95., 169. 51 -
Vladimir region 190. 126 -
Vologda region 150., 158., 193., 437. 438 24
Gorky region 74., 117., 469. 678 -
Ismail region 38. 338 -

Kalinin region 216., 384 28 1
Kaluga region 107., MVSZ 321., ORB. 23 1

Kemerovo region 503., 525. 102 24
Kirov region 101., 307. 1082 -

Kuybishev region 234. 200 -

326 Source: 2. List of cemeteries by republics, border regions and regions. (Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetu-
nióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp.491–520.) The above chart has been compiled on 
the basis of “General record of deceased POWs and internees buried in the cemeteries of th republics and 
border regions” (archive source: RGVA f. 1p. op. 1e. gy. 96 and 96a), which cannot be regarded as the 
comprehensive statistics of the Hungarian losses in the period between 1941 and 1953; the death figure is 
estmated to be more than 100,000 more. 
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Kursk region 145., 395. 396 -
Leningrad region 157., 213., 219., 254., 339., 393. 518 16

Molotov (Perm) region 207., 366., 1751 R/b. 70 9

Moscow region UMVD UPVI camp sections, 27., 59., 156., 388., 395., 
401., 435., 453., 465., 467., MNSZ 463 ORB. 421 2

Novgorod region 270. 197 4
Oryol region 263., 406. 83 29
Penza region 399. 60 -

Rostov region 182., 251., 356., 430., 475., 1601 R/b., 1602 R/b., 1603 
R/b., 1605R/b. 1453 306

Ryazan region 35., 128., 454., MVSZ 325. ORB. 55 1
Saratov region 137., 238., 368., 370. 1063 35

Sverdlovsk region 84., 153., 200., 245., 313., 314., 318., 376., 377., 504., 523., 
531., 1801 R/b. 1455 376

Smolensk region 218., 401. 47 2
Stalingrad region 108., 123., 163., 361., 362., MVSZ 2102. ORB. 813 409
Tambov region 64., MVSZ 444 ORB., 188. 3802 2

Tula region 53., 323. 772 -
Ulyanovsk region 215. 1 -

Chelyabinsk region MVD UPVI sections, 1080 R/b., 1651 R/b., 1652 R/b. 126 20
Chkalov (Orenburg) region 235., 260., 1901 R/b., 1902 R/b. 385 5

Yaroslavl region 276. 29 -
Novosibirsk region 199. 73 30

SSR of Ukraine 7377 4661
In total: 7146

I regard the above data as a “cemetery registry made on the basis of a 1949 GUPVI sur-
vey” including 39,000 deceased.327 The numbers of the chart also reveal that in Russian 
camps, particularly in certain camps of the Tambov (3802/2)328, Sverdlovsk (1455/376), 
Rostov (1453/306), Crimean (1419), and Kirov (1082) regions the death rate of POWs and 
internees was high in comparison with other camps. As for the member republics, it is 
salient that in the labour camps of Ukraine (7476/4661) and Belarus (828/922) the NKVD 
clerks accounted for serious losses of POWs and internees. Several contemporary NKVD 
reports and records reveal that thousands died as a result of fatal exhaustion due to 
starvation, lethal epidemics, lack of medical care and disorganised provisions. Most of 
these overcrowded camps had unimaginable conditions, where corrupt and irrespon-
sible commanders were not able to arrange for the protection and provision of the la-
bour force even despite the commands issued by NKVD, or they did not even attempt it; 
they included their losses in the books without any guilt and they could replace missing 
working hands – since they had others. 
Another comment to the chart: in case of prisoners and internees, an uncountable num-
ber of them had died before they even arrived at the camps, especially in transit camps, 
route columns and during transportation in unheated wagons. Statistics were made of 
only in few, if any cases of these victims; personal registry was only kept about the cap-
tives having arrived at the destination camps alive. 

327 Varga, Éva Mária – Tarhova, Nonna Szergejevna: Szerkesztői megjegyzések. In: Magyar hadifoglyok a 
Szovjetunióban… [Editorial comments. In: Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp.47–48.

328 The first figure concerns the number of buried POWs, while the second one internees.
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Fourthly, the healthcare department329 of NKVD GUPVI urged several measures to be taken 
in various orders and directives in order to improve the medical and health care of captives, 
to preserve and stop the deterioration of their physical condition and to prevent any further 
increase in sickness and death rates. However, local camp commanders did not excel in the 
implementation of these, which led to fatal risks for the lives of thousands of hundreds. 
Another general negative phenomenon was the lack of continuous medical supply. Ep-
idemics broken out due to the lack of skilled doctors, well-equipped POW hospitals or 
healthcare centres within the camps could not be located and eliminated in time, which 
led to mass deaths.330 
Fifthly, huge deficiencies occurred regarding the provision of food and clothing; food ra-
tions331 per person were modified several times, which also led to fatal exhaustion and 
death in case of hard physical labour, since continuous provision of bread and cooked 
meal could not be ensured. Only the effectuation of Kruglov’s order, issued on 18 Oc-
tober 1944 meant some improvement, which, in contrast with previous practice, deter-
mined the increase of rations on the basis of the work norms prescribed for POWs in 
every category.332 The average POW bread ration grew from a daily 400 grams to 600-650 
grams. However, according to Russian researchers, not even half of the daily food ration 
reached the captives; the administration of the camps took it. The insufficient provision 
was too little for the 10-12 working hours prescribed. Many prisoners were gradually ex-
hausted and deceased due to malnutrition. A Sub-Carpathian survivor of one of these 
camps devised a strange way to fill his stomach sometimes: “You don’t even notice if you 
eat half a litre of thin soup with 200 grams of bread and 200 grams of squash at midday. 
We in the brigade – about eleven of us were Hungarian – teamed up and one ate three ra-
tions. That is, he won’t eat for two days. So we didn’t eat for two days, but then you ate 
three portions and you could feel that you had eaten something. And this idea spread so 
widely that not only we did it but many others, too.333 

329 See: Excerpt from the report by medical lieutenant-colonels Kalmanovich and Karon on the mesures 
taken for the prevention of death and diseases among POWs. (Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… 
[Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…]] pp.184–185.)

330 The most widespread diseases among prisoners were dystrophia, dystrophia alimentaris, pellagra, 
typhus, typhoid fever, etc., malnutrition-related distension and oedema: all these were caused by 
starvation and malnutrition. Avitaminosis – the serious form of vitamin deficiency. Dysentery, typhoid, 
typhus, etc. Fatal exhaustion caused the death of thousands of sick captives. 

 1.) The permanent healthcare body of the camp was the employability committe which categorised 
prisoners into different working ability groups. The so-called “OKs” (ozdorovitelnaya komanda, health 
improvament squad) also belonged in their scope. Usually those prisoners were in this category who 
were unable to work but were not held in hospital. 

 2.) In larger camps, disinfection chambers were established against pests (lice, ticks) spreading diseases. 
The foul-smelling so-called “K-soap” was among well-known hygienic products; it was used against lice 
and fleas. 

331 See the differentiated food rations: during WWII., under the directive introduced by NKVD, the average 
daily bread rations for a prisoner was 400g; 500g in prisoner hospitals, while 600g in a transport route. 
This directive led to the starvation and subsequent death of many exhausted people. 

332 See: Colonel-general Kruglov’s directive: file no. 7. (ЗУН/49-52), original location: РГВА Ф. 1п. Оп. 37a. 
Д. 1. Л. 127-129. Типографский єкз. Опубликованно. Военнопленные в СССР 1939-1956… 370-372.; 
Венгреские военнопленные в СССР… 123–127. Published in Hungarian: 19. A Szovjetunió Belügyi 
Népbiztossága 00683. sz. parancsa a hadifoglyok élelmiszer-ellátmányi normájára vonatkozó előírások 
megváltozásáról (csatolva 5 melléklet) [Command no.00683. of the People’s Commissariat for Internal 
Affairs of the Soviet Union on the modification of regulations of daily food rations of POWs (5 attachments)] 
(Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp.136–143.) 

333 GULYÁS, Gyula-GULYÁS, János: Malenkij robot. Filmszociográfia. [Malenky robot. Film sociography.] 
Századvég Kiadó, Budapest, 1990. p.22.
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Labour battalions and companies (ORB, RB)

Under the order no.1761 of the SU State Defence Committee issued on 1 December 
1944, the contingents of several thousand persons from the areas of Bulgaria, Hunga-
ry, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Prussia, Upper Silesia and Sub-Carpathia 
mobilised for compulsory compensation work, that is, “malenky robot” were primari-
ly placed in the coal-mining labour camps of the Donets Basin, Ukraine, and in the in-
dustrial region of the Urals. 
As of 1 February 1946, the 2nd Department of the SU NKVD GUPVI 72,364 internees were 
registered in 26 regions, in 80 labour battalions of the NKO. Their national distribution 
was: 53,081 German, 1419 Hungarian, 1139 Austrian, 200 Transylvanian Romanian and 
15,086 of unknown nationality (presumably persons having lost their Hungarian citi-
zenship from the areas that had been detached from Hungary, such as Sub-Carpathia, 
Upper Hungary, Transylvania, etc.)334. Officially they were regarded as “mobilised” (mo-
bilizovanny), “arrested” (arestovanny) or “extracted” (isvlechenny) from the population 
as German, who were made to perform reconstruction, production and other work for 
the sake of the recovery of the Soviet economy. The traces of the groups consisting of one 
or two thousand people can be found in areas having suffered great war damages. They 
were assigned to separate labour battalions of 250-600 persons. 
The Kruglov memorandum335 of 1 August 1946 allows for the conclusion that in addition 
to the Hungarian POWs already having been departed for home, approximately 200,000 
persons were still in MVD camps, hospitals and labour battalions. Out of those able to 
work, 34,100 were employed in the coal industry, 36,100 in construction in settlements 
and industry, 58,800 in industrial production and forestry, 6,800 in metallurgy, 41,300 in 
road and railway construction and reconstruction, while 41,233 in other fields. Another 
memorandum by Kruglov336, dated 6 March 1947, mentions 20,189 internees of Hungar-
ian citizenship in various labour battalions in the territory of the Soviet Union. Among 
them there are persons of Hungarian nationality who were, by that time, citizens of Ro-
mania (7179), Czechoslovakia (3287), Yugoslavia (1438), Germany (465) and other coun-
tries. There are 129 persons indicated as mostly of Sub-Carpathian origin. Hungarian 
citizens of non-Hungarian nationality included 4508 Germans, 110 Jews, 39 Romanians 
and 14 Czechoslovakians. 
The problem with various NKVD accounts sometimes showing significant differenc-
es is that they do not offer comprehensive data, they rather reflect on specific periods 
and circumstances; the data of POWs and internees are often intentionally merged, and 
confusion can be experienced in case of former Hungarian territories annexed to other  

334 See the report by major – later colonel – Makov, commander of the 2nd Division of the SU NKVD GUPVI: 
Account by the 2nd Division of the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs of the Soviet Union on 
the registration of POWs in the labour battalions of the people’s Commissariat of Defence (Magyar 
hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp.350–351.) 

335 See colonel-general Kruglov’s memorandum. File: 88. Minister for the Internal affairs S. N. Kruglov’s 
memorandum for the president of the ministerial council V. M. Molotov on Hungarian POWs in the 
special hospitals and labour battalions of the ministry of armed forces as of 1 August 1945. (Magyar 
hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp.355–356.)

336 See colonel-general Kruglov’s memorandum. File: 92. Minister for the Internal affairs S. N. Kruglov’s 
memorandum for J. Vishinsky deputy minister of foreign affairs on the number of POWs and internees in 
the camps, special hospitals and labour battalions of the ministry of internal affars. (Magyar hadifoglyok 
a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] pp.364–365.)
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countries – former Hungarian citizens are indicated among the citizens of other states. 
Among other examples, the GUPVI report of 8 April 1945337 speaks of 1768 persons in 
the MVS labour battalions out of the total of Hungarian POWs (232,879), while only 
937 on 9 January 1947338 20,189 “internees of Hungarian citizenship” are mentioned on 
6 March 1947339, and on 1 April 1947340 12,783 civilians are named (who were removed 
from the registry of POWs and transferred into the registry of internees. A few pages 
later new entries follow: “Internees: arrived – 32,915, from which 13,622 left between 1 
April 1947 and January 1945, out of whom: a) released and departed for home: 8593; b) 
deceased: 4766; other (escaped, arrested, etc.): 263”. 
Another striking example is an account in which, without any precise data, 1270 POWs re-
garded as “Sub-Carpathian Ukrainians341” are mentioned, having received within the staff 
of the German Army. The SU MVD GUPVI commander’s account342 is thought-provok-
ing, which indicates 19,293 internees on 1 April 1947, out of whom 11,822 were males and 
7471 females. 3,854 were in Russia (2212 men and 1642 women), most of whom worked 
in the regions of Rostov (2225), Bashkiria (528), Grozny (291), Moscow (242), Sverdlovsk 
(178). 1452 persons (men/1188 and women/264) were registered in Georgia. In the Eastern 
part of Ukraine, especially in mining camps 13,983 persons worked as slaves. 

Chart. Distribution of internees within Ukraine343

Region Total Male Female

Voroshilovgrad region 4 909 3 121 1 788

Dnyepropetrovsk region 920 546 374

Zaporozhie region 96 93 3

Stalin region 7 995 4 596 3 399

Harkov region 63 62 1

In total: 13 983 8 418 5 565

During our exploratory field research trip we experienced, among other things, that 
the areal distribution of the 25 labour battalions in the Urals was as follows: Sverdlovsk 
county 9, Chelyabinsk 6, Perm 4, Orenburg 3, Bashkiria 2, Kurgan county 1.344

337 See the commander of the SU MVD GUPVI lieutenant-general Krivenko’s strictly confidential account in 
file no. 86. (Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] p.352.)

338 See the commander of the SU MVD GUPVI lieutenant-general Krivenko’s strictly confidential account in 
file no. 90. (Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] p.357.)

339 See Minister for the Internal affairs Kruglov’s strictly confidential memorandum in file no. 92. (Magyar 
hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] p.364.)

340 See the commander of the SU MVD GUPVI lieutenant-general Filippov’s strictly confidential account in 
file no. 93. (Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] p.366.)

341 See deputy commander of the SU NKVD GUPVI Major-general Petrov’s strictly confidential account. 
(Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] p.347.)

342 See commander of the SU NKVD GUPVI lieutenant-general Filippov’s strictly confidential account in 
file no. 93.: “Account by The Main Administration for the Affairs POWs and Internees of the ministry 
of internal affairs of the Soviet Union of Hungarian POWs and Internees as of 1 April 1947”. (Magyar 
hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban… [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union…] 369–370.)

343 Ib. 369.
344 For details see the relevant section of the Ural Encyclopaedia: http://www.ural.ru/spec /ency/

encyclopaedia-9-809.html (2012)
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In the camps of the Ural region prisoners were lodged in entirely or partially dug-
out tub-shaped barracks for protection from the cold (300 persons were lodged in a 
80m long and 8m wide barrack with plank beds), which the captives had to build up 
themselves. Guards and officers also sheltered themselves in houses or bunkers dug in 
the ground. For larger contingents of prisoners (1000-1500 people) brick-houses were 
built. Men and women were accommodated separately. Besides built-up camps, other 
buildings were transformed into camps as well (cloisters, churches, factory buildings, 
storehouses, barns, etc.) In the premises of the camps there were other complexes and 
outbuildings as well: administrations centre, lazaret, storehouse, mortuary, bakery, can-
teen, hygienic outhouse, disinfectioning building, latrine, detention house, etc. 
The strict regulation characteristic of GUPVI POW and internment camps was not in-
troduced in ORB, Ob labour camps, confinement was less close, and most importantly, 
death rate was significantly lower in labour battalions because the working conditions 
were incomparably better. However, on analysing the losses of certain labour battal-
ions the number of deceased persons is saliently high. According to 1949 data, 2472 in-
ternees were buried in the Donets area (117 Hungarian mining prisoners rest in peace 
in Makayevka, 313 in Novy Donbass, 315 in the Snezhansk district, and 136 in Michuri-
no). 1872 civilians died in mine accidents in the Voroshilovgrad region (Lugansk). Most 
of them are buried in the cemeteries of ORB and RB camps in the districts of Kadiyevka 
(118), Krivorozhye (259), Lisichansk (201), Hrustalnoye (105), Krasny Luch (166), Gol-
ubovka (201), Almaznaya (421) and Lozovaya-Pavlovka (169). 

Gulag-camps

I have processed the period of Soviet retributions thoroughly as a member of the reha-
bilitation committee; several works of mine have been published in this field, along with 
the works of contemporary Ukrainian and Russian researchers. Therefore I shall mention 
the Gulag-camps only in relation to the retaliations of 1944-1955 against Sub-Carpathian 
Hungarians and touch upon some significant events in this regard. 
Sub-Carpathians suffered the first strike of the Soviet totalitarian regime indirectly, be-
tween 1938 and 1941, when thousands of youths of various nationalities fled to the Sovi-
et Union under the influence of Soviet propaganda.345 They became deeply disappointed 
because in reality they were not welcomed with open arms, but the Special Council of 
NKVD sentenced them to 3,5 or 10 years of correctional labour camp on the charge of 
trespass and espionage. They performed forced labour in the Urals and in Siberia in the 
camps belonging to the Gulag camp system of NKVD. 
After the occupation of Sub-Carpathia, hundreds of civilians arrested during the 1944-
1953 period of sovietisation were formally convicted in staged procedures by the Sovi-
et military court from November 1944, then by the special court of Uzhhorod and other 
court bodies from January 1945, most of whom were then detained in penitentiary and 
forced labour camps under Gulag control346.

345 DOVHANICS  O. (1997): Akik átszöktek a Szovjetunióba. Sorsuk további alakulása. [Who fled to the 
Soviet Union and their fates.] In: Ukrajna emlékkönyve… [Ukrainian memories…] pp. 38-39.

346 See: DUPKA: „Sötét napok jöttek… [Dark days came…]
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The decree of the People’s Council of Zakarpatska Ukraina on the establishment of  
the special court of Uzhgorod (Ungvár) 

(18 December 1944; published in the official gazette: 30 December 1944). 
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In most cases anyone could be sentenced to 5-10 or 20-25 years of imprisonment, or even 
to death by shooting under the articles of paragraph 58 of the Soviet criminal code347 
(paragraph 54 of the Ukrainian SSR). Thus the fresh supply of slave labour in GULAG 
camps348 could be provided for continuously. Under this regulation hundreds of per-
sons of Hungarian, Rusyn/Ukrainian, German and other nationalities and pastors of 
various denominations could be convicted and executed. Sub-Carpathians were impris-
oned primarily in correctional labour camps in Inner Russia and Siberia, especially in the 
districts Perm, Vorkuta, Salehard, Ekaterinburg, Chelyabinsk, Ufa, Norilsk, Omsk, Kara-
ganda, Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk, Tayshet, Irkutsk, Svobadny, Komsomolsk-na Amure, 
Habarovsk, Vladivostok, Yakutsk and Magadan and other settlements. 
I shall mention two revolts here out of the thousands of tragic events of Gulag camps, the 
organisers and victims of which included Hungarians. One of them, in Kengir, Kazakh 
SSR, also entered the history of Rudnik, Dzhezhdi and especially Dzhezkazhgan. In May 
1954 an uprising broke out among prisoners, which lasted for 40 days, until the squads 
of the ministry for internal affairs suppressed it with thanks. 500 prisoners died, among 
them Viktor Duliskovics, a Greek Catholic pastor, who was shot in the stomach. It was 
the first large-scale uprising in the Gulag camp system, in which 5200 inmates revolted.349 
The other event took place in the coal mines of Vorkuta, Nenets Autonomous District, 
where tens of thousands did forced labour. The uprising broke out due to inhumane 
conditions at the beginning of August 1953, one of the main organisers of which was 
lieutenant Ferenc Áprily350 of Budapest, political prisoner. István Gregorovics, the Greek 
Catholic pastor of the Beregsziklás (Shcherbovets) church sentenced for 25 years, gave 
an account of the Vorkuta uprising in a letter: “… All the camps went on strike, they did 
not go out to work for a whole week. The other camps gave up after a week and started 
to work, but our camp no. 10 desperately persisted. However, the eighth day ended trag-
ically because the army surrounded the camps and opened fire, thus the camp – seeing 
about 50 of us dead and 200 wounded – surrendered. A Latvian monk and János Csépes, 
a Sub-Carpathian Greek Catholic pastor also died. Blood was washed away with hose-
pipes and bodies were carried away. In the hospital the wounded were operated on day 
and night for three days, bullets were taken out of their bodies. Then the survivors were 
distributed among the other camps. I also broke my leg in this camp, and when I recov-
ered, I was transferred to camp no. 7, then to 14, from which then I was released.”351 In his 

347 See the infamous articles of paragraph 58 of the criminal code of te USSR and the corresponding paragraph 
54 of the criminal code of the Ukrainian SSR; for detailed interpretation see the source below: 1/a. evident and 
direct capital treason; 1/b. capital treason, undermining the communist system; 2. armed uprising against 
the system; 3. supporting the enemy; 4. supporting the enemy by agitation; 5. contribution to an attack 
against the Soviet Union; 6. espionage; 7. causing damage in industry, commerce, transport or financial 
areas; 8. acts of terrorism; 9. diversion (damage and destruction); 10. anti-soviet propaganda; 11. anti-soviet 
group propaganda, agitation; 12. failure of reporting political crimes; 13. serving the tsar’s systems; 14. 
sabotage, economic counter-revolution. (DUPKA: „Sötét napok jöttek… [Dark days came…] pp.13–32.)

348 From 1949 onwards the number of prisoners in the several thousand camps, 425 units and cca. 2000 
special kommandanturas of the 53 chief administration units of the Gulag camp system rose to 2,356,685. 
Even at the time of the amnesty after Stalin’s death, in 1956, the number of political prisoners was 1 
million. According to official data 1,606,742 persons died in Gulag camps between 1932 and 1956. 

349 BENDÁSZ, István – BENDÁSZ, Dániel: Helytállás és tanúságtétel. A munkácsi görög katolikus 
egyházmegye hitvalló és meghurcolt papjai. [Perseverance and testimony. The confessing and vilified 
pastors of the Greek Catholic diocese of Munkács.] Galéria-Écriture, Ungvár–Budapest, 1994. pp.31-32.

350 RÓZSÁS, János: Gulag-lexikon… [Gulag lexicon.] p.15.
351 BENDÁSZ, István-BENDÁSZ, Dániel: ibid 41.
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memories he makes mention of the names of his brethren József Galambos, Lajos Hudra, 
Miklós Bóbita, János Orosz, István Petenykó, Gyula Zseltvai, János Szkiba. He also writes 
about “the Italian Jesuit P. Leoni, two Lithuanians and a Galician, father Danilo, dr. János 
Hazai lawyer, Suta or Sata gypsy violinist from Debrecen, Vasil Bilyak, a young Ukrain-
ian Sich from Horinchevo and my fellow Lutheran pastor Sándor Böröcz from Hunga-
ry… our gypsy friend remained there for ever, but we all returned home.”352 
In Sub-Carpathia 129 Greek Catholic, more than 20 Calvinist and 19 Roman Catholic pas-
tors were declared “the enemies of the Soviet people” and were sentenced to 5, 10 or 25 
years, confiscation of their properties and forfeiture of their legal rights for 5 years. The 
witnesses say that in the camps even previously atheist persons “needed the consola-
tion of faith and religion”. Some Sub-Carpathians held captive in the camps of the area, 
among others, István Bendász353, the Greek Catholic pastor of Felsőveresmart, wrote a 
book about their ordeals. 
In the female Gulag camps Hungarian and Sub-Carpathian women and girls convict-
ed for political reasons were detained. Erzsébet Mandrik354, a farmer’s girl from Visk, 
convicted at the age of 14 (she was raped by a Russian army officer whom her father 
then beat to death then fled, so the KGB convicted the girl for 25 years instead of him), 
Mrs. Sándor Mészáros355, teacher from Uzhhorod, and others recalled their fight for sur-
vival in a book of their memories. Among women’s camps there were so called wife-
camps (in Russian: OLZHIR/Osoby lager dya zhon izmennikov rogini; that is, camps 
established for the wives of convicted or executed traitors). The best-known and most 
ill-famed wife camp was established near Aktubinsk, Kazakhstan. In May 2014 Ödön 
Barkaszi informed me that during his visit in Kazakhstan, he found some names of Hun-
garian women in the list of former captives in the OLZHIR memorial museum of Ak-
tubinsk: Mária Iró Sztepanivna, Jolanta Kelen-Frid Ljudvigovna, Teréz Kun Albertovna, 
Jelizabeta Magyar Karlovna, Margarita Majerhoffer Marcelovna, Irina Péper Joszifovna, 
Magda Rejk Joszifovna. This list confirmed my presumption that politically convicted 
women from the Eastern European region were also transported there in addition to the 
wives of Russian traitors. 
Many of the vilified confessor pastors of the Greek Catholic diocese of Munkács also were 
placed in the prisons and camps of the Gulag in the Urals. Pastor Bazil Pochil from Nagy-
bocskó was forced to work at the construction of the electric power plant in Overyat, near 
Perm, by the Kama river, then as a lumberer near Ekaterinburg until his release. In the 
camp established by the river Lemva in Abes (or Akakia), and in the GULAG camps near 
Inta and Vorkuta Komi-land, next to Perm county, in 1918, the following were held cap-
tive: Mihály Metód Bobik (Felsőkalocsa); Mihály Demeter (Dombostelek); Gyula Ivancsó 
(Veréce); János Lelekács (Havasköz); György Matécsa (Salánk); János Szokol (Borhalom); 
Péter Vaszkó (Beregszőlős). They worked in coal and copper mines, forest clearings and 
construction sites and returned home with their health ruined. 

352 ORTUTAY, Elemér „…Holnap is felkel a nap”. Emlékeim. [“The sun will also rise tomorrow”. My 
memories.] Intermix, Ungvár–Budapest, 1993 pp.43–44.

353 BENDÁSZ, István: Öt év a szögesdrót mögött: egy kárpátaljai pap a GULAG munkatáboraiban. [Five 
years behind the barbed wire: a Subcarpathian priest in the GULAG labour camps.] Abaliget, Lámpás, 2000

354 MANDRIK, Erzsébet: A pokol bugyraiban. Egy viski parasztlány a sztálini lágerekben. [In the holes of 
hell. A farmer’s girl from Visk in Stalin’s camps.] Intermix Kiadó, Ungvár–Budapest, 1994

355 MÉSZÁROS, Sándorné: Elrabolt éveim a GULAG-on. Emlékirat. [My robbed years in GULAG. 
Memoirs.] Intermix Kiadó, Ungvár–Budapest, 2000.
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Among Greek Catholic pastors, Jenő Petrik (Lehóc), Miklós Ruszinkó (Khust), Tivadar 
Kohutics (Ungvár) died in the correctional labour camp of Abes. Jenő Ortutay (Ung-
vár), the parochus of the church of Uzhhorod-Ceholnya, who also had been a member 
of the Hungarian Parliament, also is on the list of martyrs. 30 of the 129 innocently con-
victed Greek Catholic pastors died in the camps. Those who survived were released as a 
result of the general amnesty in the Soviet Union in 1955–1956; however, some of them 
remained in life-long exile, such as bishop Sándor Chira (Irhóc/Vilhivci, 1897 – Karagan-
da, 1983)356. In 1945 18 of the 48 pastors of the Latin Church in Sub-Carpathia were car-
ried to labour camps. Their chief pastor, Ferenc Pásztor (Uzhhorod, 14.1.1880. – Taishet, 
15.10.1951.) dean of Beregovo and commissary of Sub-Carpathia died somewhere in Si-
beria.357 Anita Szendrey’s research revealed that he is buried in camp no. 20 near Taish-
et.358 Sándor Haklik (Beregovo, 19.12.1893. – 1950), ordained in 1916, who had been a 
parishioner in Újlak and Rát, did not return home alive either. 
Three of the 20 Sub-Carpathian Calvinist pastors who had been transported to Siberian 
labour camps until 1952 did not return home: Sándor Balogh from Eszeny (1891– Kerch-
en, Sverdlovsk county, 1948), Imre Narancsik from Bene (Csallóközaranyos, 1904 – Ir-
kutsk, 1947) and Jenő Szutor359 from Beregovo (Kölcse, 18.03.1890. – Lemberg or Irkutsk, 
1951?).360 The fourth martyr, Endre Gecse (1907–1959) was arrested in 1958 and beat-
en to death during interrogation in the prison of Uzhgorod.361 Among the captive Cal-
vinist pastors, the amateur poet and artist Pál Forgon362 of Visk and Lajos Gulácsy363 of 
Munkács published their memoirs about their ordeals in the labour camp. On the captiv-
ity of József Zimányi, Telekháza, in Dudinka and Norilsk, a book was written by Árpád 
Hargita based on the pastor’s notes.364

It is the unequivocal view of GULAG researchers that the camp system of Mordo-
via, Kolima, Vorkuta and Kazakhstan were among the most infamous concentration 
camps. The camp system established in Mordovia for political prisoners was the most  

356 BOTLIK, József: Görög katolikus vértanúk a Kárpát-medencében 1914–1976. [Greek Catholic martyrs in 
the Carpathian basin 1914-1976.] Budapest, 2010 pp.50–101.

357 RISKÓ, Marianna: Ferencesek Nagyszőlősön. Ötszáz éves jelenlét térben és időben. [Franciscans in 
Nagyszőlős. Five hundred years of presence in time and space] Új Ember, Budapest, 2007, pp.109–110.

358 SZENDREY, Anita: Adalékok a beregszászi római katolikus egyház történetéhez (1938–1963), [A 
contribution to the history of the Roman Catholic church in Beregovo.] 31-35. http://www.szabarchiv.
hu/drupal/sites/default/files/Szendrey%20Anita%20-%20Adal%C3%A9kok%20a%20beregsz%C3%A1szi%20
r%C3%B3mai%20katolikus%20egyh%C3%A1z%20t%C3%B6rt%C3%A9net%C3%A9hez%20(1938-1963).pdf (2012)

359 DÓZSA: Aki újjáépítette a leégett templomot. [Who rebuilt the burnt down church.] In: Kárpátalja, 9 January 2009.
360 BALOGH, Sándor: Sorsüldözöttek. [Fate-stricken.] Ungvár, Galéria Kiadó, 1992
361 Jó pásztor volt. Emlékkönyv. Gecse Endre kárpátaljai mártír tiszteletes emlékezete. [He was a good 

pastor. Memories. In memory of Endre Gecse, Subcarpathian martyr pastor.] Ed.: GORTVAY Erzsébet. 
Intermix Kiadó, 2003

362 FORGON, Pál: Ott voltam, ahol a legszebb virágok nyílnak. Egy kárpátaljai magyar református lelkész 
a GULAG-on. [I was there where the most beautiful flowers bloomed. A Hungarian Calvinist pastor from 
Subcarpathia in the GULAG.] Budapest, Kálvin, 1992. Id..: Ábeltől Antipásig. Verses Biblia-értelmezések. 
Koporsók, temetések, sírok a Biblia világában. [From Abel to Antipas. Bible interpretations in verse. 
Coffins, burials and tombs in the world of the Bible.] Intermix Kiadó, 1994. Pál Forgon (Szernye, 07.01.1913. 
– Nyíregyháza, 2004) was the bishop of the Subcarpathian Calvinist presbytery from 12 January 1978, for 
16 years. 

363 GULÁCSY, Lajos: Mélységből a magasba. Bizonyságtétel az elmúlt időkről. [From the deep to high 
above. An attestation to past times.] Beregszász, 2009. http://mek.niif.hu/03500/03531/html/index.htm

364 HARGITA, Árpád: Tűzoszlopoddal jéghegyek között. Zimányi József életútja. [With your column of fire 
between icebergs. The life of József Zimányi.] Fundamentum Alapítvány, Budapest, 1995
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crowded one.365 Potma and Dubrovlag, the centres of the camp complexes in the south-east-
ern area of the Mordovian Autonomous Republic, even attracted the attention of French re-
searchers. The motto of the monograph366 written by two Parisian historians, Joël Kotek 
and Pierre Rigoulot, can be applied to the Soviet camp system as well: “Camps were in-
vented for the purpose of liquidating people.” 
Karlag, near Karaganda, the complex of Kazakhstanian camps was known as one of the 
largest Soviet deportation destinations. There were many Hungarians among the dec-
imated inmates of Dzhezkazgan-Rudnik and Dzhezkazgan-Kengir. One of the most 
well-known of them, secondary school teacher Pál Baradlai367 (b. Székesfehérvár, 1920) 
sentenced for 15 years for anti-Soviet activity (out of which he worked for 10 years), who 
returned home on 26 November 1953, wrote an autobiographic novel about his experi-
ence in the camp, in which he also mentioned his Sub-Carpathian inmates: Lajos Gulácsy 
Calvinist pastor, Jehova’s witness and smith Pál Tafi, and Ferenc Kovács. He writes in his 
epilogue: “The few prisoners who could return home could thank their survival partly to 
their extremely tough physique, partly to good fortune, but mostly to Destiny that con-
trols our lives. Nemo sua contentur – no one can avoid their fate. It is an old wisdom, but 
still valid. And there was a great need for the helping hand of destiny indeed. Because no 
one protected us, convicts, we were entirely exposed to the tyrannical power. If I should 
detail the burdens of camp life we experienced, I would mention the following as phys-
ical suffering: starvation and cold; and as mental suffering: the hopelessness. (…) After 
Stalin’s death we were commanded into a more spacious camp that was called Hungary. 
This camp was eliminated in 1990.”368 
I also regard the labour camps without armed guard as GULAG prisoner camps, into 
which cheap labour force was mobilised by the party leaders of the state, such as fami-
lies dispossessed of their properties from Sub-Carpathia “deported” on the basis of the 
principle of “collective guilt” (mostly German and Hungarian kulak families); the “un-
desirable persons” were forced to perform lumbering work under constant NKVD sur-
veillance in Tumen, Siberia, or in other areas in Kazakhstan and the central and Far-East 
regions of the Russian SSR. 
Thousands of Sub-Carpathian youths of Hungarian, German, Rusyn, Romanian and oth-
er origin of military age, born between 1927 and 1932, were forced to work in the Donets 
Basin as miners or metallurgic labourers. 

365 In Iavas, Mordovia (camp no.7) captivity ruined the lives of many young Subcarpathians. In reaction to 
the Hungarian uprising of 1956, they organised resistance groups, and disseminated anti-Soviet flyers and 
placards. Nándor Benyák, Vince Orlovszky, János Tibor Kulcsár from the anti-Soviet youth organisation of 
Ungvár; József Illés (Nevetlenfalu), János Varga (Feketeardó), Zoltán Kovács (Nagyszőlős), István Dudás 
(Nagyszőlős) from the Nagyszőlős one, Sándor Szécsi (Mezőkaszony), István Ormos (Mezőkaszony) from the 
Mezőkaszony organisation were there along with individual resistors. Margitics Volodimír and Jenő Melnik 
from Ungvár, and János Dóri from Munkács. Mátyás Lukács of Munkács and József Bucsella of Fancsika, as 
Soviet soldiers of Hungarian origins, were not willing to fight against their Hungarian compatriots. Lukács 
was held in captivity for 4 years, while Bucsella for 35 years. He joined the rebels during the siege of Budapest, 
therefore he was sentenced to death by military court. As incredible as it sounds, he survived the execution: 
the bullet was lodged in his skull, which was then operated out of it, then he was convicted after his recovery. 
He was transported to camp no. 7 of the Mordovian ASSR, then to Siberia for life-long exile. He returned home 
after the turn of the millennium. As he writes in his memoirs, “The communists robbed 50 years of my life only 
because I was Hungarian and did not want to aim weapons at my compatriots in 1956.” 

366 KOTEK, Joël – RIGOULOT, Pierre: A táborok évszázada. [The century of camps.] Nagyvilág Könyvkiadó, 
2005. Lásd még: http://frankaegom.ofm.hu/irattar/irasok_gondolatok/konyvismertetesek/konyvek_11/
taborok_evszazada/a_taborok_evszazada.htm (2012)

367 Baradlai, Pál: Én, a 835-ös. Önéletrajzi regény. [I, no. 835. Autobiography.] FSP Literátor Nyomda KFT, Budapest, 1993.
368 Baradlai Pál: Én, a 835-ös… [I, no. 835…] pp.211–212.
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János Kristóf Murádin 
Life and death in pow and internment camps of the Soviet Union

Arrival, guarding in the camps. Transportation of captives between camps

Hungarians captured in autumn 1944 and Romanian Germans captured in January 
1945 arrived in the camps designated for them after a dreadful journey lasting around 
one month. Many died already on the way, but even those that stayed alive were in 
an extremely weakened physical state due to the several weeks of deprivation. “Shots 
were fired at our train at every station” – remembers József Mile, surviving POW from 
Cluj-Napoca. “Soldiers boarding the train at stations often confiscated our shoes and 
jackets. Starvation and thirst were terrible. We tied tins on to our trouser belts and hung 
them out the train window to gather snow. One member from our group died shortly af-
terwards, and my neighbour called Veress went crazy. We were full of lice. We travelled 
for weeks to Magnitogorsk in the dreadful cold, in horrible circumstances.”369

Elek Csetri, another Hungarian captured in Cluj-Napoca – later becoming a historian 
and university professor – remembers the same journey as follows: “Starting from Fo-
cşani on 28 October, it took us exactly one month to travel via Cheljabinsk to Magni-
togorsk in the Urals. There was absolutely nothing in the train car. After a while, the 
Russian winter had started. Some captives tried to start a fire using wood splinters cut 
from the train car wall. If we passed a coal transporting car, captives took some coal from 
it. They made small bowls out of the instruments they had. People lay like herrings in 
the car, standing during the days and lying during the nights. On one occasion we were 
given dry, salty herrings but no water afterwards. It was terrible. We scraped the fro-
zen water off iron parts and drank it in our desparation. Inedible food and lice ruined us 
completely. People started to die. By the time we arrived, dysentery and typhus spread 
by the lice killed eight of us in the car.
They finally took us to Cheljabinsk and hoarded us into a rail car factory. From there, 
some were taken to the Ukraine, others to the Caucasus. We spent a day there, then my 
group was loaded onto a train car and transported to Magnitogorsk without stopping.”370

Captives were unaware of the destination in the case of each transportation until the 
very last moment. Just when they had given up all hope, the journey suddenly came to 
an end. “The train stopped in the middle of a mountain. Down in the depths a river had 
swirled, the Belaja” – remembers Sándor Vincze. […] “The train was standing still, then 
suddenly the car door was opened and we were ordered to jump off. Russians kept re-
peating the instruction ‘davaj’, which means ‘come on’ in Russian; but it had been in vain 
because we could not even move. The strongest ones tried, but those who managed to 
climb off immediately started rolling down the hill helplessly.”371 The arrival of the same 
train of deportees was described by Gyula Ercsey as follows: “We fell to the ground like 
frozen lumps of earth. Some of us immediately got to our feet and looked dazedly at the 
frightening sight in front of us. With anxious eyes we sought for a sign or indication of 

369 Interview by the author with surviving deportee, József Mile (born 27 August 1923), Cluj-Napoca, 25 
March 2004. Owned by the author. (Hereinafter: Mile.)

370 Interview by the author with surviving deportee, Elek Csetri (1924–2010), Cluj-Napoca, 22 April 2004. 
Owned by the author. (Hereinafter: Csetri.)

371 Sándor Vincze: Pokoljárás (Journey through Hell) Szabadság (Cluj-Napoca), 25 January 1991, III. year, 
issue no. 16, 4. 
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where we were, but all we could see were corpses being thrown off the cars and the fro-
zen bodies piled together […] Guards surrounded us and shepherded us to a larger field, 
pushing us and shouting orders at us to stand in rows of five – po pjatj. […] My group of 
around a thousand captives was headed towards the river and the distant forest, while 
constantly repeating the ‘davaj’ command.”372

The journey ahead was long and tiresome, across the town to the forest camps. Thor-
oughly exhausted captives lagged behind and collapsed in the snow. Even gunshots fired 
in the air by the guards had no effect on them. There were frequent arguments between 
captives about who should carry those sick persons who had no relatives or friends in 
the group. Those who could still keep pace tried to remain in the lead, to make sure that 
they were the first to arrive in their warm rooms at the destination.373

However, having finally reached the camps, captives still had to endure hours of queu-
ing and counting until they were let inside the barracks.
Mrs. Kadácsy, Helene Brandstetter, having been deported as a Saxon lady from Rupea 
remembered the chaotic conditions of the camps and the total lack of preparedness for 
the reception of such a massive number of captives, as follows: “There were eighty of us 
in that train car. I don’t even know how we could survive… […] We arrived on 18 Febru-
ary, and got off the train… not at a station, but on a field outside… And then we had to 
walk another nine kilometres on foot to Siglovka374, where our camp had been. Oh dear, 
the conditions that awaited us there! Blizzard… tough winter, it was freezing … we went 
into the snow this deep [until waist level – J.K.M.], and kept pulling each other out! We 
arrived at the camp at one o’clock. Then we were lined up and we were counted, Rus-
sians came bringing their calculators, those rings (Sic!). They counted from 1pm until 7 
in the evening, and still could not finish… The headcount was too many once, then it was 
too few. There was an engineer from Sibiu called Reisenberger, and an interpreter called 
Lutsch. They then asked the officers to let them count us. We were ordered into rows of 
four, and counted straight away… The result was good. Then, off we went to the bar-
racks. Oh, and what those barracks were like … they were freshly made, icy and snow 
dripping off them, it was cold …”375

After arrival, the sick and thoroughly exhausted were placed in what they called the hos-
pital barrack, while those captives who appeared to be in better condition were immedi-
ately ordered to start work.376

Lodging and food

Conditions in all camps were poor, especially in the first year after the war, but there 
were camps where they were downright catastrophic. Captives were usually accommo-
dated in plastered wooden barracks. The lodging of Mrs Kadácsy Helene Brandstetter 
was also in a barrack like this; she remembers the conditions she had been forced to en-
dure as follows: “Windows were simple. At night when we were asleep, snow was blown 

372 Gyula Ercsey: Farkasok árnyékában. Kolozsváriak a Gulágon. (In the shadow of wolves. Cluj-Napoca 
captives in the Gulag) Edition of the Transylvania Museum Association, Cluj-Napoca, 2006, 10–11. 

373 György Szabó: Kolozsvári deportáltak az Uralban (Deportees from Cluj-Napoca in the Urals) Komp-
Press, Contemporary Company of Friends edition, Cluj-Napoca, 1994, 45. 

374 One of the infamous camps of the Donbass coal mine region.
375 Interviews by Levente Benkő with Mrs Kadácsy, Helene Brandstetter (born: 1913), Rupea, February 2001. 

Owned by Levente Benkő. (Hereinafter: Kadácsi.)
376 Sándor Vincze: Pokoljárás (Journey through Hell) Szabadság (Cluj-Napoca), 29 January 1991, year III, issue no. 18, 3. 
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inside by the wind, so every morning our heads were covered in snow.”377 Often, the cap-
tives had to construct the camp themselves prior to starting the jobs that had originally 
been designated for them (e.g. logging, construction work, mine work, etc.). 
The feeding of captives was regulated in principle by provisions issued by the Red Army 
on 23 June 1941. According to these provisions, their daily allowance was supposed to be 
600-750g of rye bread, 90g of oatmeal and groats, 600g of potatoes and vegetables, 40g of 
meat, 120g of fish and 20g of sugar.378 
Although the daily allowances were raised several times during the war and later as well, 
captives often received even less than the originally prescribed quantities. This is reflect-
ed for example by the survey conducted by the German Red Cross about the daily allow-
ances supplied in 1946-1947, based on the reports of surviving and returning captives. 
They claim captives usually received only 400 – 600g of rye bread, 50-100g of oatmeal 
and groats, 600-830g of potatoes and other vegetables, 20-30g of meat 70-75g of fish and 
10-17g of sugar.379 However, this list only refers to the final years of captivity, by which 
time public food supply had improved significantly. There are no data available of 1944 
– 1945; the final years of the war, but due to the general food shortages during the war, 
daily allowance portions were much smaller and food was boringly homogeneous. The 
worst period was the winter of 1944 – 45, when some camps still under construction had 
not been prepared for arranging the food supply of the large number of captives. 
Therefore, the quality of food supply is impossible to define precisely, as there had been 
great differences between the different camps as well. In the Ufalei camp, for example, 
quite outstandingly, food supply had been rather bearable even in 1945. Captives re-
ceived food three times a day, including 600g of bread. They were given tea for break-
fast, one level tablespoon of sugar – mostly malt sugar –, 20g of butter or margarine or 
30-50g of cooked fish, made of salted salmon. Lunch was composed of 5-600ml of soup 
and 200g of milled wheat or hulled barley. Soup was fish soup with cabbage, carrot and 
some potatoes boiled in the soup with skin, and roasted kasha mixed with milled wheat 
or wholemeal flour. They always served soup with the 200g bread portion for dinner.380 
The situation was quite different in the case of the Salasova forest camp no. 6, where, 
in the same year, captives received only 200g of bread and a little watery soup or bad  
quality kasha each day. Captives did not receive any fish or vegetables here.381

Under such circumstances, the eternal conversation topics between constantly starving 
captives – in addition to homesickness – were tastes and foods of home.382 “When we 
were not taken for labour, we only longed for the forthcoming feeding, greedily and with 
darting eyes like starved wolves. Food portioning was the alpha and omega of everything 
for us.”383 – György Szabó accounts.

377 Kadácsi.
378 Galickij, V. P.: Vengerskije voennoplennie v SSSR [Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union]. In: 

Voenno Istoricheskij Zhurnal [Military History Review], 1991/10. 45–47. 
379 Fleischhacker, Hedwig: Die Deutsche Kriegsgefangenen in der Sowietunion. Der Faktor Hunger [German POW 

sin the Soviet Union. The starvation factor]. In: Zur Geschichte der Deutschen Kriegsgefangenen des Zweiten 
Weltkrieges [From the history of German POW sin the second world war]. Vol. III., Munich, 1965, XXX–XXXI. 

380 József Zsigmond: Apám nyomán Szibériában. Az én háborúm és fogságom történetéből 1944–1948 (Tracing my 
father in Siberia. From the story of my war and captivity 1944–1948) Mentor Publishing, Targu Mures, 2002, 67. 

381 Ercsey: ibid 32. 
382 See, among others: Zsigmond J.: ibid 75, 92.; Zsigmond Szabó: Hol vagy iskolám? (My school, where are 

you?) In: Hope Notebooks, publication of the Apáczai Friends Company, Cluj-Napoca, 1998, 26. 
383 Szabó.: ibid 47. 
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Starvation and other shortages of basic necessities had triggered barter trading, well-
known already from the Focşan transit camp. Apart from food, the greatest value was 
tobacco, the so-called mahorka, which captives smoked rolled into newspaper.384 It was 
also true that in the years after the war, the Russian population had to endure the same 
starvation as the inhabitants of the camp. Therefore they also took every opportunity 
to attain food from the captives ordered for labour in return for something.385 Russian 
guards often made promises of increased food portions to press weakened captives to 
work harder.386 At other times, they used food withdrawal as punishment for insufficient 
work performance or incorrectly performed work.387 This often turned out fatal. It had 
been forbidden to create reserves of food and whoever was found with a food reserve 
was punished ruthlessly.388

Driven by the instinct of survival, captives often made attempts to steal,389 moreover, 
those in better condition took away food from the frailer or less percautious.390 It had al-
most become the norm for captives to eat the final portion of their dead fellows. In his 
remembrance, Miklós Harmati, deported at the age of 17 describes the continuous fight 
for survival in the hospital barrack of the Novi Salasova camp as follows: “One morning, 
when they portioned the food, I tried to wake my fellow who had also been sick (regular 
POW – Ernő Varga, aged 22, mixed together with civilian captives by accident). He did 
not move, I was frightened – he did not even breathe. Was he dead? – More than likely, 
but I was not shocked by this. When you fight for survival, it is easy to get tired of it all. 
If I mention it, the stretcher-bearers will eat his portion. I lied that he had just been tired 
and not feeling well… Then I turned towards the wall and ate his portion as well. I had 
a slightly bad conscience. I eased my mind with the thought that there is nothing wrong 
with a burial-feast. I put my food tin next to his head – I inherited his aluminium soldier 
billy-can. This I used as my food tin for the next 4 years. I still have it today, it is in quite 
good condition, with the name of the previous owner engraved by his own hands.”391

384 Ibid 36, 76. 
385 Annamária Papp: Szögesdrót (Barbed wire) Kaláka Books, Sfântu Gheorghe, 2001, 151. 
386 Ercsey: ibid 35, 66. 
387 Szabó: ibid 76. 
388 Papp: ibid 28. 
389 Szabó: ibid 46, 67-68. 
390 Ercsey: ibid 31. 
391 Miklós Harmati: Kegyetlen élettapasztalat! A közelmúlt árnyékában (Ruthless life experience! In the 

shadow of the near past) Unpublished manuscript owned by the author, 15–16. 

The inherited aluminium 
soldier billy-can, with 

engraved name, and spoon 
made by a captive – POW 

camp in Odessa, 1945–1946 
(owned by Levente Benkő, 

Magyarvista, Romania. 
Photo: dr. Lupescu Radu)
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Whichever camp they had been in, captives were always starving. In the infamous Salas-
ova camp no. 6, this had reached critical levels. Gyula Ercsey gives a horrid description 
of this: “People died each day due to diarrhoea caused by a lack of gastric acid. The con-
stant starvation caused glands to wither and the body stopped the generation of gastric 
acid. […] Our bodies had used up all our fat reserves, muscles wasted away and we had 
only skin covering our bones, hanging floppily on us.
The erosion of the body was soon followed by mental collapse, leading to moral collapse. 
In such a state, captives took wobbly walks in the zone, like dervishes; therefore they 
were referred to as Muslims. The muslim state only ended in the cemetery.”392

Everyday life in the camps

The camps were self-sustaining. Therefore, in addition to residential barracks and 
watchtowers, camps normally also included a hospital barrack, dystrophy barrack, 
bakery, kitchen, food allocation room, bathroom, clothing disinfecting room, laun-
derette, shoemakers, carpenters, woodworkers, blacksmith and underwear patching 
workshop as well.393 
Captives assigned for easier tasks within the camp helped in the kitchen,394 others were 
employed in the hospital barrack as stretcher-bearers, or doctors, and those with voca-
tional experience could work in the taylors’, carpenters’, or blacksmiths’ workshops.395 If 
there had been no-one with required vocational experience, then any captive could apply 
voluntarily when the guards called.396 Most captives however were taken for wood-cut-
ting work in the forests,397 or for work in different mines398 and factories.399 Many helped 
out at construction sites or in the rebuilding of bridges or railway lines.400 

392 Ercsey: ibid 30-31. 
393 About conditions in the camps, see also, among others: Zsigmond: ibid 88.; Papp: ibid 137. and 

Szabó: ibid 48. 
394 As well as many others, Márton Varga also survived the horrors of the camp thanks to this. Interview 

with one-time deportee Márton Varga, by the author. (1926–2005), Cluj-Napoca, 16 April 2004. Owned 
by the author (Hereinafter: Varga.)

395 About work in the blacksmiths’ workshop, see, for example: Ercsey: ibid 47. 
396 About this, see, among others: Szabó: ibid 66. 
397 About this, see: Sándor Vincze: Pokoljárás (Journey through Hell) Szabadság (Cluj-Napoca), 29 January 

1991, year, III., issue 18., 3.; Ercsey: ibid 27. 
398 Papp: ibid 153–155.; Szabó: ibid 28. 
399 Zsigmond: ibid 131. 
400 Papp: ibid 157.; Ercsey: ibid 61, 68, 106. 

Knife with copper handle, used by László Bitay in Soviet captivity – Urals,  
Cheljabinsk, camp no. 102, 1945  

(Owned by László Bitay, one-time captive, Cluj-Napoca, Romania. Photo: dr. Lupescu Radu)
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At the end of the war, as a sign of a slight im-
provement in camp conditions, the self-ac-
counting system was introduced on 1 January 
1946. This meant that camps were organ-
ised as military units: one camp was consid-
ered as one battalion, divided into companies, 
units and squads. Since there were civilians 
and soldiers as well in the camps, adminis-
tration was carried out by soldiers who were 
officers. They could wear their rank symbols 
and did not have to work. The introduction 
of payment in return for the work of camp in-
habitants was a significant new development. 
However, a disadvantage of this was that, af-
ter this, captives had to make their own living 
out of their incomes, without state support.401 
They had to pay for everything, including the 
“lodging” and “accommodation”! If captives 
had some money remaining after this, they 
could spend it in bazaars of nearby towns, 
which they could visit on certain days, with 
armed escorting. On such occasions, they usu-
ally bought food items, or tobacco, making 
contact with the local population.402

Work in captivity

When the temperature outside went below –35 oC, captives were not taken for labour.403 
However, in the windy weather, even –20 oC felt like –40 oC.404 Although the Russians 
provided warm clothing for work outside in the winter, they also took away all other 
clothing items deemed “unnecessary” on dispensing.405 Winter clothing consisted of the 
following: shirt, pullover, small jacket, quilted coat, which had the number of the captive 
printed on its back and front, quilted trousers, light boots wowen from bass, insulated 
with cotton wool and tights stuffed with foot-rags, or instead, sometimes fur or felt boots 
(valinki – this was the greatest treasure, sometimes the key to survival itself), mittens and 
winter caps with ear protection.406 However, often even this warm clothing failed to pro-
tect captives from severe freezing injuries. 
Forest work had been the most tiring, admits Gyula Ercsey: “After selecting the tree, we 
cleared the snow, sometimes deeper than 1m, to gain access to its trunk. Sometimes the 
crater created as a result had been so deep that it covered us completely. This was the 
crater we had to slide down with the saw, to access the bottom of the tree trunk, to make 
401 Zsigmond: ibid 91, 118–120. 
402 See, among others: Papp: ibid 144.; Ercsey: ibid 88-89. 
403 Csetri.
404 Ercsey: ibid 27. 
405 Ibid 52. 
406 About winter clothing, see, among others: Same source. 26, 52.; Rieder, Kurt: A koncentrációs táborok 

története. (History of the concentration camps) Vagabund Publishers, [Budapest], 2001, 50. 

Mine lamp from the coalmines of Donbass 
– 1945 (Owned by György Rajzer and wife, 
Rátka, Hungary. Photo: dr. Lupescu Radu)
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sure that the stump remaining was as low as possible. […] We cut out all the century-old 
trees. We started removing the branches, then we chopped the trunk up into metre long 
sections, then split them up and collected the logs into piles. On a good day, we managed 
to reach the target, which had been set at four cubic metres, which is a lot of wood. […] 
In the first weeks, while our condition still lasted, we managed to reach the target some-
how, but as time went by we got weaker and weaker; the size of the log piles had not 
reached the target because we simply had no strength to work any more. […] We were no 
longer concerned about cubic metres, all we wanted was to get back to the zone as quick-
ly as possible to slurp our watery cabbage soup, climb up to our plank bed and sleep, be-
cause it will start all over again next morning.”407

Work was more pleasant during the summer. It was compulsory to hand down win-
ter clothes, and instead, captives were given thin jackets, with a printing of VP on their 
sleeves (vojni pleni – POW), written in Cyrillic script, of course (BП). This sign also made 
escapes more difficult.408

During the summer, captives were usually taken to work in collective farms (kolkhoz) 
near to the camps. Such work often lasted for several weeks, under strong supervision. 
They dug up unimproved lands, planted and sowed, hoed, ploughed and harvested.409 
Elek Csetri accounts of this in an interview: “We lived next to the kolkhoz, in a pre-dug 
hole in the field, that we had to cover ourselves. To this end they sent us to the kolkhoz 
on the first night, where we could »acquire« beams and straw. This was how Russians 
stole even from each other. Although we managed to create a cover for the hole in two 
days; the rain could leak through the makeshift roof. I got a fever because of the damp-
ness and came down with severe pneumonia. After a month of hospital treatment they 
sent me out to work again.
407 Ercsey: ibid 53–54. 
408 Szabó: ibid 100. 
409 Ercsey: ibid 63, 66. 

Captive footwear – 1945 
(Owned by György Rajzer and wife, Rátka, Hungary. Photo: dr. Lupescu Radu)
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On 1 March, a metre deep snow fell, but also melted in five days. Russians had known 
this in advance and only made us start agricultural work after the snow had melted. We 
mainly planted potatoes. Basic supplies were delivered by cart from the camp around 30 
kilometres away. We slept on straw and all of us received a gown that we could use as 
a blanket. Because of the short summer, we harvested everything by August. Then they 
took us back to the camp.”410

One of the most hated tasks of captives was the burying of the dead. Grave-digging bri-
gades were formed, which interred several corpses in each lime pit.411 In wintertime, 
the digging of mass graves was extremely difficult because of the frozen, solid ground. 
Grave-diggers always made large bonfires from branches to slightly melt the ground 
underneath, but even so, they had hardly managed to dig graves deeper than 30 centi-
metres, using a pick-axe. Corpses did not start to fester in the terrible cold, in fact, some-
times they were frozen together so much that they had to be broken by pick-axe before 
they could be taken to the dug graves.412 
In camps where the death rate had been very high and grave digging brigades could not 
keep pace, the corpses were simply piled on top of each other behind the residential bar-
racks and were only buried in the spring, when the earth had begun to melt. This was the 
case in the forest camp no. 130/5 near Asa, where the number of deceased captives had 
been outstandingly high.413 However, after the winter, if the corpses had not been buried 
in time, an unbearable stench flew around in the camps.
Miklós Harmati, having arrived at the camp at the age of bearly 17 told one of the most 
horrific stories of his captivity, related to burials. He recalled the following story: “More 
and more had died each day. Twice or three times a day, we went to the cemetery, in a 
small clearing in the forest around 1km from the camp, to dig graves. Digging the fro-
zen ground was extremely hard. First we made a fire; it was only then that we could start 
digging. Since there had been many corpses, we were ordered to dig common graves. [...] 
One night, as I was coming from the latrine [trench in the earth used as a toilet – J.K.M.] 
the capo [guard – J.K.M.] stopped me and took me as the fourth person he needed, but I 
did not know what job he was taking us to do. He stopped at a small yard, surrounded 
by a beam fence. It was near the hospital barrack. There had been a horse-pulled sleigh 
waiting in front of the entrance. [...] We had to go into the small yard. [...] I was so gob-
smacked by the sight, I almost fell on my back – a mortuary. I almost stepped on one of 
the corpses. Corpses had been laid tightly next to each other on the snow. Maybe because 
of the shortage of space, three of them, frozen as a bone, were leaned against the fence, 
in an upright position. Having seen my horror, my fellows let me catch them [the corps-
es – J. K.M.] by their feet. The capo shouted at me in German and threatened me with his 
stick. We stacked around ten corpses onto the sleigh. [...] Start to the gate, where the ser-
geant counted, wrote a ticket and had the soldier sign it. When the load was covered by 
a tarpaulin, the sergeant looked closer at my face. He must have noticed that I was trem-
bling, because he chased me away. One of the corpses leaning against the fence had his 
mouth and eyes opened wide. He held his arms out, as though he wanted to hug me.

410 Csetri.
411 About this method of burial, see also, among others: Szabó: ibid 72, 77–78.; Sándor Vincze: 

Pokoljárás (Journey through Hell) Szabadság (Cluj-Napoca), 9 February 1991, year III., issue no. 
27.., 3.; Ercsey: ibid 30. 
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I don’t remember how I made my way back to the barrack. My father let me climb up to 
the plank bed, next to him. [...] I went to sleep. Next day he told me I had been trembling 
in my dreams.”414 
Sometimes, the ground was so frozen that the grave-digging brigades could only 
scrape the surface. Then they threw a mixture of snow and earth onto the corpses and 
only buried them properly in spring.415

Recreation, free time

Initially, captives had to make use of their short periods of spare time cleaning, or paint-
ing their quarters and making their surrounding area more livable. If they still had any 
time remaining and the tools required, they repaired their clothes, sewed or created cut-
lery, bowls for food or tobacco-jars. 

414 Harmati: ibid 12. 
415 Ercsey: ibid 31. 

Soup bowl with engraved coat of arms and text, used by József Mile in Soviet captivity – Urals, 
Magnitogorsk Camp, 1945 (Owned by one-time captive József Mile, Cluj-Napoca, Romania. 

Photo: Noémi M. Lovász)

Tobacco-jar of civilian captive Mihály Bakó, decorated, with monogram, 
from camp no. 257 in Magnitogorsk (Urals) – captive work, 1945  

(owned by Eszter Fodor, Cluj-Napoca, Romania. Photo: Noémi M. Lovász)
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Times of real recreation and escape from day-to-day forced labour were the “camp clubs” 
and holidays. This unique club life was organised in a later phase of captivity. In their little 
free time, captives could dance to the music of their own bands,416 and could organise thea-
tre plays as well.417 Usually, the management of the camp also participated at these events. 
Sometimes, the main camps – such as the ones in Asa and Cheljabinsk – sent out small 
“travelling bands” to visit more remote camps. They played Hungarian and German folk 
songs, plays or light opera pieces, or did musical or vocal performances.418 The most talent-
ed captives were organised into cultural brigades, where they sang and recited. They al-
so had to organise and perform the festive programmes.419 At Christmas or New Year, they 
distributed a larger quantity of foods, using the amounts saved previously.420 On Christ-
mas Eve, Hungarian captives could erect and decorate a Christmas tree and could sing 
Christmas carols together with their German, Romanian and other nationality fellows.421 
The Russian camp commanders and guards did not celebrate Christmas. However, they 
were sometimes present at the New Year performances of captives in the barracks.422

There were also compulsory holidays where Russian guards always joined captives in the 
celebrations. Such a day was 1 May, for example, when nobody worked, and they sup-
plied a better lunch than normally. On 9 May, all flags were raised in the camps to cele-
brate the end of the war, and they played Russian military marches. They also celebrated 
the triumph of the Bolshevik revolution in 1917 on 7 November in the same way each year. 
In the atheist Soviet system, Sundays were not considered as holidays, only days of rest.423

“Political education”, otherwise known as “socialist education” was an integral part of 
life in the camps. This was basically nothing but communist propaganda and agitation. 
The grotesquity of Stalin’s system is well shown by the employment of specially trained 
“politruks” (Russian political officers) for the purposes of promoting the equality of all, 
the elimination of human exploitation and the power of redemption of communism to 
captives deported innocently for years and starved while doing tough physical labour. 
Captives that had become fully exhausted – also referred to as OKs – had been the key 
targets of the treacherous propaganda and agitation of such politruks, because OKs were 
forbidden to ever leave the camp. In addition to Pravda, the communist party newspa-
per, OKs also received the True Word, published in Moscow in Hungarian language. Fel-
low captives took turns reading these papers aloud.424 Captives used these papers to try 
and gather some information about changes in their homes.425 Politruks continuously re-
ported on current military events at the fronts, detailing the destruction carried out by 
“Fascist Germans” until the end of the war. Anti-fascist propaganda continued after the 
end of the war, moreover, it was complemented by the description of increasingly inten-
sive activities of the communist parties of Eastern Europe.426

416 Papp: ibid 144. 
417 About this, see interview with Jolán Kovács, one-time deportee and daughter of Károly Kovács by the 

author, Cluj-Napoca, 31 March 2004. Owned by the author. (Hereinafter: Kovács.)
418 Szabó: ibid 108. 
419 About this, see interview with Eszter Fodor, daughter of Mihály Bakó by the author, Cluj-Napoca, 23 

March 2004. Owned by the author. (Hereinafter: Fodor.)
420 Interview by the author with János Forrai, one-time POW (born: 1924), Cluj-Napoca, 30 March 2004. 

Owned by the author. (Hereinafter: Forrai).
421 About this see, among others: Szabó: ibid 64.; Zsigmond: ibid 114.; Mile.
422 Zsigmond: ibid 150. 
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426 Szabó: ibid 82. 
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Connection of the world “inside the fence” and the world beyond the fence

Until the end of the war, captives had not been allowed to send or receive letters. Postal 
services in the camps started only later, in the beginning of 1946.427 Apart from the news 
transmitted by captives sent home, this was the first time that captives could send mes-
sages to their families at home. Initially, they had been allowed to write longer messages 
on postcards. Later, to make the work of censors easier, they were limited to 10 lines and 
25 words. Resourceful captives connected their shorter words together to make their let-
ters longer.428 Postcards sent from camps were checked at the Moscow censorship centre 
and were then forwarded to the recipients. Letters sent to captives were also checked in 
Moscow in the same way before delivery to recipients. Captives had to indicate the Mos-
cow Red Cross as addressees of the letters, the organisation that managed the camp post-
al service. The word “camp” could not be printed on the postcards, instead, they had to 
write a “P.O. Box” number, which was in reality the number of the POW camp. 

Correspondence was essentially unsystematic and often involved major delays. There 
had been cases that the first letter to reach a captive was received only in January 1948. 
It is worth quoting the remembrance of Mrs. Kadácsy, Helene Brandstetter of German 
nationality, held captive in Donbass; who received her first letter (containing a few lines 
only) from her family at home after three years spent in captivity: “It was exactly on 26 
January, after I had completed my first three years, that I received my first letter. They al-
so thought I had gone crazy … Because we had just received our advance payment and 
the interpreter brought out the post and asked: Mrs Göldner, you have not received any 
letters yet, have you? And I replied: No. Then, as she was taking out the postcard, I rec-
ognised my father’s handwriting. Then I said: Oh dear, this is for me! And she said: You 
just stay calm, Mrs Göldner, because everything is all right. Yes, but I grabbed the let-
ter and held it tight, and on my way to the barrack I let out a loud scream … They told 
me later [that] then, in the barrack, I collapsed next to the bed. … They called the doctor, 
who instructed them to put me onto the bed and … my lady friend should read that let-
ter for me. Then she kept reading and reading it, while eventually I pulled myself togeth-
er. Then I read it and my father wrote me everything: he had had the children with him 
since I had gone, and they were OK, and that Hansi had been christened …”429

427 Zsigmond: ibid 89–90. 
428 A. Papp: ibid 56, 164. 
429 Kadácsi.

Postcard sent home by Gyula Ercsey from camp no. 7777 in Beloreck, dated 15 March 1947,  
on the template of the International Red Cross and Red Half Moon  

(owned by Etelka Ercsey, widow of one-time captive Gyula Ercsey, Aiud, Romania) 
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Conditions of healthcare, illnesses, accidents and deaths in the camps

Every captive in the camps had to undergo regular medical tests. The main purpose of 
these, however, was not the prevention of illnesses, but rather, the allocation of captives 
into work categories of various difficulty levels, depending on the labour capacity of cap-
tives. “In the afternoon, they led me before a health commission – remembered Gyula 
Ercsey. Inside, they waved for us to get undressed. […] The female doctor turned them 
around [the captives – J. K.M.], pinching their bottoms, touching their backsides to see 
how much flesh they had left on them, and on this basis, she ranked them into one of 
the work categories.”430 The »medical analysis« also decided which captive had to be as-
signed to hospital or, more specifically, short of any medicines, for time to rest, and who 
can be assigned for what type of work. 
Five work categories had been determined. Those in the best shape were ranked in the 
first category. They had to work ten hours a day. In the second category, eight work 
hours were allowed and third category workers – who could, in principle, remain with-
in barrack quarters – had six work hours prescribed per day. Ailing captives were al-
so assigned work. They were put in the so-called OK group and carried out easier tasks 
around the camp, four hours a day. Those in the worst physical condition, also includ-
ing in-patients of the hospital barrack were ranked in the DT (dystrophy) category. They 
could not be forced to do any work at all. Patients in the final phase were cared for by 
fellow captives who used to work as doctors in their civilian lives – lacking any Russian 
doctors.431 Several of them were, surprisingly, German. 
The diet of OKs was different to that of other captives: it was less in quantity, but more 
nutritious. In addition, there was a transportation organised once a year to deliver OKs 
home – being useless for work – provided that they stayed alive that long.432 

430 Ercsey: ibid 24. About this see also: Papp: ibid 61, 65. 
431 About medical tests see: Tamás Stark: Magyarok szovjet fogságban (Hungarians in Soviet 

captivity) In: História (Budapest), February 1995, year XVII., edition 2., 23.; Gy. Szabó.: ibid 59–60. 
432 Papp: ibid 32. 

Illustration 38 – Postcard sent home by Gyula Ercsey from camp no. 7775 in Ufa, dated 14 March 
1948, on the template of the International Red Cross and Red Half Moon (owned by Etelka 

Ercsey, widow of one-time captive Gyula Ercsey, Aiud, Romania) 
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On the first medical commission, every captive was registered and the so-called re-
cord-sheets were also filled. From this time onwards, numerical registration had been 
replaced by name-based registration. In most labour camps, such medical analysis or 
condition test was carried out on a quarterly basis, and this frequency was sustained 
until the end.433

Captives tried to rid themselves of the difficult work outside the camps. Many pretend-
ed to be sick, especially with diarrhoea, so that they can be taken to hospital. Howev-
er, the “hospital” was rather like a barrack for the sick, where in-patients were placed 
on double-decker plank beds, sometimes laying two captives on one bed. Straw sacks 
were placed onto the plain beams of the beds, and food was carried to the beds. Howev-
er, as György Szabó wrote in his remembrances, conditions had become unbearable af-
ter a while: “Air in the hospital room was unbearable – the stench of pus, urine, feces, 
food and smoke swam across the walls in a hellish blend, and no fresh air could enter the 
room from outside because of the cold-stopper seal. […] Drinking water was forbidden 
for health reasons; instead, they installed a barrel of hot tea brewed from pine needles.”434

Bad work conditions in the Soviet labour camps and the extreme strain of captives con-
sidered as free labour force caused the death of many deportees. Tough Russian win-
ters were the primary cause of death among captives. The hardest winter was the first, 
in 1944 – 1945. At this time, the camp managers had no knowledge of the work capaci-
ty of captives and demanded impossible targets from them. Also, deportees at that time 
had not been used to conditions in the camps, especially the temperatures dropping be-
low –40 0C at times. It is no wonder therefore that the death rate among captives was 
frighteningly high. In the camp no. 130/5, next to Asa only 160-180, thoroughly exhaust-
ed and weakened captives were alive out of the original headcount of 900 by the middle 
of February 1945. Death rate at this camp reached 82.2%.435 At the camp in Bender, Mol-
dova, the death rate was even higher, according to unanimous remembrances. On some 
days, up to 40-50 captives died. Ferenc Arros, one-time captive deported from Zabala re-
members: “We spent one or two days in Focşani, then they took us to Bender. There were 
nights when 50 died, and then they were thrown in the trench. And when it was full, 
they shoved some earth on the corpses.”436 Gergely Józsa, survivor from Valea Zălanu-
lui confirms this: “Where we were, [at the Bender camp – J.K.M.], 40-45 died every day. 
There was a rickety firewood store, where we put the corpses, and then they were tak-
en. They were naked. We undressed the corpses and those of us with worn clothes could 
wear the ones we took off the dead.”437 In a short time, the original headcount of 3,400 
– 3,700438 reduced to 430–100. “There were 3,700 of us in the Bender camp. 100 captives 
remained out of the 3,700.” – remembers János Májgut.439 “We learned that we were in 
Bender. 3,600 of us arrived on 2 December 1944 and, in March 1945, around 250-260 of us 
were still alive… There were around 300 from Hajdúnánás at that camp, just like us. They 
were all internees. Few of them… made it back home alive …” – says another survivor.440  

433 Zsigmond: ibid 67–68. 
434 Szabó: ibid 53–54. 
435 Same source. 73. 
436 Interview by Levente Benkő with Ferenc Arros, survivor from Zabala.
437 Interview by Levente Benkő with Gergely Józsa, survivor from Valea Zălanului 
438 Different headcount statistics in part or in full are clearly the results of different captives arriving and 

leaving the camps at different times. 
439 Interview by Levente Benkő with János Májgut, survivor from Căpeni.
440 Interview by Levente Benkő with Péter Miklós, survivor from Micloșoara.
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András Bod, one-time captive also remembers similar statistics: “They took us from Fo-
cşani to Bender. It was winter, and snowing…there were 3,400 of us in the camp and 
around 430 of us remained when we were let go... The rest of the captives were all thrown 
in the trench... The carts were loaded full with naked corpses, because we took even the 
last rags off them...”441 Therefore, only around 3-12% of captives in Bender survived the 
horrendous conditions and the death rate was between 88–97%. In other camps, where 
conditions were better, this rate was also lower.
In my calculations, almost a third of Transylvanian Hungarians deported in the autumn 
of 1944; a total of around 5,000-6,500 persons – out of whom 1,600 to 1,800 from Cluj-Na-
poca – had died during the years spent in captivity. The number of captive casualties 
among the Romanian Germans that had been deported in the second wave, in January 
1945 is much more uncertain. The number of German deportees was much higher to start 
with, and their exact number is unknown. There are only estimates available of the num-
ber of German casualties, around 15-20%442 of captives deported for years of forced la-
bour; at least 10,000 and at most 20,000 had fallen casualty of the conditions in the camps.
There were many reasons behind the deaths. Especially bad work conditions, continuous 
overstraining and the constant demand of impossible targets. But the harsh Russian win-
ters and often extreme weather conditions were also primary causes, and work had to be 
continued regardless of the weather. When targets had not been met, brutal punishments 
were applied, and the lack of appropriate medical care was also a cause of death.443 How-
ever, the unsystematic and inadequate diet led to the weakening of all captives and re-
sulted in the appearance of diseases. Lethal, often unstoppable diseases sometimes killed 
all inhabitants of camps. Among the most common illnesses were lientery diarrhoea, 
cholerine, dysentery with chronic gastritis, epidemic typhus, malaria, heart valve inflam-
mation, meningitis, pleuritis, dystrophy or marasmus.444 The latter had several phases 
of severity, those reaching phase four, five or six could not be saved.445 In addition, cap-
tives suffered from lice, bedbugs and scabs all the year round.446 It is no wonder that, un-
der such circumstances, several captives committed suicide, especially among the young 
Transylvanian Germans.447

Sometimes, the most trivial accidents caused people to die, for reasons that, in normal 
circumstances, could never lead to such a tragic end. One such instance is described viv-
idly by Miklós Harmati, who remembers living through the death of his father in the 
hospital barrack of the Novi Salasova camp in the Urals as follows: “Soon, my father 
was lying next to me, with a high fever. Water poured on his clothes while he had been 
fetching water and it had frozen on him. Water had to be poured from the stream, with a 
bucket. Then the bucket had to be carried up the steep path by the stream. The path was 
slippery in the extreme cold weather, he slipped and that was when the accident hap-
pened. The large pail on the sleigh had to be filled first, and only then was it delivered to 
441 Interview by Levente Benkő with András Bod, one-time cative from Albiș. 
442 Baier, Hannelore: Deportarea etnicilor germani din România în Uniunea Sovietică 1945: culegere de 

documente de arhivă [Deportation of Germans from Romania to the Soviet Union 1945: archive document 
collection]. Editura Forumul Democrat al Germanilor din România, 1994, 13.

443 Rieder: ibid 60. 
444 About various illnesses see, among others: Zsigmond: ibid 47-48, 56, 72, 81., Szabó: ibid 68, 73. and 

Papp: ibid 41. 
445 Papp: ibid 54. 
446 About this, see, among others: Csetri.
447 Interview by Levente Benkő with one-time deportee Bonţoiné Brenner Agneth Teresia (born: 1920), 

Rupea, February 2001. Owned by Levente Benkő.
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the camp. We had lain there next to each other for four more days, under the same blan-
ket. He had a high fever. […] Failing any other ways I could help him, I just put a wet 
cloth on his head. He had no appetite. I had still hoped for a miracle, that he would sur-
vive, and recover! While suffering great pains, he talked about the family members at 
home. […] His last wish had been – a bite of apple. I can still see the picture clearly in my 
mind: he let out some rattles and said goodbye to life. He went to eternal sleep with his 
eyes open. This happened in the evening of 8 February 1945. He would have turned 45 
in March that year. 
I huddled up on the plank bed next to the head of my dead father. I held my forehead in 
my palm and tears came from my eyes. I was devastated … […] I huddled up and went 
to sleep. I know nothing more about my father; he was taken out while I was sleeping.”448

The ruthless world of the camps had taken the most casualties among the intellectual 
class. As the majority of the intellectual middle-class had fallen casualty during depor-
tations, the Hungarian and German population of Transylvania had later become even 
more subjected and defenceless against the primitive, communist ideology.
In summary, we can say that the life conditions of deportees at the beginning of their cap-
tivity had been almost unbearable. However, slowly, as the internal order within camps 
had started to stabilise, and food supply also improved somewhat by the end of the war, 
the lives of captives had become easier to bear and the number of deaths had also reduced. 
Those who managed to survive the first two years somehow had hope that they would 
survive the entire period of the captivity. Although cases of death were frequent also in 
the later years, these were caused mainly by accidents and chronic organ disorders.

Escapes and punishments

Associating Russian captivity with the infamous and horrendous Siberian exile, with 
long-standing traditions; most captives had contemplated the idea of an escape even on 
the long journey to the Soviet Union, and some of the braver or more desperate had even 
tried. Desperate people tried to escape from the moving train during the night. Howev-
er, most of them were either run over by the wheels of the train or shot immediately by 
the guards.449 
Because of escape attempts, the captives were counted continuously; Russians only cared 
about the headcount being in order. This sometimes led to strange instances that became 
anecdotes afterwards. Several captives remembered the instance when the Romanian rail 
worker standing at the station in Blaj and signalling with his light was lifted into the train 
car, with all the equipment on him.450 
Having been deported as a civilian from Cluj-Napoca in October 1944, at the age of 18, 
Márton Varga attempted escape from the train car after crossing the border, in the area 
of the Soviet Union. He remembered the story as follows: “When they put us onto trains 
again, after two weeks, the weather had become very cold, as the train started, it also be-
gan to snow. There were fourty of us, crammed together in the car. When we crossed the 
border, we had lost our last hope. After leaving Harkov, I could not bear it any longer. 
With my friend János Dózsa we decided to jump out of the train window. The others did 
not want to let us, in fear of the revenge of the Russian guards. Still, we escaped. 
448 Harmati: ibid 16. 
449 Sándor Vincze: Pokoljárás (Journey through Hell) Szabadság (Cluj-Napoca), 16 January 1991, year 

III, issue 9, 3. 
450 Szabó: ibid 28–29. 
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I was the first to jump, then János Dózsa. We hit the ground luckily, in the deep snow. 
I started towards the passing train, to find my friend Jancsi. We had agreed previous-
ly to whistle to each other as a signal. I had walked quite a while until we finally met. 
It was a childish idea, but we were freezing. Russians passed us, saying hello. We mur-
mured something to them, because neither of us spoke the language. Five or six groups 
had passed, then we became suspicious to someone and he started asking us questions. 
As we could not answer, they took us back to the nearest little station. The next day two 
Soviet soldiers took us to the local GPU headquarters. Three or four officers spoke Rus-
sian to us and tried to question us. We could not even communicate by the help of a dic-
tionary. When they saw they could do nothing with us, they locked us into the prison of 
Harkov, which was one of the largest such institutions in Europe at that time. We became 
prisoners once again.”451

The typical headcount in the camps ranged from 800–900 to 5,000–6,000.452 Forest camps 
were smaller, but escape was not possible from any of the camps. Sándor Vincze wrote 
the following about the Salasova camp: “Guards fired their guns immediately, without 
any warning. Camp number six was not large, with less than 1,000 captives, still, in all 
four corners there were guards with machine guns all day and night. Its fence was not the 
regular spiky-wire fence [barbed-wire fence – J. K.M.]: there was a row in the middle, on 
the pillars, and a wire-prism was built on it from the side. It looked like a roof and on the 
top, instead of rooftiles, the empty tins were hung. If you touched those, they knocked 
together and guards fired immediately.”453

At other camps, for example, the one in Ufalei, a three-metre-wide, ploughed lane was 
left on both sides of the fence; raked, so that any fresh footprints could be seen, in case 
any captives stepped on it during an escape attempt.454

Some captives, in their final desperation, still tried to escape from the camp, without any 
chance of success. Camps were so deep inside the Soviet Union that the border would 
have been impossible to reach on foot.455 In addition, any escapes were revealed during 
the daily headcount-checks, the so-called proverkas, and search for the missing persons 
was started immediately.456 The success rate of capturing fugitives rapidly and transport-
ing them back to the camp is shown by an astounding figure, taken from one of the Sovi-
et records at the time. Out of the 526,064 registered Hungarian POWs in Soviet captivity, 
the total number of successful escapes according to the 1 January 1949 count was 3!457

All this shows that, instead of the nearly impossible escape, captives had no other choice 
but to wait for the moment of liberation. By that time however, a significant proportion 
of forced labourers in a completely vulnerable situation had no longer been alive.

451 Varga.
452 The number of captives held at different camps was provided by the one-time captives themselves, 

between these ranges. About this, see also their remembrances and the interviews conducted with them: 
Szabó: ibid 73.; Kadácsi; Csetri; Mile.
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Efforts made in the interest of forced labourers,  
their return home per each region

Zalán Bognár 
In Hungary

Measures of the Hungarian government taken in the interest of internees and civilian 
prisoners of war could not always be separated from steps it had taken in the interest 
of military prisoners of war since, as I have mentioned before, the issue of internees in 
Hungary during the occupation of the Red Army could only be discussed as part of the 
general POW issue.

It is interesting, and perhaps not a coincidence, that order no. 0060 was dated precisely 
on the day that the Temporary National Government of Hungary was founded, dictat-
ed by Moscow458. The intention might have been to partly or fully transfer the respon-
458 The list of parties integrated in the Temporary National Government as well as their proportions within the 

government has been elaborated during negotiations in Moscow, based mainly on the instructions of Stalin. 
Ministers and the Prime Minister, being positions outside of political parties, have also been appointed. 
(Mihály Korom: Magyarország Ideiglenes Nemzeti Kormánya és a fegyverszünet (1944-1945) (Hungarian 
Temporary National Government and the armistice (1944-1945)) Budapest, Akadémia, 1981. 308-350. 

Mrs Schultz received her personal ID card from the Debrecen Office for POW Care of the 
Ministry of Welfare, as a “POW returned home”; just like other Hungarian civilian citizens 

returning from Soviet deportation (property of Judit W. Müller)
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sibility for deportations to the Hungarian temporary government since, as Section 3/A 
of the State Security Committee Order dated 16 December also stated; Soviet authorities 
shall “execute the mobilisation and deportation of the Germans mentioned in Section 1 
through the government organisations of the given country”.
Immediately following its foundation, the Hungarian government submitted a complaint 
to the Soviet government about the deportation and capture of the civilian population. 
Béla Miklós, president of the Temporary National Government submitted complaints 
to the Soviet government on 26 December 1944 and 7 January 1945. In his second letter 
he stated, among others: “Hungarian men were deported for labour service from Bereg 
County nearly two months ago. On 19 November, Hungarians aged 18 – 50 were taken 
from the city of Beregszász/Berehove and the neighbouring settlements, which belong to 
Czechoslovakia since the Trianon Treaty. On 21 November, men aged 18 – 50 were also 
deported from the Trianon region of Bereg County; from the settlements located to the 
East of the main road between Berehove and Vásárosnamény. Out of these deportees, 
priests, Ruthenians, gipsies, Jews and Greek catholics were returned from Berehove to 
their families. […] The quality of lodging and food provided to Hungarians taken for la-
bour service is very low – according to the complaints received. Many have fallen ill be-
cause they are without warm clothing. […] It has become necessary to return home all 
Hungarian men who have been employed for labour service for a long time now; there-
fore I request an order to have these men sent home.”459

This autocratic procedure of Soviet authorities in Hungary was carried out without the 
knowledge of the Temporary National Government; founded with hardly any executive 
power; only up to the extent allowed by the Soviets. Moreover, Soviet leaders failed to 
notify even those communist leaders about the operation who were returning home from 
Moscow and who always treated Soviet interests as priorities, mostly placing them be-
fore Hungarian interests. Therefore the operation caused massive outrage and fright not 
only among the majority of the Hungarian population but also in representatives of Hun-
garian political life and, even the communists, in view of issues relating to execution and 
certain others that affected them.
In his letter dated 7 January 1945; partially quoted above, József Révai reported of the 
events to Rákosi, who was in Moscow at that time, as follows: “Unfortunately, the oper-
ation relating to the deportation of the German population capable of work [“operation” 
was translated as “good” in the translation of Árpád Pünkösti – Z.B.]460, has not result-
ed in the effect that had been expected. This was caused by unfortunate peregibs [exor-
bitances – Z. B.] in execution that resulted in panic among Hungarians. Even honourable 
persons close to us (such as vice president Sántha, and even Erdei himself) [Kálmán Sán-
tha was vice president of the Temporary National Assembly, Ferenc Erdei was the min-
ister of the interior of the Temporary National Government – Z. B.] have gone wild, and 
talk about this situation being similar to what Hitler had done with the Jews etc. […] 
Additionally, everyone complains implicitly or explicitly about Russians doing all this 
without the knowledge of or prior agreement with the government. (Between you and 
me, even we had no prior knowledge of this.) So, this has really backfired.

459 Cabinet meeting minutes of the Government of Miklós Béla of Dálnok (Temporary National Government) 
23 December 1944 – 15 November 1945. (Editor: László Szűcs) Budapest, 1997. (TNG cabinet meeting 
minutes) Volume A, 149. 

460 Pünkösti: ibid 76. 
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We are now trying to make amends wherever possible. The government has now sent 10 
consultants to the location, in accordance with agreement with the Russians, who will 
assist in making decisions about who shall be considered German and who shall not.”461

Therefore, in order to calm the concerns of the Temporary National Government and 
Hungarian communists, the Soviets agreed – at least, on paper –, that the Hungarian 
government may send 10 assigned consultants to the headquarters of NKVD, in order to 
release from employment “those persons […] who have been proven and identified as be-
ing of Hungarian nationality, in spite of their German names”.462 According to the decree 
of Ferenc Erdei, Minister of Interior dated 5 January 1945, the following persons shall be 
released from “labour service”: non-German nationals; those whose mother tongue was 
not German, and were not members of Volksbund or other fascist organisations; those 
who have participated in anti-nazi, patriotic or left-wing movements; those involved in 
cultural or social activities which served as “clear evidence of their Hungarian national-
ity”, or those who had German names but whose religion was Jewish.463 The release at-
tempt of Ferenc Erdei, Minister of Interior had hardly any effect on deportations, as has 
been found – among others – from the report of the aforementioned shirra of Elek zillah. 
At the cabinet meeting of 3 February, János Gyöngyösi, Minister of Foreign Affairs raised 
the issue of the “deportation” of those Hungarian citizens who have been taken by Soviet 
authorities as Germans, whereas the armistice agreement only requires the deportation 
of German nationals, and even that is to be executed by Hungarian authorities.464 The is-
sue had also been raised at the cabinet meeting held on 25 – 26 January, when Minister 
of Interior Ferenc Erdei; referring to the words of Béla Zsédenyi, Speaker of Parliament, 
raised the issue of the deportation of Hungarian citizens from the purely Hungarian set-
tlements of Zemplén County.465 Mention has been made also of the deportation of Hun-
garian nationals who were taken by Soviet armed forces because they had been soldiers 
for some time after 1941. However, the Red Army met them as unarmed civilians, and 
therefore not as soldiers of the opposition forces. Some of these men had been disarmed 
earlier, due to reasons of health, family or others, however, most of them – acknowledg-
ing the threat of immediate execution – returned home as deserters and finished the war 
that had become meaningless by that time. Gyöngyösi consulted with G. M. Puskin, con-
sultant of Allied Control Commission in Hungary in this matter, who requested a spe-
cific complaint to be reported with regard to the deportation of Hungarian citizens. Not 
that the presidential letter cited earlier had not been sufficiently specific. In regard to the 
collection of ex-soldiers, Puskin claimed he had no prior knowledge of this.466 This state-
ment of Puskin is difficult to believe, since even Soviet POWs admitted that they were 
collecting all men who had been soldiers since 1941, and as we have mentioned earlier, 
Cherisnjov, the Soviet commander of Budapest also stated openly that “those who have 
been carrying out military service since 1941 have been ordered to report and then will 
be transported to prisoner camps.”467 
461 Moszkvának jelentjük (Reporting to Moscow) p. 35-36. 
462 Zielbauer: A magyarországi németség… (Germans of Hungary…) p. 35. 
463 Same source.
464 The relevant part of section 1/b of the armistice agreement signed on 20 January 1945 in Moscow states: 

“The government of Hungary binds itself to the deportation of German nationals.” Hungarian Body of 
Laws. Budapest, 1946. 74.

465 INK cabinet meeting minutes Volume A 149.
466 INK cabinet meeting minutes Volume A 174.
467 HLI HM 1274/gen. – 1945.
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Soviet military and political bodies responded to the official oral requests of the Hun-
garian government mainly in the negative, displaying surprise, making promises or ex-
hibiting denial, or blameshifting between each other. Written requests were followed by 
general or belated replies, if any, without undertaking any specific measures. Therefore, 
at the end of February 1945, the Hungarian Prime Minister informed the secretary of the 
American political mission of the deportations, shortly after the arrival of the mission in 
Debrecen. He stated that, in principle, he is not against the “deportation of those who 
had joined the SS or have recently Germanised their names, or who were members of 
Volksbund”, however, additionally almost 30,000 persons were taken that had not been 
supporters of Hitler and were loyal to the country.468 
In addition to Hungarian authorities and official bodies, members of social life, the 
church and scientific organisations also complained about and deeply condemned the 
deportation of civilian German and Hungarian population, and the harsh and indefen-
sible procedures of Soviet armed forces targeting the supplementing of POW numbers. 
Albert Szent-Györgyi, Nobel Prize winning professor, participating in a delegation of 
the Hungarian Science Academy visiting the Soviet Union in the first half of May 1945, 
explained to the representative of the Hungarian Communist Party in Moscow, that: 
“Hungary’s relations with the Red Army have deteriorated significantly. One of the rea-
sons behind this is that tens of thousands of people were collected during the raids, even 
though the was only a very small number of fascists among them.”469 Leaders of the Re-
formist and Evangelical Church turned to the Hungarian Government in a joint memo-
randum on 27 May 1945, in the interests of civilian “POWs”.
The Soviet Union followed the same principle and partly the same practice against Ger-
man nationals as the National Socialist Germany did against the Jews, which, at that 
time, had been loudly – and rightly – condemned by the democratic world, including the 
Soviet Union itself; meaning, the following of the principle of collective punishment, and 
deportations to labour camps on the basis of nationality and race. People living in that 
age had seen these events in exactly the same way. Even persons with close ties to the 
Hungarian Communist Party, such as Kálmán Sánta, neurosurgeon, academic and the 
vice chairman of the Temporary National Assembly, and Ferenc Erdei, crypto-commu-
nist470, the Minister of Interior of the Temporary National Government “talked of these 
actions being the same as what Hitler had done with the Jews” as we could see in an 
earlier quotation.471

The remarks and measures of the majority of Hungarian political forces and authorities 
served to help the rescue of people rather than execution – in spite of the vanquished 
and occupied state that the country had been in. Soviet authorities justified their actions 
– when they admitted them at all – by the need to ensure the peace in the hinterland and 
assist the reconstruction in the Soviet Union, following the demolitions.

468 Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS), Diplomatic Papers, 1945. vol. IV. Európa. United States 
Government Printing Office, Washington, 1968. 804-805. 

469 Moszkvának jelentjük (Reporting to Moscow) p. 53. 
470 Crypto-communist = hidden communist, a person who is secretly member of the communist party but 

displays membership of another party towards the outside world. The Hungarian Communist Party used 
the help of such persons, planted into other parties, to destroy competitor parties and claim full power. 
Ferenc Erdei pretended to act as the vice chairman of the National Peasant Party, but secretly, in reality 
and primarily he was a member of the Hungarian Communist Party. (Moszkvának jelentjük (Reporting 
to Moscow) p. 13.)

471 Moszkvának jelentjük (Reporting to Moscow) p. 35. 
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With its continuous requests the government could only achieve minute successes. As a 
result of one of these successful attempts, Boris Pavlovich Osokin, vice political consult-
ant of the Allied Control Commission told Gyöngyösi on 15 March that in the coming 
days, a “committee shall be sent to the prisoner camp in Gödöllő to review the internees 
of the camp”. He added that “those worthy of liberation shall be liberated”.472 
The Allied (on the datasheet: Armistice) Control Commission Decree number 26., dated 
18 March 1945 said that a completed 18 question datasheet entitled “Personal data of per-
son transported by the Red Army” had to be attached to the letters requesting exception-
al liberation; as well as a certificate of political reliability, issued by the police authority 
or local national committee.

472 INK cabinet meeting minutes volume A 503. 

Questionnaire consisting of 18 questions entitled “Personal data of person transported by the Red 
Army”, where the liberation of a 17-year-old male student is requested; having been deported to 

the Soviet Union because of his German name.
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Following this decree, Gyöngyösi announced at a cabinet meeting on 19 March that he 
shall “take all necessary measures at the (Allied) Control Commission to have the de-
ported persons and internees returned to Hungary”.473 
On 4 April 1945 the Minister of Foreign Affairs visited Ambassador Puskin and raised the 
issue of civilians deported as POWs and internees, requesting to “provide the possibility 
for deportees [meaning: civilians transported to the Soviet Union – Z. B.] to either contact 
their families directly or at least, the Hungarian Government should receive information 
about where the certain civilians had been taken and their present state of health.”474 Pus-
kin readily promised to fulfil the request, for two reasons. First of all, because there had 
been no deadline attached to the request – although clearly, the Hungarian Minister of 
Foreign Affairs expected the fulfilment of his request in the near future, meaning, within 
the coming weeks. Secondly, because the word of the Soviets could not be valued high-
ly, and it would be naïve to think that they only made empty promises to the captives. 
At the “repeated and vigorous request” of families of POWs, on 26 June the Hungarian 
government sent a recorded verbal request to the Allied Control Commission, “asking 
the approval that persons transported should be able to send at least a short and simple 
postcard to their families in which they confirm that they are ‘alive and well’. Families 
of POWs expressed to the government of Hungary their almost unanimous view that 
these few words would be completely suitable to ease their concerns and most fam-
ilies explicitly stated that they did not insist on the reporting of additional informa-
tion, such as the location of the persons, etc. …. All this would greatly contribute to the 
peace of mind of families at home.…”475 
Despite the promises received in response to numerous verbal and written requests of 
the Hungarian government in 1945, Soviet authorities only allowed the occasional ex-
change of letters between POW and internment camps and Hungary from the year 1946.
There was hardly any family in Hungary that had not been directly affected by the POW 
issue. The social importance of the issue is well expressed by a letter of Géza Teleki, Min-
ister of Religious and State Education Affairs and son of Pál Teleki; addressed to the 
Prime Minister in the summer of 1945, beginning with the following lines: “One of the 
most pressing and painful issues of our Hungarian society today is the issue of captives. 
It affects all layers of our society, and all its members.”476 Let us stop here for a moment, 
since Géza Teleki himself wrote of the captive issue and not of the POW issue, seeing 
clearly that the Soviets did not only capture soldiers but also masses of civilians within 
the region of post-Trianon Hungary; whose total number could be estimated at around 
200,000 – according to the current estimations of researchers. Most of them had been de-
ported as POWs, and some as internees.477 The latter included a high number of women. 
Nevertheless, in Hungary during the occupation by the Red Army, they could only be 
mentioned in the framework of the POW issue, as I have mentioned before. 
473 INK cabinet meeting minutes, Volume A 288. 
474 Hungarian National Archives (MNL-OL) Records of the Foreign Affairs Ministry (FAM) XIX-J-1-j, 1945 
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Even historic churches of Hungary raised their voices in the interest of civilian deportees. 
Leaders of the Reformist and Evangelical Church turned to the Hungarian Temporary 
Government in a joint memorandum on 27 May 1945, in which – among others – they 
voiced concerns about civilian “POWs”. In his parliamentary speech outlining his gov-
ernment programme on 30 November 1945, Zoltán Tildy prime minister and reform-
ist cleric (later president of the republic) pointed out that bringing home the POWs and 
deportees was one of the most painful issues in Hungary, and one of the most impor-
tant tasks of the government.”478

In his pastoral dated 17 October 1945, József Mindszenty, archbishop of Esztergom 
raised his voice in the interest of deportees, POWs and internees and against the collec-
tive punishment applied by the Soviets against the German population of Hungary.479 
This pastoral was mentioned at the Hungarian Allied Control Commission meeting on 
28 November 1945, where “Following a short debate [the members] agreed that all nec-
essary steps had been taken in order to have the POWs returned home in good order and 
the present call did not necessitate any special steps.” – as stated in the minutes. This was 
followed by the evident lie of Marshal Vorosilov, chairman of the Allied Control Com-
mission: “The chairman [meaning Vorosilov – Z. B.] stated that all soldiers and junior 
officers have returned from Russia and only officers were held there still as POWs. The 
chairman also added that in his opinion, members of the church should not interfere 
with affairs that fall out of their scope…”.480 
Having heard the lie of Vorosilov and the denial of the existence of hundreds of thou-
sands of POWs held captive in the Soviet Union, people in Hungary have started to won-
der whether the Hungarian Government stood any chance at all in protecting Hungarian 
interests at the Soviet government. On the other hand, we can clearly see the continuous 
and blatant lies of the Soviets and the misrepresentation of obvious facts.
Considering the social importance of the POW issue, it is easy to understand why, in 
addition to government bodies in charge of POW issues and the Red Cross, several so-
cial organisations – such as Nemzeti Segély (National Aid), Siess Adj Segíts (Hurry Give 
Help), Hadifoglyok és Hozzátartozók Országos Szövetsége (National Association of 
POWs and Families), Magyar Nők Demokratikus Szövetsége (the Democratic Associa-
tion of Hungarian Women) – had been founded to help the situation of POWs. Political 
parties have also started to set up their POW offices, though not merely out of solidari-
ty and patriotism but with the intention of achieving political capital from this extremely 
crucial issue of society. The leading such party was the communist party, which started 
a national weekly paper by the name of Magyar Hadifogoly Híradó (Hungarian POW 
News) with the support of the Soviet Union in autumn 1945; and thereby soon managed 
to monopolise the POW issue also on ministry level. 
Due to its nature, the POW issue belonged to the scope of authority of the Ministries of 
Defense in all countries. However, since this ministry was in the hands of the Smallhold-
ers’ Party in Hungary, they were soon completely decapacitated in dealing with POW 
affairs. On 1 September 1945, by the help of the Allied (Soviet) Control Commission, the 
478 Cabinet council minutes of the government of Zoltán Tildy 15 Novermber 1945 – 4 February 1946 
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Hungarian Communist Party managed to bring the POW issue into the jurisdiction of the 
Ministry of the Interior, operating under the supervision of the Communist Party. This 
was followed by the confiscation of authority of affairs related to POWs from the Minis-
try of Defense; transferring it first to the Red Cross and then to the Ministry of Welfare, 
which was also under the supervision of the Communist Party. After this, the Hungari-
an Communist Party had full authority over the POW issue.

On several occasions, the government had attempted to achieve results in the issue of de-
portees, but never received responses of significance, usually not even a reply to the let-
ters. The Hungarian Foreign Affairs Ministry bombarded the Allied Control Commission 
with hundreds and later, thousands of letters requesting the liberation of Hungarian de-
portees. (It had to be the Allied Control Commission since Hungary; defeated and lim-
ited in its international rights, could only carry out foreign policy through this body, up 
until the enactment of the peace treaty). Out of the more than fifty-thousand individu-
al, special liberation requests, the Foreign Affairs Ministry submitted 15 000 to the Allied 
Control Commission, which then forwarded these to the Hungarian Ministry of the Inte-
rior for further review. Unfortunately, there were only “around 150 persons whose cases 
had been dealt with, either by a notification or some actual measure.”481

481 Zalán Bognár: Az elmaradt szovjet-magyar hadifogoly-egyezmény (The Soviet – Hungarian POW Agreement 
that never happened). Hadtörténelmi Közlemények (Statements of Military History), 2000/4. 863.

One of the several thousands of verbal records of the Hungarian Foreign Affairs Ministry, in 
which the liberation of Dezső Jenei, railway supervisor and 255 railway workers is requested 

from the Soviet-managed Armistice (officially called Allied) Control Commission.
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In diplomatic terms, even the Armistice Agreement of 20 January 1945 failed to settle the 
issue of Hungarian POWs; despite the resolutions of the 1929 Geneva Convention. Thus, 
Hungary had to content itself with a promise of Vorosilov, chairman of the ACC on 22 
August 1945, whereby “The marshal officially stated the decision of the government of 
the Soviet Union whereby all Hungarian POWs shall be liberated…. The mass return of 
POWs to their homes shall commence in the coming days.”482

And indeed, prior to the 1945 national assembly elections, the Soviets started the trans-
portation of Hungarian POWs home. By the end of the year, 150,000 Hungarian POWs 
had been liberated. Although this measure had been taken to increase the prestige of the 
Soviet Union and the election chances of the Hungarian Communist Party; Rákosi was 
not entirely pleased with it. In his statement made during the summer of 1945 he said:  

482 Népszava, 23 August 1945

One verbal record of the Hungarian Foreign Affairs Ministry out of the several thousand, in 
which the liberation of around 1700 persons aged 18-45, deported from Érd is requested from the 

Allied Control Commission on 8 January 1945.
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“A significant proportion of POWs are fascists…. If we were to liberate them now, it would 
simply serve to strengthen fascism significantly.”483 Then, after losing the elections he drew 
the attention of lieutenant general Petrov; director of the Directorate for POW and Internee 
Affairs of NKVD that “POWs arrive in Hungary in an extremely weakened physical state. 
Out of the 3000 POWs returned to Debrecen, almost every one of them had to be taken to 
hospital.” This he mentions to make his point, that “The Smallholders’ Party makes valua-
ble use of this situation, turning it to their benefit by demagoguing it and thereby eroding 
the chances of success for the Hungarian Communist Party.”484

Ferenc Nagy, prime minister and Smallholders’ Party member was the first to bring up 
the issue of POWs during government discussions, on his visit to Moscow in April 1946. 
However, he received no specific promises considering the scheduling or deadline of de-
livering the POWs home. The only statement he could make to press representatives was 
that “Mr Generalissimus … stated that the Hungarian POWs were being transported 
home continuously.”485 However, in 1946, the transportation of Hungarian POWs home 
was rather slow to start, and only around 25 – 30,000 POWs were brought home.486

After this, the thorough solution of the POW issue was expected from the time of sign-
ing the peace treaty. However, the peace treaty signed on 10 February 1947 failed to set-
tle the issue of Hungarian war prisoners in the captivity of allied powers; this was just 
one of several unfulfilled hopes. Article 21, dealing with POWs only stated that “Hungar-
ian POWs shall be transported home as early as possible, in accordance with agreements 
between certain Powers and Hungary in this regard”, and, that Hungary shall bear all 
costs related to the transportation home.487 The expression “as early as possible” meant, 
according to the military commission of the peace conference, that transportations may 
only be hindered by technical reasons.488

Therefore, peace did not bring relief to those suffering in the captivity of Soviet labour 
and internment camps. Firstly; because the treaty did not contain any clause related to 
German deportees in the Soviet Union during the war, and secondly; because it did not 
set any specific deadline for the winners; meaning, the Soviet Union, as to the time of re-
leasing the prisoners (of war).
Only one chance remained for the thorough solution of the POW issue on the level of di-
plomacy for the disappointed Hungarian delegation and the general public of Hunga-
ry, which was a separate agreement, as part of the peace treaty; meaning, the signature 
of the POW agreement. Since the transportation of POWs from England, the USA and 
France had basically been completed by the end of 1946; the only country with whom a 
POW agreement was still necessary was the Soviet Union. 
Hungarian families had been hoping for the return of around 450,000 Hungarian POWs 
from the Soviet Union at the time of the peace treaty, however, a significant proportion 

483 Árpád Pünkösti: Rákosi a hatalomért 1945-1948 (Rákosi for power 1945-1948) Európa, Budapest, 1992. 124.
484 Same source 144.
485 Kossuth Népe newspaper, 21 April 1946.
486 Exact statistics are available only from 1 July 1946; after which date 16 322 POWs had been transported 
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488 Documents of HLI HM Peace preparation group (Bée.cs.i.) A/I./95. Memorial dated 26 March 1947, 
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of them could never return489, as masses of deportees deceased due to unbearably long 
journeys on foot and harsh conditions during transportations, and at the collection, tem-
porary and destination camps in the Soviet Union. No information of such cases of death 
had been reported by the Soviet party in any way.
The government, led by the Smallholders’ Party set up an inter-ministry committee for 
the preparation of the inter-state agreement, and the receiving of masses of liberated 
POWs. The most intense debate broke out in two issues. Representatives of ministries led 
by the communist party did not want to accept any Hungarian citizens originating from 
annexed areas, and stated that “Swabians should not be accepted”, since many of their 
families have already been deported, as Swabians. However, representatives of minis-
tries led by the Smallholders’ Party claimed that “the government of Hungary must not 
take the standpoint whereby it leaves persons belonging to the Hungarian armed forces 
who will not be accepted by other nations, in Soviet Russia.”490 In response to the Swabi-
an-issue, they explained that the majority of civilians had been deported simply because 
of their German-sounding names; therefore the selection of deportees to be returned 
home must not be left to Soviet authorities. Finally, the communist-led ministries also 
agreed that civilians of Hungarian nationality refused by neighbouring states shall be 
accepted by Hungary. Therefore, after a one-month-long debate, on 17 March 1947 the 
parties managed to come to an agreement regarding the final content of the POW-trea-
ty plan, according to which – based on the promises of Vorosilov and Stalin – the return 
of deportees to their homes should have been completed until the end of the year 1947.491

Meanwhile, the public political battle also continued for winning voters through the 
POW issue, which, in the country ruled by the Soviets, brought success to the Hungari-
an Communist Party (MKP). 
In the spring of 1947, both the Foreign Affairs Ministry and the Smallholders’ Party had 
taken several diplomatic initiatives to return POWs home as soon as possible; and the 
soonest commencing of negotiations related to the POW treaty, but neither of these 
was successful. However, only the initiative linked to the name of Mátyás Rákosi could 
achieve dramatic – or, rather, seemingly dramatic results. 
The third initiative had been taken officially by the Democratic Association of Hungari-
an Women (MNDSZ), under communist leadership. On Wednesday 7 May, a delegation 
of one hundred ladies as MNDSZ492 representatives visited Mátyás Rákosi and submitted 
a letter to him in which they requested that he approach Stalin and ask for the liberation 

489 The Ministry of Defense carried out calculations regarding the number of POW s still on the territory of 
the Soviet Union using two approaches and data sets. The two results were 430,000 and 460,000 persons. 
Then, taking the arithmetic mean value of the two results and rounding, the end result came out at 
450,000 persons. HLI HM 7187/eln. – 1947.; In his diary, Hermann Pokorny mentioned 400-500 thousand 
POWs. HLI Personália 94/A, box 1. 

490 HLI HM Bée.cs.i. A/I/95. “Minutes” of the inter-ministry meeting held on 3 March 1947 in the issue of 
returning POWs home. Same source: “Memo” of the inter-ministry meeting held on 3 March 1947.

491 About the POW treaty in more detail: Zalán Bognár: Az elmaradt szovjet-magyar hadifogoly-
egyezmény (The Soviet – Hungarian POW Agreement that never happened). Hadtörténelmi 
Közlemények, 2000/4. 861-886.

492 For the partial list of mass organisations and newspapers under MKP control but outside of the party, 
see: Jelentések az MKP két választás közötti tevékenységéről 1947. július – augusztus. Moszkvának 
jelentjük… Titkos dokumentumok 1944-1948. (Reports of MKP’s activity between the two elections July 
– August 1947. Reporting to Moscow… Confidential documents 1944-1948) (Editor.: Lajos Izsák – Miklós 
Kun) Századvég, Budapest, 1994. 218-219.
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of POWs “in the nearest future”, before the end of the year. (In selecting the 100 members 
of the delegation, the “comrades” took great care that Mrs Rajk, chief secretary of MNDSZ, 
the wife of the communist Ministry of Interior and wives of other known communist lead-
ers; such as Mrs Révai and Mrs Mód should not be among the delegation members.) 493 
The Soviet Union responded unusually quickly to this request; sending a reply in just 3 
days, on 12 May, which is an unrealistically short time even considering regular diplo-
matic correspondence. Stalin replied to Rákosi as follows: “In your letter you state that 
families of Hungarian POWs are turning to you, asking whether it may be possible to 
return Hungarian POWs home in this year, regardless of the deadline set for this in the 
peace treaty.”494 Let us stop for a moment at this misinformation, this distortion! In fact, 
the peace treaty contained no deadline at all concerning the return of POWs home! In 
addition, the Allied Powers of the West had, by that time, already sent all Hungarian 
POWs home! Stalin was aware of these facts, still, to achieve more pronounced propa-
ganda effect, he replied as though the return of POWs home observing international law 
depended upon the ratification or effective date of the peace treaty. He then continued 
his letter: “I can tell you that the Soviet government, having discussed your letter and 
considered the mentioned requests, decided that it shall not await the ratification and 
effective date of the peace treaty with Hungary, and shall commence the liberation of 
Hungarian POWs and their returning home already during the month of May. The Hun-
garian government will receive due notification of this.”495 
Large capital letters on the headlines of the Magyar Hadifogoly Híradó (Hungarian POW 
News) heralded the power of the communist party general secretary, the result of his 
tireless efforts and leverage in the Soviet party and state management: “Stalin fulfils the 
request of Mátyás Rákosi”.496

It was no coincidence that, in contrast with previous attempts, this so-called ‘spontane-
ous’ and ‘bottom-up’ approach was a success. The story sent a clear message to society: 
while the Smallholders’ Party-led government is incompetent and can not achieve any 
results in regard to bringing POWs home from the Soviet Union, the words of the gen-
eral secretary of the communist party instantly open the gates of Soviet prisoner camps. 
However, let us take a look at the background of this successful initiative. After sign-
ing the peace treaty, the MKP felt an urgent need to hold new elections before the treaty 
takes effect; meaning, until the Allied Control Commission can still dictate the conditions 
in Hungary. This was because MKP only had a chance of winning majority in parlia-
ment, and thus, controlling power, if elections were held prior to the end of the mandate 
of the “almighty” Allied Control Commission. A result favourable to MKP could only be 
achieved if all decent and indecent measures were taken to increase the number of vot-
ers and prestige of the party. This was how the POW issue appeared once again in the 
forefront of MKP’s propaganda in spring 1947, through which the party had hoped to 
win several hundred thousand voters. To this end, in the spring of 1947 the MKP set up 
a five-member committee whose job was the management of the party and propagan-

493 Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban. Dokumentumok (1941-1953) (Hungarian POWs in the Soviet 
Union. Documents (1941-1953)) (Chief editor.: Éva Mária Varga) Moscow – Budapest, ROSSZPEN – 
MKTTK, 2006. 431.; Magyar Hadirokkant, Hadifogoly Híradó 10 May 1947

494 Szabad Nép newspaper 14 May 1947.; Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban (Hungarian POWs in the 
Soviet Union) 432.

495 Same source
496 Magyar Hadirokkant, Hadifogoly Híradó 17 May 1947
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da work related to bringing the POWs home. The fundamental objective of the commit-
tee is highlighted in a letter written by Sándor Sziklai, a committee member and head of 
the MKP POW Office to Imre Horváth, the party secretary of the Hungarian Embassy in 
Moscow: “It would be very good if the Russian authorities were sufficiently informed 
about the importance of this issue [i.e. the POW issue – Z. B.] and the great propaganda 
value of each arriving POW transportation from the Soviet Union.”497

It was mainly for this reason; the great propaganda significance of the POW issue that 
Mátyás Rákosi travelled to Moscow on 27 April 1947, welcomed by Foreign Affairs Min-
ister Molotov on 29 April. One of the most important topics of their discussion was the 
POW issue, as recorded in the memos of Korotkevic:

„– M. R.: We want POWs liberated at the initiative of the communist party. […]
– M.V.: But wouldn’t the return of POWs strengthen the reactionists, and the Small-
holders’ Party?
– M.R.: Let me tell you that half of these undoubtedly belong to the communists, the 
other half are reactionists. But if all POWs are returned, it will create a good overall at-
mosphere in the country. Groups of crying ladies visit me almost every day, begging 
to help liberate their husbands and sons. We would like to do something serious to 
show the masses the results of the work of the communist party and raise its prestige. 
For example, if the Czechoslovakian issue was resolved at the initiative of the commu-
nist party, and the POWs were liberated. […] We now require results that the entire 
population can feel. We need all the population to see that the communists really give 
something to the people.” The conversation was concluded as follows:
„– M.V.: Which issues do you therefore consider as the most important?
– M.R.: The settling of the issue with the Czechoslovakians and the POW issue.
– M. V.: Will you win or lose on the POW issue?
– M.R.: POWs shall return home sooner or later anyway. But it is better if they return 
sooner, and at the initiative of the communists”. 498

After this, it is easy to see why Mátyás Rákosi received such an extremely quick positive 
response; in contrast to the previous inter-state requests of the Hungarian Government, 
leading to months of delays in responses or no response at all.
However, irrespective of the visit of Rákosi in Moscow, the Soviets had decided much 
earlier that they would liberate Hungarian and Romanian POWs in 1947. On 12 March 
1947, Kruglov, minister of interior reported to Vishinski, vice foreign affairs minister 
that the National Planning Committee of the Soviet Union must be consulted about the 
scheduling and deadline of repatriating Hungarian and Romanian POWs, in order to 
minimise the negative impact that such a massive withdrawal of workforce would have 
on the country’s economy.499 
Therefore, Rákosi had nothing to do with the repeated start of the mass transportations 
of POWs home, the whole issue was a well-designed show, aiming to deceive Hungari-
an voters and increase the popularity of Rákosi and the MKP and its base. The deception 
paid off. Rákosi described the results in his recollections as follows: “Three months lat-
er, at the elections, we found that the majority of POWs in distribution camps in Debre-
cen and other locations – secretly – voted for us. […] Hundreds of thousands felt that the 
497 Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban (Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union) p. 24.
498 Moszkvának jelentjük (Reporting to Moscow) p. 202-205.
499 Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban (Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union) p. 423-424.
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communists had, once again, successfully solved an issue that had been so painful for 
them. Returning POWs thanked the party on several occasions for speeding up their lib-
eration, I personally received small gifts frequently, such as engraved wooden boxes, pa-
per-knives and other items from grateful POWs.”500

MKP considered the return of POWs home as a means of attaining power rather than a 
true humanitarian intention; which is clearly shown by a letter written by Rákosi two 
months following the letter that had brought such great publicity; requesting the libera-
tion of POWs. This second, secret letter sent to Moscow contained a request to the oppo-
site effect; asking the Soviet Union to stop the transportations of ‘reactionist’ Hungarian 
POW officers to Hungary in July and August, before the parliamentary elections. The re-
quest was granted by Soviet authorities.501

Thanks to the efforts of the MNDSZ, the propaganda campaign that had previously 
been rather subdued yet continuous; turned into a vehement, loud and widespread cam-
paign.  Once again, after 1945, papers around the country published framed ‘articles’ 
entitled “COMMUNIST PARTY is the leading party in bringing home POWs!” The fol-
lowing text was written on the doors of train cars transporting POWs home: “Horthy and 

500 Mátyás Rákosi: Visszaemlékezések 1940-1956 (Recollections 1940-1956). Napvilág, Budapest, 1997. 
I. edition 369.

501 A. I. Serov vice minister of interior reporting to V. M. Molotov about the termination of transportations of 
Hungarian POW officers to Hungary. In: Iratok a magyar-szovjet kapcsolatok történetéhez 1944. október 
– 1948. június. Dokumentumok (Documents to the history of Hungarian-Soviet relations October 1944 - – 
June 1948). (Editor.: István Vida) Gondolat, Budapest, 2005. 281.

Caricatures played a crucial role in the propaganda of the communist party. Its publications, such 
as the Magyar Hadirokkant, Hadifogoly Híradó contained several of them. One of these portrays 

Rákosi as the train driver, bringing home the POWs, and reactionists trying to prevent this 
(attempting to pull the train back). However, thinking of the message conveyed by the caricature, 

it would be highly surprising to think that reactionists in the Soviet Union had been so strong. 
Trains returning home to the Debrecen camp had not been impeded at the Hungarian border; in 
fact, it had been the Soviet Union that had clearly refused to allow the prisoners to return home 

from forced labour. (Magyar Hadirokkant, Hadifogoly Híradó)
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Szálasi took us there – Rákosi brought us back! Long live the Communist Party!” Rákosi 
grabbed every opportunity to display himself as the benefactor of the Hungarian people. 
Thus, for example, on 28 July at the MNDSZ electorate major assembly, then on 2 Au-
gust at the assembly of POW families he promised that every Hungarian POW shall re-
turn home from the Soviet Union by Christmas – as though he had any powers to keep 
such promises. To show how little impact Rákosi’s words actually had on bringing home 
POWs in Soviet captivity: Rákosi sent letters to the Soviets through his comrade Imre Hor-
váth at the Moscow Embassy, pleading for the release of at least the miners, and Horváth 
responded that their authority is insufficient for this. He then added that the miners are 
“not just sitting idly; they are contributing to the economic fortification of the Soviet Un-
ion with their diligent work, which means they are indirectly helping us too.”502 I think the 
response is an excellent example of the way of thinking of the ‘homo cummunisticus’.
In contrast to the promises of Rákosi; all POWs were not transported home by the Christ-
mas of 1947, in fact, not even in 1948. Transportation of POWs home stalled several times 
during the summer of 1948; although MKP had promised that, once they came to power, 
all Hungarian POWs would be brought back home. Nándor Weisz, new secretary of the 
Moscow Embassy wrote to Rákosi that the reason why less POWs are transported home 
is because the Russians are rather reluctant to release the labour force and the train cars 
are needed for the harvest. 
In February 1948, a government delegation led by Rákosi travelled to Moscow, but in the 
Hungarian – Soviet friendship treaty there was not so much as a mention made of the 
hundreds of thousands of Hungarian POWs and civilian internees still in Soviet captiv-
ity. In fact, they received no specific verbal promise even regarding the signature of the 
POW treaty. The only result was that Stalin promised once again that from 1 April, POW 
transportations to Hungary would be restarted ‘at full power’. 
Despite the promises however, the transportation of POWs did not start even in April, 
since, although officially there was a coalition government in Hungary at that time, the 
real political power was already in the hands of the communist party. Thus, the Soviet 
Union had no longer any interest in transporting the valuable labour force comprising 
Hungarian POWs home as soon as possible. 
Finally, on 12 April, Gyula Szekfű, Hungarian ambassador in Moscow was disappointed 
to receive the register of the Soviet Union which contained the transportation of POWs to 
Hungary without a deadline. The register was basically an ultimatum, since, when Kir-
sanov, Soviet ambassador submitted the register to Szekfű, he emphasised that the start 
of POW transportations depends on the approval of the register within 8 days. The So-
viet party took great care to ensure that the ultimatum is only emphasised verbally and 
was not included in the register.
In a telegram attached to the register, Szekfű drew the attention of the Hungarian gov-
ernment to the greatest disadvantage that may be expected after accepting the register: 
“…if we sign this proposal, then the Soviet government may no longer be willing to dis-
cuss any other aspects of the POW issue and, after the transportations are finished this 
year, may declare that there are no more POWs and they may not discuss the issue any 
further.”503 The Hungarian government still accepted the register and masses of POWs 

502 Árpád Pünkösti: Rákosi a hatalomért (Rákosi for power) p. 8-9.
503 Zalán Bognár: Az elmaradt szovjet-magyar hadifogoly-egyezmény (The Soviet – Hungarian POW Agreement 
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returned home once again from the Soviet Union, from May up until the end of Decem-
ber. What happened afterwards was exactly what Gyula Szekfű had warned his country 
about: the Soviet Union dropped the issue completely and was reluctant not only to dis-
cuss the matter any further but even to make any mention of it. 
By this time, the Hungarian government officially declared to the public that the POW 
issue had been considered as solved, stating, that only war criminals sentenced by Sovi-
et authorities had remained in the Soviet labour camps. On 30 October, without any pre-
vious announcement, the publishing of Magyar Hadifogoly Híradó (Hungarian POW 
News) – serving basically propaganda purposes – was terminated by a red numbered, 
final, special edition; as its purpose had been served – real power by that time had been 
in the hands of the communist party. The headlines of the final edition read, in large let-
ters: “We have completed our task”. POW offices of agonising political parties were also 
closed, organisations dealing with various kinds of military care terminated their opera-
tion, and the winding up of POW departments of ministries was also started. 
At the end of 1948, the arrival of more than 200,000 captive Hungarian persons from So-
viet labour camps was still awaited by their loved ones. Soviet authorities provided no 
official information about them. Possibly the majority had not been alive by this time. 
In most cases of death, no records were made by the Soviets, they only recorded the de-
crease in the number of the labour force. Nevertheless, the number of Hungarians living 
in Soviet lagers at this time was still large.
After 1948, the communist party, or the Hungarian Workers’ Party as it was called by that 
time, seemingly took a turn in the way it dealt with the POW issue, but this was not a real 
turn; since even in 1945, Rákosi referred to the majority of (war) prisoners as fascists. The 
only difference between the party’s pre- and post-1948 politics was that, while before 1948, 
Rákosi had hidden his true opinion from the general public; after 1948 he openly came for-
ward with his views. As singular owner of power, he took a complete turnaround in his ap-
proach toward the POW issue, leaving those still captive to their fate.
Internees and POWs therefore arrived home together, mostly between 1947 and 1949. 
While in 1947 and 1948 there had been mass transportations of POWs home – 100,400 
persons in 1947 and 84,310 in 1948 – after the communists took power, in 1949 only 5,055 
and in 1950, only 8,497 Hungarian GUPVI captives could return home. (77.3% of those 
returning in 1949 were civilians!)504 At the end of 1948 – following the winding-up of de-
mocracy and the start of the communist rule – the communist state management consid-
ered the POW issue as solved, closing all social and political organisations dealing with 
(war) prisoners. Mátyás Rákosi, Stalin’s greatest Hungarian follower announced that the 
only prisoners remaining in the Soviet Union were war criminals sentenced by Soviet au-
thorities, who are not required in the “construction of the people’ democracy”.
Only Hungarian emigration continued to support the interests of captives still alive. 
Within the Association of Hungarian Veterans (MHKB), operating in the Western part 
of Germany, the POW Service was started in 1949, which identified 2,603 Soviet camps 
(POW, internment and hospital camps) by location and number.505 By the assignment of 
MHKB, Rezső Palásthy – himself having visited Soviet lagers – compiled the White book 
504 Éva Gerhardt: Adalékok a magyar hadifogoly kérdés alakulásáról a II. világháború után. A Debreceni 

Hadifogoly Átvevő Bizottság (Additional facts of the progress of the Hungarian POW issue after W.W.II. 
POW Receiving Committee Debrecen). Levéltári Szemle 1993/2. 30.

505 White book on the situation of POWs and civilians deported into the Soviet Union. (Editor: Magyar 
Harcosok Bajtársi Közössége Hadifogolyszolgálata) Bad Wörishofen, 1950. 69-100.
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in 1950, using available documents; in which he exposed to the general public of the 
world the tragic and hard fate of Hungarian prisoners deported to the Soviet Union. 
Following its thorough review, the ad-hoc committee of the UN analysing forced and 
slave labour has approved it and considered it to be authentic.506

The efforts of the community have paid off. Pressured by the outraged international com-
munity, around 25 thousand POWs and internees still alive in the Soviet Union, left to their 
fate by the Hungarian communist state leadership, could return home from GUPVI la-
gers between 1950 and 1952.507 Several thousand Hungarian GUPVI and GULAG prison-
ers could return to Hungary together with German prisoners in 1953, following the death 
of Stalin, as well as in the end of 1955 and at the start of 1956; thanks to a visit to Moscow 
by Konrad Adenauer, German chancellor in September 1955, when, in addition to estab-
lishing contacts of diplomacy, the issue of POWs was also discussed.
The communist regime had not been 
pleased to welcome the civilian and 
military prisoners who had arrived 
home, anguished and frail following 
tragic years spent in the camps. Most 
of them were sent to the Moson street 
prison, or were only allowed home 
to their loved ones following some 
more time spent in the internment 
camps of Kazincbarcika, Tiszalök or 
the forgotten camp in Kecskemét.
Some POWs arriving with later 
transportations had missed earli-
er trains due to illness; or their re-
turning papers had been lost in the 
mazes of Soviet bureaucracy, or had 
been delayed because of their na-
tionality (being of German origin) 
or because of uncertainties related 
to the changes in state borderlines. 
Others had been sentenced, mostly 
on the grounds of false accusations, 
to further forced labour in GULAG 
prison camps.508

506 Tamás Stark: Hadifoglyok békében (POWs in peace) (see record no. 40.) 
507 20,000 POWs arrived home from the Soviet Union in 1950 and 1951. Hungária, Munich, 17 April 1953
508 See in more detail: János Rózsás: Gulag lexikon. Nagykanizsa, 2008.

Statue erected in memory of POWs held captive in the 
internment camp of Tiszalök 

(Photo: Barbara Bank)

Coal drawing by József Ringhoffer, former POWs held 
captive in the internment camp of Kazincbarcika, of 

the buildings of a chemical factory built by them
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György Dupka 
In Sub-Carpathia

Applications, petitions and letters written with the aim of returning deportees home

On 18 November 1989 in the Memorial Conference held in Beregszász/Berehove György 
Csatáry509 and József Baráth,510 archivists from Berehove, mentioned in their lectures that 
during 1945 official statements were prepared in connection with the whereabouts of the 
male inhabitants of the villages. Moreover, residents bombarded the competent author-
ities of the cantons/districts for the release of deportees, since the villages, communities 
and families were very much in need of manpower in labour force.
Dr. Zsigmond Gyarmathy511, an archivist from Nyíregyháza, in his lecture analysed the 
documents in relation to the deported Hungarian citizens of Csonka-Bereg County, of 
the vicinity of Nyíregyháza, and of Transdanubia, which he discovered in the archives of 
Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County, and had it published in the periodical, Szabolcs-Szat-
mári Szemle. Gyarmathy, among others, analysed the reply of the chairman of the Pro-
visional Control Committee of Debrecen. Pushkin, Special Ambassador and Deputy 
Minister asserted that the Government of the Soviet Union had no intention of retain-
ing the deportees, and in the course of time, everybody would return home. Dr. Gyar-
mathy also spoke of women writing letters to the People’s Council of Sub-Carpathia in 
order to get their husbands home; the Sub-Carpathian communists, acting as interme-
diaries, blackmailed these women by promising advocacy for the sake of deportees pro-
vided “…they became members of the Communist Party of Berehove. Relatives tried 
to arrange something in this particular case, so they wrote to Ungvár, to the People’s 
Council of Carpatho-Ukraine.” 
Dr. Árpád Fazekas512, also an archivist from Nyíregyháza, recalled Deputy Lieutenant 
Endre Tompa’s letter of 23 June 1945, written to the Minister of Welfare: “Last year, at 
the beginning of November, several Hungarian residents were also removed from our 
municipality by Red Army units for reasons and purposes unknown. In Nyíregyháza, 
around 2,000 people were affected. I wish to state that among of those carried off, no po-
litical or other discriminations took place. In fact, we lost several men with professed left-
ist convictions right in the course of national reconstruction.”

Official petitions written in the issue of the return of deportees

The first petitions written between December 1944 and December 1945 were addressed 
to the provincial People’s Committees, warranting action for the return of the leftists 
and communists deported from Szolyva.513 The application of Nagybereg village Peo-
509 György Csatáry’s lecture (1989). In DUPKA: Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk (Their only guilt was their 

Hungarian origin) p. 303-206.
510 József Baráth’s lecture. (1989). In DUPKA: Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk (Their only guilt was their 

Hungarian origin) p. 207-209.
511 Zsigmond Gyarmathy’s lecture (1989). In DUPKA: Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk (Their only guilt was 

their Hungarian origin) p. 210-211.
512 Árpád Fazekas’s lecture (1989). In DUPKA. Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk (Their only guilt was their 

Hungarian origin) p. 225.
513 In File 19 of the Regional State Achives of Sub-Carpathia there exist applications requesting the return of 

the deported, and the lists of civilians deported into labour camps. 
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ple’s Committee is notable which contained the list of the deported leftists from the set-
tlement, at the same time it requested the return of communists imprisoned in the camps 
of Szolyva and Stari Sambor, listing the reasons in six points as below:
“1. Military troops are in need of men to rebuild bridges in the vicinity of our village.
2. Their labour is missing to restore the buildings destroyed by the fascists.
3. There is a need for people to be engaged in logging operations in nearby forests.
4. Without them we are unable to carry out our military service obligations, there is no 
one to manufacture spare parts for wagons.
5. There is a mill in our village which mills for five villages. At present we have not got 
a skilled miller.
6. Soon there will be no one being able to cultivate the lands, we did not sow in autumn, 
and we cannot do it now either. This will also prove to be detrimental to the state.
Provided our issues were addressed, we would be able to carry out all the work men-
tioned. In order our request to be fulfilled, we also wish to emphasise that several men 
were deported regardless of who they were. These men were simple farm people and 
forestry workers. 
In our village, (Nagy)Bereg, a considerable number of communists had been living for a 
long time who we also wish to reclaim. They, even during the Fascist regime, proved to 
be honourable and earnest civilians of our community. They did not support the enemy 
in any ways, and they happened to end up in camps by accident.”514

On behalf of the desperate wives, mothers, and relatives, the town-clerk of the People’s 
Committee in Bátyú composed a letter of a similar content to the People’s Committee of 
Berehove: “I declare that the population belonging to commissariat of the Bátyú district 
has been constantly harassing me to write applications for the release of those people 
who were deported to labour camps in November 1944. I made enquiries to the com-
mander who had inducted them. I was specifically told not to write any applications 
since those people would only get released at the end of the war. Taking this into account 
I did not venture to send any applications to the commanders of labour camps. 
Sadly, it is impossible to talk to women present in the people’s committee. They say all 
the secretaries of the district have already sent petitions similar to that of theirs, and as a 
result, several people have been released and sent home. They keep accusing me of not 
being sympathetic to their case, and that I do not want them to come home, and that their 
return depends exclusively on me. 
The district committee has to deal with hundreds of waiting women every day. They are 
the relatives of deportees, who, when being informed that I do not want to write any pe-
titions, start to wail and cry. I feel that this matter needs to be clarified, and please let me 
know about the decision. Due to their constant presence, we are unable to do our work, 
for they refuse to leave the office, though I keep trying in vain to explain them that I can-
not comply with their requests. February 1945, Bátyú.”515

514 György, Csatáry: Az 1944-es elhurcolás a Területi Állami Levéltár anyagainak tükrében. (The Deportation 
of 1944 in the light of the available documents of the Regional State Archives) In: Évgyűrűk ’90. Irodalmi, 
művészeti és társadalompolitikai kiadvány. Kárpáti Kiadó, Ungvár, 1991. p. 80

515 György, Csatáry: Az 1944-es elhurcolás a Területi Állami Levéltár anyagainak tükrében. (The Deportation 
of 1944 in the light of the available documents of the Regional State Archives) In: Évgyűrűk ’90. Irodalmi, 
művészeti és társadalompolitikai kiadvány. Kárpáti Kiadó, Ungvár, 1991. p. 80
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We could quote dozens of other letters with similar content, to which, instead of re-
ceiving reassuring answers, applicants were provided evasive replies by the district au-
thority and the military headquarters: “The People’s Council of Carpatho-Ukraine will 
investigate into the matter and forward the petition.” Or: “The case of the deported civil 
residents is not within the competence of the people’s council,” etc. 
Stalin’s order to the Armed Forces and Navy Fleets of the Red Army was disclosed to 
the public on the 9 May 1945 in which he announced: “On 8 May 1945, in Berlin, the rep-
resentatives of the German High Command signed a document declaring uncondition-
al surrender of the German Armed Forces.” To mark the occasion, he ordered that on 9 
May, “on Victory Day, at 10 pm., our capital, Moscow, in the name of our Motherland, 
shall salute to the heroes of the Armed forces, hero ships and troops of the Red Army 
having gained this great victory by 1,000 cannons firing 30 rounds.” Seizing the opportu-
nity, and knowing that reconstruction would need manpower, Ivan Turjanica, the chair-
man of the People’s Council of Zakarpatska Ukraine, and the Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of Zakarpatska Ukraine wrote a letter516 to Khrush-
chev, in which he requested his intervention in the “release of Sub-Carpathian civil-
ians” held in captivity. According to the People’s Council, an estimated number of 60,000 
Sub-Carpathian male civilians were detained in POW camps for various reasons. Turjan-
ica indicated that these physically strong men had previously been forcibly inducted by 
the Hungarian authorities into the Hungarian Army, were forced to perform forced la-
bour, and the politically unreliable individuals were deported to concentration camps. 
During, and towards the end of the war, they all fell into Soviet captivity, and many of 
those who stayed at home were also deported into camps. Turjanica, in addition, argued 
for their release by pointing out that “by Sub-Carpathia joined Soviet Ukraine, this way 
the annexation of Sub-Carpathia by the Soviet Union was legalised.” To consolidate So-
viet power, on behalf of relatives and family members concerned, he repeatedly asked 
“Nikita Sergeyevich to put forward a suggestion to the Red Army General Headquarters, 
according to which, all of the civilians from Sub-Carpathia should be released from cap-
tivity and directed back to their homeland.”
To Turjanica’s command, district committees issued a circular to the chairmen and clerks 
of people’s councils of settlements within their administrations, in which they demand-
ed statements on account of the whereabouts of the male population of villages.517 The 
representative of the district authority of Berehove sent the following circular to the local 
authorities of Zápszony, Csonkapapi, and Harangláb, etc.: 
“Subject: A list of names of deportees located in POWs camps. I command you that a 
list of deportees from Carpatho-Ukraine currently in POW camps shall be forwarded by 
messengers within two days, in two copies, to the District People’s Committee of Bere-
hove. Please enclose the following information: place and date of birth, place of residence 
and location of camp where he is located. 2 July 1945. Berehove.” 
In the archives, statements can be found of almost all settlements, regarding the where-
abouts of the male population of villages, on the grounds of which the number of mili-
tary-aged males, absent between 2 and 10 July 1944, can be assessed with high probability. 
516 ДАЗО, -Ф. 4. -Оп. 1. спр. 82. арк. 4. Also see as document N.o.376 in the following publication: Тернистий 

шлях до України… p. 618-619
517 György, Csatáry: Az 1944-es elhurcolás a Területi Állami Levéltár anyagainak tükrében. (The Deportation 

of 1944 in the light of the available documents of the Regional State Archives) In: Évgyűrűk ’90. Irodalmi, 
művészeti és társadalompolitikai kiadvány. Kárpáti Kiadó, Ungvár, 1991. p. 79-81
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Unfortunately, the names of camp locations were not indicated correctly in every case, 
and several settlement lists completely lack the names of camps. On account of the latter 
it seems to be a satisfactory explanation that family members did not have any informa-
tion about where their relatives were deported to. In most villages, the representatives 
of the competent authority prepared two separate lists. List No. 1. contained the names 
of those inducted into active service from within the Hungarian Army, and indicate the 
settlements or/and military camps where information was last obtained from Hungarian 
privates. List No. 2 consisted of names of people deported to the transit camps of Szoly-
va and Sambor. Both lists were based on second-hand information obtained from family 
members of deportees, therefore, in many cases, the precise location of camps related to 
the names on the lists cannot be easily identified, if at all. 
Turjanica, nevertheless, with these lists and their data as being credible source of infor-
mation aimed to convince the representatives of the central Soviet authorities that men of 
18-50 years of age did not reside in the settlements in question, since they were demon-
strably held captive in POW camps. 
It was owing to Khrushchev, that as early as between 2 and 7 July, Ivan Turjanica’s peti-
tion was dealt with at the highest level of authority, in the People’s Control Commission. 
One of Beria’s “special notices”518 (strictly confidential, №830/b., 45. 12 July) addressed 
to Molotov, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, bears evidence to Ivan 
Turjanica’s, the chairman of Zakapatska Ukraine, appeal for the release of Ukrainians 
and Rusyns of Sub-Carpathian origin from the POW camps of the 2nd and 3rd Ukrain-
ian Front. Beria, on behalf of the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD), 
informed Molotov that as of 10 July 1945, there were altogether 3,787 Rusyns held in 
captivity in the front camps of NKVD as well as in the internment camps behind front-
lines, out of which 1,831 were kept in front camps, 1,875 in camps in the front hin-
terland areas, and 81 in prison hospitals; also, 2,793 Sub-Carpathian Ukrainians were 
detained, of which 1,564 were in frontline camps, 669 in camps in the hinterland, and 
560 in prison hospitals. 
There was no data mentioned about the fate of the Hungarian and German minority in 
Sub-Carpathia, although Turjanica requested the “release of each and every comrade” 
formerly residing in Sub-Carpathia. 
Upon their return, several of the released POWs died of diseases that they had contract-
ed in camps. As László Sándor writes in his memoirs, in 1946 he was the first person to 
give an official report at the Hungarian embassy in Moscow on the tragedy of 1944 re-
garding Sub-Carpathian Hungarian men of military age, where he initially intended to 
see the ambassador Gyula Szekfű about his resettlement to Hungary. However, since the 
head of Hungarian diplomacy at that time was in Budapest, Sándor was received by the 
counsellor Imre Horváth, to whom he confided “how shocking the deportation of Hun-
garian men of military age towards the centre of the country was for the Sub-Carpathi-
an civilians. I asserted openly that we were highly disappointed by the fact that we had 
been declared war criminals when we were the least likely to blame for Hungary having 
declared war against the Soviet Union.”519 It is likely that the notes taken during the hear-
ing of László Sándor got to Budapest. 

518 File 391. (TSU./ 666.), Original source in: ГАРФ, -Ф. 9401. -Оп. 2. Д. 103. Л. p. 259
519 SÁNDOR, László: Három ország polgára voltam. Egy évszázadnyi élet emlékei, 1909-1993 (I have been a 

citizen of three countries. A Recollection of a Century of Life). Madách-Posonium, 2009. p. 100
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Return from camps

In September 1945, Munkás Újság newspaper was first of the local Hungarian-language 
publications which reported to its readers on the “most welcome news”, on the return 
of the first group of internees and POWs, and which, apart from the local Hungarians, 
Rusyns and German/Swabian civil residents were particularly sensitive to: “owing to 
the People’s Council of Zakarpatska Ukraine (…) all POWs serving in the Hungarian ar-
my, who are of Zakarpatska Ukraine in origin, shall be released.”520 The return of the in-
ternees was continuous, of which Munkás Újság, nevertheless, was not able to report on 
any further, since its 37th and final issue appeared on 4 December 1945. The party ideo-
logues of Ungvár deprived the Hungarian population of the countryside of such a Hun-
garian leftist journal, a “pro-Hungarian editorial office,” which aimed to be a forum of 
native cultural development, as well as being its promoter and distributor.”521 Munkás 
Újság was replaced by Kárpáti Igaz Szó, a daily paper then translated from Ukraini-
an; the mouthpiece of the Sub-Carpathian Communist Party felt motivated to take such 
measures so that “the Hungarian-speaking population would be informed about the 
problems of how to construct a socialist society, thus, it would be able to partake in the 
reconstruction of our country.”522 
The arrests and surveillance did not cease, not even in the course of Communist dicta-
torship. During the period between the Decree issued on 18 December 1944 and Stalin’s 
death in 1953 everyone was considered guilty who during the existence of the Czech Re-
public and of Carpatho-Ukraine, especially at the time of the Kingdom of Hungary and 
the Szalasi-regime held and took on office, public and ecclesiastical positions. Devoted 
Roman and Greek Catholic as well as Protestant priests, Members of Parliament, leaders 
of pro-Hungarian Rusyn intelligence were deported to camps. The cleansing in succes-
sive waves did not even subside during the period of collectivisation, and hundreds of 
people were deprived of their goods, many were also banished to Siberia. 
While in the camps thousands of “enemy of the people” were being destroyed, including 
Hungarians of Sub-Carpathia, over here in Hungary “Stalin’s socialism” was being built 
triumphantly; “cheerleading lads” chanted tirades in unison, competing against each oth-
er by praising and deifying the great Stalin, the most brutal mass killer of the 20th century. 
Among them was László Bakó (Balla), whose poetry book, ‘Zengj hangosabban!’ (Praise 
louder!), published in 1951, contains such lines: “Let’s be grateful by singing joyful songs/ 
to the great Stalin/and to the Party./ Our blessedness shall exult gleefully,/Praise louder!” 
By contrast, the known and unknown authors of the epistles and prayers comprised 
into a volume entitled as ‘Istenhez fohászkodva’ (Pleading to God) (1992), composed 
between 1944 and 1955, were passed down in “Camp ballad” form by word of mouth, 
in which, instead of praising the great leader, they cursed upon his head: “Joe Stalin, 
you fierce butcher,/you may roll over in your grave,/ cursed,/ shall not rest in peace.// 
Your deceptive words, bald lies,/ have deceived many,/ have suffered your grip/ the 
innocent Hungarians.”

520 Ungvárra megérkezett a hadifoglyok első csoportja (The first group of POWs has arrived in Ungvár). In: 
Munkás Újság, 6 September 1945

521 DUPKA, György (1988): Az első „megnyugtató” dokumentum a helyi magyarság életében. (Az ungvári 
Munkás Újság: 1945) (The first „reassuring” document in the lives of native Hungarian communities) In: 
Évgyűrűk ’88, p. 85-90

522 Munkás Újság, 4 December 1945
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The last groups of internees, deportees, and political prisoners convicted after show tri-
als could return home after Stalin’s death based on the amnesty decree issued in 1955. 
Related survivors were intimidated and they were forced to remain utterly silent about 
what had happened to them. Those, hardened by camps, did not dare talk about the par-
ticulars of camp life. Rhymers also kept the verses in memory which they had formerly 
composed into poems in camps. Károly Berta from Mezővár wrote a poetry journal con-
sisting of 534 lines entitled as “In November 1944,” so that “…his sons, daughters, and 
grandchildren would get acquainted with the vast number of miserable camp stories to 
be retold from son to son…”
Of the Hungarian POWs, civilian internees, and especially of the fate, and return of de-
portees taken to Malenky Robot, upon a central order from the Party, the newspaper 
Kárpáti Igaz Szó, further on, was forbidden to give an account. The situation only began 
to change a decade later following Stalin’s death and the collapse of Stalinism which, 
among other things, had previously committed retaliation against the local Hungarian 
communities, and after the 20th Congress which denounced the cult of the individual.

List of losses and further data regarding Sub-Carpathians deported to camps

The NKVD squadrons did not only implement Command No. 0036 of the 4th Ukrainian 
Front dated 13 November 1944, but also exceeded the quotas. Substantially more peo-
ple of Hungarian and German origin were detained and taken to camps than that of the 
number of people indicated (22,951) in the report of NKVD. The higher numbers seem 
to have been confirmed in Deputy Commandant for Political Affairs, Lieutenant-General 
Pronin’s war report of 10 July 1945 addressed to the Commandant of the Central Political 
Department of the Red Army, in which he gave an account of several political aspects of 
Sovietisation of Sub-Carpathia, including his own estimates of the security organisation 
of the Soviet army having separated and segregated “an approximate 30,000 persons li-
able to military service to the POW camps of NKVD.” As he observed, after the actions 
taken, local Hungarians developed a broadly negative perception towards the Russians, 
expressing their disappointment. Further on he experienced the same in the form of an-
ti-manifest agitation. Ivan Turjanica, after asking for Khrushchev’s mediation for the re-
lease of 60,000 civilians from Sub-Carpathia detained in POW camps, ordered a census of 
POWs and internees absent from settlements. Local people’s committee chairmen regis-
tered 30,194 people taken from Hungarian settlements, of which detainees were deport-
ed to known and unknown camps. Tamás Stark states: “There is no exact data available 
on the number of those deceased in camps. A third of an estimated number of 600,000 in-
ternees from Hungarian territories during the war never returned to their motherland. 
Parallel to this, if the rate of loss of deportees in Sub-Carpathia is identical with that of 
in Hungary, then there must have been approximately 10-16 thousand Hungarians from 
Sub-Carpathia perished in Soviet camps.”523

The casualties of Sub-Carpathian volunteers (Ukrainian/Rusyn, Hungarian, Slovak, etc.) 
fighting on the side of the Soviets were 7,233. 

523 STARK, Tamás (2010): „Budapest felé fordultak védelemért…” („They turned for protection to 
Budapest …”) In: Kárpátalja 1919–2009. Történelem, politika, kultúra. Főszerkesztő (Editor-in-chief): 
FEDINEC CSILLA, MIKOLA VEHES. Argumentum MTA Etnikai-Nemzeti Kisebbségkutató Intézete, 
Budapest, p. 251
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In the absence of any further information it seems to be futile to obtain a full overview of 
the casualty numbers, although by comparing the data of censuses of 1941 and 1946, it 
could be fully deducted, that the losses of Hungarians and Germans were the greatest. For 
instance, in 1941, the number of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia was 245,286, and 134,558 in 
1946, showing a decrease of 110,728 in the number of people, i.e. a 45% ratio. The number 
of German population in 1941 was 13,244, and 2,398 in 1946, which resulted in a decline in 
the number of people by 10,846 with a corresponding 81% ratio. An even more dramatic 
fall can be demonstrated by the numbers of the Jews deported by the Nazis: in 1941 they 
were 78,272, in 1946 only 6,998 in number. The loss was a total of 71,274, that is, a 91% ratio.
The relevant parts regarding Sub-Carpathia in the volume titled ‘Ukrajna halottainak em-
lékkönyve’ (The Memoirs of the Dead of Ukraine) besides listing Hungarian and German 
names, mention altogether 93,091 Jewish, Ukrainian, Rusyn, Slovak names, of which 87,305 
died in Nazi camps, 3,104 in the Hungarian army, 2,069 in Soviet camps, 386 during mili-
tary operations, and 227 in other causes. All in all, known sources and existing data amount 
the Sub-Carpathian casualties of Nazism and Stalinism altogether to 119,093. In 1946 the 
entire population of Sub-Carpathia was 868,394, and 710,696 in 1946. The decrease in those 
five years resulted in a total of 157,698 loss corresponding to an 18.2% fall. Then when we 
deduct the number of WW2 casualties from the previous number, the remaining number 
stands at 38,605 persons. This number refers to people presumably fled to other countries, 
of those repatriated, and those who disappeared without trace. 
András S. Benedek524 considers the reported figures of 245,000 people excessive regard-
ing Hungarian population in 1941, since, to his knowledge, Germans, Jews, and other na-
tionalities with a high level of Hungarian language competence were also added in the 
reports. Based on his own calculations, at the outset of the 1940ies (including those lat-
er annexed 12 villages from Ung county), by and large, 126,000 inhabitants of Hungar-
ian ethnicity and native Hungarian-speakers resided in Sub-Carpathia. The population 
on active service (hereinafter solely with reference to Hungarian population) did not 
exceed 7,000 people, even when including military youth. Out of the deported people, 
5,000 never returned (in reference to the published data of our survey of 1993525). He esti-
mated the number of refugees from Sub-Carpathia (public company executives, officers, 
functionaries, railway officials, teachers, the members of the upper middle class, etc.) to 
5,000 persons. The number of inhabitants in the age groups involved in the three days 
of labour – taking off the abovementioned twice 5,000 losses and supposing a 52-48% ra-
tio − is 28-30,000 people. As he believes a minimum of 25,000 Hungarians and Germans 
in Sub-Carpathia were deported to camps. He remarks that the survey in question “…
could only provide precise figures with respect to compact Hungarian settlements, while 
of towns and, especially, of scattered settlements, data is not available. (…) Although the 
deportation numbers are considerable less than that of 40,000 preserved in public memo-
ry (…), its psychological impact was more shocking. S. Benedek also mentions some further 
data concerning Hungarian population as follows. The first Soviet census of 1959 found that 
the number of women in the native Hungarian population exceeded the number of men by 
9,000, which meant a twice the average ratio. Therefore, by looking at the gender distribu-
tion on an age pyramid, the loss of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia is visually perceptible.”

524 S. BENEDEK, András: Az elhurcolás kihatása a kárpátaljai magyarság demográfiai helyzetére. (The impact 
of deportation on the demographical situation of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia. Lecture held at the 2nd 
Memorial Conference in Berehove on 26 November 1994.) In: Kárpátaljai Szemle, 1995. 1-2. szám, p. 22-23

525 DUPKA (ed.): Emlékköny… (Memoirs…) p. 172-176
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Neither could we find evidence in our estimates for a Hungarian population of 245,286 
residing in Sub-Carpathia in 1941, instead, approximately 193,000 people, and our cor-
responding data collected for the 1946 census was 134,558. The difference between 
the two related data is 52,286 people, including Hungarian-speaking Jews, Germans, 
Rusyns and Romas. The decrease within five years (deducting 134,558 from 193,000) 
was 58,442, out of which 7,000 people were considered as the victims of Stalinism. Out 
of the remaining 51,142 people, as we suspect, 25,568 fled from front lines, and some of 
them disappeared without trace. Among those Hungarians who changed their ethnici-
ty between 1944 and 1946, 12,000 people declared themselves as Rusyn, 6,000 as Slovak, 
4,000 as Roma, and 1,000 as Jew. 

The human loss in Sub-Carpathia during World War II, in particular, in the time of the Nazi 
occupation between 1939 and 1945, and also in Soviet POW camps526

No Administrative unit Total loss
In Nazi 

camps and 
ghettos

In the 
Hungarian 

army

In Soviet 
POW camps

During 
military 

operations
Other

1 Berehove 4892 4733 121 17 5 16

2 District of Berehove 3437 2074 333 1013 8 9

3 Csap 373 280 3 2 88 0

4 Khust 4477 4411 45 4 8 9

5 District of Khust 5626 5335 239 31 21 0

6 District of Ilosva 4527 4279 213 19 11 5

7 Munkács 11064 10884 119 7 27 27

8 District of Munkács 4035 3722 261 20 21 11

9 District of Nagyberezna 2603 2459 124 4 3 13

10 District of Nagyszőlős 3051 2193 546 283 17 12

11 District of Ökörmező 5969 5817 132 4 2 14

12 District of Perehyn 1940 1783 138 3 15 1

13 District of Rahó 6195 6109 38 1 35 12

14 District of Szolyva 5198 4922 212 6 18 40

15 District of Técső 12985 12521 228 198 21 17

16 District of Ungvár 6354 5655 203 453 31 12

17 Ungvár 8417 8264 82 0 50 21

18 District of Volóc 1948 1864 67 4 5 8

Total: 93091 87305 3104 2069 386 227

526 Source: Ukrajna halottainak emlékkönyve, 9th supplement, p. 532. (Source: Memoirs of the Dead 
of Ukraine, 9.532) See: Книга cкорботи України. Закарпатська область. Tом IX (додатковий). 
Іршавський район, Міжгірський район, Мукачівський район, Перечинський район, Рахівський 
район, Свалявський район, Тячівський район, Ужгородський район, Хустський район. Голова 
редколегії ГЕРАСИМОВ, І. О. Ужгород, 2011. 532.
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Comments on the Table:
1. In the number of victims in column “Total loss” (93,091) neither the Hungarian and 

German martyrs from Sub-Carpathia taken to three days of labour, nor the deceased 
Sub-Carpathians of Stalin’s show trials, of the Red Army and of the Czechoslovakian 
army are included.

2. In the column entitled “In Nazi camps and ghettos” we find the data of Jews exter-
minated by the Nazis (87,305), though it also contains Ukrainian/Rusyn communist 
agents as well as partisans died on the spot. Experts claim the list is not complete, 
although the nine-volume work compiled by Ukrainian regional historians is con-
sidered as a breakthrough project which states the list of names of Jews by giving ref-
erences, broken down by settlements.

3. The column entitled “In the Hungarian Army” consists primarily of data of Jewish 
prisoners at forced labour serving in the Hungarian army, of Hungarian and Rusyn 
privates of Sub-Carpathian origin (3,104) killed by the soldiers of the Red Army dur-
ing military operations. 

4. The column entitled “In Soviet POW camps” constitutes chiefly data of “sweepers” 
(2,069), who between 1939 and 1941 were caught by Soviet guards on the Soviet-Hun-
garian border, and as the NKVD proposed, they were considered illegal entrants, and 
what is more, Hungarian and German agents later sentenced to a 3-5-year imprison-
ment which they were forced to serve in Siberian Gulag camps in inhuman conditions; 
many of whom died of hunger, froze to death, or fell victim to various deadly diseases. 
The majority of victims were of Rusyn/Ukrainian, Jewish and Hungarian origin, who, 
influenced by Soviet propaganda, crossed the border in the hope of a better life, and of 
Jewish youngsters asking for protection against Nazi persecution, yet, instead of ob-
taining freedom, they ended up and died in Soviet death camps. 

5. The column “During military operations” demonstrates figures of those peaceful ci-
vilians (386), who in the midst of World War II were killed as a result of various mili-
tary operations (for instance, many fell at the siege of Csap), were fatally wounded in 
bombardment, by cannon balls and bomb splinters.

6. In the “Other” category victims (227) are listed who used to be active in underground 
activities, and when exposed, they were executed; and another group of peaceful civil-
ians who were killed at home or close to their settlements out of revenge. 
Cumulative data on the people interned, detained, deported to POW camps, convicted and 

executed between 1944 and 1946 

No� Sources of data Hungarian, German
1 the NKVD report (17 December 1944) 22,951
2 the Turjanica report (9 May 1945) 60,000
3 the Pronin report (10 July 1945) 30,000

4
based on the circular of the People’s Council, men of 

military age absent from their place of residence drafted 
by door-to-door registry (1-7 July 1945)

30,194

5 the estimated figures of András S. Benedek 25,000-28,000-30,000; out of which 8-9,000 died on the spot
6 according to Sub-Carpathian Gulag-researchers less than 40,000

7 according to Malec, a nationality researcher 70,000 Hungarians became POWs, of which 25,000 were 
interned Hungarian, 10,000 were convicted in show trials

8 according to Roman Oficinsky, a Ukrainian historian 25,000

9 according to András Stark, historian 30,000-50,000, of which the number of fatal victims were 
10,000-16 000

10 my estimates 25-29,000, of which the number of fatal victims were 
8-9 000 
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a) Reasons for large-scale deportations of Hungarians and Germans:
–  the discriminatory policy against the Hungarians and Germans:  
 the Sub-Carpathian Hungarians were in the way of the territory expansion  
 ambitions of both the Soviets and the Czechs;
–  the overall demand for forced laborers;
–  the weakening and intimidation of the Hungarian ethnic group,  
 immigration of Ukrainians and Ruthenians; 
–  ethnic cleansing, Ukrainian aspirations to change the Hungarian character  
 of the area; 
–  The principle of collective punishment applied to the members of the  
 ‘sinful nation’;
–  volunteers’ signing up for restoration works;
–  reports about people considered anti-Soviet, spy-suspect,  
 weapon-concealing terrorist, fascist; 

b) People exempted from the deportation:
–  who voluntarily identified themselves as another (Slavic) nationality; 
–  who identified themselves as Pravoslav or Greek Catholic;
–  who, in possession of a minimal knowledge in Czech or Slovak languages, 
 entered the Czechoslovak Legion in the Szolyva or the Sambor transit camp;
–  Hungarian Greek Catholics who, in possession of a minimal knowledge in  
 Slavic languages, volunteered into the Red Army.
–  who were certified leftists, communists, and those who entered  
 the local party organisation.

In research group and on field trips

I have been involved in the data assessing research group visiting the locations of the 
former transit camps of Hungary, Transylvania, former Upper Hungary, Vojvodina, and 
the vicinity of Lemberg since 2008; our accomplished leader is dr. Zalán Bognár, a re-
nowned expert in the field of “prisoners of war.” The main organiser of the memorial 
trips is the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle of Germans in Hungary. 
At the outset, we started to investigate the traces of those deported to the Soviet Union 
(labour camps, prison cemeteries, etc.) in the Donets Basin. Between the period of 26 June 
and 4 July 2009, by covering a distance equal to or in excess of a thousand kilometres 
in the counties of Donetsk and Lugansk, we visited the following settlements: Donetsk 
(Stalino), Makeevka, Ilovaisk-Sirokoje (Spartak), Zugres, Shakhtarsk (Katik), Katana, 
Gorlovka, Lugansk (Voroshilovgrad), Stakhanov (Kadijevka), Lutuhine, Uspenka, Pere-
valsk (Parkamona), Krasny Luch, and Novy Donbass. By involving local eye witness-
es, we identified and documented527 the above mentioned labour camps and prison 
cemeteries formerly maintained in the settlements. A documentary was filmed and al-
so broadcast on TV, and among others, a photo album was compiled on account of our 
pilgrimage to Donbass.528

527 BAKURA – DUPKA – KOVÁCS El. – KOVÁCS Er. – MOLNÁR D. – TÓTH: Otthon a könny is édes (Even 
tears are sweet at home) p. 104

 source: http://www.kmmi.org.ua/books?menu_id=9&submenu_id=26&book_id=212
 source: http://mek.oszk.hu/11000/11023/11023.pdf
528 source: http://www.haboruskeresoszolgalat.hu/#id=&t=103&page=2 (2009)
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The second memorable trip led us to the Ural region. From 27 June to 15 July 2012, our 
Ural research group of 20 people529 covered more than ten thousand kilometres by aero-
plane, train, coach, and on foot, and from start to finish we visited Moscow, Perm, Nizh-
ny Tagil, Jecaterinburg (Szverdlovszk) Chelyabinsk and Ufa. Our group travelled around 
the neighbouring Uralic counties such as Perm, Sverdlovsk and Chelyabinsk by getting 
as far as the Bashkir Autonomous Republic. On location we found and authenticated 35 
formerly known as WW2 forced labour camps and prison cemeteries. We met the de-
scendants of the late POWs, interned civilians, families deported by force, and we also 
approached local Russian civil residents. We observed destroyed and built-up Hungar-
ian POW cemeteries. Our work undertaken can be regarded productive, of which the 
Hungarian public media have shot several documentaries, and, in addition, a number of 
analytical essays have been composed.530

By scrutinizing the achievements of the two research trips it can be established, that 
though we may possess a lot of information about the victims of the Nazi regime, we 
still lack considerable knowledge of the victims of communism, particularly, of the in-
nocent Hungarian residents deported by the Stalinists, of the tragic fate of women and 
men. Our purpose was to draw the Hungarian public’s attention to the Hungarian and 
the German victims of Stalinism and of communism, to the abandoned prison cemeter-
ies, and to the destroyed graveyards. 
As regards the future research, we feel it can be facilitated by the relevant decision of 
the Hungarian Parliament made in 2012, according to which 25 November was de-
clared the memorial day of those deported to the Soviet Union. This day, obvious-
ly, will soon harmonise with the list of other commemorations have become tradition.

529 The member of the Ural-expeditions were: representing the crew of the Hungarian Television, dr. János 
Havasi; the Chief Assistant of Media Service Support and Asset Management Fund, as well as the 
leader of the Wartime Search Service, János Jurkovics and Alla Szabó; Áron Máthé, the Chief Assistant 
of the House of Terror Museum, Budapest; Zsuzsa Singer, GULAG-researcher; Judit Walterné Müller, 
the Deputy Director of Janus Pannonius Museum; József Csehily, the representative of Rusyn Minority 
Self-goverment; the representatives of the Ethnic Circle of Pécs, Eleonóra Markoviths Kretz president, 
Antal Schmidt vice-president, Ilona Bán, Ferenc Mihályné Hack, Beáta Márkus, Ákos Schmidt, Bálintné 
Stumpf, and Katalin Szendéné Arnold; representing Sub-Carpathia György Dupka, GULAG-researcher; 
the Secretary for the Memorial Park Committee of Szolyva, Andrea Fuchs; the member of Circle of 
Friends of Germans/Swabians of Ungvár, Oleksiy Korsun Retired Colonel, war historian, chairman of the 
Publishing Group of Rehabilitated History Memorial Volume of Sub-Carpathia Editorial Board.

530 DUPKA: „Hova tűnt a sok virág…. Tárolt változat („Where have all the flowers gone…p. 224. Source): 
http://www.kmmi.org.ua/books?menu_id=9&submenu_id=26&book_id=409 (2012), Tárolt változat: 
http://mek.oszk.hu/11300/11392/ (2012)
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János Kristóf Murádin 
In Romania

Thousands of Transylvanian Hungarian and German captives were looking forward to 
their release from the camps of the Soviet Union. Nobody knew when they could return 
home. Beyond the continuous starving, it was homesickness that made them suffer the 
most. There were false news about their retuning home, which are a sign of the psychosis 
of captives. “The Muslims who spent hours on the latrines, knew about every event that 
happened in the region – as Gyula Ercsey remembers. – The news fabricated there were 
often fantasies about going home. Despite the very scarce amount of truth in them, we 
believed them, because they were spreading the news we were also desiring. Somebody 
heard … somebody saw … trains with flags on them … every POW will be transported 
from Siberia to Ufa and the convoy going home will be compiled here.…”531 Sometimes 
they mentioned that certain holidays – Easter, Christmas, New Year – will be the day we 
are heading home. Some knew for certain it will be harvest time or grape picking season. 
But none of these forecasts ever came true.532

Once the war was over, our new hope for freedom was the peace treaty. However, our 
liberation in reality depended on the strengthening of the Soviet influence and position 
in Hungary and Romania.533

The majority of the Russian guards were quite human to the captives. They intended 
to console and encourage them. Sometimes they said: “You will go home soon”, at oth-
er times they said “Don’t be sad, you’ll go home soon”, or “Everything will turn for the 
better”.534 However, at other times, when they transported captives to other camps, the 
Russian guards deceived the captives by promising they will go home soon. So it is quite 
understandable that after a lot of disappointment, the camp-dwellers lost all hope of ev-
er going home.535 Ercsey remembers: “At the end of the working hours, on Christmas eve, 
the big moment arrived. […] We were carefully counted and then went to the storage 
room where we were dressed in new clothes. This heightened our hopes even more, and 
we were preparing in a frenzy to go home soon. Everybody believed they were indeed 
releasing us, the captive soldiers brought their letters we promised to take personally to 
the addressees. […] They took us to the railway station of Asa. Our heats filled with hope, 
we did not worry at all, we did not dare think of any worries. We waited for a long time. 
[…] Finally a train arrived, they said it was ours. It could be seen from the distance, like 
a huge black animal, heading to Siberia. … And then we realised it was the end of our 
hopes. […] We crawled onto the designated cars, and took our places. […] The hopeless-
ness of the future settled heavily on all of us. […] Somebody eventually broke the silence: 

531 Ercsey, Gyula: “Farkasok árnyékában. Kolozsváriak a Gulágon” [In the shade of wolves. People of 
Kolozsvár in the Gulag.] Publication of the Erdélyi Múzeum-Egyesület, Kolozsvár, 2006, 49. 

532 On this see for example: Papp, Annamária: Szögesdrót. [Barbed wire.]. Kaláka Könyvek, Sepsiszentgyörgy, 
2001, 116.; Szabó, György: Kolozsvári deportáltak az Uralban. [Deportees of Kolozsvár in the Urals.]. 
Komp-Press, published by the Korunk Baráti Társaság, Kolozsvár, 1994, 70, 108. 

533 Stark, Tamás: Magyar zsidók szovjet fogságban [Hungarian Jews in Soviet captivity]. In: 
História (Budapest), February 1994, XVI. 2., pl. 12. 

534 See: Zsigmond, József: Apám nyomán Szibériában. Az én háborúm és fogságom történetéből 1944–
1948 (Tracing my father in Siberia. From the story of my war and captivity 1944–1948). Mentor, 
Marosvásárhely, 2002, 95. 

535 For details see: Vincze, Sándor: Pokoljárás (Journey through Hell) Szabadság (Kolozsvár), 8 February 
1991. III., 26., p. 4.; Zsigmond: ibid 129-130.; Papp: ibid 142-143. 
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“Well, guys” … Nothing more, just this, but is summed up the situation very well. …”536

The Hungarian committee negotiating in Paris about the peace treaty – given that Tran-
sylvanian deportees were collected as Hungarian citizens – did everything in its power to 
get the captives home within six months of signing the peace treaty. Results were scarce, 
though. The peace treaty was signed on 10 February 1947 and only contained a passage 
saying: “1. Hungarian POWs are to be transported home as soon as possible (sic!) in ac-
cordance with the agreements made between the powers keeping the captives and Hun-
gary. 2. All of the expenses, including the maintenance costs of the Hungarian POWs 
being transported home, […] which expenses should be determined by the concerned Al-
ly, […] will be borne by the Hungarian government.”537

There was one trace of hope left to settle the issue of captives at the diplomatic level after 
the signing of the peace treaty: a Soviet-Hungarian agreement on POWs. A mutual co-
operation and friendship agreement between the Soviets and the Hungarians was final-
ly signed in February 1948 in Moscow, and it lacked one issue: the captives. Stalin made 
only an oral promise to Rákosi about their return home during the negotiations.538 How-
ever, it was a significant achievement that the Soviet Ministry for Foreign Affairs issued 
a confirmation of the cooperation and friendship agreement on 12 April 1948 which was 
the first to officially announce that Hungarian citizens of German nationality are also to 
be released home in the future.539 This was valid for the 5–15,000 Swabians of Szatmár 
and the thousands of Saxons of the Beszterce region, who were deported from North-
ern Transylvania.
Before their release, captives were usually made to do lighter work and their provisions 
also improved significantly.540 These actions created more hopes. “We were waiting for 
our liberation with our heart quenched, which finally arrived in the bakery of Bieloreck 
–Gyula Ercsey remembers. – It was a good workplace, we were given plenty to eat, and 
gradually I took the form of a human and turned into a man. The terrible era of fear of 
starvation came to an end finally. […] One day I was not taken to the bakery. […] The 
moment finally arrived at Bieloreck: it was the 3rd of March, 1948. That morning we were 
summoned to the canteen and we were told we were leaving for Ufa right away, where 
the transports going home will be compiled.”541

All the money they earned with their work had to be spent before setting of, because it 
was forbidden to take any money out of the Soviet Union. They could however take the 
things they bought on the markets of neighbouring towns. When leaving the camp, they 
were searched and if the guards found any money, they took it.542

The long-awaited moment of liberation reached most of the captives in 1947–1948.543 Be-
sides the majority of surviving Transylvanian Hungarians, Germans born before 1916 

536 Ercsey: ibid 72-73. 
537 Bognár, Zalán: Az elmaradt szovjet-magyar hadifogoly-egyezmény. (The Soviet – Hungarian POW 

Agreement that never happened) Hadtörténelmi Közlemények, 2000/4. 862.
538 For details see: ibid 861-881. 
539 Stark, Tamás: Magyar foglyok a Szovjetunióban. [Hungarian captives in the Soviet Union.] Lucidus, 

Budapest, 2006, 249. 
540 For more details see: Szabó: ibid 118–120.; Zsigmond: ibid 154-155.; Vincze Sándor: Pokoljárás. [Journey 

through Hell.] Szabadság (Kolozsvár), 12 February 1991, III., 28., p. 3. 
541 Ercsey: ibid 98. 
542 Such cases are reported by Papp: ibid, p. 145.; Szabó, Zsigmond: Hol vagy iskolám? (My school, where are 

you?) In: Remény füzetek. Publication by the Apáczai Baráti Társaság, Kolozsvár, 1998, p. 31. 
543 Szabó: ibid 125-127. 
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could also return home.544 The last major captive transport arrived in Transylvania in Oc-
tober 1949.545 Germans born after 1916 also returned home with this. Those captives who 
still remained could only return home much later, between 1950 and 1953.
The journey home was different from the horrible conditions of the deportation. Trains 
were not that crowded, they were given reasonable amounts to eat, and the doors of 
the cattle carriage cars were also left open.546 Although captives were still supervised by 
armed guards, they could move around more freely, and they were even allowed to get 
off the trains at bigger stations. This is when barter became the form of trading.547 
Miklós Harmati of Kolozsvár, who suffered four years of captivity writes about setting 
off towards home in his memories: “Eventually, on 12 October 1948, our long train made 
up of cargo transport carriages set off. There was just enough room on the floor and on 
the benches that we could lie tightly next to each other while travelling. The door was 
not closed. We could get off at the stations of bigger cities, so that we don’t forget how to 
walk during the two-week journey. We received cold food as daily provisions, and some-
times we even got hot tea. Our guards questioned the starsi every day if we had every-
body on board, and we were only counted at Kujbisev, and at a second occasion when 
we arrived to the Romanian border, at Ungheni.”548

Sometimes, a captive, almost drunk with the feeling of liberty, missed the train when it 
stopped at the station and was left behind. The desperate man was put on the next train 
to catch up with the train carrying the captives.549

The homecoming route of Transylvanian Hungarian captives was varied. The first 
transports were compiled in Asa, in the Ural Mountains. From there they were usual-
ly transported through Ukraine to the border of the Soviet Union with Romania passing 
the following towns: Dema – Rajevka – Abdulino – Filippo – Mocsegoj – Kinel – Sz-
miszljaevka – Praszkovlino – Mikulino – Kuznyeck – Abdulinka – Szalonka – Szkrjab-
ino – Zsmakino – Bolinka –Taszilovka – Cservonszk – Poljana – Kalmuk – Nekrilovo 
– Tiszanka – Hrenovaja – Dugenka – Urazovo – Kupjanszk – Harkov – Poltava – Potoki – 
Kremencsug (this is where they crossed the Dnieper River) – Pomosnaja – Beszkenovo – 
Bandurka (this is where they crossed the Bug River) and finally Golta.550

The first stop was Focşani551; many people had terrible memories of that city. For oth-
ers it was the revisiting of the distributing camp at Râmnicu Sărat, where the Red Cross 
of Bákó and Buzău looked after the returning captives. The Romanian Army took over 
the captives at the distributing camps. They were in quarantine for two weeks. This was 
not only because of health reasons, but also because authorities needed the time to check 
people in the internal records, then provided people with certificates and released them. 

544 Interview with Filpes Iuliusné Zengea, Klotild (b. 1916), former German deportee, Kőhalom, February 
2001. In the possession of Levente Benkő.

545 Papp: ibid 148, 156, 161. 
546 Vincze, Sándor: Pokoljárás. [Journey through Hell.] Szabadság (Kolozsvár), 15 February 1991. III., 

31., p. 6. 
547 Interview made by the author with Varga, Márton former deportee (1926–2005), Kolozsvár, 16 April 

2004. In the author’s possession. (Hereinafter: Varga.)
548 Harmati, Miklós: Kegyetlen élettapasztalat! A közelmúlt árnyékában. (Ruthless life experience! In the 

shadow of the near past) Unpublished manuscript owned by the author, p. 23. 
549 Papp: ibid 146-147. 
550 Szabó: ibid 125–127. 
551 Interview made by the author with Mile, József former deportee (b. 27 Aug 1923), Kolozsvár, 25 March 

2004. In the author’s possession. (Hereinafter: Mile.)
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“Those having the slip of freedom – remembers Miklós Harmati – were lined up at the 
gates. They received their last portion of bread and a piece of mixed fruit jam. Before 
heading for the station each of them got a red flag and a red-yellow-blue flag, and a prais-
ing lozinka [motto – JKM], and the photo of one of the members of the Central Commit-
tee of the Romanian Labour Party. I got a picture of a woman, I only found out later that 
she was Ana Pauker.552”553 
Considering that they were deported as Hungarian citizens, the captives could decide 
whether they wanted to go to Hungary or Romania. Obviously, most of them wanted to 
go back to their place of birth, Transylvania.554 They could sign up for each county and 
then they got on the trains as free men. After leaving Buzău and Ploieşti, they crossed the 
pass at Tömös, and arrived at Transylvania territory at Brasov.555 Those who chose Hun-
gary were directed to Debrecen.
People returning from Ukrainian camps arrived in Romania through Lemberg, the big-
gest railway junction. Captives received a certificate of release in Nagyvárad.556

Those who came with later transports set off from Ufa and followed this route to Roma-
nia: Kujbisev (the old Samara, this is where they reached the Volga River), Saratov, Vo-
roniez and Chișinău. Then crossed the border at Iaşi and arrived at Focşani, from there 
on they went home to Transylvania.557

The last major transport of Transylvanian captives arrived home in October 1949 via 
Stanislau, and in Máramarossziget they were transported by buses to Nagybánya 
(since the railroads between Szálva and Visó wre not ready yet), and then they got on 
trains again.558

The trains carrying captives were raided by locals at every station. Seeing the weakened 
people retuning from the camps, they offered food and accommodation. But most of 
them enquired about their loved ones, showered the fatigued travellers with questions.559

There are different numbers on the people returning from the Soviet Union. The report 
of the Military Group of the Hungarian Peace Delegation, claims some 600,000 Hungari-
an soldiers became captive of the Soviets,560 and beyond the Transylvanian captives and 
the Captives from Felvidék, Tamás Stark added some 150–200,000 civilian captives to this 
number.561 The final sum however needs to include those 20,000 Transylvanian Hungar-
ian civilians who were reported missing by their relatives, as mentioned earlier. In total, 
the number of Hungarian captives, civilians and soldiers suffering in the Soviet Union 
adds up to over 800,000. However, even the most meticulous Soviet report only talks 

552 Pauker, Ana (1893–1960), born as Hanna Rabinsohn, of Jewish origin, who became a Romanian communist 
politician, she was the Romanian Minister for Foreign Affairs between November 1947 and July 1952. She 
was the leader of the so-called Moscowites (Romanian communists who returned from Soviet emigration 
in 1945). Later she fell victim to a cleansing activity inside the party in 1952, she was deprived of her 
positions and excluded from the Romanian Communist Party.

553 Harmati: ibid 24. 
554 For details see: Szabó: ibid 32. and the interview made by the author with former deportee Elek Csetri 

(1924–2010), Kolozsvár, 22 April 2004. In the author’s possession. (Hereinafter: Csetri.)
555 Szabó: ibid 127–131. 
556 Varga.
557 See among others Zsigmond: ibid 157.; Vincze, Sándor: Pokoljárás. [Journey through Hell.] Szabadság 

(Kolozsvár), 15 February 1991, III., 31., p. 6., Szabó: ibid 31.; Ercsey: ibid 109–114. 
558 Papp: ibid 148, 156, 161. 
559 See among others: Ibid. 58., Szabó, Gy.: ibid 132., Szabó, Zs.: ibid 32., Mile and Varga.
560 Stark: Magyar foglyok a Szovjetunióban [Hungarian captives in the Soviet Union.] p. 19–29. 
561 Ibid 110. 
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about much less people, 526,064 Hungarian POWs.562 Hungarian estimates say that 330–
400,000 captives returned home,563 while the official Soviet data says 418,782 people were 
transported home by 1 January 1949.564 This means that while being deported to the So-
viet Union and at the camps approximately 400,000 people perished.
When looking at the numbers of victims and survivors, at a different scale, but the same 
proportions are visible for the 20,000 civilian deportees from Transylvania. Gyula Ercsey 
writes in his memoires that in the first months of 1948, that is at the beginning of the 
last big wave of people returning home, 3/5 of the deportees from Kolozsvár were miss-
ing, who were collected in Ufa from the camps of Bashkiria and then heading home.565 It 
has to be noted that at the same time other transports were also launched, and of course 
some people returned earlier,566 or some time later.567 The captives themselves attempted 
to count the survivors on the way home. György Szabó from Kolozsvár noted down the 
names of dozens of returning people on a plank of wood.568 
If we take the death rates discussed earlier as a starting point, my calculations conclude 
that approximately two thirds of the Transylvanian Hungarian civilians deported in the 
autumn of 1944, i.e. approximately 13–15,000 people returned from the Soviet camps, 
while a much larger proportion, approximately 80–85% of Romanian Germans captured 
in January of 1945, i.e. 70,000 survived captivity.
We need to see though, that regardless of whether they died or survived, all of the for-
mer captives were victims of a vicious system. The soul and memories of the people re-
turning home were forever ruined by their suffering. Many of them were also physically 
weakened to the extent that soon after they arrived home, they died.569 Others, who man-
aged to recover from the physical and mental torture, encountered that the world had 
changed completely around them. They found it hard to settle in the peaceful, civilian 
life. In the economic hardships following the war, and in the political atmosphere that 
had prejudice against captives because of their past, some of the intellectual people could 
only earn a living by teaching the Russian language they had acquired in the camps.570 
The communist regime made it compulsory to teach Russian at all levels of education from 
primary school to university, and there was a serious shortage of Russian teachers at the time. 

562 Report made by the GUPVI command station no. 1 on 28 January 1949. Éva Mária Varga: Magyarok 
szovjet fogságban (1941–1956) az oroszországi levéltári források tükrében (Hungarians in Soviet captivity 
(1941–1956) from the context of Russian archive sources) Books of Russian Studies XXIII., Russica 
Pannonicana, Budapest, 2009, 163–164.

563 Stark: Magyar foglyok a Szovjetunióban [Hungarian captives in the Soviet Union.] p. 251. 
564 Varga: ibid 164. 
565 Ercsey: ibid 104. 
566 Among others, survivors Elek Csetri, József Mile and Márton Varga. See the interviews made with them 

by the author, in the author’s possession.
567 For example Ferenc Magyari civilian captive only arrived home to Kolozsvár in June 1949. See the 

interview made with his daughter, Eszter Magyari by the author, Kolozsvár, 23 March 2004. In the 
author’s possession. (Hereinafter: Magyari.) Similarly, Pál Sáska was only released in October 1948. See 
the interview made with his son, Pál Sáska jr. by the author, Kolozsvár, 5 April 2004. In the author’s 
possession. (Hereinafter: Sáska.)

568 Szabó, Gy.: ibid 120–123. 
569 Among them the 49-year-old Nándor Schweier, tradesman of Kolozsvár who died on 8 October 1958. See 

the interview made with his daughter, Ágnes Schweier by the author, Kolozsvár, 23 March 2004. In the 
author’s possession. (Hereinafter: Schweier.)

570 Among others, the Csángó researcher historian, László Mikecs, the writer Jenő Kiss and former deportee 
Mihály Bakó also taught Russian. For details see the author’s interview with the daughter of Mihály Bakó, 
Eszter Fodor, Kolozsvár, 23 March 2004. In the author’s possession. (Hereinafter: Fodor.)
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The tragedy of these people who had been to hell and back used to be a secret and a ta-
boo topic for long. The captives who returned home were interrogated by the agents of 
the Securitate, the Romanian secret service, they were threatened, and forced to keep qui-
et about what happened to them. During the four decades of communism in Romania – 
just the same way as in other Eastern European socialist countries – Soviet labour camps 
and deportees did not exist officially, it was forbidden to write about them or remem-
ber them publicly, or even talk about them.571 The political leadership was not willing to 
compensate even on a theoretical level for all the sufferings of the deportees to the Sovi-
et Union, and after a while ignored the former captives completely.
Significant change was only brought about by the revolution of 1989, after which two 
acts of law ruled about the compensation for the former deportees in Romania. The first 
one was Decree-Law no. 1990/118.572 It ruled that the time spent in captivity has to be re-
garded as time of employment, in a way that each year counts as one and a half contin-
uous years. The relatives of a deceased captive were entitled to survivorship pension as 
per pension law, and they were entitled to the following (para 2): pension surcharge, sal-
ary surcharge and free medical care and medication. At the same time their requests for 
housing need to be handled as urgent (para 3 and 4). The ex-deportees still alive could 
justify their entitlement as per para. 6, with official documents, and in case those were 
lacking, with eye witnesses.
Paragraph 5 ruled that a special committee573 with six members has to set up in each 
county and in the capital, with the aim of implementing this law in practice. The commit-
tee was chaired by a president who had to be a lawyer.
However, the local committees applied the law in a discriminative manner. For example, 
although most of the cases were of Hungarian petitioners, the committee of Kolozs coun-
ty had not one member who was Hungarian or spoke Hungarian. What is more, the com-
mittees did not allow even the closest relative to enter as an accompanying person, so 
the simple, often quite poor petitioners were to represent themselves with paid lawyers. 
Also, despite the ruling, only entitlement proven with official documents was acknowl-
edged. Sometimes the petitioners were orally rejected or their petition was not even filed. 
Even in the case of a positive outcome, payment was several months late.574

Although in the same year the short law no. 1990/38575 was also created, which extended 
the regulation of decree-law 1990/118 to people captured by the Red Army as soldiers or 

571 This is not even mentioned in Dániel Csatári’s seminal book titled Forgószélben. A magyar–román viszony 
1940–1945 (In the whirlwind. Hungarian-Romanian relations in 1940-1945), published in 1968. Likewise, 
this tragic episode of the history of Transylvania is not included in Edgár Balogh’s lengthy and very detailed 
book published in 1978, titled Szolgálatban, emlékirat 1935–1944 (On duty, memoirs 1935–1944).

572 Decretul-lege nr. 118/1990 privind acordarea unor drepturi persoanelor persecutate din motive politice 
de dictatura instaurată cu începere de la 6 martie 1945 [Decree-Law no. 118/1990 on granting rights to 
persons persecuted for political reasons by the dictatorship with effect from 6 March 1945]. In: Monitorul 
Oficial [Official Bulletin] 9 April 1990, I., 50. Later, it was published again in an extended form in the 
Official Bulletin on 28 Sept 1991, issue 198.

573 Official Romanian name: Comisia specială pentru aplicarea Decretului Lege nr. 118/1990 [Special 
committee for the application of Decree-Law no. 118/1990].

574 Vallasek, Magdolna Márta: A 118/1990 számú törvényerejű rendelet értelmezése és alkalmazása közti 
eltérések néhány erdélyi megyében, különös tekintettel Kolozs megyére. (The differences in understanding 
an applying Decree-Law no. 118/1990 in various countries of Transylvania, especially Kolozs county.) In: 
Magyar Kisebbség (Kolozsvár), January 1999, V., 1. (15.), p. 268-272. 

575 Legea nr. 38/1990 privind extinderea prevederilor decretului-lege nr. 118/1990 şi la persoanele deportate în 
străinătate după 23 august 1944 [Law no. 1990/38. on the extension of the regulations of Decree-Law no. 118/1990 
on people deported abroad after 23 Aug 1944.]. In: Monitorul Oficial [Official Bulletin] 13 Dec 1990, 142.
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civilians after Romania switched sides in the war on 23 August 1944, – and among them 
the Hungarian and German civilian population of Transylvania –, the very slow pace of 
awarding compensations and the discrimination against Hungarian petitioners did not 
change much.
Law no. 118 was later amended twice: by supplement no. 1992/22, which raised the 
monthly benefit paid to entitled people to 560 leu and ordered the sum of the compen-
sation to be raised in the same proportions as salaries in the future,576 and for the second 
time by Urgent Government Decree no. 9 stating that former deportees are entitled to a 
monthly compensation of 130 000 leu (13 new leu).577 So these acts of law formed the ba-
sis of compensation given to former Transylvanian deportees in Romania. The multiple 
regulations caused a chaotic compensation system, and even by today only a part of the 
former deportees and their immediate relatives received their lawful compensation.
The Hungarian and German civilians deported as Hungarian citizens from Northern 
Transylvania had one more opportunity to seek justice. Hungary also provided com-
pensations for them. Act no. 1992/32 says “those who were deported by Soviet troops in 
1944–1945 to forced labour – mainly because of their Hungarian or German ethnicity – 
[…] get 11 thousand forints worth of compensation vouchers for each month they were 
deprived of their freedom. This can be used in Hungary, to purchase Hungarian state 
property.”578 Many people used this opportunity, even though the small sum constituted 
only a gesture, but was often enough to offer some emotional consolation.
The partial justice offered by the Romania and Hungarian states however arrived quite 
late. Only a fragment of the former captives could get it and enjoy it for a little while, and 
in most cases the compensation was handed over to the widows and orphans of the cap-
tives who returned home. Still, it symbolised that after all society did not completely for-
get about the people who used to suffer Soviet captivity.

576 Monitorul Oficial [Official Bulletin] 18 March 1992. 44.
577 Ordonanţă de Urgenţă nr. 9 din 18 februarie 1999 [Urgent Government Decree no. 9 dated on 18 Feb 

1999]. In: Monitorul Oficial [Official Bulletin] 22 Feb 1999, 70.
578 Balló, Áron: Pontosítások a volt magyar állampolgárságú hadifoglyok, munkaszolgálatosok és 

deportáltak ügyében. (Clarifications in the matter of former Hungarian citizen POWs, forced labourers 
and deportees.) Szabadság (Kolozsvár), 13 Oct 1992, IV., 199., p. 1. 
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Regional Afterlife of Malenky Robot – in documentaries,  
in public view, monuments

Zalán Bognár 
In Hungary with an outlook beyond the borders

Writings, documentaries, exhibitions

“If you survive, keep quiet!”; “Our years in silence” – The first books published with 
such and similar titles in 1989579 broke the silence about times spent in forced labour in 
the Soviet Union. Titles perfectly reflect the fear-laden atmosphere characteristic of Hun-
gary before the transition when it was impossible to talk about those deported based 
on individual court sentences, or in large numbers to forced labour to the Soviet Union. 
Their number only in Hungary was more than 600,000. Their majority legally got into 
captivity as soldiers, but a third of the civilians who were deported arrived at the GUP-
VI (POW or Interning) camps as prisoners of ‘war’, or interned as ‘Germans’ sent to a so-
called restitutional public service as part of the Malenky Robot. Such ‘Germans’ were 
partly or fully of German, Hungarian or even Jewish origin. Many of them were sen-
tenced to imprisonment at the GULAG forced labour camps, based on fictitious charges. 
However, at their liberation both ‘interned’ women and prisoners sentenced to the GU-
LAG received such a justification document which declared that they had arrived home 
from the Soviet Union as ‘prisoners of war’ and the comrades threatened them that if 
they talked about their experience in the camps they would be returned there. Up until 
the time right before the change of the political system it was not allowed to deal with the 
above topics and or even that of the prisoners of the second world war, because the issue 
was taboo in the party dictatorship primarily due to the masses of civilians who got in-
to Soviet captivity and to the high number of the deceased who died because of the ex-
tremely horrible conditions.
The once deported remember their return home, their intimidation and the silence im-
posed and forced on them in the following way: 
 “In Máramarossziget there were civilians who asked us about where we had been, where 
we had come from and at the same time they threatened us that if we dare say anything 
then we would be taken back to Siberia. Actually, some were really taken back...”580

“There were a lot of lies about our return home. We had to line up several times in the 
yard where there were trucks to take the prisoners home, but they were only transported 
to a different camp. Once half of the camp was transported, I stayed and was only trans-
ported to another camp. […] Finally we arrived in Máramarossziget, where we could 
spend a few days and had to take part in a major political retraining. We had to promise 
not to say anything.”581

579 Rózsa, Péter: Ha túléled, hallgass! [If you survive, keep quiet!] Budapest, 1989.; Cséri, Lili: Elhallgatott 
éveink. [Our concealed years] Budapest, 1989.

580 Valentin Antalné Ógel Mária vie. (Berkenye – Nagymaros) In: Szebeni, Ilona: Haza fogunk menni… [We 
will go home...] p 66.

581 Kaáli Nagy Kálmán vie. In: Dobos Erzsébet: ibid 220.
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“On arrival the prisoners of war had to sign a declaration in Debrecen that they would 
never talk about the times spent in the camp. If they violate their declaration they will 
get back there. Therefore even our Father did not talk about it. He always gave evasive 
answers to our questions.” – wrote Dr. Antal Gulyás in his letter to me. His father was 
deported from Tabajd in Fejér county to a few days’ work.
“I arrived home 23rd July 1947. We had to say we had gone voluntarily” – says one of 
the deported women.582 These years appeared in curriculum vitaes written in the 50ies 
and 60ies as ‘I was building socialism in the Soviet Union between 1945-1949’.”583 
“We stayed silent, did not talk about the unmerciful life out there, we did not even like 
to mention it, but we commemorated our return home annually at the church as long 
as we had a pastor who heartfully sympathized with us.”584

“I have two sons and grandchildren. Actually it is because of them that I would like to 
let the world know what had happened to us. Regardless of the healing time can bring, 
for years I dreamt about having been taken. It made it especially painful that I could 
not talk about it. […] It has been a major emotional burden that I feel even today. Once 
we met someone from a neighbouring village and only looked at each other and said: 
dear, you look so familiar, weren’t you there with us? Us, deported women wanted to 
organize a meeting at the culture house. It was 1985 and we thought so much has been 
revealed so why hide? But we were not allowed to have the meeting.”585

“My youth was sad. I could even say I had none. It was taken. My nerves are broken 
down I cannot live without tranquilizers. I had experienced a lot of grief till my 20ies. 
I have to mention that even when I was 50 I many times dreamt about being taken to 
Russia. […] It is good we can finally talk about it now� [highlighted by me – B. Z.]”586

It is true that since the change of the political system it is allowed to talk and write 
about this, however the years of humiliation, the hopelessness, the horrible conditions, 
starvation, the many agonies due to the distance from the family and the homeland, 
and fear planted in them penetrated into the deepest part of their soul. So much so that 
not only in the years after the transitions but more than 20 years after that many peo-
ple did not dare to talk about what had happened to them, to talk about all the suffer-
ing, or they dared to say things with fear. Many of those who opened up encouraged 
themselves after 15-20 minutes of the interview with similar words: “Come on, where 
would they take me, who would still need me? They can take me wherever, anyways, 
there is not much left for me.”
1948 is the turning-point, our country was completely interwoven by the atmosphere 
of fear after the communists got into power. At the time only the emigrant Hungarians 
could deal with and also dealt with the topic. 

582 Ritzl Istvánné Bodonyi Gabriella vie. (Nagymaros) In: Szebeni Ilona: Haza fogunk menni… [We will 
go home...] p 18.

583 Buglya, Sándor (director): Documentary titled ‘Úgy mondjam, ahogy volt…’ [Shall I say it as it 
happened], 2002 

584 Palotás Ádámné Schäffer Julianna vie. (Mezőberény) In: Szebeni: Haza fogunk menni… [We will go 
home...] p 285.

585 Kormos, Valéria. A végtelen foglyai. [The prisoners of infinity] p. 81-82.
586 Vadus Edéné Zoller Gizella vie. (Nagymaros) In: Szebeni: Haza fogunk menni… [We will go 

home...] p 57.
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An outstanding piece of work of the time, which is also considered to be the beginning 
of the historiography of the issue, was the ‘White book on the situation of POWs and ci-
vilians deported into the Soviet Union’587 published in 1950 in Western Germany by the 
Hungarian Fighters’ Comradeship Association’s POW service. This was the only book 
“studied and recognized as authentic by the UN ad hoc committee analysing forced and 
slave labour.”588 The book above, based on the contemporary media and the memoirs of 
the returned survivors of Soviet imprisonment, tried to estimate the number of those not 
returned. It also attempted to raise awareness of how dreadful conditions the prisoners 
had to face and that the Soviet Union had not allowed several tens of thousands of peo-
ple to return home and could not give information about more than 200,000 Hungarian 
lives. This book was the first attempt to put together a list of prisoners of war and intern-
ment camps as well as prisoners’ hospitals in Hungarian. It is where the ‘transit camp’ 
category was first published as an expression in connection with prisoners (of war). The 
list contains the name of fifteen transit camps and settlements which include the transit 
place of those deported due to their German nationality.

* * *
The period of silence was broken at around the end of the 1980ies as a result of Mikail 
Gorbachev’s glasnost in the Soviet Union as the forewind of changes, which meant a few 
short commemorations in the daily and weekly papers such as the Hungarian Nemzet 
or the Nők Lapja. 
Later in 1987 the black and white documentary titled “Maleky Robot” by Gyula Gulyás 
and János Gulyás was prepared, which could be shown to the public only two years 
later in 1989. It perfectly characterizes the new era that only one year after the hard-
ly allowed showing of the documentary the film could be published in a book form.589 
However because the topic of Malenky Robot was just started to be dealt with, the book 
is erroneously not about the real Malenky Robot sufferers, that is about the masses of 
civilians deported without any sentence, but about the camp-memoirs of the once Du-
dar military youth sentenced to forced labour in the Siberian GULAG camps based on 
fictitious charges. 
Similarly, in Miklós Füzes’ work published in 1990 titled “A modern slavery. Forced 
labour. Hungarian citizens in the labour camps of the Soviet Union” next to the 
malenky robot sufferers there is an interview with Rózsa Nagy590, a GULAG prison-
er. All this is acceptable as hardly anything was known about the topic at the initial 
period of research. It was only in the last decade when the difference between the 
precise definition of malenky robot and the various camp types could become and 
became clear.

587 White book on the situation of POWs and civilians deported into the Soviet Union. (Ed.: Magyar Harcosok 
Bajtársi Közössége Hadifogolyszolgálata) Bad Wörishofen, 1950.

588 Stark Tamás: Hadifoglyok békében. [POWs in peace] Mozgó Világ 1989/10. 105.
589 Gulyás, Gyula – Gulyás, János: Malenkij robot. Filmszociográfia a dudari leventék szibériai 

lágeremlékeiről az Uraltól Kolimáig. [Malenky robot. Film sociograpgy on the Siberian experiences of the 
levente of Dudar in the camps from the Ural Mountains Kolima] Budapest, 1990.

590 Füzes Miklós (Ed., bev.): Modern rabszolgaság. Magyar állampolgárok a Szovjetunió munkatáboraiban 
1945-1949 [A modern slavery. Hungarian citizens in the labour camps of the Soviet Union, 1945-1949]. 
Formatív Kft, Budapest, 1990.
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At the same time as Mikós Füzes591, György Zielbauer, Gyula Erdmann and Zsigmond 
Gyarmathy also started to publish serious pieces of writing in the topic. While Ziel-
bauer, who was also the President of the Vas-Zala County German local government, 
studied the issue with a both regional and national perspective,592 Erdmann593 and Gyar-
mathy594 just like Füzes, performed research on a regional level helping the publication 
of memoirs of the local survivors of malenky robot, and the collection of personal stories. 
Therefore several reminiscence stories written by deportation survivors were published 
between 1989-1990 in the Szabolcs-Szatmár Journal.
The above-mentioned interview volume of Péter Rózsa titled “If you survive, keep qui-
et!” published in 1989, gave an insight into the so far hidden historic events besides the 
malenky robot and the GULAG. At the same time there were volumes and studies595 pub-
lished dealing with the fate of those deported from certain settlements. Árpád Fazekas’s 
volume talked about the ones deported from Nyíregyháza596, Erzsébet Árva and József 
Pozsonyi’s book introduced the people deported from Balmazújváros.597 As a continu-
ation of the above-mentioned volumes at the beginning of the 1990ies László Dusek’s 
book was published about the Tápiószentmárton deportees598.
By the same time, that is by 1989, Sándor Sára’s moving documentary titled ‘Cson-
ka-Bereg’ was completed, in which malenky robot deportees from Csonka-Bereg county 
and their relatives talk about their painful tragedy which had to be kept as a secret due 
to the fear-laden dictatorship. The two-part documentary is outstandingly moving and 
shocking. Deportation stories of the Csonka-Bereg people go beyond the present territo-
ry of Hungary, and are strongly connected to the Sub-Carpathian Hungarians living be-
yond the border. Sándor Sára has undying merits at the liberation of our spiritual life, 

591 Other works of Füzes, Miklós on the topic: Füzes, Miklós: A rabszolgaszerzés. In: Magyarországi németek 
elhurcolása 1944/1945. A kollektív büntetés első állomása. [Deportation of Germans from Hungary 
1944/45: the first station of collective punishment.] Budapest. 1990.; Füzes, Miklós: A Magyarországi 
németek meghurcolása Délkelet-Dunántúlon a második világháború alatti és a befejezést követő években. 
In: Somogy megye múltjából – levéltári évkönyv. 1993.; Füzes, Miklós: Nemzetiségi ügyek dokumentumai 
Baranyában, 1945-1950 Baranya Megyei Levéltár Pécs. 2002.

592 Zielbauer, György: Magyar polgári lakosok deportálása és hadifogsága, 1945-1948. [The deportation 
and captivity of Hungarian civil residents, 1945-1948] In: Történelmi Szemle 1989/3-4.; Zielbauer, 
György: Adatok és tények a magyarországi németség történetéből, 1945-1949. Akadémiai Kiadó, 
Budapest, 1989.; Zielbauer, György: A magyarországi németség nehéz évtizede 1945-1955. Szombathely 
– Vép, 1990.; Zielbauer, György: Szabolcs-Szatmár megye németsége 1944-1945-ben. Szabolcs-Szatmári 
Szemle, 1989/1.

593 Erdmann, Gyula: Deportálás és kényszermunka. Békési és csanádi németek a Szovjetunióban. Új Auróra, 
1989/6.; Erdmann, Gyula (comp., introd.,): Deportálás, kényszermunka. Békési és csanádi németek 
szovjet munkatáborokban. Gyulai füzetek 4., Békés Megyei Levéltár, Gyula, 1990.

594 Gyarmathy, Zsigmond: Dokumentumok a beregi férfiaknak a Szovjetunióba való deportálásáról. 
Szabolcs-Szatmári Szemle, 1989/2.; Gyarmathy, Zsigmond: Jóvátétel? Szabolcs-Szatmári Szemle, 1989/2.

595 Merk, Zsuzsa: A Szovjetunióba deportált katymári és vaskuti németek. In: Cumania 12. A Bács-Kiskun 
Megyei Múzeumok Évkönyve. Kecskemét. 1990.

596 Fazekas Árpád: Elhurcoltak Nyíregyháza, 1944-1948. [Deported – Nyíregyháza. 1944-1948] Nyíregyháza, 1989.
597 Árva Erzsébet – Pozsonyi József: Deportáltak – Balmazújvárosból elhurcoltak visszaemlékezései. 

Balmazújváros, 1989.
598 Egy krónika a malenkij robotról. A Tápiószentmártonból 1945. február 8-án elhurcoltak és 

hozzátartozóiknak vallomásai, visszaemlékezései [Chronicles of the Malenky Robot. Memories and 
confessions by survivors deported from Tápiószentárton on 8 February 1945 and their relatives.] 
(Collected and edited by: Dusek, László) Tápiószentmárton, 1993.
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at the factual discovery and publication of our hidden and falsified national history. He 
dealt with topics which had been dangerous to talk about, and which the dictatorship 
wanted to be completely forgotten.599

By 1990 Valéria Kormos, editor of Nők Lapja, together with András Várhelyi published 
an almanac including the both published and unpublished reminiscences.600 Ten years 
later, in 2000, they published a book of interviews601 with the title “Prisoners of the indef-
inite, Hungarian women in Soviet captivity 1945-1947”. 
Ilona Szebeni’s work is a milestone in connection with the processing of and the wide-
spread information about the topic. She was also deported under the name Ilona Bo-
zendorf, but she successfully escaped. Szebeni’s two anthologies contain more than 150 
interviews she prepared with survivors, some reminiscences collected from the survi-
vors and also some name lists.602 
At the beginning of the 90ies there were books published in the topic by Hungarians 
beyond the borders. While Lajos Géczi wrote about Felvidék/Upper Hungary, György 
Szabó wrote about the Kolozsvár deportations.603 The latter topic was studied intensive-
ly with scientific precision ten years later by János Kristóf Murádin.604 However, from 
among Hungarians beyond the borders György Dupka has researched the most and in 
several volumes has most extensively published about deportations in the area.605 In the 
middle of the 1990ies he won the helping hand of Alekszej Korszun, a retired KGB colo-
nel for his researches, who helped him peek into such Soviet archive documents, which 
he would not have been able to do otherwise. The result of their co-operative research 
was the book titled “Malenky Robot in documents” published in 1997, which a gave a 
new swing to the research of the topic.606

It was also at the beginning of the 1990ies when Tamás Stark607 started to publish on the 
topic. Since then he has increased the processing and well-known character of the topic 

599 For example: Csonka-Bereg (documentary series, 1989), Te még élsz? (documentary, 1989), Lefegyverzett 
ellenséges erők (documentary series, 1991), Magyar nők a gulágon (documentary series, 1992).

600 Kormos, Valéria – Várhelyi, András: Emberrablás orosz módra, Kelenföld Kiadó – Magyar Nők Lapja 
Egyesület, Budapest, 1990.

601 Kormos,Valéria: A végtelen foglyai, Magyar nők szovjet rabságban 1945-1947, [The prisoners of infinity 
(Hungarian women in Soviet captivity 1945-1947)] Kairosz, Budapest, 2000

602 Szebeni, Ilona: Merre van a magyar hazám? Kényszermunkán a Szovjetunióban 1944-1949. Széphalom 
Könyvműhely, Debrecen, 1991.; Szebeni Ilona: Haza fogunk menni! Kényszermunkán a Szovjetunióban 
1944-1949. [We will go home! Forced labour in the Soviet Union.] Piremon, Debrecen, 1993.

603 Géczi, Lajos: Civilek hadifogságban. [Civilians as POWs]. Pozsony, 1992.; Szabó, György: A kolozsvári 
deportáltak az Uralban. Kolozsvár, 1994.

604 Murádin, János Kristóf: A megtizedelt város. [The decimated town] In: Korunk (Kolozsvár) 2004/10.
605 Out of the several volumes he has written, the first and last comprehensive books are: Dupka, György 

(Ed.): Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk volt. Emlékkönyv a sztálinizmus kárpátaljai áldozatairól (1944-1946). 
[Their only guilt was their Hungarian origin. Memorial book of the victims of Stalinism in Sub-Carpathia]. 
Ungvár-Budapest, 1993.; Dupka, György: A mi golgotánk. A kollektív bűnösség elvének alkalmazása 
a kárpátaljai Magyarokkal és Németekkel szemben. (A 4. Ukrán Front Katonai Tanácsa határozatainak 
végrehajtása az NKVD-jelentések tükrében, 1944-1946) Our Calvary. The application of the principle of 
collective guilt against Subcarpathian Hungarians and Germans. (The execution of the commands of the 
Military Council of the 4th Ukrainian Front as reflected in NKVD reports, 1944-1946)] Kárpátaljai magyar 
könyvek 215. Szolyvai Emlékparkbizottság, Intermix Kiadó, Ungvár – Budapest, 2012.

606 Dupka, György – Alekszej Korszun: A “malenykij robot” dokumentumokban. [The malenky robot in 
documents.] Kárpátaljai Magyar Könyvek 83. Ungvár-Budapest, 1997.

607 Stark Tamás: „A magyarokat meg kell büntetni” [Hungarians must be punished] História 1991/5-6.
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by his several scientific publications both at home and internationally, one of his books608 
is about Hungarian prisoners (political convicts, military and civilian prisoners) taken to 
the Soviet Union. 
From the beginning of the decade, from 1995 the author of this very article has been pub-
lishing pieces of writings about the Malenky robot609 and about issues related to prisoners 
of war as well as the various aspects of the gulag. He had several scientific and journalistic 
publications including books.610 He was the first to confirm the statistical data of the sever-
al hundred thousand civilians deported as result of the siege of Budapest with the help of 
calculations based on data from the archives.611 In 2009 for the request and with the help 
of the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle of Germans in Hungary he edited a volume thematically 
organized according to the stations of the malenky robot, and the unique trilingual studies 
about the Malenky robot included interviews and reminiscences as well as experiences of 
a Ukrainian researcher. The volume had an overall introductory paper.612 
608 Some of the works of Stark, Tamás: Stark, Tamás: Magyarok szovjet kényszermunkatáborokban. 

[Hungarians in Soviet forced labour camps.] Kortárs 2002/2-3.; Deportation of civilians from Hungary 
to the Soviet Union. In: Annali dell’Istituto storico italo-germanico in Trento, XVIII. Bologna, 2002.; 
People on the move. Forced population movements in Europe during the Second World War and in 
its aftermath. Together with Pertti Ahonnen, Gustavo Corni, Jerzy Kochanovski, Rainer W. Schulze, 
Barbara Stelzl-Marx. Eds. Gustavo Corni and Tamás Stark. Oxford–New York, 2008.; Stark. Tamás: 
Magyar foglyok a Szovjetunióban. [Hungarian captives in the Soviet Union.] Budapest, 2006.; Stark, 
Tamás: A „malenky robot” budapesti áldozatai 1944-1945. Egy forráscsoport elemzésének tanulságai 
[The Budapest victims of “malenky robot” 1944–1945. Consequences from the analysis of a source group]. 
Történelmi Szemle 2012/2.

609 Bognár, Zalán: Budapest polgári lakosságának tömeges elhurcolása szovjet hadifogságba, 1945 január-
március. [The large scale deportation of the population of Budapest and its surroundings into Soviet 
captivity (December 1944 – April 1945)] Hadtörténelmi Közlemények, 1995/1.

610 Some of the main works of Bognár, Zalán: Bognár Zalán: Magyarország II. világháborús hadifogoly-
vesztesége. In: 60 éve kezdődött a második világháború. Az 1999. december 8-án a Hadtörténeti 
Intézet és Múzeumban megtartott nemzetközi tudományos emlékülés előadásainak anyaga. (Ed.: 
Ruszin, Ukladacs Omelján). Misztecká Liniá Kiadó, Uzhhorod [Ungvár], 2001.; Bognár, Zalán: 
Budapest és környéke lakosságának tömeges elhurcolása szovjet hadifogságba (1944 december-1945 
április). [The large scale deportation of the population of Budapest and its surroundings into Soviet 
captivity (December 1944 – April 1945)] In: KÚT 2004/3-4.; Bognár, Zalán: Malenkij robot, avagy a 
polgári lakosság tömeges elhurcolása Magyarországról szovjet fogságba 1944/45-ben. [Malenkij 
robot, meaning the mass deportation of civilian population from Hungary to carry out forced labour 
in the Soviet Union in 1944/45]. In: Háború, hadsereg, összeomlás. Magyar politika, katonapolitika 
a második világháborúban. (Ed.: Markó György) Zrínyi Kiadó, Budapest, 2005.; Bognár, Zalán: A 
polgári lakosság tömeges, szovjet fogságba hurcolásának okai és módszerei Magyarországon 1944/45-
ben. Acta Beregsasiensis (Beregszász [Berehove] 2005/4.; Bognár, Zalán: Hadifogolytáborok és (hadi)
fogolysors a Vörös Hadsereg által megszállt Magyarországon 1944-1945. [POW camps and the fate 
of prisoners (of war) in Hungary occupied by the Red Army 1944–1945]. Kairosz, Budapest, 2012.; 
Bognár, Zalán – Jójárt, György – Reznák, Erzsébet: Téglákba vésett történelem. A ceglédi fogolytábor 
története és téglafalainak feliratai. Kossuth Múzeum, Cegléd, 2013.

611 Bognár, Zalán: Egy csata utóélete. Budapest ostromának (hadi)fogoly-vesztesége(i). [Afterlife of a battle. 
Captive losses of the siege of Budapest.] Studia Caroliensia 2000/1.

612 Bognár, Zalán (Ed., introd.): „Egyetlen bűnünk a származásunk volt…” Német és magyar polgári 
lakosok deportálása „malenkij robot”-ra a sztálini lágerekbe 1944/45-1955. / „Unsere einige schuld 
War unsere Abstammung…” Die Deportierung der ungarischen und deutschen zivilen Bevölkerung 
zur Zwangsarbeit („malenkij robot”) in die stalinischen Lager 1944/45-1955. / „Our only guilt was 
our origin…” The deportation of German and Hungarian civil residents for „Malenkey robot” to 
the camps of Stalin from 1944/45 till 1955. Magyarországi Németek Pécs-Baranyai Nemzetiségi 
Köre, Pécs, 2009.
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Individual reminiscences started to appear from the middle of the 1990ies, for exam-
ple by Mihály Csiby, Károly Miklósi or Róbert Berghoffer, which are still being pub-
lished today.613 
It was a breakthrough in official Hungarian historiography, that the concept of “malen-
ky robot” was entered as a new independent heading to the special encyclopaedia titled 
“Hungary in the Second World War” published in 1996.614 
 From the beginning of the 21st century the number of writings and books about the topic 
has increased. From among them the most represented were the interviews and the col-
lection of reminiscences615 especially related to certain settlements such as Rátka,616 Kom-
polt,617 Mezőberény,618 Kismaros,619 Szeged,620 Pécsvárad, Gyula.621

* * *
However besides the so far mentioned ones there have been many other anthologies 
more or less related to or about the topic written by Levente Benkő and Annamária Pap-
p,622 Ágnes Gereben,623 Béla Várdy and Ágnes Várdy Huszár,624 and Éva Mária Varga. 
While we can find Romanian sources in the two-volume work of the Benkő couple, the 
two books of Éva Mária Varga are completely based on once Soviet sources.625 Sándor 
Zsíros’s work should also be mentioned here who established the International Associa-
tion of Gulag Researchers and who wrote about deportations around Miskolc626 and who 

613 Csiby, Mihály: SZU-rágta 1459 nap. Budapest, 1995.; Miklósi, Károly: Málenkíj robot (1945-1947) - 
Holocaust orosz módra. Budapest, 2005.; Berghoffer, Róbert: Tabu. Élet a fehér pokolban. Leben in der 
weiẞen Hölle. Muravidék Baráti Kör Kulturális Egyesület, Pilisvörösvár, 2010.

614 Magyarország a második világháborúban. Lexikon A - Zs. (Ed-in-Chief.: Sipos Péter, Ed.: Ravasz István) 
Budapest, Magyar Hadtudományi Társaság – PETIT REAL Könyvkiadó, 1996.

615 Among others: Léber-Somogyváry, Mária – Somogyváry, Vilmos: „Ahol én voltam, ott nem voltak 
hősök…” Női gulag – szovjet hadifogság, Auktor Kiadó, 2003.

616 Endrész, György: „…nemsokára hazamentek…” Rátkaiak kényszermunkán. Schwarzwald 
Hagyományőrző Egyesület, Rátka, 2005.

617 Majdán, Ferencné: Három év három órában. Interviews. Kompolti Német Kisebbségi Önkormányzat, 
Kompolt, 2006.

618 Csávás, István – Köhler, Julianna: Album azokról, akik 1945-1949-ig jóvátételi munkán szenvedtek 
Mezőberényből I-II. kötet, Mezőberény, 2007

619 Varga, Orsolya: Napló 1945. Kismaros, 2008.
620 Tatár, Rózsa: Túléltük! Emlékezések a malenkij robotra. Szeged, 2008.
621 Gállos, Orsolya: Orosz kényszermunkán Pécsvárad és a környék német kisebbsége 1944-1948, kiadó: 

Pécsváradi Várbaráti Kör, Pécsvárad, 2010.; Kovács Lajosné Murvai, Zsuzsanna (Ed.): Málenkij robot: 
az orosz bányákba deportált gyulaiak emlékére. Német Kisebbségi Önkormányzat, Gyula, 2011.

622 Benkő, Levente – Papp, Annamária: Magyar hadifogolysors a második világháborúban I. kötet Pallas-
Akadémia, Csíkszereda, 2007.

623 Gereben, Ágnes: Beszélgetések a GULÁG-ról. Helikon Kiadó, Budapest, 2008.; Gereben, Ágnes: 
Megtorlások a Szovjetunióban. Helikon Kiadó, Budapest, 2013.

624 Várdy Huszár, Ágnes: Rabszolgák az Uralnál, magyar nők „malenkij robot”- on, Új Horizont 2001/4.; 
Várdy, Béla-Várdy Huszár, Ágnes: Magyarok a GULAG rabszolgatáboraiban, Kairosz Kiadó, 
Budapest, 2007.

625 Magyar Hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban. Dokumentumok (1941-1953). (Ed.: Varga, Éva Mária) 
ROSSZPEN-MKTTK, Moszkva-Budapest, 2006.; Varga, Éva Mária: Magyarok szovjet hadifogságban 
(1941-1956) az oroszországi levéltári források tükrében. [Hungarians in Soviet captivity (1941-1956), In 
the light of archival sources from Russia.] Budapest, 2009.

626 Zsiros, Sándor: Felsőzsolca története. [Miskolc], 1993.; Zsiros Sándor: A front alatt: 1944 ősze: 60 éves 
emlékek, dokumentumok Felsőzsolca és Miskolc környéke “felszabadításáról”. Örökségünk Felsőzsolca 
Alapítvány, [Felsőzsolca-Miskolc], 2004.
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is also the editor of a collection of studies627 as well as a collection of reminiscences.628 
In the past few years the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian Germans led by 
Eleonóra Matkovits-Kretz – in short: the German Circle of Pécs – published a volume 
again, a collection of interviews containing the memoires of people living in and out-
side of Hungary.629

The latest work of the Hungarian scientific literature is a special publication in 2014 on 
“malenky robot” which does not discuss the issue per towns or per countries, but on a re-
gional level; it is on the story of people deported from Szerencs and its surroundings.630

Abroad books also started to be written on the “malenky robot” after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, or in their terminology, about the internees and deportees. The two most 
well known works among them are by Stefan Karner631 and Pavel Polian632. Books on po-
litically charged and sentenced people (such as Anne Applebaum’s book on the gulag or 
the ‘Gulag lexikon’ by János Rózsás) do not belong here, because the people deported for 
malenky robot were carried away without any court sentence, en masse, based on previ-
ously set figures, with the sole aim of meeting those numbers.
At the end of the historiography on the deportation of the civilian population to the So-
viet Union for forced labour needs to be concluded with a book published in Ukraini-
an, in 2012, with the cooperation of Alekszej Korszun, on the Soviet documents of the 
history of Sub-Carpathian Hungarian and German deportees.633 

* * *
Beyond the papers and the previously mentioned documentaries, other documentaries 
started to be filmed after 2000. At the beginning of the millennium, Sándor Buglya made 
a documentary on the deportees of Transylvania,634 and then in 2008 Zsuzsa Incze made 
a film on the youth taken for malenky robot from Rakamaz.635 
In 2009 János Havasi filmed a documentary on the journey through the Donbass that 
is the Donets-basin, and in 2012 he made a film together with János Jurkovics, on the 
commemorative and research journey through the Ural Mountains.636 (These journeys 

627 Zsiros, Sándor (Ed.): Emberek az embertelenségben. International Association of Gulag Researchers, 
Budapest, 2010.

628 Szemelvények a Gulágok memoárirodalmából. Ártatlan Magyar és német áldozatok sorsa a Gulágokon 
és a „malenkij robot” táboraiban. (Comp. and Ed.: Zsiros, Sándor, Introd.: Bognár, Zalán) Miskolc, 2012.

629 Márkus, Beáta (Ed.): „Messze voltam én fogságban, nagy Oroszországban…” Magyarországi Németek 
szovjet kényszermunkán 1944/1945-1949. „Malenkij robot” interjúkötet. Magyarországi Németek Pécs-
Baranyai Nemzetiségi Köre, Pécs, 2013.

630 Oroszné Stumpf, Éva: Jóvátették azt, amit el sem követhettek… A szerencsi gyűjtőtáborból a donbászi 
kényszermunkára./ Es Wurde gutgemacht, was Man nicht einmal begehen konnte (Aus dem Szerencser 
Sammellager zur Zwangsarbeit im Donbass/Donbecken). (Foreword: Bognár, Zalán) Szerencs Város 
Német Nemzetiségi Önkormányzat, Szerencs, 2014.

631 Karner, Stefan: Im Archipel GUPVI. Kriegsgefangenschaft und Internierung in der Sowjetunion 1941-
1956. Wien-München, R. Oldenbourg Verlag, 1995.

632 Polian, Pavel: Against Their Will: The History and Geography of Forced Migration in the USSR. CEU, 
Budapest-New York, 2004.

633 Закарпатські угорці і німці: інтернування та депортаційні процеси. 1944-1945 рр. Aрхівні документи 
і матеріали. (головa редколегії: Качур, Іван Іванович; упорядник: Корсун, Олексій) Ужгород, 2012.

634 Buglya, Sándor (director): Documentary titled ‘Úgy mondjam, ahogy volt…’ [Shall I say it as it 
happened] 2002.

635 Incze, Zsuzsa (director): Békés békétlenek 2008.
636 Havasi, János (director): Időutazás a Donyec-medencébe.; Havasi, János – Jurkovics, János: Idegen 
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were organized and financed by the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian Germans 
through a European Union fund.) Mention needs to be made here of the work done by 
János Havasi with the help of haboruskeresoszolgalat.hu webpage.
Finally, in 2013-2014 Gyula Sághy made a two-part documentary on forced labourers of 
Békés county.637

On the internet we find more and more memories, commemorations, and films on the 
malenky robot. A special one of the latter is a film made by an air technician, Aladár Le-
hotai, from Pöstyén, in the country of Gömör (now in Slovakia), who self-financed a 
photo and documentary journey through those locations where people of the villages 
around Rimaszombat spent 34 terrible months at the end of the war. He made friends 
with Ukrainians through the internet and managed to identify on the map the labour 
camps located South-West Vorosilovgrad (today Lugansk) with striking accuracy.638

* * *
A milestone in the research and publication of the “malenky robot” and the deporta-
tions to the Soviet Union was the foundation of the International Association of Gulag 
Researchers (GKNT) in 2009. The GKNT was created based on a civilian initiative with 
the support of the Faculty of Humanities of the University of Miskolc. The key roles were 
played by Dr. Béla Várdy and Dr. Ágnes Várdy-Huszár, professors of the Duquesne Uni-
versity, Pittsburgh, and Sándor Zsíros, teacher of history and local historian. Although 
at the beginning the author suggested the name ‘International Association of Gulag and 
GUPVI Researchers’, since the GUPVI camps were not well known at the time and the 
name would have been too long, this suggestion was rejected. But of course, the found-
ing documents contain this topic as well as fields research and education, including the 
“malenky robot”. The founding members include several renown Hungarian and for-
eign researchers, teachers, film directors, survivor and their descendants. GKNT has 
since been continuously organising professional forums, conferences and workshops on 
the topic of GULAG, GUPVI, and “malenky robot”. These events provide an opportuni-
ty to present the latest research findings. GKNT operates two webpages with the titles: 
gulag.hu and malenkijrobot.hu. A key outcome of their activity is the formation of a civ-
il organization named „Málenkij robot Emlékbizottság 2014-2015” (Malenky robot Me-
morial Committee 2014-2015) in 2013, with the support of civil organizations, German 
ethnic circles, among them the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian Germans. The 
committee is comprised of researchers, historians and individuals. The aim of the group 
was to offer moral satisfaction to the deportees of „malenky robot” and their relatives 
on the 70th anniversary of the tragedy. This initiative was supported by the Hungarian 
Government with Government decree no. 1009/2015. (I. 20.) and declared “the year 2015 
the memorial year of political captives and forced labourers taken to the Soviet Union”, 
and as a consequence a series of events took place starting in 2015. This event series was 
prepared and coordinated by specifically created Memorial Committee for the political 
captives and forced labourers taken to the Soviet Union, and members include our asso-
ciation, three of or researchers and the German Circle of Pécs. 

* * *

637 Sághy, Gyula (director): Békés megyei deportáltak, avagy a Malenkij Robot I-II. 2013-2014.
638 On deportees of Nagybalog and and their commemoration see the film, and the details of the amatuer 

researcher: http://www.hirek.sk/video/20130414215703/Malenkij-robot.html, 
 http://www.haboruskeresoszolgalat.hu/?id=12&t=48&page=#id=2
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The was an exhibition on malenky robot in 2009 in Pécs, in the Janus Pannonius Muse-
um, with the title „Több mint élettörténetek. Sorsok. A magyarországi németség kollek-
tív büntetése a after World War Two, a baranyai visszaemlékezések és tárgyak tükrében” 
(More than life stories. Fates. The collective punishment of the Germans living in Hunga-
ry after World War Two, as seen in memoires and objects in Baranya), organized by Judit 
Walter Müller. This exhibition has since been shown at other locations, too.
In Tárnok on 8 January 2013 there was a commemoration of boys and men between the 
ages 16–50 deported on the same day in 1945. At the end of the event an exhibition ti-
tled “Malenky robot – As preserved in our memories” in the Cultural House of Tárnok.
In Bonyhád, Tolna county, the German Government of Bonyhád opens applications 
since 2012 with the title “Memories of the deportees” so that applicants get to know this 
tragic period of the history of Germans living in Hungary. The aim is to find deportees 
and make interviews with them, so that their personal experiences and research can re-
veal this period of history that has for so long been kept secret. There are two categories: 
one for adults abd one for students.639

Thank God, we could continue with this list on and on …

Monuments, commemorations

Why we need monuments of “malenky robot”?
 „Memories are the basis for human identity, and historical memories are the basis of na-
tional identity.” – says the poet Mihály Babits. 
We need to remember and remind! We need to get to know and teach our historical past, 
our roots, because we can only feed on the lessons of the past, just like a tree is kept alive 
by its roots, and the strength of its roots is the key to its survival in the storm. Similarly, 
our nation also needs further monuments and commemorations.
The communist-socialist dictatorship wanted to erase our past completely, and rewrite 
it in its own interests, – and for long it managed quite well. This is why many people in 
our society became like the foam of the sea, blown away by the wind. For over 40 years, 
in socialist Hungary one could not talk about the Hungarian POWs deported to the So-
viet Union, especially about the civilian population carried away en masse for “malen-
ky robot” and the ones forced into Gulag lagers – this is a whole chapter of our history 
which was doomed to be forgotten. It is a shame on our nation that we did not pay trib-
ute to the victims. The lack or scarcity of historical remembering distorts our national 
identity, which leads to bad decisions and eventually the moral and economic deteriora-
tion of the nation.
Thanks to the free atmosphere following the change of the political system, by today an 
increasing number of papers have been published on the topic. However, despite the 
growing body of memoirs and scientific literature, there is still not enough focus on the 
POW-camps in Hungary. 
This is not surprising though because, even when POW-camps existed in Hungary, they 
were surrounded by complete silence. Relatives were not allowed even to get near them. 
What is more, in 1945 the secrecy grew to an extent that NKVD arrested Áron Gábor, the 
secretary of the Hungarian Red Cross, charged him with anti-Soviet collaboration and 
sentenced him to be transported to the GULAG. This created the pretext under which 
639 Völgységi Hírlevél 2014/1. (January) 1-2.
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the NKVD could confiscate the huge amount of documents of the POW department of 
the Research and Report Agency of the Hungarian Red Cross, which was a very valuable 
documentation since they documented everything as it was; which is exactly why it was 
incriminating evidence against the Soviets. 
Later, when the POW-camps were abolished, the increasing amount of terror made it 
impossible to discuss the topic of camps where so many people were killed or crippled; 
and things did not change during the soft dictatorship of the Kádár era either. The whole 
POW issue became taboo. So much so, that even local historians often have no idea about 
the lagers that had been operated in the very town they live in. 
Today, the entire body of documents on the POWs of 1945 is completely missing from 
the Hungarian National Archives, archives of the Hungarian Red Cross. The documents 
from 1945 and 1946 have gone missing from the Presidential and Military Care Depart-
ment of the Ministry of Welfare, too. There is not one document on several prisoner (of 
war) camps – for example the ones in Kecskemét, Győr, Székesfehérvár and Gödöllő – in 
the county or city archives. Even if some documents were created on the topic, most of 
those were destroyed in the great “document scapping” period of 1952.
Sadly, people even today know hardly anything about the mass deportation of the ci-
vilian population to Soviet captivity and their internment, and the horrors of the Soviet 
camps. Even though it is now allowed to talk about these since the change of the politi-
cal system, still survivors are reluctant to talk or write about them, or not at all, because 
when they were released – officially as POWs – they were threatened to be taken back 
to the forced labour camps if they dare talk about what happened. Survivors returned 
home being physically and mentally damaged, carrying the fear in their bones. They had 
to continue living with the stigma.
Even today, the whole issue is missing from the public awareness. Even today histo-
ry books on the 20th century Hungary lack a chapter on Hungarian POWs of World War 
Two, who were departed for malenky robot without a court sentence, being innocent; or 
if the topic is included it lacks the significance it deserves and the necessary details. As a 
consequence, the topic is also missing from the general knowledge on history. Even his-
torians who study the period are unaware that in 1944/45besides the several hundred 
POW and interning camps located in Western Europe and over 2000 in the Soviet Union, 
only in the present territory of Hungary there were 56 camps for prisoners (of war) at 47 
towns, and another 20 reception camps for internees.
In the camps for prisoners (of war) there were a total of approximately 600,000 soldiers 
and civilians suffering unbearably. Out of them, over 70,000 were buried around those 
camps in mostly unidentified mass graves. To cite an example: there was a POW-camp in 
the Csillag prison of Szeged, originally designed for 600 people, and 12 thousand people 
were crammed there, and 50 to a 100 of them died each day, mostly due to typhoid fever, 
epidemic typhus, dysentery or of starvation. It is a shame on our nation that only five of 
these camps are commemorated with a monument or a memorial plaque.
At the same time the Hungarian State created over 300 memorial sites in the territory of 
the former Soviet Union to signal the location of previous POW and interning camps and 
their cemeteries. 
The Hungarian society has a huge debt of towards or fellow citizens forced into lagers of 
the Soviet Union. Generations have grown up not knowing about these issues, and as a 
result they have a distorted view of the world and an incomplete identity.
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The moral and financial rehabilitation of deportees only began after the change of the polit-
ical system. MT Decree no. 104/1989. (X. 4.) the civilian population dragged off to Soviet la-
bour camps to do restitutional work are entitled to 500 forints of pension supplement. The 
widows of the deceased forced labourers got half of that amount as a monthly allowance.640 
“In 2000 the government introduced a special allowance for those who were deprived 
of their freedom for a long time. People entitled were those who spent more than three 
years in captivity after being sentenced by Hungarian or Soviet military courts, or those 
who were interned into forced labour camps under the same circumstances for over  
3 years.”641 However, this regulation did not acknowledge, even proportionally, the suf-
fering of those who spent one day less than 3 years in captivity.
As a significant step towards late remedial offered by the Hungarian state to those who 
were deported by the Soviet armed forces, on 21 May 2012 the Hungarian Parliament 
declared the 25th of November as the memorial day of Hungarian political captives and 
forced labourers who were deported to the Soviet Union. The resolution says that the 
Hungarian Parliament supports and encourages the erection of monuments and the or-
ganization of commemorations for Hungarian forced labourers deported to the Soviet 
Union. Sadly, it is not entirely clear for everybody, therefore I need to put this in writing, 
that the Hungarian POWs were also deported to the Soviet Union for forced labour, and 
many of them fell victim to the prescribed target figures for forced labourers, and their 
exploitation till their death.642 
The fundamental aim is to commemorate those who became the victims of the greatest 
destruction of the 20th century and of an inhuman empire, those people who – according 
to the report of the Swiss Embassy – suffered in concentration camps, innocently, as ci-
vilian deportees. To commemorate those who had the final days of their earthly lives in 
those lagers, because they could not survive the horrible conditions of the camps. They are 
resting in peace somewhere at the territory of these camps or nearby, in unidentified mass 
graves. They, and the luckier people who did survive the unbearable, but suffered irrepa-
rable damages both in body and mind, – who were deported either as defeated soldiers or 
as civilian population – were victims, who deserve to be remembered and respected.
At the towns where people were deported from or the town where such concentration 
reception camps existed, there should be at least one memorial plaque to remind future 
generations that nothing like this might ever happen again. 
These memorial plaques as signposts of our history help future generations get to know 
the past as it really happened, help keep the flame of remembrance alive. We need re-
minding signs that are at the same time memorial sites.
We need to remember and remind so that these horrors are never again repeated. We 
need to remember, because only that community and nation has a future that remembers 
its past, that considers its past and the old values important, and that considers every liv-
ing and dead member important. We need to know our past, our roots, just like a tree is 
kept alive by its roots, and the strength of its roots is the key to its survival in the storm. 
Similarly, people can only form a healthy identity if they are familiar with their past, 
their ancestors; this is what keeps us human during the troubles of life. Without our roots 
we would be like the foam of the sea, blown away by the wind. As most people were kept 

640 Zielbauer, György: Magyarországi Németek elhurcolása 1944/45 A kollektív büntetés első állomása. 
[Deportation of Germans from Hungary 1944/45: the first station of collective punishment.] Magyarországi 
Németek Szövetsége, Budapest, 1990. 172.

641 www.kih.gov.hu (23/07/2009)
642 See Dupka – Korszun: ibid 56-57.
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alive by their beliefs, let me quote Paul the Apostle and his Epistle to the Ephesians: “that 
we may be no longer children, tossed to and fro and carried about with every wind of 
doctrine, by the sleight of men, in craftiness, after the wiles of error; but speaking truth 
in love, we may grow up”.
In the country – and here we are talking about the Hungary of 1941, in the midst of the 
Second World War – for east to west, from north to south we find „malenky robot” me-
morials in every region, because people were deported from every corner of the coun-
try. However, due to the long era of silence, fear, secrecy, there are still a large number 
of towns that owe a commemoration to their deported ancestors, and the unjust aggra-
vations they had to suffer.
Memorial sites for people deported for malenky robot – as the captive status of deportees 
– are partly the same as those of POWs. You can notice right away at a „malenky robot” 
memorial site, if it has a list of names of deportees, they were captured as either making 
up for the number of POWs or as Germans. That is because if there are names of women 
on the list, they were deported as „mobilized Germans”.
Without the aiming to be complete, just to illustrate my above points, here are a few me-
morial sites of people taken for „malenky robot”:

Memorial sites were established at the following places to mark  
the location of camps for prisoners (of war)

Szolyva
First, there is the biggest memorial site in Carpathian Basin dedicated to the victims of 
malenky robot: Szolyva Memorial Park. 
The 150 Sub-Carpathian Hungarians showed us, homeland Hungarians how to respect 
our antecedents and the victims, and how strongly commmoration can hold us together. 
In 1994, instead of placing a memorial plaque or erecting a memorial, they created a me-
morial park with a wailing wall on the territory of the former camp for prisoners of war, 
which was called “death camp” at the age, and which is considered the 20th century Gol-
gotha for Sub-Carpathian Hungarians. 

Baja
In Hungary, the first memorial site to POW reception camp victims was erected on 1st June 
1949. The idea was brought up first in the meeting of the National Committee in Baja on 
28th November 1945 by Mihály Puskás, who possessed more than 4000 drawings of graves 
and related registers of names. According to the minutes of the meeting, Puskás said that 
“there are more than 4000 prisoners of war buried in the area, but many of them were na-
ked, and not entombed with great care. They were buried in different places without any 
method, so it would be advisable to exhume them and bury them in a mass grave. He sug-
gested the erection of a memorial too.” However, the plan was never realised. Then, at 
the end of 1947, when the sports ground of the State Secondary School of Gardening and 
Wine Culture was being built, corpses buried only half a metre deep came to the surface. 
So the headmaster of the Secondary School wrote a letter to the Office of Public Health 
in Baja, and he reported that in the neighbourhood of the former POW camp, next to the 
school’s ornamental garden on the sport ground, they found Hungarian, German and Rus-
sian corpses when they wanted to exploit sand in the area. He requested the exhumation 
and the transportation of the corpses. The exhumation finally started in October 1948. 
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In Baja, only 1023 POW camp vic-
tims that were found next to the sport 
ground were exhumed of the 5-8000. 
The exhumed corpses were buried in 
three parallel mass graves in the ter-
ritory of the former camp of captives 
opposite Lázár Mészáros army post 
next to the road to Vaskút. On the top 
of the graves, a 5-meter high obelisk 
was erected with a goblet on the top. 
The inscription of the memorial says: 
“Our 1023 fellow-men rest in this 
mass grave. They died in the POW 
camp built in 1944-1945 nearby”. Lat-
er, Emil Koltai – who died of typhoid 
fever in the camp in April 1945 – was 
buried here next to the memorial in a 
separate grave. 

To the memory of the victims of POW camp in Baja, memorial erected on 1st of June, with the 
former pioneer army post in the background (Photo: Zalán Bognár)

Account of the exhumation of some 
victims of camp of captives in Baja (1948)
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Gödöllő
The next memorial site for the prisoners of war was inaugurated only 44 years later in 
Hungary. In 1993, in Gödöllő, the Ministry of Defence placed a memorial plaque to the 
wall of the former reception camp, which was a Premonstrant grammar school earlier 
(today it is Szent István University). Because of the high number of deported civilians, 
it was called a concentration camp at the age. The (unfortunately inaccurate) inscrip-
tion of the plaque is the following: “In this building, 45 000 Hungarian and 3000 Ger-
man soldier suffered in Soviet captivity in 1944/45.” In fact, 70-80% of the people in the 
camp were civilians.643 That is why the Swiss embassy reports that “in this concentra-
tion camp, 40 000 internees are kept”. 644 

643 Interview with dr. Domokos Kosáry former civilian captive, former president of the Hungarian Academy 
of Sciences. Audio recording in th epossession of the author. 

644 Montgomery, J. F.: ibid 205.

The main building of Szent István University, the former Premonstrant grammar school,  
the place of the POW camp.

Illustration – Memorial plaque to the memory of Hungarian and German POW camp  
victims, which was inaugurated in 1993 in the yard of the main building of  

Szent István University placed by the Ex-POW Fraternal Society in 2001 (photo: Zalán Bognár)
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Kiskunfélegyháza
The next memorial plaque was placed 10 years later on the wall of Petőfi Sándor Second-
ary School of Mechanical Engineering (the former State Teachers’ Training College) in 
Kiskunfélegyháza. The placement was initiated by Sándor Petőfi Alma Mater Society and 
the school, especially József Tarjányi, who started and urged this noble event. The memo-
rial plaque was inaugurated on the 59th anniversary of the Soviet occupation, on 23rd of 
October 2003. The inscription of the memorial plaque is a Miklós Veres quotation: “Free-
dom is as invisible as the frosted lamp on the barbed wire”. Below, it says: “A military re-
ception camp for captives worked in our school in 1944/45, which was supervised by the 
military hospital and the Soviet authorities”. 

Felsőzsolca
In Felsőzsolca, 7 years after the previous memorial plaque, another plaque was inaugu-
rated on the territory of the former camp for prisoners of war on the wall of Pokol Csár-
da Restaurant on 17th of April 2010. The local media reported on the event. The lives of 
Hungarian captives were horrible indeed, since they suffered typhoid fever and other 
infectious diseases, they were starving, and it was only due to the help of local people 
that they did not starve to death. (The generosity of local people is also commemorated 
by the memorial plaque.) This camp was one of those few POW camps which was not 
controlled by the Red Army, but by the Fourth Army of Romania supervised by the 2nd 
Ukrainian Front. 

The memorial plaque was placed by 
the International Association of Gu-
lag Researchers (GKNT), Felsőzsol-
ca Heritage Foundation and Dénes 
Csengey Civilian Circle of Felsőzsol-
ca, and was supported by Civil 
Hungary Foundation.

Cegléd
The next POW memorial was inaugurated two years later. In Cegléd, on the first memo-
rial day of the political victims of forced labour taken by the Soviet Union, a memorial 
plaque was inaugurated on the wall of a former POW camp restored from a military post 
in 69 Szolnoki Street on 25th November 2012. (Presently, the building is a block of flats.)  
It was initiated and organised by Dr György Jójárt, local paediatrician.
The inscription of the dark grey memorial plaque is: “In the Cegléd hussar and armoured 
military post, there was a Soviet camp of captives from November 1944 until the end of 
1945. About 200 000 soldiers and civilians suffered here. 5000 people died. This plaque is 
placed here to commemorate them. 25th of November 2012.”

17th April 2010, Felsőzsolca – the 
inauguration of the memorial plaque  

From left to right: Zalán Bognár 
associate professor, Zsiros Sándor 
head of GKNT and Katalin Csöbör 

Member of Parliament.
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Pereszteg
The last memorial plaque to the POW victims was inaugurated in the memorial year, on 
22nd of August 2015, on the 70th anniversary of the liberation of the last group of indisposed 
captives and the closure of the POW camp in Pereszteg. The initiators and the partial finan-
cial supporters were István Békési, a retired secondary school headmaster, the town of Pe-
reszteg, and Pereszteg Local Society. The memorial is, in fact, a piece of rock, which stands 
in the territory of the former camp. The inscription is the following: “This was the place of 
a POW reception camp. Cca. 7000 people suffered here. This memorial was erected to the 
memory of those who died here. By the people of Pereszteg on 22nd of August 2015.”

Memorial sites for those who were deported to supplement the number of POWs
Csaroda
In Csaroda, the Csonka-Bereg memorial was inaugurated next to Road 41 (in 33 Beregszászi 
street), which commemorates the heroic fights of Beregszász people and their victims. 
The footstall of the memorial has a quotation from ‘Szózat’: “Megfogyva bár, de törve 
nem” (“Our strength, though weakened, is not spent”), which expresses the sufferings 
and persistence of Csonka-Bereg people taken to malenky robot in November 1944, and 
their fights with the flood on Tisza river in 2011. The memorial was created by Lajos Bíró.
The 5-metre high memorial shapes an angel which stands in front of a broken column. 
The column is the symbol of stability and high culture. The fact that it is broken has two 
meanings: on the one hand, it refers to Csonka-Bereg. On the other hand, it concerns the 
destruction by nature and people. The angel saves and supports the column, which sym-
bolises Csonka-Bereg.645

645 Kiss, Katalin: Csonka Bereg In: http://www.kozterkep.hu/~/16668/

The memorial in Pereszteg with guards of honour after the inauguration, 22nd of August 2015.
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Érd
In Érd, there is the memorial to the “innocent deportees” in Budai street, opposite the 
Hungarian Geography Museum. The memorial which forms a woman waiting for her 
husband, son and father was created by Béla Domonkos. The memorial was erected by 
the local government of Érd on the 4th of October 1998, and it was inaugurated on the 10th 
of January.646 

Nyarádkelecsény
There is a memorial to the victims of World War II in Nyarádkelecseny, Eastern Slova-
kia in Ung territory. The names of the holocaust, malenky robot and war victims are in-
scribed on the monument. The people of Nyarádkelecsény – just as the people of the 
surrounding villages and Sub-Carpathian settlements – were taken to malenky robot by 
the Soviets in November 1944.647

646 http://vendegvaro.utazom.com/az-artatlanul-deportees-emlekmuve-erd; 
 http://www.sulinet.hu/oroksegtar/data/telepulesek_ertekei/Erd/pages/021_kozteri_szobrok.htm
647 http://kelecseny.mindenkilapja.hu/html/18232967/render/kronika

Memorial to the innocent deportees in Érd. (Photo: János Kubassek)
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Nyíregyháza 
In the county seat of Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county, Nyíregyháza, there are many me-
morials to the victims of malenky robot. To commemorate the innocent victims, since 
2006, the 2nd of November is a day of mourning in Nyíregyháza.

1. In 1994, a memorial plaque was inaugurated on Országzászló square on 2nd of Novem-
ber 1994. The inscription says: 

“THIS MEMORIAL PLAQUE WAS PLACED HERE TO THE MEMORY OF THOSE 
HUNDREDS OF SZABOLCS-SZATMÁR-BEREG DEPORTEES WHO WERE TAKEN 
TO MALENKY ROBOT BY THE RED ARMY IN 1944. ERECTED BY THE GENERAL 

ASSEMBLY OF SZABOLCS-SZATMÁR-BEREG COUNTY, THE LOCAL  
GOVERNMENT OF NYÍREGYHÁZA AND THE LOCAL BRANCH OF T.I.B.” 

(T.I.B is the ‘committee of historical justice’). 
The memorial stood in its place until 2006, then, due to reconstruction works, it was re-
moved to the park in front of the entrance of Sóstó Museum.

2. On the wall of the railway station, a marble memorial was inaugurated on 2nd of No-
vember 1995 to the memory of 300 Nyíregyháza railway workers who were taken to 
malenky robot. The inscription says:

“TO THE MEMORY OF RAILWAY WORKERS WHO WERE DEPORTED FROM  
RECONSTRUTION WORK BY THE SOVIET ARMY ON THE 2ND OF NOVEMBER 

1944. BY THE HUNGARIAN RAILWAYS COMPANY.”

3. A bronze memorial to commemorate the Nyíregyháza post office workers taken to 
malenky robot was inaugurated on the wall of Post Office No.1 on 2nd of November 2001. 
It was created by Imre Lajos Nagy. The inscription says:

2nd OF NOVEMBER 1944
TO THE MEMORY OF THOSE NYÍREGYHÁZA POST OFFICE WORKERS

WHO WERE DEPORTED TO THE SOVIET UNION AND DIED THERE
 (24 names below)

„WE OWE EQUITY TO THOSE WHO LIVE,
AND JUSTICE TO THOSE WHO DIED”

(VOLTAIRE)
ERECTED BY THE HUNGARIAN POST IN 2001”

4. The biggest malenky robot memorial site in Nyíregyháza was inaugurated on 30th of 
October 2004 next to the old mortuary of the eastern cemetery. Its name is Deportees Me-
morial Site, and was designed by Zoltán László. It is built of iron beams, wagon wheels 
and black granite surfaces. The names of the deportees are inscribed on the surface.648

Tabajd
In Tabajd, Fejér county, a memorial plaque to the victims of malenky robot was inaugu-
rated on the wall of the parish hall at the hero’s garden on 8th of February 2014. On the 
plaque (on the basis of the research done by Antal Gulyás), 49 names of boys and men 
were inscribed. 

648 http://beszelamarvany.lapunk.hu/?modul=oldal&tartalom=1160987
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Tápiógyörgye
The memorial plaque to the local victims of malenky robot was inaugurated on 22nd of 
October 2011 on the anniversary of the 1956 revolution. The erection was initiated by 
Torockó Society and was also supported by many civil organisations.649 The memorial 
plaque was placed on the façade of the parish hall, and the inscription says: 
„MALENKY ROBOT On 12th of February 1945, cca. seventy people were deported to 
forced labour by the Soviets from the settlement. The memorial to the victims was erect-
ed by Tápiógyörgye civil organisations in 2011.”650

Tárnok
The mourning day in Tárnok is the 8th of January, because the people of Tárnok were de-
ported by the Red Army to malenky robot on this day. The memorial to the deportees is 
in Kegyelet park next to the memorial to the victims of World War I.

Vásárosnamény
In Vásárosnamény, there is a monumental malenky robot memorial at Kraszna bridge 
next to Road 41, which was inaugurated in 2004 on the 60th anniversary of the event 
by the Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county government. The limestone sculptural group was 
created by Lajos Bíró. The “Memorial to those who were deported to malenky robot” 
captures the moment of the deportation, when relatives, wives, children and elderly peo-
ple are watching how their beloved ones are being taken by the armed Soviet soldiers.

649 Supporters of the memorial plaque: Baráti Kör, Faluvédő Egyesület, Horgász Egyesület, Ifjú Fúvósokért 
Egyesület, Községi Sport Klub, Önkéntes Tűzoltó Egyesület, Tápiógyörgyei Asztalitenisz Sport Klub, 
Tápió Lövész Sport Klub, and the Torockó Baráti Társaság.

650 Germanh, Csaba: Emléktábla avatás a malenky robot helyi áldozatainak tiszteletére In: http://tapiokultura.
hu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2231:emlektabla-avatas-a-malenkij-robot-helyi-
aldozatainak-tiszteletere&catid=36:hirek&Itemid=59

The inauguration of the memorial plaque dedicated to the 49 malenky robot victims at the parish 
hall of Tabajd, 8 February 2014. (Photo: Zalán Bognár)
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Záhony
In Záhony (the border town with the former Soviet Union), a marble memorial plaque to 
the memory of local malenky robot victims was inaugurated after a ceremonial Sunday 
mass in the Presbyterian churchyard on 26th of September 2010. The memorial was initi-
ated and financed by István Kosztyu, whose father was one of the 78 victims.651 The in-
scription says:

„THE NAMES OF THOSE 
WHO WERE TAKEN TO FORCED LABOUR AND MALENKY ROBOT 

FROM ZÁHONY ON THE 6TH OF DECEMBER 1944 
BY THE SOVIET ARMY 

AND WHO DIED OF THE FROST, STARVATION AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES”
78 names below, and then

“PEACE TO THEIR ASHES”

A unique memorial plaque to commemorate the women who helped the captives.
Albertirsa
A special memorial plaque was inaugurated in Albertirsa on the wall of Sándor Márai 
Local Library on the 27th of February 2015. The memorial plaque commemorates those 
women and girls who gave bread and warm meal to the civilian and military captives 
herded to the Cegléd camp through Alberti and Irsa. With this, they saved the lives of 
many captives. As some deportees remembered, risking their own lives, they also res-
cued some people from captivity. The placement of the plaque was initiated by Gábor 
Hodos, a local civilian and was financed by the donation of local people. The inaugu-
ration ceremony was organised the local government of Albertirsa. The inscription of 
the plaque says: “who executes justice for the oppressed, who gives food to the hungry 
(Book of Psalms 146: 7). To the memory of those Alberti and Irsa women who gave food 
and saved the lives of their compatriot deportees with courage and decency in the win-
ter of 1944/45. Donated and erected by the people of Albertirsa.” 

651 Háda Zoltán: Megemlékezés a Malenky robot záhonyi áldozatairól. In: http://zahony.szabolcsmegye.
com/zahony-es-tersege-hirei/megemlekezes-a-malenkij-robot-zahonyi-aldozatairol

The memorial plaque to the women who helped the captives with food. (photo: Dr György Jójárt)
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The memorial sites for people deported as Germans
Miskolc, Diósgyőr
In 1995, a memorial plaque was dedicated in tribute to the deportees taken from Diós-
győr on 23rd January, 1945 placed on a wall in 20 Vár Street, in the vicinity of the Cas-
tle of Diósgyőr. The deportees were transported to the Soviet forced labour camps 
through the transit camp in Miskolc.

Nagybalog or Vámosbalog (Veľký Blh – Slovakia)
People between the age of 17-45 from Nagybalog – or Vámosbalog as it was called at the 
time – on the Slovakian side of the border, who were considered to be of German origin, 
were also transported through the transit camp of Miskolc to the Soviet forced labour 
camps on 15th January, 1945. The dual memorial – it is a double, Slovakian and Hungar-
ian memorial – is placed in the graveyard next to the Reformed church where deportees 
are commemorated every year in the weekend around 15th January.652 The Hungarian  
inscription says:

‘We remember…
The victims of the 20th century from Nagybalog

– those killed during the two world wars
–the victims of the Holocaust

– the deportees
Erected by the municipality of the village in 2005’

Zajta
On Zajta, Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County, where the most eastern railway station of the 
country is situated, a memorial site was established commemorating the victims of the 
World War Two and the Malenky robot. The establishment of the memorial site was pro-
moted by Ágnes Nagy Huszti, the Chairperson of the German Ethnic Self-government of 
Zajta. With the help of the funds provided by the Ministry of Public Administration and 
Justice a belfry and bell was also made. The inauguration and sanctification ceremony of 
the memorial site was on 24th March, 2012.653

Vállaj
On Vállaj, Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County, also located near the Hungarian-Romanian 
border a monument was erected in 2006 by the municipality on residential initiative for 
those 236 people who were deported to forced labour from the settlement innocently, on-
ly because of their German origin. The memorial monument is situated in the centre of 
Vállaj, in the park at the eastern side of the Roman Catholic church, near the crossing of 
the Temető Street and Szabadság Street.654

652 Homoly, Erzsébet: A „malenky robot”-ra emlékeztek Nagybalogon. In: http://www.felvidek.ma/felvidek/
regio/32010-a-malenkij-robotq-ra-emlekeztek-nagybalogon; http://gomorilap.sk/cikkek/Emlekezes-a-
malenkij-robot-deporteejaira/282

653 M. Magyar, László: S szemben könny, a szívben dicsőség. In: http://www.haon.hu/a-szemben-konny-a-szivben-
dicsoseg/1940100

654 http://www.haon.hu/balog-zoltan-a-malenkij-robot-a-vedtelensegrol-szol/2106719; http://www.karpat-medence.hu/c.
php?c=vallaj-malenkij-robot-emlekmu
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Mérk
In Mérk, located in the neighbourhood of Vállaj, on the initiative of the German 
Ethnic Self-government, organized by its leader, Mária Szabó Rost, a huge memo-
ral plaque was dedicated on 12th September, 2010, Sunday. The plaque contains 294 
names of those who were innocently deported from Mérk to the Soviet Union for 
forced labour after 6th January, 1945.655 Deportees from both settlements were taken to 
the transit camp in Nagykároly on the other side of the border from where they were 
transported further on in wagons.

Kismaros
People were deported from several settlements due to their German origin. For this rea-
son, the settlements in the region, Nagymaros, Zebegény and Kismaros – from where 
nearly 600 people were deported –, commemorate together about the deportation, each 
year in another town alternately. 
In Kismaros, beside road No.12, two memorial plaques commemorating the malenky ro-
bot can be found at the two buildings of Köztársaság Square, since people were borne 
away in two groups from the settlement. The memorial plaques are placed at the two 
houses where the ‘mobilized’ people gathered. Both memorial plaques were erected by 

655 Pusztai, Sándor: Soha többé kényszermunkát! In: http://www.haon.hu/soha-t246bbe-kenyszermunkat/
news-20100913-06353904

The “Malenky robot” memorial in Vállaj 
(Photo: Richárd Tircsi)

Memorial of the ‘malenky robot’ of Kismaros 
with a name list
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the residents of Kismaros in 2010. The memorial plaque of the first group is fixed on the 
building’ wall with the inscription: 

‘In memory of the sufferings of the deportees of Kismaros taken to the Soviet Union to ‘malenky 
robot’ in January, 1945. Their first group was in custody in this house before deportation.’ 

The other memorial plaque is rather a monument, since it is placed in front of the house. 
On the big white marble fixed between two rocks, the following text can be read similar-
ly as above: 

‘In memory of the sufferings of the deportees of Kismaros taken to the Soviet Union to ‘malenky 
robot’ in January, 1945. The second group was in custody in this house before deportation.’

Below it the names of all the 85 deportees already revealed can be read.

Nagymaros 
In 1994, a monument, the ‘Memorial to the World Wars and 1956’, was erected in the 
town, on the main square, on which the names of those who died in the malenky ro-
bot are also inscribed. The composition of Tibor Szervátiusz is a reminder of the vic-
tims of the two world wars and the revolution of 1956. The three stones symbolize the 
three cataclysms. The stone in the middle depicts a Pieta-scene, on the other two on the 
sides the victims’ names can be read. The names of those fallen during the World War 
One are not listed.656

On the wall of a house in the town, where those taken to the robot were collected, a 
memorial plaque commemorates the beginning of their route full of suffering with the 
following sign:

‘THE RESIDENTS OF NAGYMAROS WERE TAKEN TO FORCED LABOUR IN THE 
SOVIET UNION FROM THIS PLACE IN 1945.’

Óbuda
According to some calculations, 10-15 thousand people were deported to forced labour 
as POWS and internees from Óbuda to the Soviet Union in 1945.657 In Óbuda, on the main 
square, two memorial plaques placed above one another commemorate the ‘malenky  
robot’ on the wall of the City Hall. 
The upper plaque in Hungarian was made by the Municipality of Óbuda-Békásmegyer 
and the Braunhaxler Association in Óbuda with the following inscription:

’IN MEMORY OF THE VICTIMS OF ÓBUDA DEBORTED TO THE SOVIET UNION 
IN JANUARY, 1945.’ 

On the lower one in Germen, which was made by the Braunhaxler Association in Óbuda 
in 1995, the following text can be read:

„ZUR ERINNERUNG AN DIE OPFER DER ZUR „MALENKIJ ROBOT” VER-
SCHLEPPTEN BÜRGER VON ALTOFEN”. 

656 Szende, András: Világháborús és 1956-os emlékmű In: http://www.kozterkep.hu/~/4495/vilaghaborus_
es_1956_os_emlekmu_nagymaros_szervatiusz_tibor_1994.html#

657 http://noplaza.hu/hirek/2011/01/19/a-malenkij-robot-ra-hurcolt-civilekre-emlekeztek-obudan/
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Taksony
In Taksony, a memorial was dedicated to those taken and deported to malenky robot 
next to the Saint Ann’s Temple on 24th July, 2004 by the Taksony Group of the Associa-
tion of the Christian Intellectuals. According to the researches, 763 people were deported 
from Taksony to the Soviet Union; 196 of them never returned.
On the body of the stainless steel cross the following lines of Albert Wass’ poem, ‘Üzenet 
haza’ (Message Home), which he wrote in Bavaria, are traced:

Only the true and good shall remain. 
The pure, and those who live in peace. 

Forests, mountains, men and seas. 
Everyone, think over your acts!

The sieve is being prepared in the sky, 
And the wheel of fate is being oiled by 

Hard-working angelic hands. 
It shall turn again, the wheel of fate, 
And as it stays on the Bible’s page, 

Mankind’s test lies in wait, 
And the way you sow the seeds is how you reap the grains. 

For the water runs away, and only the rocks remains. 
But the rock remains!

(Source of translation: https://olevendula.blogspot.hu/2012/08/albert-wass-message-home.html)

The cross is framed by a granite plate. The water flowing underneath symbolizes the 
Danube on which Germans arrived to our country. On the front of the monument, the 
deportees’ names can be read on the metal plates built in the limestone foundation, like 
the pages of a book.

The Hungarian and German memorial 
plaques placed on the wall of the City Hall in 
memory of the deportees taken from Óbuda 

to the Soviet Union.

Memorial of  
the malenky robot and the deportation  

in the churchyard, 
Taksony.
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The deportees’ names are also inscribed on a black granite plaque on the wall of a small-
er building on the right of the temple.
In Taksony, an unmarked cross was erected in the cemetery in the memory of the de-
portees as early as 1965. In 1989, the following was written on it: ‘Erected by the people 
of Taksony in memory of their beloved ones who died in the distance and rest in un-
known places, 1965.’ This cross is also the central theme of the memorial settled in the 
churchyard in 2004.658

Baja
In the city on the Danube, on the wall of the III. Béla Secondary Grammar School, a me-
morial plaque of red marble commemorating the Germans of Bácska deported to malen-
ky robot was placed in 1995 by the German Ethnic Self-Government of Baja and Baja 
Municipality. The following text can be read on the memorial plaque in German and 
Hungarian: ‘In memory of the Germans of Bácska deported to malenky robot in the So-
viet Union at the beginning of 1945.’ Germans from the northern part of Bácska and from 
several Transdanubian settlements were gathered in the building of the school, then di-
rected to the railway station of Baja where they were put into wagons and deported to 
the Soviet forced labour camps.

Bonyhád
Since 1995, a commemoration is held every year around 5th January in the Petőfi Sándor 
Evangelist Grammar School in Bonyhád, Tolna County, because the school building was 
the gathering place of the deportees coming from Bonyhád and the neighbouring settle-
ments; they had to check in and stay some days before taken away. In 1995, the memorial 
plaque was placed on the wall of the school on the initiation of Antal Rittinger, Chairman 
of the German Ethnic Self-Government of Bonyhád and Szabolcs Ónodi, the Master of 
the Petőfi Sándor Evangelist Grammar School.659

Mezőberény 
In Mezőberény, a memorial was erected in 2004 in memory of the sufferings of the 562 
innocent people who were gathered from the town on 3rd January, 1945 and deported to 
forced labour in the Soviet Union.660 The safety-lamp placed on a granite column sym-
bolizes that the majority of the deportees – including girls and women, as well – had to 
spend most of their long captivity in the dangerous coal mines of the Donbass under in-
human conditions. 
The names of the 61 people from Mezőberény who died in captivity are inscribed on the 
memorial plaque placed on the Statue of the Heroes standing before the Town Hall.661

658 http://www.kozterkep.hu/~/21067/Emlekmu_a_malenkij_robotra_deportees_es_a_kitelepitettek_
emlekere_Taksony_2004.html

659 In: Völgységi Hírlevél 2014/1. (January) 1-2.
660 http://hir6.hu/cikk/85588/mezobereny_orokre_emlekezik_a_malenkij_robot_aldozataira
661 Kollárné Hegedűs, Vanda: Mezőberényi német származásúak jóvátételi munkán a Szovjetunióban 1945-

1947 között. In: Bognár Zalán (Szerk./Editor): „Egyetlen bűnünk a származásunk volt…” Német és magyar 
polgári lakosok deportálása „malenkij robot”-ra a sztálini lágerekbe 1944/45-1955. / „Unsere einige schuld 
War unsere Abstammung…” Die Deportierung der ungarischen und deutschen zivilen Bevölkerung zur 
Zwangsarbeit („malenkij robot”) in die stalinischen Lager 1944/45-1955. /„Our only guilt was our origin…” 
The deportation of German and Hungarian civil residents for „Malenkey robot” to the camps of Stalin from 
1944/45 till 1955.) Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle of Germans in Hungary, Pécs, 2009. 188-189.
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Pécs
The Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle of Germans in Hungary led by Eleonóra Matkovits-Kretz 
placed a marble memorial plaque on the wall of the former Lakits Barrack on 13th Janu-
ary, 1996 in the Baranya county seat with the following sign: 

‘THE GERMAN CIVILIAN POPULATION WAS GATHERED HERE – IN THE FOR-
MER LAKITS BARRACK – BETWEEN 22 DECEMBER, 1944 – 20 JANUARY, 1945 BE-

FORE BEING DEPORTED TO THE SOVIET UNION. LATER ON, THE BUILDING 
FUNCTIONED AS AN INTERNMENT CAMP FOR THOSE REMAINED HERE.’

Dr. Miklós Füzes, the expert of the topic was asked to word the text and ensure the rel-
evance of its content. Until 2007, the demounting of the building, the memorial plaque 
was on the wall of the building. Now it is reserved in a storage.

Kiskassa
In Kiskassa, a memorial plaque commemorating the malenky robot was placed on the in-
ner wall of the Roman Catholic church on 26th July, 2009. The memorial plaque was ini-
tiated by the German Ethnic Self-Government of Kiskassa and the Germans for Kiskassa 
Society. The memorial plaque is a 50x70 cm black granite plate with the following gold-
en inscription in Hungarian and German:

‘In memory of those deported from Kiskassa to forced labour in the Soviet Union from Kiskassa 
from 26/ 12/1944 and the German residents driven away from their homes from 1946, who were 

mired innocently and were not allowed to live and die in their homeland.
Made by the German Ethnic Self-Government of Kiskassa and 

the Germans for Kiskassa Society 26/07/2009.

Im Gedenken an die von dem 26sten Dezember 1944 in die Sowjetunion zur Zwangsarbeit de-
portierte, und von 1946 aus ihrer Heimat vertriebene deutsche Bevölkerung von Kascha. Zur 

Erinnerung an die Kaschaer Deutschen, die unschuldig verunglimpft wurden,  
und nicht in ihrer Heimat leben und sterben konnten.

Errichtet von der Deutschen Selbstverwaltung von Kascha und von dem Deutschen Verein für 
Kascha 26. 07. 2009’

Memorial plaque in memory of the residents of Pécs gathered in Lakits Barrack and the German 
ethnic civilian residents deported to labour force in the Soviet Union, as well as the internees 

accommodated afterwards.
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Csömör
Perhaps Csömör, near Pest, was the last 
to dedicate a memorial to the malenky 
robot on 26th January, 2014. It was made 
by the German Ethnic Self-Government 
of Csömör in memory of the deportees 
of German origin taken from the settle-
ment, placed at the left side of the me-
morial of the heroes on Hősök Square. 
On the black granite plate with broken 
edges, the following text can be read: 
‘We honour those Csömör residents of 
German origin who were deported to 
malenky robot to Krasnij Ljucs, Sovi-
et Union, in January, 1945’. Underneath 
stand the names of the 25 deportees. At 
the bottom, the following stands in Hun-
garian and German: ‘The memorial was 
made by the German Ethnic Self-Gov-
ernment of Csömör’.

Gyula
In Gyula, the memorial plaque of those deported to malenky robot can be seen in Sz-
ent István Street, on the wall of the house where the deportees had been gathered. Its 
establishment was initiated by Zsuzsanna Murvai Kovács who has been awarded K. 
Schriffert Prize by the German Ethnic Self-Government of Gyula. She was the editor of 
the book published in memory of the residents of Gyula deported to Russian mines. 
Together with the local German Self-Government, now she is planning a decent me-
morial for the malenky robot to Apor Square to establish a fair memorial site in Gyula 
commemorating the deportation to forced labour that concerned hundreds of families 
living in the ‘German district’. The inauguration of the memorial is due in 2015, the 60th 
anniversary of the deportation. 662

Szerencs
On 25th November, 2014, on the commemoration day for the Hungarian political prison-
ers and forced labourers deported to the Soviet Union, a regional malenky robot memo-
rial was inaugurated at the railway station of the city of Szerencs situated at the southern 
slope of Zemlén Mountains, on the margin of Taktaköz, from where the ‘roboters’ gath-
ered from Szerencs and its neighbourhood were transported to the lagers of the Soviet 
Union in cattle wagons. It was initiated by the German Ethnic Self-Government of Szer-
encs, led by Attila Árvay. ‘The memorial in Szerencs will not let the sufferings of the in-
nocently mired population to be faded by the succeeding generations. The intention was 

662 http://www.gyulaihirlap.hu/index.fcgi?rx=&nyelv=hu&stype=1&stype2=&menuparam_28=8522&m-
title=Kov%E1csn%E9%20Zsuzsa%2C%20a%20K.%20Schriffert-d%EDjas%20n%E9metv%E1rosi%20
lok%E1lpatri%F3ta

‘In memory of the Csömör residents of German 
origin deported to ‘malenky robot’. Established 

on 26th January, 2014.
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not to reopen the painful wounds of the past, since there are barely any survivors, but to 
warn the present losing its reality, the inhuman generation, the youth lost in self-fulfill-
ment. […] The horrors of the lagers have not been revealed due to the historical insincer-
ity of communism substituted by lies. Since the returnees did not have the chance to tell 
their story, they were not allowed to dedicate a memory to their lost family members and 
fellow villagers, all memorials depicting the horrors and pain of the forced labour camp 
promotes survival, reconciliation and remembrance besides sadness.’ – as it can be read 
in the book elaborating the deportees’ stories from Szerencs and its surroundings, pub-
lished before the dedication of the memorial.663

On the front of the foundation of the bronze relief depicting the “davajing” (hurried 
movement) of the deportees onto the wagons, the following sign can be read: 

‘IN JANUARY, 1945 NEARLY FOUR THOUSAND HUNGARIAN CIVILIANS – IN-
CLUDING MANY WOMEN AND TEENAGERS – WERE DEPORTED DUE TO THEIR 

GERMAN ORIGIN TO FORCED LABOUR INTO THE SOVIET UNION.’ 

Below: ‘Established in memory of the victims of the malenky robot by: the German eth-
nic self-governments of Szerencs, Sárospatak, Sátoraljaújhely, (Károlyfalva), Rakamaz, 
Rátka, Hercegkút, Gávavencsellő as well as the regional German ethnic self-govern-
ments of Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County and Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County.’ On the 
side of the foundation the settlements are listed from where deportees had been gath-
ered in Szerencs before they were put on trains on the railway station.

663 Oroszné Stumpf Éva: Jóvátették azt, amit el sem követhettek… A szerencsi gyűjtőtáborból a donbászi 
kényszermunkára./ Es Wurde gutgemacht, was Man nicht einmal begehen konnte (Aus dem Szerencser 
Sammellager zur Zwangsarbeit im Donbass/Donbecken). Előszó: Bognár Zalán) Szerencs Város German 
Nemzetiségi Önkormányzat, Szerencs, 2014. 29.
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György Dupka 
In Sub-Carpathia with an outlook beyond the region

During the past twenty/twenty-five years sufficient archival material has been collected, 
partly made public so that I can reveal in every detail supported by convincing data and 
names the fact of unlawful acts committed by Soviet military authorities against the Sub- 
Carpathian civilian population in the autumn of 1944 and in at the beginning of 1945. 
Because of the abundance of so far unknown material and information connected with 
the above-mentioned issue I do not touch upon the analysis of all the issues of Soviet 
occupation, annexation, and Sovietisation. I do not deal with the vindicatory sanctions 
of the communist dictatorship in Sub-Carpathia that lasted from the annexation of the 
four-county territory until the disintegration of the Soviet Union (1944-1991).664

* * *
The first Sub-Carpathian official collection of documents, the six-volume Шляхом 
Жовтня (On the October Road) was published during the Soviet rule between 1957 and 
1965; it is rather tendentious because the documents were primarily selected on the ba-
sis of ideological aspects. The compilers took good care not to publicise the documents 
between 1944 and 1946 giving evidence to the reprisal against the local Hungarians and 
Germans, or rather the differentiation of the authorities. Some data and hints can still be 
discerned, on which we need not make a remark.
Document No. 1. From the order of the Soviet military headquarters published on 4th No-
vember 1944, Uzhhorod: ‘Out of the citizens of Zakarpatska Ukraine only the Russian 
and Ukrainian nationals may join the Red Army.’665 
Document No. 125: Ivan Turianitsa, the first secretary of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Zakarpatska Ukraine in his speech talked about such Hungarians 
who ‘have to be excluded’ from public life.666

Document No 147. Quotation from the report of the municipal people’s committee of 
Shalanky: ‘…that is why there are not enough workers in the village, and this situation 
will improve only if the people who were the soldiers of the Hungarian army and are 
working in labour camps now, return home …’667

The honorary ‘Marxist-Leninist Soviet historians’ of the university of Uzhhorod also 
kept silent about the exclusion and the internment of Hungarians who were considered 
‘fascist conquerors’, ‘exploiting invaders’, ‘German-Hungarian exploiters’, ‘bourgeois 
history falsifiers’, ‘loyal servers of the Horthyst regime’, ‘pro-fascist lackeys’, also about 
the antidemocratic Sovietization, the victims of personality cult. The communist-chau-
vinist attitude dominates the monograph by multiple authors titled ‘A boldogság felé’668 
(a Hungarian translation was made on the basis of the publication) that was awarded an 
honorary certificate in Moscow in 1974. The authors’ team: M. V. Arsentyev, E. A. Balahuri, 

664 I deal with the analysis of the Sub-Carpathian vindicatory sanctions of the communist dictatorship between 
1944 and 1991 in a separate monograph. See: DUPKA, György: A szovjet hatóság megtorló tevékenysége 
Kárpátalján (1944-1991). A kárpátaljai magyarságot ért atrocitások, sérelmek vázlatos története levéltári 
források, egyéb dokumentumok alapján. [The vindicatory sanctions of Soviet authorities in Sub-Carpathia 
(1944-1991). The sketchy history of the atrocities and insults suffered by Sub-Carpathian Hungarians on 
the basis of archival sources and other documents.] Ungvár-Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 2014.

665 Шляхом Жовтня. Т. VI. (VIII.1944. – І. - 1946. р.) Bид-во Карпати, Ужгород, 1965. 15-16.p.
666 Шляхом Жовтня. Т. VI. (VIII.1944. – І. - 1946. р.) Bид-во Карпати, Ужгород, 1965. 208.p.
667 Шляхом Жовтня. Т. VI. (VIII.1944. – І. - 1946. р.) Bид-во Карпати, Ужгород, 1965. 263.p.
668 A boldogság felé. Kárpátontúl vázlatos története [Towards Happiness. The sketchy history of 

Transcarpatia. Reviewed by KOMPANYIETS I. I., the doctor of historical science.] Uzshorod, 1975.
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I. M. Hranchak, O. D. Dovhanich, V. I. Ilko, V. M. Kerechanyn, K. O. Kutsenko, Sz. O. Mish-
chenko (head of the team), N. P. Mishchenko, V. V. Poliak, M. V. Troyan, I. N. Shulha. Sev-
eral of them are also the co-authors of the large monograph ’Soviet Transcarpatia’.669 After 
the change of regime some of them, among them O.D. Dovhanich criticized himself and 
dealt with the exposure of the totalitarianism hallmarked by Stalin’s name, and the disclo-
sure of the victims of Sub-Carpathia in several studies. 
The issue of the internment of Sub-Carpathian Hungarian men was first touched on by 
Vilmos Kovács (1927-1977), the most talented writer and poet, a civil rights defender of 
our region, in his novel entitled ‘Holnap is élünk’ (1965). According to his brave word-
ing: “the men from 18 to 55 were taken to work. They were promised to be released after 
three days, but five months passed already, and there is not one anywhere. What is more, 
news of the death of some of them arrived.”670 Shortly after its publication for book-week 
it was withdrawn from circulation and later also from libraries by the Soviet authorities.
It is also the tragedy of local Hungarians that as a result of the rude discrimination of 
the authorities (and also to avoid deportation by force) many of them out of fear avowed 
themselves Slovak or Ukrainian and registered their family members as Slovak or Ukrain-
ian, although they did not speak this language.
In the spring of 1972 the Sub-Carpathian Hungarian civil rights activists with the sup-
porting signatures of more than one thousand Sub-Carpathian Hungarian intellectuals 
addressed a petition671 to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union and the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet in which they asked for the assurance 
of their minority rights, among them they demanded the annulment of the anti-Hungar-
ian terms of the chauvinist toned Proclamation/Manifesto passed by the Zakarpatska 
Ukraine People’s Council on 26th November, 1944. They point out that “The internment 
(1944) of the Hungarian male population (aged from 18 to 50 years) of our area may have 
taken place as a result of the infamous resolution, irrespective of party affiliation and pre-
vious behaviour of the individuals…”672 The authority of the state dragged the names of 
the organisers through the mire and dismissed them – the late Sándor Fodó, university 
professor of Uzhhorod, later minority politician, Vilmos Kovács, writer and András S. 
Benedek, literary man.
Sixteen years had to pass until the first mentioning of the consequences of the reprisal of 
the autumn of 1944 in the editorial of Kárpáti Igaz Szó county paper in connection with 
readers’ letters on 15th November, 1988. “Jenő N. resident of Uzhhorod who did hard 
physical work with a lot of other people beyond the limits of the area after the liberation, 
knocked on the door of our editorial office (Kárpáti Igaz Szó) with a petition supplied 
with a dozen of signatures. Earlier even talking about it was considered improper, and 
naturally Jenő Nagy and his companions could not even get a certificate as to how many 
months of “employment” they had. (…) The petition ended by saying that we kindly ask 
the editorial staff to lend us a helping hand. – (…) if we got a certificate, we would apply 
for a pension supplement.” (The reader asks, judges, proposes…)
669 See: КУЛАКОВСКИЙ, В. М. (Series editor) История городов и сел Украинской ССР. Закарпатская 

область, Киев, 1982.
670 KOVÁCS, Vilmos: Holnap is élünk. [We are going to live tomorrow, too.] Kárpáti Kiadó, Uzsgorod, 1965. 27.
671 See: this detail of the petition is included in the appendix of the conference.
672 Source: BOTLIK, József – DUPKA, György: Ez hát a hon… Tények, adatok, dokumentumok a 

kárpátaljai magyarság életéből 1918 – 1991. [So this is the homeland. Facts, data, documents from the life 
of Sub-Carpathian Hungarians.] Mandátum – Universum, Budapest – Szeged, 1991. 167–168.
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Of course the communist veterans who denied the fact of ‘malenky robot’ also spoke 
in the contemporary press releases. In the 10th October, 1989 issue of the weekly pa-
per of Vynohradiv entitled ‘Kommunizmus Zászlaja’ (The Flag of Communism), a party 
member called Klavdiya Zabroda considered it a big trouble that “there are people who 
spread various slanders saying that in 1944 all the Hungarian males were deported. Such 
and similar scare-news is no other than an attempt at provoking hostilities, what is more 
on the basis of nationality.”
In the second half of the era connected with Mikhail Gorbachev’s name according to the 
viewpoint of the authority of the state the responsibility is laid not upon the state social-
ist era, but on the Stalinist personality cult. The unanimous opinion of leading politi-
cians, historians after the proclamation of independence of Ukraine was that the former 
party leaders of the Soviet power are responsible for the development of the Bolshevik 
system based on the absolute communist exercise of power and dictatorial unlawfulness. 
The moral judgement of the intelligentsia that changed the regime facing the political 
past declared: there is no social pardon and there can be no social pardon for the geno-
cides committed against the people of Ukraine, the inhuman crimes, the relatives of the 
victims shall be accorded moral and financial reparations. 
In parallel with it the works disclosing communist crimes are published in an increas-
ing number and are becoming recognizable. Because of family involvement – my father 
and some of my uncles were in a labour camp – as a result of an exploratory work started 
in 1988 I managed to publish several collections of sources, educational brochures, his-
torical sociographic studies that were later cited by many researchers from Ukraine and 
Hungary. It follows from all this that my dissertation was primarily based on contempo-
rary Soviet documents that could be found at that point and basic research that analyses 
the remembrances of the survivors of deportation and camp life.
On 20 October, 1989 a Hungarian working party was formed673 beside the Sub-Carpathi-
an Regional Council of the Representatives of the People that intended to clear up the 
fate of Hungarian men who were deported to labour camp from Sub-Carpathia in the au-
tumn of 1944. The composition of the working party: Tibor Antonik, the deputy chair-
man of the Lenin Kolkhoz of Berehovo district, Mária Gerzánics, the representative of 
the people of the Soviet Union, head of department doctor of the central district hospital 
of Vynohradiv, György Dupka, editor of Kárpáti Publishing Office, Béla Gajdos, master 
of the Gazdaságközi Construction Company of Berehovo, Árpád Daday, senior investi-
gator of the Department of Internal Affairs of Berehovo District, Jury Daskevits, research 
fellow of the Scientific Academy of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and the sci-
entific-research laboratory (Uzhhorod), Béla Szabó, deputy editor of a Kárpáti Igaz Szó, 
József Orosz, the senior investigator of the District Attorney’s Department of Uzhhorod, 
professor János Váradi-Sternberg, the senior member of the Hungarologist Centre. 
The working group worked beside the committee promoting the rehabilitation of the vic-
tims of reprisals that took place in the 30ies-40ies and at the beginning of the 50ies. The 
writer of these lines was elected the head of this committee.674

673 Kárpáti Igaz Szó, 12 July, 1989. 
674 DUPKA, György (editor): A KMKSZ történetéből. Dokumentumok, tények, adatok 1989–1993. [From the 

history of The Cultural Association Of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia. Documents, facts, data 1989-1993.)] 
Ungvár – Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 1993, 121.
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On 26 August, 1990 the Working Committee Dealing with the Restoration of the Rights of 
the Rehabilitated of the Regional Council of the Representatives of the People of Sub-Car-
pathia was organised anew from the representatives elected. Bertalan Molnár, the first 
deputy chairman of the county executive committee became the head of the 17-member 
committee. The documentary administrative task was performed by Edit Dupkáné Kövy 
who registered and processed some 200 letters written by survivors and relatives who 
typed the names of 30,000 POWs and internees on the basis of the materials of the ar-
chives of Berehovo and organised the publication of the list of names of people rehabili-
tated by the committee in Ukrainian and Hungarian county press releases. 
The body commissioned colonel Oleksy Korsun to collect such documents in the Mos-
cow Special Archive that shed light on the political background of the deportation of No-
vember 1944, as well as to examine if the authentic camp lists are kept here; I, the writer 
of these lines was requested as the representative of the county council to find similar 
documents in the Berehovo branch of the Sub-Carpathian Territorial State Archive.675 
In parallel with the archival research work the memorial conference held in Berehovo676 
on 18 November, 1989 initiated the collection of materials built upon a civil society col-
laboration that among many others decided to urge the compilation of the list of people 
deported for a ‘three-day’ work in the autumn of 1944. Since that time survivors, rela-
tives, the heads of mayor’s offices, non-governmental organizations, the officials and the 
activists of the basic organizations of The Cultural Association of Hungarians in Sub-Car-
pathia have taken part in this action.
In this period I – as a dual mandated representative (I was the representative of the coun-
ty and of the city councils of Uzhhorod at the same time), as one of the heads of the Hun-
garian group of the county rehabilitative committee, and as a member of the committee 
dealing with the restoration of the rights of the rehabilitated working beside the city 
council of Uzhhorod – undertook the co-ordination, the organization of the compilation 
of the casualty lists of settlements inhabited by Hungarians, the launching of archival re-
search and the publication of findings.
We set a further goal of establishing memorial places with inscriptions in honour of the 
victims of Stalinism and the Second World War, and revealing the recollections of survi-
vors and making the restitutions and the moral and political rehabilitation of internees 
the task of the authorities. We considered it important to organise festivals of remem-
brance so that we commemorate those interned because of their nationality and our dead 
buried in unmarked mass graves and so that we conclude a sensible alliance in order to 
achieve our goals. 
Before and during the suppression of the Moscow coup in August it became clear that 
more and more people hinder the revelation of the unlawful acts committed by the com-
munist dictatorship and try to disguise these acts. In these days it also came to light that 
the communist officials representing the ‘orthodox’ line among many others “…decided 
about the new composition of the rehabilitative committee, so they suspended the mem-
bership of György Dupka and Oleksy Korsun, and wanted to stop the archival research 
675 DUPKA, György (editor): Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk volt. Emlékkönyv a sztálinizmus kárpátaljai 

áldozatairól, 1944–1946. [Their only guilt was their Hungarian origin. Memorial book of the victims of 
Stalinism in Sub-Carpathia]. Ungvár-Budapest, Patent-Intermix, 1993, 264-265.

676 Veres, Gábor, the then first secretary of Berehovo district vehemently protested against the convocation 
of the Berehovo forum and tried to hinder its work.
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on the internment of Hungarian men in November 1944. On the initiative of György 
Dupka and Mihály Tóth the Hungarian group of representatives of the regional council 
filed a petition to Leonid Kravtsuk, the President of the Supreme Soviet of the Ukraini-
an Soviet Socialist Republic in which they urged the compensatory rehabilitation of per-
sons liable to military service deported from their family home by the NKVD-troops on 
the basis of the order No. 0036 of 13th November, 1944 of the Military Council of the 4th 
Ukrainian Front.”677 The prime minister of Hungary also received a petition with a sim-
ilar content. On 17th October, 1992 dr. Tamás Sepsey, honorary under-secretary of state, 
the president of the National Bureau of Restitution and Compensation paid a visit to 
Sub-Carpathia who gave a notification of public interest, whereas they also want to help 
the Hungarians who were interned for a political reason, ‘the Hungarian state under-
took’ the redress for a part of the violation of their rights. Within a bit more than two 
months the National Bureau of Restitution and Compensation received 30,000 compen-
satory envelopes from Sub-Carpathia.
At the same time the county council’s Hungarian group of representatives of 11 people 
also submitted a draft of the decree titled ‘On allowances due to interned citizens’. How-
ever, owing to the lack of sufficient support this item could not be placed on the agenda 
of the 23rd December, 1992 meeting of the regional council because the communist repre-
sentatives in lieu of a ‘Christmas present’ voted down the draft.678

The blinded activists of the communist party thrown off the throne of autocracy by the 
use of any possible methods hindered our initiatives of that time, yet they could not stop 
the movement. Out of the contemporary media only the weekly paper entitled Kárpátal-
ja appearing in Miskolc undertook the complete elucidation of the Sub-Carpathian gen-
ocide of 1944 that so far had been considered a taboo topic and can be qualified as an 
ethnic cleansing similar to the Jewish holocaust. Many of the historians undertaking the 
defence of Stalinists, politicians, and heads of contemporary civil society organisations 
were still striving to suppress this terrible tragedy. 
Between 1990 and 1992 the Kárpátalja also continuously published under my leadership 
the materials collected and compiled about the internees and the lists of martyrs broken 
down by villages.679 The survivors and the relatives of the victims reacted to all the pub-
lications, forwarded the complements concerning the publications, the recollections in 
dozens of envelopes to me. 
The majority of the co-authors of the first collection of Sub-Carpathian Hungarian camp 
literature belonged to the survivors, so I published the letters in verse, prayers written 
in Stalinist camps with the title ‘Istenhez fohászkodva…’680 at my own expense, I offered 
the sum of money received for the book to the building of the Memorial Park of Svaliava.
I also received valuable documents from local historians and archivists with the use of 
which I compiled the material of the first memorial volume about the Sub-Carpathian 

677 DUPKA, György (editor) (1993): Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk volt [Their only guilt was their Hungarian 
origin.] 271-272.

678 See: The draft of the decree can be read in the appendix of the conference.
679 Kárpátalja – the paper of The Cultural Association of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia. Editor in chief: 

MANKOVITS, Tamás (Miskolc). The list of the victims was disclosed by DUPKA, György.
680 DUPKA, György (editor): Istenhez fohászkodva… 1944 Szolyva. Verses levelek, imák a sztálini lágerekből 

1944-1967. [Pleading to God] 1944 Svaliava Letters in verse, prayers from the Stalinist camps 1944-1967.) 
Ungvár-Budapest, Intermix Kft., 1992.
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victims of Stalinism that I published in 1993.681 The English version of the book was also 
prepared and posted on a Canadian homepage.682 Nearly all the Hungarians of Sub-Car-
pathia were roused to action to our further appeal, the post brought the reminiscenc-
es of survivors one after the other. So far more than 20 publications were published in 
this subject.
Since a booklet printed in hundreds of copies contained the list of martyrs drawn up 
earlier, in 2003 as the secretary of the Memorial Park Committee of Svaliava I turned to 
the Hungarian and German inhabitants of Sub-Carpathia, the survivors, the relatives 
of those who died in camps, the Hungarian, the German and other civil society organi-
zations, the local leaders of historic churches with an appeal683 in which I asked the fol-
lowing: “Check the enclosed list of the victims of Stalinism with the mayors responsible 
locally together with other civil society organisations. Take into account the inscriptions 
of memorial tablets set up in villages, cross-check them with the lists of names below. 
List separately and complete the lists of names of Hungarian soldiers who were killed in 
the Second World War.”
As a result of the name checking action lasting for almost one and a half years we refined 
the lists of losses everywhere. On 20th November, 2004 on the basis of these lists in course 
of a funeral ceremony dedicated to the 60th anniversary of deportations we inaugurat-
ed the memorial tablets of 120 settlements inhabited by Hungarians on the wailing wall 
of the Memorial Park of Svaliava. These memorial tablets immortalize the memories of 
more than 5500 martyrs. The lists of losses were also published in book form.684

We continued the exploratory work in connection with ethnic cleansing in archives 
and among survivors within the scope of the Memorial Park Committee of Svaliava. 
We gave account of our research findings at various international conferences, memori-
al meetings, and at the meetings of Ukrainian-Hungarian, Hungarian-Ukrainian, Hun-
garian-German, and Hungarian-Hungarian historians. The lectures delivered were also 
published in book form. Ukraine has been silent to this day about the recognition of the 
fact of deportations. In Sub-Carpathia Serhiy Ustits, the president of the county coun-
cil of the representatives of the people, the representative of the people of Ukraine was 
the first to recognize in his official declaration685 dated 26th November, 1994 that in the 
autumn of 1944 during the Stalin regime tragic events took place in our region: “Hun-
garian, German men and men of other nationalities were deported to prison camps and 
isolated from the outside world.” He declared in the name of the county council that: 
“We bow our heads before the memory of victims, we sympathise with the loved ones 
and the relatives of victims in their bereavement, we express our sympathies to those 
who suffered innocently.”686 

681 DUPKA, György (editor) (1993): Egyetlen bűnük magyarságuk volt [Their only guilt was their 
Hungarian origin.]

682 Cached version: hungarian_genocide_in_transcarpathia.pdf (2012)
683 DUPKA, György (editor) (2003): Szolyvai Emlékpark. A sztálini lágerekben elpusztult magyarok névsora 

(The Memorial Park of Svaliava. The list of Hungarians deceased in the Stalinist camps.) Ungvár, 1.
684 DUPKA, György: „Keressétek fel a sírom…” Szolyvai emlékkönyv 1944–1959. (’Visit my grave.’ The 

memorial book of Svaliava 1944-1959.) Ungvár-Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 2004, 108.
685 See: The Declaration can be read in the appendix of the conference.
686 DUPKA, György– Oleksyi KORSZUN,: A „malenykij robot” dokumentumokban. (Malenky Robot in 

documents.) Ungvár-Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 1997, 152.
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Since the petition of the Hungarian group of representatives of the county council out-
voted in 1992 about twenty years have passed, in the meantime in three successive par-
liamentary cycles three Hungarian members of parliament Mihály Tóth (1994–1998), 
Miklós Kovács (1998–2002) and István Gajdos (2002–2006), then the latter in 2012-2014 
on several occasions put forward a proposal to the government and the parliament of 
Ukraine concerning the moral and financial compensation of interned Hungarian men 
but a deaf ear was turned to their petitions in connection with this issue.

* * *
The subject matter of the 1944 internment of the Hungarian and German Sub-Carpathi-
an civilian population did not officially become an object of research in Ukraine even af-
ter the change of regime. It is to be remarked in connection with it that the compilers of 
the collection titled ‘Repressions in Ukraine /1917-1990/’ a bibliographic index of scientif-
ic auxiliary materials published in 2007 with the support of the Institute for Historiogra-
phy of the Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences containing 4192 bibliographic items, 
ignored the publications written in Ukrainian and Hungarian discussing the internment 
of Sub-Carpathian Hungarians.687

They did not take into account even the research programme of the Memorial Park Com-
mittee of Svaliava that was launched more than two decades ago. The historian members 
steadily continued the study of the documents cut off from the outside world found in 
charted archives. They managed to reveal the hidden details of the plans of Moscow re-
lating to Sub-Carpathia.
The owner of the first document collection of great importance that provided sourc-
es for the dissertation is the State Archives of the Transcarpathian Oblast (SATO/
ЗОДА). The collection of files of the Carpathian Ukrainian (also known as Zakarpatska 
Ukraine) of the Council of the People (Narodna Rada Zakarpatska Ukraina) originat-
ing from 1944–1946. ‘The list of people in prison camps’ in which the civilian – not sol-
dier – internees are mentioned as ‘POWs’ is the most valuable collection of files from 
the point of view of research out of the orders, circular letters, reports, accounts, etc. is-
sued by the central directorate, the ministries and the major departments of the tran-
sitional political system. In 1945 on the instructions of Ivan Turianitsa, the president 
of the Council of the People of Zakarpatska Ukraine the contemporary district com-
mittees issued a circular letter to the presidents and town-clerks of the councils of the 
people belonging to their public administration in which they demanded a statement 
on the whereabouts of the male population. In reply to the circular letters all the set-
tlements of Sub-Carpathia sent the lists drawn up between 2–10 July, 1945 (written in 
Hungarian, Ukrainian/Russian, typewritten or handwritten) in two copies by courier. 
I discovered many shortcomings when I examined the lists. For example they did not 
always indicate properly the names of the camping grounds or the names of the prison 
camps are missing from the lists of several settlements. In connection with the latter it 
seems to be a plausible explanation that at that time the family members did not know 
yet where their relatives had been deported or what had been the fate of men who had 
been called up for military service and had gone to the front.

687 See: Репресії в України (1917–1990. рр.). Науково-допоміжний бібліoграфічний покажчик. Автори-
упорядники БАБИЧ, Є. К., ПАТОКА, В. В., Київ: „СМОЛОСКИП”, 2007, 519. р.
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In the majority of villages the representatives of the competent authorities drew up a list 
No. 1 and a list No. 2. The first list included those who were called up for military ser-
vice to the Hungarian army and it was also indicated on the list that from which settle-
ment or camping ground the latest letter or information came from them. The second list 
included the names of those who had been deported to the reception centres of Svaliava 
and Sambir. Both lists were based on the information of relatives obtained from hearsay, 
so the exact location of the camps connected to names was difficult to identify or could 
not be identified at all. Irrespective of all this the Council of the People of Zakarpatska 
Ukraine led by Ivan Turianitsa wanted to satisfy the representatives of the central Soviet 
authorities with these lists that the men aged 18–50 are not found at the settlements, they 
are obviously kept in Soviet prison camps, and they are requesting their return home be-
cause the working hands are absolutely indispensable. 
The petitions, the applications, and the individual and group letters of the authorities 
and the civilian population regarding the internees’ return home addressing the military 
government, and the county council of the people are also kept at the Sub-Carpathian 
Territorial State Archive. It should also be noted that we would presumably get the most 
exact figures concerning the Sub-Carpathian internees and POWs if we could look into 
the operational archive of the 4th Ukrainian Front that also contains the original lists. Un-
fortunately these documents have not turned up yet.
As a member of the Sub-Carpathian County Rehabilitative Committee we processed and 
utilized – apart from the materials of the Sub-Carpathian Territorial State Archive – the 
documentary material of the archives of the Sub-Carpathian Department of KGB, the 
Sub-Carpathian Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Soviet Union, the 
Sub-Carpathian Territorial Committee of the CPSU that came into being between 1944 
and 1955 and are related to the reprisal against the Sub-Carpathian Hungarians and Ger-
mans and to political trials. So far several collections have been published from the more 
important materials of archival sources: the ‘Malenky Robot’ documents (1997) and in 
the collections of documents of the Rehabilitated History Sub-Carpathian Memorial Vol-
ume that were written in Ukrainian (Воз’єднання (1998), Тернистий шлях до України 
(2007), Карпатська Україна, т. 1-2. (2009-2010) etc.)
The several years’ of data collection work combed through several archives that are dif-
ficult to access even for experts, such as the Russian State Military Archive (Русский 
Государственный Bоенный Aрхив, РГВА), the State Archive of the Russian Federa-
tion, (Государственный Aрхив Pyccкой Федерации, ГАРФ), the Archive of the Pres-
ident of the Russian Federation (Архив Президентa Pусской Федерации, АП РФ), 
the Russian State Archive for Social and Political History (Русский Государственный 
Aрхив Cоциально-Политической Истории, РГАСПИ), and the Central Archive of the 
Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation (Центральный Aрхив Министерства 
Обороны Pусскoй Федерации, ЦАМО РФ) etc. The materials that can be found here 
are considered indispensable sources. After the change of regime several documents, 
primarily the ones that were declassified and contained a decision of crucial importance 
were made public. 
I took part as a member of the editorial committee in the preparatory work of the pub-
lication of a Ukrainian-Russian collection of about half a thousand archival documents 
the general editor and compiler of which was Oleksy Korsun, a Ukrainian historian. The 
majority of the orders shed light on the war crimes committed against the local popu-
lation in Sub-Carpathia by the 4th Ukrainian Front, the NKVD, the SMERSH and other  
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formations of internal affairs and field officers. The 800-page publication688 contains 
among many others the decisive documents that prove the unlawful acts committed by 
the Soviet military authorities and retaliatory units (NKVD, SMERSH and other forma-
tions of internal affairs) in the autumn of 1944 and especially at the beginning of 1945. 
The publication of the volume is the first attempt in which we collected and systematized 
the main archival data in order to shed light on the internment processes – committed by 
the Soviet government and the state security organs, and the military headquarters of the 
4th Ukrainian Front with the collaboration of the local communist party – to which tens of 
thousands of Sub-Carpathian inhabitants fell victim. In this work we used those archival 
data that had not been published before and were found in the archives of the Russian 
Federation. We managed to obtain several documents – often by overcoming many diffi-
culties – from the archives of the Sub-Carpathian security service and Ministry of Inter-
nal Affairs, the state archive and from private collectors. On the basis of the data revealed 
we can keep track of the tragic Sub-Carpathian events of the post-war period.
I also took into account and studied the collections of documents published by Rus-
sian archives in which various thematic selections were published from the collections 
of the already mentioned archives of central state institutions, government authorities, 
diplomatic and military corps, regional organisations, the personal files of internees, the 
reports, letters, decrees, and orders of camp commandantships. (Istoriya stálinskogo 
GULAGa. Konyets 1920-pervaya polovina 1950 godov. Sobranyiye dokumentov v szemi 
tomah (2004), Vengerskiye voyennoplennye v SSSR (2005), Stalinskiye deportatsii 1928-
1953. Dokumenti (2005), etc.)
The Archive of the Memorial Park of Svaliava is in possession of the written communica-
tions of more than 300 informants, memoir-collections, lists of losses, letters and poems 
written in camps, etc. Its peculiar database contains important information beyond the 
above-mentioned facts. 
On the basis of the sources kept in the archives listed and the data collected among survi-
vors I received an answer to the overwhelming majority of earlier unanswered questions. 

* * *
During the preparation of my dissertation apart from the above mentioned sources I pri-
marily referred to Russian, Ukrainian, and also foreign language and Hungarian liter-
ature, and to certain statements of historians who study this era that provided a lot of 
methodological help with my further research. 
In the period after the change of regime only some Sub-Carpathian historians considered 
it important to present the atrocities and victims of Stalinist Sovietisation, and the meth-
ods of ethnic cleansing.
In 2004 the Tivadar Lehoczky Institute of Ferenc Rákóczi II. Transcarpathian Hungari-
an Institute also started a large-scale research, a questionnaire-based survey of survivors 
and the relatives of the deceased in order to establish a detailed database. On 26th Novem-
ber, 2004 the Tivadar Lehoczky Institute of Social Research organised an international 
688 The Ukrainian data of the 780-page documentary book which is without exaggeration irregular and 

epoch-making, titled The internment and deportation of Sub-Carpathian Hungarians and Germans: 
Закарпатські угорці і німці: інтернування та депортаційні процеси. 1944-1955 рр. Архівні документи 
і матеріали. Упорядник - О. М. КОРСУН. Редакцiйна колегiя: I. I. КАЧУР (голова редколегiї), Б. 
О. ГИАРДIОНОВ, Ю. Ю. ДУПКО, З. М. КIЗМАН, О. М. КОРСУН (керiвник ред. - видав. гр.), I. 
Ю. КОРШIНСЬКИЙ, М. Д. МIСЮК, М. В. ОЛАШИН, О. М. Р1ШКО, А. М. ФУКС, С. В. ШАЛДА. 
Всеукраїнське державне видавництво «Карпати», Ужгород, 2012. – 780 c. (Henceforth: ZUN)
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 scientific conference entitled ‘Sub-Carpathian Hungarian men deported 60 years ago 
(1944-2004)’ the material of which and the related database are accessible on the home-
page of the institute.689 Erzsébet Molnár D.690 young researcher undertook the Sub-Car-
pathian research of the problem of ‘malenky robot’ who in the past eight years conducted 
various surveys among the survivors, she analysed the lists kept in the archive of Bere-
hovo originating from July 1945 that included the list of persons liable to military service 
staying outside the settlement applying a sociological method. Several papers and de-
gree works have been written by graduating students on the subject of ‘malenky robot’ 
at the college of Berehovo and at the Hungarian faculty of the university of Uzhhorod.
Out of the Ukrainian researchers Oleksy Korsun conducted noteworthy archival re-
search owing to which – besides the county rehabilitative committee and the Memorial 
Park Committee of Svaliava – the general public was also informed first-hand of the retal-
iatory measures of the 4th Ukrainian Front. He published the primary source documents 
in three collections; a part of the collections that were published in 500-700 copies was 
handed over to the major Ukrainian libraries, they were not circulated in bookshops.691

689 Malenykij robot. http://kmf.uz.ua/mr/index.html (2012)
690 MOLNÁR D., Erzsébet: A málenykij robot Kárpátalján egy felmérés tükrében. [Malenky robot in Sub-

Carpathia in the light of a survey.] In: Állam és nemzet a XIX-XX. században. [State and nation in the 
19th-20th centuries.] Edited by.: Bodnár, E. – Demeter, G., Debrecen 2006, Egyetemi Kiadó, 126-135.; 
Bakura, Sándor – Dupka , György– Kovács, Elemér – Kovács, Erzsébet – Molnár D., Erzsébet – Tóth, 
Zsuzsanna: „Otthon a könny is édes” 1944-1955. Kényszermunkára hurcolt kárpátaljai magyarok és 
németek nyomában a Donyec-medencében. [Even tears are sweet at home. 1944-1955. In the wake of Sub-
Carpathian Hungarians and Germans who were deported to forced labour in the Donets Basin.) Intermix 
Kiadó, Ungvár-Budapest, 2009., MOLNÁR D., Erzsébet: A málenykij robotra elhurcolt kárpátaljai 
magyarok egy felmérés tükrében. A II. Rákóczi Ferenc Kárpátaljai Magyar Főiskola Lehoczky Tivadar 
Intézetének tanulmánygyűjteménye, [Sub-Carpathian Hungarians deported to ’malenky robot’ in the light 
of a survey. A collection of essays of the Tivadar Lehoczky Institute of Ferenc Rákóczi II. Transcarpathian 
Hungarian Institute] 2010, 47-63., MOLNÁR D., Erzsébet: A „malenykij robot”-ra elhurcolt felső-Tisza-
vidéki magyarok (egy felmérés tükrében). [The Hungarians of the Upper Tisza region deported to 
’malenky robout’ (in the light of a survey)] In: II. Rákóczi Ferenc Kárpátaljai Magyar Főiskola Lehoczky 
Tivadar Intézetének tanulmánygyűjteménye [In: A collection of essays of the Tivadar Lehoczky Institute 
of Ferenc Rákóczi II. Transcarpathian Hungarian Institute.] Edited by.: Bocskor, Andrea, Dobos, Sándor. 
Poli Print, Ungvár, 2012. 43-59., MOLNÁR D., Erzsébet: „Embert aszaló intézet Szolyván”. Deportálások 
a Nagyszőlősi járásból a szovjet rendszer kiépítésének idején (egy felmérés tükrében). [’Man-drying 
institute in Svaliava’. Deportations from the Vynohradiv District during the development of the Soviet 
system (in the light of a survey)]. In: II. Rákóczi Ferenc Kárpátaljai Magyar Főiskola Lehoczky Tivadar 
Intézetének tanulmánygyűjteménye. [In: A collection of essays of the Tivadar Lehoczky Institute of 
Ferenc Rákóczi II. Transcarpathian Hungarian Institute] Edited by.: Bocskor, Andrea, Dobos, Sándor. 
Poli Print, Ungvár, 2012. 59-71., MOLNÁR D., Erzsébet: A polgári lakosság Magyarországról és a 
Szovjetunióhoz csatolt Kárpátaljáról történő kényszermunkára hurcolásának összehasonlító elemzése. 
[The comparative analysis of the deportation of the civilian population to forced labour from Hungary 
and Sub-Carpathia annexed by the Soviet Union] In: „Így maradok meg hírvivőnek…” In memoriam 
Soós Kálmán. Tanulmányok Soós Kálmán emlékére. [In: ’So I remain a messenger…’ In memoriam 
Kálmán Soós. Studies to the memory of Kálmán Soós.] Edited by.: Szamborovszkyné Nagy, Ibolya. Poli 
Print, Ungvár, 2012. 132-145.

691 ДОВГАНИЧ, О. Д., КОРСУН, O. М. (edited and compiled by) (2007): Тернистий шлях до України… 
Ужгород: ВАТ, Видавництво Закарпаття, 2007, 750.p.; ДОВГАНИЧ, О. Д., КОРСУН, O. М., ПАГIРЯ 
О. М. (edited and compiled by) (2009): Kарпатська Україна 1. т. Ужгород: ВАТ Видавництво 
Закарпаття, 754.; ФЕДАКА, С. Д. (edited and compiled by) (2010): Kарпатська Україна 2. т. Ужгород: 
ВАТ Видавництво Закарпаття, 2. m. 774., Закарпатські угорці і німці: інтернування та депортаційні 
процеси. 1944-1955 рр. Архівні документи і матеріали. Упорядник - О. М. КОРСУН. Редакцiйна 
колегiя: I. I. КАЧУР (голова редколегiї), Б. О. ГИАРДIОНОВ, Ю.Ю. ДУПКО, З. М. КIЗМАН, О. М. 
КОРСУН (керiвник ред. - видав. гр.), I. Ю. КОРШIНСЬКИЙ, М. Д. МIСЮК, М. В. ОЛАШИН, О. М. 
Р1ШКО, А. М. ФУКС, С. В. ШАЛДА. Всеукраїнське державне видавництво «Карпати», Ужгород, 
2012. (Henceforth: ZUN).
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Roman Ofitsinskyi, historian in his large monograph entitled ‘Sub-Carpathia 1919-2009. 
History, politics, and culture’ written in Ukrainian and Hungarian made a general pan-
orama of this era abundant of human tragedies, but it is to be remarked that a more 
complete description of the archival documents related to the 1944–1945 Sovietisation 
of Sub-Carpathia by the 4th Ukrainian Front and the NKVD is missing from his study.692 
Andriy I. Puskás historian693, the research fellow of the Institute for Slavic and Balkan 
Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences who emigrated from Sub-Carpathia to Mos-
cow with a good command of the language of the country was a recognized Hungarian 
expert of the era before the dissolution of the Soviet Union; he also wrote a monograph 
to the liking of Soviet official historiography on the role of Hungary in the Second World 
War694 that has become antiquated. In Russia almost innumerable publications were writ-
ten before the change of regime and especially after it on the reprisals carried out in the 
Stalin era, the repressions following the Second World War, the GUPVI and GULAG sys-
tem of camps, and the victims. However, few researchers deal with the issue of prisoners 
of war and internees especially with respect to Sub-Carpathia. 
I consider the short monograph of Béla Zseliczky695, a historian living and working in 
Moscow born in Mali Heyivtsi, Sub-Carpathia, the senior member of the Institute for 
Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, to be the first comprehensive work 
with respect to the conquest of Sub-Carpathia, the genocide of Hungarians and Germans, 
and the Sovietisation of the territory. He examines the historic decades of Sub-Carpathia 
between 1920 and 1945 mainly from the point of view of Soviet-Czech and Hungarian 
diplomatic relations on the basis of archival materials in Moscow. Among many others 
he openly names the NKVD agents of Sub-Carpathian origin who were trained in Mos-
cow, enjoyed the confidence of Soviet military, diplomatic, and state leaders, obeyed 
their commands, contributed to the annexation of Sub-Carpathia by the Soviet Union, 
the collective punishment and the complete exclusion of Sub-Carpathian Hungarians 

692 Roman OFITSINSKIY: Szovjet Kárpátalja (Kárpátontúli terület) 1944–1991. [Soviet Sub-Carpathia 
(Zakarpatska region)] In: FEDINEC, Csilla – VEHES, Mikola (editors): Kárpátalja 1919–2009. Történelem, 
politika, kultúra., [Sub-Carpathia 1919-2009. History, politics, and culture.] Argumentum Budapest: 
MTA Etnikai-Nemzeti Kisebbségkutató Intézete, [The Institute for Ethnic and National Minority Studies 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences] Ungvár: Ungvári Nemzeti Egyetem Politikai Regionalizmus 
Kutatóintézete, [Uzhhorod, The Research Institute of Political Regionalism of the State University of 
Uzhhorod] 2010, 209-349. It is to be remarked that in the 3rd chapter of the large monograph under point 
No. 4.2. the paper titled „Budapest felé fordultak védelemért…” [They turned for protection to Budapest] 
was written by STARK, Tamás. 247.

693 PUSKÁS , A. I.: Adatok Horthy-Magyarország külpolitikájához a második világháború éveiben. [Data 
to the foreign policy of Horthy-Hungary in the years of the Second World War] In: Századok. 95. (1961) 
1., 83-117., PUSKÁS , A. I.: Adatok a magyar haladó erők szerepéhez az ország felszabadításában, 1944. 
október-1945. április [Data to the role of the Hungarian progressive forces in the liberation of the country. 
October 1944 – April 1945.]. In: Századok. 100. (1966) 4-5., 763-786.

694 PUSKÁS, A. I : Magyarország a II. világháborúban. [Hungary in the Second World War.] Budapest, 
Kossuth Könyvkiadó, 1971.

695 ZSELICZKY, Béla: Kárpátalja a cseh és szovjet politika érdekterében. 1920-1945. [Sub-Carpathia in 
the sphere of interests of the Czech and Soviet politics.] Budapest, Napvilág Kiadó, 1998. –In 2013 he 
was awarded Gold Cross of Merit of Republic of Hungary. In 2013 under the editorship of the Indrik 
Publisher of Moscow Zseliczky, Béla - Zseliczky, Csilla book, titled ‘Magyar emigrációs hullámok és 
emigránsok’ (A 19. század közepe - a 20. század ötvenes éveinek vége). [Waves of Hungarian emigration 
and emigrants. The middle of the 19th century – the end of the 50s of the 20th century.] In the monograph 
the research workers of the Institute for Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences examine the 
three great waves of emigration that started from Hungary between 1849 and 1957, analyse and describe 
the reasons for the process. 
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from social life, the internment of some 40,000696 men liable to military service. They ren-
dered an invaluable service to Stalin and his leading co-workers as he puts it: “With-
out their role we cannot really understand all that happened in Sub-Carpathia in the 
last months of 1944 that determined the future political status697 of the territory.” Cer-
tain statements of Zselicky’s short monograph (the Rusyn/Ukrainian issue, the history 
of the Soviet-Czech diplomatic relations, the first congress of the committees of the peo-
ple held in Mukacheve, the issue of the reunification of Sub-Carpathia etc.) sparked off 
a heated debate among the patriotic Ukrainian historians. One of them, József Kobály, 
Ukrainian historian who also has a good command of Hungarian, said the author of the 
book “no matter how much he committed himself to impartiality, objectivity, and neu-
trality, on the whole in the judgement of main problems he follows a clearly discerni-
ble general direction the essence of which is the questioning of the raison d’être of the 
Czech, and especially the Ukrainian political aspirations as opposed to the Hungarian 
orientation (of Hungary).”698 In our experience from a Hungarian point of view the ques-
tion of the 1944 annexation of Sub-Carpathia in Soviet and also Ukrainian power inter-
ests is synonymous even today with the questioning of the raison d’être of the Ukrainian 
political aspirations in this direction. Kobály’s statements can provide a summary of the 
Ukrainian-Russian-Hungarian debate: “That is to say today practically all the historians 
admit that the Soviet-Czech relations were not really of a nature of partnership and that 
the Soviet leadership applied dictatorial methods to achieve their goals, and also that the 
events that took place in Sub-Carpathia in 1944-45 were far from democracy. (For exam-
ple, everybody disapproves of the deportation of the Hungarian male population in No-
vember 1944.) Moreover, there are questions in the discussion of which the Ukrainian 
historians go farther than Béla Zseliczky. According to them the Soviets never received 
an offer from the Czechoslovak leaders concerning the handover of Sub-Carpathia, albe-
it the volume revealed just the opposite of it. Since 1939 the Czechoslovak leaders (Benes) 
on many occasions offered the territory of Sub-Carpathia to the Soviets. It is a different 
question that the Soviet Union accepted Sub-Carpathia when it needed it.”699

The publication of the 5-volume collection series of archival sources and documents on 
the prisoners of war kept in custody in the Soviet Union between 1939 and 1956 is con-
sidered a milestone in the research into the prisoners of war. It was published in Moscow 
and Volgograd between 2000 and 2006, the editor and one of the compilers was histo-
ry professor Zagarulko M. M..700 The majority of source-material compiled with the col-
laboration of Russian archivists deal with German prisoners of war and POWs of other 
nationalities, touches upon the question of internees, but they did not publish a separate 

696 The number 40 thousand appears in the special literature most often, and they establish that one-third, 
half or according to others two-thirds of the deportees were lost on the basis of various estimations. The 
archival data show a smaller number, they speak about circa 16 thousand victims, whereas in the list 
drawn up by the Cultural Alliance of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia on the basis of witnesses’ reports the 
names of about 10 and a half thousand deportees are included. 

697 ZSELICZKY, Béla: Kárpátalja a cseh és szovjet…[Sub-Carpathia in the sphere of interests of the Czech 
and Soviet ...] 94.

698 KOBÁLY, József: Kárpátalja-történet: látószögek egymás mellett. [History of Sub-Carpathia: angles of 
view side by side.] In: Regio, 2000. 1. 285-290. Cached version: http://epa.oszk.hu/00000/00036/00035/
pdf/285-290.pdf (2013)

699 KOBÁLY, József: Kárpátalja-történet… [History of Sub-Carpathia…] 288.
700 See the first volume: voyennoplennye v SSSR. 1939-1956. Dokumenti i matyeriali. T.1./ Szoszt. ZAGARULKO, 

M: M, SIDOROV, SZ.G., TSAREVSKAYA T. V. Pod red. ZAGARULKO, M. M.. M.: Logosz, 2000.
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documentary material on the deportation of civilians from the Carpathian Basin and 
Sub-Carpathia. The publication of the Russian701 and Hungarian702 versions of the col-
lection of documents entitled ‘Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban’ initiated by Éva 
Mária Varga is considered a major event from the point of view of research; I am going 
to return to its analysis later. 
In certain regions of Russia more comprehensive analyses were made about the central 
and main labour camps but they do not discuss the issue of internees who were deport-
ed from Sub-Carpathia. Dr. Vladymir Motrevits academician professor of Yekaterinburg 
produced research results that are closer to the subject matter of my dissertation and are 
useful from a Hungarian point of view. I got into personal contact with the historian of 
the Ural State Law Academy owing to the expedition organised in the Ural (in 2012) by 
the German Circle of Pécs. The great admirer of Hungarians wrote numerous articles, 
studies703 about the German and Hungarian prisoners of war and internees who lived 
in GUPVI camps established in the Ural region. He does self-sacrificing work704 look-
ing after Hungarian and German war graves as the commissioned representative of the 
Moscow Society of Voyennye Memoriali in Perm, Sverdlovsk, Chelyabinsk and Tyumen 
counties. He made a map of camp cemeteries here on the basis of Funeral books that he 
searched for in the Moscow archives. He managed to identify – most often on the spot 
– the graveyards established near the labour camps on the basis of lists, sketch maps, 
topography, and the death-rolls of GUPVI camps. He gives a thorough account of the 
war cemeteries that had been explored and taken into care in several studies. He had 
uniform epitaphs engraved on granite stones in Hungarian and in Russian. One of the 
versions is: “Here lie Hungarian prisoners of war, the victims of the Second World 
War.” The other version is: “Here lie Hungarian prisoners of war and internees, the vic-
tims of the Second World War.” 
Owing to Motrevits’ conscientious exploratory organisational work and graveyard 
building and caretaking activity in the four counties around the Ural, out of the 216 spe-
cial cemeteries 154 war graves have been officially registered till now. These graves are 
further on also protected by the applicable Russian official law. 

701 Венгреские военнопленные в СССР. Документы 1941–1953 годов. Составители: БОРИСОВ, Д. И., 
ВАРГА Е. М., ВОРОНЦОВ, В. Л., КОРОТАЕВ, В. И., ПЫЛОВА, Л. А., ТАРХОВА Н. С. Российская 
политическая энциклопедия, Москва, 2005.

702 Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban. Dokumentumok (1941-1953). [Hungarian prisoners of war in 
the Soviet Union. Documents (1941-1953)]. (Editor in chief.: Varga, Éva Mária) Moszkva-Budapest, 
ROSSZPEN-MKTK, 2006.

703 МОТРЕВИЧ В.П.: Военнопленные Второй мировой войны на Урале. Pепринт. Екатеринбург: АПНБ, 
2008. – 60 с., МОТРЕВИЧ В.П.: Военнопленные. In: Уральская Историческая Энциклопедия, www.
ural.ru/spec/ency/encyclopaedia-3-386.html (2012), МОТРЕВИЧ В.П.: Интернирование. In: Уральская 
Историческая Энциклопедия, www.ural.ru/spec/ency/encyclopaedia-9-809.html (2012), В. П. Мотревич: 
ОСУЖДЕННЫЕ ИНТЕРНИРОВАННЫЕ ГРАЖДАНСКИЕ ЛИЦА И ВОЕННОПЛЕННЫЕ 
ВТОРОЙ МИРОВОЙ ВОЙНЫ В СВЕРДЛОВСКОЙ ОБЛАСТИ В 1949—1956 гг. In: http://vkinst.ru/
vneklassnaya-rabota/v-p-motrevich-osuzhdennye-internirovannye-grazhdanskie-litca-i-voe/(2014)

704 МОТРЕВИЧ В. П.: Благоустройство мест захоронений военнопленных Второй мировой 
войны и интернированных иностранных граждан в Уральском регионе в 1995 – 2009 г� // 
Гражданская идентичность и внутренний мир советских немцев в исторической памяти 
потомков // Материалы XIII международной научной конференции� Москва, 21 – 23 
октября 2011 г� М�, 2011� С� 207 – 211�, МОТРЕВИЧ В. П.: Иностранные воинские захоронения 
Второй мировой войны на Урале: численность, правовой статус, благоустройство // Электронное 
приложение к «Российскому юридическому журналу», 2011. № 5. С. 65 – 73. http://electronic.ruzh.
org/?q=node/181 (2012)
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In 2012 we managed to convince professor Motrevits – who accepted the invitation of 
the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian Germans and also gave a lecture in Pécs – 
that the Germans deported from Hungary, Transylvania, Felvidék/Upper Hungary, the 
Hungarian Southlands, and Sub-Carpathia were the subjects of Hungary, not Germany. 
On the other hand, in the 276 camps in the Ural region there were thousands of Hun-
garians. According to his database there are 30 registered war cemeteries in Perm coun-
ty, 90 in Sverdlovsk county, 32 in Chelyabinsk county, 2 cemeteries in Tyumen county. 
It is documented that in these cemeteries many thousands of prisoners of war and in-
terned civilians from Hungary, Transylvania, the Hungarian Southlands, Felvidék and 
Sub-Carpathia were buried here. According to his data in the Ural region 30 000 prison-
ers of various nationalities died. The great majority of Hungarian and German internees 
buried here worked in independent labour battalions, labour companies (Otdyelny Rab-
ochy Batalion (ORB, MVS R/b, Minyistyerstvo vooruzhennih sil. (Ministry of the Armed 
Forces). According to the documents disclosed they often took the Hungarian prisoners 
– who were accused and later convicted of anti-Sovietism – out of the GUPVI and ORB 
camps who were made to work further to the complete exhaustion in the punishment 
camps of GULAG. The files of these persons cannot be researched yet.
In Hungary or rather in the Carpathian Basin after the change of regime the opportunity 
arose to carry out a deep archival research since it was hardly allowed to talk about the 
miserable fate and personal tragedy of prisoners of war and internees until 1989. In the 
Hungarian special literature reviewed so far and in the works of researchers before and 
after the change of regime the data about the prisoners of war and internees who fell in 
captivity, escaped and returned home, and died are different from one another.
Éva Mária Varga’s research activity in Russia has become known in the last ten years. 
She carried out valuable basic research in the exploration of the archival sources of Sovi-
et central measures connected to prisoners of war and internees that are little known in 
Hungary or rather in the Hungarian language area. She put a great emphasis on the pres-
entation and the analysis of archival documents in Russia concerning the issue of Hun-
garian prisoners of war and internees who lived in prison camps in the Soviet Union. 
She was one of the committed initiators, compilers and the general editor – with the con-
tribution of Russian archivists – of the first-time Russian705 and Hungarian language706 
705 Венгреские военнопленные в СССР. Документы 1941–1953 годов. Составители: БОРИСОВ, Д. И., 

ВАРГА Е. М., ВОРОНЦОВ, В. Л., КОРОТАЕВ, В. И., ПЫЛОВА, Л. А., ТАРХОВА Н. С. Российская 
политическая энциклопедия, Москва, 2005.

706 Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban. Dokumentumok (1941-1953). [Hungarian prisoners of war in the 
Soviet Union. Documents (1941-1953).] (Editor in chief.: Varga, Éva Mária) Moszkva-Budapest, ROSSZPEN-
MKTK, 2006. It is to be remarked here that her latest collection of documents published with Krausz, Tamás 
in Hungary was given a tempestuous reception. The book is about what the Hungarian troops were doing 
by the side of the Germans, title: A magyar megszálló csapatok a Szovjetunióban. Levéltári dokumentumok 
1941-1947. [The Hungarian occupation troops in the Soviet Union. Archival documents 1941-1947.] 
(Editors.: Krausz, Tamás – Varga, Éva Mária.) L’Harmattan, Budapest, 2013. After studying the collection I 
also formed the opinion that a similar collection, a list of crimes could also be published about the barbaric 
actions of the Red Army committed in the territory of the countries conquered, occupied, especially in Sub-
Carpathia and West Ukraine. I am thinking of the massacre of the officers in Katyn that can be proved by 
the already revealed archival documents, the extermination of thousands of Polish civilians and the civil 
population of the Baltic states, the mass execution of Ukrainian patriots of West Ukraine, etc. In 1944 and 
1945 in Sub-Carpathia the barbaric Soviet soldiers raped a multitude of Hungarian and German women and 
women of other nationalities. Among many others Nagy, Zoltán Mihály wrote a trilogy about this entitled 
’A sátán fattya’ [Satan’s Bastard] that received professional recognition.
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publication of the collection containing 145 archival materials concerning prisoners of 
war. Éva Mária Varga put the earlier inaccessible archival sources into the ‘circulation’ of 
Hungarian historical literature and by doing so contributed to the pacification of the de-
bate concerning the number of prisoners of war, a more authentic presentation of camp 
life in the Soviet Union, getting to know new information and data, etc. I believe she 
could have made the scientific literature even richer if she had enriched her collection 
of documents with documents concerning the tribulations of the active population de-
ported from the Carpathian Basin, since the Russian archives screened by her abound 
in such source-documents.
Éva Mária Varga, in her dissertation written in 2008707, as a committed researcher of the 
subject elaborated the fate of Hungarian prisoners of war and internees who fell into So-
viet captivity in the light of the original Soviet archival sources. Later her standard work 
that pays off the debt of Soviet and Hungarian historical science and clears up the blank 
spots of common history and became a part of the restoration of national memory was 
also published in a book form.708 I must say in connection with her dissertation that I 
also put great value on that I find her opinion – on several occasions emphatically ex-
pressed opinion – disturbing: “the identification-connection of the Soviet POW camps 
with the camps operated by the Nazis cannot be substantiated in any respects.”709 She 
makes this statement primarily referring to Lóránt Tilkovszky who in 1991 without thor-
ough knowledge of archival data and lists of war losses claims in one of his studies that 
in the case of Germans who were mobilized for reparation work to the Soviet Union on 
the part of the Soviet supreme command “there was no effort for genocide, Endlösung, 
quite the contrary. There was a need for masses of people who were capable of work.”710 
Many people711 among them Róbert Berghoffer former captive No. 287, survivor who 
was interned from Rákoskeresztúr as German and has the bitter experience of the ‘Sovi-
et hospitality’ in the ORB labour company No. 1852 in the city of Oktyabrsky in Bashko-
rtostan cannot accept these statements: “In wintertime we had to take leave of 4-5 fellow 

707 Varga, Éva Mária: Magyar hadifoglyok és internáltak a Szovjetunióban az oroszországi levéltári források 
tükrében (1941–1956). [Hungarian POWs and internees in the Soviet Union as reflected by sources from 
the Russian archives (1941-1956)]. Budapest, 2008. http://doktori.btk.elte.hu/hist/vargaeva/disszertvar-
gaeva.pdf, (2014), doktori.btk.elte.hu/hist/vargaeva/tezisekmagyar.pdf (2014)

708 VARGA, Éva Mária: Magyarok szovjet hadifogságban (1941-1956), Az oroszországi levéltári források 
tükrében. . [Hungarians in Soviet captivity (1941-1956), In the light of archival sources from Russia.] 
Russica Pannonicana, Budapest, 2007.

709 ibid. 251.
710 Tilkovszky, Lóránt: Magyarországi németek – szovjet munkatáborokban. [Germans from Hungary - in 

Soviet labour camps.] In: Regio – Kisebbségtudományi Szemle, 2. (1991). 1. 196.p.
711 See: the tribulations of a German girl, Piroska Wiederman prisoner, No. 276. About her, her fellow 

sufferers, ‘the female slaves of the coal-mines of Donets, the constructions of Bashkiria and Tatarstan, 
the wood cuttings of Siberia. The scripts of the trickiest adventure films seem to be faint in comparison 
with their experiences. Those who open their mouths are the last witnesses of the world they wanted to 
hide from us. They failed to do it.’: Kormos, Valéria: A végtelen foglyai (Magyar nők szovjet rabságban 
1945–1947). [The prisoners of infinity (Hungarian women in Soviet captivity 1945-1947] Kairosz 
Könyvkiadó, Budapest, 2002.

 See also: Almádi, Ferenc: A baskíriai Ufa-táborban – lassú halálra ítélve. [In the camp of Ufa in Bashkor-
tostan – condemned to slow death.] Heves HH, 1992/1. In: Hadifoglyok írják. Hadifogolysors a második 
világháborúban. Hadtörténelmi levéltári kiadványok. Sine praeteritis futura nulla – Múlt nélkül nincs 
jövő. [Prisoners of war write. The fate of prisoners of war in the Second World War. War history archival 
publications. Sine praeteritis futura nulla – Without the past there is no future.] Series editor: Szijj, Jolán. 
http://mek.oszk.hu/02200/02237/html/f03.htm (2012)
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sufferers a day [...] out of the men 180 people remained here in Siberia. (…).”712 I quote 
his concise message in which there is no thirst for revenge: “… I understand that a group 
of reparation workers got nothing to eat as they had nothing to eat either, but those who 
lost their lives during the reparation work rest in unmarked graves, it is their sin and it 
is unforgivable.” I quote dozens of similar statements in the supplement; I prove the irre-
sponsibly caused human perdition with casualty lists broken down by settlement. It can 
be gathered from it that fewer people died as soldiers in the Eastern Front battles, more 
internees died in the Soviet labour camps.
In my opinion Lóránt Tilkovszky’s and Éva Mária Varga’s above quoted statements can-
not be substantiated in an ideology-free, objective historiography and do not pass the 
test of time. They are in contradiction to the present-day opinion of Russian, Ukrainian, 
western and other unbiased historians according to whom the horrible deeds of the Na-
zi and communist dictatorships are equally unacceptable, and in their judgement there is 
no room for a double standard. Lately the English Norman N. Naimark in his study en-
titled ‘Stalin’s genocides’713 (2010) that was also translated into Ukrainian (it is required 
reading at the university of Kiev) ‘considers Hitler and Stalin equally guilty genocid-
aires.’714 While the Führer personifying Nazism starting from the Übermensch discrimi-
nated people on grounds of race, in the Bolshevik dictatorship hallmarked with Stalin’s 
name the image of the enemy was formed on the basis of the individual’s social class – ir-
respective even of his or her politics. As a result of both harmful ideologies on both sides, 
in the German concentration camps, in the death camps, in the Soviet system of GU-
LAG and GUPVI camps, in the severe Siberian death camps millions of people lost their 
lives. Originating from both ideologies the Jewish holocaust, the racial hatred against the 
Slavs, the Ukrainian Holodomor (Terror-Famine and Famine-Genocide), the massacre of 
Katyn, the extermination of the thousands of differently thinking intellectuals, chasing 
millions of prisoners of GUPVI and GULAG camps into death from starvation and frost, 
etc. can be called a genocide. In Hitler’s and Stalin’s leadership programmes the sup-
pression of the liberty of humanity, defeated peoples, and ethnic communities, their con-
straining to slavery, etc. were in the first place. 
Several western researchers dealt with the subject of Hungarian prisoners of war, in-
terned forced labourers, political prisoners who got to the Soviet Union. Béla Várdy and 
Ágnes Várdy Huszár715 wrote a comprehensive monograph on the captivity of Hungari-
ans in Russia taking into account the western publication, too. The authors do not make 
a distinction between political prisoners, GULAG prisoners, and prisoners of war and in-
ternees kept in GUPVI camps, they conflate them.
712 Berghoffer, Róbert. TABU /Élet a fehér pokolban/ /Leben in der Weissen Hölle/. [Taboo /Life in the 

white hell./] Muravidék Baráti Kör Kulturális Egyesület. Kétnyelvű kiadása (The bilingual publication 
of the Cultural Association of Mura-District’s Friends) Pilisvörösvár, 2010. With Tamás STARK’s preface 
and Piroska Wiedermann ’s dedication. Tamás STARK historian writes in his preface to the Berghoffer 
volume: ’It seems to us that since the end of the world war there has been a mutual agreement according 
to which we do not have to deal with the crimes committed by the Soviet Union because they are offset 
and made to be forgotten by their participation in the defeat of Nazism.’

713 NAIMARK, Norman M.: Stalin’s genocides. Princeton and Oxford Princeton University Press, 2010.
714 НАЙМАРК, Норман М.: Геноциди Сталiна. Київ. 2011. 101-108.
715 VÁRDY, Béla and VÁRDY HUSZÁR, Ágnes: Magyar rabszolgák a szovjet Gulag táboraiban. I-II. 

[Hungarian slaves int he Soviet Gulag camps. I-II.] In: Valóság, 2005/3., 4., 15., VÁRDY, Béla and VÁRDY 
HUSZÁR, Ágnes: Magyarok a Gulag rabszolgatáboraiban. [Hungarians in the slave camps of Gulag.] 
Budapest, Kairosz Kiadó, 2007.

 Cached version: http://www.valosagonline.hu/index.php?oldal=cikk&cazon=546&lap=0 (2012)
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In the Carpathian Basin the complete, objective historical elaboration of stories in connec-
tion with the internment of Hungarians and Germans, the writing of a comprehensive 
large monograph is still keeping us waiting. The publication of such a comprehensive 
collection of studies based on archival sources would fundamentally clear up the still 
debated number of prisoners of war and internees kept in captivity in the Soviet Union, 
their tragic fate and camp life, etc. 
We conducted joint research716 with the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian Ger-
mans, organised joint memorial conferences717, did field work in the territory of former 
camps, in the mining district of Donbass718, we are also going to start an expedition to the 
former labour camps in the Ural region where many thousands of Hungarian and Ger-
man men and women died of hunger, frost or weakness caused by destructive diseases. 
We also co-operate with the International Society of Gulag Researchers719 that co-ordi-
nates the Malenky Robot Memory Association’s 720 2014-2015 series of programmes in the 
Carpathian Basin and co-ordinates the research work. Besides the archives we carry out 
consistent data collection work among survivors with whom we prepare and process in-
terviews of ‘oral history’ type. 
In my opinion the questions asked by Tibor Bodnár in July 1989 in his reader’s letter are 
still relevant: ‘What was the sin of these people? What was their lot? I wonder how all 
this could have happened. To whose proposal did it happen?’721

What happened in November 1944, why do I call Svaliava the Hungarian Golgotha, 
why did thousands of Hungarians have to die for the annexation of Sub-Carpathia? 
These questions concern the survivors, the relatives of the deceased, and the descend-
ants even today. I do my best to answer these questions publishing the research find-
ings produced so far with the intention of putting the tragic events in a clearer light 
in the hope of contributing to the clearing up of this blank spot in Hungarian history. 

716 BOGNÁR, Zalán (editor): Malenykij robot. „Egyetlen bűnünk a származásunk volt…” Német és 
magyar polgári lakosok deportálása „malenkij robot”-ra a sztálini lágerekbe 1944/45–1955. (Malenky 
robot. Our only guilt was our origin. The deportation of German and Hungarian civil residents for 
“malenkey robot” to the camps of Stalin from 1944–45 till 1955) Pécs, Magyarországi Németek Pécs-
Baranyai Nemzetiségi Köre, 2009.

717 ’I can’t tell it anybody, so I tell it to everybody.’ International memorial conference held in the Europe 
Hungarian House in Berehovo on the basis of the project of the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian 
Germans (president: Matkovits Kretz, Eleonóra) in honour of the Hungarians and Germans who were 
deported to Stalin’s labour camps, co-organized by the Memorial Park Committee of Svaliava. See also: 
DUPKA, György: Emlékezés a sztálinizmus áldozataira [Remembrance of the victims of Stalinism.] (The 
edited material of the memorial conference held in November 1989.) In: Trianoni Szemle, III. volume. 
2011/1. issue, 30–39.

718 BAKURA, Sándor – DUPKA, György – KOVÁCS, Elemér – KOVÁCS, Erzsébet – MOLNÁR D., 
Erzsébet – TÓTH, Zsuzsanna: „Otthon a könny is édes” 1944–1955. Kényszermunkára hurcolt kárpátaljai 
magyarok és németek nyomában a Donyec-medencében. (Even tears are sweet at home 1944-1955. In 
the wake of Sub-Carpathian Hungarians and Germans deported to forced labour in the Donets Basin) 
Ungvár-Budapest, Intermix Kiadó, 2009, 104.

719 See the research programmes and databases posted on their website: http://gknt.hu/ (2014)
720 See the research programmes and databases posted on their website: http://www.malenkijrobot.hu/(2014)
721 BODNÁR, Tibor’s letter to the editor. In: Kárpáti Igaz Szó, 16 July, 1989. 
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Memorial Sites in Sub-Carpathia

“A nation does not die out entirely unless it forgets the past or tears out its own roots with both hands!”
Tibor Fonyódi

After the political transformation in Hungary, in Sub-Carpathia, several monuments 
were erected and inaugurated to commemorate the victims of wars and the martyrs of 
the dictatorship. Jenő Tóth Greek Catholic parochus from Karacsfalva explains why it 
was necessary to erect monuments in this poor world. “The reason is the same why we 
erect crosses at the edge of our villages. It is because we want to understand the sacrifice 
of Jesus so that our faith would not fade. Similarly, if we do not set memorial signs which 
commemorate our national heroes, we lose our national identity. This is why we have to 
undertake the financial efforts with which we can build these memorials, even if some 
would say that there are better goals on which we could spend the money we possess.”722 
At the monuments erected by the Sub-Carpathian Hungarian community and other mi-
norities, there are funeral services with wreathing every year. Commemorating the polit-
ical prisoners who did a lot for the current and the previous generations became a duty 
and a tradition by now.
The older generation realised the necessity that they should hand down the knowledge 
of earlier historical events to their children and grandchildren. They regularly visit these 
memorial places with the younger generations so that they could get familiar with the 
history of those people who insisted to keep their principles, values, faith and Hungar-
ian national identity. Those convicts and survivors that are still alive also tell their own 
grandchildren about the events, and they do not let the community forget the past and 
the events endured.

Berehove (Beregszász) District
Asztély – On the 29th of October 1991, wooden grave marker was erected to the victims 
of Stalinism and World War II in the local cemetery.

Badaló – In 1989, a wooden grave marker was erected to the victims of Stalinism and 
World War II in the local cemetery.
– In 1992, a monument with an inscription was erected in the centre of the village.

Balazsér – There is a monument to the victims of Stalinism. The people of Balazsér and 
Makkosjános erected the monument together. It was inaugurated by Géza Jeszenszky, 
Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs on the 10th of August 1991.

Bátyu – In November 1989, a wooden grave marker was erected by the local branch of 
KMKSZ (Sub-Carpathian Hungarian Cultural Society).
– In 1992, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism in the Presbyterian church-
yard. The inscription of the marble plaque says: “For Whom the Bell Did Not Toll / ‘Bless-
ed are those who are persecuted because of righteousness for theirs is the kingdom of 
heaven’ (Matthew 5:10) Raised by the local branch of KMKSZ in 1992.” All the names of 
Bátyu and Újbátyu victims are written on the plaque. 

722 Tanuljunk meg magyarnak lenni [Learn How to Be Hungarian]. In: Kárpátalja, 11 December 2001. http://
www.karpatalja.com.ua/kmksz/hir343.html (2013)
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– Lónyai Castle. Between the 14th and the 18th of November 1994, the people of military 
age from the villages nearby were collected and registered by the Soviet military com-
mandership, and they were taken to Szolyva reception camp. (The camp today is an or-
phanage with a huge park for socially disadvantaged children.) 

Bene – On the 1st of November 1989, a wooden grave marker was erected in the local cemetery.
– At the edge of the Jewish cemetery, there is a mausoleum of Hungarian prisoners of 
war who were murdered in 1944. It was restored by local inhabitants.
– After the millennium, a monument to the victims of Stalinism and World War II was 
erected in the local schoolyard in the village centre. The names of the war victims and 
those who were deported to malenky robot were written on the monument.

Beregardó (as a part of Berehove) – In September 1991, a monument was erected to the 
victims of Stalinism and World War II.

Beregdéda – On the 26th of November 1989, a wooden grave marker was erected to the 
victims of Stalinism.
– On the 21st of November 1991, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and 
World War II in the local cemetery. The inscription says: “’You ask the deceased prison-
er in vain about his guilt, he cannot answer.’ To the memory of the innocents who want 
to live, from the people of Beregdéda and Mezőhomok.”

Beregsom – On the 2nd of November 1991, a memorial column was erected to the victims 
of Stalinism and World War II in front of the Presbyterian church.

Berehove (Beregszász) – On the 18th of December 1999, a monument with a funeral bell 
was inaugurated to the victims of Stalinism, forced-labour service and World War II. It 
was designed by Péter Veress.
– The monument to the victims of Stalinism in the Catholic cemetery, in front of the chap-
el (Anna Hováth, Gyászoló anya [The Mourning Mother], 1990).
– The memorial plaque to the victims of Stalinism in the Catholic cemetery (26 Novem-
ber 1994).
– The memorial plaque of Ferenc Pásztor on the wall of the Catholic church in Ferenc 
Rákóczi II square. He was a Roman Catholic parson and papal prelate, and also the vic-
tim of Stalinist terror. The inscription on the plaque says: “To the Memory of Ferenc 
Pásztor, Roman Catholic prelate, the Martyr of Terror, 1949.”
– The memorial plaque of Jenő Ortutay in the Greek Catholic cemetery. Ortutay (1889-
1959) was a Greek Catholic prebend, advisor to the Holy See, Member of Parliament and 
the mayor of Berehove. He died in Ábesz (Komi Republic) on the 24th of December 1950.
– The memorial plaque of Jenő Szutor in the Presbyterian church. Jenő Szutor (1890-1951) 
was a priest in Berehove, he was arrested in 1951 and was beaten to death.
– The memorial plaque to the victims of Stalinism in Tamás Esze Street on the wall of the 
local high school (26 November 1994). The bilingual (Hungarian-Ukrainian) inscription 
of the marble plaque says: “This was the place where the men from Berehove and the 
nearby villages were collected and deported to Stalinist death camps in November 1944 
– BMKSZ (Berehove Hungarian Cultural Society) 1944.” 
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– The memorial plaque of Kálmán Benda in Sevchenko street, 1996. Kálmán Benda (1883-
1944) was the chief engineer and director of Bereg County Waterways and Embanking 
Committee. He was 62 years old when the Soviet authorities arrested him on the 28th of 
October 1944. He was deported and courted, and finally executed in Uzhhorod on the 
28th of October.
– The memorial plaque of György Deák in the Catholic cemetery on the wall of the chap-
el (1993). He was a teacher at Beregszász State Grammar School, and became the victim 
of the three-day malenky robot in the Stalinist terror.
– The memorial plaque of Gusztáv Szakolczay in the Catholic cemetery on the wall of the 
chapel. He was a teacher at Beregszász State Grammar School, and became the victim of 
the three-day malenky robot in the Stalinist terror.
– A memorial plaque to the victims of Stalinism in the Presbyterian church (20 Novem-
ber 1994).
– A wooden grave marker to the victims of Stalinism in the park in Munkácsi street, next 
to Sport Hotel. It was created by István Gergely, and was inaugurated on the 26th of No-
vember 2005.
– The monument of Presbyterian priest martyrs in the park of the Presbyterian Coun-
cil and Episcopal Office. It was created by Péter Matl and was inaugurated on the 27th of 
November 2008.
– The head sculpture of Ferenc Pásztor in the community centre of the Berehove Roman 
Catholic church. The sculptor is Sándor Szilágyi. Above the sculpture, there is a plaque 
which writes: “Ferenc Pásztor (1880-1951), papal prelate, episcopal vicar, archdeacon 
parson. ‘With filial devotion from your respectful son’”. He died at the Gulag.
– Second World War military graves. The graves of the 92 Hungarian soldiers in Bere-
hove catholic cemetery were restored. Wooden crosses were erected with the help of the 
Hungarian Military Institute and Museum of the Ministry of Defence. The works were ar-
ranged by József Holló major general and director. The cemetery was inaugurated in 2006.
– Elemér Ortutay memorial plaque, which was inaugurated in March 2007. As he was 
a former student, it is placed on the wall of Berehove Hungarian Grammar School. The 
Greek Catholic priest returned from the Gulag, and he is a real example to Sub-Carpathi-
an Hungarians with his life, faith and sacrifice. The plaque says: “We only intended to be 
faithful to our pledge, faith and nation, but I can hardly explain how we had the courage 
and power to do this. / The sun is rising tomorrow again / To the Memory of Dr Elemér 
Ortutay, Greek Catholic mass-priest, former student of the Berehove Hungarian Gram-
mar School, for the 90th anniversary of his birth, the 65th anniversary of his doctoral grad-
uation, the 50th anniversary of his return from the Gulag, the 10th anniversary of his death. 
By the Greek Catholic Decanal District of Berehove, 22 March 2007.” Ortutay’s portrait is 
in the upper left corner of the marble plaque.

Beregújfalu – A monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism in the Presbyterian 
churchyard on the 8th of December 1991. The memorial plaque says: “To the memory of 
the martyrs deported to labour camps in 1944. You may rest in foreign land, but your 
homeland will always keep your remembrance.”

Bótrágy – On the 1st of November 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalin-
ism and World War II by the local community. 
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Bulcsu (belonging Berehove today) – On the 1st of November 1991, a monument was 
erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II by the local community in the cen-
tre of the village.

Csetfalva – On the 26th of November 1989, a monument was erected to the victims of Sta-
linism and World War II in the local cemetery. In 1996, the monument was completed 
with a marble plaque which displays the names of Second World War Csetfalva victims.

Csonkapapi – On the 19th of November 1991, a monument was inaugurated to the mem-
ory of local Hungarian soldiers and the 51 Csonkapapi and Kispapi victims of the Gulag. 
It is placed in the Presbyterian churchyard.
– Mihály Zoltán Nagy elaborated the lives of the deportees in literary works. The 1944 
tragedy of the Hungarians was first written in his novel ‘A sátán fattya’ (Satan’s Bastard).723 
Later, he wrote a shockingly authentic epic poem with the title ‘1944’.724

Gát – A wooden grave marker to the victims of Stalinism in the local cemetery raised by the 
local branch of KMKSZ (Sub-Carpathian Hungarian Cultural Society) (26 November 1989).
– On the 23rd of November 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and 
World War II.

Gut – A monument to the victims of Stalinism and World War II.
– A memorial park was built to the memory of the deportees, and they proposed to cre-
ate the sculpture of the mourning mother (2008).

Halábor – On the 24th of December 1989, a wooden grave marker was erected to the vic-
tims of Stalinism and World War II.

Harangláb – A memorial sign was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
by the local community.

Hetyen – In 1992, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
by the local community.

Kígyós – In 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
in the local cemetery.

Kisbégány – On the 21st of November 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of 
Stalinism and World War II by the local community.

Macsola – In 1991, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II.
Makkosjánosi – On the 10th of August 1991, a monument was erected to the victims of Sta-
linism and World War II between Makkosjánosi and Balazsér. Géza Jeszenszky, the Hun-
garian Minister of Foreign Affairs participated in the inauguration.

723 NAGY, Mihály Zoltán: A sátán fattya [Satan’s Bastard]. Budapest – Ungvár: Új Mandátum, 1991. Second 
Edition: Budapest: Napló, 2000. Available in audiobook: http://forum.swz.hu/index.php?/topic/457810-
nagy-zoltán-mihá1ly-a-sátán-fattya-hangoskönyv2005/ (2012)

724 NAGY, Mihály Zoltán: 1944. Epic poem. Együtt 2007/3, appendix. Second Edition: Ungvár: Magyar 
Értelmiségiek Kárpátaljai Közössége. Available: http://epa.oszk.hu/00500/00595/00023/pdf/EPA00595_
Egyutt_2007_3_mell_1-16.pdf (2012)
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Mezőgecse – On the 21st of October 1990, a monument with an inscription was erected to 
the victims of Stalinism and World War II.

Mezőhomok – On the 26th of November 1989, a wooden grave mark was erected to the 
victims of Stalinism and World War II in the cemetery by Mezőhomok and Beregdéda.

Mezőkaszony – On the 24th of November 1991, a monument was erected to the victims 
of Stalinism and World War II.
– A memorial plaque in honour of 1956 on the wall of Mezőkaszony Secondary School 
(by MÉKK [The Sub-Carpathian Community of Hungarian Intellectuals], UMDSZ [Hun-
garian Democratic Society in Ukraine], inaugurated in 2006).

Mezővári – A wooden grave mark to the victims of World War I.
– In November 1989, a wooden grave mark, on 15th of March 1992, a monument was 
erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II. Both were initiated by László Fábián 
Vári (poet and civil right activist) and the local community.

Nagybereg – In 1989, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War 
II by the local community.
– In November 1944, the Soviet commandership deported the Hungarian people to the 
three-day long restoring work to Szolyva reception camp. 

Nagybégány – On the 31st of October 1989, a wooden grave mark, and in 1990, a monu-
ment was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II by the local community.

Nagybakos, Kibakos (Szvoboda) – On the 24th of November 1991, a monument was 
erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II by the local community.

Nagyborzsova – On the 3rd of December 1989, in the local cemetery, a wooden grave 
mark, and in 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War 
II by the local community.

Nagymuzsaly – In 1989, in the local cemetery, a wooden grave mark, and in the village 
centre, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II. 
– Imre Narancsik memorial plaque. Imre Narancsik (1904-1947)725 was a Presbyterian 
priest, local historian, editor and teacher of theology. He was arrested and convicted in 
1947. In the hall of the church, there is a memorial plaque to Imre Narancsik, who was 
deported in 1946 and died in a lager in 1947. The local Presbyterian library was named 
after him.

Rajnaújfalu – In 1991, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World 
War II in the Presbyterian churchyard by the community.
Sárosoroszi – On the 18th of November 1989, in the cemetery, a wooden grave marker, 
and on the 26th of July 1990, in the Roman Catholic churchyard, a monument was erected 
to the victims of Stalinism and World War II by the local community. 

725 The Presbyterian library in Muzsaly was named after the martyr priest, and his name was engraved on 
the martyrs’ plaque in Berehove and Szolyva.
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Tiszacsoma – On the 15th of July 1990, a wooden grave marker was erected in the local 
cemetery to the victims of Stalinism and World War II by the local community. It was de-
signed by Ferenc Ruszin and László Bakacsos.

Zápszony – A memorial plaque was placed to the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
in autumn 1989. In August 1991, a monument was erected to Stalinism and World War II 
in the village centre. 

Mukachevo (Munkács) District
Barkaszó – In 1989, a wooden grave marker was placed in the local cemetery, and on the 
2nd of November 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World 
War II in the village centre.

Beregrákos – On the 6th of December 1991, a monument was erected to the victims of Sta-
linism and World War II by the local community.
– There are the graves of four soldiers726 who died on the 26th of October 1944 in Bere-
grákos: Ernő Bársony (1914), Károly Németh (1921), István Lakatos (1913), István Őri (?).

Csongor – In 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War 
II in the Presbyterian churchyard by the community.

Dercen – On the 26th of November 1989, a wooden grave marker was placed in the lo-
cal cemetery, and on the 12th of May 1991, a monument was erected in the Presbyterian 
churchyard to the victims of Stalinism and World War II.
– In 2009-2010, the local government and the Forum of Sub-Carpathian Hungarian Or-
ganisations (chair: Gábor Kincs) erected the monument to the victims of World War II 
and a 25-metre cross on Dercen hill. The project was donated by the Hungarian govern-
ment. They also constructed the memorial park of reconciliation and a common ceme-
tery, where – with the help of the Ukrainian and Hungarian Ministries of Defence – they 
plan to rebury the mortal remains of victims of different nationalities. 

Fornos – In 1989, a memorial stone was placed, and in 1991, a monument was erected to 
the memory of Stalinism and World War II.

Izsnyéte – In November 1991, a monument was erected in the Presbyterian churchyard 
to the victims of Stalinism and World War II by the local community.

Mukachevo (Munkács) – First World War Hungarian-Austrian military cemetery with a 
memorial column in Ilosvai street.
– A sculpture created by Péter Matl to the victims of Stalinism and World War II on the 
square at Rákóczi Castle. The stone sculpture, which forms a mother holding a Turul bird 
with a broken wing, was inaugurated on the 17th of November 1991.
– Memorial plaque with the Hungarian-Ukrainian-German inscription of the martyrs’ 
names on the back wall of the garden of Rákóczi Castle. It was inaugurated on 17 No-
vember 1999.

726 Cf. the letter of Zoltán BABUCS, military historian and museologist of the Hungarian Military Institute and 
Museum of the Ministry of Defence, and the letter of András BÍRÓ, deputy head clerk of the military grave welfare 
centre. Budapest, 3 September 2004. Research was done by the co-workers of the museum and the institute.
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Lavka (Lovka) and Iványi (Ivanovci) – Near the two villages, there is a monument on the 
territory where Tódor Romzsa local bishop was murdered.

Szernye – In 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
in the Presbyterian churchyard by the community. The First World War monument was 
also restored.

Nagyszőlős District
Akli – In the local cemetery, wooden grave marker was erected to the victims of Stalin-
ism and World War II in November 1989. 
– In the churchyard of the Presbyterian church, a monument was erected to the victims 
of Stalinism and World War II on the 11th of November 1990.

Aklihegy – On the 27th of November 1989, a wooden grave marker was erected to the vic-
tims of Stalinism and World War II.

Batár – In the local cemetery, a wooden grave marker was erected to the victims of Sta-
linism and World War II in November 1990.

Csepe – A common memorial was erected to the memory of Csepe residents on the 6th of 
October 2013. They put both the names of the Second World War victims and the coat of 
arms of Hungary (by János Duszin) on the restored monument. Besides, they construct-
ed a small bridge with tilted iron banisters and a gate.
 
Feketeardó – On the 11th of November 1990, in the local cemetery, a wooden grave mark-
er was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II. 

Feketepatak – A memorial plaque was placed on the outer wall of the local Presbyterian 
church to the memory of the victims of Stalinism and World War II.

Fertősalmás – In the local cemetery, a wooden grave marker was erected on the 18th of 
November 1989, and they raised a monument in the yard of the Presbyterian church to 
the victims of Stalinism and World War II.

Forgolány – The Sub-Carpathian Community of Hungarian Intellectuals and Zsigmond 
Móricz Cultural Society erected a monument to the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
on the territory between the Presbyterian and the Greek Catholic churches in autumn 2007.

Gödényháza – The survivors and wives of Second World War soldiers placed a memorial 
plaque next to the first world war memorial in 1946. It was removed by the Communists.
– In the local cemetery, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World 
War II on the 26th of November 1989. 

Királyháza – In the local cemetery, a wooden grave marker was erected on the 18th of No-
vember 1989, and they placed a memorial plaque to the victims of Stalinism and World 
War II in the Roman Catholic cemetery on the 28th of October 1990.
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Nagypalád - In the local cemetery, a wooden grave marker was erected on the 18th of Novem-
ber 1989, and they placed a memorial plaque to the victims of Stalinism and World War II in 
the cemetery next to the main road on the 27th of October 1990. (This was the first Sub-Car-
pathian memorial sign, the commemoration was forbidden by the district authorities.)

Nagyszőlős – A wooden grave marker was erected in the Roman Catholic cemetery of 
the town on the 24th of November 1989. The funeral ceremony was visited by Lajos Für, 
the Minister of Defence of Hungary. Later, a memorial plaque to the victims of Stalin-
ism and World War II was placed in the County Hall (the current Perényi High School).

Nevetlenfalu – A memorial sign was placed in the Roman Catholic and Presbyterian 
churchyard in November 1989, and in the centre of the village, they erected a monument 
to the victims of Stalinism and World War II in August 1992.

Salánk – A monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II on the 
main square of the village on the 26th of November 1989.
– Memorial column of Tódor Rozsma (by Elek and Béla Pólin, 2006). “Tódor Rozsma 
/1911-1947 / ‘That they all may be one / John 17:21.’” A street was also named after mar-
tyr who was the Greek Catholic bishop of the settlement.

Szőlősgyula – In November 1989, a wooden grave marker, and in 1990, a memorial 
plaque was placed to the victims of Stalinism and World War II in the local cemetery.

Tekeháza – On the 26th of November 1989, a monument was erected to the victims of Sta-
linism and World War II in the Presbyterian cemetery. 

Tiszabökény – In 1996, a monument war erected to the Tiszabökény and Farkasfalva vic-
tims of Stalinism and World War II in the centre of the village. The costs of the monument 
designed by Csaba Hadady were entirely covered by György Dupka Jr. The territory was 
provided by the Community Council (mayor: Erzsébet Homoki).
– Monument to the volunteers of the Second World War.
– The memorial plaque of Pál Kökörcsényi, Greek Catholic priest and convict on the wall 
of the Greek Catholic church in Tiszabökény (by MÉKK [The Sub-Carpathian Communi-
ty of Hungarian Intellectuals] and Zsigmond Móricz Cultural Society). 
– Roman Catholic Memorial Cross to the memory of the Sub-Carpathian Roman Catholic 
priests deported between 1945-1956 and the victims of World War I and II.

Tiszafarkasfalva – In 1996, a monument was erected to the Farkasfalva and Tiszabökény 
victims of Stalinism and World War II in the centre of the village.

Tiszakeresztúr – In November 1989, a tombstone was placed in the local cemetery, and 
in the Presbyterian churchyard, they erected a monument to the victims of Stalinism and 
World War II.

Tiszapéterfalva – On the 8th of July 1990, a monument was erected to the Péterfalva and Ti-
vadarfalva victims of Stalinism and World War II in the centre of the village. The construction 
of the arcaded memorial column was directed by the architect Csaba Hadady. The names of 
Jewish Holocaust victims were also inscribed on the column, which was restored in 2013.
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Tiszaújhely – On the 26th of November 1989, a monument was erected to the victims of 
Stalinism and World War II in the churchyard.

Tiszaújlak – On the 16th of November 1989, a memorial plaque was placed, then they erect-
ed a monument to the victims of Stalinism and World War II in the centre of the village.

Tivadarfalva – The Second World War victims’ names were inscribed on a marble plaque, 
which was placed on the monument erected in the centre of Péterfalva on the 8th of July 1990.

Verbőc – In November 1989, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and 
World War II in the Presbyterian churchyard.

Uzhhorod (Ungvár) District
Botfalva – In 1992, a gravestone was placed to the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
in the local cemetery.

Csap – On the 26th of November 1989, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalin-
ism and World War II in the local cemetery.

Császlóc – In November 1989, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and 
Wold War II in the Roman Catholic churchyard.

Eszeny – On the 9th of November 1991, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalin-
ism and World War II in the Presbyterian churchyard.
– The memorial plaque of Sándor Balogh was placed in the inner wall of the local church 
on the 15th of September 1991. It says: “In memory of our pastor, Sándor Balogh (1891-
1948) who was condemned unjustly and died in Siberia. ‘Blessed are those who are per-
secuted because of righteousness for theirs is the kingdom of heaven’ (Matthew 5:10)”.
– The memorial room of Sándor Balogh which was opened in the former building of 
the parsonage by the Eszeny Presbyterian Congregation on the 5th of May 2013. In the 
room, they exhibited the martyr’s personal properties, the objects related to his depor-
tation, conviction, death and rehabilitation, his manuscripts and photographs. Also, the 
Archives of the Sub-Carpathian Presbyterian Church District published an illustrated 
booklet (The Fate of Martyrs [Mártírsors], edited by István Hájas) which includes a short 
biography of Sándor Balogh.

Gálocs – On the 31st of October 1991, a monument was inaugurated to the victims of Sta-
linism in the Presbyterian churchyard. 
– The memorial plaque of Endre Gecse (1907-1959), Presbyterian priest, the martyr of 
1956. The plaque is placed on the inner wall of the local Presbyterian church and com-
memorates him as the last martyr of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia. His biography is in-
cluded in the book entitled He was a Good Shepard (Jó pásztor volt).727 
– Endre Gecse memorial grave in Gálocs cemetery. 
– The memorial plaque of Lajos Kótyuk, Greek Catholic priest, who was tortured to 
death at the Gulag.

727 Jó pásztor volt [He Was a Good Shepard]. The memorial volume was edited by Erzsébet GORTVAY 
(Kárpátaljai Magyar Könyvek Issue 120, Ungvár – Budapest: 2003).
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Kisdobrony – On the 26th of November 1989, a memorial plaque was placed to the vic-
tims of Stalinism and World War II in the local cemetery.

Kisgejőc – On the 1st of November 1989, a wooden grave marker was erected to the vic-
tims of Stalinism and World War II in the local cemetery.
– On the 1st of November 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and 
World War II.

Kisszelmenc – In 1992 spring, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and 
World War II.
– The Soviet-Czechoslovak border which was marked at the end of the Second World 
War divided Kisszelmenc and Nagyszelmenc. The current Ukrainian-Slovakian border 
still separates the former union of the two villages. On the 23rd of December 2005, a bor-
der crossing was opened between the two villages following Hungarian and interna-
tional cooperation.728 On the two sides, 20 metres far from each other, they erected two 
half Székely gates which symbolically connect the two villages. The gates were built by 
Nagykapos Regional Enterprise Development Foundation (chair: Sándor Fuksz) and 
the Sub-Carpathian Community of Hungarian Intellectuals (chair: György Dupka). 
The inscription of the Kisszelmec half-gate says: “Two places called Szelmec became 
one, may God unite them / God bless them with peace and unite them with hope / Our 
hope remains, and what is divided becomes united again / The wings of the gates close 
the two villages into one.”

Korláthelmec – On the 5th of April 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Sta-
linism and World War II in the local cemetery. The costs were collected by Ukrainian and 
Rusyn residents. 

Minaj – In 1992, a gravestone was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
in the local cemetery.

Nagydobrony – In June 1991, a monument designed by Endre Hidi was erected to the 
victims of Stalinism and World War II in the Presbyterian churchyard. 
– There has been a legend for decades connected to Nagydobrony that the Soviet army 
committed a serious crime: they murdered all the people and they destroyed the place. 
However, this legend was disproved by Gyula Balla literary historian from Eszeny and 
Csaba Skultéti publicist.729 

728 Kettézárt falu [A Village Cut in Two], a book by Miklós ZELEI particularly describes the conditions which 
had a huge impact on the lives of families and neighbours. The books’ success brought international at-
tention, even the United States Congress noticed the inhuman circumstances of the people in Szelmenc. 
The book was published by Sub-Carpathian Hungarian Cultural Society under the title ‘A 342-es határkő. 
Negyedszázad Kárpátalján’ [The 342 Landmark. Quarter of a Century in Sub-Carpathia] with a CD-ROM 
Appendix. Ungvár, 2006, 419. See also: http://www.gimagine.com/gimagine/Magyar_Haz/2004/2004-04-
18-Szelmenc/default.htm, http://zelei.hu/archiv-szelmenc.html (2012)

729 BALLA, Gyula: Nagydobrony – Egy falu, amely a térképen is megtalálható [Nagydobrony: A Village 
which is Put on the Map] In: Magyarságkutatás. A Magyarságkutató Csoport Évkönyve [Hungarian 
Studies. The Annual Yearbook of Hungarian Studies Research Group] Budapest, 1988: 299-312. Available: 
http://www.adatbank.transindex.ro/regio/html/alcim_pdf40.pdf (2012)
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Nagygejgőc – In October 1989, a wooden grave marker was erected to the victims of Sta-
linism and World War II in the local cemetery.
– Monument to the victims of Stalinism and World War II.

Palágykomoróc – In 1992, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World 
War II in the churchyard.

Palló – In 1989, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II.
– In 1992, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II.

Rát – On the 26th of November 1989, a monument was erected in the local churchyard, 
and on the 26th of October 1990, a memorial plaque was placed to the victims of Stalinism 
and World War II on the wall of the church.

Sislóc – In 1991, a gravestone was placed to the victims of Stalinism and World War II in 
the local cemetery.

Szalóka – On the 26th of November 1989, a gravestone was placed to the victims of Sta-
linism and World War II in the local cemetery.

Szürte – In March 1990, a monument was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World 
War II in the local Presbyterian churchyard.

Téglás – In 1989, a memorial sign was placed to the victims of Stalinism and World War 
II in the local cemetery.

Tiszaágtelek – First World War memorial column in the churchyard.
– The relatives, for the first time in Sub-Carpathia, placed a gravestone to the victims of 
Stalinism and World War II in 1957. It says: “To the memory of our beloved ones who 
were the faithful parishioners of our church in Tiszaágtelek.” 
Tiszaásvány – In 1992, a gravestone was placed to the victims of Stalinism and World 
War II in the local cemetery.

Tiszasalamon – On the 26th of November 1989, a wooden grave marker was erected to 
the victims of Stalinism and World War II in the local cemetery. 

Uzhhorod (Ungvár) – Soldiers’ graves from the Second World War. In November 1989, 
a gravestone was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II. On the 18th of 
November 2012, a monument to the victims of Stalinism by Léza Volodimir and Gábor 
Csuka was inaugurated. The monument shapes prison bars and a barbed wire, which re-
mind visitors of the sufferings of Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia. The memorial park was 
designed and constructed by Éva Baráth, professor of Ferenc Rákóczi II Transcarpathi-
an Hungarian Institute.
– In 2004, the graves of the 114 Second World War Hungarian soldiers were restored in 
the cemetery in Bercsényi Street. There were wooden crosses erected to 117 soldiers with 
the help of the Hungarian Military Institute and Museum of the Ministry of Defence. The 
works were arranged by József Holló major general and director. The cemetery was in-
augurated on the 3rd of October 2004.
– Wooden grave marker to the victims of Stalinism. 
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– The monument to the victims of political repression (by Mihail Beleny, 2004) was erect-
ed in the park in front of the SBU (Security Service of Ukraine) headquarters. 
– Memorial places dedicated to Avgustyn Voloshyn (Ágoston Volosin, 1874-1945) who 
was awarded posthumously by Leonid Kuchma Ukrainian president with the title 
“Ukraine’s Hero”. Voloshyn was the prime minister of the autonomous and independent 
government of Carpatho-Ukraine. In 1945, he was arrested by the KGB in Prague and he 
was taken to Moscow. He died there in Butrika prison. In Uzhhorod, there is a sculpture 
on the bank of Uzh river, a memorial plaque on the wall of the former teachers’ training 
college, and a Voloshyn memorial room in the local historical museum.
– Memorial sites dedicated to Tódor Romzsa (1911-1947) Greek Catholic priest. He was 
murdered in Mukacheve hospital with a poisoned injection. After 1989, the seminary in 
Uzhhorod was named after Rozsma. He was beatified by John Paul II on the 27th of June 
2001 in Lviv/Lemberg. His first icon was prepared by László Puskás in 1997, but it was 
covered in the front of Uzhhorod Cathedral, because before the beatification, the public 
admiration of martyrs is forbidden. After the ceremony, Puskás painted more icons of 
Rozsma for the diocese. The sculpture of Tódor Rozsma was inaugurated on the 24th of 
March 2001 in Lakitelek. 
– Memorial sites dedicated to András Bródy (1895-1964) who was an editor, a politi-
cian, and a member of parliament. He was the first Prime Minister of the autonomous 
Sub-Carpathian government formed after the Munich Agreement. After the occupation 
of the Soviet army, he was arrested. The Sub-Carpathian Regional Court accused him of 
capital treason, anti-national activity, espionage for Hungary and the USA, and fascism, 
and sentenced him to death. His properties were confiscated on the 25th of May 1946, and 
he was executed on the 7th of November. His family was evicted. In 1989, the Regional At-
torney’s Department declared that he was innocent. His was buried in Kapos street cem-
etery in Uzhhorod, his grave and his memorial cross was damaged several times.
– The former Bródy villa is currently the building of the Hungarology Center of the uni-
versity. On the wall, there is a memorial plaque. The Hungarian-Rusyn Community Cen-
tre was named after him on the 27th of December 2002. In Berehove, the András Bródy 
Historical Society was founded. 
– On the memorial wall in Szolyva park, Bródy’s name is also inscribed on the marble 
plaque. In 2001, a memorial cross was erected in Kapos street cemetery in Uzhhorod.

Perehyn (Perecseny) District
Perehyn (Perecseny) – There is a cross and a calvary hill in honour of the victims of communism. 

Lubnya (Kiesvölgy) – There are restored soldiers’ graves.

Nagyberezna District
Uzsok Pass – Its height above sea level is 889 metres. The main road and railway to Lem-
berg/Lviv crosses the Pass. In both world wars, there were heavy fights for the Pass.
– After Romania’s treachery and desertion in 1944, the Soviet troops did not have to fight 
for the occupation of the Árpád-line. Southern Transylvania had been occupied by the 
Romanians by that time, so the Soviet army could surround the Hungarian and the Ger-
man troops who had to retreat from the Árpád-line.
– There are several cemeteries nearby the Pass with the mortal remains of Hungarian, 
German and Russian soldiers.
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 Khust (Huszt) District
Khust (Huszt) – In the local cemetery, a wooden grave marker was erected to the victims 
of Stalinism and World War II.

Visk – A wooden grave marker was erected to the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
in the churchyard. The names of the martyrs are listed on a marble plaque placed on the 
stone wall of the Presbyterian church in 1992 November.
– The names of the victims of the First and Second World War are preserved by a wooden 
monument carved by István Balázs, which was inaugurated on the 3rd of December 2000.
– The names of the show trial victims were also written here on the 25th of Novem-
ber 2001. The funeral bell used at the occasions was proposed by a doctor from Ónod,  
István Udvari.
– The central memorial place was inaugurated on the 20th of August 2006. One of the 
marble plaques says: “The Turul monument consecrated on the 11th of July 1943 was 
destroyed by the Soviets in 1994. It was redesigned by István Stark and was donated 
by the Ukrainian Hungarian Democratic Coalition and KAMOT Charity Foundation. It 
was rebuilt by Péter Matl. Based on the registers collected by Sándor Ötvös and Lajos  
Czébely, the informants of UMDSZ (Hungarian Democratic Society in Ukraine) and 
KMKSZ (Sub-Carpathian Hungarian Cultural Society), the inscriptions were made by 
Tibor Jendrék and Sándor Jendrék. 19 March 2006.” On the marble plaque, one can read 
the names of the 216 residents of Visk who died in the Second World War or in camps. 
The monument is placed in the village centre.

Tecső District
Aknaszlatina – In the local cemetery, an iron cross was erected on the 24th of Novem-
ber 1989, and a monument was built to the victims of Stalinism and World War II in  
autumn 1991.

Bustyaháza – A memorial plaque was placed in the Roman Catholic chapel to the victims 
of Stalinism and World War II in 1992.

Taracköz – In 2010, the volunteers of the local Watchdog Military and Cultural Society iden-
tified 30 Hungarian Second World War graves in the local cemetery, and restored them. 

Técső – In the local cemetery, a monument was raised the victims of Stalinism and World 
War II on the 20th of November 1989.

Szolyva District
Szolyva – There is a monument to commemorate those Sub-Carpathians who were mur-
dered for their Hungarian descent. It was built in the memorial park located on the terri-
tory of the former reception camp. The memorial park in Szolyva is a place of worship to 
the memory of the victims of Stalinism and World War II. There is a memorial column for 
First World War victims and an Austrian-Hungarian-German military cemetery. There is 
also the restored grave of Second World War victims.
– They erected a wooden grave marker to the memory of reburied victims. 
– The chapel of the martyrs with a funeral bell.
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Rahó District
Gyertyánliget – An iron cross was erected and dedicated in the Roman Catholic ceme-
tery on the 26th of November 1989.
– A monument was erected in the honour of the victims of Stalinism and World War II 
on 24 November 1991.

Kőrösmező – A monument was erected in the honour of the victims of Stalinism and 
World War II on the 14th of October 1990.

Kevele-Szvidonec (as a part of Körösmező) – The Catholic Church financed the building 
of their chapel and church, and they erected memorial columns in honour of the victims 
of the First and Second World War in 2008.

Nagybocskó – In the local cemetery, a tombstone was raised to the memory of victims of 
Stalinism and World War II.

Rahó – In the local cemetery, monument was raised to the memory of victims of Stalin-
ism and World War II. 
– There are remains of Second World War military graves in the local cemetery.

Tatar Pass – The Pass had an important function during the Second World War. The re-
inforcement of the Hungarian army was ensured through the pass. The area belonged to 
the fortification of the Árpád-line, so there were heavy fights in 1944.
– In the area, there are several cemeteries with the mortal remains of Hungarian, German 
and Russian soldiers.
– On the millennial border, at 921 metres, one can visit a pre-Trianon frontier stand, 
the concrete blocks of the barrier, the Czech-Polish, Polish-Hungarian and Soviet bor-
der-stones, the monuments of Soviet soldiers, the place of worship for the victims, etc.

Terebesfejérpatak – In the local cemetery, a plaque was placed to the memory of victims 
of Stalinism and World War II. 

Ökörmező District
Alsókalocsa – There is an Árpád-line museum on the riverbank of Tereblja, there are ex-
hibitions in the remaining bunkers on the Árpád-line in the south part of Alsókalocsa, 
and also concrete barrages.
Stajer bunker – The former bunkers the Ukrainian nationalists (UPA), who fought against 
the Soviets after the Second World War. 
–The monument of Reconciliation.

Csuszka – Reconstructed Hungarian military cemetery. 

Ökörmező – The remains of First and Second World War military cemetery.

Novoselica (Tarújfalu) – The remains of First and Second World War military cemetery.

Toronya – The remains of First and Second World War military cemetery.
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Toronya Pass – The height above sea level is 931 meters. Road R21 (to Dolina-Huszt) 
crosses the Pass.
– The remains of First and Second World War military cemetery.
– In World War II, a triple defence line was built here, which included Hunyadi post 
behind the Carpathians, the Saint Ladislas defence line at the barrages, and the inner 
Árpád-line, which was unbreakable. In the surrounding mountains to Vízköz, bunkers 
and tank roadblocks show where the Second World War defence lines had been settled. 
There are remains of a Second World War military cemetery and a Soviet-Ukrainian mil-
itary monument.

Volóc District
Alsóverecke – The remains of the military tombs from World War I and II.

Verecke Pass – The height above sea level is 841 meters. The road to Lemberg/Lviv avoids 
the Verecke Pass from 1980.
– In World War II, there were heavy fights around the Pass (the Fortifications of the 
Árpád-line belonging to the barrages are still visible). The remains of the military tombs 
from World War I and II are still detectable.
– In 1996, Péter Matl, a sculptor from Mohács erected the monument of the conquest, 
which had been continuously damaged by Ukrainian Ultra-nationalists. In 2008, Vilmos 
Sziklavári, the consult-general of Uzhhorod proposed the Hungarian state that it should 
be rebuilt, which cost 25 million HUF. The restoration was also done by Péter Matl. The 
monument symbolises the gate between East and West. It consists of seven blocks which 
stand for the seven conquering tribes. In the opening of the gate, there is an altar-stone, 
which reminds us of the contract signed with blood.
– At the same time when the conquest monument was settled, the monument of the 
Ukrainian partisans (the Sich) and the monuments of the victims of the Second World 
War were also erected. 
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János Kristóf Murádin 
In Romania

Primary literary sources describing the captivity of Transylvanians are sparse, as those 
who survived the world of internment camps seldom spoke of their suffering. During 
the decades of communism memoirs could only be written in secret, without any pros-
pect of publication.
If something did appear about life as a prisoner, it was under the manipulative auspic-
es of communist propaganda. A “travelogue” which appears in the November issue of 
“Our journey” magazine (published in 1946 in Cluj-Napoca) is a characteristic example. 
The essay is clearly a politically inspired propaganda text bearing little relation to reali-
ty. It is possible that it was not written by a POW, suggesting that the supposed author’s 
common name, Ferenc László, is merely a pseudonym. Or perhaps a released POW was 
commissioned to write the article to counteract circulating rumours.
“The Germans had a numerical majority – Ferenc László begins. Many of them, seeing how 
times were changing, pretended to be democrats. Yet the fascist spirit was so deeply engrained in 
them, their every single action showed their true selfish, imperialist spirited existence.”730 Subse-
quently the author describes a supposed concert within the camp: “The concert was well 
underway when the Russian camp commander appeared. His eyes fell upon the Soviet flag on the 
main wall. He then ordered the concert to be paused, and ordered the organiser of the event to him-
self […] within a few minutes Hungarian, Romanian and Austrian flags appeared next to the So-
viet one. Only then did the commander allow the music to continue. The German flag was not 
hoisted, because their national sovereignty was not yet recognised”731.
The 1944-1945 Transylvanian deportations were briefly first mentioned by communist 
writer Edgár Balogh in: ‘Férfimunka. Emlékirat 1945–1955’ (A man’s job: memoire 1945-
1955), in his book published in Budapest in 1986. However, the first memoirs and re-
search papers to properly engage the subject only appeared after the regime change. For 
instance, István Szabó Katona’s ‘A nagy remények kora. Erdélyi demokrácia 1944–1948’ 
(The Age of Big Hopes: Transylvanian Democracy 1944-1948) was published in Budapest 
in 1990. However, it leaves the reader with the impression that it is a highly subjective 
work. Neither is István Tompa’s ‘Hogyan történhetett’ (How Could This Happen), which 
appeared in Cluj in 1994, based decisively on factual statements, but rather on anecdotal 
evidence and secondary accounts. 
From a historian’s perspective, the three most prominent texts dealing with the depor-
tation of Transylvanian Hungarian civilians in the autumn of 1944 are Kiss Jenő’s nov-
el ‘Ithaka messze van’ (Ithaka is far away) (published by the Transylvanian Fine Arts 
Guild in 1992), poet László Lőrincz’s memoir ‘Szibériai priccseken’ (On a Siberian pal-
let) and classicist György Szabó’s chronicle ‘Kolozsvári deportáltak az Uralban’ (Cluj 
Deportees in the Urals) (published in Cluj in 1994). The latter was deemed a scientific 
source by the recently deceased reputable archivist András Kiss732. On the subject of the 
deportations of Germans in January 1945 Georg Weber’s “Die Deportation von Siebenbürg-
er Sachsen in die Sowjetunion 1945-1949” (issued by German-Austrian publisher Böhlau in 
Vienna, 1995) was a ground-breaking historical work733.
730 László, Ferenc: Magyarok, románok testvéri kézfogása a szovjet hadifogságban. Utunk (Kolozsvár), 9 Nov 1946, I., 111., 9. 
731 Ibid 9
732 Kiss, András: A Kolozsvári deportáltak az Uralban című emlékírás helye a jelenkori erdélyi 

emlékirodalomban. In: Limes (Tatabánya), March 1996, IX., 25., 157–163.
733 Weber, Georg: Die Deportation von Siebenbürger Sachsen in die Sowjetunion 1945-1949. Böhlau, 1995.
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After four decades of being banned, multiple memoirs appeared in the first few years in-
to the new millennia. Gyula Ercsey, a teacher from Aiud, wrote ‘Farkasok árnyékában. 
Kolozsváriak a Gulágon’ (In the shade of wolves. People of Kolozsvár in the Gulag), a 
rather precise and detailed, yet highly readable memoir. It was issued in Cluj in 2006, af-
ter the death of the author, published by the Transylvanian Museum Association, with 
János Kristóf Murádin editing and writing a foreword. 
Other than with subjective memoirs, the Transylvanian historians have been slower to 
engage with the topic than their counterparts in Hungary, where it is thematically dealt 
with by well organised organisations. In Transylvania, individual initiatives remain the 
main source of historical inquiry.
The deportation of Hungarian Transylvanian civilians in the autumn of 1944 has been 
researched almost exclusively by Hungarian historians. János Kristóf Murádin’s work 
primarily focuses on the events in Cluj, the scene of largest deportation of all of Tran-
sylvania. Starting in 2004, his work has appeared over the decade in Transylvanian and 
Hungarian history journals734, cultural and scientific journals735, conferences736 and collec-
tion volumes737 and well as internet-based journals738. 
Another pioneer in the compilation of memories is Annamária Papp, with her interview 
collection ‘Szögesdrót’ (Barbed wire). Published in 2001 in Sfântu Gheorghe, it deals 
with military POWs rather than civilian abductees. Annamária Papp, together with Lev-
ente Benkő, released a broader work six years later titled ‘Magyar fogolysors a második 
világháborúban’ (The fate of Hungarian deportees in the Second World War), which also 
included the autumn 1944 deportations of Transylvanian Hungarian civilians to Romani-
an internment camps. It was published in Miercurea Ciuc by Pallas-Akadémia.
With respect to the forced labour deportations of the population of German origin, re-
search has been initiated by Transylvanian Germans (both Saxons and Swabians). These 
initiatives were coordinated and institutionally supported by the Democratic Forum of 
Germans in Romania, which was founded in 1989. As a result, the first archive source 
collection was published in 1994, titled, ‘A német származásúak deportálása Romániából 
a Szovjetunióba 1945: levéltári dokumentumgyűjtemény’ (The deportation of Germans 
from Romania 1945: an archive document collection)739 and edited by Hannelore Baier. 

734 See for example: Murádin, János Kristóf: Kolozsváriak keresztútja az Urálban 1944-ben. In: Rubicon 
(Budapest), February-March 2005, XV., 152-153., p. 118–120.

735 Murádin, János Kristóf: A megtizedelt város. [The decimated town] In: Korunk (Kolozsvár), Oct 2004, 
III., XV., 10., p. 57–65.

736 Murádin, János Kristóf: Elhallgatott múlt. Kolozsvári civilek a GULAG-on. [Concealed past. Civilians 
of Kolozsvár in the Gulag.] In: RODOSZ Konferenciakötet 2009, a Romániai Magyar Doktorandusok 
és Fiatal Kutatók Szövetségének (RODOSZ) kiadása, Clear Vision Könyvkiadó, Kolozsvár, 2009., 303–
315.; Murádin, János Kristóf: Az 1944-es frontátvonulás Kolozsváron. In: Bögre Zsuzsanna – Keszei 
András – Ö. Kovács József (ed.): Az identitások korlátai. Traumák, tabusítások, tapasztalattörténetek a II. 
világháború kezdetétől. L’Harmattan, Budapest, 2012, 39–47.

737 Murádin, János Kristóf: A felszabadulás árnyoldala. Kolozsvári magyarok szovjet fogságban 1944 őszén. 
In: H. Szabó. Gyula (ed in chief): Kincses Kolozsvár Kalendáriuma 2014–2015, Erdélyi Magyar Nemzeti 
Tanács, Kriterion, Kolozsvár, 2014, 110–117.

738 Murádin, János Kristóf: Malenkij robot – kolozsváriak szovjet fogságban 1944–1948. In: Történelem és 
Muzeológia – miskolci internetes folyóirat, 2014/2, I., 2.. published by the Herman Ottó Múzeum of Mi-
skolc, 81–85. http://www.hermuz.hu/hom/images/latogatoinknak/history-journal/pdf/1_2014_2/MURA-
DIN.pdf (Accessed: 7 March 2015)

739 Baier, Hannelore: Deportarea etnicilor germani din România în Uniunea Sovietică 1945: culegere de 
documente de arhivă. Editura Forumul Democrat al Germanilor din România, 1994.
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Subsequently in 1995 the first interview volume was published, titled “Ich weiß, daß du 
mein Vater bist, aber ich kenne dich nicht`. Erzählungen von Rußlanddeportierten”740.
These volumes later became the basis of subsequent works primarily written by Roma-
nian historians. Worth mentioning for its broad, historical summary are two of Doru Ra-
dosav’s works: ‘Donbas, egy deportálás története’ (Donbass, the story of a deportation), 
an interview volume741, and ‘Hosszú út a semmibe. A Szovjetunióba deportált romániai 
németek’ (The long road into nowhere. The Romanian Germans deported to the Soviet 
Union)742, published in Târgovişte in 2012. Numerous other academic papers and essays 
have been written about the subject matter, mainly by Romanian historians such as Mir-
cea Rusnac743, Constantin Aioanei744 and Cristian Troncotă.
Historians wishing to conduct interviews with survivors, which are such a useful tool in 
research, are being left with increasingly fewer options both in Transylvania and Hunga-
ry. The vast majority of those deported are no longer alive, and the former deportees that 
remain are around 90 years old. In the small villages of Szeklerland a few former camp 
residents can still be found, in Cluj however, there are only three survivors left amongst 
those civilians who were taken to the Soviet Union in October of 1944. There are only 
a few dozen survivors left of the January 1945 deportation wave of Banat Swabians in 
Krassó-Szörény county, above the tens of thousands of fatalities. Interviewing these sur-
vivors and noting down their experiences is happening in an ad hoc manner on the ini-
tiative of individual researchers. In these circumstances, visible results such as “Gulag 
Lexicon” János Rózsás’s compilation of a great breadth of resources published in 2000, 
have not occurred in Transylvania. A compendium of names of former inmates is under-
way however, with decades of work János Kristóf Murádin has collected the names of 
over 700 Hungarians from Cluj who were amongst the 5000 deported in 1944. 
Keeping this in mind it is a significant accomplishment that the names of 700 Hungarian 
civilians deported in autumn of 1944 from Torda have been assembled. This happened 
on the initiative of the late József Pataky, the former president of the Torda Military Tra-
ditionalist Committee.
Actions such as these help the preservation of collective memories of the tragic events 
seven decades ago, and their incorporation into public knowledge. As this topic was 
banned under communism, it must be ‘smuggled’ back into society’s memory. As part 
of our history, this is part of our national identity. Historical appraisals, academic pa-
pers, articles and history books as well as the publically available lists of names, coupled 
with the public monuments increasingly appearing throughout Transylvania, serve both 
a way to remember and as a reminder.
740 Ich weiß, daß du mein Vater bist, aber ich kenne dich nicht”. Erzählungen von Rußlanddeportierten 

[I know you are my father but I don’t know you. Memories of people deported to Russia]. Kultur und 
Erwachsenenbildungsverein „Deutsche Vortragsreihe Reschitza”, Reşiţa, 1995.

741 Radosav, Doru: Donbas. O istorie deportată [Donbass, the history of a deportation]. Ravensburg, 1994.
742 Betea, Lavinia – Diac, Cristina – Răzvan, Florin – Ilarion Ţiu, Mihai: Lungul drum spre nicăieri. 

Germanii din România deportaţi în URSS [Long road to nothing. Romanian Germans deported to the 
Soviet Union]. Editura Cetatea de Scaun, Târgovişte, 2012.

743 Rusnac, Mircea: Deportarea germanilor în Uniunea Sovietică (1945). Cu referire specială la Banat [The 
deportation of Germans to the Soviet Union (1945) with an emphasis on the Bánság region]. AGERO 
Stuttgart-Deutsch-Rumänischer Verein e.V. Stuttgart.

 https://istoriabanatului.wordpress.com/2009/06/17/mircea-rusnac-deportarea-germanilor-in-uniunea-so-
vietica-1945-cu-referire-speciala-la-banat/ (Accessed: 11 Oct 2014)

744 Aioanei, Constantin – Troncotă, Cristian: Minoritatea germană din România, o privire istorică [German 
ethnic minority of Romania, a historical overview]. In: Magazin Istoric (Bukarest), 1995, 1., 56–60.
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Interestingly, public monuments about 
the deportations were first built during 
communist times. Specifically, a monu-
ment which aims to preserve the mem-
ory of deported Banat Swabians in 
Bacova, in Temes County. The monu-
ment was erected in 1986 in the town’s 
cemetery for the 200-year anniversary of 
the Swabian settlement of the town. The 
gate-like monument preserves the mem-
ory of 438 Swabian residents deported 
to the Donbass coal pits and the 57 in-
dividuals amongst them that died there.
After the regime change, more and more 
monuments appeared. The “Malen-
ky Robot” of Hungarian civilians was 
first commemorated in the Torda Cen-
tral Cemetery in the form of an erect-
ed headboard. However, even then 
they dared not write more on the small 
marble plaque than the year in which it 
was raised (1995) and that it was erect-
ed in the memory of victims of the Sec-
ond World War. Almost 20 years later, 
in October of 2014, the monument was 
supplemented with the names of the 700 
deportees and the 216 victims on granite 
blocks and a bilingual memorial tablet 
in a ceremony. The plaque now open-
ly speaks about the deportation of the 
Hungarian citizens of Torda, erected un-
der the benevolent auspices of the Tor-
da Military Traditionalist Committee745.

The deportation of Germans in 1945 is better known in Romania, probably due to the 
larger scale of the deportation. After the downfall of the communist system, on 14 Oc-
tober 1995 a large monument commemorating the 39 camps in the Soviet Union to 
which Germans were deported was erected at a principal location of the atrocities, 
Reșița. In Județul Caraș-Severin county, the main location of the deportation of Banat 
Swabians, Hans Stendls monument was erected in the county seat’s Cărăşana park.  

745 The memorial provoked quite loud media response. See: Nagy-Hintós, Diana: Sorsfordító tragédiákra és 
azok áldozataira emlékeztek Tordán. Szabadság-online (6 Oct 2014) http://www.szabadsag.ro/szabad-
sag/servlet/szabadsag/template/article%2CPMainArticleScreen.vm/id/4529 (Accessed: 22 Oct 2014)

 A tordai csatára emlékeztek. Honvédelem-portál (5 Oct 2014)
 http://www.honvedelem.hu/cikk/46860_a_tordai_csatara_emlekeztek (Accessed: 22 Oct 2014)
 Sírjaik hol domborulnak? Duna TV (5 Oct 2014) http://www.mediaklikk.hu/musor/sirjaikholdomborul-

nak/ (Accessed: 22 Oct 2014)

Memorial of the deportation of Hungarians 
from Torda, after its inauguration. Erected by 
the Committee for the Preservation of Military 

Traditions from Torda, on 4 October 2014. It has 
the names of the 216 civilian Hungarians from 

Torda who died in Soviet captivity – Torda, 
central Hungarian cemetery. (Source: Dr. Cech, 
Vilmos – Józsa, István Lajos – Kékkői, Károly: 

The Activities of Committee for the Preservation 
of Military Traditions from Torda (THHB). In: 

Acta Universitatis Sapientiae European and 
Regional Studies. Scientific Journal of Sapientia 
University, vol. 7, 2015/1, Sapientia Hungarian 
University of Transylvania, Scientia Publishing 

House, Cluj-Napoca (Kolozsvár), 2015.
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A bilingual, German and Romanian sign bears witness that the monument was built 
in the memory of the victims deported to Russia and the time in which it happened:
În amintirea victimelor deportării în Rusia 1945-1950; Zum Gedenken an die Opfer der Depor-
tation nach Russland 1945-1950. 
This can be considered the most important monument with regards to the deportation 
of Germans in Romania. Here every year on 19 January, on the anniversary of the trag-
ic event, the Democratic Forum of Germans in Romania hold a vigil with the dwindling 
number of survivors. 
A new development is the monument erected in Satu Mare County in the memory 
of the mostly Hungarian speaking Swabian deportees. In the vicinity of the Roma-
nian Hungarian border, in the Carei area of Satu Mare County, Sanislău was strong-
ly impacted by the deportations. Out of 400 residents who were taken to forced labour 
camps in January of 1945, many were Hungarian and Romanian, thus all three ethnic 
groups suffered. A reminder of this can be found on the local Roman Catholic temple, 
the trilingual monument erected on the 6th of October 2013: 
Au suferit fără să aibă vreo vină; Sie mussten büssen ohne zu sündigen; El nem követett bűnökért 
szenvedtek (they had to suffer for crimes they did not commit).
The Democratic Forum of Germans in Ro-
mania’s North Transylvanian committee ini-
tiated the creation of the monument, which 
was financed by the Sanislău local govern-
ment and the donations of the descendants 
of those deported746. On the two black mar-
ble plaques are the names of the deportees.
As the monuments spread, it became timeli-
er that a monument remind the community 
of the Malenky Robot that lead to the depor-
tation of the Hungarian civil population in 
Cluj in autumn of 1944. In all of Transylva-
nia, the largest number of Hungarian de-
portees came from this city, 5000 to be 
precise. On the seventieth anniversary, 
the 9th of September of 2014, the Commit-
tee in the Memory of Soviet deportations 
was formed, which was integrated by 
Transylvanian Hungarian intellectuals, 
historians, teachers and editors, as well 
as institutional representatives. Institu-
tional participants included the Sapien-
tia Transylvanian Hungarian University, 
the Transylvanian Evangelical-Lutheran 
Church, Cluj’s Hungarian members of the 
city council, amongst others.

746 Memorial of deportees in Szaniszló. Nagykároly.ro, 24 Sept 2013 http://nagykaroly.szatmar.ro/Deportalt-
emlekmu_Szaniszlon/hirek/43851&cat_id=222 (Accessed: 17 Nov 2014); Tőtös Tímea: Memorial of peo-
ple deporteed from Szaniszló. Szatmári Friss Újság (Szatmárnémeti), 7 Oct 2013 http://www.frissujsag.ro/
emlekmu-a-szaniszloi-deportaltaknak/ (Accessed: 17 Nov 2014).

Memorial plaque of the deportation of 
Hungarians from Cluj-Napoca (Kolozsvár). 

Erected by: the Memorial Committee for Soviet 
Deportations and the Evangelical-Lutheran 

Bishopric of Cluj-Napoca (Kolozsvár) on 
14 October 2014. Photo: Gergely, Zoltán – 

Kolozsvár, Házsongárd cemetery, Lutheran 
graveyard. (Source: https://hu.wikipedia.
org/wiki/M%C3%A1lenkij_robot#/media/

File:M%C3%A1lenykij-robot-Kv%C3%A1r.jpg)
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The Memory Committee, together with the Evangelical-Lutheran church, erected a 
plaque on the 14th of October 2014 in the Házsongárdi cemetery in Cluj. A trilingual 
(Hungarian, Romanian and German) text indicates that it was erected in the memory of 
the 5000 male civilians from Cluj deported in October 1944. The city’s Hungarian com-
munity was highly involved in the events surrounding the erection of the monument. 
Together with the Faculty of Arts and Sciences of the Sapientia Transylvanian Hungar-
ian University in Cluj, a large scale international conference was hosted from the 16th-
19th October 2014. Other contributors included Miskolc based International Association 
of Gulag Researchers and Szerencs City’s Ethnic German Local Government. The con-
ference was titled “The Soviet Deportations in the Carpathian basin 1944-1945: Conference 
on the memorial year of Malenky robot”. It was held in both English and Hungarian and 
drew the attention of both a national and international public747.
The Hungarian government ruled (1009/2015. I. 20.) to make 2015 the memorial year 
of forced labour and political prisoners deported to the Soviet Union. Within the aus-
pices of this decision, the government is planning to create a museum-like permanent 
collection on the topic of the 1944-1945 civilian deportations. This will be housed in 
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences of the Sapientia Transylvanian Hungarian Universi-
ty in Cluj. Articles on display at the exhibition include survivor’s memorabilia, tools 
brought home from camps, contemporary documents, diaries and unpublished mem-
oirs. Moreover, a documentary film will be created with surviving former prisoners 
and eyewitnesses, and their family.
It thus seems that slowly things are coming into place, and the innocent victims that 
were denied, ignored and almost forgotten under communist times will finally gain 
their rightful place in the memory of the nation.

747 The plaque inaugurating event that drew a large audience and the international conference got a lot of 
media attention. See: 

 Szeghő Patrik: Konferencia: Szovjet deportálások a Kárpát-medencében 1944-1945-ben. Újkor.hu (13 Oct 
2014) http://ujkor.hu/szovjet-deportalasok-a-karpat-medenceben (Accessed: 30 Oct 2014)

 Konferencia kezdődik Kolozsváron a Gulágról. Maszol.ro (15 Oct 2014)
 http://www.maszol.ro/index.php/kultura/36984-konferencia-kezdodik-kolozsvaron-a-gulagrol (Ac-

cessed: 30 Oct 2014)
 Nagy-Hintós Diána: Emléktábla a Kolozsvárról elhurcolt ötezer magyar férfinak – Rendezvénysorozat 

a Málenkij Robot emlékév keretében. Nemzeti Emlékezet Bizottsága (15 Oct 2014) http://www.neb.hu/
kitekinto_hun_2.html (Accessed: 30 Oct 2014)

 A deportálásokra emlékeznek Kolozsváron. Krónika on-line (17 Oct 2014)
 http://www.kronika.ro/erdelyi-hirek/a-deportalasokra-emlekeznek-kolozsvaron (Accessed: 30 Oct 2014)
 Konferenciát tartottak Kolozsváron a 70 éve Szovjetunióba hurcolt civilek emlékére. Szabadság on-line 

(18 Oct 2014)
 http://www.szabadsag.ro/szabadsag/servlet/szabadsag/template/article%2CPArticleScreen.vm/

id/108804 (Accessed: 30 Oct 2014)
 Konferenciát tartottak Kolozsváron a 70 éve Szovjetunióba hurcolt civilek emlékére. MTI-hirado.hu. (19 

Oct 2014) http://www.hirado.hu/2014/10/19/konferenciat-tartottak-kolozsvaron-a-70-eve-szovjetunio-
ba-hurcolt-civilek-emlekere/ (Accessed: 30 Oct 2014)

 F. J.: MÁLENKIJ ROBOT. Miért éppen Kolozsvárról hurcolták el a legtöbb erdélyit a szovjet lágerekbe? 
Tisza.News.hu. (22 Oct 2014) http://tiszanews.org.ua/?module=news&&target=get&id=5908 (Accessed: 
30 Oct 2014)
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OTHER ACTIONS AND MEASURES WITH FATALITIES 
AGAINST GERMANS AND HUNGARIANS, 

NOT LINKED TO “MALENKY ROBOT”
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Felvidék (Czechoslovakia)
László Deák 

Deportation and forced labour of the Hungarian ethnic minority from 
Felvidék/Upper Hungary to Bohemia and Moravia, 1945-1949

The deportation and forced labour of the Hungarian ethnic minority from the Felvidék 
to Bohemia and Moravia started in 1945. The first step in the implementation for Prague 
was to have the appropriate legal environment established. The fundament of the dis-
criminative Benes Decrees and the orders of the Slovakian National Council is the Kosice 
government program, that opened a new chapter in the history of the miscarriage of jus-
tice of the national minorities living inside the borders of the Czech Republic. Its intellec-
tual author was Klement Gottwald. The content was approved in its original form by the 
London representatives of the Czechoslovakian emigration in Moscow, in March 1945. 
The official ratification and publication of the government program took place in Kosice 
on 5 April 1945 in the framework of the meeting of the new Czechoslovakian government 
that was formed by the London and Moscow emigration, and the national resistants.748 
Applying the principles of collective responsibility and guilt not only Germans, but Hun-
garians were also accused of being war criminals and of smashing the republic. The po-
litical manoeuvres of the Benes diplomacy and the Soviet Central European interest of 
powers managed to make the winning western great powers forget the war crimes of the 
Tiso-like fascist Slovakian state – as the unconditional ally of the Nazi Germany – car-
ried out against humanity between 1939 and 1945, and the Jewish codex with its con-
sequences after its publication in 1941. Historical amnesty elevated Slovakia as part of 
Czechoslovakia to the line of impeccable winners, and remembers the independent Slo-
vakia between 1939 and 1945 as the innocent hostage of the ’few fascists’ gaining politi-
cal power. In the light of these; and being aware of the course of events in the time period 
discussed, it is necessary to rethink both the idea of guilt and the identity of the guilty.749

It is points VIII., XI. and XV. of the 16 chapter Kosice government program that deal 
mainly with the questions regarding the Hungarian and German nationalities. Chap-
ter VIII. stated the deprivation of the citizenship of the Hungarian and German ethnici-
ties. Only those were exceptions who could give proof of their ’anti-fascist past’. Officially, 
though, no official organisation was commissioned to carry out the investigation of this 
’past’. At the full „depuration” of the administration of the non-Slavic elements the docu-
ment overwrote the mentioned anti-fascist exception. Point XI. ordered the immediate sei-
zure without compensation of all the lands that were in German or Hungarian ownership 
concerning all the German and Hungarian persons without any regards to their citizen-
ship.750 Chapter XV. envisioned the shutting down of the minority schools.751

748 Janics, Kálmán: A kassai kormányprogram és a magyarság „kollektív bűnössége”. [The Kosice 
government program and the „collective guilt” of Hungarians]. Pannónia, Bratislava, 1993. 5.

749 Fehér, Csaba: Magyar kálvária 1945–1948 [Hungarian calvary 1945–1948]. Publication of the Museum of 
Hungarian Culture and Danube Region in Komárno, and the Regional Education Centre in Nové Zámky, 
Komárno, 2005. 11–12.

750 Vígh, Károly: A szlovákiai magyarság kálváriája 1945–1948. [Calvary of the Hungarians in Slovakia 1945–
1948]. Püski Publishing house, Budapest, 1998. 35–37.

751 Chapter XV of the government program only ordered the shutting down of the German schools, but 
because of the measures of the highly extremist, Hungary opposing executive authorities, the Hungarian 
schools were actually shut down unlawfully even according to the related order of the Kosice government 
program too. The memorandum compiled in 1944 with the aim of establishing a homogeneous 
Czechoslovakian nation state destined the Hungarian public schools for closure. (Vígh.: A szlovákiai 
magyarság kálváriája 1945–1948, p 38.) 
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The notorious presidential decree no.33 wished to arrange the Czechoslovakian citizen-
ship of people with German and Hungarian ethnicity. This came to effect on 10 August 
1945, and applying the principle of the collective responsibility it made both the Czech-
oslovakian Germans and Hungarians homeless.752 According to the decree, all of those 
people who obtained their German or Hungarian citizenship following 02 November 
1938, lost their Czechoslovakian citizenship on the same day. The order did not apply to 
those German and Hungarian people who declared to be Czech or Slovakian at the time 
when the Czechoslovakian Republic was in increased danger. All of those Czech or Slo-
vakian nationality inhabitants who declared to be German or Hungarian by necessity in 
the mentioned period did not lose their citizenship in case they received the order of na-
tional reliability issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs from the national committee 
of the district. The decree was in diametrical opposition with the Statute of the United 
Nations; by taking their citizenship away these members of the German and Hungarian 
communities were deprived of their fundamental human rights, causing immeasurable 
damage in both the moral and economic senses. The contents of the presidential decree 
make an everlasting spot of plague on the Czechoslovakian legislation.753

It can be considered a general phenomenon in history that the governments of the states 
at war order generally applicable communal work among the adult population after the 
war conflict is over in order to successfully carry out the tasks related to the necessary 
restoration and reconstruction process. The Czechoslovakian government first discussed 
plans for general communal work that is built on volunteering in Kosice during its meet-
ings on 4 and 7 May 1945. It was during these meetings that Jozef Šoltész, then Minis-
ter of Social Affairs and Labour first came up with the idea of the possibility of using 
force, the implementation of which was later, during the discussion in Prague, limited 
to the non-Slavic elements of the republic, that is to the German and Hungarian popula-
tion. According to the official standpoint the Germans and Hungarians expelled from their 
workplaces could be considered shirkers, and, based on the principle of „he who does not 
work, neither shall he eat” it was necessary to force them to carry out community work.754

One tool for forcing was ‘concentration’, that meant the placement of the men of employ-
able age in camps, that altogether served as intimidation against those family members 
who remained at home. According to the preliminary plans, the forced community work 
was going to be a measure of internal affairs and the police, so the selection, transpor-
tation and control of community workers was the authority and task of the police. Such 
centralisation of the community workers was supported by the Ministry of Defence too, 
saying, that the German and Hungarian minorities were the members of nations that sur-
rendered unconditionally, they are not defended by neither national, nor foreign legal 

752 According to constitutional decree No.33/1945 the German and Hungarian national minorities lost their 
Czechoslovakian citizenship on 10 August 1945. Their employment was ordered by Act No. 37, signed 
on 25 August 1945 by the competent body, as follows: German and Hungarian people who lost their 
Czechoslovakian citizenship were not affected by Act 333 of 1939 on the employment of foreigners but 
presidential decree No. 88 of 1945, under which they are subject to general obligation to work. (Edvard 
Beneš elnöki dekrétumai, avagy a magyarok és a németek jogfosztása. [Presidential decrees of Edvard 
Beneš, or the deprivation of rights of the Hungarians and Germans.] Editor: János Kövesdi –Judit Mayer. 
Pannónia Publishing house, Bratislava, 1996. 248.)

753 Edvard Beneš elnöki dekrétumai … p. 90–91.
754 Katalin Vadkerty: A deportálások – A szlovákiai magyarok csehországi kényszerközmunkája 1945–1948 

[Deportations – Forced community work of the Slovakian Hungarians in Czechoslovakia 1945-1948]. 
Bratislava: Kalligram, 11.1996
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norms. This is how the idea was born to have the Hungarian labour force relocated with 
the entire families and for good to the Czech parts of the country, preferably to such an 
environment, where their assimilation shall be the fastest possible.755

The forced community work in autumn 1945 and winter 1946-1947 of the Hungarians 
from the Felvidék was ordained by the presidential decree no. 88 signed on 1 October 
1945. This time it brought the statute-labour in effect to the whole area of Czechoslova-
kia.756 Based on § 1. all employable men between the ages of 16 and 55, and all employa-
ble women between the ages of 18 and 45 could be ordered to carry out community work 
that had been qualified as urgent. The exception was made up of the members of dele-
gations, those doing their military service, and those, who, continuing their earlier activ-
ities or staying in their original places, served the public interest. Furthermore, students 
of colleges with a valid academic status, and secondary and vocational school students 
got exempt from the burden of statute labour. Besides all of these people, pregnant wom-
en from the 3rd month of the pregnancy until their new-born is 3 months old; women who 
raised at least one child younger than 15, and finally women who were the only adult 
of the house and looked after at least one other person were also exceptions. The decree 
came into effect on the day it was announced. Any behaviour against the implementing 
provisions could bring about a financial penalty between 10,000–100,000 crowns.757

According to the decree, first the unemployed people were to be ordered to carry out 
community work. Professional workers, handicraftsmen, industrialists and the other 
freelancers could only be obliged to do community work in case there was a greater la-
bour shortage, and only with the prior consent of their employers. Their suitability and 
health condition was certified by a doctor. The length of the work is one year, that might 
be prolonged once, by 6 months. Community workers were directed to the closest work-
place to their homes by the district labour safety office. The new employer is obliged to 
refund the costs of travel.758

Based on the agreement of the Czech and Slovakian internal authorities ten thousand 
Hungarian men were made to help in the harvesting tasks in the Czech parts of the coun-
try in autumn 1945. According to the orders of the Commissioned Office of Internal Af-
fairs signed on 18 October 1945 the community work of the Hungarian population in 
Bohemia had to be synchronized with the internal deployment plan of Slovakia with re-
spect to the colonization of the southern districts. In order to participate successfully – as 
the gesture of confidence of the Czech party – the name list of those assigned for commu-
nity work was also sent to Slovakian Deployment Office. At that time the option for the 
755 Ibid 11–12.
756 Presidential decree No. 88/1945 was signed on 19 September 1945 was preceded by presidential decree No. 

71 that ’only’ enforced the obligation to work for those people who lost their Czechoslovakian citizenship 
in the Czech parts of the country. In an effort to eliminate the damages of the war and to restore the 
buildings all of those people were considered fit to work who, based on presidential decree No. 33/1945, 
signed on 2 August had lost their Czechoslovakian citizenship. According to the third paragraph of § 1 
the Interior and Foreign Ministries had worked out separate directives in order to determine the possible 
obligation to work of that part of the German and Hungarian nationality population who were not 
affected by presidential decree No. 33.

 According to § 2 people with permanent physical or mental disadvantages, pregnant women starting 
with month 4, women within 6 weeks after giving birth and women who raised at least one child under 
the age of 6 were exempt from the general obligation to work. (Beneš-dekrétumok és a magyar kérdés 
1945–1948 [The Benes Decrees and the Hungarian question 1945-1948.] Editor: Árpád Popély – Šutaj, 
Štefan – László Szarka. Attraktor. Máriabesnyő-Gödöllő, 2007. 193–194.)

757 Beneš-dekrétumok és a magyar kérdés… p 200–206.
758 Vadkerty, Katalin: A deportálások … 13.
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Hungarian community workers to return to their homes was raised, but only after the 
final settlement of the Hungarian issue. Cooperation between the Czech and Slovakian 
parties was quite erratic in solving this problem in autumn 1945. The family members of 
the Hungarian men who were assigned to carry out community work were named as the 
main obstacles of the internal colonization ideas of the Slovak people. As a solution they 
envisioned the relocation of the family members who remained at home to other Hun-
garian families in such a way that the empty houses that were left over were to be oc-
cupied by the settled Slovakian colonists. This is the idea along which the true intention 
came to light: to finally relocate the Hungarian population and to seize all their wealth.759 
The gathering of those affected by the forced community labour was only carried out via 
written orders. In these cases, a task-force consisting of a gendarme, a police officer and a 
civilian person accompanied the selected people to the place of gathering. Many of these 
people only learned here that they will have to stay away from their families and homes 
for a longer time. In smaller villages and settlements, the gathering of men between the 
ages of 18 and 50 was accompanied by drumming. The president of the committee han-
dling the regrouping of those present was usually an army officer, who officially stated 
the aim of the recruitment, and gave permission for the family members to supply their 
folks with clothes and food. They then walked down to the train station in military cus-
tody, their loved ones could follow them from a few meters behind. Following this the 
men ordered to carry out community work were commanded inside of trains, around 40-
50 people were cramped inside one wagon.760

Several documents prove that the person accompanying those ordered to do communi-
ty work were authorised to use their weapons. Such an incident took place in the Komar-
no district too, following which the Soviet commander prevented the Hungarians from 
being transported. In Szete village of the Léva district 42 men were ordered to do com-
munity work. The leader of the military unit who was responsible for managing the re-
cruitment appointed 5 Slovakian civilians to take care of the task, and also gave 15 bullets 
with a gun to their appointed commander, a man called B.K. One of the lined-up Hun-
garians, referring to his afflictions he suffered during the war openly resisted the actions 
of the „police force”. His disobedience ended in a brawl, as a consequence of which one 
of the Slovakian persons with a gun, (K. R.), injured two men with his weapon: he shot 
S.M. in the stomach, and J. S. in the leg. The condition of the injured was serious, but the 
report only mentioned the need of home care. The transportation of the other 40 people 
took place after this incident.761

The journey to the Czech parts of the country took an average 3-5 days, the necessary 
medical examination to certify the working capacity was carried out on the train. This is 
another fact to prove the deprivation of all the rights of those deported. The trains car-
ried people to do community work in Prague, Kolín, Jičín, Tábor, Benešov, Pilzen, Par-
dubice, České Budęjovice, Ostrava, Milevsko and Zlín. At the final stations, real slave 
markets formed where the Czech masters could pick workers to their liking from the  
human cargo.762

759 Vadkerty, Katalin: A kitelepítéstől a reszlovakizációig – Trilógia a csehszlovákiai magyarság 1945–1948 
közötti történetéről. [From deportation to reslovakianisation – A triology on the history of Hungarians in 
Czechoslovakia between 1945 and 1948]. Kalligram Publishing House, Bratislava, 2007. 22–23.

760 Ibid 23.
761 VADKERTY, Katalin: A kitelepítéstől … 14–15.
762 VADKERTY, Katalin: A kitelepítéstől … 24.
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A significant part of the Hungarian community workers worked with livestock from 
5:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. according to the local custom. They did not get any payment, and 
the quality of their catering depended heavily on the kindliness of their new „hosts”. 
Their everyday lives were pervaded by the thought of returning home as soon as possi-
ble, especially before Christmas 1945. This was the reason for their decreasing willing-
ness to work that was experienced by the Czech farmers with incomprehension as the 
offices promised that they will have a permanent work force. The majority of them were 
understanding though, and many Hungarian groups could go home with a permission. 
For those who did not get any empathy, escape could mean the solution. The name list 
of the Hungarian escapee community workers was conducted by the Czech district 
labour offices in the first days of December, 1945. To accomplish the refoulment of 
the affected people the support of the locally competent district offices was request-
ed with reference to the catastrophic lack of work force763 due to the relocation of the 
Germans. The implementation of this was suspended until the signing of the popu-
lation exchange agreement.764

In his writing “Memorandum about the situation of Hungarians in Czechoslovakia” that 
was completed in October 1945 Rezső Peéry was reporting about the persecution, intern-
ing and deportation of Hungarians from the Felvidék in harsh conditions; as of predict-
ing the catastrophe that was imminent. „Several tragic cases prove the lack of medical 
care for the deported. It shall be expected that the death rate will dramatically increase 
during the autumn months. The deceased of the cartridge factory camp are gnawed be-
yond recognition by the rats of the camp. The dead are buried in bedsheets. Neither the 
interned nor the contained people can get any spiritual care in their mother tongue.”765

According to the report of the Social Affairs Commission Office on 5 December, 1945, 
9247 Hungarians were transported to Czechoslovakia between September and 1 Decem-
ber 1945: 4337 were agricultural workers, 4728 independent farmers, 35 servants, 3 foot-
men, and 144 household employees. The report does not mention the representatives of 
the Hungarian intellectuals, the compilers must have listed them among the agricultur-
al workers. The official Slovakian authorities interpreted the deportation of Hungarian 
men in autumn 1945 as an ’outstanding political event’, not even mentioning all the fear 
and insecurity the actions brought about among the members of Hungarian minorities 
in the southern parts of the Felvidék.766

763 According to Augustin Kliment – the communist representative of the Constituent Assembly – around 
300,000 workers from the Czech industry, 50,000 from the building industry and 200,000 from the 
agriculture were missing, thus the labour shortage in the whole of Czechoslovakia was quoted as 550 
thousand people. (Šutaj, Štefan: Magyarok Csehszlovákiában 1945–1948 között: tanulmányok a beneši 
dekrétumokról, a csehországi deportálásokról és a lakosságcseréről [Hungarians in Czechoslovakia 
between 1945 and 1948: studies on the Benes decrees and the deportations and population exchange in 
Czechoslovakia.] With the afterword of László Szarka; Lucidus Publishing house, Budapest, 2008. 90.) 
These data pertain to year 1946, but as a result of the shortness of the investigated period they can be 
considered relevant for the whole of the period.

764 VADKERTY, Katalin: A kitelepítéstől … 24.
765 „Hívebb emlékezésül…”: csehszlovákiai magyar emlékiratok és egyéb dokumentumok a jogfosztottság 

éveiből, 1945–1948 [’Remembrance…’: Czechoslovakian and Hungarian memoires and other documents 
from the years of deprivation of rights, 1945–1948]. Compiled by, and the foreword, chronology and notes 
written by László Tóth; Kalligram Publishing house, Bratislava, 1995. 81.

766 VADKERTY, Katalin: A kitelepítéstől … 16.
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The open deprivation of human rights – by the Benes Decrees and the orders of the Slo-
vakian National Committee –, the deportation and usage of Hungarians in Czechoslova-
kia as hostages, and finally the disinterested behaviour of the great allies regarding the 
case of the Hungarians in the Felvidék altogether forced the Hungarian government to 
instigate discussion about the population exchange.767 
The agreement of the Czech and Hungarian population exchange was signed in Buda-
pest on 27 February 1946. The agreement settled in public awareness as a huge Czecho-
slovakian political success, thus resulting in consternation in Hungary and panic among 
the Hungarians living in the Felvidék.768 
The agreement seems to be quite disadvantageous and unilateral, as it gave the right for 
the Czechoslovakian party in its orders for recruiting Hungarian Slovaks from Hungary 
in a way that they were allowed to choose freely the people to be included in the popula-
tion exchange programme and who had to leave their homes.769

We can unquestionably mark the increase of the number of Slovakian people applying 
for the relocation as the main goal of the Czechoslovakian propaganda campaign con-
ducted in Hungary in spring 1946. The agitators mainly wanted to have an emotional 
impact, but their tactical repertoire included, besides the agricultural approach, the man-
ifestations of the tone of intimidation and coercion too.770 

767 Popély, Árpád: A lakosságcsere területi szempontjai és etnikai következményei [Territorial aspects 
and ethnical consequences of the population exchange]. In: „Vonatok északnak és délnek”. A második 
világháborút követő szlovák–magyar lakosságcsere története és következményei [„Trains heading North 
and South”. History and consequences of the Slovakian-Hungarian population exchange program 
following WWII]. Editor: Cecília Szederjesi. Nógrád County Archives. Salgótarján, 2010. 72–73.

768 The contents of the exchange agreement gave and still give reason for many arguments. Above the 
subordination – that was forced – we can have the conclusion that the Hungarian government did not give 
it too much thought and signed the agreement in the lack of a thorough investigation. Article V for example 
did not state that a producing peasant community could only be appointed for relocation as a group. Taking 
advantage of this, the Czechoslovakian party only appointed those members of the peasant communities 
who had immovable property registered on their names. Because of this, besides the head of the family, all 
the other family members had to move along. This deliberate tactic was aimed at decreasing the number of 
Hungarians staying in Upper Hungary. (Vígh: A szlovákiai magyarság … 91.)

 Article VIII sparked great shock from Hungarians as it states that the government of Hungary commits 
itself to receive people with Hungarian nationality and a permanent residency in Czechoslovakia 
who have been found guilty by the people’s court set up by Act No.33/1995 of the Slovakian National 
Committee above parity. (Beneš-dekrétumok és a magyar kérdés …235)

 Based on the data of Károly Vígh, following the Slovakian government organisations the district people’s 
courts listed 19,564 “great war criminals”, who, along with their family members added up to 73,187 
people. Besides this list, there were 1927 people on the list of “little war criminals”.

 Even Foreign Minister János Gyöngyösi, who signed the agreement was aware of the final goal of the 
population exchange program. In one of his speeches he said: “The Czechoslovakian people do not make 
a secret out of their intention of relocating integrated blocks, one particular ethnic borderland in here by 
the population exchange program…” (Vígh: A szlovákiai magyarság … 91-92.)

769 Cholnoky, Győző: Földönfutók: a Magyarországot érintő kényszertelepítések a II. világháború alatt és 
után. [Outlaws: forced relocation related to Hungary during and following WWII.] Lucidus Publishing 
house, Budapest, 2008. 54.

770 One of the main arguments of the propagandists was the catastrophic situation of economy in Hungary 
that finished WWII at the defeated side, that foreshadows the long term financial difficulties of the 
Slovakians unwilling to relocate. As an imminent threat, it was voiced from time to time that all Slovakians 
living in Hungary will be relocated even against their will. Whoever resists will only be authorised to 
carry a package of only 30 Kgs. (Vígh: A szlovákiai magyarság …134-135)
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According to the data of the Czechoslovakian Relocation Committee (CSÁB in Hungari-
an), as the result of the Hungarian recruitment action that lasted until 27 May 1946 – and 
that was officially provided by the population exchange agreement – 90,090 people with 
Slovakian nationality wished to take the opportunity of being relocated to Czechoslova-
kia. This number gradually increased with another 7520 people in the framework of an 
additional recruitment action until June 1946. The full name list was handed over to the 
Hungarian government by the representatives of CSÁB on 27 June 1946.771

The Slovakian authorities, regarding the internal settlement of the case of the Hungari-
ans, besides the deportation of the Hungarian ethnic minority from the Felvidék to Bo-
hemia, saw another plausible alternative in the implementation of the reslovakianisation 
campaign. According to the official standpoint, the measures taken to that effect could 
provide opportunity to regain Slovakian nationality for those who lost their Slovakian 
identity during the thousand-year-old existence of the Hungarian Kingdom. By spring 
1946 it became clear that the total elimination of the Hungarian ethnic minority residing 
in Czechoslovakia would not obtain the approval of the great powers. In the upcoming 
Peace Conference held in Paris, Prague aimed at making use of the outcome of reslo-
vakianisation as their argument to justify that after the population exchange program 
and the campaign of reslovakianisation, the population of the Hungarian minority in 
the Felvidék no longer exceeded 200,000 people. This way Prague intended to obtain a 
more favourable starting point for having the submitted Czechoslovakian motion car-
ried, concerning the legitimisation of total and unilateral deportation of the remaining 
Hungarian ethnicity.772 
On 17 June 1946 the Internal Affairs Commission issued a public notice of No. 20.000/1-
IV/1-1946 on the reslovakianisation of the population. In line with the notice, those res-
idents could sign up for Slovak nationality until 1 July 1946, who, on account of the 
presidential constitutional decree of No. 33/1945, meet the definition of belonging to the 
Hungarian ethnicity. The primary condition for having their application regarded pos-
itively was an anti-fascist past and their proof of loyalty to the Czechoslovakian Repub-
lic.773 In the hope of being exempt from forced resettlement and confiscation order until 
1 July 1946, 352,038 people applied for their reslovakianisation. Based on aggregated sta-
tistical data, 135,317 heads of families submitted their claims, and out of which, finally, 
326,679 people including family members were recognised as having Slovak nationality 
as opposed to 84,141 people whose applications were rejected.774

The Paris Peace Conference was held from 29 July to 15 October 1946. From a Hun-
garian point of view, the questions of Bratislava bridgehead, and besides the popula-
tion exchange agreement, of the unilateral forced resettlement of the above mentioned 
200,000 Hungarians in the Felvidék were key priorities. In relation to the decision made 
on the Bratislava bridgehead, Hungary was obliged to have three villages, namely, Hor-
vátjárfalu, Oroszvár, and Dunacsún transferred to Czechoslovakia. The new borderline 
would be set out from the Austrian-Hungarian-Czechoslovakian tri-border. The sluice 
system located on the confines of village Rajka would remain a Hungarian territory.775  

771 Cholnoky: Földönfutók … 54.
772 Cholnoky: Ibid 54
773 POLÁNYI, Imre: A szlovákiai magyarok helyzete 1944–1948 [The situation of the Hungarians in Slovakia 

1944-1948] JPTE BTK. Pécs, 1992. p. 49-50
774 Beneš-dekrétumok és a magyar kérdés … p. 257
775 The new Czechoslovakian-Hungarian borders have been established. In: Kis Újság. 6.10.1946
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The greatest Hungarian diplomatic success of the peace conference is attributed to prevent-
ing the unilateral expulsion of the Hungarian minority in the Felvidék from Czechoslovakia.776

Following the Paris Peace Conference the case of the Hungarians in the Felvidék lost its 
former importance shrinking to a peripheral problem in relation to the western as well 
as the eastern politics of power. The newly composed peace agreements did not oblige 
the small-scale allies having claimed victory to fully respect human rights. In the ensu-
ing period, after the deprivation of citizenship of the Hungarian ethnic minority living in 
the territories of Czechoslovakia, felt defenceless.777

Concerning the execution of the population exchange agreement signed on 27 February 
1946, the prevailing Czechoslovakian-Hungarian conflict of interest resulted in diplomatic 
freeze. The Hungarian government adopted delaying tactics identifying the elimination of 
the absence of rights of the Hungarian minority in the Felvidék as the precondition of the 
implementation of the exchange agreement. The procrastinative conduct described above 
impelled Prague to handle minority issues internally, in a more drastic manner.778

In terms of the population exchange agreement, the list containing the names of people 
to be relocated to Hungary was handed to the Hungarian party by the Czechoslovakian 
government on 26 August 1946, simultaneously with the events of the peace conference. 
In relation to Article 5 of the exchange agreement, the number of people assigned to re-
settlement, as regards Czechoslovakian data, were 105,047, and as for Hungarian data, 
the numbers amounted to 106,398 people. Based on Article 8, the complete list of names 
to be relocated including those expelled as war criminals contains over 181,000 names.779 
The Hungarian government did not accept the name list of war criminals and declared 
that they could not start the population exchange, furthermore, they demanded the annul-
ment of the agreement. In response to the Hungarian position, the Czechoslovakian party 
ordered the deportation of a part of the Hungarian population to Bohemia and Moravia.780

To justify the forced community work imposed on the Upper Hungarian minority in win-
ter 1946-47, it was the expulsion of the Sudeten Germans resulting in shortage of labour 
in Czechoslovakia which gave sufficient grounds for Prague. Slightly disguised, the real 
purpose was to eliminate the Hungarian ethnic communities located in border regions by 
“internal settlement.” The deportation of Germans from Czechoslovakia occurred much 
quicker than planned, and, as a result, carrying out the autumn harvesting tasks faced 
grave problems. Simultaneously, Julius Ďuris, the Czechoslovakian Minister of Agricul-
ture, in a controversial statement filled with over-heated nationalistic rhetoric declared that 
“the country must get rid of its enemies, but it is also necessary to find a solution to manag-
ing agricultural operations.” At this point, Ďuris, to resolve the difficulties, only proposed 
voluntary work opportunities.781

776 The speech of the Prime Minister and the Minister of the Foreign Affairs at the ceremonial reception of the 
peace delegation. In: Kis Újság. 10.10.1946

777 Kálmán, JANICS: A hontalanság évei [The years of statelessness. European Protestant Hungarian Free 
University (Bern)], Munich, 1979. p. 225

778 Vladimir Clementis, the Czechoslovakian Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, at the meeting of the Foreign 
Affairs Committee of the Prague Parliament held on 31 October 1946 asserted threatening the Hungarian 
government that though the Paris Peace Conference did not give its consents to the total expulsion of the 
Hungarian minority from Czechoslovakia, the “ultimate solution, in the worst-case scenario, can be dealt 
with by ourselves,” by which referring to a partial potential deportation of the Hungarian minority from 
Felvidék to Bohemia and Moravia. (K., Vígh: A szlovákiai magyarság kálváriája … p. 140)

779 Edvard Beneš presidential decrees… p. 336
780 K., VÍGH. A szlovákiai magyarság kálváriája … p. 140
781 VADKERTY, Katalin: A kitelepítéstől … p. 26
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On 16 July 1946 the Czechoslovakian government held negotiations on account of the 
implementation of the action plan entitled “Slovak farmers’ friendly aid to the Czech 
agriculture.” The Czechoslovakian government set the labour recruitment between the 
period of 22 July and 22 August 1946, appointing the Commissioned Office of Social Af-
fairs with the implementation, and assigning the right of control to the Ministry of the 
Interior. Soon the measures taken were extended to the southern frontier zone inhabited 
by Hungarians, by which authorisation was granted for recruiting Hungarians who had 
previously been deprived of their nationality. In accordance with the guiding principles, 
those Hungarians volunteering for community work would regain their Czechoslovaki-
an nationality, formerly lost on account of the Presidential Decree of No. 33/1945.782 The 
“friendly aid” resulted in the application of 200,000 Slovakian families taking up work 
in Bohemia and Moravia, however, the number of Hungarian volunteers, mainly reslo-
vakianised, was altogether 1,919, while other sources quote 1,932 people. The campaign 
organisers considered the low rate of the Hungarian volunteers, among others, a failure, 
for the majority of the Hungarian community workers started off alone, leaving their 
families behind, counting on a potential return to their homes.783 
Due to the passive resistance of the Hungarian population, the community work oppor-
tunities advertised on a voluntary basis did not deliver the expected results, therefore, 
the Commissioned Offices of Internal and Socials Affairs on the conference held in Brati-
slava on 6 and 7 August 1946, decided upon the imposition of coercion, yet solely regard-
ing the Hungarians in Slovakia. The Commissioned Office of Internal Affairs and the 
Slovakian Deployment Office were entrusted with the measures taken with respect to the 
elaboration of a detailed draft. The co-operation of the two bodies led to the composition 
of an internal circular No. P.V.−22061/I−III/4−1946., which addressed first, the Slovakian, 
and then, the Hungarian population, promoting the advantages of work opportunities 
in the Czech parts of the country. Coercion, at this point, was not materialised on paper 
yet, though it was already implemented in practice. To avoid mass resistance, during the 
days of recruitment public places could operate only on limited opening hours.784 
The deportation of Hungarians from the Felvidék to Bohemia and Moravia in winter 
1946-1947, approved by Prague, was implemented by the Slovakian Deployment Office 
on the basis of the principles of Internal Regulation No. 12.771-I/1−1946 of 4 November 
1946.785 The legal basis for the implementation of measures, besides the Czechoslovakian 
National Assembly passing the two-year plan on 28 October 1946 regarding the recon-
struction of the republic, in this case as well, was provided by the circumvention of the 
contents of the Presidential Decree of 88/1945.786 And, indeed, the Czechoslovakian au-
thorities, when assigning the Hungarian community workers, did not take the exemp-
tion criteria of the above mentioned decree in accordance with legislative measures into 
782 Ibid 18-19
783 Ibid 31
784 Ibid 32
785 According to the regulation, from 23 districts of Southern Slovakia – Somorja, Dunaszerdahely, Galánta, 

Vágsellye, Érsekújvár, Ógyalla, Komárom, Párkány, Zseliz, Verebély, Léva, Ipolyság, Kékkő, Losonc, 
Feled, Rimaszombat, Tornaalja, Rozsnyó, Szeps, Kassa, Tőketerebes, Királyhelmec, and Nagykapocs− , 
the reslovakianised, and any person of Hungarian ethnicity, except for those assigned for relocation in the 
population exchange agreement, can be ordained to do community work in Bohemia, who, on the basis of 
the Presidential Decree of 33/1945 lost its Czechoslovakian nationality (Beneš Decrees and the Hungarian 
question…p. 51)

786 Kálmán, JANICS: A hontalanság évei… p. 233
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account, thus skilled workers in agriculture and reconstruction − in the mining and food 
industry, transport and telecommunications − were not exempt from their community 
work duty. In addition, neither were people who performed tasks requiring special skills 
in public supply, such as tobacco, pepper, melon and vegetable gardeners.787

The Presidency of the Czechoslovak Communist Party conducted negotiations on 14 No-
vember 1946 about the forced community work of the Hungarian ethnic population. At 
the meeting, the Ministry of Social Affairs outlined two options: The first version max-
imised the headcount of the deported workforce in 15,000, while the second alternative 
linked the community work to the issue of Hungarians living in the Felvidék, and in this 
spirit, it had foreseen the relocation of entire families in order to eliminate the whole of 
the Hungarian ethnic group. Klement Gottwald proposed a phased plan backed by so-
cial-based motivation, and calculated with the dislocation of 50,000 families, that is, ap-
proximately 150,000 people. According to his concept, focusing on the better financial 
conditions offered by the Czech parts of the country, the relocation of Hungarians hav-
ing no significant assets would take place in the first phase, as lower resistance could be 
expected in their case, while the second stage would affect families with more signifi-
cant movable properties, whose defiance would be prevented by the confiscation of their 
property. The negotiations resulted in the Czechoslovak government establishing the 
Central Recruitment Committee on 19 November 1946, in which the Ministry of Social 
Affairs, the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of the Interior represented Prague’s 
interests, while the Slovak party was represented by the staff of their respective organi-
zations. The main task of the Commission was the coordination of the work of the – of-
ten competing – Czech and Slovak authorities.788

The second (1946-1947) wave of the Bohemian mass deportation of the Hungarians liv-
ing in the Felvidék began on 17 November 1946. Based on the spatial and temporal order 
of the deportation, predetermined by the Slovakian Deployment Office, the Slovakian ar-
my and gendarmerie surrounded the Hungarian-populated villages situated along the 
Danube. It was after this that the heads of families designated for agricultural work re-
ceived the decree containing their summons.789 For the time of the implementation of 
the forced transport a curfew came into effect. For those displaced, often there was on-
ly a few hours available for preparations. The head of the family designated for depor-
tation needed to bring his wife and children along. They were dispatched in cattle cars 
guarded by police forces.790 People resisting were dispatched tied up and beaten, ac-
cording to eyewitness description.791

787 VADKERTY, Katalin: A kitelepítéstől, p 47
788 Vadkerty K.: A deportálások… 24-25.
789 Families deemed for community work in Bohemia were informed about the further development of 

their destiny by a pamphlet titled “Instructions”. In terms of their content, several versions of this 
document existed simultaneously depending on the location and date. In terms of its structure, in 
addition to a list of acts providing the legal basis for the deportation, it included in most cases a 
description of the working conditions, the duration of the labour service, the list of the food and other 
items allowed to be brought along, mentioning the promise of the settlement of the citizenship, and 
the compensation in Bohemia for the property left behind. (Janics, K.: A hontalanság évei... p. 230 (The 
years of homelessness))

790 Vígh, K.: A szlovákiai magyarság… p. 141–142
791 Molnár, Imre – Varga, Kálmán: Hazahúzott a szülőföld (Visszaemlékezések, dokumentumok a 

szlovákiai magyarság Csehországba deportálásáról, 1945–1953). Püski Publishing house, Budapest, 
1992. p 24
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The Railway Track Directorate, responsible for the assembly, launch and arrival of the rail-
way trains, performed his duties from 6 October 1946 in cooperation with the Slovakian 
Deployment Office. The preparation of each transport took two weeks, and to minimize 
the possibility of speculation, the military asked for the names of the persons to be trans-
ported 18 days before the scheduled departure. The Railway Directorate, assessing the ca-
pacity, proposed the launch of trains of 90 freight cars to maintain the continuity of the 
transport. During the preparations the technical condition and load bearing capacity of the 
rails were mistakenly treated as a second-class problem by professionals, so adherence to 
schedule faced serious difficulties, which exponentially increased the misery of the trans-
ported Hungarian families.792

On the order of the Ministry of the Interior, the transport of the Hungarians forced to com-
munity work was secured by police forces. The Commissioned Office of Internal Affairs 
was responsible for managing the police forces serving on the territory of Slovakia, and the 
coordination of the Czech and Slovakian military units was the competence of the Minis-
try of Defence. Based on their original division of labour, the police had the task of main-
taining order and the monitoring of the properties left behind, while the soldiers were 
responsible for the “collection” of the the people summoned. Each assembled transport 
was accompanied by two armed soldiers and a policeman all the way to the destination, 
in most cases. Their daily allowance was 40 koruna. The authorities’ deployed represent-
atives were ordered to be energetic, courteous and consistent during the execution of 
their duties, and to refrain from any personal manifestation both in their behaviour and 
interaction with the Hungarians.793

The news of the deportations triggered panic in the circles of the Hungarian minority liv-
ing in fear anyway, so many people fled as a result, leaving their homes behind. The in-
habitants of villages along the border crossed the icy Danube fleeing to Hungary in boats. 
The Czechoslovak police forces had the right to use arms for the purpose of intimidation 
and detention of refugees. The wounded who were not willing to return to Czechoslovakia 
were treated in Hungary. The Slovak authorities had recorded only one case of death in the 
district of Somorja, which was mentioned as the “Gutor incident”. The Czechoslovak bor-
der guards reported that the refugees fleeing by boats had not turned back even after the 
verbal warning. Meanwhile the Hungarian border guards opened fire, which the Czecho-
slovak party claims to have only requited. Most of the boats landed in Hungary, with the 
exception of one boat that turned back and found her way ashore carrying Ferenc Sindler 
who lost his life as a result of a head shot.794

The Commissioned Office of Internal Affairs imposed enhanced security regulations and 
authorized the use of arms for the police forces. Contemporary police reports say that the 
use of weapons can be classified as self-defence or accidental usage. On 20 February 1947, 
a firefight took place in Darnya, where, according to official information, local people who 
previously fled to Hungary, crossed the Czechoslovak-Hungarian border, and from a high 
location in 1 km distance from the village opened fire on a group of policemen governing 
the implementation of the recruiting, who returned the fire. Several Hungarian attackers 
were wounded in the emerged shooting, but they returned to the other side of the border. 
Due to accidental use of arms occurred a tragedy in Mad, where one soldier, playing with 
his cocked gun in the presence of several young locals, committed negligent homicide.795

792 Vadkerty K.: A deportálások… p. 39
793 Vadkerty K.: A kitelepítéstől… p. 48-50
794 Vadkerty, Katalin: Magyar sors Csehszlovákiában 1945–1947 (Fate of the Hungarians in Czechoslovakia) 

In.: História. (History) 1997/2. p. 6
795 Vadkerty, K.: A kitelepítéstől… p. 50
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The contemporary foreign and Hungarian press reported about more deaths, but the 
Czechoslovak authorities recognized only cases recorded by the military. The gun went 
off frequently; a middle-aged Hungarian man was shot down in Szenc, without any pri-
or notice, simply because of drunk singing in the street in Hungarian.796

The reader gets an authentic picture of the deportations of the Hungarians living in 
the Felvidék, as well as of the history of their forced community work in Bohemia and 
Moravia only when we attach at least as much importance to human fates and circum-
stances as to the source value of law collections, investigative work and documents con-
taining statistical data. The Czechoslovak authorities reported about humane treatment 
in the coldest months of the decade between 1940 and 1950, when, in addition to the 
stormy wind, the temperature never exceeded the minus 10-12 °C during the day, after 
the 20-26 °C below zero at nights. A hell of a cold challenged both humans and the technol-
ogy. The first lieutenant gave news about crying women and almost freezing children in 
his report when the last transport was sent from Érsekújvár in December 1946. In the first 
weeks of January 1947, we get to know about the suffering of the deportees from Naszvad, 
Ímely, Ógyalla, Bagota and Bajcsi, and the fate of the young children wrapped in cheap 
clothes is the most moving in this case as well. The snowdrifts formed by the drifting snow 
were often the causes of other senseless ordeals. The open trucks carrying the deportees got 
bogged down on the road between Királyrév and Galánta. Help coming to rescue had no 
success either, so they were stranded on the road by noon next day. Children and women 
almost froze to death. The general protest that developed as a result of these circumstanc-
es led to a temporary halt of the recruitment on 27 February 1947.797

A group of Slovak MPs participating in the execution of the deportation had been advo-
cating for better conditions already at the end of 1946, but the Ministry of Transport, re-
ferring to the decisions issued on the meeting held in Ceska Trebova on 15-16 December 
1946, rejected the motion to better equip the trains. Under the new guidelines coming in-
to force in January 1947, the persons ordered to carry out community work in Bohemia 
were no longer allowed to take along their fire places and stoves, to which they still had 
the right in the final months of 1946.798 This provision of the Slovakian Deployment Of-
fice defended the interests and favoured the Slovak colonists and those of confidence, 
because it obliged the redeployed Hungarians to leave their homes behind in a state im-
mediately usable. The authorities asserted for the deportees that all trains had heated 
wagons, which was not true by any means. The trains launched from Érsekújvár’s mili-
tary district did not even have unheated passenger coaches, only cattle cars.799

The Czech farmers expected strong and healthy community workers to arrive, so they 
asked for medical checks of the people designated for community work. The mass exam-
inations exceeded the capacity of the district’s medical staff to carry out. In order to elim-
inate the doctor shortage, the Slovakian Deployment Office ordered the involvement of 
military doctors. The officials attributed the high proportion of the people declared unfit 
for work to the personal bias of the local doctors, that is why they considered necessary 
the use of military doctors.800

796 Vadkerty, K.: Magyar sors… p. 6
797 Vadkerty, K.: A deportálások… 40-41.
798 Šutaj, Š.: Magyarok Csehszlovákiában… p. 124–125
799 Vadkerty, K.: A kitelepítéstől… p. 53
800 Ibid p. 55
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From 15 January 1947, the Social Affairs Commission Office ordered the persons de-
clared unfit for work before a two-member medical audit committee. The doctors dele-
gated to conduct the audit carried out their tasks based on the paper published by the 
Public Health Commission Office.801 In the organisation of the forced community work 
of the Hungarian ethnic minority there was no clear agreement reached regarding the 
legal and financial implications of necessary health care in case of illness of those trans-
ported in unheated carriages; thus causing a number of disagreements. The Czech offi-
cials denied medical care on several occasions from Hungarian persons visiting them. 
Those incapable of working were classified into two categories in the Czech parts of 
the country: Those permanently unable to work due to their age or illness belonged 
in the first category, while those in need of temporary hospital treatment belonged to 
the second one. On the issue of the financial implications of the health care, the Czech 
public offices called upon the Slovak bodies to reimburse any eventual costs, citing the 
personal belongings and the real estates left behind by the Hungarians appointed for 
community work.802

The Czech employers and labour safety offices were reluctant to acknowledge the di-
agnosis of the medical officers conducting the tests. Social aid had not been disbursed 
even in the case of diseases associated with prolonged incapacity. The medical treat-
ment and medicines were free, but due to the poor quality of those, many purchased 
expensive medicines to ensure recovery; yet several people had lost their lives. Labour 
safety offices ordered an increasing number of Hungarian forced community labour-
ers to be sent back to Slovakia, based on the diagnosis of the medical officers. The Slo-
vakian Deployment Office had no opportunity to cover up the situation, but with the 
introduction of the return requests it significantly increased the duration of the admin-
istration. In most cases, the Slovak party did not deign to reply the requests, and in re-
sponse to urging Bohemian authorities it explained that the request had not arrived, so 
asked for its resubmission.803

The Hungarian forced community labourers deported to Bohemia and Moravia suffered 
severe psychological traumas besides the physical hardships. Priests and pastors repre-
senting the historic churches visited their supporters and fellow countrymen. Memoran-
dums and reports capturing these encounters had greatly contributed to the information 
of the national and international public. Kálmán Tóth protestant missionary priest esti-
mated that 1200 relocated families originated from his diocese, and their total head count, 
with people volunteered for community work, to be approximately 6000. He reported 
about the difficult situation of his followers, citing the low salaries, poor living condi-
tions, uncertain vision of the future, the bitterness and the generally troubled state of 
mind. Even families where there is no breadwinner able to work do not receive support. 

801 The illnesses were classified into two groups: 70 diagnoses in the first group entailed exemption, while 
the six in the second meant the establishment of the inability to be transported. The real aim of the 
medical audit committee’s operation was to reduce the rate of the ones unable to work, but the studies 
conducted unintentionally proved that for the most part behind the declaration of unfitness really there 
was poor health, rather than the solidarity of local doctors. Therefore, it can be overall stated that, despite 
the accusations of the Czech and Slovakian offices, most of the health professionals remained faithful to 
their Hippocratic oath. (Vadkerty, K.: A deportálások… p. 43–44)

802 Vadkerty, K.: A kitelepítéstől… p. 57-59
803 Ibid 58-59.
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During his stay in Bohemia Kálmán Tóth held services travelling 170 kilometres a 
day, totalling 20,000 km. In addition to the pastoral care of the deportees, he made ef-
forts to reduce the vulnerability of his followers by sending out circulars containing 
important information.804

In his reports, a Lutheran pastor mentioned the deportation of the non-re-Slovakianised 
Hungarians as revenge beyond doubt. Discussing the social conditions of the depor-
tees, he mentions three important factors affecting these: the employer, the former finan-
cial situation of the deported person or family, and the number of family members able 
to work. While those employed by state and church estates receive the benefits required 
by law, the situation of Hungarians working in medium estates depends on the owner 
of the estate. There were employers who demonstrated social sensitivity and empathy, 
however, the inhumane treatment was just as common. The reporting Lutheran pastor 
included the names of his followers and the Czech farmers in his writing. He repeated-
ly emphasized the suffering and bitterness caused by the memories of their homes left 
behind, which could be alleviated by the employer’s humane attitude to some extent.805 
From 22 December 1947, dr. Károly Pethő Catholic priest travelled through the dis-
tricts of Podborany, Zatec and part of Prestice. He established during his round-trip 
that the living conditions of the deported Hungarians are almost the same in the Czech 
and Moravian districts, but it is absolutely impossible to give a coherent picture about 
their situation. Though, social differences exist, their spiritual (cultural) life is almost 
the same everywhere. During the exploration of the housing conditions, of the 130 
dwellings viewed, 5 proved to be uninhabitable while the condition of the rest is con-
sidered to be objectionable from a health perspective. Hungarians are not allowed in-
to the better quality homes left behind by the deported German population. The report 
on the working conditions shows that the deportees are working under extremely dif-
ficult conditions. In most cases only heads of families possess permanent jobs. Before 
the onset of the winter every member of the family – even the mother – is working. In 
the summer period, the strenuous work starts at 4 in the morning and lasts until 1 in 
the morning. A large number of young people are diagnosed with tuberculosis. It is 
not considered a special case when a 21-year-old girl is employed at forest work sites. 
The wage of a deported Hungarian family – that the head of the family receives in most 
cases or the men most capable of work – constitutes of 90-100 kg of grain per month,1 
kg of lard and 1-2 litres of milk per day as benefits in kind, and 1000 Czech koruna per 
month. In most cases the wages were received, however, any additional emoluments 
depended on the goodwill of the host. Merchants often demonstrate discriminatory 
behaviour against the deportees, for example, in district Podborany the Hungarians 
may only buy on Saturdays. During his stay in Bohemia, dr. Károly Pethő also had 
come to the conclusion, that the pain and suffering of the deported Hungarians is re-
ally amplified by, in addition to the tangible, often catastrophic living conditions, the 
memories of the home left behind and the destruction of their lives built over decades.  

804 „Hívebb emlékezésül…”: csehszlovákiai magyar emlékiratok és egyéb dokumentumok a jogfosztottság 
éveiből, 1945–1948 [’Remembrance…’: Czechoslovakian and Hungarian memoires and other documents 
from the years of deprivation of rights, 1945–1948]. Compiled by, and the foreword, chronology and notes 
written by László TÓTH; Kalligram Publishing house, Bratislava, 1995. 201-203.

805 Ibid 215–217.
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It is increasingly difficult to bear the burden of their deportation, but they are not ready 
to lose hope of returning home. “If the Hungarian government does not act to have us 
transported home or to Hungary, then, even if everything we have is lost, we will solve 
the issue of our destiny.”806

The deportation of the Hungarian ethnic minority from Felvidék to Bohemia and Moravia 
was a trump card for Prague and Budapest alike, with regard to the start of the popula-
tion exchange. The Hungarian party identified the cessation of the deportations as the 
basic condition for the realization of the exchange of population, however, the Czecho-
slovak government showed no willingness to change its ethnic policy.807

According to the fifth paragraph of the Hungarian peace treaty adopted at the 1946 Paris 
Peace Conference, signed on 10 February 1947, Hungary is required to conduct bilateral 
negotiations with Czechoslovakia in order to settle the situation of the Hungarian ethnic 
minority not designated for relocation by the agreement on population exchange dated 
27 February 1946, having Czechoslovak postal address.808 In March 1947, representatives 
of the Czechoslovak and Hungarian parties have agreed on the continuation of the pop-
ulation exchange in April 1947. The talks were interrupted several times because of dis-
agreements arising from conflicts of interest, so the compilation of the first transport 
took place only on 12 April, 1947. The population exchange between Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary was carried on until 19 December 1947.809

Mass deportation was also a diplomatic weapon to extort the revision of the popula-
tion exchange. 99 days after its zealous beginning, the 1946-1947 winter deportation 
of Hungarian families living in the Felvidék suddenly ended without comment on 25 
February 1947 (on 27 February 1947, according to Katalin Vadkerty’s data). The dis-
tricts further to the east – Rozsnyó, Szepsi, Kassa, Királyhelmec and Nagykapos – ‹got 
spared›.810 In Prague’s opinion, however, the definitive solution to the minority issue 
was the final resettlement of the Hungarian forced community labourers in the Czech 
parts of the country. The Czechoslovak Government, citing the continuing severe la-
bour shortages, saw the solution in the extension of the community work’s duration. 
According to Czechoslovak lawyers, the Presidential Decree No. 71/1945 provided a 
legal basis for this, because the Hungarians worked in the post-war reconstruction of 
the agriculture, thus their working hours could be extended for an indefinite period. 
The Decree No. 231 of the Ministry of Social Affairs, issued on 12 September 1947 ex-
tended the “stay” of the Hungarians in Bohemia by six months, citing the Presiden-
tial Decree No. 88/1945.811

806 Hívebb emlékezésül… p. 226-232
807 Šutaj, Štefan – Sápos, Aranka: A magyar–csehszlovák lakosságcsere: előzmények és következmények 

[The population exchange between Czechoslovakia and Hungary: antecedents and consequences] In.: 
“Vonatok északnak és délnek”: a második világháborút követő szlovák–magyar lakosságcsere története 
és következményei [„Trains heading North and South”. History and consequences of the Slovakian-
Hungarian population exchange program following WWII]. (Assemb. and edit. Szederjesi, Cecília), 
Salgótarján, Nógrád Megyei Levéltár, 2010. p. 44

808 Beneš-dekrétumok és a magyar kérdés … p. 260 [The Benes Decrees and the Hungarian question p. 260]
809 Šutaj, Š. – Sápos, A.: A magyar–csehszlovák lakosságcsere… p. 45 [The population exchange between 

Czechoslovakia and Hungary]
810 Janics, K.: A hontalanság évei... p. 242-247 (The years of homelessness)
811 Vadkerty, K.: A kitelepítéstől… p. 90-91
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The majority of the Hungarians relocated to Bohemia and Moravia returned, though ille-
gally, to his homeland during 1947-1948. Authorized returnees arrived in the first months 
of 1949, within an organized framework. Czechoslovak efforts to disrupt the Hungarian 
ethnic block living in the southern border area of Felvidék had failed to achieve the de-
sired results.812

The deportation and the forced community work of Hungarians living in the Felvidék 
had claimed several human lives. Elderly and sick people, children and even infants had 
died during the transports under those inhuman conditions.813 In addition, the loading, 
the unloading and the transport itself were not free from tragedies. The break-up of fam-
ilies, the loss of hard-built homes often ended in nervous breakdown or suicide.814 
According to Károly Vígh, the total number of people deported to Bohemia and Moravia 
was close to 60,000 people.815 Based on the data of Katalin Vadkerty, between 19 Novem-
ber 1946 and 26 February 1947 11,568 economic units, that is, 43,546 people were reset-
tled. Of these, the estimated number of children younger than 6 years is 5422. The reports 
testify about 2154 families volunteering for community work and 2489 people, so the to-
tal number of families forced is estimated to have been 9610, with 41,640 persons con-
cerned. The forced community work affected 393 villages. The deported left behind 6,596 
houses and 14,149 cadastral acres of land.816

812 Beneš-dekrétumok és a magyar kérdés … p. 53 
813 Molnár, I. – Varga, K.: Hazahúzott a szülőföld… p. 24 
814 Vadkerty, K.: A kitelepítéstől… p. 53-54
815 Vígh, K.: A szlovákiai magyarság… p. 144
816 Vadkerty, K.: A kitelepítéstől… p. 54-55
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Sub-Carpathia (Soviet Union)
György Dupka 

NKVD order to filter out highly hazardous elements

In the previous chapter I dealt with the cruel retaliations and their consequences relat-
ed to the execution of orders No.0036 and No.7161, mainly those committed against the 
Hungarian and German population of Sub-Carpathia. However, the totalitarian regime 
started another operation aiming at the organization of the cleansing within the area con-
trolled by the 4th Ukrainian Front. Supported by Stalin, People’s Commissar of the Interi-
or Beria drew up and sent the order No. 0016 of the USSR NKVD dated on 11th January, 
1945817 to the Military Councils of the fronts. The order announced that the third “col-
lection” operation started in January-February, 1945 in Sub-Carpathia and in the neigh-
bouring Slovakian, Hungarian and Polish regions against the civilians staying at home. 
As I have mentioned above, Lieutenant-colonel Bljumin, the commander of NKVD Car-
pathian frontier regiment No.92, as a response to the previous NKVD directives, sent a 
report818 (Registry number: 00301. 11/01/1945) to Major General Fadeyev, the command-
er of the NKVD-quads, commander in charge with the control of the hinterland of the 4th 
Ukrainian Front days before the order No.0016 was put into force. He reported that his 
regiment, particularly the companies, officers, corporals were prepared, necessary mil-
itary vehicles were deployed, the watching of the facilities suitable for the detention of 
those arrested was strengthened etc. Besides Lieutenant-colonel Bljumin, the report was 
also signed by Major Smirnov, the lieutenant commander of the regiment.
People’s Commissar of the Interiors Beria sent a strictly confidential account819 (Registry 
number: N-438/b. 17 April 1945.) about the operation that had been carried out from Jan-
uary 1945 to 15th April and also involved several occupied countries as well as the hinter-
land behind the front to the senior management of the SU, including Stalin, Molotov and 
the members of the Central Committee of the CPSU and the GKO. Masses of ‘highly haz-
ardous elements’ hostile to the soviet society were arrested under the leadership of the 
NKVD as a result of the extensive scanning, checks and raids not only in Sub-Carpathia 
but among the residents of the neighbouring Slovakia, Hungary, Poland and other coun-
tries. According to the figures of the report NKVD units arrested 215,540 people: 8470 
reconnaissance officers and agents conducting diversion, terrorists, 123,166 members 
of fascist organizations, 31,190 people considered to be the enemy’s soldiers, officers, 
3319 gendarmes, police and prison officers, leaders of the concerned country’s justice 
and penal institution, heads of office, employees of the prosecutor’s office and courts, 
2272 managers of larger companies, economic units and administrative offices, work-
ers of publishers of various languages, newspapers, daily papers and weeklies, 17,495 
officers collaborating with the enemy who had fled with German fascist troops, 29,628 
other hostile elements.

817 In Sub-Carpathia the NKVD order (16 Jan 1945, N-0016) has not been unblocked as of 2012 despite 
the repeated requests of the county rehabilitation committee and Aleksej Korsun, the spokesman of 
the committee; it cannot be studied. However, the confidentiality of the NKVD reports related to the 
execution of the order that were also mentioned in the paper was resolved.

818 See file No.126 (ZUN/203-204), its original source: РГВА,.-Ф. 32885. -Оп. 1. Спр. 244. Арк. 17. Копiя. 
Машинопис.

819 See file No.29 (ZUN/83-85), its original source: ГАРФ, -Ф. 9401. - Оп. 2. Спр. 95. Арк. 263–255. Особлива 
папка. N-o1-1. Копiя. Машинопис.
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The nationality distribution of those confined: 138,200 Germans, 38,660 Polish, 3200 
Hungarians, 1130 Slovakians, 390 Italians, 27,880 citizens of the Soviet Union (Russian, 
Ukrainian, Belarusian, Lithuanian, Latvian, Kazakh etc.).
Data about the fate of imprisoned people: out of the 225,540 identified persons 148,540 
were sent to NKVD camps, a further 62,000 people were detained in NKVD prisons and 
camps behind the front line. 5000 people died during the arrest or the march to the near-
est transit camp.
A remark of the reporter is that only half of the imprisoned people are suitable for forced 
labour, the rest are old, not able to do physical work. 25 thousand ‘scanned’ people were 
directed to Soviet labour camps who worked in coal mining, heavy industry, non-ferrous 
metal industry or at different construction sites.
In his order of 18 April, 1945820 (Registry number: N-00315, 18 April, 1945.) People’s Com-
missar of the Interior Beria extended the actions of the executives of the “chekist” or 
the Red Terror that targeted several layers of the intimidated civilian population. Order 
No.0036 issued earlier widened the circle of those to be arrested to all orders and degrees 
of leaders, youth (‘levente’ military youth, scouts) and party activists, etc. of the society 
between the first and second world wars. Those under 60 were sent to labour camps after 
screening. Prisons were also crowded with the people considered suspicious by NKVD; 
the ‘thought police’ claimed they all had anti-Soviet thinking. The order also stated that 
based on the NKVD directive No.0061 issued on 6 February, 1945 those who had partic-
ipated in terrorist and subversive activities would be liquidated. 
The order calls the attention of the commanders of the units participating in the action to 
settle “the investigations in relation to the issues of anti-Soviet elements” as soon as pos-
sible and “to determine the degree of their criminal liability in the form of execution by 
shooting or confinement in special camps’. The supplementary order claimed the arrest 
of every German who had participated in the legislation of the fascist military adminis-
tration, the execution of the laws, German non-governmental organizations, parties etc.; 
they were taken into distinct ‘filtration’ camps.
In Sub-Carpathia Lieutenant Colonel Selivanovsky, the commissar of the NKVD led the 
“rake-through” of the settlements and the arrests. During these months hundreds of of-
ficers, mayors of the Hungarian political and administrative organization, school princi-
pals, ‘levente’ trainers, members of local governments, administrative notaries, regional 
and parliamentary representatives were imprisoned. The memoirs of Lieutenant Colo-
nel Krugljakov, commander of Uzhhorod, describe that the purpose of the NKVD opera-
tion was to ‘temporarily separate the administrative officers of Zakarpatska Ukraine and 
send them all to the coal mines of the Donbass,’821 so that they could not intervene in the 
Sovietization of area. 
Between 19 January and 17 February, 1945 2352 people were arrested out of which 412 
were taken to SMERSH counterespionage department, 13 were hospitalized, 8 escaped, the 
rest were sent to special NKVD camps in the hinterland. Several reports of Major Mochal-
ov, the head of department handling the issues of NKVD POWs and internees dealt with the 
execution of order No.0016 in Sub-Carpathia. For example, it can be read in his instruction 

820 See file No.30 (ZUN/86-87), its original source: ГАРФ, -Ф. 9401. - Оп. 2. Спр. 95. Арк. 256–259. Копiя. 
Машинопис.

821 Закарпатські угорці і німці… 85.
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for the commanders of the Soviet transit camps dated on 17 January 1945822 that, according 
to the order in question, detained public administrators in the transit camps had to be sep-
arated from the POWs and treated as internees; they were registered, recorded separately. 
Another note823 specifies the route and the transit camp No.22 in Sambir to where the ar-
rested public administrators went in column. The third note824 says, inter alia, that by the 
command of Lieutenant General Selivanovsky, the commissar of the USSR NKVD, the cap-
tives were transported from the camp in Sambir to Mosztiszke in crowded freight wagons. 
The next report825 informs that on 17 February, 1945 the train No.47429 transporting 2159 
detainees set out for Mandrikino station, Donetsk Oblast from Sambir, Lviv Oblast. Most 
of the 412 detainees who had got to the SMERSH counterespionage department were liq-
uidated, others were sentenced to 25 years of internment.

György Dupka 
NKVD’s retaliations against leading intellectuals

Meanwhile, the inspectors of SMERSH special units (Captain Gluhov, Major Kazantsev, 
Lieutenant Colonel Mescsejakov, Captin Vasilevsky and others826) continued the inter-
rogation of the arrested administrators full steam ahead; not even those people were re-
leased against whom they had not manage to find sufficient incriminatory information 
but they were sent to the special NKVD and SMERSH prison camp in Yenakiieve, Don-
bass from where only a few returned.
Several excellent Hungarian patriots, reputable people fell victims to the merciless pow-
er. According to archive documents, these include István Siskó (Mukachevo, 1900)827 
lawyer, legal advisor of the Hungarian national bank in Uzhhorod, editor of Carpathian 
News, Uzhhorod (charge: publication of anti-Soviet articles); Ferenc Nagy828 administra-
tive worker at the Perechyn Chemical Plant (charge: gendarme in Perechyn since the be-
ginning of 1944); András Kutlán829 (Fanchikovo, 1907) teacher, lived in Pijterfolvo until 23 
January, 1945, worked at a Christian paper, the Week between 1941-1942, then became its 
editor in 1943 (charge: edition of Hungarian nationalist, anti-Soviet articles supporting 

822 See file No.130 (ZUN/113–114), its original source: Történelmi Dokumentumok Kollekciójának 
Központi Levéltára/ Центр Хранения Историческо.Документаьних Kоллекций (Central Archive of 
the Collection of Historical Documents) (Moscow) ЦХИДК - Ф. 425. - Оп. 1. Спр. 11. Арк. 57. Копiя. 
Машинопис. Hereinafter: ЦХИДК.

823 See file No.137 (ZUN/214-215), its original source: ЦХИДК - Ф. 425. - Оп. 10. Спр. 11. Арк. 55-56. Копiя. 
Машинопис.

824 See file No.138 (ZUN/216-217), its original source: ЦХИДК - Ф. 425. - Оп. 1. Спр. 11. Арк. 59. Копiя. 
Машинопис.

825 See file No.155 (ZUN/233), its original source: ЦХИДК - Ф. 425. - Оп. 1. Спр. 9. Арк. 50. Копiя. 
Машинопис.

826 For details see the index int he appendix.
827 See the SMERSH-order: file No.141(ZUN/218–219.), its original source: the archives of the Sub-Carpathian 

Regional Department of State Security in Ukraine, Архiв Управлiння СБ України в Закарпатской обл., 
АУ СБУ ЗО- Ф. 7. Спр. 1836. Арк. 52–54. Оригинал. Машинопис. Hereinafter: АУ СБУ ЗО.

828 See SMERSH-order: file No.142. (ZUN/219-220), its original source: АУ СБУ ЗО- Ф. 7. Спр. 1845. Арк. 39. 
Оригинал. Машинопис.

829 See the SMERSH-order on András Kutlán: file No.145 (ZUN/224–225), its original source: АУ СБУ ЗО- 
Ф. 7. Спр. 1831. Арк. 39-39a. Оригинал. Машинопис. Further information: He was sentenced to 25 
years of internment on 5 November, 1949 by the Sub-Carpathian Regional Court. He never returned. 
Rehabilitated in 1992.
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fascists in his paper); Mikola I. Steficko830 (Mukacheve, 1910), lived in Poroskovo, Pere-
chyn District until his arrest (charge: association with gendarmes as a civilian, participa-
tion in quest for partisans) and others.
Fegyir Revait, head of the Ukrainian National Association (UNO) and the delegate of par-
liament of Zakarpatska Ukraine, Ivan Cmur, the activist of the Ukrainian nationalists’ or-
ganization in Perechyn, Ludvig Bencs, the worker of a commercial industrial company in 
Khust and the head of the local Arrow Cross Party organization and other residents of the 
region were accused with anti-Soviet activities and condemned to death by shooting/firing 
squad at this time. The victims of the unlawful sentences were rehabilitated in 1991.
In my view, by putting Soviet laws and jurisdiction into force in foreign lands (Sub-Car-
pathia, Hungary, Czechoslovakia) on other citizens, the SMERSH and NKVD Chief 
Directorate of the 4th Ukrainian Front trampled basic human rights down. It was a repre-
hensible genocide also in international legal interpretation that they arrested, convicted 
according to their own laws, executed, interned Hungarian, German, Rusyn, Ukrainian, 
Jewish, Slovakian, Czech and Romanian intellectuals, who exercised public functions as 
the citizens of their country between 1938-1944. These people were notaries, majors, of-
ficers, policeman, leaders of organizations and institutions, parliament and municipali-
ty representatives, party politicians, journalist, economic leaders, etc. They had no right 
to condemn those who pursued anti-Soviet propaganda and fought against – not proven 
sufficiently – against the USSR outside the Soviet Union.

György Dupka 
The unlawful rulings of the Emergency Court

Based on the Soviet model, retaliating institutions, organizations were established for 
the decapitation of the civilian society. According to the Soviet experts’ instructions the 
People’s Council of Zakarpatska Ukraine established the militia (police) and folk druzi-
nas (folk military company) as ‘irregular armed forces’831 in charge of maintaining pub-
lic order and eliminating the outer and inner enemies of the People’s Council. The staff 
of the ‘Turjanica’s army’ was led by the former partisan commander Oleksandr Tkanko, 
the Soviet officer honoured with the title ‘hero of the Soviet Union’. The militia and the 
folk druzinas (folk military company) belonged to the directorate of the interiors of the 
Zakarpatska Ukraine under the command of Major General Pjotr Soprunienko from De-
cember, 1945. On 26 March, 1945 Oleksandr Tkanko became the commander for the mi-
litia of the department of interiors, his political deputy became Mihajlo Mackanyuk.832

The decree of the People’s Council of Zakarpatska Ukraine dated on 18th December, 1944, 
ordered the college of the Emergency Court to carry out “the elimination of the enemies 
of the people”.833 The Hungarian translation of the decree No.22 was first published in 
our collection in 1993.834 The sixth point of the decree says:

830 See file No. 148 (ZUN/226-227), its original source: АУ СБУ ЗО- Ф. 7. Спр. C-1838. Арк. 54–55. Оригинал. 
Машинопис. He was directed to the NKVD-camp from the ’prison on the front’ on 22 January, 1945. His 
fate is unknown.

831 File No.312 (TSU./522.), its original source: Вісник Народної Ради Закарпатської України, 30. грудня 1944.
832 File No.362 (TSU./ 591–592.), its original source: Вісник НРЗУ (Народної Ради Закарпатської України), 

31. березня 1945
833 File No.313 (TSU./ 522–524) ibid 30. грудня 1944.
834 „Sötét napok jöttek… [Dark days came…] p. 121-123. Copy of the original Ukrainian bulletin, ibid 144–145.
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‘The Emergency Court deals with the cases of:
a) the occupying power’s leading authorities;
b) the members of Hungarian police and gendarme organization;
c) betrayers and their companions among the citizens of Zakarpatska Ukraine, 

who strengthen the occupying regime at the expense of their own people;
d) the secret agents of the Hungarian and German bodies;
e) people who acted cruelly and violently against the people during the occu-

pation;
f) people who sabotage the activity of the People’s Council of Zakarpatska 

Ukraine and those, who pursue propaganda against the Red Army;
g) people who act against authority figures and public figures;
h) people whose activities aim at fanning national or religious oppositions;
i) the agents of fascist parties;
j) any other crime that is considered to be heard by the special court.’

The Chairman of the Emergency Court was the 26-year-old partisan, NKVD-agent Vasyl 
Rusyn835 who lacked any legal qualifications. The Vice-chairman was Mihajlo Kalinov, 
the secretary was Mihajlo Kampov. The Russophile Ivan Andrasko836 was appointed to 
the prosecutor-general of the satellite state, his deputy became Vasil Mitrjuk. Other mem-
bers of the body were: Dr. László Reizman, Gennagyij Dobrjukov, Mihajlo Popovic, Vik-
tor Bunyin (judicial consultants) as well as Oleksa Logojda, Ivan Lednej, Jevhen Zsupan 
and Jurij Tokar. The appointments were signed by Ivan Turjanica on 17 January, 1945.
The People’s Council also ordered that all prisons and jails of Sub-Carpathia had to be 
‘officially’ yielded to the NKVD on 22 January, 1945. The Bulletin also names the authors 
of the ‘scenarios’ for the political trials from 24 January, 1945: dr. Mihajli Varga, dr. Mi-
hajlo Brascsajko, Vasil Mitrjuk, dr. Avgustin Hegedűs, dr. Vasil Petrichko, dr. Vasil Ne-
meschuk, dr. Anton Bora, Jevgenij Bohut. The trial scenarios were based on the records 
containing the confessions prepared and extorted from the detainees by NKVD and 
SMERSH investigators. From April, 1945, forensic service providers who did not come 
from Sub-Carpathia were assigned to conduct the show trials by the NKVD. Jurij Gol-
ubovsky and Petro Ribachenko, representing the State Protection Authority, became the 
deputies of Prosecutor-general Andrasko; from the NKVD nominees Petro Cuprichen-
ko and Oleksa Cherednichenko got to the Department of the Interior. In 1944-1945, they 
made arbitrary judgements without defence, they were eligible to sentence people to 25 
years in prison or to death by shooting together with confiscation of their property. The 
forensic activity and judicial decisions did not meet even the essential requirements of 
civil society’s case law. The goal was to decimate Hungarian, Rusyn and other intellectu-
als in Sub-Carpathia. The first trials were scheduled in the winter of 1945 then the judge-
ments were pronounced. 
The Soviet law enforcement bodies considered all soldiers who had fought in SS divi-
sions or other German special units war criminals.837 Numerous members of the Volks-
bund838 and the SS were prosecuted, many of them were executed. According to the case 
835 For details see the index in the appendix. 
836 For details see the index in the appendix.
837 In 1991, on the proposal of the Sub-Carpathian Regional Rehabilitation Commission, the unlawful judgments of the Special 

Court were set aside and the political convicts were rehabilitated by the Regional Directorate of Public Prosecutions.
838 The Volksbund der Deutschen in Ungarn, i.e. the Folk Alliance of Germans in Hungary was the minority 

organization of the German minority in Hungary. After the reannexation in 1938 the local organizations 
of the Volksbund were established in Sub-Carpathia, in the settlement with German dwellers. 
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files of the SMERSH and the NKVD, the activists of the German community in Svalia-
va – the German carpenter József/Josef Snelcer839 (Svaliava, 1926 - 6/07/1945), the Slova-
kian János Poláncsák840 (Svaliava, 1926 – 25/04/1945), Augusztin Tóbiás841 (Dubi, Irshava 
Raion, 1884 – 18/12/1945), the worker of the Svaliava forestry, Mátyás Ergat842 (Skole, Po-
land, 1907 – 10/05/1945), worker, resident of Svaliava, József/Josef Piller (Pavshino, 1908 
-16/06/1945), mason (after the death sentence was pronounced, he hanged himself in his 
prison cell in Uzhhorod), Sándor Stefanszki (Mukacheve, 1909 – 24/07/1945), painter in 
Pashivo – were sentenced to death by the Emergency Court and executed (charge: they 
were Volksbund and SS members). 
Many people were declared to be Hungarian agents and spies were condemned 
to death; the execution of András Priboj843 (Dombóvár, 1909 – 1/06/1945), resi-
dent of Mukacheve, an officer of Latorca Company caused great indignation in 
his hometown.
The active Sub-Carpathian members of the Volksbund, the Hitler Youth were 
sentenced to 5-10-25 years confinement in labour camps. Here are the names cited from 
the interrogation records and the judicial decisions transliterated from the Cyrillic 
alphabet. They were all descendants of former German settlers, farmers, workers, 
craftsmen, apprentices: Mátyás Szajler (Lalovo, 1925), József Genzel (Várpalánka, 
1891), János Genzel (Mukacheve, 1907), György Pfajfer (Lalovo, 1903), Ferenc Stajer 
(Krejh, Austria, 1912), Lőrinc Strausz (Mukacheve, 1894), Mária Knaus Petrlik 
(Puznyakivci, 1903), Anna Knaus (Puznyakivci, 1909), Lajos Snajpnyer (Yasinia, 1897), 
Ferenc Penzestadler (Puznyakivci, 1927), János Sztaskó (Puznyakivci, 1928), János 
Marka (Grabovnica, 1907), Máté Vajhert (Nyizsnyaja Grabovnyica,1907), Máté Grind 
(Chynadiyovo, 1924), Mihály Éder (Barboo, 1919), Mihály Frejlih (Sztavne, 1900), 
József Sin (Szofija, 1901), Iván Kusnyir (Szofija, 1897), Pavlik Vencel (Dubi, 1907), 
Ferdinánd Hojsz (Dubi, 1882), Mihály Pavlik (Dubi, 1901), Rudolf Plouz (Dubi, 1914), 
Antal Blaskó (Dubi, 1903), Alojiz Suszter (Pitsburg), Ferenc Kelerman (Dubi, 1911), 
Mihály Müller (Berezinka, 1902), János Fiszter (Berezinka, 1881), György Telinger 
(Berezinka, 1888), János Kul (Berezinka, 1927), József Pfajfer (Chynadiyovo, 1911), 
József Maurer (Szofija, 1913), András Krajcs (Barbovo, 1909), Ferenc Metto (Barbovo, 
1927) and many others.
For ‘collaboration and anti-Soviet attitude’, besides András Bródy, dr. István Fenczik844, 
Mihály Demkó845 and Endre Kricsfalussy-Hrabár846 parliamentary representatives as 
839 See the SMERSH interrogation transcripts, the notes attached: file No.161 (ZUN/236-238), its original 

source: АУ СБУ ЗО- Ф. 7. Спр. 5343. Арк. 7-8a. Оригинал. Рукопис
840 Ibid.
841 See the deliverance of the public prosecutor for Sub-Carpathia: file NO.166 (ZUN/242-243), its original 

source: АУ СБУ ЗО- Ф. 7. Oп. 1., Спр. 5334. Арк. 16. Оригинал.
842 See Ergat’s appeal for mercy: file No.169 (ZUN/248), its original source: АУ СБУ ЗО- Ф. 7. Oп. 1., Спр. 

5633. Арк. 26. Оригинал. Рукопис.
843 See the judicial decision: file No.176 (ZUN/258-259), its original source: АУ СБУ ЗО- Ф. 7. Oп. 1., Спр. 

C-5726. Арк. 33–33. зв. Оригинал. Рукопис.
844 Dr. István Fenczik (1892-1945) Greek Catholic theology teacher, autonomist politician, carpatho-rusyn 

minister, representative, member of the judicial commission.
845 Mihály Demkó (1894-1946) teacher, writer, autonomist politician, councillor for the financial ministry, 

economic councillor of the governor’s trustee for Sub-Carpathia, representative, member of the economic, 
financial, defence and agricultural committees.

846 Endre Kricsfalussy-Hrabár (?-1946), retired gendarme colonel, former resident of Majdan, moved to 
Uzhhorod in 1943.
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well as Péter Pál Demjanovich847 and Kálmán Benda848, members of the upper chamber 
were sentenced and executed. The fate of Sándor Ilniczky849 member of the upper cham-
ber, Béla Riskó850, György Bencze851, Jenő Ortutay852, Gyula Földesi853, Ivan Spák854, Ödön 
Zsegora855 parliamentary representatives is unknown until the present; they obviously 
died in the camps of the GULAG.
Not even retired state officers were spared. Zoltán Fekésházy856, the former vicecomes of 
Bereg and Ugocsa Counties was arrested, put on trial at military court based on fictional 
charges and sentenced to forced labour for 10 years at the age of 64. According to one of 
his fellow captives from Berehovo, he died on a train transporting detainees near Lem-
berg; his burial site is still unknown.857

Mrs. Sándor Mészáros,858 teacher in Uzhhorod, and her family was severely dragged 
through the mire. His forester husband was arrested and condemned based on imagi-
nary charges; he died in a mine in Donetsk. Her brother, Miklós Murányi, the head of of-
fice of Tódor Rozsma Greek Catholic bishop became the victim of the Soviet terror. Her 
64-year-old father, Iván Murányi Greek Catholic pastor was also killed by the ferocious 
regime: when he was informed that his close friend, dr. Ivan Harajda, the Editor in Chief 
of the journal Literaturna Negyilja was slain during a night interrogation, he suffered fa-
tal heart attack.
Between 1945-1946 hundreds of public figures of Hungarian, Rusyn/Ukrainian, Pol-
ish and German origin were condemned and executed based on fictional charges. In 
Uzhhorod: Bruhovs Bonyiszlava Zaharivna (Poland, Vihoda, 1908), Georgij Csolnoki/
György Ivanovics (1916, resident of Esztergom), Alekszandr, Vasziljevics Fucsko (Uzh-
horod, 1916), Ivan Ivanovich Tarsovszkij (Uzhhorod, 1897), Béla Tomcsányi, his fa-
ther Eduárd (Uzhhorod, 1888), József Eperjesi, and his father István (Uzhhorod, 1882),  

847 Péter Pál Demjanovich, some sources refer to him as Péter Demjánovics (1869-1945) resident of Rakhiv, 
canon, Greek Catholic dean, life member of the Hungarian parliament’s upper chamber.

848 Kálmán Benda of Marczinfalva: resident of Berehove, Engineer in Chief of the Society for Water Regulation 
and Damming of Bereg County.

849 Sándor Ilniczky (1889-1947), Greek Catholic canon, provost was appointed to the major councillor of the 
governor’s trustee for Sub-Carpathia at the end of 1939. 

850 Béla Riskó, lawyer in Drahovo, autonomist politician. He was a co-founder of the AFSZ Party together 
with Iván Kurtyák in 1923. He became senator in the first election of the Parliament of Czechoslovakia 
held on 6th March, 1924. On 7th July, 1939., introduced by the Governor’s Trustee for Sub-Carpathia 
Zsigmond Perényi, he was appointed as the head of the Local Administration Office in Maramures by the 
Minister of Interiors.

851 György Bencze (1885-?) farmer, currier, regional representative, member of the directorate of the 
Uzhhorod Credit Union, leader autonomist politician of the AFSZ. Until his invitation as member of 
parliament, he worked as a trustee of minister in Irshava region. 

852 Jenő Ortutay (1889-?) Greek Catholic archdeacon, councillor of the Holy See, head of judiciary for 
Berehove, major of Berehove, Hungarian party politician. 

853 Gyula Földesi (1875-?) printer, editor in Uzhhorod, autonomist politician, representative, member of the 
economic and the closure audit committees.

854 Iván Spák (1900-?) journalist, autonomist politician, Editor in Chief of the Ruszkije Visztyi, paper of the 
AFSZ from 1933, representative, notary, reviewer of the records, member of the administrative committee.

855 Ödön Zsegora (1895-?) railman, autonomist politician, representative, member of the administrative and 
transportation committee.

856 Zoltán Fekésházy (1881-1946) lawyer, Vicecomes of Bereg and Ugocsa Counties between 1938-1942. See 
Madarász, Emil (ed.): Magyar politikai és közigazgatási compass (1919-1939) [Compass of Hungarian 
Politics and Administration (1919-1939)]. Budapest, 1939. 413.

857 See Csanádi, György: Régi beregszásziak (Who once lived in Berehovo). Berehovo, 2001, 15.
858 Mrs. Sándor Mészáros: op. cit. 98.
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Mihail Martiovics Harsányi (Uzhhorod, 1889), Josip/József Vasziljevics Karapa (Uzhho-
rod, 1884), Mihajlo Mihajlovics Kucsmás (Uzhhorod, 1910), Andrij Andrijovics Krivus 
(Uzhhorod-Radvana, 1897), Petro Vasziljevics Melnik (Szidorovka, Lviv District, 1924), 
Olekszandr Kirilovics Mészáros (Zavidka, Czechoslovakia, 1909), István Pekárovics, his 
father István (Zejtel, Czechoslovakia 1889). After the execution, the corps were buried se-
cretly in an unmarked grave at the end of the graveyard of Kapos Street, Uzhhorod.
Uzhhorod District: Pavlo Andrijevics Ignoj (Jarok, 1894), László Faludi, and his father 
Ferenc (Sobrance, Czechoslovakia, 1904) resident of Chop, Ferenc Fodor, and his father 
Sándor (Chop, 1907) resident of Chop, József Ónody-Lakatos (Chop, 1891), Sándor  
Szentimrei, and his father Gyula, (Baranya, 1909), Béla Pék, and his father János 
(Antalovci, 1911), Petro Ivanovics Lekki (Zemplín, Czechoslovakia 1904), Géza Balla, and 
his father Bálint (Korláthelmec, 1919), Stefan Fjodorovics Lőrincz (Őrdalma, 1899).
Berehovo, Berehovo District: Ivan/János Dénes, and his father János (Berehovo, 1905), 
Gergely Gáspár, and his father István, (Romania, 1911), Sándor Georgijevics Bessenyei 
(Beregdéda, 1887), Albert Lőrincz, and his father András (Csetfalva, 1905), Károly Füzesi, 
and his father István (Nagybereg, 1895). 
Mukacheve: Gyula Pavlovics Suba (Kriva, 1900). 
Other districts, settlements: Károly Engel (Sztrabicsó, 1891), József Fógel, and his father 
János (Pavshino, 1889), Sándor Liliom, and his father Tamás (Kerecsend, 1886), Lajos 
Csáki, and his father Lajos (Szentes, 1912) resident of Dovhe, Albert Csepriga (Cseprega), 
and his father Sándor (Nagyszőlős, 1897), József Mihajlovics Peresi (Khust, 1897), Mihail 
Jakubovics Orosz (Khust, 1900) Kálmán Mészáros, and his father Kálmán (Kisújszállás, 
1902) resident of Irshava, Georgij Georgijevics Grubij (Svaliava, 1899), Lajos Ványi, and 
his father Zsigmond (Kisar, 1904).
All of them were rehabilitated between 1989-1990.859

In January 1945 the military court of the local Soviet army also made their first death sen-
tences. The victims, belonging to the Hungarian and German intellectuals, were execut-
ed in The KGB cellar of Uzhhorod or at the outskirts of Perehyn.

György Dupka 
The order of resettlement of German and Hungarian families

Ivan Turjanica, the chairman of the People’s Council in Carpatho-Ukraine actively coop-
erated in the enforcement of Decree No.1034, which was issued by the Soviet Ministry 
of Internal affairs. The decree ordered the resettlement of Germans from Sub-Carpathia. 
The order concerned those residents who, among others, “compromised themselves un-
der the German Nazi occupation: the members and supporters of Volksbund and the 
family members of the SS who escaped to Germany with the retreating German army 
and then returned to their home again.” The People’s Council lead by Turjanica issued 
similar decrees as well. No. 3233 and 3234 were published on 4 August 1945. The first 
one states that “the resettlement of those residents, who fled with the German-Hungar-
ian army and then returned to Carpatho-Ukraine needs to be accomplished”. The oth-
er one concerns Hungarian residents: “In order to clear Ukraine of Hungarian occupiers 
and since the people’s interests and will needs to be respected, we declare the resettle-
ment of those Hungarian residents who arrived to the territory at the time when the en-
emy occupied Carpatho-Ukraine”. 

859 List of those vindicated has been published in Hungarian. See: ’Sötét napok jöttek…’ [Dark days have come…] 125-130.
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Both decrees had to be carried out by the local department for internal affairs and lo-
cal People’s Commissariats. The process was organised by the People’s Commissariat 
for Internal Affairs (NKVD) in August 1945. The selected resettlement of German fami-
lies was issued half a year later, in March 1946. Due to Decrees No. 1034 (of 15 January 
1946) and No. 1-2749 (of 24 February 1946) issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs of 
the USSR the first group of 1969 people was deported to Tyumen region. In 1949, 701 
German residents were deported to Tyumen again and were forced to do lumbering. 
The events were registered by Beria, deputy head of the People’s Commissariat for In-
ternal Affairs in his “special folder”, which was treated as a crucial document. On 30 

March 1946, he sent a report to Stalin with the title ‘On the Expedience of the Reset-
tlement of Germans and Other Anti-Soviet Elements from Sub-Carpathia to Tyumen”, 
which proves that the partial resettlement of Sub-Carpathian Germans was a treated 
as a governmental duty. With the support of the Carpatho-Ukrainian People’s Council, 
the NKVD (People Commissariat for Internal Affairs) resettled 2670 German families 
to Tyumen, Siberia by force. The active leaders and supporters of Volksbund and the 
SS-members were executed by the counter-intelligence corps of SMERSH (Main Direc-
torate of Counter-Intelligence). 
According to the statement of Zoltán Kizman the chair of Sub-Carpathian Germans, 
more than 3000 Germans were deported to Siberia and Kazakhstan860: just to give some 
examples: 181 people from Szinyák, 133 people from Schönborn, 128 people from 
Alsógrabovnica, 109 people from Dubi, 86 people from Dracsinó, 78 people from Ném-
etkucsova were relocated. They were resettled in Dubrovka, Pljanova, Lorba, Uszty-Ir-
tis, Berjozova, Lugova, Samarova and other villages in Tyumen region, and had to 
work in inhuman circumstances. Many of them died. 
According to the decree of 28 November 1949 published by the Supreme Soviet, “peo-
ple of German, Kalmyk, Ingush, Chechen, Finnish, Lithuanian and other nationalities 
have to live in perpetual exile, they are not allowed to leave their place of residence, 
and law-breakers are sentenced to 20 years of forced labour”. 
The Supreme Soviet only allowed the resettled Germans to return to their original 
habitation from 1974 on. By then, their number decreased to 4230. They still suffered 
distrust from the society. Much the same way as the Hungarian residents, they were 
charged with collective guilt because of the crimes the Nazis had committed, so they 
were the object of anti-German propaganda spread by the Communist press as well. 
Native German education was terminated in German-language territories; in the com-
pulsory foreign language curriculum, Italian, French or English lessons were included, 
while Ukrainian and Russian students were allowed to learn German. Native Germans 
could only use their mother tongue at home.
Due to the increasing anti-German propaganda, more and more people decided to em-
igrate. Between 1970 and 1990, hundreds of Germans emigrated from Sub-Carpathia to 
Austria and East Germany.

860 АЛМАШI, М. М. (ed.): Відділ у справах національностей Закарпатської ОДА, Центр Kультур 
Національних Mеншин. Інформаційний бюлетень No. 4., Ужгород, 2003. 18.
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Transylvania, Partium, Eastern part of Banat, Southern 
part of Maramures (Romania)

Levente Benkő 
Anti-Hungarian atrocities in the autumn of 1944 in Transylvania

At the time of the Transylvanian mass deportations, in the autumn of 1944, Romanian 
volunteer corps and in some places civilians, as well as Romanian and Soviet soldiers ter-
rorized the Hungarian population. Massacres occurred in Northern Transylvania, in the 
Székely region, carried out by volunteer squads, the infamous Maniu guards, while in 
other villages in Southern Transylvania, which remained part of Romania after the Sec-
ond Vienna Award, the bloodbaths were carried out by regular Romanian troops. I can-
not describe the details of the lootings and the spectacular beat-ups of Hungarians due to 
lack of space, I am just trying to outline the environment of the anti-Hungarian killings 
with an overview of some cases. The creation of the Maniu volunteer corps and certain 
actions of them, like the massacre in Szárazajta will be discussed in more detail.
In the days following the change-over of Romania on August 23, 1944, a movement was 
started in Bucharest to recruit volunteers who will, according to the plan proclaimed by 
the initiators, participate in the North-Transylvanian operations together with the regu-
lar Romanian troops. However, there were volunteer corps that disposed over Hungari-
an people’s lives at will in the ex lex situation and territories behind the front lines.
The newspaper titled Ardealul, directed by dr. Anton Ionel Mureşeanu, president of the 
Bucharest-seated association of Romanians fled from Northern Transylvania to Romania 
after the Second Vienna Award, dated 30 August, 1940, as well as the newspaper titled 
Tribuna in Brasov, directed by Gavril Pop, conducted vigorous volunteer recruitment 
and fundraising for the newly formed units and an anti-Hungarian campaign. “We 
know that between us and the Hungarians only the weapons can decide. The last 
word is theirs. […] Transylvania cannot have two owners, only one. We, or the Hun-
garians” – stressed the Tribuna, closely related to the National Peasant Party, hall-
marked by Iuliu Maniu.861

In August-September, 1944 a total of nine such volunteer corps was established in Roma-
nia. Seven volunteer squads were formed in Bucharest, and one in Petrosani and Bras-
ov each. The latter took up the name Iuliu Maniu Volunteer Battalion, and this one had 
carried out the atrocities in the Székely region, including the anti-Hungarian massacres 
in Szárazajta and Csíkszentdomokos. It was the newspaper Ardealul in Bucharest that 
recruited and called the volunteers to arms, most of whom were Romanians fled from 
Northern Transylvania.862 The paper formed the so-called National Enlisting and Organ-
izing Committee of Transylvanian Volunteers with the aim to set up the virtually na-
tionwide Transylvanian Volunteer Regiment named after Iuliu Maniu. To this end, they 
formed the Committee and Command of Transylvanian Volunteers with dr. Mihai Pop-
ovici as honorary president and dr. Ionel Anton Mureşeanu, director of the newspa-
per Ardealul, as president. The vice-presidents were dr. Constantin Puşcariu, Corneliu 

861 Tribuna, Brasov, 3 September, 1944
862 Ardealul, 29 August, 1944
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Coposu,863 Gabriel Ţepelea,864 Leon Botişiu, and the general secretary was Ion Groşanu. 
The commander of the Iuliu Maniu Transylvanian Volunteer Legion was dr. Ionel An-
ton Mureşeanu, the commander in charge of enlisting and organizing was Ion Groşanu, 
the commander of the operations forces was Leon Botişiu.865 Volunteers were managed 
by the National Enlisting and Organizing Committee of Transylvanian Volunteers in the 
publisher’s office of the newspaper Ardealul, while in the country it was the task of the 
Transylvanian Refugees Association. The majority of the volunteers were the ones mo-
bilized for work or unfit for military service, that is, unqualified in terms of warfare, but 
there were wounded people, ones discarded from the army, disabled, rebels as well as 
soldiers escaped from their units carrying out the Moldovan military operations also en-
rolled in the troops. According to the data of Ardealul, a total of 5400 volunteers went 
to the front from Bucharest866, however, the size of the units was much bigger, because 
more people joined along the way and during their Transylvanian activity. According to 
the data of Romanian General Command, 1,930 volunteers left for Transylvania, howev-
er, the Ardealul reported that the actual number was approximately 17,000.867 
The first volunteer corps in Bucharest, organised by Ion Groşanu, managing editor of Ar-
dealul, left for Turda by a military special train at the beginning of September.868 Another 
source says that the first troops left Bucharest under the command of Lieutenant-engi-
neer Cornelis Bobancu, on 1 September. This unit, consisting of 306 men and 55 wom-
en, quartered in Nagyenyed.869 The second unit, the so-called 4th Beliş870 volunteer squad 
set off on 8 September under the command of Captain Bădulescu and had quartered 
in Abrudbánya.871 On 12 September the third voluteer unit of 200 man and 13 women 
set off under the command of Captain Mikhail Depărţeanu that quartered in Gyulafe-
hérvár, then the fourth volunteer unit quartered in Nagyenyed on 14 September under 
the command of Captain Alexandru Rupa. On October 6, under the command of Major 
Constantin Dudescu, the fifth voluteer unit of 245 men and 52 women set off, which also 
quartered in Nagyenyed. The 90-strong sixth volunteer squad Lupeni872 was created on 
17 October under the command of Lieutenant Barză and Second lieutenant Marieşi – or 
Lieutenant Dragoş, according to another source – in Petrozsény, which was then merged 

863 Corneliu Coposu (1914, Nagyderzsida, Szilágy c. – 1995, Bucharest). Lawyer, a politician of the National 
Peasant Party. Iuliu Maniu’s political secretary from 1940, in 1945 the Szilágy county chairman of the 
Peasant Party. He suffered political imprisonment from 1947 until 1964. Chairman of the National Peasant 
Party from 1990 until 1995. In November 1991, he created the oppositionist Democratic Convention that 
would come to power in 1996, which also the Democratic Union of Hungarians in Romania was a member 
of. From 1992 until his death, senator of the National Peasant Party.

864 Gabriel Ţepelea (1916, Bárod, Bihar c. – 2012, Bucharest). Liberal arts teacher and university professor, 
a National Peasant Party politician, a confidant of Iuliu Maniu. He suffered political imprisonment 
from 1949 until 1955. An honorary member of the Romanian Academy, the National Peasant Party’s 
parliamentary representative in Bihar county from 1992 to 2000.

865 Arhiva Consiliului Naţional pentru Studierea Arhivelor Securităţii (the Archives of the National 
Council for the Examination of the Archives of the Securitate, hereinafter referred to as: ACNSAS), D 
(documentary) fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 3–4

866 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 5
867 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 6, 106 
868 Ardealul, 7 September, 1944
869 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 109 
870 Belényes, in Romanian. 
871 Ardealul, 11 September, 1944, ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 109 
872 Lupény, in Romanian.
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with the Corneşti corps and came under the command of the 1st Army.873 On October 28, 
under the command of Lieutenant Nestor, another volunteer unit of 112 men and 8 wom-
en started off from Bucharest and quartered in Torda.
The Romanian General Command directed the volunteer squads, created on the initiative 
of Ardealul, to the northern Transylvanian operational areas. Troop No. 1 (Ip874), under 
the command of Lieutenant-engineer Cornelis Bobancu, troop No. 2 (Trăznea875), un-
der the command of Second lieutenant Victor Sârbu, and troop No. 3 (Protopop Munte-
anu876), under the command of Iuliu Uilecan and Mihail Depărăţeanu, led by Lieutenant 
Bobancu, altogether 260-strong, were subordinated to the 20th Infantry Division. The 
250-strong troop No. 4 (Beliş), led by chaplain Mihai Bădulescu, was directed to the terri-
torial battalion in Aries877, while troop No. 5 (Cluj878), consisting of 400 volunteers, under 
the command of Captain Mikhail Depărăţeanu, was sent to the battalion called Bihor879. 
The 420-strong volunteer troop No. 6 (General Grigore Bălan880), under the command of 
Lieutenant Nicolae Constantinescu, was directed to the territorial battalion in Cluj, and 
finally, under the leadership of Major Constantin Dudescu, the 620-strong squad No. 7 
(Cornesti) was assigned to the IV. and I. Army.881 
According to the Romanian General Command, the 600-strong Iuliu Maniu Guards (full 
name: Iuliu Maniu Volunteer Battalion) led by Gavril Olteanu reserve captain, lawyer 
from Szászrégen; the Trăznea (bis) corps, led by captain Mikhail Depărăţeanu; the Bi-
hor territorial battalions created under the command of Captain Tomescu in Bucharest, 
set off on the initiative of the Tribuna newspaper in Brasov, without the General Com-
mand’s authorization.882

The foundation of the Iuliu Maniu Volunteer Battalion in Brasov

The role of Maniu guards from Brasov should be underlined as it had terrorized Hun-
garians for months in the Székely region. According to the Tribuna, the recruitment of 
the fifth volunteer squad called Protopop Costea-Trăznea883 started in the office of the 
national tourist agency seated in the City Hall of Brasov, as part of the Iuliu Maniu vol-
unteer regiments. The initiators also announced that this troop in Brasov will be led by 
Gavrilă Olteanu.884 According to the minutes recording the set up of the Brasov unit and 

873 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 7-8, 109 
874 Ipp, in Romanian. Some of the volunteer troops got names referring to the anti-Romanian atrocities 

committed by Hungarian soldiers in September 1940, and to the soldiers killed in the battles in early autumn 
of 1944. Such was the name referring to the massacre carried out by Hungarian soldiers in Ipp and in 
Ördögkút in Szilágyság, as well as the Orthodox archdeacon Aurel Munteanu, lynched in Bánffyhunyad.

875 Ördögkút, in Romanian.
876 archdeacon [Aurel] Munteanu, in Romanian.
877 Aranyos (as settlement name), in Romanian.
878 Kolozsvár, in Romanian.
879 Bihar, in Romanian.
880 Grigore Bălan (1896, Felsőbalázsfalva, Beszterce-Naszód c. – 1944, Sinaia) colonel. Seriously wounded in 

the battles around Sepsiárkos (Háromszék, today Kovászna county) on 9 September, 1944 and died four 
days later in Sinaia. Posthumously promoted to General. He was the first Romanian high-ranking officer 
who was killed in the Transylvanian battles in the autumn of 1944.

881 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 6-7, 103 
882 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 9 
883 It is about Orthodox archdeacon Traian Costea. He was the victim of the anti-Romanian massacre in 
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the start of the census of the volunteers on September 6, the unit was created and the re-
cruitment of the volunteers was started based on “the instructions of Mr. Iuliu Maniu to 
establish volunteer regiments liberating the occupied Transylvania, and on the approval 
No. 64974 of General Command dated 2 September 1944885”. Olteanu’s colleagues in the 
Brasov initiative were the following: dr. Macedon Cionca, sub-prefect of Brasov coun-
ty; Ion Petruca, former newspaper director; dr. Alexandru Ghezeşeanu, lawyer; Nicolae 
Moraru, teacher; Miculi Florea, an official of the Brasov County Prefecture; Gavril Pop, 
director of the newspaper Tribuna; Mardare Mateescu, editor of the newspaper Univer-
sul; Dem. Rădulescu, editor of the newspaper Timpul; Gh. Bledea, editor of the news-
paper Tribuna; Valer Ceuca, editor of the newspaper Tribuna, and Victor Teodorescu, a 
student of the Cernăuţi Technical University.886 
Olteanu had not waited for the instructions of the volunteer corps’ Bucharest headquar-
ters, but acted on his own. He argued: “Because the volunteer corps’ Bucharest headquar-
ters have not issued any instructions or provisions, not even for informational purposes, 
seeing the enthusiasm of the young and even the oldest people, I decided to proceed in-
dependently to plot the liberation of our northern Transylvanian brothers”. He reasoned 
that all conditions were given for independent activities, therefore the Brasov volunteers 
would not join any regular military units during future military operations, but would 
“go to battle” as an individual, well-defined entity.887 This is how the Iuliu Maniu Volun-
teer Battalion of Brasov was formed. The volunteers were divided into two groups: the 
first, militarily trained 300-strong group had the task of purging the operational area, that 
is, the parts behind the front line, “from the hiding armed gangs”, as well as supporting 
the authorities in maintaining the order; however, it was also put into prospect that, if 
the circumstances so require, the group would go to battle in the firing line. The second, 
250-strong group with no military training, but consisting of professionals trained in a 
variety of fields – engineering, health, etc. – was planned to be launched at various works 
behind the front lines, like road reparations, ammunition transport and the restoration 
of damaged railways.888 It is important to distinguish between these two groups, since in 
1945 Gavrilă Olteanu tried to explain the raison d’être of the volunteer squad led by him 
and to distract attention from the anti-Hungarian atrocities commited under his baton, 
just like a part of the Romanian press did in the autumn of 1944, by telling that they did 
a tremendous job repairing roads, bridges, railway lines, telephone networks, and that 
all of this work was thankfully recognised by certificates issued by the civil and military 
authorities. However, these recognitions were not about – and not given to – the volun-
teers killing and plundering in Szárazajta, Csíkszentdomokos, Gyergyószentmiklós and 
elsewhere (the contemporary Peasants’ Party newspaper wrote some vague and biased 
articles about these atrocities, and the authorities remained silent), but about the techni-
cal unit. It is characteristic of the concealment of the anti-Hungarian massacres that on 
27 September, the day after the massacre in Szárazajta, the Tribuna, for example, wrote 
this: “The volunteer groups, sent to the neighboring villages to eliminate the last parti-
san stands, conduct their work successfully. A part of the bandits were captured, thereby  
885 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 34 
886 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 24 (in fact, this is the Brasov Maniu guard’s member records kept by 

Gavril Olteanu and his diary-like reminiscences, probably put on paper in 1945), 1.; ACNSAS, D fonds, 
Dossier No. 6667, p. 34 

887 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 32 
888 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 32-33 
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securing the calm of the public. After the successful completion of their work, the Tran-
sylvanian volunteers set off to ensure the order behind the front lines.”889 
In his manifesto issued in Brasov on 8 September, in the name of the volunteer unit led 
by him, Olteanu stated among other things that “the victorious weapons will clean the 
liberated land of Transylvania, and expell our enemies of thousand years from every-
where. […] The Day of Victory will shine forth between the Partium and the Tisza again, 
the tool of the final showdown between us and the Hungarians will be the ancient vigi-
lante Dacian mace. Those who subjugated us for a thousand years, in all possible ways, 
now receive their well deserved reward”. Olteanu also referred to the September 1940 
anti-Romanian atrocities in Ipp, Ördögkút and Bánffyhunyad when he urged the Ro-
manians to line up to permanently close the (territorial) dispute with the age-old enemy 
– obviously the Hungarians – and to liberate Transylvania.890 After two days, Olteanu 
called for the public to provide clothing, footwear and money contributions for the vol-
unteers; he also reports that Moldavians, people from Dobrudzsa, Macedonians, Olteni-
ans, Wallachians and Banatians had also joined the volunteer corps led by him; and he 
also expressed his hope that the Romanian youth in Brasov would not delay to join the 
line.891 Although the Tribuna published anti-Hungarian sentiment inspiring articles on a 
daily basis, the paper had to acknowledge that Olteanu’s call for donation “fell on deaf 
ears”, and the donations were insignificant.892

Gavrilă Olteanu made a speech again on 12 September in Brasov, this time for the lined-
up volunteers. Among other things, he reiterated his firm intention to “forever close the 
debate with the executioner neighbours, the blood they spilled over the centuries must 
be avenged, and Hungary’s fate must forever be sealed” and that the big showdown be-
tween Romanians and Hungarians will be carried out by weapons.893

The volunteer corps in Brasov had sworn in to the king and the country on15 Septem-
ber in Brasov in the presence of General Manole Enescu, Brasov County Prefect, dr. N. 
G. V. Gologan, mayor of Brasov, as well as audience sympathetic to the volunteers. The 
ceremony was administered by dean Aurel Ghilea, pastor V. Coman and deacon I. Ze-
greanu, and in his speech, dean dr. N. Stinghie urged the liberation of Transylvania, as 
well as the “total destruction of the killers’. The volunteers were greeted by the prefect in 
addition to the mayor who, among others, wished success to the liberation of the Tran-
sylvanian brothers, as well as to the expulsion of the prevailing enemy. Gavril Olteanu 
reaffirmed that “in the ongoing struggle we will avenge all murders and perfidity com-
mitted by Hungarian and German bandits. These magicians and executioners will pay 
double price for all the cruelty they committed in the past four years, and we will spill 
the blood of the enemy on the border stones”.894 Therefore, Olteanu left no doubt in his 
speeches about how he would get even with the Hungarians, and how he would retali-
ate the grievances, real or imagined. The volunteers from Brasov headed toward Sepsisz-
entgyörgy on the eve of 15 September.895 On the part of the Brasov Romanian military 
headquarters, Colonel Badescu gave the document ensuring freedom of movement to 

889 Tribuna, 27 September, 1944
890 Tribuna, 8 September, 1944
891 Tribuna, 10 September, 1944
892 Tribuna, 11 September, 1944
893 Tribuna, 13 September, 1944
894 Tribuna, 17 September, 1944
895 Tribuna, 17 September, 1944
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the Guard, or at least to its outpost, and it was Colonel Pandelescu who supported the 
volunteer unit on the part of the garrison. On the part of the Soviets, General Similov had 
given permission to the departure.896 As an antecedent to this, the Romanian and Soviet 
troops entered Brasov a week earlier, on 6 September.897 
Therefore, it is evident that civil, military and official persons were involved in the estab-
lishment of each volunteer troop, and that the existence of the units were known to both 
the civil and the Romanian and Soviet military authorities. Later, the Romanian Gener-
al Command claimed that they were unaware of the activities of the Brasov volunteer 
corps led by Gavril Olteanu, and that they learned about their deeds only from the Al-
lied Control Commission’s report898. Sources testify that Olteanu informed the Brasov 
Romanian Mountain Division Corps about their September-October activities, at least a 
part of them, omitting the murders.899 Also, the volunteers’ work was recognised by the 
Csík County Gendarmerie Legion Commander900, the Sepsiszentgyörgy station master of 
the Romanian State Railways (CFR)901, the mayor of Sepsiszentgyörgy902, the Gendarme-
rie Legion Commander of Háromszék903, the county governor of Háromszék904, the Mili-
tary District commander of Csík County905, and even the Secretary General of the Council 
of Ministers906, issuing appreciative documents and letters of thanks. According to this, 
both the military and civilian authorities were aware of the activities of the Guard led by 
Olteanu, although it is also true that none of the certificates and letters of thanks issued 
contain reference to the killings and looting or aggression committed by the volunteers. 
Olteanu himself did not mentioned these when he reported to the Brasov Mountain Di-
vision Corps about the activities of the Guard under his leadership between 14 Septem-
ber and 3 October 1944. About the Szárazajta massacre he wrote: “The security service of 
the battalion found that in the village Szárazajta partisans barbarously murdered 13 Ro-
manians, crushed their legs and ribs, and cut off the heads of the wounded soldiers, in-
cluding two officers, with hoes and axes, and cut off the finger of a wounded officer still 
alive, in order to take away his ring. This ring marked ‘Anna, 30. VIII. 1937’ is preserved 
at the battalion.”907 That it was not just the Soviet Control Commission who was aware 
of the activities of the Olteanu-led volunteer battalion, but the Romanian military leader-
ship as well, is certified by the letter of General Ion Arhip, deputy chief of the Romanian 
General Command, written on 18 October, 1944 to Iuliu Maniu, in which the General no-
tified that they learned from their subordinate commands about the Szárazajta massacre 
committed on 26 September. Forwarding the position of the General Command, Arhip 
indicated that the volunteers exceeded their powers, and asked Maniu to instruct the vol-
unteer squads to cooperate as closely as possible with the regional military authorities.908

896 Tribuna, 16 September, 1944
897 Tribuna, 8 September, 1944
898 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 12, 106 
899 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 55-56 
900 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 80 
901 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 79 
902 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 74 
903 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 76 
904 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 77 
905 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 81 
906 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 82 
907 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 56 
908 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 206, p. 1-2 
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The scenario

But back to the Brasov Maniu-guard’s visit at Háromszék. The Guard had quartered in 
the Székely Mikó College of the Reformed Church in Sepsiszentgyörgy. The first issue of 
the newspaper Desrobirea, with Valer Ceuca as editor in chief, was issued on 20 Septem-
ber 1944 in Sepsiszentgyörgy, on the initiative of Gavrilă Olteanu and with the support of 
pharmacist dr. Victor Cerghi Pop, the National Peasant Party’s chairman in Háromszék, 
and prefect from September 1944, and Eugen Sibianu909, who introduced the Romanian 
administration in Sepsiszentgyörgy after the Treaty of Trianon, and was appointed may-
or again in the second half of September, 1944. The newspaper was the mouthpiece for 
the Maniu guard, proclaiming its “programme” and its objectives. When the returning 
Romanian administration came into office in Sepsiszentgyörgy in mid-September 1944, 
on the ceremony held on the occasion Victor Cerghi Pop said that “destruction of the evil 
has become a vital need”, and that “we have to destroy all nested enemies that sabotage 
the vital interests of the Romanian nation”.910 At the parade held on the occasion with the 
participation of the Romanian superiors of the city, county, and the church, Gavrilă Ol-
teanu voiced further incitements: “We face the graves of countless heroes fallen in the 
struggle for Transylvania everywhere, and we find the traces of demolitions and mas-
sacres caused by the invaders everywhere. The blood shed by these murderous bandits 
will not go unpunished, the retort will be cruel and hard.”911 The Maniu guard’s efforts of 
a full and final showdown against the Hungarians are revealed in the following writings 
of the newspaper: “all the murders and crimes committed by Hungarians in the past, like 
the lives of 50,000 Romanians murdered since 1940, will be retaliated mercilessly. […] 
The moments of storm demand strength and flesh tearing, rather than apologies and re-
grets. […] Only death and bloodshed can lead to a fair settlement between the Romani-
ans and the barbarians of the plains. […] Now we know how to pay for the murder and 
robbery of thousands of years against us”, consequently, the Hungarians “must be de-
stroyed or chased back to Asia”.912 Furthermore: “We will ensure that the land robbery 
of year 1940 will never be repeated again, and the Romanian-Hungarian dispute 
will be solved forever”.913 Olteanu’s guard issued a new manifesto in Sepsiszent-
györgy on 23 September, which confirmed the objectives drafted earlier in Brasov, 
and re-affirmed that “we will cruelly retaliate for the four years’ suffering under 
foreign914 occupation; Romanian bayonets and weapons will pronounce a verdict 
against the murderers of the Plains”.915 
In the light of subsequent events it clearly shows that the revenge(campaign) so often 
voiced by Olteanu prevailed, in the case of the Brasov volunteers anyway. However, the 
authorities’ “treatment” of the events of the second half of September in Háromszék and 
Felcsík, was typical of a double entry system. Utilising the announcements and news 
of the authorities, the press reports that the Sepsiszentgyörgy Gendarmerie Legion, led 
by its commander Ioan Zamfirescu carried out major actions in the entire Háromszék  
909 Deputy prefect of Háromszék in the first half of September, 1944
910 Desrobirea, Sepsiszentgyörgy, 20 September, 1944
911 Desrobirea, 20 September, 1944
912 Desrobirea, 20 September, 1944
913 Tribuna, 25 September, 1944
914 Meaning: Hungarian.
915 Tribuna, 25 September, 1944
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area, and “contributed to the destruction of the enemy gangs” and to ensure public or-
der, however, Gendarmeries had been created in each village.916 According to the Tribu-
nal, as soon as the Maniu volunteer corps led by Olteanu arrived Sepsiszentgyörgy, it 
“immediately organized a broad campaign to eradicate partisan nests, to identify weap-
ons kept by individuals, to collect munitions and other war materials abandoned by the 
enemy and to maintain order, thereby providing significant assistance to military au-
thorities”.917 Háromszék county’s prefecture reported that there is order throughout the 
city, the civil and military authorities took their seats, the public is safe, all kinds of dis-
cord, abuse, violence, theft and robbery are prohibited, all offenses are penalized under 
existing laws.918 By contrast, or at the same time, in Sepsiszentgyörgy, Olteanu’s vol-
unteers arrested Béla Lapikás, while robbing his store919, they destroyed the memori-
al column of the heroes of the 1848/49 Revolution and Independence War in the park of 
Sepsiszentgyörgy, and sprayed shots on the marble lions of the memorial. On 22 Septem-
ber they moved to Árkos, where they looted István Kovács, and raped his wife.920 After 
the anti-Hungarian massacre in Szárazajta on 26 September, Olteanu’s unit left for Csík 
and Gyergyó. They had beaten up Hungarians and looted in Csíkkozmás, Csíkszentlél-
ek, Csíkdánfalva, Csíkmadaras, Csíkmenaság, Csíkszentsimon and Csíkszentmárton921, 
and on 6 October they killed József Sajgó, Imre Kedves and Gyula Kovács in Gyergyósz-
entmiklós, in the brickyard.922 Then the anti-Hungarian massacres followed in Szárazaj-
ta and Csíkszentdomokos. 

Szárazajta

It was the eve of 25 September when Olteanu’s guard arrived at Szárazajta, a village in 
Háromszék. The volunteers arrived on the call of two local Romanian people, with the 
aim of avenging on the Hungarian civilians of Ajta the death of the Romanian soldiers 
killed in the German-Romanian military confrontation that took place in the outskirts 
of the village not long before, on September 4. The Hungarians were accused of having 
helped the German rearguard in the 4 September ousting of the Romanian troops nestled 
in near the village on September 2, and that some Hungarian residents had captured or 
killed wounded Romanian soldiers, including an officer. 
The Maniu guard arrived on horse-drawn carts in the evening of 25 September and af-
ter it quartered, its superiors and a small group of local Romanians had finalized the 
name list of the people to be executed the next day. According to archival sources the 
hardly returned commander of the local Gendarmerie, a certain sergeant Goţa and a 
local Romanian woman, Rozalia Bogdan compiled the blacklist on 16 or 17 Septem-
ber923, though another eyewitness says, the list was completed already before the Ger-
man-Romanian military skirmish on 4 September. Mrs. Vilma Egyed Dánielné knew this:  

916 Desrobirea, 20 and 23 September, 1944
917 Tribuna, 24 September, 1944
918 Tribuna, 24 September, 1944
919 Lipcsey, Ildikó: Erdélyi autonómiák (Transylvanian autonomies), Budapest, 1990, 50.; Lipcsey, Ildikó: 

Utak és tévutak az erdélyi magyarság huszadik századi történetében. (Roads and false roads in the 
twentieth-century history of Transylvanian Hungarians.) Published by the author, Budapest, 2008, 98–99.

920 Lipcsey: Erdélyi autonómiák... 50. 
921 Lipcsey: Utak és tévutak... 101. 
922 Lipcsey: Utak és tévutak... 99.
923 ACNSAS, Fonds Penal (Criminal, hereinafter: P fonds), Dossier No. 156, volume 2, p. 19–21, 28, 60, 179–

180, 184, 224-225, 240, 242, 244 
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«The compilation was prepared before the German-Romanian military confrontation 
took place here, near Szárazajta”, and the list contained thirty-forty names.924 No docu-
ment emerged during my research that would confirm or disprove this assertion.
On 26 September, at dawn, the volunteers and armed young Romanian locals gathered 
the chosen people. The villagers were herded into the school courtyard, then in front of 
the people – parents, siblings, reatives among them – the volunteers beheaded the Nagy 
brothers, the 21-year-old Sándor and the 25-year-old András, and shot Regina Szép Al-
bertné Málnási (50), her husband, Albert Szép (49), Gyula Németh (62), Izsák Németh 
(51), Lajos Elekes (38), Benjám Szabó (62), Béla Gecse (34), József Málnási (35), Béla Szép 
(42) and László Tamás (38). József Nagy D. miraculously escaped the volley fire, the bul-
lets crushed “only” his teeth, he recovered from his injuries. 
However, the “charge” against the Hungarians in Szárazajta is shaky for several reasons. 
Although during the Szárazajta trial, which was prolonged until 1954, several Romani-
an, and even Hungarian villagers claimed that some Hungarian villagers – most of them 
was not even brought in front of the Maniu guard firing squad! – were indeed responsi-
ble for the lives of Romanian soldiers, yet most of the testimonies usually confine to the 
mention of anti-Romanian conduct. To some extent, these generalizations are in line with 
the previously declared and announced intention of the Maniu guards: the final show-
down with the Hungarians, the aim of revenge for each and every once committed an-
ti-Romanian conduct. For example, in the interrogation protocols one of the Szárazajta 
Romanians, Simion M. Bârsan talks about Hungarians behaving unfair with the Roma-
nians925, Ioan Egyed Bârsan talks about anti-Romanian elements926, and Ferdinand Băr-
duţ says: the compilation listed Hungarians hostile to the Romanians,927 and based on 
that list the Maniu guard executed 12 people, and seriously wounded one on 26 Septem-
ber, 1944. An unimaginably wide range of “charges” fit into the foggy, elusive generali-
zations of the recorded statements.
The Nagy brothers, beheaded in the school yard by axe, were set in front of the Maniu 
guard’s firing squad for allegedly having crushed a Romanian officer to death with spade 
and axe. But there are also a number of statements that strongly challenge the “charge” 
brought up against them, to put it mildly. Because the “charge” could not have been clear 
against them, since Gavrilă Olteanu, the Maniu guard commander was forced at the ex-
ecutions to give three minutes for the answer to his request: someone from among the 
people should tell them who can be held responsible for the life of a Romanian officer928, 
or else they would execute 150 Hungarians.929 In his statement on 22 October 1952, Teo-
dor Bărduţ had told the same, but he added, he was not aware that anyone in the village 
of Szárazajta had killed any Romanian officer.930 In relation to this, in an undated state-
ment Ioan E. Bârsan stated that on Olteanu’s request, a Hungarian man, Incze Dániel 
came forward from among the villagers forcibly herded into the school yard, and said 
that: he had heard that the Nagy brothers killed the Romanian officer in question.931 This 
was the only “witness”, whose statement, made on the basis of hearsay, was followed by 
the Nagy brothers being executed right away. 

924 Benkő, Levente: Szárazajta, Tortoma kiadó, Barót, 2011, 128. 
925 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 2, p. 28 
926 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 2, p. 19 
927 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 2, p. 180 
928 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 7, p. 230 
929 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 2, p. 118 
930 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 2, p. 118 
931 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 1, p. 414 
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For example, Albert Szép and his wife Regina Málnási was also executed on controver-
sial grounds, similarly to those of the Nagy brothers. According to Ioan E. Bârsan’s state-
ment, Regina Szép Albertné Málnási was shot because her fellow villager, Gizella Győri 
stated in the school yard: she had cut the finger of the dead Romaian officer off, to pull 
off his wedding ring.932 According to the local Hungarians, the “murdered” Romanian 
military officer sent a letter later, thanking the Szép couple that they cured him from his 
combat wounds, and asked them to send back his wedding ring he had given them in 
gratitude. The letter in question is nowhere to be found so far, but a newspaper article 
seems to confirm its existence, which says that the wedding ring’s owner, Lieutenant Io-
an N. Ionescu requested the return of the ring on at least two occasions from the mayor of 
Szárazajta, and wrote him the following: “the wedding ring lost in the battles fought for 
the village on 2-3 September [1944]” is his, so he thankfully requests it back.933 The death 
of the Romanian officer in Szárazajta is also refuted by the source according to which 
there was no officer among the 13 Romanian soldiers (two sergeants, two corporals and 
nine privates) fallen in the military operations in the outskirts of the village.934

For example, Béla Szép could not have been accused of participating in the attack on the 
Romanian army on 4 September also because he came home from the eastern battlefield 
only on 14 September. According to his widow, her husband was killed on 26 Septem-
ber 1944, due to the discord of several years with Ioan T. Bârsan.935 The same was con-
firmed by Augustin Bogdan, who testified that Béla Szép’s execution was based on the 
false accusations of Ioan Egyed Bârsan.936 Victor Bârsan also confirmed that “Béla Szép 
was killed on the basis of an earlier disagreement”937; and Ioan E. Bârsan did not deny 
the old squabbles.938 Lajos Elekes was shot for similar reasons; he had fallen back from 
his corps and came home to Szárazajta as a sick soldier after the German-Romanian mil-
itary skirmish on 4 September.939

Béla Gecse and József Málnási were shot at dawn on 26 September in their homes. The 
latter’s widow testified that Málnási was shot in the back by Alexandru Bogdan;940 Ioan 
Egyed Bârsan stated the same,941 but even if Alexandru Bogdan’s statement is true, ac-
cording to which it was not him but a Maniu guard member who shot József Málnási942, 
it is clear that: like other victims who were not interrogated whether they had committed 
anything at all against the Romanian soldiers, or whether they were home during the 4 
September military skirmish.
Like his peers, József Nagy D. was also put in front of the Maniu guard for an offense 
against the Romanian soldiers. He survived the volley fire, recovered from his wounds, 
so he could have been charged at any time with what they “accused” him in the trials on 

932 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 7, p. 227 
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25-26 September 1944. He was not charged, József Nagy D. only appeared as a witness 
during the trial, not as defendant. László Tamás, who was not even on the blacklist, was 
killed by the volley fire the Maniu guardsmen shot into the villagers crowded into one 
corner of the courtyard.
However, Teodor Bărduţ’s statement is noteworthy, which says that after the executions 
Olteanu ordered: Everybody shall submit any objects of military origin, guns or am-
munition within 30 minutes, at whom they would find such things during the house 
searches, would be shot in the head immediately.943 In other words, they were looking 
for exhibits after the executions. Olteanu stated that a lot of arms and ammunition were 
captured this way in Szárazajta, in reality, the guardsmen also robbed winter clothing 
and footwear.944 Even at the home of the Nagy brothers, murdered the most cruel way, 
could they not find any demonstrable asset of military origin, this fact was confirmed by 
Stefan Bogdan, a Romanian inhabitant from Szárazajta, when he said in his statement on 
21 October, 1952: Gavril Olteanu entrusted him and two volunteers after the execution to 
fetch from the home of the parents of the Nagy brothers, executed one hour earlier, the 
belongings that they acquired during the front fighting. «We went to the flat of István 
Nagy945, and I ordered him to fetch the requested belongings to the school, then the vol-
unteers searched even the barn but found nothing. Then I went back to the village hall 
and reported Olteanu that we did not find anything.”946

Securitate lieutenant Mauriţiu Adler interrogated nearly fifty witnesses in Szárazajta in 
the autumn of 1952. His report summarising his investigation, dated on 14 October 1952, 
states: “The reasoning of the Maniu guardsmen is not correct that the Hungarians mur-
dered in Szárazajta were terrorists in the service of the Horthyst army fighting against 
the Romanian troops.”947

In the Attorney General’s Office of the Romanian People’s Republic two military officers 
were also heard regarding the military combat taken place in the Szárazajta area. In his 
testimony dated 27 March 1954, Lieutenant Colonel Paraschiv Tomescu said that he, as 
an officer of the Belin948 squad, had participated in the combat operations that took place 
in the area of Nagyajta, Középajta and Szárazajta. The Lieutenant Colonel could not tell 
exactly which troops marched into Szárazajta on 2 September, 1944. According to him, 
the Romanian troops were attacked in the village by “fascist forces”, whose success was 
supported by local armed civilians. However, Lieutenant Colonel Tomescu added that 
all these happenings he learned from hearsay, and he also learned from hearsay that the 
Romanian troops suffered serious losses during the battle.949 Lieutenant Colonel Ioan 
Chirilă told in his testimony dated 27 March 1954 that on 1st or 2nd of September 1944 in 
Barót and Felsőrákos, located at 15 kilometers from Szárazajta, civilians shot at his sol-
diers, and therefore he did not exclude the possibility that a similar incident had hap-
pened on Szárazajta as well. He declared, however: he had no knowledge of Romanian 
troops having been attacked by civilians in Szárazajta.950 Augustin Bogdan’s testimony is 

943 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 7, p. 231 
944 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 7, p. 231, volume 2, p. 21, 88, 114
945 István Nagy G., the father of the beheaded Nagy brothers.
946 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 2, p. 160 
947 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 7, p. 22–23 
948 Bölön – in Romanian.
949 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 1, p. 318 
950 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 1, p. 319 
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also in line with this, where he answered the following at the 15 October 1952 hearing to 
the question as to why the people killed on 26 September had to pay with their lives: “It 
was against them that they terrorized the Romanian army, but I do not know if that real-
ly took place. I heard all this from Bărduţ Teodor and Bârsan Egyed Ioan. To my knowl-
edge, no one in the village had seen that the people executed on 26 September would 
have terrorized the Romanian army”.951 Simion M. Bârsan’s claim is also in line with this, 
who answered the following at the 23 October 1952 hearing to the question as to what 
had the murdered Hungarians done at the passage of the front in Szárazajta: “I was in the 
village at the time of the Romanian troops’ retreat, but I did not see that anyone would 
have abused any Romanian soldier”.952

In the summer of 1954, Dan Vârgolici, the judge of the Bucharest Court’s Criminal Cham-
ber, inspected the Romanian military commands recording the fights that took place in 
the area of Szárazajta on 2 and 4 September 1944, and also sought the opinion of experts. 
In his summary report, dated 22 June 1954, he concluded: “The [Romanian troops] re-
cord does not specify the number of the retreating troops nor the losses suffered or the 
retreat’s cause,” the records do not address the fact whether the Hungarians or Germans 
had been the attackers, “there is no indication whether the Romanian units were attacked 
by civilians, as people in the firing line were not in a position to investigate who attacked 
them.953 However, both the prosecution and the verdict of the Supreme Court announced 
on 4 August, 1954 reasoned like this: the very fact that the troops logs had not recorded 
the attackers identity, proves that the attack did not originate from hostile military units, 
but from inside the village, from Hungarian civilians.954 All the more odd is this conclu-
sion, since, according to the justification of the verdict announced on 4 August, 1954, after 
moving in to Szárazajta the Romanian troops had taken the necessary measures against 
possible revenge actions of the Hungarian population.955

The Maniu guard in Csík

In Csíkszentdomokos, on 8 October 1944, eleven Hungarian civilians were shot by the 
volunteer troops led by Olteanu. According to the guard commander, the volley fire in 
Domokos was made necessary by the local Székely-Hungarian population, who, despite 
the command, had not provided the military equipment, including weapons and ammu-
nition acquired at the passage of the front. But did the Maniu guard have any right to 
collect weapons, when the command of the general staff of the Brasov Mountain Divi-
sion Corps had notified the Maniu Volunteer Battalion on 26 September, 1944 that “the 
military authorities have exclusively authorized the No. 4 military command, headquar-
tered in Sepsiszentgyörgy, and within this the booty service, with the task of search-
ing, collecting and storing booty”? In any event, the volunteer corps was ordered that 
“all sorts of booty needs to be transmitted to this headquarters,” and that in order to 
feed and arm the troops the voluntary corps have to account for any weapons, ammu-
nition, equipment it comes into possession with the command of the booty service, on 
the basis of inventory records.956

951 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 2, p. 194-195 
952 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 2, p. 215 
953 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 1, p. 312 
954 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 1, p. 402 
955 ACNSAS, P fonds, Dossier No. 156, volume 1, p. 397 
956 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 42 
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In the confidential report dated at the scene, on the day of the massacre in Csíksze-
ntdomokos, 8 October, 1944, Olteanu “explained” the cause of the bloodbath. He in-
formed the command of the Brasov Mountain Division Corps that “100-200 armed 
deserters are fallen behind from the Székely Army Division [!] in every village, and 
the gendarmerie is powerless to arrest and lead them to POW camps. We, the volun-
teer regiment published a call also in Csíkszentdomokos, where nearly 250 fully-armed 
Hungarian army deserters are staying. From the village of 1300 smokes, eleven persons 
came forward twelve hours after the call, carrying weapons, machine guns and ammu-
nition in threes. Since there was no instrument at our disposal to take them to court 
martial in Brasov, I had them shot in the village in front of the villagers, and handed 
over the criminal assets to the gendarmerie per protocol, and as soon as opportunity 
arise, they are transported to court martial in Brasov. In this sense, in the complete ab-
sence of the Gendarmerie, local authorities and the Romanian army, we continue the 
elimination of the Székely resistance nests.957

Olteanu’s report does not indicate whether he carried out any investigation against the 
people delivering the weapons on the call of the gendarmerie, or against the people 
in Csíkszentdomokos who had not received the call about the compulsory delivery of 
weapons, and it is neither revealed that among the victims shot to death who were the 
deserters fallen behind their troops.958 However, out of the thirteen martyrs of Domokos 
two – the 84-year-old Ágnes György and the 39-year-old Anna Bács – were women, and 
of the other victims Lajos Zsók, Antal Szakács and Imre Szakács were not even actual 
soldiers.959 The victims of the volley fire of the Maniu volunteers in Csíkszentdomokos: 
Péter Albert (31), Anna Bács (39), Lajos Bíró (54), Ágnes György (84), Ferenc Kedves (29), 
János Kósa (31), József Kurkó (27), Antal Szakács (52), Imre Szakács (19), Sándor Tímár 
(19), Lajos Zsók (32). 
The explanation for Olteanu’s “decision” in Csíkszentdomokos lies probably in his pic-
ture of the Hungarians. We can get a picture of this from further details of the confi-
dential report in question. After all, in the report he also requested the following: the 
command of the Brasov Mountain Division Corps shall intercede with the Ministry of In-
ternal Affairs that notaries, mayors, commanders of the Gendarmerie sent prior to 1940 
to the Székely region960, but having friendly relations with Hungarians or having mar-
ried Hungarian women shall be immediately removed as elements endangering the fu-
ture Roman administration. Without mentioning names, he complained that a notary 
embraced the ancient enemy, the Hungarians, and also complained that the Romani-
an mayor of Csíkszereda married a Hungarian woman, and interceded for the release 
of people detained by Maniu volunteers and for the release of his wife’s relatives either 
interned in Gyergyószentmiklós or hospitalized.961 Olteanu also mentioned the Széke-
ly-Hungarian men who were unwilling to continue to fight, and were lagging from the 
retreating Hungarian troops already falling apart, and returned home to start a new life. 
He recommended the internment of the deserters returning to their homes, and because 

957 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 65 
958 For the details of the massacre in Csíkszentdomokos see: Ferenczes, István: Székely apokalipszis [Székely 

apocalypse], Csíkszereda, 1994; second edition: Budapest, 2002
959 Ferenczes: Székely apokalipszis… p. 57, 68 
960 Olteanu here referred to the area he had traveled by then, that is Háromszék and Csík county.
961 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 006667, p. 65-66 
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the Romanian gendarmes may remain silent about their return, the former ones should 
be also replaced.962 And as far as the “Székely resistance nests”, mentioned by Olteanu 
are concerned; that is a strong slip of him, as the civilian population had neither the way 
nor the reason for this. 
Olteanu’s clearly negative picture of the Hungarians is perceptible then. This image can 
be further expanded by what the fleeing Olteanu wrote in the summer of 1945 in his let-
ter to Iuliu Maniu, and what he recorded in his diary-like memoir summarising the ac-
tivities and the history of the volunteer battalion formerly under his command. In these, 
as a self-justification, Olteanu lists in detail the anti-Romanian atrocities – committed in 
the region, in the period covered – that justify the retaliation. The current standing of my 
research does not allow for an examination of the credibility of Olteanu’s allegations, be-
cause – for now – it lacks new supplements necessary for the source criticism. Undertak-
ing the risk of unilateralism, it can be mentioned what Olteanu accused the Hungarians 
in the Székely region with, and Csík and Csíkszentdomokos within this. Included among 
his claims, residents of Domokos together with Hungarian border guards, crossing the 
then Hungarian-Romanian border on 28 August, 1944, took sheep, cattle and horses from 
the neigbourhood of village Tarkő in Neamţ county, which were only given back on 11 
October to the – obviously Romanian-speaking – farmers, at the request of the volun-
teer battalion. This accident was also mentioned by the witnesses in Csíkszentdomokos, 
declaring that “Ferenc Kedves was shot instead of Ferenc Kedves Bojti. The latter was a 
family man who served on the border, in the montains, where he was a troublemaker, 
taking the sheep and cattle from the Romanians and the Csango people, and those came 
with the volunteers for a revenge.”963 Anna Albert Péterné Veress says her husband was 
shot by the volunteers on 8 October, because he was collected for the livestock theft, not 
the real perpetrator, Lázár Albert Péter; János Szakács said that reportedly, on the Roma-
nian side of the area Hungarians actually shot Romanians, “causing some trouble there, 
and when these volunteers came, they were looking for them but could not catch them, 
so, instead of them they executed others who were innocent, only their names were the 
same”.964 Olteanu only superficially investigated – if at all – the events and the authentic-
ity of the news related to these and he did the same he had done in Szárazajta on 25-26 
September; based on allegations made by Romanian residents he came to the conclu-
sion that since “at the time of the robbery the Hungarian border guards were joined by 
Székely civilians, and because the cattle were found at them, they must have been partic-
ipating” in the killing of five Romanian shepherds.965 He also complained that the Hun-
garian border guards and Székely people from Gyergyószentmiklós, Gyergyófelfalu, 
Gyergyóditró and Maroshévíz are responsible for the life of Romanian residents.966 For 
the investigation of these statements further research is needed.
After the massacre in Csíkszentdomokos, the guard led by Olteanu committed trucu-
lence in other towns of the region. They shot István Bálint967 in Csíkkarcfalva, and on 
10 October, in Csíkmadaras, Károly Kató and Lázár Hajdu, residents of Csíkdánfalva968.  

962 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 66 
963 Ferenczes: Székely apokalipszis… p. 95–97 
964 Ferenczes: Székely apokalipszis… p. 95 
965 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 24, p. 68 
966 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 24, p. 69-70 
967 Ferenczes: Székely apokalipszis… p. 11 
968 Ferenczes: Székely apokalipszis… p. 12 
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The 5-600-strong Maniu guard arrived at Gyergyószentmiklós969 on 14 October, where 
they shot, on the command of Olteanu, Gyula Kovács, József Kedves and József Bajkó, 
refugees from Békás.970 

Historical Transylvania

According to a summary report without date but, taken the spelling and wording, prob-
ably written in the early 1950s, apart from the massacres in the Székely region, the volley 
fire killing 16 Hungarian people in Egeres in Kolozs county was also committed by Olte-
anu’s volunteers.971 Based on current studies this can not be maintained, in other words, 
no record or recollection has yet been produced, which would reveal that Olteanu’s vol-
unteers had visited places outside Háromszék, Csíkszék and Gyergyószék. All is there 
to know that in Kolozs and Szolnok-Doboka counties, so also in Egeres, located north of 
Cluj – just like in the Székely region – besides the gendarmerie’s men and some local ci-
vilians, volunteers also participated in the series of murders;972 according to the widow 
of one of the victims in Egeres (János Kovács), the volunteer entering their home and car-
rying off her husband was wearing an armband labeled „Voluntar pentru Ardeal”973.974 
The anti-Hungarian massacre in Egeres can also be traced back to personal revenge. In 
the municipality with mixed Hungarian and Romanian population, an orderly called 
Boc Gheorghe killed his superior, a Hungarian officer, at the end of 1918. In the au-
tumn of 1940 the entering Hungarian soldiers inquired about Boc, who was reported by 
his own Romanian son in law. Later Boc was found dead with shot wounds, in the out-
skirts of the neighbouring Inaktelke. The population of Egeres and the widow of Boc 
thought the murder was committed by Hungarian soldiers.975 The vindictiveness of the 
victim’s widow was fueled by gendarmerie commander Herta, returning to the village 
in the autumn of 1944 who – although personally did not participate in the executions 
on 22 October – ordered the collection and liquidation of the Hungarian men.976 Accord-
ing to eyewitness Silvia Morar, the Egeres massacre happened out of ethnic hatred, and 
those responsible were called “ghilcoşii”, that is murderers, even by Romanian fellow 
villagers.977 The victims of the Egeres massacre: János Kovács, Géza Czégéni (51), Géza 
Czégéni jr. (16), József Vincze (21), Márton Debreczeni, Mihály Mikla (65), Attila Zoltán 
(33), Zsigmond Juhász (21), András Dimény (35), János Gille (35), János Hajas (30), József 
Hajas (38), János Sipkó (32), János Rilki, József György, and an unknown German soldier 
(18). Their bodies were found at the edge of the forest of Ferencbánya in January 1945.978

According to sources uncovered so far, in Kolozs and Szolnok-Doboka counties a total 
of 58 anti-Hungarian murders were committed in the autumn of 1944, the one in Egeres 
969 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 160 
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972 Gál, Mária: Kolozs és Szolnok-Doboka vármegye = Fehér könyv az 1944. őszi magyarellenes atrocitásokról 
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included. These include the case in Magyarzsombor where on 21 October a Romanian 
gendarmerie sergeant named Vintilă had notary János Albert and mine officers Sándor 
Fazekas and Árpád Szilágyi dragged into the woods and shot by the guards, while the 
families of József Nyitrai thresher owner and József Lengyel mill tenant were ordered out 
of the settlement.979 On 14 October four Hungarians were killed in Kendilóna, on 19th one 
Hungarian in Ördögkeresztúr, on 23rd one in Ördöngösfüzes, three in Fejérd.980 In Fejérd, 
the gendarmerie sergeant had farmer János Kalló and hardly 19-year-old Dezső Rácz jr. 
summoned in the parish hall, who were found murdered the next day on the outskirts of 
the village.981 In Páncélcseh in mid-October some strangers in military outfit appeared 
who called themselves Maniu guardists; on 20th István Dénes former judge, Sándor 
Papp (60) master taylor, Ferenc Máté (42) miller and Sándor Nagy (62) farmer were es-
corted to the guard officier on the instruction of Gheorghe Petraşcu, commander of the 
Gendarmerie, returning from southern Transylvania. All four of them were killed, their 
bodies were found inearthed along the stream in the spring of 1945.982 On 24 October 
1944, in Kispetri and Magyarpalatka two-two Hungarians were killed, on 25th in Beth-
len, Szilágypanit and Magyarderzse two in each town, in Almás one, on 30th in Bánffy-
hunyad eleven, in Kalotaszentkirály two, and around Christmas in Kajántó two more 
Hungarians were killed.983

Gyanta, Magyarremete, Kishalmágy

Just like Hungarian soldiers committed unjustifiable anti-Romanian bloodbath in Septem-
ber 1940 in Szilágyság, in Ipp and Ördögkút, the same a crime was committed in the au-
tumn of 1944 by Romanian soldiers in several southern Transylvanian settlements such as 
Gyanta, Magyarremete, Kishalmágy and Szentmihály. In Magyarremete 35 Hungarians, 
in Kishalmágy and Szentmihály six-six Hungarians were killed. The extinction of even 
one human life is a tragedy, however, the bloodshed in Gyanta stands out in both its size 
and meaningfulness among the cases in southern Transylvania. Virtually the same way 
as Romanian civilians died four years earlier in Ipp and Ördögkút by the encroachments 
of Hungarian soldiers; in Gyanta, the Romanian army took revenge on the innocent, un-
armed and defenseless Hungarian population, after they marched in the village. The on-
ly difference is that while in the two villages in the Szilágyság the gunshots opened by the 
snipers on the Hungarian soldiers provoked the anger, none of the Hungarian civilians in 
Gyanta took arms on the Romanian soldiers. Obviously, this difference is no reason for a 
mass slaughter, and even less for taking the lives of old people, women and children.
As we saw at the beginning of the anti-Hungarian manhunt, Gavrilă Olteanu, the com-
mander of the Brasov Maniu guard, exhorted the volunteers partly by referring to the 
massacres in Ipp and Ördögkút. Let us review briefly what happened in the autumn of 
1940 in the two villages in Szilágyság.984 On September 9 in Ördögkút, according to some 
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sources 68, according to other sources 87 Romanian inhabitants, while during the night of 
13 to 14 in Ipp 157 Romanian inhabitants, including children, women and elderly people 
fell victims of Hungarian soldiers. The Romanian historiography and hence the public con-
sciousness mostly ignores the details recorded in Hungarian military sources, which were 
revealed by military historian Péter Illésfalvi researching the atrocities that occurred dur-
ing the Hungarian invasion in the autumn of 1940. According to these details, the occupy-
ing soldiers were shot at several locations in the Szilágyság by civilian snipers. This is what 
happened on 9 September in the case of the occupying Hungarian forces marching into the 
mixed population Ördögkút. In fact, the soldiers marching in the village received weap-
ons fire from the tower of the Greek Orthodox Church and from the houses on the edge of 
the village as well. The number of soldiers killed in Ördögkút is still unclear. Lieutenant 
Colonel Károly Ákosi mounted an attack; he had the Romanians found in the church and 
the Orthodox parish executed at the scene, and in the disarray that emerged during the re-
taliation, the soldiers shot the unsuspecting and completely innocent Romanians trotting 
terrified between the houses unaware both of the sniper shots delivered from the church 
tower and the ensuing retribution. By contrast, the basic verdict985 of the trial of the Ipp 
and Ördögkút massacre in the People’s Court of Cluj stated that the shot that triggered the 
Ördögkút massacre did not originate from the daughter of the local Orthodox priest, and 
not from the tower of the Greek Orthodox church, but from the acacia forest of Ferenc Bay 
landowner, where soldiers on bicycle were posted, and it came as a provocation.
The tragedy in Ipp, similarly to that of Ördögkút, is senseless and inexplicable. The De-
fence Forces arrived on September 7 into the village, where one ammunition wagon ex-
ploded, causing the death of two soldiers. The investigation concluded that it was not a 
bomb hidden in an apple basket that blew up the ammunition wagon – though this ver-
sion, emerged at the time of the tragedy, cannot be either refuted or backed up, according 
to Illésfalvi – but those grenades, which the occupying soldiers had found at the barracks 
abandoned by the Romanian military in Margitta, and which should have been destroyed 
at site according to the rules. These grenades were armed by the jerky wagon and explod-
ed. It is clear that the tragedy was caused by a serious negligence of the Regulations. Also, 
according to the files of the People’s Court of Cluj, an accident occurred, not an assassina-
tion. The two soldiers killed in the accident were laid to eternal rest in the local cemetery 
and not one Romanian in the village was harmed – dispite the apple basket legend. How-
ever, on 13 September, the Hungarian military authorities ordered the scouring of several 
villages and their surroundings after they received reports that armed Romanian residents 
are committing truculence and preparing for resistance. According to Illésfalvi, based on 
Hungarian military sources, lieutenant Zsolt Bedő headed just towards Ipp with his spe-
cial forces team when he was notified in Szilágynagyfalu that days earlier a bomb hidden 
in an apple basket killed three soldiers in Ipp. During the house searches in Ipp, lieutenant 
Bedő found 18 non-local Romanian inhabitants, and because – according to the Hungari-
an military sources – they tried to escape, 16 of them were shot by the soldiers. A total of 
157 Romanian inhabitants lost their lives in the retaliation commanded by Bedő. In the files 
of the People’s Court of Cluj the name of lieutenant Zsolt Bedő does not occur, this source 
mentions lieutenant Zoltan Vasváry, the commander of the Hungarian unit stationed in 
Szilágynagyfalu as the one who gave the order to the slaughter in Ipp, and who, because of 
this, was sentenced to death in his absence by the People’s Court of Cluj, on 13 March, 1946. 

985 Arhivele Naţionale, Serviciul Judeţean Cluj [Cluj County Service of the State Archives], fonds No. 1295, 
inventory No. 962, Dossier No. 22/1946.
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The Gyanta massacre was also preceded by a military skirmish, however, no local res-
idents had participated in that. Actually, the Hungarian civilians paid the price of the 
Hungarian military intrusion taken place in the line of Torda and Arad–Nagyszalonta: 
A thousand Hungarian men were deported from Torda-Aranyos county, and six were 
shot in Tordaszentmihály.986 The Hungarian soldiers intruded into Gyanta on 14 Septem-
ber, held the village occupied for ten days, but outnumbered by the Soviets, eventual-
ly retreated. On 24th, the rearguard troops intercepted the Romanian Mountain Division 
Corps for hours from their positions in the village. After the total withdrawal of Hungar-
ian soldiers, still on the same day, the Mountain Division took revenge on the defenseless 
and innocent population987 on the assumption that the Hungarian population had helped 
the Hungarian army. A day earlier, on 23rd, Hungarians were shot to death by Romanian 
soldiers and Romanian civilians from the neighbourhood on charges of partisan activity 
in Magyarremete and Kishalmágy.988 There are women and children among the victims 
in Magyarremete as well, János Bálint was 14, Tamás Tamás 12, András Tamás 17, József 
Lukács was 15 years old when the soldiers shot them.989

Lieutenant Teodor Bridea conducted the executions in Gyanta, during which 46 Hungar-
ians and one Romanian were shot, including children, women and elderly people. The 
oldest victim was the 71-year-old István Köteles S., the youngest was a mere two years 
old, Julianna Antók.990 The soldiers set fire to the Protestant parsonage. Several Romani-
an locals defended and escaped the Hungarians991, and there was somebody who told the 
soldiers occupying the village: it was not the Hungarian villagers who fired, but the re-
treating soldiers.992 The Romanian victim in Gyanta, Todinca Mihai gave his life for his 
Hungarian wife and his children. When the soldiers learned that he was Romanian, he 
was told to leave. But the father persisted: “If my wife, my family is shot, then shoot me 
as well.” He stood back to his family, and were shot as well.993 

The end

The final stage of the history of the Iuliu Maniu Volunteer Battalion led by Gavrilă Olte-
anu, and the Brasov lawsuit, are not the subject of this writing. Nevertheless, it should 
be briefly mentioned that referring to the order No. 71.215 of the Romanian General 
Command dated 12 November 1944, the general staff of the Brasov Mountain Division 
Corps provided by its order No. 220.513 dated on 27 November to disband the volun-
teer battalion led by Olteanu, and that the unit would be disbanded with the assistance 
of the mountain division troops with the latter taking over its full equipment and arma-
ment, while the crew of the former would be dismantled.994 The Nagyenyed Mountain 
Division Corps identified and disbanded the unit, while the General Command made  

986 Gál: Kolozs and Szolnok-Doboka counties… p. 107 In detail: Gál, Mária: Dél-Erdély 1944 őszén (Southern 
Transylvania in the autumn of 1944) = Fehér könyv az 1944. őszi magyarellenes atrocitásokról. (White 
book on the anti-Hungarian atrocities in the autumn of 1944)
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990 Same 1995, p. 116 
991 Same p. 111, 113, 114 
992 Same p. 109 
993 Same p. 111, 113 
994 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 91 
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arrangements with the prosecution attached to the Nagyszeben court-martial, the Mil-
itary Justice Directorate and the Ministry of the Interior to arrest Olteanu, and ordered 
the disbandment of any volunteer unit formed without approval, and the arrest of every 
commander having been perpetrating illegal acts (robberies, murders).995 
The Brasov court-martial sentenced the fugitive Gavrilă Olteanu to life at hard labour, as 
well as to ten years of deprivation of rights and to the compensation for the legal costs of 
five thousand lei by decision No. 46[?].364, dated 2 May, 1945, on charges of incitement 
for murder and robbery, and unlawful possession of weapons. Alexandru Ghezăşanu 
and Octavian Oprea received the same punishment on charges of robbery and unlawful 
possession of weapons and uniform. Ioan Pop, Coriolan Marcu, Victor Butuza and Io-
an Puiu received the same punishment on charges of robbery and murder and unlawful 
possession of weapons and uniform. Ioan Lazăr was sentenced to life at hard labour for 
murder, three years of hard prison on the charge of unlawful possession of weapons, five 
years of forced labour on the charge of unlawful possession of uniform. Mihai Santa, Va-
sile Romocea, and the axe executioner of Szárazajta, Stana Traian also were sentenced to 
life at hard labour for robbery and murder.996 Ioan Netoteanu and Teodor Floruţa were sen-
tenced to five-five years of forced labour, Liviu Mureşanu was sentenced to four years of 
correctional prison, Nicolae Ţifrea was sentenced to two months of correctional prison.997

Levente Benkő 
Hungarians and Germans interned in the autumn of 1944

The events leading to the internment of the ethnic Hungarians of Romania during World 
War II and the overall persecution of the Hungarians date back to the summer of 1943. 
The tone or the harbinger of later events was probably shaped by the Soviet politics de-
fined by Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin. The Soviet government, meaning Stalin, wrote the 
following in a letter to the government of Great Britain on 7 June 1943: “The Soviet gov-
ernment believes that [responsibility] for the armed assistance given by Hungary to Ger-
many ... must be borne not only by the Hungarian government but, to a greater or lesser 
degree, by the Hungarian people.998 This position was confirmed six months later from 
12-18 December when Stalin and Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molotov999 
met in Moscow with Edvard Beneš, President of Czechoslovakia, who had chosen em-
igration. They were meeting to draw up a Soviet-Czechoslovak treaty and to evolve a 
post-war position on Germany and the Hungarians. During the second meeting on 14 
December – which Stalin did not attend – Molotov declared that “the Hungarians must 
be punished.”1000 We need to add that the attitude towards the Hungarians – and the Ger-
man-speaking population – living in regions ceded to other countries by the Treaty of 
Trianon who ended up interned and deported was partly due to the above Czechoslo-
vak-Soviet position and to the measures taken by Soviet military authorities between 
the fall of 1944 the spring of 1945. The internment and deportation of the ethnic Hun-
garians of Southern and Northern Transylvania, however, was primarily the outcome of 

995 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 107 
996 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 148-149 
997 ACNSAS, D fonds, Dossier No. 6667, p. 148 
998 Quoted by Gosztonyi, Péter: Vihar Kelet-Európa felett, [Storm over Eastern Europe.] Budapest, 1990, 152–153.
999 With the future Soviet Minister for Foreign Affairs
1000 Quoted by Gosztonyi, Péter: Háború van, háború! [It’s war, war.] Budapest, 1989, 26
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independent decisions by the Romanian authorities. The internments in Romania actu-
ally began (once again) just one day after the Romanians changed sides in the war on 
23 August 1944. The cease fire agreement between the Soviet Union, which represent-
ed the Allied Powers, and Romania and covered, among other things, the internment of 
the German and Hungarian soldiers and citizens of the two countries, wasn’t signed un-
til 12 September 1944 so obviously the Romanians were acting independently and on 
their own initiative. In actual fact, Romania’s measures, including internments, did not 
begin on 23 August 1944 but well before that time. The image of the ethnic Hungarians 
had already evolved during the inter-war period and no doubt contributed to Romanian 
readiness to lash out. In post-Trianon Transylvania, the ethnic Hungarians and Germans 
living in the Banat and Partium did their best to organize themselves in the political, 
cultural, and economic senses of the term, and aspired to establish and evolve an eth-
nic-type institutional system to facilitate and secure their lives under the new imperium. 
This triggered an attitude of suspicion and dislike among the majority Romanian ethnic 
group and among the Romanian authorities. Following the Second Vienna Award of 30 
August 1940 antipathy and suspicion of the ethnic Hungarians who remained in Roma-
nia and lived in Southern Transylvania increased, and the authorities began the intern-
ment of Hungarians.1001 
It is common knowledge that on 23 August 1944 Romania managed to successfully 
switch sides in the war and join the Allies. That same afternoon Romanian King Michael 
I ordered the arrest of Marshal and Prime Minister Ion Antonescu, and the first govern-
ment of General Constantin Sănătescu was formed overnight on the 24th. Throughout 
the autumn of 1944 the media supporting the National Peasant Party which was head-
ed by Iuliu Maniu and which formed the first Sănătescu administration, and the Nation-
al Liberal Party labeled the Hungarians as collectively guilty and called for them to be 
treated as a guilty people.1002 The “Iuliu Maniu” Volunteer Battalion1003 established by 
Gavrilă Olteanu, a lawyer originally from Reghin (Reghinul Săsesc) Transylvania, who 
escaped from the Hungarian authorities by moving to Brasov, and the Battalion’s me-
dia outlet, Desrobirea, also voiced Hungarian guilt. Desrobirea, which was distributed 
around Brasov and in the southeastern portion of the Székelyföld, was not the only me-
dium inciting public opinion with its anti-Hungarian attitude. The national media was 
also spouting anti-minority rhetoric, which included anti-Hungarianism. The Bucharest 
paper România Liberă called for cleansing Northern Transylvania of the “fascist-Hor-
thyist” troops. Maniu’s National Peasant Party paper, Dreptatea, wrote that the Romani-
ans would mercilessly revenge themselves for the actions taken against them, meaning 
that not only did the leaders of the Hungarians have to be punished but so did the thou-
sands of Székelys, who – so said the paper – were responsible for the misery and abuses 

1001 Nagy, Mihály Zoltán: Válságos idők. A dél-erdélyi magyarok internálása és annak hatása a magyarság 
politikai önszerveződésére (1944. szeptember – 1945. szeptember). = Rémuralom a Délvidéken. 
Tanulmányok, emlékezések, helyzetértékelések az 1944/45. évi magyarellenes atrocitásokról, Atlantis 
Kiadó, Újvidék, 2004, 55-56. (Henceforth: Nagy, 2004)

1002 Népi Egység (Brasov), 25 Oct 1944
1003 On the circumstances of how the voluntary troops were established see: Nagy, Mihály Zoltán – Vincze, 

Gábor: Autonomisták és centralisták. Észak-Erdély a két román bevonulás között (1944. szeptember – 
1945. március), Erdélyi Múzeum-Egyesület – Pro Print Könyvkiadó, Kolozsvár – Csíkszereda, 2004, 42-
54, 144. Also see in that volume the summary: Benkő, Levente: Magyarellenes atrocitások 1944 őszén 
Romániában. Adalékok a Maniu-gárdák történetéhez 
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suffered by the Romanians. The Brasov-based Gazeta Transilvaniei wrote of the bul-
lets, belts, suffering, and bloodshed to be inflicted on the Hungarians.1004 Apparently no-
one heard Cluj-Napoca university professor Teofil Vescan when he addressed a popular 
gathering of ten thousand people in Brasov, arguing that “the whole of the Hungarian 
people are not guilty of the misfortunes suffered by the Transylvanians,” 1005 nor did the 
warning of Plugarii, the paper of the Wedge Front (Ékesfront) which wrote: “don’t pun-
ish the entire people. Punish only the guilty.”1006 
Complaints from the public registered with the Cluj-Napoca headquarters of the Hun-
garian Popular Alliance offer a glimpse into the consequences of the incitement. Accord-
ing to its records, delegates from the villages of Florești (Feneș), Gheorghieni, Chinteni, 
Lita Ungurească, Luna de Jos, and Răscruci, all located near Cluj-Napoca, reported that 
“gendarmes acting as officials had confiscated the property of farmers, physically abused 
the men, and were taking most of them to places unknown.1007 Even though Teofil Ves-
can, prefect of Cluj County, issued a public decree warning against vigilante behavior 
and declaring that “a people can never be criminal, for only a cursed regime can be.”1008 
László Luka, who paid a visit to his hometown of Lemnia, in Targu Secuiesc, reported 
on actions taken against the Hungarians and on the general mood. As general secretary 
of the National Democratic Front and a communist politician, he reported on an oppres-
sive atmosphere and on general feelings of dread. People in the village, located in eastern 
portion of the Székelyföld, are afraid to light lamps after dark since they are terrified of 
the Romanian gendarmes in neighboring Brețcu and of the “bands of Romanian »volun-
teers« which have robbed them of all they have and left them panic stricken.” The Roma-
nian gendarmes disarmed the ‘national guards’ appointed by the Red Army to maintain 
order, and gave the weapons to the Romanian volunteers of Brețcu. The new order was 
one of night raids and thefts, torture, and violence, Luka reported, adding that the Roma-
nian gendarmes wrote down the names of Székelys who had no longer wanted to fight 
and who deserted the fronts to come home, marking them as prisoners of war to be sent 
to internment camps. They were allowed to leave the camps and return home only af-
ter each had paid 600 pengős in ransom money.1009 And another part of this story is that 
the Maniu Group, which had been murdering and robbing residents, had already moved 
though portions of the Székelyföld including Aita Seacă, Sândominic, Gheorgheni and 
several other settlements. At the same time the local Romanians and the police of Aghireș 
in Cluj County had been setting up firing squads to kill Hungarians while the Romanian 
army did the same thing in Ginta, Bihor County. 1010

1004 For more detail see: Sárándi, Tamás: A kisebbségek és a magyarságpolitika a romániai sajtóban 1944-
1945. = Pro Minoritate, 2005 autumn, 120–122

1005 As published by the daily Világosság in Cluj, 20 Oct 1944.
1006 Világosság, 1 Dec 1944
1007 Világosság, 27 Oct 1944
1008 Világosság, 27 Oct 1944
1009 Népi Egység, 17 Nov 1944
1010 On the atrocities against the Hungarians in Transylvania in the autumn of 1944, see: Fehér Könyv az 

1944. őszi magyarellenes atrocitásokról [White book on the anti-Hungarian atrocities in the autumn 
of 1944.] (ed: Gál Mária – Gajdos Balogh Attila – Imreh Ferenc), Kolozsvár, 1995; Ferenczes István: 
Székely apokalipszis, [Székely apocalypse] Csíkszereda, 1994; Ferenczes István: Ordasok tépte tájon, 
Csíkszereda, 1995; Benkő Levente: Szárazajta, Háromszék Lap- és Könyvkiadó, Sepsiszentgyörgy 1995; 
sencond, extended edition: Tortoma Könyvkiadó, Barót 2011.)
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Measures taken by the authorities

Much like the Soviet “example,” little distinction was made between military and civil-
ians in Romania, when it came to interning people. Barely two days after the Sănătescu 
government took office, on 25 August the Internal Affairs Ministry ordered the immedi-
ate arrest of all leaders of the German People’s Group, the organizers of the Saxon and 
Swabian residents’ resistance, and the leaders of the Hungarian minorities. On 27 August 
the chief supervisor of the gendarmerie ordered additional internments. So, barely three 
days after the government had resolved to close down the internment camps they were 
back in business, running full tilt.1011 In fact on 25 August the chief supervisor of the gen-
darmerie had issued a telephoned order, Number 43.599, to the regional supervisors to 
immediately begin arresting the heads of the German People’s Group, the leaders of the 
Saxon and Swabian resistance of the Banat and Transylvania, as well as the leaders of the 
Hungarian minority.1012 Two days later, on 27 August the chief supervisor of the gendar-
merie issued a new telephone order, Number 43.617,1013 which, in parallel to Decree No. 
12.500 of the Internal Affairs Ministry issued that same day, ordered all members of the 
German People’s group, and all German citizens to report to the police stations in the cit-
ies and to the gendarmeries in the villages. People deemed dangerous during selection 
were to be interned in temporary centers established and guarded by the local gendar-
merie. These temporary camps were to be set up in localities with majority Romanian 
populations, and the orders were to be executed as quickly as possible. The measure in-
cluded all persons over the age of 16, men and women alike. The order also stated that 
all German soldiers, even if wearing civilian clothes, had to be apprehended and turned 
over to a military tribunal. However, since the internal affairs forces had always been 
suspicious of the Hungarian People’s Community and had been collecting information 
on its leaders for years, one portion of the Southern Transylvanian Hungarian leader-
ship had been apprehended and held for several days in July 1944, and then had been or-
dered to move to residences where they could be supervised.1014 Although the decrees of 
the chief supervisor of the gendarmerie and of the Ministry of Internal Affairs were sup-
posed to be limited to members of the German People’s Group and Germans who were 
foreign citizens, and they were not valid for either Hungarian citizens in Romania or Ro-
manian citizens who were ethnic Hungarians, the authorities stretched them to cover 
these groups, too. Therefore, according to a summary issued on 30 August 1944 by the 
Gendarmerie Supervisors of Alba Iulia, in the intervening days a total of 235 German and 
210 Hungarian leaders in Alba Iulia, Făgăraș, Hunedoara, Sibiu, Târnava Mare, Târna-
va Mică, and Turda had been arrested and interned. 1015 Of them 63 people were German 
citizens,1016 and the rest were either Hungarian or Romanian citizens who were ethnic 
German.1017 According to a summary prepared in October 1944 by the Gendarmerie 

1011 Şandru, Dumitru: Metamorfozele gulagului românesc. Centrele de internare: 1944–1945. = Arhivele 
totalitarismului 1994/1–2, 8. [Changes in the Romanian camps. Internment camps in 1944–45. = Papers on 
totalitartianism, 1994. issue 1–2.]

1012 Şandru: Metamorfozele gulagului românesc... 8
1013 ANICB, Inspectoratul General al Jandarmeriei (IGJ), dosar nr. 119/1944, 3. [Romanian National Archives, 

Bucharest, Documents of the gendarmerie, file no.119/1944]
1014 Kacsó, Sándor: Nehéz szagú iszap fölött, Bukarest, 1985, 538-539. The writer and editor, Sándor Kacsó 

was also interned, he wrote his memoirs in this volume. 
1015 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 159/1944, 310
1016 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 159/1944, 313
1017 Nagy: Válságos idők… 60. ; ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 159/1944, 314
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Supervisors of Alba Iulia, 63,138 ethnic Germans in its district, i.e. in Alba, Făgăraș, 
Hunedoara, Târnava Mare, Târnava Mică, Sibiu and Turda counties appeared for vet-
ting. Of them 272 were interned and 4160 were allowed to return home but kept under 
police surveillance, and 58,736 were released.1018 Overall 11 temporary internment camps 
were established in the region under the supervision of the Alba Iulia Gendarmerie. Alba 
County had one camp, in Şugag in Alba County. In Făgăraș County camps were in Ucea 
de Sus and Galați, in Hunedoara they were in Săcel and Suceava,1019 and in Sibiu County 
they were in Săcel and Gușterița. In Târnava Mare camps were set up in Ighișu Vechi and 
Buia, in Târnava Mică and in Sâncel. In Turda County there was one in Câmpia Turzii.1020

On 10 September 1944 the Ministry of Internal Affairs issued another decree, numbered 
16.542, regarding measures against the Germans and Hungarians who were on Romani-
an soil on 23 August.1021 The decree did not specify whether the measures were valid for 
Hungarian or German citizens or ethnic groups. The vetting and selection of persons of 
interest was performed by military authorities in areas where military operations were 
underway, assisted by the police and gendarmerie who sought out the opinions of the lo-
cal bodies of the political parties in the government coalition of the time. In areas where 
there was no military action the police and gendarmerie executed the instructions of the 
Internal Affairs Ministry without the military, after obtaining the opinions of the polit-
ical parties in office. This is a reason why the Northern Transylvanian men who chose 
not to fight any longer and who returned to their homes in the autumn of 1944 were col-
lected and interned by the gendarmerie. The decree specified that the list of Germans 
who had been allowed to remain at home – i.e.: were not interned – had to be revisited 
and those deemed dangerous were to be transferred to the Târgu Jiu internment camp 
that had been reopened on 6 September.1022 Germans already interned in various other 
camps were also transferred to Târgu Jiu. Regarding the German People’s Group, a deci-
sion was made to revisit its leader, Andreas Schmidt, and more important staff members 
as well as the heads of all organizations within the German Ethnic Group. Arrests fol-
lowed. The same specification was valid for all ethnic German leaders who had demon-
strated any anti-Romanian feelings, for the heads of the paramilitary groups of young 
Germans, for the leadership of the Hitlerjugend, and for Romanian citizens who were in 
any SS contingents or in the regular German army, i.e. the Wehrmacht. It was also val-
id for Germans who had not played leading roles but were deemed dangerous, and for 
leaders capable of sabotage actions who had maintained earlier relations with the Nazis 
or in the German and Hungarian trade unions of Reșița.1023 Under the decree, Hungari-
ans deemed dangerous from the point of view of public order and public safety were or-
dered to move to places where they could be under surveillance “for the time being.”1024 
1018 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 159/1944, 382
1019 Unidentifiable town
1020 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 159/1944, 315.
1021 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 113/1944, 39–40.
1022 Şandru: Metamorfozele gulagului românesc... 8. The camp at Tg. Jiu was officially established later, on 23 

Oct 1944, as a measure of implementing the Soviet-Romanian armistice agreement, with act No. 19.124 of 
the Romanian Ministry of the Interior. The implementation of the act of law was entrusted on the Police, 
the Directorate of the Siguranța and the subordinated units. The aim of establishing the camp at Tg. Jiu 
officially was the implementation of paragraphs 2, 14 and 15 of the Soviet-Romanian armistice agreement 
signed on 12 Sept, more precisely the internment of German and Hungarian subjects, the dissolution of 
Hitlerist and fascist organizations and the arrest and trial of people accused of war crimes. See: Monitorul 
Oficial (Partea I) Nr. 248/26 octomvrie 1944. [Official bulletin (part 1) 26 Oct 1944, issue 248]

1023 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 113/1944, 39–40. 
1024 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 113/1944, 40. 
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In other words, the Romanian authorities still had no legal regulation calling for the in-
ternment of the Hungarians. In addition, the Hungarians who had already been interned 
remained in the camps despite an Internal Affairs Ministry decree issued on 10 Septem-
ber which clearly stated that “any earlier decrees that are contrary to these orders are to 
be considered void.”1025

A new situation evolved regarding the internment after the Soviet-Romanian cease fire 
agreement was signed in Moscow on 12 September 1944. The 2nd section declared that 
“the government of Romania and the commander-in-chief of its armed forces undertake 
the obligation of interning the citizens of Germany and Hungary ... who are located on its 
territory.” 1026 After the cease fire agreement was signed the first measure taken was on 15 
September when the chief supervisor of the gendarmerie ordered the internment of ev-
ery Hungarian and German citizen together with their families, in the Târgu Jiu camp. 
The command did not include the Jews.1027 Since not only the Jews but those ethnic Ro-
manian women who had married “foreigners” remained free, and only had to move in-
to the camps if they insisted on being together with their husbands1028 it became clear that 
the Romanian authorities considered ethnic roots as well as citizenship in effecting the in-
ternment. In support of this argument, ethnic Hungarians of Northern Transylvania who 
were Hungarian citizens and had Hungarian passports were interned, while ethnic Roma-
nians of Northern Transylvania who also held Hungarian citizenship were not.1029 This po-
sition was confirmed when on 20 September 1944 the Internal Affairs Ministry specified 
the actions that had to be taken regarding the internment of Hungarians and Germans 
as part of the execution of the cease fire agreement. The reasoning given was: “Despite 
the fact that with the invalidation of the Vienna Dictate (Award) all residents of North-
ern Transylvania are to have automatically and retroactively become Romanian citizens 
once again, the ethnic Hungarian and ethnic German residents of Northern Transylva-
nia who possess Hungarian passports and are in regions under Romanian public admin-
istration control are to be interned.1030 The decree could have been interpreted to call for 
literal adherence to the Soviet-Romanian cease fire agreement in which all Hungarian 
and German citizens in areas under Romanian control were to be interned. However, it 
also could have meant that ethnic Hungarians and Germans of Northern Transylvania 
were to be taken to prisoner-of-war camps. The latter was reinforced by a specification of 
the internal affairs decree quoted above which specified that the Northern Transylvanian 
Romanians were to be exempted from internment even if they were in the region under 
Romanian control with Hungarian passports.1031

In certain cases, left to the judgment of authorities commissioned to implement the in-
ternment, exceptions could be made for people of advanced age or people who had been 
rendered immobile by serious illnesses and thus could not be transported. However, 

1025 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 113/1944, 40.
1026 Monitorul Oficial, Partea I., Nr. 219/22 septembrie 1944. [Official bulletin (part 1), 22 Sept 1944, issue 219] 

There were typos in the first publication, therefore the agreement was republished in the 264 issue of 14 
Nov of the Official bulletin. An unofficial translation was published in the 3 Dec 1944 issue of the daily 
Népi Egység, published in Brasov.

1027 Şandru: Metamorfozele gulagului românesc... 14.
1028 Ibid p. 14.
1029 Ibid p. 15
1030 ANICB, IGJ, 1474, dosar nr. 119/1944., 22 és 25. Hungarian translation in: Nagy – Vincze: ibid p. 119. 
1031 ANICB, IGJ, fond 1474, dos. 119/1944, 23 és 25.
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they remained under police surveillance in their places of residence. People with illness-
es from which recovery was possible and post-partum women received only postpone-
ments until their recovery.1032 In some cases exceptions were made for people who had 
clearly demonstrated their loyalty to the Romanian state and had served it. Women in 
mixed marriages were treated the same way as their husbands, but ethnic Romanian and 
Jewish women could ask to be exempted from the internment. In this case they had to re-
main in residences chosen by the authorities and under police surveillance. Among Ger-
man citizens, priests/ministers and nuns who were under stringent police surveillance 
were exempted from internment. Specialists who were essential to the national econ-
omy and the War Ministry were kept under stringent police surveillance and deemed 
interned at their workplaces. Germans who had been settled in Romania over the lon-
ger range, who were related to Romanian families, or who were servants received spe-
cial treatment, in some cases remaining free. Germans from Austria and Alsace-Lorraine 
were interned. However, if the latter had French passports they remained free. Czechs, 
Slovaks, Yugoslavs, and Poles who had German, Croatian, or Slovak passports and who 
came from the German protectorate or territories occupied by the Germans were reset-
tled in places chosen by the authorities. Stateless persons and people who were in the 
process of being nationalized as Romanians were the only ones other than Romanians 
who were exempted from internment. 1033 
The Ministry of Internal Affairs submitted its draft regulations on the establishment and 
operation of internment centers to the Council of Ministers on 1 November 1944. The 
(second) Sănătescu administration established on 5 November, adopted the regulations 
on 6 November, thus acting after the fact to establish the legal foundation for the camps 
already in existence. In other words, for the nearly three months between 23 August 
and 6 November the internment centers in operation in Romania had no legal founda-
tion whatsoever. In Arad County internment centers were set up in Arad, Sebiș, Pânco-
ta, Drauț, and Hălmagiu. In Brasov County they were established in Brasov, Sânpetru, 
and Feldioara. In Bihor County they were in Oradea, Beiuș, and Tărcaia. Other intern-
ment centers were in Jimbolia, Tg. Jiu, Slobozia Veche, Ciurel, Timișu de Sus, Timișu de 
Jos, Lugoj, Piteşti, Sopka, and Caracal. There was at least one camp in nearly every coun-
ty, with 36 camps overall through the country.1034 There were also POW camps under Ro-
manian control in Corbeni, Argeş County,1035 in Budeşti,1036 and Turnu-Măgurel1037 within 
Ilfov County, in Bărbăteşti,1038 Caracal,1039 Palos, Turnu-Măgurelén, Titun, and Budeşti in 
Gorj County, and there was a camp under Soviet control in Constanța near Focşani.1040 

1032 ANICB, IGJ, fond 1474, dos. 119/1944, 22.
1033 ANICB, IGJ, fond 1474, dos. 119/1944, 23-24. 
1034 Şandru: Metamorfozele gulagului românesc... 18
1035 Hungarian National Archives (MNL-OL) Ministry of Foreign Affairs (KÜM) K-87, file 13., 1944 – c, 133, 

136. and 146-200.
1036 MNL-OL KÜM K-87, 13. cs., 1944 – c, 134
1037 MNL-OL KÜM K-87, 13. cs., 1944 – c, 135
1038 MNL-OL KÜM K-87, 13. cs., 1944 – c, 137-138
1039 MNL-OL KÜM K-87, 13. cs., 1944 – c, 139-145
1040 Archives and Documents of Military Histroy (HLI) Ministry of Defence (HM) 39.992/eln. 
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For persons affected by Sections 2 and 15 of the Soviet-Romanian cease fire agreement 
the internment centers were qualified as “places of forced residence,” that were actually 
established for internment purposes. 1041 Interned parties were not allowed to contact the 
world outside the camps, meaning that they could neither send nor receive letters, and it 
was strictly forbidden for any outsider to set foot inside the centers or to come within 50 
meters of them. Management of the internment centers was within the authority of the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs with War Ministry participation limited to guard duty. The 
guards were prohibited from any contact with the interned parties. They were required 
to conduct roll calls morning and evening and, should the camp commander choose to 
do so, at night, too. In the “dormitories,” i.e. barracks, only officers had permission to 
monitor presence. Under the rules, on entering the camps each person was required to 
pay 10,000 lei for accommodations, i.e. for a mattress and bed linen but if released the 
items provided the prisoner for his/her accommodation remained the property of the 
camp. The money paid by the prisoners also provided meals, and a decree stated that “a 
person with no income is to be put to work to earn the price of the food.” The camp com-
manders were authorized to determine the costs of the so-called “provisions.” The rules 
specified that at night the prisoners were to be allowed a minimum of 8 hours rest and, in 
general, were to perform 8 to 10 hours of manual labor. General cleanups were set for ev-
ery Wednesday and Saturday, as well as for one bath a week. Sunday was a non-working 
day in which religious services were (supposed to be) provided. The specification that 
“the interned parties may pray in accordance with their religious affiliation” might be 
interpreted as the epitome of cynicism. The specification also called for health care. Mil-
itary doctors were (supposed) to provide medical and dental care once a week, or in se-
rious cases, as often as necessary. Provision and procurement of special medications was 
the responsibility of the camp commanders and was to be provided at the expense of the 
interned parties. The camp commander was the only party permitted to handle the cor-
respondence related to procurement of medication. In extremely serious cases a patient 
could be hospitalized under strict guard with the approval of the hospital in question or 
the county doctor, but the prisoner was required to cover all the costs. The Internal Af-
fairs Ministry only covered the costs of treatment if the patient had no source of income 
whatsoever. The interned prisoners received a package containing underwear, outerwear, 
and food under the supervision of the camp management. Prisoners could be visited a 
maximum of once a week but only by relatives and only in the presence of the commander 
or another party appointed by the commander. In practice, however, very few of these reg-
ulations were adhered to. Actually, with the exception of several details, the Interior Min-
istry merely copied the rules1042 made public on 22 March 1941 by the Antonescu regime. 
It left out the stipulations related to the Jews and replaced the term “internment camp” 
with “internment center” but left the specifications related to camp dwellers unchanged.1043

1041 Regulament pentru înfiinţarea şi funcţionarea centrelor de internare. Jurnalul Consiliului de Miniştri Nr. 
762. Monitorul Oficial (Partea I), Nr. 258/6 noemvrie 1944 [Regulations of the establishment and operation 
of internment centres. Diary no 762 of the Cabinet Council. Official bulletin, part 1, 6 Nov 1944, iuuse 
258]. Chapter 2 of the Soviet-Romanian armistice agreement ordered that “The Government and Chief 
Commandantship of Romania is obliged to disarm and intern the armed forces of Germany and Hungary 
located in its territory, and also to intern citizens of the above countries who have a residence permit 
in Romania.” A clause attached specifies that this is not valid for the “Jewish citizens of the countries 
concerned”. Chapter 15 say that the Romanian government undertakes to dissolve and “fascist, Hitlerist, 
political, military or paramilitary” organizations in its territory and will not allow any more to form in the 
future, and the same goes for any other organization that voices ideas against the United Nations, “and 
more importantly the Soviet Union”

1042 Order of the Romanian Ministry for Internal Affairs on 22 March 1941, No 6491
1043 Nagy: Válságos idők… 69
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The deportations and the reasons cited

Several weeks after beginning the internments in Southern Transylvania, the Romanian 
authorities began mass deportations in Northern Transylvania in conformity with decree 
number 44.158 dated 11 September 1944. Instructions were to find and detain all persons 
who – much the same as in Southern Transylvania – were “charged” with irredentism, who 
had persecuted the Romanian speaking population in any way or who had bad-mouthed 
the Romanian state during the 1940 to 1944 timeframe, meaning during the four years of 
Hungarian rule.1044 In contrast, being a member of any Hungarian organization was suf-
ficient reason for internment. According to a summary of the Arad police department, 25 
persons from a local Hungarian ethnic community were interned in a camp in Hălmagiu 
because they were members or officials of the Hungarian People’s Community.1045 Accord-
ing to sources, merely being a member of the ethnic group was sufficient reason for intern-
ment. According to a list of names at the Alba Iulia gendarmerie headquarters, as of 10 
November 1944 the gendarme legion of Comitatul Târnava-Mică had interned 19 people in 
the Tg. Jiu camp – including 6 boys and 13 girls between the ages of 7 and 18, 17 of whom 
were students and 2 of whom were apprentice tailors – because all were ethnic Hungari-
ans.1046 The gendarme legion of Bucharest interned 7 people in Tg. Jiu and 1 in the Slobozia 
Veche camp – two women and 6 men in all – because even though they all had Romanian 
ID cards, they were ethnic Hungarians.1047 Another list, undated, writes of 106 people from 
Southern Transylvania and the Regate – men, women, and children – interned because 
they were ethnic Hungarians.1048 On 22 December 1944 the gendarme legion of Brasov in-
terned 9 people including 5 minors from the village of Hăghig, then in Brasov County, put-
ting them in the Slobozia Veche camp because “they are stateless Hungarians” and because 
“their ethnicity is Hungarian.” 1049

People being deported were often misled by misinformation, telling the Hungarian men 
that they needed to report to the gendarmeries to receive authentications, after which they 
would be allowed to return home.1050 Hungarians were even deported on “charges” that 
they were partisans.1051 Another misleading move that was widely used was to call people 
in for “a few days” of work. 1052 One example of this concerns the Szekler men of Sânmartin 
1044 Sălăgaen, Marcel: Administraţia sovietică în Nordul Transilvaniei (noiembrie 1944 – martie 1945) [The 

Soviet (military) administration in Northern Transylvania between Nov 1944 and March 1945] Centrul de 
Studii Transilvane – Fundaţia Culturală Româna, Cluj-Napoca, 2002, 60-69.; Nagy: Válságos idők… 69

1045 AME, Transilvania, vol. 163. 166–167
1046 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 115/1944, 105
1047 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 115/1944, 23
1048 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 115/1944, 194-199
1049 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 115/1944, 19
1050 Boros Ernő: „Mindennap eljött a halál”. Szatmár megyeiek a földvári fogolytáborban (az Otthonom, 

Szatmár megye sorozat 15. kötete), [Death came every day. People from Szatmár county in the camp of 
Földvár. 15th volume of the ‘Otthonom, Szatmár megye’ series. Published by Szatmárnémeti, the Szent-
Györgyi Albert Társaság and the Szatmár county organization of the EMKE, 2002], 54. (Henceforth: Boros, 
2002); Papp Annamária: Szögesdrót, [Barbed wire]. Háromszék Lap- és Könyvkiadó, Sepsiszentgyörgy, 
2001, 134. (Henceforth: Papp, 2001); Benkő Levente: Fogolykönyv, [Book of the prisoner] Trisedes Press 
Kiadó, Sepsiszentgyörgy, 1999, 116., 133–134., 149, 194., 198. (Henceforth: Benkő, 1999). Hungarian 
soldiers returning for the frontline to Szatmár county were also instructed to submit their uniform at the 
gendarmerie, and then they will be free to go

1051 Papp, 2001, 156–157., Benkő, 1999, 123, 149, 168
1052 Several survivors account the same. Cf.: Papp, 2001: “The Russian guards only answered the questions of 

people with a brief: «Don’t panic! Malinky robot! We are taking you for a little work.».” (149.) In Cluj the 
Hungarian men were collected on 12 Oct 1944. See also: Benkő, 1999, 106–108, 161
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who were called together to rebuild/repair a rail bridge blown up by the German forces as 
they retreated. The authorities then pulled out the 30 former soldiers who had recently re-
turned home from the front but by then were civilians. Instead of giving them work, they 
were taken to the gendarmerie of Miercurea Ciuc, put on a train to Brasov and then taken 
to an internment camp in Feldioara.1053 According to the survivors the Sânmartin people 
who remained alive were not released until the spring of 1945, when their families literally 
paid ransoms to secure their release.
The requests for “a few days” of work and requests to visit the gendarmerie for au-
thentication were tricks used by the authorities used throughout Northern Transylvania. 
The real reason behind these “explanations” was that the actions violated internation-
al regulations. Those Transylvanian men who had deserted the Hungarian army and 
returned home1054 – feeling that continued fighting was senseless and often with the tac-
iturn agreement of their superior officers – and who were no longer wearing uniforms 
but were civilians when the Romanian gendarmerie returned to Northern Transylvania, 
were qualified as prisoners of war by the Romanian authorities. In a notification num-
bered 578.832 and issued on 19 October, the Chiefs of Staff of the Romanian Armed Forc-
es declared that “those deserters who had served in the Hungarian armed forces and had 
returned to their homes in liberated Transylvania were to be considered prisoners of war 
and interned in camps.” In order to execute this order, a secret circular signed by General 
Anton and numbered 46.158 was issued on 27 October 1944 and sent by the Chief Super-
visory Body of the Gendarmerie to its subordinate bodies.1055 This circular was a second 
basis for the deportation of the Hungarian men of Northern Transylvania along with De-
cree No. 44.158 of the Chief Supervisory Body of the Gendarmerie that was issued on 11 
September 1944. In the meantime – as we have already seen – regarding the position on 
the internment of Hungarians and Germans as part of the execution of the Soviet-Roma-
nian cease fire agreement, as of 20 November 1944 instructions were issued that Hun-
garian citizens of Northern Transylvania who were ethnic Romanians – meaning ethnic 
Romanians from Northern Transylvania who had served in the Hungarian army – were 
to be exempted from internment. 
These measures were related to the authorities’ interpretation of citizenship following the 
switchover of the Romanian forces on 23 August and the conclusion of the Soviet-Roma-
nian cease fire agreement on 12 September. The issue concerning the revisiting of the in-
terned Hungarians was raised but did not move forward. On 26 January 1945 two members 
of the staff of the Soviet People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD),1056 S.B. Kri-
lov1057 and V.N. Durdenevsky1058 commented on the problems regarding the Hungarians, 
1053 Members of the group are Berecz Andor, Bocskor Imre and Imre István’s communication with the author. 

Népi Egység, 24 Dec 1944
1054 Nagy – Vincze: ibid 44
1055 ANICB, IGJ, dosar nr. 149/1944, 9
1056 NKVD (Narodnij Komisszariat Vnutrennih Gyel), The People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs, the 

Soviet state security authority. During WWII the NKVD had its own army units, and its task was to carry 
out the deportations both from the territory of the Soviet Union and from the territories occupied by the 
Red Army, such as Hungary and Romania.

1057 Krilov, Szergej Boriszovics (1888–1958): Soviet international lawyer, diplomat. He entered the foreign 
diplomacy in 1942, and from then on till 1958 worked in high positions of the People’s Commissariat for 
Foreign Affairs, and in the ministry of foreign affairs.

1058 Durdenyevszkij, Vszevolod Nyikolajevics (1889-1963): Soviet diplomat and expert on international law. 
From 1944 to 1961 he worked at the central office of the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs (which 
from 1946 was called the ministry of foreign affairs) 
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in particular on the citizenship of Hungarians living in Transylvania. Regarding the 
problems of internment they presented an opinion to V.G. Dekanozov1059 in which they 
felt that internment of Hungarian citizens in Romania should not extend to the Hungar-
ians of Transylvania who had always lived there. Instead, it should be limited to people 
who moved from Hungary to Transylvania following the Second Vienna Award, i.e. after 
30 August 1940, and to ethnic Germans. Krilov and Durdenesky concluded that since the 
cease fire agreement between the Soviet Union, representing the Allied Powers, and Ro-
mania, dated 12 September 1944 had declared the Second Vienna Award to be non-exis-
tent, all changes in citizenship brought on by the annexation of Transylvania to Hungary 
became invalid. It also restored the Romanian citizenship of the indigenous population 
of Northern Transylvania. Therefore, given that the indigenous population of Northern 
Transylvania was to be considered Romanian and not Hungarian citizens irrespectively 
of ethnicity, the specifications on the internment of Hungarian and German subjects in 
the Soviet-Romanian cease fire accord could not apply to them. Krilov and Durdenevsky 
concluded that it was self-evident that there was no foundation for interning the indig-
enous population of Northern Transylvania because if there was, the authorities would 
have to intern the entire population of Northern Transylvania except the Jews. That 
would include the Hungarians, the Swabians, and even the Romanians. They proposed 
a general re-examination of the internment of Hungarian citizens in Romania. They did 
not reject the idea of exempting everyone from internment for whom internment was not 
particularly necessary, excepting those people who had moved from Hungary to Tran-
sylvania after the Second Vienna Award. Krilov and Durdenevsky actually questioned 
whether there was any rationale to interning Hungarian citizens in Romania at all, con-
sidering that Hungary had declared war on Nazi Germany on 28 December 1944. On 15 
February Dekanozov indicated agreement with these conclusions and the following day 
People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs Andrey Vishinsky1060 suggested that Krilov write 
a proposal to People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molo-
tov for confirmation. 1061 On 26 February Vishinsky notified Molotov from Bucharest that 
since Hungary had declared war on Germany and in addition, a cease fire agreement had 
been concluded between the USSR and Hungary on 20 January 1945, the issue of intern-
ing Hungarian citizens in Romania needed to be revisited. All should be released except 
ethnic Germans and people whom there was good reason for holding. That same day 

1059 Dekanozov, Vlagyimir Georgijevics (1898-1953). Soviet politician of Georgian origin. From Nov 1938 
he was commander of the foreign departments of the chief commandantship of the, head of the anti-
espionage unit. From 1939 he was vice commissar of the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs in 
1940–41 he was the full power commissioner on Germany of the Soviet Union, and then in 1944–45 he 
took part as the main representative of the Soviets in the Hungarian-Soviet peace negotiations. From 
January till March of 1947 he was the ambassador in Paris. In 1953 he, as the member of the Brian group, 
was arrested, was sentenced to death and executed with his fellows.

1060 Visinszkij, Andrej Januarjevics (1883–1954). Soviet lawyer and politician. He obtained a degree in law 
at the university of Kiev, but he could not practice as a lawyer due to his political convictions. In 
1931 he was appointed Attorney-General of the Russian Confederation and then vice commissar of 
the People’s Commissariat for Justice. In 1933 he became vice Attorney-General of the Soviet Union, 
and in 1935 the Attorney-General. In 1939–44 he was the vice president of the Council of People’s 
Commissars, between 1940 and 1949 be was People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs, and between 
1949–53 the minister of foreign affairs.

1061 Transzilvanszkij vaprosz. Vengero-rumünszkij territorialnüj szpor i SZSZSZR 1940-1946. Dokuemntü. 
(Szerk.: Tofik, Iszlamov) Moszkva, 2000, 66. dok., 266–268
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Vishinsky notified Valerian Zorin1062 that Molotov had approved the proposal. The mea-
sure was to take effect jointly with the Office of the People’s Commissar for Foreign Af-
fairs but, in keeping with Molotov’s instructions “there was no hurry.”1063

Despite the Soviet position the Romanian authorities retained their own standpoint, 
which was to keep the Hungarians and Germans of Northern Transylvania interned even 
though they were no longer Hungarian but Romanian citizens. This was called to every-
one’s attention on 19 October 1944 in a document numbered 18.764 written by no less 
than the Minister of State of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Romania, General Gheo-
rghe Liteanu. Everyone will please note, it read, that no matter how broad the base on 
which we interpret the Soviet-Romanian cease fire agreement, it is not possible to con-
clude that there is any authorization in it to arrest and intern all ethnic Germans and 
Hungarians who hold Romanian citizenship.1064

The excesses suggested by General Liteanu were also mentioned in the media. It wrote 
that there were shortcomings and abuses in the arrest of Hungarian and German citizens 
and “there was no precise record of the Hungarian and German subjects being interned 
under the cease fire agreement.”1065 This conclusion is important because it suggests that 
Hungarians and Germans had been deported en masse with no selection criteria. At the 
same time it appears to explain why registration of the people interned and deceased is 
so incomplete.
The “overkill” regarding the internments and the excesses against the Hungarians of Ro-
mania were cited in a joint submission to Prime Minister Sănătescu by Roman Catholic 
Bishop of Alba Iulia Áron Márton, President of the Transylvanian Hungarian Econom-
ic Association (EMGE),1066 Pál Szász, and by Protestant Auxiliary Bishop Ferenc Nagy. 
Among other comments they cited the mass deportations of the Hungarians of Transyl-
vania, the requisitioning of goods, the dispossession of the ethnic Hungarians, the ban-
ning of the EMGE, the anti-Hungarian atrocities committed in Aita Seacă, Sândominic, 
Gheorgheni, Stremț, Lopadea Nouă, Mihai Viteazu, and elsewhere, and the prevention 
of the return of Hungarians abandoning Northern Transylvania for Southern Transylva-
nia following the Second Vienna Award. They complained that for two years the farm-
ers, craftsmen, and professionals of Southern Transylvania were being required to work 
at various facilities wearing their own clothes, provided with paltry food and housing, 
and with no health care. While the Romanian work brigade members were released af-
ter 2 or 3 months, most of the Hungarians had been forced to work for a year and a half 
in one stretch, exhausted and with damaged health, and there had even been cases when 
the authorities have prevented them from receiving aid in the form of clothing. 1067 They 
exposed the fact that on the day after the Romanian switchover, the gendarmerie and po-
lice pulled in the Hungarian leaders of the villages and cities, including professionals, 
1062 Zorin, Valerian Alekszandrovics (1902–1986): Soviet politician, diplomat. He was People’s Commissar 

of the Soviet Foreign Ministry (1941–44); ambassador of the Soviet Union to Czechoslovakia (1945–47), 
West-Germany (1955–56) and France (1965–71); foreign representative of the Soviet Union (1947–55 and 
1956–65), representative in the UN Security Council (1952–53 and 1956–65).

1063 Ciuceanu, Radu (responsabil): Misiunile lui A. I. Vâşinski în România. Din istoria relaţiilor româno-sovietice 
1944–1946. (Documente secrete). [The Romanian mission of A. J. Visinszkij The Romanian-Soviet relations 
in 1944–46. (Secret documents)] Institutul Naţional pentru Studiul Totalitarismului, Bucureşti, 1997, 129

1064 AME, fond Transilvania, vol. 163, 159. [RKL, EI, vol 163]
1065 Népi Egység, 22 Dec 1944
1066 Erdélyi Magyar Gazdasági Egyesület
1067 MNL-OL KÜM K-87, 13. cs., 1944 – c, 76.1.
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clergy, teachers, farmers, and craftsmen between the ages of 20 and 70, and they did 
so without cause. At the end of September some of the people who had been interned 
were released but had not been allowed to leave their homes. Since priests and ministers 
were also interned, there had been no religious services in a number of villages for two 
months.1068 According to the submission, thousands of young Hungarians aged 17 to 19 
were pulled together in the latter half of October for so-called preliminary military train-
ing, and were distributed among workplaces in the Regate. More than one young Hun-
garian fell victim to the forced marches. About 1,000 of the deported young Hungarians 
were being held near Bucharest. “This latter group of 1,000 had to walk for 70 kilome-
ters, and only 170 of the thousand actually reached their destination because of fatigue 
and, apparently, the forced march. The rest became ill and collapsed along the road, the 
submission wrote.1069 At the same time teachers in the higher and lower schools and oth-
er professionals were called in for forced labor, and in parallel the Romanian gendar-
merie and military authorities arrested huge numbers of Hungarian men for no apparent 
reason. For weeks on end groups of 80, 100, or 200 interned Hungarians, who were ex-
hausted and in rags, were driven by the authorities along the road linking Târgu Mureș, 
Luduș, Unirea, Aiud, Alba Iulia, and Sibiu. They were forced to walk the nearly 200 ki-
lometer distance and were only able to obtain minimal food when the armed soldiers ac-
companying them closed their eyes to the Hungarian residents of the places along the 
way who offered them at least a chunk of bread. The Hungarians of the Székelyföld were 
deported in much the same way.
In the submission Áron Márton, Pál Szász, and Ferenc Nagy also made note of co-
erced religious indoctrination, pointing out that in some places, such as in Comitatul 
Alba de Jos and Covasna County, Romanian priests and other officials had been forc-
ing Hungarians to forsake their own religion and convert to Romanian or Greek Or-
thodoxy.1070 One factor in the deportation of the Hungarian civilians was their refusal 
to accept the Orthodox religion. This was verified in a circular dated 1 August 1945 
in which the chief clerk of the Ozun district of Covasna County requested data from 
the district clerks under his jurisdiction regarding people deported during the violent 
reign of the Maniu Groups. In a response dated 2 August, the district clerk of the vil-
lage of Chichiș wrote that the Hungarian men who were last known to be in Feldio-
ara were taken away on 9 November 1944 because of their refusal to convert to Greek 
Orthodoxy.1071 András Balázs, a survivor from Alungeni,1072 wrote the following to his 
parents in March 1945 from the camp at Feldioara: “They seem to want us to either be-
come Romanians or to see the whole thing die. Two sent home to Cernat,1073 and the 
folks from Bisericani1074 collected Romanian baptismal certificates from the Romanian 
priest, but I don’t know if they really had to convert.”1075

1068 MNL-OL KÜM K-87, 13. cs., 1944 – c, 76-77.1.
1069 MNL-OL KÜM K-87, 13. cs., 1944 – c, 77.1.
1070 MNL-OL KÜM K-87, 13. cs., 1944 – c, 78. l.
1071 A copy of the document was sent to the author by the son of writer Beke György, Beke Mihály András, 

who made a short film of Földvár in 1994.
1072 Futásfalva, a village in Háromszék (today Kovászna) county, near Kézdivásárhely 
1073 Csernáton village, Háromszék, today Kovászna county
1074 Kézdiszentlélek, Háromszék, today Kovászna county
1075 The original of the letter is a photocopy made by a prisoner museum room established on the parish pof 

the Hídvég Protestant bishopric, in the author’s possession
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The Comitatul Mureş-Turda organization of the Communist Party and the Hungarian 
Democratic Alliance issued a memorandum of protest to Prefect Dr. Ioan Bozdoc on 11 
November 1944.1076 The document states that “the majority of the public administration 
organizers came here with the thought of revenge. They want to use us to get revenge 
for the injuries they suffered because of the fascist Hungarian state ... The Romanian 
authorities have cited the second point of the [Soviet-Romanian] cease fire agreement. 
Based on their unique interpretation they have been arresting all men, often with wives 
and infants, and sending them to internment camps on the grounds that a) they desert-
ed the Hungarian or Romanian army, throwing away the weapons that had been aimed 
against the Soviet Union; b) they were residents of portions of Northern Transylvania 
who were taken away by the German or Hungarian armies1077 who have now returned; 
c) that they were people from Southern Transylvania who were forced by their political 
views to seek refuge in Northern Transylvania during Antonescu’s rule, or who were ex-
iled, d) that they had failed to obtain Romanian citizenship; e) they were students who 
had been studying in Northern Transylvania based on the mutual agreement of the two 
countries1078; f) that they had moved to Northern Transylvania from pre-1940 Hungary 
and remained because of political convictions, and finally, g) that they had been charged 
with something (anything) by someone (anyone) and that no one would ever investigate 
the charges.”1079 The people who wrote the submission stated that the authorities had 
been assisting people moving to Northern Transylvania in taking away the personal and 
real property of the long-time residents although they had no legal foundation or lawful 
grounds for doing so. Although there were gendarmes at work in the villages the looting 
and abuse of the Hungarian residents had become an everyday occurrence. Romanian 
rural residents were armed and organized into national guard units while the Hungari-
an population was unarmed and unorganized. This puts it completely at the mercy of the 
arbitrary actions of the Romanian national guard. The complaints also noted that hun-
dreds of public employees had been unlawfully dismissed, that the Hungarian language 
primary and secondary school recently opened on Soviet command had been arbitrari-
ly shut down by the Romanian authorities, and that Romanian was the only language 
allowed in public administration. All these problems “have been actively caused by the 
Romanian authorities.”1080

Camps and prisoners

In Romania, prison camps in Târgu Jiu and Barcaföldvár and the one under Soviet con-
trol in Focșani are mostly in the public consciousness. One diary-like record1081 rescued 
from the Târgu Jiu camp by Ferenc Zippel, former internee, shows that Hungarians were 
deported to the camp from Abrudbánya, Nagyenyed, Alba Iulia, Arad, Újarad, Simánd, 
Csávos, Lippa, Oravica, Ótelek, Petrozsény, Lupény, Nagyszentmiklós, Timisoara, Va-
jdahunyad, Sibiu, Türkös, Zsombolya Temesrékás etc. We can find in the prisoners name 

1076 Szabad Szó, 12 Nov 1944
1077 In reality: by
1078 Romania and Hungary
1079 Szabad Szó, 12 Nov 1944
1080 Szabad Szó, 12 Nov 1944
1081 Notes of the late Ferenc Zippel, school principal and teacher of Temescsákova. The original of the 

fragmented document is held by his grandchild, Annamária Kőmívesné Zippel in Sepsiszentgyörgy; a 
photocopy is in the possession of the author.
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lists shoemakers, tanners, traders, tailors, rail and bank officers, teacher, bank and facto-
ry managers, doctors, lawyers, engineers, turners, watchmakers, electricians, stonema-
sons, students, technicians, gardeners, farmers, mill owners, retired postal and railway 
employees, spinning masters, clerks, editors, Roman Catholic, Protestant and Unitarian 
ministers and others. The list proves that primarily those were interned to Târgu Jiu who 
had been the strength of the South Transylvanian Hungarian society, in other words the 
backbone. In addition to the minority Hungarians of Transylvania, we also find ethnic 
Germans and Hungarian citizens in the list. In the name lists the oldest person of all in-
ternees was born in 1857 called Joseph Mennbrath [?] stonemason from Arad, who was 
87 years old at the time; and the youngest one was born in 1928, the barely 16-year-old 
Pál Ujj, a student from Arad. On the basis of Zippel’s fragmentary log records the ex-
act number of people crowded together in the Târgu Jiu camp cannot be determined, al-
though it is clear that the camp was full in just a few weeks. The General Inspectorate of 
Gendarmerie gave instructions in its telephone order No.47591 on 10 of November 1944 
that no more German or Hungarian subjects should be sent to Târgu Jiu, because the 
number of internees already exceeded the lager’s capacity, and so after then the depor-
tees had to be detained in the headquarters of the gendarmerie legions.1082

In the memory of people, and also even in the contemporary press, the lager next to Bar-
caföldvár became infamous as a death camp, where Hungarian and German prisoners 
of war were crowded with the majority of the prisoners Hungarian and Swabian civil-
ians from Northern Transylvania. Different data exist about the number of prisoners held 
in Barcaföldvár. Spiroiu Niculae, former defence minister1083 said that the prisoners’ re-
cords were superficial in the camp no summary statistics of the former camp prisoners 
were found. A report dated on the 18th of October 1945 says that that there were 1450 Ger-
man prisoners of war in the Barcaföldvár camp during the western campaign, but “other 
prisoners’ categories were not listed”. The largest number of prisoners, 1871, was reg-
istered in March 1945. However, referring to archival sources General Spiroiu said that 
298 prisoners died during a typhus epidemic in the camp between October 1944 and July 
1945. Prisoners’ number was probably higher, because someone liberated from the camp 
mentions 8,000 prisoners1084 and one survivor mentions 4,500 deaths just in this camp1085. 
Name lists of languishing prisoners in various Romanian prison camps were appearing 
Targu Mures ‘Szabad Szó’ newspaper in February 1945, which was also the first site re-
port document in the contemporary media outlets, and it mentions the terrible fate of 
“six thousand languishing Hungarian prisoners of war and internees”1086 in the Földvár 
death camp. The ‘Dolgozók Szava’ weekly newspaper of Sepsziszentgyörgy wrote about 
2500-3000 innocently languishing German, Hungarian, Romanian, Serbian and Jewish 
prisoners in the Földvár camp1087. An surviving prisoner’s account in the newspaper had 
reported that there were prisoners of all ages from 15-year-old children to elderly people 

1082 ANICB IGJ, dosar nr. 159/1944, 228.
1083 General Niculae Spiroiu, former Romanian minister for defense, in his answer of 15 June 1993 to Károly 

Kerekes, member of parliament of the RMDSZ on his motion on the operation of the camp in Földvár 
between Oct 1944 and June 1945.

1084 Nagy B. Imre (Szárazajta) survivor of Földvár told the authors: “When I was released from there in March 
1945, I left eight thousand people behind”.

1085 Boros: „Mindennap eljött a halál”… 111.
1086 Szabad Szó (Marosvásárhely), 22 Feb 1945.
1087 Dolgozók Szava (Sepsiszentgyörgy), 2 Jan 1945
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in the Földvár camp. More and more prisoners came from Hungary’s most remote re-
gions constantly, therefore the Földvár camp was so overcrowded that some of the in-
ternees were moved to the adjacent Romanian city of Lüget1088, but there the makeshift 
board pallet beds collapsed under people’s weight and more than thirty people suffered 
serious injuries.
Hungarian prisoners could be found in almost every Romanian internment and POW 
camp. According to the annual summary of 1945 of Hungary’s representative of the In-
ternational Committee of the Red Cross, 206 Hungarian prisoners were taken to the pris-
oners’ hospital in Sibiu County Cisnădie No.800.ZJ, of which 148 were clearly soldiers 
– three officers, the others privates – and 52 were civilians. Among the recorded diseases 
in the Cisnădie No.800.ZJ hospital there were typhoid fever, foot frostbite, rheumatism, 
heart disease, pleurisy, tonsillitis and pneumonia, tuberculosis, hernia, kidney failure, 
dyspepsia and jaundice and due to battlefield operations a variety of shots (legs, arms, 
head, lung, face, chest, chin), injuries caused by splinters, amputation and more1089. Also 
according to the figures of the International Red Cross at least 400 Hungarian prisoners 
were kept in Nagyenyed prison camp in June 1945, so more than a month after the end 
of the war, but the inventory only recorded the names of those whose families got POW 
mail from relatives kept in Nagyenyed. 11 of the prisoners were Sub-Carpathians the oth-
ers were all from Hungary.1090 According to the 1944 census [?] in the prison camp No.10 
of Corben, Arges County in southern Romania, there were three Hungarian arm officers, 
five sergeants, 94 privates and 662 civilians; however, in the camp No. 5 in Budeşti, Ilfov 
County there were also seven soldiers from the Hungarian army, in camp No. 8 of Tur-
nu Magurele three soldiers and a civilian, in camp No. 3 of Bărbătesti Gorj County, locat-
ed in southern Romania also 22 Hungarians – two sergeants, 19 privates and a civilian –; 
in camp No. 4 of Caracal, Romanaţi county 95 Hungarians were found –the census says 
all of them came from the Hungarian army, but there were Hungarian civilians among 
them and some of them were interned from South Romania1091. According to a list of 25 
May 1945, in Bărbăteşti there were 56 Hungarian prisoners of war including 54 privates 
and two civilians.1092 In other surveys in the prison camp established in Fratelia near 
Timisoara claim 132 Hungarian prisoner’s name1093 was recorded on 18 May 1945 and 11 
prisoners in Arad1094 on 19 April 1945.

Living conditions in the camps

Terms and conditions specified in the rules were usually not granted to the prisoners. 
Conditions of the camp of Târgu Jiu are presented in a detail in Zippel’s diary quoted 
earlier: “we envy the beggars”, and that “people live in sheds, wormy barracks” so it is 
no wonder that next to disinfectant building there is a mountain of “lousy rags”. In the 
Zippel diary wrote of the mass deaths as well: “[...] cemetery work was the command [...] 

1088 Lüget is a village in Brasov county, belonging to the town of Szászmogyorós (Nussbach), its Romanian 
name is: Arini. A side camp of the No2. internment camp of Barcaföldvár operated in the village. The 
Romanian name of the village and camp is used more often, even in Hungarian documents.

1089 HLI HM 28.491/eln. – 1945.
1090 HLI HM 28.491/eln. – 1945.
1091 MNL-OL KÜM K-87, 1944-c, 13. cs., 133–200.
1092 HLI HM 25.204/eln. –1945.
1093 HLI HM 25.738/eln. –1945.
1094 HLI HM 25.738/eln. –1945.
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the teacher, the baker, the post office supervisor had volunteered to be grave-diggers [...] 
and dug and picked the burial ground by hard work and opened the gates of eternity to 
the dead unknown–. [...] And the Grim Reaper is harvesting everywhere with unstoppa-
ble work as the time’s chariot knows no obstacles. Here the wire fence stops us, but the 
Grim Reaper knows no obstacles. Not even the wire fence! He worked behind the wire 
fences and now he comes here more and more often. He took the fellow who suffered so 
much opposite us in the upper bunks”.
The conditions were even more inhuman in the prison camp of Földvár. The public could 
get acquainted with the camp of Földvár by the stories of the relatives. Returning home 
from Földvár, a woman seeking her father who was deported to Földvár in February 
1945 reported in the contemporary press what she had seen. According to her people 
were kept in dug out, unheated large holes in the ground, and they rather seemed to be 
corpses with their deathly pale faces. The daily food was two decilitres of warm water 
in the morning, four decilitres of potato soup at noon, what was more like yellow juice 
in which only a few pieces of potatoes were floating, also five decagrams of bread. The 
eyewitness estimated the number of the daily deaths as 20-25, who could not be buried 
immediately because of the frozen ground, so it happened that many of the dead lay un-
buried for days. The prisoners asked for help from the outside world by letters smuggled 
out or by posted messages on slips of paper. The nearby villages, mainly the popula-
tion of Hídvég helped within its capabilities. According to a witness negotiating with 
the commander, a Romanian Major, the allocated food ran out and they could not get 
the proper supply from the government1095. It was typical of the circumstances that half 
of the 6000 prisoners held in Földvár in the February of 1945 were ill and 20-25 deceased 
were buried daily during this period1096.
The Földvár lager had been referred to as a death camp at the end of February 1945. 
Three letters appeared in the press which revealed that the camp commander did not 
transfer packages to the prisoners taken by the relatives. Although it was forbidden 
by the guards, relatives approached the cemetery by bypasses, where prisoners were 
digging the graves of their dead fellows, there they could talk secretly with their rela-
tives and they could hand over the packages. The pits were dug by exhausted prison-
ers, but the evidence shows that “many of them are not able to dig as many graves as 
needed for the prisoners who died every day.” “The prisoners were begging us to ar-
range something in their case, because if not, they will all die there. This morning they 
buried 15 of their companions. [...] The prisoners also said that another 30 corpses still 
in the camp can not be buried because they are not able to dig enough graves. Into the 
five graves they dug today only 15 corpses can be buried” – reported the witnesses. 
From the accounts it come to light that 3-4 corpses were buried in one tomb but only 
one cross had been set over them. Another witness reported that his son received two 
muddy potatoes for Christmas and when he got another two the guards beat him ter-
ribly. All three letter-writer confirmed that those who converted to the Orthodox reli-
gion, or who could prove their Romanian origins, were released.1097 This is confirmed 
by several survivors as well.

1095 Szabad Szó, 22 Feb 1945
1096 Szabad Szó, 22 Feb 1945
1097 Világosság, 1 March 1945
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Based on the data found so far nearly four hundred people were killed in the camps of 
Barcaföldvár, Lüget and Brasov. This hardly corresponds to reality, because if we accept 
that during the devastating typhoid and dysentery epidemic in February and March of 
1945 – as it is stated by witnesses and survivors in the contemporary press – actually 
20-25 dead prisoners were buried daily, the number of victims exceeds this number by 
a lot1098. According to research so far, prisoners were buried in 74 graves in Lüget side 
camp of the Földvár lager.1099 As we have seen, according to one of the summaries of the 
International Red Cross from 1945 206 Hungarian prisoners were taken care of in the 
No.800.ZJ prisoners’ hospital established in Cisnădie, Sibiu County1100 – three-quarters 
of the people were soldiers, a quarter were civilians. According to the data found so far 
among them 33 prisoners died between November 1944 and March 1945: 13 Hungarian 
soldiers and 5 civilians, 12 German soldiers and 2 civilians, and one Romanian civilian 
were buried in the separated prisoners’ tomb on the left side of the path towards the lo-
cal municipal cemetery chapel1101. But data had been found that Hungarian and German 
prisoners died in different hospitals in Brasov and Sibiu as well. In the Timisoara camp in 
the summer of 1945 a devastating dysentery epidemic killed up to 30,000, German, Hun-
garian, Romanian and other nationalities prisoners.1102

Attempts to help and rescue the prisoners

Although the southern Transylvanian internments started in August 1944, the North 
Transylvanian deportations were started in September-October and were mostly fin-
ished, there was silence about what happened in the contemporary Romanian Hungari-
an press which was under communist control and influence. Under the spell of the fight 
against fascism the mass deportation and harassment of Hungarians had not received 
any publicity for a long time. The Hungarian People’s Alliance1103, initially expropriating 
the advocacy of the Hungarians in Romania under the control of communists also had 
been quiet and only complained about the internment against Hungarians through its 
media when hundreds or even thousands of prisoners of war and interned civilians died 
in the camps due to devastating epidemics in the winter of 1944-45 and when it could not 
be hidden any longer. Before that, only the relatives drafted their complaints in the case 
of deportees from North and South Transylvania, besides them barely anybody uttered 
a word in the interest of the prisoners. The NHF did not really want to or was unable to 
face the facts even in December 1944; for example its Chairman, Gyárfás Kurkó at a mass 

1098 Nagy B. Imre (Szárazajta) survivor told the authors: “I myself participated in digging graves on at least 
ten burials where no record was made as to who the dead people were. We just dug a ditch of 3m in 
width, length and depth, we placed a layer of naked corpses of captives on the bottom, and placed a 
second layer across them, and so on, until the ditch was full. Then we covered it, and that was it. Such 
as ditch could fit 12-15 corpses. There were no priests, no writing, even we had no idea who we were 
burying.” The 1 March 1945 issue of the Világosság newspaper published in Cluj wrote that “3-4 corpses 
are placed in each grave, and they only erect one cross above them…”

1099 Arhiva Ministerului Apărării Naţionale (AMAPN), UM 02405 Piteşti, fond nr. 5435, dosar nr. 795, 
[Romanian Military Archives, Pitești, fond no. 5435, file 795.]

1100 On Nagydisznód there is also a military hospital with the number Z. J. 205. számú. Maybe these are the 
same?

1101 AMAPN, UM 02405 Piteşti, fond nr. 5435, dosar nr. 795, 74., 75., 84., 86., 91a, 92a, 93a, 94a, 95a, 96a, 97a, 
98a, 99a, 104a, 105a, 106a, 107a, 108a, 109a, 110a l.

1102 Stark: Magyar foglyok a Szovjetunióban… 69.
1103 Henceforth: MNSZ.
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meeting in Miercurea Ciuc encouraged those present for the conscientious compliance 
with all provisions of the Soviet-Romanian armistice agreement1104 “in perfect harmony 
with the then Deputy Prime Minister Petru Groza who argued that we strictly implement 
the armistice conditions.”1105 Although the president of the NHF stated that the Roma-
nian authorities dragged away Democrat Székelys with the stigma of being “danger-
ous fascists”, but added: “it is the Székely’s duty to extradite fascist elements remaining 
at home [...] in exchange for these honest men.”1106 Kurkó avoided the point that peo-
ple were deported because they were Hungarian, on the other hand he extradited those 
Hungarians to the Romanian authorities whom they could point that they were fascists. 
But Tirgu Mures Szabad Szó newspaper clearly expressed when, long before the public 
meeting in Miercurea Ciuc, it wrote: “[...] defenceless people; Hungarians, children, old 
people were herded from their peaceful homes without any legal basis, from the piece of 
land where they had lived for centuries, and they were deported to a foreign place so that 
they can to put the icing on the cake of their revenge. These deported wretches were so 
little in the cause of the bloody war, like neither the hundreds of thousands of Romanian 
peasants and workers, who lived from one day to the next.”1107 After all, who else could 
have been interned in circumstances in which the Hungarian government left Northern 
Transylvania in September 1944, and beside those who were forced to leave under evac-
uation orders “everyone escaped who was infected with the fascist propaganda”1108?
Seeing the hesitation and inaction of the “official” representation of Hungarian minority 
interests, the family members and relatives of the deported turned for help to the no less 
left-leaning newspapers. Initially they had no success here, moreover NHF’s Cluj news-
paper, in response to a group of women, mentioned that “men were carried off for secu-
rity reasons in the early days of the liberation” speaking about the 3000-5000 Hungarian 
civilians of Cluj deported by the Soviets.1109

The Maros-Torda county Hungarians managed to do a lot in the case of freeing and eas-
ing the suffering of the prisoners who had not yet been transported through Focșani to 
the Soviet Union. They had demanded publicly through the media to release the abduct-
ed, the crowd of unprotected and vulnerable Hungarians who were taken to internment 
camps by the new authority settled in northern Transylvania.1110 In addition, an official 
delegation had been sent from Tirgu Mures to Bucharest, where, in the Ministry of Inte-
rior, they achieved in the case of the interned that 28 children from Maros-Torda coun-
ty kept in the Târgu Jiub prisons had been released within a few days and a promise 
was given to release the other internees.1111 Remus Pop lawyer, a member of the delega-
tion reported that in Bucharest they urged the release of the interned 450 children and 
their families from Maros-Torda county, and 300 children had been released from Galac 
and Târgu Jiu according to the regulations of the Ministry of Interior which ordered 
the release of arrested people who had not been arrested during battle or escape. Based 
on Bucharest promises Remus Pop said: the Ministry of Interior is going to release the  

1104 Népi Egység, 5 Dec 1944
1105 Népi Egység, 5 Dec 1944
1106 Népi Egység, 5 Dec 1944
1107 Szabad Szó, 30 Nov 1944
1108 Népi Egység, 10 Dec 1944
1109 Világosság, 23 Nov 1944.
1110 Szabad Szó, 30 Nov 1944
1111 Szabad Szó, 5, 7, 13 Dec 1944. The Világosság also writes about this based on Szabad Szó, on 17 Dec 1944.
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deserters as well.1112 Because it was leaked that since 70-80 percent of the interned were 
men who escaped from the Hungarian army, the Ministry of Interior turned to the Cease-
fire Joint Committee to clarify the question. The Joint Committee replied that fugitives 
from the Hungarian army should not be considered prisoners of war.1113

Meanwhile the position of NHF was also clarified. At the Association’s General Assem-
bly in Bucharest on 17 December 1944 speakers already unequivocally voiced that “the 
best of the Székely people, the Democrats have declared as members of the Arrow Cross 
Party and taken away by the fascist gendarmes”, so asked the authorities to intercede 
with the release of the deported, tortured people. Nándor Czikó, chairman of the associ-
ation’s Bucharest organization was forced to declare that “in addition to a few hundred 
real fascist1114 people, thousands of Hungarian workers and farmers of Romanian citi-
zenship are languishing in the internment camps.1115” However the NHF made the first 
decisive step towards the release of the deported only in February 1945, when they af-
firmed in the telegram sent to Nicolae Rădescu Prime Minister and the National Demo-
cratic frontline in the case of the Romanian camps saying: “Conditions in these camps are 
reminiscent of the Nazi death camps.”1116

Knowing about circumstances the Tirgu Mures, the People’s Protection Society and the 
Red Cross appealed to the population to help the interned languishing in Földvár. Pri-
marily food, clothes and money were asked for the prisoners to alleviate the suffering of 
the captives as soon as possible.1117 Truckload of food and clothing were collected with-
in twenty-four hours and taken to Földvár on 24 February 1945.1118 As a result we could 
say that private relief efforts, which had been previously started by the family members 
to save the lives of the prisoners, had been expanded to the whole of Transylvania, and 
above all the Hídvégi Hungarians excelled in the efforts. In particular Földvár received 
much attention in saving lives. The Hungarians of Hídvég lodged in their homes peo-
ple looking for their relatives held in the nearby Földvár camp, such as newcomers from 
Szilágyság, Bihar Szatmár for whom they had created the opportunity to cook food for the 
hungry. The village Krizba next to Földvár had a Lutheran congregation, and the pastor at 
the time, János Máthé organized gathering in the village in January of 1945 following the 
request of his Hídvég colleague, Árpád Lőrinczi. Women were cooking food, which was 
delivered together with gathered clothes by carts to Földvár, where the guards refused the 
helpers to enter. The shipment then got to the also miserable prisoners of Lüget.
Petru Groza, Deputy Prime Minister of the government led by Nicolae Rădescu assured 
Hungarians in Transylvania in January 1945 that if he could enforce his will, the people 
interned in camps in the area of Romania will all be free within twenty-four hours.1119 
In February, Gheorghe Vladescu-Răcoasa, Minister of Ethnic Affairs said about national 

1112 Szabad Szó, 13 Dec 1944. The Világosság also writes about this based on Szabad Szó, on 19 Dec 1944.
1113 Szabad Szó, 13 Dec 1944.
1114 At the time, the word “fascist” was just a communist curse word, and it does not necessarily have any real 

content behind the word.
1115 Népi Egység, 24 Dec 1944.
1116 Szabad Szó, 21 Febr 1945.
1117 Szabad Szó, 23 and 24 Febr 1945.
1118 Szabad Szó, 1 March 1945. The second lot was delivered to Földvár by dr. Elek Kovács, the head of the 

Public Health Station, in the presence of the representative of the Népvédelmi Egyesület and the Red 
Cross, a baroness that the survivors kept mentioning, Lady Erzsébet Bissingen, and also Jenő Józsa, Imre 
Barabás, Zoltán Szabó medical student, Sándorné Postás and Géza Kopacz.

1119 Szabad Szó, 4 Jan 1945.
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minorities in general, and more precisely the treatment of Hungarians, as well as about 
work camps that he collects information about the facts walking from camp to camp with 
NHF representatives, and where injustice is found they will rectify it, and those who 
were detained for no reason will be set free.1120 In contrast, on 13 March at the emergency 
cabinet meeting held in Cluj the urgent proposal of János Vásárhelyi, Protestant bishop 
about freeing the detained priests and teachers, Groza (who received the power a week 
before) replied bypassing the point: “At the moment of our inauguration we pledged 
that no one could remain in camps because of political beliefs.”1121 For the sake of com-
pleteness, we need to mention that – at least according to the disclosed sources so far – 
Vásárhelyi bishop did not ask for the release of every deportee, but confined his request 
to the case of the pastors and teachers.
In parallel, the Hungarian representation of the International Red Cross continued the 
search for prisoners in the spring of 1945. According to a survey of 19 April 1945, there 
were 11 wounded prisoners1122 from Hungary in the Arad concentration camp, anoth-
er list of 18 May contained the names and details of 132 Hungarian prisoners held in 
Timisoara (Fratelia) detention camp1123. While the detainees were all soldiers in Arad, in 
Timisoara there were 65 civilians and 67 soldiers. The Romanian authorities were will-
ing to exchange prisoners with Romanian citizens detained in Hungary. At the time in 
the Hospital of Cegléd nearly 100, in the Hospital of Orosháza almost 30, in Szentes al-
most 15, 2 in Eger, and in Szeged nearly 100 wounded Romanian soldiers and civilians 
were taken care of, and the Ministry of Defence was waiting for the negotiation between 
the Hungarian and the Romanian governments for their exchange.1124 In the presence 
of the representative of the Allied Control Commission operating in the two countries 
on 14 May Hungary took over from Romania the 56 Hungarian prisoners of war of the 
No. 3 detention camp in Bărbăteşti with whom they supplemented the Hungarian army. 
Among the released prisoners were Hungarian citizens, and from Bihar from Szatmár 
and from the counties of Cluj, Udvarhely, Strip and Háromszék as well.1125 The delegate 
of the Hungarian Red Cross visited Hungarian prisoners transported to the surround-
ings of Arad by the Soviets in June 1945. He concluded: Hungarian captives in Pankota 
are starving and are fully run-down due to the fact that they do not get their food from 
the Soviet command, and in addition the Romanian military command is forcing them to 
work hard dressed into prison uniforms. The 21 Hungarian prisoners held in detention 
at Borosjenő shared as similar fate.1126

Conclusion: mass internment and deportation of the Hungarians and Germans of Roma-
nia in the autumn of 1944, and later their sporadic release / return reflects the pictures 
formed about them, and the resulting treatment of the two nations in that age. The con-
temporary Romanian authorities proceeded partly alone and partly due to the liabilities 
1120 Világosság, 4 Febr 1945.
1121 The minutes of the emergency meeting of the cabinet council held on 13 March 1945 in Cluj, ANICB, 

fond Preşedenţia Consiliului de Miniştri, dos. 3/1945, 127-153. l. See: Nastasă, Lucian – Andreescu, 
Andreea – Varga, Andrea (eds.): Minorităţi etnoculturale, Mărturii documentare, maghiarii din 
România (1945-1955) [Ethnic and cultural minorities. Documents. The Hungarians of Romania (1945–
1955)] Cluj [Kolozsvár], 2002. 76.

1122 HLI HM 25.738/eln. – 1945.
1123 HLI HM 25.738/eln. – 1945.
1124 HLI HM 25.738/eln. – 1945.
1125 HLI HM 25.204/eln. – 1945.
1126 HLI HM 29.802/eln. – 1945.
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of the Soviet-Romanian Armistice Agreement of the 12 September 1944. The key feature 
of the events was when Romania changed sides in the war on 23 August 1944, but espe-
cially the particular interpretation of the armistice agreement; how the Romanian au-
thorities extended the citizenship status of the contract to nationality. They mixed up 
citizenship and national identity deliberately, and thus the internment spread to a series 
of operations affecting the full native Hungarian and German nationality population of 
Transylvania, and as a result of this tens of thousands of Transylvanian Hungarians and 
Germans had been taken to internment camps (in many places in the truest sense of the 
word qualifying as death camps) and from there to the Soviet Gulag. And because – as 
we have seen – the deportations affected only Hungarians and Germans, the series of op-
erations can be interpreted as a form of ethnic cleansing.

Levente Benkő 
Captivity in the Romanian camps as reflected by memories1127

Arrival and guarding in the camps. Transporting prisoners from camp to camp

“We set forth to our corps, we stepped on the road in soldiers’ uniforms, and some Romanian sol-
diers surrounded us. They took us to the gendarmerie station of Sülelmed, because the Romanian 
gendarmes had arrived. They only let us send messages home to bring us civilian clothing. Our 
uniforms were taken. My wife came and brought me civilian clothes; I changed clothes, others did 
as well, then we were escorted from station to station on foot and finally they took us to Zilah. On 
the way there, other people were herded into the line, too. Practically, it was a transit camp in Zi-
lah. When I don’t know how many thousands of captives were gathered in Zilah, they lined us up 
and gave us each a piece of bread, the size of my fist, a small piece of sausage and they set us off. 
They said we were going to Kolozsvár/Cluj for interrogation. We were lined up and we set forth on 
foot, but there was an enormous crowd […] There were German soldiers and political prisoners as 
well, and even three women […] There also were priests among us. With great difficulties, I don’t 
know when, we arrived in Cluj, at the statue of King Matthias. But the Russians started to shoot 
around there, into the air. Such a panic arose... There was no interrogation in Cluj, it was only a 
fable. […] We were collected and we went on. They told us we were going to be taken to Gyulafe-
hérvár/Alba Iulia, and we would be interrogated there. […] They put us off with such lies. […] 
So we set off again, on foot. The company was starved by then. We got up to the peak called Fel-
eki-tető, there were some heaps of stone by the road, probably in preparation for road reconstruc-
tion. There some youngsters got down to the heaps and they threw stones at us. They shouted, ‘V-a 
trebuit vouă Horthy!’1128 Then at the Germans, who were at the end of the line, ‘Hitler! V-a trebuit 
vouă Hitler!1129’ They were mocking us... Banghină1130... and things like that... Some of us got in-
jured, and there were some whose face was ripped open by a stone […] At night we were lodged in 
stables. At the roadside there were fruit trees, pear trees. A couple of pears had dropped and were 
lying by the ditch. Someone stepped out of the line to pick up the pear, since he was hungry. The 
Romanian guards shot at him […] Because Romanian guards were escorting us. They shot at him, 
then put the injured man up on the cart coming with us, and there was no stop, we moved on.  

1127 Each excerpt is from the interviews made by Levente Benkő with the survivors between 1997 and 2002.
1128 Did you want Horthy!? – in Romanian.
1129 Hitler! Did you want Hitler!? – in Romanian.
1130 Homeless – in Romanian.
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A few days later we arrived in Gyulafehérvár. There the Roman Catholic women’s society awaited 
us with bean soup. Blessed Lord! … How good that plate of bean soup felt! […] When we finished, 
we were taken to the station and were put, were crowded into the cattle wagons. There was no in-
terrogation in Gyulafehérvár either. We were told we were going to be taken to Földvár. At times, 
those people who escaped were replaced by random people in the street.”

(Ödön Máthé, Csernáton1131)

“As we were approaching the village, at the end of the village, at Almásmező, Sándor Berszán, 
Sándor Kozsi Berszán was drumming on a pot. [...] He announced that everyone returning home 
from the Hungarian army, irrespective if he had a certificate or not, must report with five days’ 
food because they would be taken for work. My father said, ‘Report, my son, your mother will pack 
for you, you don’t have a certificate anyway, lest they take you; the five days will pass and you’ll 
come home.’ […] And it was like that: my mother packed food for me and I went to the gendarme 
station with my older brother. I told him not to come with me. He stayed at home and I left. When 
I entered the gendarme station, there were the Romanians in premilitar1132 hats, civilian trousers 
and military jackets, with rifles on their shoulders. They gave us a speech and then dispatched us 
toward Málnásfürdő on the pretext that there we would be put on buses and taken for work. That 
was what they said: for work. We arrived in Málnásfürdő all right, but there was no train, no 
car, no bus, not anything there. We were escorted to Sepsiszentgyörgy/ Sfântu Gheorghe, to the 
prison in Csíki street. 3500 of us were there in the prison of Csíki street. From Upper and Low-
er Háromszék, from Csík, Mikóújfalu, Erdővidék; a lot of people. All young people, the oldest ones 
could have been forty-five, but there were only few of them. But then they weren’t old either; every-
body was at their best age. Well, once the command came for muster, and we were escorted to the 
station. The wagons were already there, the windows were wired, manista1133 soldiers were stand-
ing in front of the wagons, and we were put in them. 3,500 people. They closed the doors, guards 
with machine guns were put at the end of the wagons, and we were taken to Brassó/Brasov, to the 
little station. There the train was put on the side track, and we were stripped of our good clothes. 
They took my boots and I was given another pair which I fastened to my feet with wires in the win-
ter of ‘44/45; that was how I survived the winter […] There was a hundred of us in a ten-ton cat-
tle wagon. Captives were transported in these to Ploieşti, Focşani and Russia. […] Well, once the 
steam engine started backwards. I looked out of the window, and said, hey boys, there’s trouble 
here, because we won’t go home. […] The engine whistled thrice […] and it stopped at the station 
of Földvár. […] There were three rows of wire fence on concrete columns, and iron rods on each, 
curved inwards, so it was very difficult to break out from there. When I got there I recognised the 
writing on the gate: “Bine aţi venit, prizonieri din Ungaria!”1134

(Imre Nagy B., Szárazajta1135)

“Then the gendarmes came and said that we had to report to the gendarmerie station with one 
day’s food, because we would be taken to Szentgyörgy where we would get a certificate so that we 
wouldn’t be captured. We reported and were made to walk to Szentgyörgy. At the station of Szent-
györgy we were put into wagons and the train was pushed on a blind siding. They came at night 
with a paraffin lamp and they took our boots and gave us worn shoes and sandals in place of them. 
One of us climbed out of the window and opened the door of the wagon. We all walked out and got 
1131 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1132 Premilitar – military preparatory training, in Romanian.
1133 Maniu-volunteer: in Romanian.
1134 Welcome, Hungarian prisoners – in Romanian
1135 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
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off onto the platform, but where were our brains? Instead of escaping, we were walking around 
there all night, until the guards came back in the morning. We didn’t suspect where they were tak-
ing us. The next evening the train departed, and we arrived at the camp of Földvár by that night. 

(László Józsa, Szárazajta, Köpec1136)

“We hadn’t even been at home for a week when the order came that we had to report because they 
would take us to Sepsiszentgyörgy and give us some document, a pass, so that we could go around 
freely. Yes, but do you know what we were given? Not a damn. We were just taken to Szentgyörgy, 
into the prison.”

(Imre Incze, Szárazajta, Köpec) 

“In the middle of October, gendarmes came from Szárazajta and told us to pack food for two days 
because we were going to be taken to pick carrots for the Saxons. That they needed our help be-
cause there were a lot of carrots in the ground. Well, we half believed it, half not. […] So we went 
to the gendarme station of Ajta. There they also told us that we were going to be taken for a week 
or two. Then from the station we were taken to Sepsiszentgyörgy.”

(József Kádár, Zalánpatak1137)

“They announced that those who had been soldiers must report to the gendarmerie because they 
would be given a pass to prove that they were at home so that they wouldn’t be sought for. They 
were lying. We were lined up in Ajta, they loaded the rifles and they escorted us. There was no es-
cape. There were fifty or sixty of us. In Málnásfürdő we were put into wagons and then we were 
taken to Sepsiszentgyörgy.”

(Gergely Józsa, Zalánpatak)

“We were taken as partisans. They announced us name by name, who had to report. We were lined 
up and then marched to Szentgyörgy, to the big prison in Csíki street. About fifty of us were tak-
en to the prison of Szentgyörgy from Köpec in the autumn of ‘44. […] It was deportation, but the 
victims weren’t told that they were to be taken away and only the news would get home. […] We 
were in the prison of Szentgyörgy for one or two weeks. Once the order came that we had to line 
up because we were going to be taken to Brassó for labour service, to clear up the debris. We were 
put into trains, but we were taken not to Brassó, but to the camp of Földvár.”

(Mózes Sebestyén, Köpec)

“There were about forty of us in the village who had returned from the Hungarian army, stayed 
behind the troops, or were surrounded but managed to escape. The Romanian gendarmes collected 
us all. We were only told that we were going to Szentgyörgy where we would be given a document. 
We were taken to the gendarme station of Szentgyörgy, they lined us up, and they asked who were 
Romanians. From there we were taken to the old prison in Csíki street. We stayed there for two or 
three weeks, but every day a hundred people were taken to Földvár from there.”

(Béla Gáll, Köpec)

“We were gathered and taken to Szentgyörgy. I got to Földvár as a civilian, because when we 
were taken, we already had taken off our uniforms. How many Hungarian men were taken from 
Miklósvár? All of us! We were taken to Brassó, then to Földvár, all the way on foot. A soldier was 
walking in the front, one in the middle, and a third one behind. They herded us like “ciobans”1138, 

1136 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1137 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1138 Cioban – shepherd, in Romanian. 
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we were the sheep. They had told us we were going to be taken to dig out carrots. We were taken in-
to the camp in Földvár, where previously the Russians had been held captive in earthen bunkers.”

(Ferenc Barabás, Miklósvár1139)

“We got home, but soon Romanian gendarmes gathered us. They told us we would be given some 
document about the fact that we had been soldiers. […] We were taken to Szentgyörgy, where they 
kept us in prison for about a week, then we were taken to Földvár.”

(Péter Miklós, Miklósvár)

“We were accused of being partisans. The gendarme sergeant came and simply collected us. We 
were taken to the prison of Sepsiszentgyörgy. There were seven of us from Feldoboly.”

(Lajos Bacsó, Feldoboly1140)

“We got home and spent a few days at home, when they started collecting us to go to Szentgyörgy 
because we would be given some documents, and this and that. This was how they deceived people. 
We went there all right, and when all the group was together, they herded us together and took us 
to the fields to collect carrots. They took us to Szentgyörgy and they put us on the yard of the pris-
on. Thirty or forty of us were taken at the same time from Zabola.”

(Ferenc Arros, Zabola1141)

“While we were escorted on the way, no one else was put in line from villages and towns, but 
whenever they saw somebody on the road or on the fields, they put all of them in line. They didn’t 
ask anything about the person there! There were some who showed their passes, but they were 
kicked or beaten with the butt of the rifle. […] Then we walked for 30 days. […] Always during the 
day, never at night. Otherwise they didn’t beat us on the road, but when we arrived in a village 
or town and we were lodged in barns and such places, they smit1142 us with sticks or rifle butts so 
that ten times as many of us could be crowded in a room than normally. So everybody was trying 
to avoid the beating and we pushed each other inside, that was how we were shoved in. They put in 
a bucket or barrel or something for the night to ease ourselves. But it wasn’t enough, it was over-
flowing. We walked all the way! Through Nagykároly, Cluj, Hungary and Transylvania. We were 
given food only at one place. I got three lamb ribs and nine potatoes. That was all. But everywhere 
we were passing through, civilian residents brought what they could, that was what we ate. I was 
captured on 23 September [19]44, and we arrived in Földvár on 23 October.”

(Mihály Moré, Felsőlemhény1143)

“When our numbers grew to 2000 in Szentgyörgy, all of us were taken further. We didn’t think 
we were going to Földvár because they told us we were going to collect sugar-beet and other 
things. But it didn’t happen. We were herded like beasts.”

(Ferenc Kónya, Zabola, Orbaitelek1144)

“It was announced every day that we had to go to the bridge over Krakkó1145 with five days’ food. 
We were mad to form lines of four, there was an armed soldier in the front and one in the back, too. 
And they escorted us through Szentmárton. And even there some of us were joking around, they 

1139 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1140 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1141 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1142 Were beating us.
1143 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1144 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1145 Correctly: Karakó.
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didn’t sense the danger. We got off the wagons in Brassó and we were taken to the camp. They told 
us, ‘Men, watch out, because you are under arrest, and if you escape and go home, you’ll be shot 
in the head there as well.’ […] In the morning they lined us up, counted us, took us to the trans-
port train, then to Földvár.”

(István Imre, Csíkszentmárton1146)

“When we returned home, a few days later we went to the spinning house. And there two militia-
men and two magistrates came in, the ones from Csekefalva1147 and Szentmárton. We were sur-
prised. They said, ‘Don’t be afraid so much! The thing is that the Krakkó bridge has been blown 
up, it needs to be repaired; everybody should work there for a week, then you can come home. So we 
settled. We were gathered together, but then they didn’t direct us toward the bridge, but to Brassó. 
The train departed and we went to the South. Poor Imre Bocskor started crying; he was a young 
married man, and his parents were old. He was crying so hard and kept asking, ‘What will happen 
to us? [...] What will happen to us, Andor, where are they taking us?’ […] I said, ‘Don’t cry, Im-
ri, I don’t know either.’ […] Then we arrived at the Brassó station. There was a Russian camp next 
to the airport, and they herded us there. The Russian camp commander stopped us. He asked the 
gendarmes, ‘Where have you brought these ones from, and why?’ They were talking about some-
thing, and then the Russian commander said, ‘Take these people from here, they are civilians! Let 
them go home!’ He could see that we were civilians, packed from home. Yes, but they didn’t let us 
go home, they put us on the train and we ended up in Földvár.”

(Andor Berecz, Csíkszentmárton)

“And when we arrived in Csíkszereda, I wasn’t escorted to the station, but to the gendarmerie. 
Well, damn, I was called out of the lock-up at five in the morning and escorted by twelve bayonet-
ed gendarmes to the station, and the train arrived right at that minute. We were put on a wag-
on and they closed the doors. The train departed and was taking us southwards, but where – we 
didn’t know anything about that. I was crying on the train. […] Yes, I was, because I had just re-
turned home. [...] poor Andor Berecz, he was consoling me, ‘Don’t cry, Emri, don’t cry!’ But how 
I could have not, when my wife was expecting our second son... ‘Don’t cry, ok? Don’t cry!’ We had 
come home from the front together, too. We arrived in Brassó. The train stopped, we were made 
to get off, and two gendarmes escorted us to the Russian camp. It was a large camp. When we got 
in, two officers were approaching us. We were lined up, and one of the Russian officers asked the 
sergent1148, ‘What do you want with these people?’ He answered, ‘They must be put in the camp, 
this is a command.’ ‘We don’t want them’, the Russian said. ‘Don’t bring us civilian captives!’ 
We were glad, we saw that the Russian was in his right mind. But this sergent didn’t obey, and 
took us to the town. Line-up in the morning; we were escorted to the station of Bertalan1149. We got 
on a train again and they took us to the camp of Földvár, where they accepted us. […] There they 
didn’t say any more that they didn’t want us...”

(Imre Bocskor, Csíkszentmárton)

“We were dispatched on foot, and we walked through Sóvárad and Parajd. There were 3,000 of 
us, captives, in Szováta. Germans, Hungarians, every kind of people. […] In Oklánd, local people 
brought us some food, potato soup, bean soup, and other things; well, we could eat a little there. 

1146 Village in Csík (today: Hargita) county.
1147 Part of Csíkszentmárton, previously a separate village. 
1148 Sergent – sergeant, in Romanian.
1149 Bertalan – a part of Brassó (Brașov).
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Then we were dispatched. I almost managed to stay behind at home, in Felsőrákos. People collected 
about three cartloads of bread for us. However, the Russians didn’t let us touch it. A corporal from 
Budapest, poor creature, stepped to the cart, and as he was lifting a piece of bread to his mouth, 
the Russian shot him in the head; the bullet entered through his eyes and his head was all blown 
off behind. [...] This poor corporal is buried here, in the cemetery of Felsőrákos. We were moved on 
then, and sat down on a field over Földvár.”

(Sándor Tóti, Felsőrákos1150)

“We came to Csanálos.1151 Here they herded us onto a big yard, where there already had been about 
2-3,000 people. We spent 14 days there. We didn’t get any food or drink. After fourteen days, I 
was walking toward the gate, and 60 dkg loaves of bread were cut in four, lying on a blanket, and 
on another blanket, 3-4 cm long bits of sausages. I asked the Romanian guard, ‘Cum vindeţi?’1152 
He said, ‘A piece of bread, a piece of sausage, and a shovel.’ we had to work on the road. The fol-
lowing day the bread and the sausages appeared again, but no shovels. I asked the Romanian sol-
dier what to do. He said, ‘One piece of bread, one piece of sausage, and line up on the road by the 
hundred.’ The first one hundred went out, then the second, and they made us walk to Nagykáro-
ly. Here we were lined up again in the main square, and we got a little bigger piece of bread and 
a bigger piece of sausage. I said, ‘well boys, we’ll have a longer way now, because the sausages are 
longer and the bread is a little bigger’. […] We were dispatched again, on foot, and where did we 
stop? In Zilah, at the gates of the prison. All men between 16 and 60 were collected from four vil-
lages, Kapond, Kálmánd, Börvely and Csanálos1153. They were gathered by drumbeat, with three 
days’ food; they were told to report for railway work. The men of these four villages were all civil-
ians, and they were crowded into the prison of Zilah. Eight days later we were dispatched again 
and escorted to Tövis through Cluj and Torda. There we were locked up for 11 days, then we were 
put into train wagons. The train travelled for two days and two nights, then on the 1st of Novem-
ber in ’44 it stopped at the station of Földvár.”

(Kelemen Albert, Marosvásárhely)

Lodging and food 

“[In Földvár] We were put into the dug out cellars. There were a hundred of us in each cellar. 
Such a barrack dug in the ground was about 50m long and 3m wide. The walkway was dug out, 
with the bunks on the two sides; it was only the bare ground. We wondered why they had brought 
us here, but fresh supply was brought in daily, so there were 8,500 of us in the camp, all civilians. 
They kept bringing in new captives all the time, and as we gathered up, people were put on trains, 
3,000, 3,500, 4,000, and they were taken to Ploieşti and Focşani, then straight to Tigyina, then fi-
nally to Russia. […] We were treated like dogs. For seven months, my palm served as my pillow. 
There were so many lice they almost devoured us. There was a pond in the middle of the camp; we 
washed ourselves there, we peed in it, and we drank from it. […] Sixteen of us got 800g bread for 
a day. […] What other food was there? Unpeeled potatoes, cabbage or thin bean soup. But we on-
ly ate once a day, usually at midday, sometimes cabbages, sometimes beans or potato soup, horse 
meat soup once a month, but the food was worse than what you would give to pigs.”

(Imre Nagy B., Szárazajta)
1150 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1151 Village in Szatmár-Bereg (today: Szatmár) county.
1152 How much? – in Romanian.
1153 Hungarian villages in Szatmár county, in the area of Nagykároly.
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“We arrived in Földvár. We were regularly taken to the fields from there, to pick up carrots for 
the civilians, the Saxons. They brought us lunch to the fields. Not much, but they gave a little to 
everyone, so the camp food was eked out a bit. One morning, for example, three Orthodox popes 
came in and they said if we converted to be Romanians, they would let us free immediately. I said, 
I was born as a Hungarian, and will die as a Hungarian. Later about two hundred and fifty of us 
were taken to Hídvég,1154 and we were put in a big, shingled stable. Sometimes we were given some 
food, other times not. The bunk bed was about fifty metres long, and once it started to sink under the 
weight of the many people, it fell down, and those who were lying underneath were crushed. Many 
people died or got crippled. […] We were beaten a lot, and we were given food at most in every two 
days. Potato peels and other things, but the food was worse than what we feed to the pigs at home.”

(Imre Incze, Szárazajta, Köpec)

“They killed the bad horses, and I and Imre,1155 from Szárazajta, stole the lungs of the slaughtered 
animals, which had been thrown away. I told the Germans, ‘Come on, we got some, just wait!’ 
Six of them were waiting for us at the door of the barracks. The guard was chasing us to the bar-
rack to get the lungs out of our hands somehow; I was holding the throat, Imre was holding it be-
hind, and we were running. We quickly ran into the barrack, the Germans slammed the door and 
stayed outside. The guards didn’t dare to come in. They never did! And then the German captives 
prepared the horse lungs. We were so weak that when we went to the toilet, two men led and held 
the third one so that he wouldn’t fall in the hole. […] Do you know what they cooked for us in the 
camp? Bean soup, some kind of barley mush, cabbage soup, but only a few beans or pieces of cabbage 
swam around in that slop. When they started distributing it, a soldier kept splashing more water in 
it from a bucket to make more. So the last ones only ate water. […] Many of us fell sick on that food.”

(József Kádár, Zalánpatak)
1154 The neighbouring Lüget.
1155 With Imre Nagy B.

Internment camp of Barcaföldvár 03: One of the infamous stone cellars of the internment camp of 
Barcaföldvár. Sometimes captives were crowded in them, and often those who had attempted to 

escape were locked up here as their punishment. (Photo by: Levente Albert)
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“So we were put in dug-out bunkers in Földvár. There were so many bedbugs that we couldn’t 
sleep at night because they swarmed us. We scratched ourselves in vain, they just kept coming all 
the time. We were given some food once a day from the prisoners’ kitchen, mostly cabbage soup. 
The pickled cabbages were mixed not with rice but with wheat. […] And then lining up in the 
morning for tea. 12 people were thrown a loaf of bread every 3 days. That loaf, not even 2 kg, had 
to be shared by twelve people. It was a round black loaf. Then we were transported, I don’t know 
for how many days, and we arrived at the camp of Focşani. The camp was divided into units. The 
first one was the ‘primire’, the reception area; the second one the ‘dezinfectare-sterilizare’ or dis-
infection; and the third one the collection area, where people were collected for transport. It was a 
vast expanding camp in the field of Focşani. Those who got to the third unit already had been dis-
infected, ready for the journey, and were directed to the Donbass, Siberia or somewhere else. […] 
I was brought there at the end of November, well, I certainly spent a week there, it was the begin-
ning of December, with freezing temperatures and snow, especially up in the mountains. Enor-
mous tank garages served as our accommodation, but there were no beds – neither bunk beds or 
any other kind. Earlier sheep and cattle had been kept in those tank garages, and their dried dung 
was our bedding. Everyone lay on the dung, as we could. There were two huge doors at each end 
of the building, and the Russians closed them at dusk.”

(Jenő Égető, Köpec)

“We arrived in Focşani on Monday. We were in some kind of saivan1156 where sheep had been kept. 
Dead sheep lay around in one corner. The other day two German soldiers skinned a dead sheep 
and started eating it raw with the prisoners. The camp was called together, they were called out 
and shot on the spot. […] As well as those who tried to escape. Those who were caught, were tak-
en to the front of the camp and shot.”

(Mózes Sebestyén, Köpec)

“We got off at the station of Földvár. As we walked in the gates, there were plank barracks on the 
left, full of captives. We also were pushed into a barrack. The prisoners who already had been there 
were starved, some of them were rolling or lying around on the ground, unconscious. […] Some of 
them were Germans. We were desperate. […] There were so many lice that we didn’t dare to go to 
bed for three nights. But we got so exhausted after a while that we couldn’t bear it any more. Our 
beds were plank beds with a ‘rogozhina’,1157 but they were full of bugs of every kind. There was 
disinfection two or three times a week, but not to much avail. There was no room any more, but 
captives kept coming, daily or weekly, and many of the newcomers had to be put out to the school 
building and other public buildings, because there was no other accommodation. The poor things 
were hungry and thirsty, too. And then they sent us to bring water for them. If nothing else, at 
least water was sent to them. We took them the water and the poor things were begging, ‘Give some 
more!... We want some more’... Well, some had died of thirst...”

(Andor Berecz, Csíkszentmárton)

“The Saxon we picked the carrots for provided for us fairly. He brought out three loaves of wheat 
bread and gave us good food. In the morning he gave each of us a mug of warm milk and a big slice 
of wheat bread. Oh, how good it was... […]. He brought out the lunch by cart. It was a nice lunch, 
and he brought three loaves of wheat bread again. But when his wife started to slice them up for 

1156 Saivan – a kind of big barn, winter stable for sheep, in Romanian. 
1157 Mat.
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fifteen people, everyone started ‘Can I have one more slice, please?... Me, too... Me, too, please...’. 
The woman kept slicing, and when the first one was over, she took the second loaf. The Saxon said 
to his wife – they were speaking in Hungarian, we could hear everything, ‘Cook some gruel for the 
evening, because we can’t feed these enough bread.’”

(Imre Bocskor, Csíkszentmárton)

“They cooked the potatoes – as it was, covered with dirt. They strained the juice, peeled the pota-
toes, and put the peels back in that muddy water it had been cooked in. They salted it and gave it 
to us to eat. It also happened that, excuse me, but they took bones out of the toilet to chew it. […] 
We could have beat each other to death for a cigarette or a bit of bread. […] So there they wanted 
all Hungarians to die.”

(László Józsa, Szárazajta, Köpec)

“When we were dispatched from Földvár to Focşani, and we were walking to the station of Föld-
vár, an old man was passing by with his cattle-drawn cart full of sugar-beet. We emptied the poor 
old man’s cart within a minute and we ate the sugar-beets as if they had been apples.”

(Mózes Sebestyén, Köpec)

“If somebody was caught stealing a little potato peel, he was beaten like a dog. […] Once Gyula 
Kósa and I entered a room in the former farming school. About a cartload of unhusked maize lay 
around on the floor. We stuffed as much as we could in our clothes and hid them under our ly-
ing place. We gathered the supplies like hamsters. We chewed the maize, grain by grain. Pota-
toes were mashed unpeeled and unwashed, like clay is pounded, and put into barrels. Its juice was 
black with mud. They often cooked too little, because while they were cooking, new prisoners ar-
rived. Then someone cried out, ‘Nothing is going to be left in the back!’ […] Then the famished 
captives lunged at the cauldron, they knocked the cook to the ground, knocked off the cauldron, 
and picked up potatoes from the ground if they could. […] Sometimes they put so much salt on it 
that we hardly could eat it.”

(Ferenc Barabás, Miklósvár)

“Some people were called to the kitchen to help, but if they were caught snatching something, they 
were beaten very hard. A mate of us once brought a handful of beans. We cooked them in a tin can 
on the utility stove. But good Lord! When we divided them, each of us got only about five beans. 
But we didn’t swallow those five beans at once; we kept them in our mouths, sucking them one by 
one. Oh, how good those five beans tasted, I can’t say. […] Eating? When there was food, we got 
some, when there wasn’t we didn’t. But the food was awful there! […] They gave us cabbage soup 
[…] small pieces of cabbage were floating around in it. […] Practically, it was warm water with 
cabbage. […] Sometimes they brought some boiled potatoes from Brassó and they spooned them in 
our hands, but it was almost gooey. […] It was the ruin of many people that we were given such 
food. We were given meat once a week, a small piece. Sometimes we scraped off the snow and start-
ed chewing the green grass.”

(Ödön Máthé, Csernáton)

“I had to slaughter the horses and skin dead cattle, and their meat was used up for the camp. […] 
I was the butcher of the camp alone. A horse a day was enough for the food. […] They took out the 
bones, they threw them away or buried them, or I don’t know what they did. Lungs and other in-
ternal organs were thrown away or given to the dogs, and they chopped up the rest and added it 
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to the soup. […] The meat had to be given over, because the soldiers always measured how much 
they take and give out. I could roast what I wanted because we had a stove inside. Horse fat was 
grainy, yellow and pulpy, you could spread it on a slice of bread.”

(Pál Péter, Étfalva-Zoltán)

“The guards could see when and how many times people got in the queue, and if they caught some-
one, they beat him hard […] they beat him as long as they wanted. They brought discarded hors-
es from the front and slaughtered them, so we also ate horse meat. The cooks cut the meat off the 
bones, they picked out the best of it and ate it themselves. We only got bits as big as a sugar cube. 
Potatoes weren’t peeled; peels made the soup thicker. In the morning we were given brown bread, 
sometimes they only gave us morsels by the handful.”

(Mihály Moré, Felsőlemhény)

“Once a discarded grey horse was brought in the camp to be slaughtered. Its meat and every oth-
er part of it was chopped in a big pot, its mouth still was full of barley ears, and it also was put in 
there. […] When dinner was ready, 5,000 or 6,000 Hungarian soldiers arrived. Who knows when 
they had eaten the last time. […] And a young kid, like me, who wore odd boots on his feet […] 
picked the hoof of the grey horse out of the garbage and just chewed and chewed on it.”

(István Imre, Csíkszentmárton)

“I was taken to kill horses almost every week. They were so broken-down that they were pulled on sleds. 
But I don’t know who ate that meat because no prisoners got any meat there. In the dark we tore out the 
liver and lungs of the horses, what we could by hand, and then we cooked the horse lungs.”

(Albert Kelemen, Marosvásárhely)

“In Földvár I was put in a long barrack. In the farther end of the barrack there were some rooms, 
engineers, priests, every kind of people were lodged there, and women and girls separately. All ci-
vilians. I asked them why they were there. A woman said, ‘Sweet child, well, the Germans came, 
they were hungry, and I happened to give them some food.’ […] Another said, ‘We gave them 
clothes’. [...] Yet another said, ‘We put them up’. [...] And on these pretexts they all were caught. 
There was a box put in front of the door of the barrack, and we all had to ease ourselves there. 
Sometimes people spent the whole night there […] excuse me, but... bloody thing came out of their 
buttocks. A Saxon threw some potato peels to three German soldiers through the fence, and the 
Germans warmed it up on some wretched pot on kindle.”

(István Imre, Csíkszentmárton)

“There were so many of us, there was no more room. Hungarians and Germans as well. All from 
Northern Transylvania. There even were children among us. I remember there was a child around 
ten. I asked the poor little thing, ‘Why are you here?’ And he said, ‘Because I’m Hungarian’. 
[...] He was from Udvarszékhely. And there were women, too, and priests, from Udvarszékhely, 
Háromszék, everywhere. […] There were a lot of people from Marosszék and Cluj. [...] Many peo-
ple died at nights.”

(György Tüzes, Miklósvár)

Health conditions, illnesses and death in the camps 

“Once they brought a doctor to the camp. Once he came sadly and said, ‘Men, the Red Cross sent thir-
ty pills from Vásárhely, who should I give them? [...] There were 3500-4000 people in the camp then!”

(Imre Bocskor, Csíkszentmárton)
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“There was no medical care at all, not even a record that I was called Imre Nagy, son of so and so. 
Only the numbers mattered.”

(Imre Nagy B., Szárazajta)

“Medical care? Those who hadn’t died yet were put on the cart and got injections by the pitchfork 
so that they wouldn’t fall off. That was the medical care. […] I never saw a doctor there.”

(Ferenc Barabás, Miklósvár)

„I fell sick, I got the typhoid fever. The visit came, high-ranking Russian officers arrived, escort-
ed by Romanians. When they saw me floundering on the straw, they said, ‘Peste un ceas duceţi-l 
afară!’, that is, I would be dead in an hour so they should take me out […], and they went on. On-
ly God provided for us.”

(Ferenc Kónya, Zabola, Orbaitelek)

“We dug a hole in the Saxon cemetery which was so big that 35 people lay in it. Bare naked. […] I 
don’t know where they came from. They were stripped, put in the cold-house, brought to the cem-
etery on a cart and put in the hole. Well, between 20 and 35 or 40. […] So many were gone each 
day. […] We couldn’t wash, so typhoid and camp-flux broke out.”

(Imre Nagy B., Szárazajta)

“We dug graves every day. We would say, ‘Today we are carrying our mates, tomorrow we will be 
carried’. […] We buried 10-15 people a day. […] Sometimes we went to sleep in the evening, and 
when we woke up the other day, we shook the one that was lying next to us: ‘Get up, comrade!’. 
But he already had been stiff.”

(József Kádár, Zalánpatak)

“Lots of people died in Földvár. We carried out the bodies and piled them. […] There was a cem-
etery opposite the station, but a lot of captives were buried on the left side of the road to Földvár, 
over the pine woods.”

(Mózes Sebestyén, Köpec)

“December came, the winter, the cold and snow, so there were lots of dead people, who we took to 
the holes on carts. You know, when we dug the holes, as soon as one was dug out, we shovelled the 
earth on the other series of dead bodies.”

(Jenő Égető, Köpec)

“People died day by day; day by day, it can’t be reckoned how many people died in Földvár.”
(Ferenc Barabás, Miklósvár)

“While I was there, 500 people died in Földvár.”
(Mihály Moré, Felsőlemhény)

“Those who had died at night were thrown on a stretcher and taken out. […] There was an able 
young man among the ill. He staggered out to the water tap, drank a little, and when he came back 
the look in his eyes was so strange somehow. He climbed up on the bed, started shaking and trem-
bling, then he stiffened.”

(István Imre, Csíkszentmárton)

“Disease came, typhoid fever broke out, and people died one by one. Well, there were enough to 
die, because there were 5000-6000 people in the camp all the time.1158 I was taking care of Béla Im-
re. The poor man once said, ‘Andor... I’m going to die... Take my boots off my feet, I’ll give them 
1158 In Barcaföldvár.
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to you...’ I said, ‘Béla, who would have the nerve to do something like this... to pull your boots off 
your feet?’ […] And we couldn’t help them. […] So many people died that we, who could still en-
dure, carried out 10-15 dead bodies every day. There was a bigger room, a kind of plank barrack, 
and those who died were thrown in that, on top of the others. They made coffin-like boxes, and if 
the deceased had someone who had known him and where he had been from, what his name was, 
the name of the dead person was written on top of the box. And as we were taking out the deceased 
ones in the boxes, and relatives eager to hear some news were listening outside, and it happened 
many times that as the dead people were taken out, they looked at the name written on top of the 
box only to find that their brother or husband or son was lying in it.”

(Andor Berecz, Csíkszentmárton)

“From February [19]45 5-6 people were constantly digging graves. Sometimes 8 people were sent 
to dig the hole at the same time. We hardly could cope with it, so many people died. […] It start-
ed in December, at around the Christmas of ‘44, that more people started to die. While we were 
there, death was reaping hard.”

(Imre Bocskor, Csíkszentmárton)

“Once 18 people died only during one night. They were taken out, and it’s possible that many of 
the people having deceased in Földvár weren’t even recorded.”

(Albert Kelemen, Marosvásárhely)

Connection with the world over the wire fence 

“Then we were brought this way by train. […] We were approaching, and when we heard them 
saying ‘Sighişoara’ [Segesvár], since we were brought this way, towards Kőhalom, Ágostonfal-
va1159, I started thinking that I was approaching my home village. […] I remembered then that I 
always had a paltry pencil and a small piece of paper on me. I wrote some things for my parents 
on that piece of paper, then I wrapped it around a pebble, the size of a walnut, then I kept pulling 
at my socks until a managed to tear off a piece of it and wrapped it around the whole thing so that 
the paper wouldn’t come off the pebble. When our train stopped at Ágostonfalva, I looked out from 
behind the bars and saw that a man was working there with a pickaxe. It was János Ferencz from 
Felsőrákos. The little pebble fitted through the bars, so I threw it out and told him, ‘Please, take it 
to my father as soon as possible!’ […] It happened on 28 June ‘45 or about that.”1160

(János Bartha, Olasztelek1161)

“I sent a piece of paper to inform my parents in Csernáton that I had been brought to Földvár. My 
mother came. He brought me a parcel and a leather jacket. They also had known by then that it 
was a transit camp in Földvár. She was allowed until the gate, and they sent me the parcel with a 
soldier. I think he was told to call me out so that she could see me. […] A board fence ran along the 
main entrance, and in front of it there was an area separated with a bar. I walked to the bar; I wasn’t 
allowed to go any further. And my mother wasn’t let inside, either. She was crying, my poor moth-
er... Me, too... and that was that. Then she was gone. Save for some parents, siblings and friends 
sometimes visited some of us, I don’t know anything about keeping in touch with the outside world.” 

(Ödön Máthé, Csernáton)
1159 Romanian village in Brassó county, by the river Olt. The railway station of Erdővidék.
1160 János Bartha, along with others, was taken to the camp of Barcaföldvár on 28 July 1945, from where he 

was released on 28 October 1945. 
1161 Village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
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“On the other side, outside the fence, there were so many people! Relatives who had come to look 
for their loved ones. They cried out the names of the captives from inside, and if someone knew 
them outside, they said, ‘He’s mine! My husband! My brother!’ My child!’ […] And then they 
ran to the fence.”

(István Imre, Csíkszentmárton)

“I used small pieces of paper to write down which way we are taken from Szentmárton and Cseke-
falva. And I dropped these pieces with the message through the gaps between the floorboards of the 
wagon at two or three places. People from Verebes1162 or Csatószeg1163 found the messages on the rail-
road, and somehow it got to Szentmárton. So our parents and families had news of where we were. It 
took 2-3 weeks for them to find us, because I only could write we were being taken toward Brassó.”

(Andor Berecz, Csíkszentmárton)

“My dear, dear Parents and Siblings! I inform you that we arrived in Földvár yesterday, on 
the 23rd1164, here is no chance to escape, our health is deteriorating, we are crowded in one room, 
there’s no sufficient food, no water, no washing, and if civilians bring something in, it’s sold by 
the guards then by way of usury[?]; they pull off our underwear and clothes, everything that is 
usable. I talked to a young lady in Cluj, told her to inform you that I’m alive, if she could. To-
day people from Oltszem brought about three cartloads of bread, which they could collect, but on-
ly the guards gain from this and we told them to take it back, so that they wouldn’t gain from it. I 
can’t write more now, I always think about home with love, kisses, András.” On the other side of 
the sheet: ‘I’ve heard it from a soldier that we will go to Foksán, and we will be taken over by the 
Russian commander, and we might be discharged then. […]”. The second letter: “My dear Par-
ents and Siblings! I inform you that, thanks to God, I am still alive and healthy, and I wish you 
the same. We are still in Földvár, but there is no prospect of leaving or release; so far we, Tran-
sylvanians, always have been promised to leave. If you receive this letter, try to find someone who 
travels around here and send me a little parcel – pack it as tastelessly as possible –, you could send 
some corn flour as well, now it is permitted to send parcels to the office where they open them and 
skim the more valuable things. But we’re not allowed to talk to or meet the visitors. Don’t send 
me clothes because I have saved what I could. […] András […] on 06.01.1945.” The third letter: 
“Dated: 9 January 1945. May dear, dear Parents and Siblings! I inform you that, thanks God, I’m 
not ill, I still have my health, though it’s very crowded here. […] Somehow try to send me some 
food from home, but don’t send anything valuable. […]. We are given very little food here, only 
some cabbage slop and bean soup, but I’ve never seen any fat in them; and sometimes 250g, other 
times 120g bread. […] András”. The sixth letter: “Dated: 16 March 1945. My dear parents! I in-
form you that I am in good health, and I wish the good Lord bless you with the same. I also inform 
you that the Lieutenant-Colonel said that those with civilian affairs would go home, and POWs 
would stay, and Serbians and Czechs would be sent to another camp where there are only Serbi-
ans and Czechs, and their matters would be dealt with there. And we’ll stay. They probably want 
us either to become Romanians or to die. Two people went home to Csernáton and those from Sz-
entlélek obtained Romanian certificates of baptism from the Romanian priest, but I don’t know if 
then they had to convert in fact. […] András”

(Letters from András Balázs from the camp of Barcaföldvár – excerpts)1165

1162 Village in Csík (today: Hargita) county.
1163 Village in Csík (today: Hargita) county.
1164 On 23 December 1944. 
1165 The original letters are located in the collection of the memorial room of the Calvinist vicarage of Hídvég, 

established in 1999. Their photocopies are in the author’s possession. 
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Escape attempts, escaping and punishment 

“On the twentieth of December we were taken to pick up sugar-beets by the brick-works of Veres-
mart. Ten of us were in each team, all Hungarians, and we decided we would escape. There were 
two soldiers with us. Captives were set fifteen-seventeen metres apart, we had to stack up the sug-
ar-beets. The two soldiers put their weapons down beside the cart and they were ploughing. We 
took both rifles and we hoped they were loaded. We set forth to Szászmogyorós, and we planned to 
go to Bölön. We were escaping. At the bridge of Magyarós we realised that the two soldiers were 
riding after us on horseback. They caught up with us. [...] Well, I was beaten up so badly... [...] 
But they too, because I was in my full strength then. [...] But then they got so much help from the 
Romanians of Szászmagyarós, that we could do nothing but surrender. [...] Kádár and I threw the 
two rifles in the river Olt and surrendered. I had to grab the tail of the horse, and every time the 
horse took a step, I was hit, all the way to Földvár. By the time we got to Földvár I was beaten so 
hard that I couldn’t even lift my hands to eat. Four mates from Középajta, Jóska Nagy, Miklós In-
cze, Gábor Kovács and István Nagy fed me for three weeks.”

(Imre Nagy B., Szárazajta)

“While we were picking up sugar-beets, we decided that we should flee. I ran for about fifty metres 
when the guard started shouting, ‘Unde fugi, măi?, unde fugi măi?’1166 Well, I kept on running, 
and he ran after me. I got to the top of a hill. Below a man was ploughing with two horses. He al-
so shouted at me, ‘Unde fugi, măi?’ when the guard reached the Romanian man, he unharnessed 
the horses and sat on a horse, while the civilian on the other one. Now, bless me, Lord, I thought, 
because I wouldn’t cope with the two of them. But still... I beat and hit around as long as I could... 
until they finally could hold me down. One of them butted me, while the other beat me with a rod. 
They knocked me off and hit me wherever they could. [...] They tied me up. So, they took me to the 
camp. Oh... they started to thrash me. [...] There was a lieutenant there who stood in front me: 
‘Băi, să ştii, că mîine te împuşc!’1167 I say, if you shoot me, well, I’ll be shot, my life isn’t worth an-
ything anyway. […] I was tied up, they knocked me off, kicked me and hit me until they broke my 
arm and my ribs. When they finished, they threw me into a cellar. It was evening. Then I heard 
that they were beating up someone in front of the door. [...] They shouted, ‘Măi, futu-ţi dumnezeu, 
neamţule!’1168 The door opened and they threw him in; it was a German sergeant. He asked me, 
‘Madarski, ungarisch?’ I said yes. He came up to me and touched my arms: ‘Ah, schweinen!’1169

(József Kádár, Zalánpatak)

“We sat on the train and arrived in Stupini1170, near Brassó. It was November, it was so foggy 
that we hardly could see for a few metres. I borrowed a pocket knife from a fellow captive and cut 
out a 15 cm square from the side of the wagon. It was pure oak, my hands were full of blood-blis-
ters by the time I managed to cut it out. My fellows all could see what I was working on. I hit out 
the square plug and reached out to open the lock from the outside. I succeeded and I pushed back 
the door, but a captive from Csík started shouting, ‘Santinelă, santinelă!’1171 We could have man-
aged to escape because the fog was so thick that we hardly could see anything! And the train was 
rolling on very slowly. All 70 of us could have fled! By then the people’s guard already had been 

1166 Hey, where are you running? Hey, where are you running? – in Romanian.
1167 Hey, just know that I’ll shoot you dead tomorrow! – in Romanian.
1168 Hey, fuck your God, you German! – in Romanian.
1169 Oh, swines! – in German.
1170 In Hungarian: Méheskertek; in German: Rohrau. 
1171 Guards! Guards! – in Romanian.
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established, we even knew it in the camp. If we had managed to escape, we would have had no 
harm at home, we would have been safe. We only would have needed to step out of the wagon 
in silence. […] But we were betrayed. […] There was a guard with a machine gun at the end of 
each wagon. When this captive started shouting, the guards fired a round instantly. The train 
stopped and the armed guards come up to us. They caught sight of the hole on the side of the 
wagon: ‘Who did it? Who did it?’ I stepped forward: ‘It was me’. The guards climbed up the 
wagons and they hit me on the nape of my neck so hard with the butt of the rifle that I dropped 
down like a folding ruler. Then they made me lie on my belly, stripped me naked and beat me 
from my neck to my toe with their bayoneted rifle until I couldn’t even feel it. [...] They beat me 
until they said: ‘Ăsta-i mort’.”1172 

(Mózes Sebestyén, Köpec)

“We would go to work on the fields. Most of the captives were from Hungary.1173 During work in 
the filed we ran out of water. We had a big wooden pail, twenty litres or so. A big, strong, tough 
Hungarian man said he would fetch water from the well. A guard went with him. The captive 
filled the pail, put it on his back and they started to walk back. But after a few steps I don’t know 
what occurred to him, that big strong man pushed the soldier so hard that he flew up in the air 
and the rifle dropped off his shoulder. But the Hungarian didn’t pick up the rifle but jumped in-
to the willows by the stream and ran away. The corporal came to quickly and shot at him, but to 
no avail. Then several guards were sent and they surrounded the reeds. They started to close the 
circle tighter and tighter, and when the Hungarian saw that there was no escape, he stood up 
straight and held up his hands. [...] They didn’t hurt him. The lieutenant-colonel, the camp com-
mander told us that he had been a captive, too, the previous year, in Russia. And they also went 
out for some work, and he decided that whatever would happen he would try to escape, even if 
he died. They went out for night work, and somehow he tied himself up to the bottom of the train 
with some twine. The train departed and arrived at the border two days later. Until that he had 
been suffering without anything to eat or drink. When at a station, in Jassi, he could hear Ro-
manian speech he untied himself, got off, and managed to get home to his family. So this lieu-
tenant-colonel told the guards not to do any harm, not to hurt the man who had tried to escape. 
Because he felt with him.”

(János Bartha, Olasztelek)

“Time was passing by, and then the day of salvation came: 25 March 1945. A soldier came, 
grabbed my jacket and took me back to the toilet. It was a big hole, 8,000 people eased themselves 
there. There was a 3-metre-long pole with a bucket on its end, we had to ladle the manure out of 
the hole with it and into two barrels fastened on a cart to take it to the fields. So we filled them and 
set forth. The soldier and I on the cart, Jóska Kádár, László Józsa and Pista Kalapos Nagy on foot 
beside the cart. We left the camp and went across the bridge over the Olt, about a hundred metres 
from the road. I hung the rein and the lash on the perch, got off and grabbed the soldier’s throat. 
[…] The others said, ‘Take the rifle and let’s shoot him.’ ‘No!’, I replied. ‘Let him guard the cart 
for seven months now, because he has guarded me for seven months, while I’ve been complete-
ly innocent.’ we tied him to the cart and stuffed a handkerchief into his mouth so that he couldn’t 
shout. All four of us came back home. I set forth at three in the afternoon and got to Szárazajta at 
10 p.m., on the 25th of March.”

(Imre Nagy B., Szárazajta)
1172 This is dead… – in Romanian.
1173 It happened in the summer or early autumn of 1945.
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“Once I thought, whatever will be, will be, but I’ll go home to my family; I’ll escape. I already had 
been married and had my son, Pista. I saw that the guard stood his rifle next to himself, threw back 
his head and was asleep. I climbed through under the lowest wire, then I did the same under the 
second fence. When I was climbing under the third one, my clothes got stuck on the wire on my 
shoulder: I moved around until I managed to tear off my clothing. I thought, if my dear God helped 
me and I could climb out here, even the bullets couldn’t catch me up... and he helped me indeed! 
It was good they didn’t see me because they would have shot me. […] And when I got through the 
fourth one as well, I thought, farewell [...] I got across the river Olt, then headed for home. It could 
be around 1 p.m. the next day when I got home.”

(Albert Máthé, Szárazajta)

“So a civilian Romanian farmer came through the gate. He needed fifteen people to pick carrots. We 
went out to help him, the rows were assigned and we happened to get next to the stream. I said to 
Kádár, ‘Listen, you can’t speak a word in Romanian but I can a little. I’ll be speaking to the soldier, 
and you take the rifle, run away, and we’ll meet over the hill. Take out the bolt action and throw it 
into the stream so that they can’t shoot at us.’ Kádár took the rifle and started running. […] Then 
I also jumped into the stream, and a man from Zoltán1174 after me. We got out to the opposite bank, 
we ran on, and once I stopped to see where Kádár was. The soldier caught up with him on horse-
back and caught him.1175 They beat him up so badly that he had to stay in bed for a month even at 
home, after his release. […] We got near Szászmagyarós, to the hilltop. But some railway workers 
approached us. One wore a worn gendarme’s jacket, the other some kind of cap, so my mate from 
Zoltán got so scared that he started running backwards. [...] Toward Földvár; he was so scared of 
the railway workers. [...] God knows what happened to him, I can’t even remember his name. […] 
It got dark. I saw that there was a small fire by the roadside a bit farther away, and a human shape 
next to it. I started approaching it, and I thought if I had been halted, I would have said I had been 
working somewhere. So I went on, and when I got near I saw that two soldiers were sleeping by the 
fire. One with his back to me, the other one facing me. They set up a pole and put a worn cap and 
a jacket on it so that it would seem to be a guard. Well, I said to myself, just sleep on. […] They 
were Romanian gernichers1176. I stepped onto the bridge over the Olt. The boards of the bridge were 
removed in the corners so that carts couldn’t get through. I stepped on some board which made a 
noise. The guards jumped up and shouted after me, ‘Stai! Cine-i? Cine ai fugit aicea?! Ia vino-nco-
ace!’1177 But I didn’t care about them, I ran on on the other side, when suddenly I heard from the 
front, ‘Stop! Who’s that?’. Well, I though, it’s Hungarian. I stopped and said who I was. ‘Come 
here!’ They were Hungarian national guards1178 with arm-bands, they protected the order. ‘Have 
you escaped?’. ‘I did’. They patted my shoulder. ‘Just take it easy, you are safe here.’”

(László Józsa, Szárazajta, Köpec)

“It was the last day of November when we escaped,1179 Jenő Égető, Pali Balázs and I, all from 
Köpec. There was a thick fog, so thick that you couldn’t see forward for two steps. The roof of our 
lodgement was under repair, so we stole a pair of cutting-pliers and cut through the wires. There 

1174 Étfalva-Zoltán, village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1175 It was József Kádár’s the first, unsuccessful escape attempt.
1176 Grănicer – border guard, in Romanian.
1177 Stop, who’s that? Who’s going over there? Come over here! – in Romanian. 
1178 People’s guards. The Soviet military leadership removed Romanian administration from Northern 

Transylvania, and the tasks of the gendarmerie were taken over by local residents, the people’s guards 
recruited from Hungarians until the March of 1945, the take-over of the Groza government and the return 
of the Romanian authorities. 

1179 From Focşani.
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were three rows of barbed wire; as we cut a hole in one, one of us climbed through, pulled up the 
wires and the others could climb through, too. There was a last, fifth wire fence outside, it was put 
up so that the cattle wouldn’t walk near the camp. It was electrified every night. As we just got 
through this one, the guards and the captives saw us escaping from inside. We could be about five 
metres from the outer fence, and we hid in a weedy shell-hole full of rubbish. Just as we ducked 
down, the reflectors were lit. They shot at us with a machine gun, and we jumped into the stream. 
We had to cross the river, we were soaking wet and quivering like jelly. So hardly, but we did it. 
[…] We were walking for six days from Focşani. No food touched our mouths for four days. On 
the way home we asked some people to put us up, and some of them did. We could take off our wet 
clothes and warm up. I had a woollen pullover, I gave it to a Romanian family for two eggs and a 
piece of polenta as big as my two fists. If they asked who we were and what we were doing we said 
we were Hungarians having been taken by the Russians when the cattle needed to be led away. 
They didn’t give us up, but there were some who tried. Once we knocked in a house, and the 
family got scared. One of them ran away and brought the gendarmes. When we caught sight of 
them coming, we ran away through the barn. We crossed Putna county and arrived at the lum-
ber-yard in Kommandó. There, in Kommandó we found a Hungarian family. This family put us 
up, they wanted to make beds for us, but I told the woman, there were more of us. ‘How many?’, 
the woman asked, ‘We’re going to make the beds for all of you’. ‘You can’t’, I told her, ‘because 
we’ve got lice’. The man of the house was a shoe-maker called József Nagy, his family put us up 
for the night. From Kommandó we went to Angyalos, then to Középajta, then to Köpec. We ar-
rived home on the day of St. Nicholas.”

(Mózes Sebestyén, Köpec)

“I said, ‘Wake up, Mózi! We always keep saying ‘let’s escape’ during the day, we are so brave then, 
we are planning and looking where we could escape and get free, but we have the opportunity right 
now! I caught two Germans fleeing, they said they would wait for us, just come anyone who can! 
[...] Although the elderly ones, especially my uncle always kept saying, ‘Boys, don’t try, because 
America will come to set us free!’. Mózi says, ‘You’re lying...’ ‘When have I lied to you?’ He prod-
ded Pali Balázs, another man from Köpec, who died later at home, ‘Palu, are you asleep? Wake up! 
Listen to what Jenő is saying! Come on, because the Germans are escaping, maybe we can do it, 
too.’ […] So they came on. As well as an inmate from Nyújtód, Károly Csavar, he came along, too. 
But you know what barbed wire is like, one of them got stuck, then the other, and they were strug-
gling there between the wires grumbling and growling, so eventually the guard heard the noises. 
He cried out that the fence is under attack, and his fellows, the inner guards came running, every-
body was shouting and shooting up phosphorous flare rockets. I had to get up, and I started run-
ning. They were shouting at me, ‘stoy, stoy!’ I thought, go to hell with your ‘stoy’, I won’t stop 
till you shoot me. I kept running and managed to get back to the barrack, to the fire. But Csavar 
stayed behind, and while these Russians were chasing me, he climbed out through the fence and 
managed to escape. The others, Mózi and Pali also managed to free themselves from the wires and 
got out, and Csavar after them. While the Russians were shooting around in the upper section of 
the camp looking for me, I carefully and silently got out, alone. I started running and I thought I 
would keep on running as long as I could. But I fell into a shell-hole so big that I thought I had 
fallen into a well. […] It was full of water and mud... I slipped out to the edge, trying to sweep the 
water off my rags, but I couldn’t feel the water, the cold, anything at all. As I was cleaning myself 
there, somebody passed me running. I said, ‘Mózi, Mózi!... Pali, Pali!’ As I said this, he ducked 
down. I repeated, ‘Mózi, is that you?’ […] I thought Mózi and the others would wait for me out-
side, but forget that! It wasn’t Mózi, he said, ‘I’m Miklós’. [...] ‘What Miklós, man?!, I have no 
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friend called Miklós’. [...] ‘What Miklós, where are you from, come closer!’ [...] He slid toward me, 
I also climbed closer to him on the dark field. ‘Who are you?’ He said, ‘I’m Miklós Bokor. ‘Where 
are you from?’ ‘From Torja’. ‘From which regiment?’ ‘The thirty-second, from Gyergyó.’ I asked 
him if he knew which way to go. ‘I don’t know.’ […] The south-eastern slopes of the Carpathians 
around Coteşti and Panciu were all covered with grapevines. We had to climb through each row to 
keep our direction. Meanwhile we kept touching them to feel for some dried bunches so that we 
could eat something. In the area of Andreaş there were mountain villages; a house here, two or 
three there, another two further away. […] We were walking on top of the mountains, and I heard 
that lower down in a valley somebody is arguing in Hungarian, ‘You’re wrong, we’ll have to go 
this way, no, because it’s that way!’ Hey, let’s stop for a moment, aren’t they my friends, Mózi and 
the others? But they weren’t. As it turned out, an old one1180 from Ikafalva1181 and another from 
Árkos1182 were speaking. So we were four now. Among the villages of Andreaş there was a shep-
herd’s house in the mountains. The dog was just baking and barking, and I saw the door opened 
and an old man with long white hair, a shepherd in peasant’s clothing and a belt stepped out, hold-
ing a gas lamp. ‘Cine eşti, măăăi?!!’1183, he shouted at me. I said, ‘Oameni buni, nene, oameni 
buni...’1184 And he: ‘Bine, bine...’1185 And then the old Romanian said, ‘Haideţi în casă, mai avem 
doi nemţi în casă!’1186 We entered the house, and there were two Germans indeed, loaded with ma-
chine gun belts, weapons, bullets and machine guns. They weren’t runaway captives but German 
soldiers who had stayed behind their German troops retreating from the front and now hiding. 
They were warming and drying themselves, too, their weapons set next to their knees. When they 
saw that we Hungarian captives were preparing to leave, they didn’t stay for a minute either, but 
they stood up and came with us. The Germans then headed north, and we were four again. As we 
were walking through the snowy mountains, sometimes we stopped and hid under a big fir tree. 
The snow couldn’t get there so it was dry, and we could take a little nap there. We progressed from 
tree to tree, from mountain to mountain. We were very cold. We couldn’t sleep for long at night 
because the wet clothes froze on us. We walked along the ridge of the Carpathians until we reached 
the highest peak of Háromszék, Lakóca, above Kovászna. There were some remnants of the military 
stations, the entrenchments and reinforced concrete forts on the side of the mountains. They 
marked the Saint Stephen’s borderline. It was on the sixth day. By night we arrived in Zabola, 
then by 3 a.m. to Torja, the home of this Miklós. I said, ‘I don’t care if it’s winter and there’s snow, 
I’ll walk on to Bükszád1187.’ I thought, damn it, I must go on, if I could do it this far, I must go 
home. I reached Bükszád, there lived a man from my village I know, István Zólya, I found him and 
they even gave me something to eat. He said some people already had come home from here and 
there, even from the west, some had been let go by the Russians; there was no danger there. Well, 
I said then, let’s go on marching. I said goodbye and went on through the mountain to Uzonkaf-
ürdő. In Uzonka I tasted the mineral water, I passed through a small village in no time, and I was 
descending to the Hatod valley. I passed a bridge, then another; there were wooden bridges at that 
time. I felt totally free now, I felt at home... I even was whistling... I was maybe at the third 
bridge... who would have thought... As I was crossing the bridge, two Russian soldiers leapt up 

1180 Here: reserve soldier, maybe a civilian in his thirties or forties. 
1181 Ikafalva, village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
1182 Sepsiárkos, village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county, near Sepsiszentgyörgy.
1183 Hey, who are you?!!! – in Romanian.
1184 Good people, uncle, good people… – in Romanian.
1185 Right, right – in Romanian.
1186 Come inside, there also are two Germans in the house. – in Romanian. 
1187 Sepsibükszád, village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county.
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from the two sides and shouted ‘Stoy! Idi suda!’1188 I didn’t even know which one I should look at; 
I stopped. I went over to them, and they surrounded me. They were armed Russian patrols. One 
of them had a long, red face, the other a more well-built, more serious, older man. The red-faced 
one aimed his machine gun at me. Both of them shouted at me, ‘Partisan, partisan!’ I said, ‘Net 
partisan, uchenika, davay doma, damoy!1189 I tried to explain as well as I could, crying. [...] My 
tears were falling miraculously.... I didn’t think they would shoot me, but I also thought, it doesn’t 
matter if you shoot me, I’m only going home from here... if dead, but I’ll be taken home, someone 
will certainly find me. [...] One of them directed me to the edge of the ditch and I backed there. He 
gestured to turn around. As I turned around I heard the red haired one click of the bolt action. I 
even could feel the bullets running through me... But he didn’t shoot because the older one didn’t 
let him. I kept shouting, ‘Net partisan!!!, net partisan!!!, net partisan!!!... One of them said, ‘Idi 
suda!’ I went back to them, to the other side of the road, and he asked, ‘Kuday pashu?’1190 I said, 
‘Domoy, to Barót, then to Köpec’. I said it in Hungarian. And then he said, ‘Pashli!’ Go on! ‘Spo-
siva’1191, I told him, and set forth. But as I was leaving, I still felt like oh my God, they are shoot-
ing now, they are going to shoot me... they are only joking with me, they let me free and then shoot 
me from behind, and it’s over. […] I didn’t dare to look back, I thought it would be even worse. But 
I went on hurriedly, with a longer gait, faster, so that I could leave as soon as possible. After a 
while I turned my head and I saw they were still there, smoking at the head of the bridge. I arrived 
in Nagybacon and found Tibor Mokán. He had been my comrade. He already had come home and 
said, ‘Don’t worry, Égető, you’ll get home from here, don’t worry because you’re alive.’ I asked 
him, ‘Have you heard any news from Mózi Sebestyén, we escaped together that night, it was I who 
woke them to come, because the Germans were fleeing.’ He said he heard nothing from them. Lat-
er it turned out they came home a day earlier than I. It took six days for them, and a week for me. 
They showed up in Kommandó, I in Zabola. As I was walking through Bibarcfalva, a sleigh 
caught up with me at the lower mineral water spring. It was a priest on his way to Barót. ‘Who 
are you and where are you from?’ I said, ‘I am no one now, a runaway, I escaped from captivi-
ty.’ ‘Well, get on quickly.’ They took me to Barót, there we said farewell, and I went along Kis 
street, out to the fields, heading Köpec. That was how I got home. It was in the afternoon. As I 
reached Templom street, I knocked on the shutters on Mózi’s house: ‘Are you at home, are you 
alive, what’s going on with you?’ Mózi came out and said, ‘Oh, my friend, are you here? I told 
your father that when we escaped you couldn’t come with us, the Russians might have shot you 
by the wire fence, you may never come home.”

(Jenő Égető, Köpec)

“We escaped when we were taken out to cut reeds for the second time in Lüget. There was a gypsy 
from Szováta, he was called Marci; he used to sleep next to me in the stable. He said, ‘Give me 
the sickle.’ I gave it to him, and for a while he was cutting the reeds while I was picking it up af-
ter him. But then he vanished. We were lined up and it turned out that one of us was missing; 
the gypsy. Feri Barabás stepped out: ‘Let’s go and find him!’ And we searched for him so hard 
and well that we also left the camp.”

(Béla Gáll, Köpec)

“About the sixty of us were sent to cut reeds. We were taken to the banks off the Olt, near Szász-
magyarós. There were four soldiers with us. I thought we could disarm them, since the four of them 
couldn’t do anything against sixty. But no one volunteered. There was a gypsy, who had been my 

1188 Stop! Come here! – in Russian. 
1189 I’m not a partisan but a worker. I’m on my way home. – in Russian.
1190 Where are you going? – in Russian.
1191 Thank you. – in Russian.
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stable-boy in the army, and he said, the two of us can hold down a guard, take his gun and shoot 
the other soldiers with it. And then there was another volunteer, Laci Szilágyi from Köpecbán-
ya. I said, ‘We won’t do it like that, but when they order line-up, you’ll quickly hide in the reeds 
and start towards the Olt. Keep going until you reach Miklósvár. And the gypsy left. The soldiers 
didn’t even notice, but at line-up I said, ‘One is missing. We’re going to find him.’ I gathered the 
ones from Köpec and Miklósvár, and we set forth with two soldiers. The other two stayed behind 
with the rest of the captives. The two soldiers were walking in front with armed rifles, while we in 
the back were searching through the bushes one by one. Béla Gáll teamed up with Gyuri Tüzes. 
As we were approaching the Olt, Gyuri and Béla disappeared. I was walking on the roadside with 
the sergent1192, in the meadow between the river and the road. I saw a man going from the meadow 
towards the road. I said, ‘Look, there goes the gypsy!’ We ran, so that we could get in front of him 
when he came out. The sergent said, ‘Nu pot, nu pot!’1193 I said, ‘just stay here, lie down and aim 
at the gypsy, I’ll run after him.’ When the distance between us was two telephone poles, he shout-
ed after me, ‘Stai, că trag!’1194 I started running a little slower, but as we went on, there still was 
a big distance between us. I stopped for a moment to catch my breath, and then I ran into the vil-
lage of Bölön. The soldier realised that the man wasn’t the gypsy we were looking for, and he also 
could see that I passed him. Now he knew what my intentions were and shot at me. But I ran into 
a garden and then to the front yard. And then I headed for home, to Miklósvár.”

(Ferenc Barabás, Miklósvár)

“There was a gypsy boy from Sófalva with us, he was the one who devised the escape. He said, 
‘I’ll escape and then you say, hey, the gypsy’s escaped, then the soldiers will look for me, and 
then you can escape, too!’ [...] Everything happened as the gypsy devised. He went, and we dis-
persed. He got home, and we, too. But there were some who didn’t even move and stayed there. 
[...] I ran toward the Olt with Béla Gáll. It was around 10 or 11 in the morning, so by 2 p.m. I 
already was at home.”

(György Tüzes, Miklósvár)

“They kept bringing spades from the tile factory of Földvár, for repair. We took one, cut it in, 
screwed it, and instead of the wooden handle we nailed a hose on it and made a make-shift drill. 
Csapó, who was responsible for the room, bored the ground with it until he could burrow a 6-me-
tre long tunnel under the guards and the wire fences. It was about 50 cm in diameter, we spread 
the dug out soil in the ditch, on the walkway, and the 70-80 people there treaded it down quickly. 
All of us could have escaped, but then some trouble arose... we came up between the third and the 
last fence. I forged a wire-cutter in the workshop. I set forth in the tunnel with Szabó and Gödri. 
We reached the last fence. It was a three-metre-tall barbed wire fence. It was the first of March, 9 
p.m. They were changing the guards right then. Szabó was squatting on the right, Gödri in the 
middle, and I on the left. Gödri cut the first wire. And that frozen steel twanged: pmmmm! [...] I 
took Gödri’s hand: ‘Don’t cut any more now, wait!’ Luckily, a train was passing beside the camp 
right then. It was taking Russian soldiers, equipment, vehicles and ammunition to the front. The 
guard standing above us walked to the lower corner and stared at the train. He told his comrade, 
‘Auzi, băi? Sună sârma!’1195 And the other: ‘N-am auzit nimic...’1196 The wagons just kept coming. 
Meanwhile we quickly cut through ten wires and twisted them to the pole. We had agreed that one 
1192 Sergent – corporal (sergeant?), in Romanian.
1193 I can’t! I can’t – in Romanian.
1194 Stop, or I’ll shoot!! – in Romanian.
1195 Hey, can you hear it? The wire twangs! – in Romanian.
1196 I didn’t hear anything. – in Romanian.
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of us would hide under the bench next to the fence, and give directions to the others coming out. 
Szabó hid under the bench. But the guard came back and caught sight of him. I still can hear it as 
he shot at Szabó... He shouted, ‘Caporal de schimb la postul numărul unsprezece!’1197 And he fired 
another shot... I went through a frozen, swampy area with Sándor Gödri. There was a machine 
gun at the corner of the camp, and it started firing... They thought the Germans caused the prob-
lem., they were the ones who had escaped. The machine gun kept firing, so we could only crawl 
along. They came chasing us. We rounded Veresmart1198 and ran through everything. We fell in-
to a ditch in the fields and became soaking wet. We reached the railway station of Szászmagyarós. 
The bridge over the Olt river was only a few metres from there. We clambered over the bridge, and 
when we had been walking for a while, we received such a machine gun fire... that the bullets... as 
they say, life needs good luck... zoom, zoom, they were whistling by our heads... But we were des-
perate. I had the wire-cutter, he had a knife and we were determined not to surrender. We reached 
the woods of Bölön. We stripped naked, we squeezed our shirts, pants, foot-rags, everything, then 
dressed up again. As we left Középajta1199 and were approaching the peak Vadastető... well, as they 
say, there is a God... because those who believe in God, have God, those who not, don’t... so I looked 
up from the valley and a man was walking downwards. [...] It was Szabó, our friend... And then, 
at the top of Kőröspatak: Farewell, farewell. We said goodbye to Szabó, and walked through the 
Vadas. We arrived at the station of Szentgyörgy1200 and sat down on a bench. I gave a thousand 
leis to Gödri: ‘Give it to some railman, explain who you are and ask them to take you home.’ We 
parted, and he went home to Marosszék. And I got home to Doboly, and here I wasn’t disturbed 
by anyone any more.”

(Lajos Bacsó, Feldoboly)

“There was a big, tough man, he was a skinner, he was called Árpád Sándor. He bribed the ser-
geant and he was taken out to the cold-house as if he had been dead, and they nailed his coffin. I 
talked to him after my release. He said he thought he was going to die that night. He was scared 
and frozen, and rats were fumbling everywhere, then the sergeant didn’t come at the agreed time, 
so he broke out of the coffin, climbed out of a window and came home.”

(Mihály Moré, Felsőlemhény)

1197 Corporal, to guard post number eleven! – in Romanian.
1198 Szászveresmart, Saxon village a few kilometres from Barcaföldvár. In German: Rothpach, in Romanian: 

Rotbav.
1199 Középajta, village in Háromszék (today: Kovászna) county. 
1200 Sepsiszentgyörgy.
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Délvidék (Yugoslavia)

Rudolf Weiss 
Communist genocide against the Germans of the Délvidék

Beside the deportation to the Soviet Union the Yugoslav communists have taken other 
measures of genocide against the German and the Hungarian civilian population in the 
autumn of 1944 and it lasted until 1948 in the case of Germans when the Yugoslavian ex-
termination camps were dissolved.
Before the Second World War in the Province belonging to the royal Yugoslavia, namely 
on the South territories of the historical Hungary (hence its Hungarian name: Délvidék, 
meaning Southern Territory) almost 400,000 Germans lived, according to the census of 
2011, 3272 people confessed themselves German on this territory.1201 At the end of the 
World War some part of the German population escaped, however who had trust in the 
power of their own innocence, stayed there. The Second World War officially ended on 
9th May, 1945 in Europe. The Germans, old people, young people, children, women and 
men were shuffled in concentration camps until 1948. Those who stayed alive were sen-
tenced to forced labour. The Germans of Délvidék had to live unbelievable horrors due 
to the bloodthirsty communist partisans.
The communists made a decree on 21st November, 1943 in the Bosnian town of Jajce, the 
so-called AVNOJ1202 meeting, in which collective responsibility was ordered, Germans 
were deprived of their citizenship and all of their movable and immovable property were 
taken away. It said:
„ 1.  All the members of the German minority who live in Yugoslavia automatically 
  lose the Yugoslavian citizenship, as well as all their civilian and minority rights.
 2. All the movable and immovable properties of every person of German ethnicity 
  are considered nationalized and become state property.
 3. The Yugoslavian Germans are not allowed to ask for or practice any kind of right 
  and are forbidden to ask for legal or personal protection by courts or institutes.”1203 
Similarly to the Benes decrees in Czechoslovakia, the AVNOJ decrees provided false 
grounds for and gave a legal excuse of murder, the genocide against the Germans in Yu-
goslavia as well as their deportation, expulsion and dispossession.
The majority of the Soviet army marched on. The NKVD1204 troops remained. Soon af-
ter the end of the fights the so-called Southern Slav people’s commissions appeared, the 
members of which immediately started to execute the German population, they looted 
and raped. It was an original sin to be born German or Hungarian.
Yugoslavian communist leader Josip Broz, whose nickname was Tito, announced at a 
so-called Congress of Anti-Fascist Youth in January, 1945 what the Germans can expect: 
“Germans have not deserved to live in our country, and we will deoprt them all’.1205

1201 Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia, Etnokonfesionalni i jezicki mozaik Srbije, Belgrad. 2014.106.
1202 AVNOJ is the abbreviation of Yugoslav Anti-Fascist Liberation Committee, which in reality was the 

committee of the communist army, that played “red parliament” in the Bosnian mountains.
1203 Genocid nad nemačkom manjinom u Jugoslaviji 1944–1948. (Radna grupa za dokumentaciju) Beograd, 2004. 49.
1204 NKVD is The People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs
1205 Csorba, Béla: A német–magyar sorsközösség a járeki haláltáborban. [The common fate of Germans and 

Hungarians in the death camp of Járek.] In: Délvidéki magyar Golgota 1944–45, Délvidék Ház – Keskeny 
Úton Alapítvány, Budapest – Szeged, 2012. 8.
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In Vojvodina, military administration was introduced on 17th October, 1944 which last-
ed for 103 days. 
German history recalls the autumn of 1944 as the bloody autumn when South Slav 
communists, hand in hand with the Red Army, killed 9500 Germans. The primary vic-
tims of the genocide were teachers, priests, intellectuals, then the innocent population 
of German origin in every village and town. They broke in the houses, flats at night 
and massacred them.
In November, 1944, the nine-year-old Eva Bischof, who lived in today’s Csernye, then 
called Németcsernye, was raped by nine partisans. Not bearing her daughter’s agony, 
the mother hanged her dying daughter, then herself, too.1206 In Subotica the communist 
partisans killed Soós Dékány Terike, the 12-year-old Hungarian girl.1207

In Ruma, Germans were rounded up, laid next to each other, then an accordionist came 
and the partisans started to dance kolo on the bodies of the Germans with knives fas-
tened on their boots. Sixty-four people died this way.1208 
In Syrmia, a young German girl was ironed to death; parents were burnt before the very 
eyes of their children; people were mutilated or made to walk on glowing ember. Those 
who survived the atrocities committed during the bloody autumn of 1944 were taken to 
transit, labour and extermination camps.1209

1206 Leidensweg der Deutschen in kommunistischen Jugoslawien, Band II, München-Sindelfingen 1997. 238.
1207 Memento 70 – Szabadka 1944–2014. (Ed.: Bogner István), Budapest–Szabadka, 2014. 83. 
1208 Genocid nad nemačkom manjinom u Jugoslaviji… 97–98. 
1209 Ibid 6. 

Order of General Ivan Rukavina, commander for the military administration introduced in the 
Délvidék, to the squadron leaders – quotation: ’You can arrest Germans, i.e. you can do with 

them whatever you want.’ (Source: Archives of the German People’s Union, Subotica)
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According to the AVNOJ decision, the establishment 
of the camps for the remaining Germans was started 
on 2nd December, 1944.
There were six extermination camps in the territo-
ry of Vojvodina. One of them was Rudolfsgnad or 
Rezsőháza. It is a proven fact that 11,000 people, main-
ly children, women and old persons died here. Accord-
ing to the account of 30 April, 1946, out of the 18,000 
residents of the camp 8233 were under fourteen, that is 
the 46 percentage of their total number.1210

The biggest and the most cruel camp of Bačka was es-
tablished in Gádor/Gakovo, within 20 kilometres reach 
of Sombor. According to German research, 8500 wom-
en, children and old people were killed in 33 months, 
i.e. from 12 March, 1945 to early January, 1948. In the 
vicinity of Gádor/Gakovo, in Körtésfalva another ex-
termination camp was established where 3500 people died. In the camp of Járek (Bački 
Jarek) not only 7000 German died but Hungarians were also detained here. Written re-
cords testify that 457 children were taken from Bulkes – today called Maglic – to Járek 
(Bački Jarek). In the first year 195 died, and by the closing-up of the camp in 1948, all of 
them. It could be said that the entire German youth of the village was annihilated. In 
Szávaszentdemeter, Syrmia, in the camp established in the former silk factory, 2000 Ger-
mans fell victim from August, 1945 to 5 May, 1947.1211

63,6351212 German civils were killed in the Yugoslavi-
an death camps, and it is an especially horrible fact 
that there were 5869 children among them.1213

The communist extermination camps in Yugoslavia 
operated from December, 1944 to 1 March, 1948.

1210 Arbeitskreis Dokumentation: Verbrechen an den Deutschen in Jugoslawien 1944–1948, München 1998. 242.
1211 Verbrechen an den Deutschen: ibid 208. 
1212 Leidensweg der Deutschen in kommunistischen Jugoslawien, Band II, Arbeitskreis Dokumentation, 3. 

Auflage, München-Sindelfingen 1997. 1040. 
1213 Verbrechen an den Deutschen: ibid 312–313. 

The stamp of the concentration 
camp in Nagykikinda, Banat. 

(Source: Archives of the German 
People’s Union, Subotica)

Herta Gärtner was born on 31 March, 1944, in Indjija, 
Syrmia; she was a captive in the communist extermination 

camp in Kruschiwli or Körtésfalva, Bačka. She fled to 
Austria with her grandmother where she died on 3 April, 

1946 in the hospital of Bad Hall, soon after the picture 
was taken. 5869 underage German victims are identified 
by name from the Délvidék. According to estimations, 
more than 6000 German children were killed by Tito’s 

communists. (Source of the photo: Archive of the German 
People’s Union, Subotica)
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Barbara Bank 
From the secret raid to the camps – Thoughts on the mass killing of the 

Hungarians living in the Délvidék (Southern Territory)

Introduction

“After the partisans entered Novi Sad, bloody retaliations were started against the innocent 
Hungarian and German civilian population. This was the second, more bloody raid, which 
as announced loudly on the day of the ‘liberation’ of Novi Sad, during the autumn of 1944; 
the people were shouting: »revenge, revenge!«. Although this second raid is sometimes 
called »red terror« and is given a communist characteristic, the people who were demand-
ing revenge in the city centre had no idea about communism, but they were more than 
willing to betray their neighbours and helped the »avengers« arrest and kill the arrested 
and detained Germans and Hungarians. […] Cardinal Mindszenty was the first to raise his 
word about this in 1945, and estimated the number of Hungarian victims to be 60,000.”1214 
The rule of Tito officially declared right from the beginning what happened to the Hun-
garians living and working in Délvidék in 1944–45 as serving justice, and this is what 
was distributed in the propaganda everywhere, too. Namely, they explained actions 
against Hungarians, and even put an ideology around it, as they are punishing those 
who are responsible for the raid carried out by the Hungarian authorities in January 1942 
in Délvidék – in Novi Sad and surroundings –, and also punishing those who “served the 
oppressors of the fascist Hungary”. It can be proven historically that in Hungary the fol-
lowers of Nazism and fascism and also of communism were persecuted till March 1944. 
Also, those responsible for the raid were found, trialled and sentenced during the war.  
A more logical explanation or motive behind the ideology of getting rid of the Hungar-
ians (and the Germans) is provided by General Ivan Rukavina, who announced on 22 
October 1944 that the Slavic nature of Délvidék needs to be preserved and therefore the 
Slavic population should support any measures for the sake of the future of the nation. 
And these measures were well prepared, the cleansing activities were centrally organ-
ized by the highest political and military circles, and controlled from there, too.1215

Ideology 

Every genocide, mass murder is a politically and militarily organized activity, and there 
is an ideology behind it, and also a person, party, organization or group representing 
that ideology.1216 This means that the partisans and the officers of the NKVD did not carry 
out the killings in the Délvidék for their own motivation. In this case, one of the ideology 

1214 Dr. György Gál, historian from Novi Sad published a brief summary of the two raids in October 2005 in 
Serbian. Translation of Márton Matuska. In the common knowledge of Serbs, there is this false statement 
that there was one raid in Novi Sad. The average person uses the term ‘raid’ as a scientific term to refer to 
the events of Novi sad and the Sajkás region in 1942. In: Matuska Márton: Az elhallgatott razzia – vérengzés 
Újvidéken 1944/45. Keskenyúton Alapítvány, Budapest, 2015.

1215 This is confirmed by: A. Sajti, Enikő: A vajdasági helytörténetírás és a magyarok elleni megtorlások a Délvidéken.
 http://www.magyarszerbmult.hu/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/A.-Sajti-Enik%C5%91-el%C5%91ad%C3%A1sa4.pdf
1216 Juhász, György: A terrormerénylettől a délvidéki népirtásig – Csubrilovics terv. In: Délvidéki magyar Golgota 

1944-45. (Ed.: Cseresnyésné Kiss Magdolna - Szabó Pál Csaba). Szeged-Budapest, 2013. (2) 33–38. 33.
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makers was Vasza Csubrilovics1217. In 1944 he wrote a paper titled “A kisebbségi kérdés 
megoldása az új Jugoszláviában” [Solving the issue of ethnic minorities in the new Yu-
goslavia] and immediately sent it to the partisan authorities in October 1944. He wrote: 
“Let us begin with Vojvodina! If we look at the map of ethnicities here, we can see that it 
is most colourful. At a careful look we can discover certain ethnic blocks. Most of the vil-
lages populated by Hungarians, for example, are located in the north eastern and central 
parts of the Bácska/Bačka region. The biggest block of ethnic Hungarians is found in the 
region that lies from Horgos and Szabadka/Subotica through Zenta, Topolya and Kula, 
all the way to Novi Sad. In 1941 there were half a million Hungarians in the region, and 
almost 300,000 were living in Bačka. The remaining 200,000 live in the Banat, Syrmia, in 
Croatia and Slavonia, and scattered elsewhere. If we removed 200,000 Hungarians from 
Bačka, the issue of the Hungarian minority would be solved. (…) If we managed to re-
move five to six hundred thousand Germans and Hungarians from Bačka, Banat and 
Syrmia, and relocate our people there, Vojvodina would be ours once and for all. (…) 
Beyond the cleansing carried out by the army, we need other measures to force eth-
nic minorities to move away. Above all, they must be deprived of all minority right 
because of their behaviour during the war. Any ethnic minority that served the occu-
piers in any way need to be tossed in front of military court ruthlessly. Transit camps 
must be established for them, their property confiscated, their family also deported to 
the camps, and they must be sent to the country they belong as soon as possible. The 
brotherly Soviet Army may give great help when it comes to Hungarians and Ger-
mans. When clearing out minorities, special attention needs to be paid to the intel-
lectuals and the richer layers of society.”1218 And the writing continues as “first let me 
emphasize that such wars are very suitable for solving such problems. […] To do what 
would take decades or even centuries in peaceful times, a few months or years suffice 
at wartime. […] If we want to solve this problem, we can do as till the war is here.” […] 
Csubrilovics recommended the Yugoslav National Liberation Army and the chief com-
mander of the partisans to carry out this noble task.1219 
The main ideology forger of Tito was Mose Pijade1220, who was also called the “angel 
of revenge”, at the time he was the second man in the line of power. Pijade wrote in a  

1217 Vasza Csubrilovics (1897–1990) He was a member of the group ‘the youth of Bosnia’ (Mlada Bosna), a 
Serbian nationalist group of students. He participated in the assassination of Franz Ferdinand as one 
of the accomplices of Gavrilo Princip. He was sentencved to 16 years in prison. When he was freed, be 
finished his university studies in Belgrade, and became a historian, and expert on Eastern issues. After 
1945 he became minister for agriculture, then head of the ministry of forestry till 1950, while being the 
dean of the Faculty of Humanities. In 1970 he founded an institute for Balkan studies. For details see: 
Juhász: A terrormerénylettől…

1218 Vasza Csubrilovics: A kisebbségi kérdés az új Jugoszláviában. [The issue of ethnic minorities in the new 
Yugoslavia] In: Délvidéki magyar Golgota… (2) 85–99. The original text was published by historian Goran 
Ilics in the weekly titled Nedeljni telegraf. The paper was first published in Hungarian in the 1996/12 issue 
of the journal called Híd, translated by Nándor Kartag. 

1219 One more thing about Vasza Csubrilovics is that he was well rewarded by the power: he obtained several 
posts at the head of ministries and he was also in the leadership of the university. He also received every 
high ranking state prize. He died in 1990.

1220 Pijade, Moša (Belgrade, 1890 – Paris, 1957) Yugoslav communist politician of a Sephardi Jewish origin. 
Founding member of Yugoslav Communist Party. Before 1925 he was the leader of the party. After his 
arrest he met Josip Broz, who later became Tito, in the prison of Lepoglava. In 1943 he was a founding 
member of AVNOJ in Jajca, then he became its vice president. After 1945 be became the member of the KG 
of the Yugoslav Communist Party. After the breakup with Stalin in 1948, he was the closest ally of Tito, 
he created the ideology behind “the separate Yugoslav way”.
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Yugoslav newspaper on 4 January 1945 that “The murderers of the Serbians of Vojvodina 
get what they deserve, and also those Hungarian lords will finish their life on Earth who 
made their fortune by taking possession of land that was not theirs.”1221 At the same time, 
tens of thousands of Hungarians were already buried in the soil of Bačka. 

It began …

On 21 September 1944 the Red Army and the Yugoslav National Liberation Army made an 
agreement in Moscow on the coordination of the coming operations. On 2 October 1944, 
the Red Army and the Banat Operative unit of the Yugoslav National Liberation Army 
marched into Versec and Nagybecskerek. Here, the Vojvodina Committee of the Yugoslav 
Communist Party (JKP) issued an order to every local organization of the party in Banat 
and Bačka to carry out – among others – “the extermination of the fifth column, and fore-
most, the known servants of the occupiers has to be started most decisively. The party or-
ganizations must support the OZNA1222 in any necessary way, in their search for the guilty 
ones, especially those Swabians and Hungarians who hurt and killed our people, and de-
stroyed or took their property. Every criminal must be punished for their crimes.”1223

The partisans entered Mohol at the beginning of October, and without any questioning 
massacred innocent Hungarians by large numbers.1224 On 10 October the partisans of Sa-
jkás entered Péterréve and captured and tortured 400-500 Hungarians, and killed some 
70 of them.1225 After the units of the Red Army marched into Óbecse, where the local 
Serbs had prepared lists of selected Hungarians, they began to collect them, and Zoran 
Budišin, the head of the People’s Liberation Committee at Óbecse ordered that “every 
Hungarian between the ages of 16 to 60 must go harvest corn on the fields, and to make 
their guarding easier, the working people must wear a white band on their arms.”1226 Ab-
bot-parson Ferenc Petrányi1227 was dragged off from Óbecse at this time by two partisan 
girls, and he was tortured so much that he subsequently died.1228 At Martonos, a group of 
the local Serbs – after the Red Army marched into the village on 8 October – robbed the 
parish church and captured the parson, Lajos Werner, along with 23 Hungarian villag-
ers.1229 On 12 October, the Slobodna Vojvodina newspaper announced that the Vojvodi-
na Committee was formed with the task of examining war crimes.

1221 Domonkos, László: Elvégeztetett. In: Délvidéki magyar Golgota… (2) 58.
1222 OZNA (Odeljenje zaštite naroda) Within the People’s Protection Committee in May 1944 the OZNA was 

created as an internal security organisation. Between 1944–1946 it was led by Aleksandar Ranković
1223 Golubović, Zvonimír – Komanov, Živan: Novi Sad u ratu i revoluciji 1941-1945. Institut za istoriju, Edicija 

Vojvodina u borbi, Serija hronike, Knjiga 26, Novi Sad, 1981. 422-423. In Hungarian translation: Matuska 
Márton: A megtorlás napjai. Újvidék, 2008. 7. 

1224 Matuska: A megtorlás napjai… 133–134. 
1225 Report of Nagy István. 25 October 1952. Manuscript. Published in: Vékás János: Magyarok a Vajdaságban 

1944-1954. Kronológia. Zenta, 2011. 13.
1226 Matuska: A megtorlás napjai… 195–196.
1227 Ferenc Petrányi was the parish of Óbecse before and during the war. The death certificates of the local 

church there is a note no. 104 referring to him from the year 1944: “Ferenc Petrányi decan, the son of 
deceased Lajos and Koch Rozália, born in Baja, male, Roman Catholic, resident in 4 Horthy Miklós str 
Becse, age 65. Died in captivity. Was not administered the last sacrament. Died on 12 Oct 1944, buried in 
the cemetery downtown.” (Matuska: A megtorlás napjai… 183.)

1228 Matuska: A megtorlás napjai… 183–185.
1229 Werner Lajos and 23 Hungarians of Martonos were killed on 21 Nov 1944, after being tortured for a 

full month.
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Introducing military administration; hell unleashed

On 17 October 1944 Tito signed the order of the Chief Commander of the Yugoslav Na-
tional Liberation Army, that introduced military administration in the regions of Bačka, 
Banat and Drávaszög effective 22 October. Ivan Rukavina1230 was named as command-
er. The order emphasised that the military administration is introduced temporarily, and 
will last till the full liberation of Yugoslavia. The military administration extends to the 
territories of Bačka-Baranya and Banat, and is further divided to regional commander-
ships, and village military stations. The executive and juridical powers were exercised 
by this organization.1231 The next day, on 18 October the Liberation Committee of Zenta 
suspended all of the administrative staff appointed by Hungarian authorities, and ruled 
that public signs can only be posted in the “state language”. The population was ordered 
to make blue-white-red Yugoslav flags, and in the white stripes a red five pointed star 
had to be sawn. On this day the 2nd order of the Banat commandership of the military ad-
ministration was issued, which mainly covers retaliations against the German popula-
tion, but those regulations affected the Hungarian population just as much. It said that “ 
the Germans can only leave their town of residence in possession of a special permission, 
and only with the purpose of working elsewhere; if their left their house, they could not 
go home but instead were taken to collection points and then camps; it was forbidden 
to speak German publicly; Germans were forbidden to wear Yugoslav or Soviet nation-
al symbols, they must not work in public factories or institutions, their shops, factories, 
industrial or commercial companies were supervised by the Liberation Committee or 
the a military administration; German language signs on and inside buildings must be 
removed. Anybody who disobeys the above will be subject to harsh punishment, if the 
person is German, the punishment may be execution. These regulations are valid for 
those towns and villages populated by Hungarians, Romanians, or other nationalities, 
where the population used to be or still is the enemy of the liberation movement.”1232 At 
the same time, in Torontálvásárhely, Bánság region, (that was not returned to Hungary 
in 1941, meaning that its Hungarian population could really not be charged with being 
“a supporter of Horthy, or fascism”) the armed partisans ruthlessly killed the Protestant 
Bishop, János Gachal.1233

The partisan troops marching in Zombor on 21 October began the deportation of Hun-
garians in large numbers. This means that the extermination and deportation of the Hun-
garian and German population continued. In Mozsor, after the entry of the partisans, 
adult Hungarian men were collected, and after 11 days of torture, 69 people were killed 
at the beginning of November, and the remaining Hungarians were deported to the 
camp in Járek (Tiszaistvánfalva). The first troops of the JNFK arrived in Novi Sad on 23 
October. The military commandership ordered the Liberation Committee to make a list 

1230 Ivan Rukavina (1912–1992) army officer, politician, Croatian, Yugoslav communist. He fought in the Spanish 
Civil War. Between Nov 1944 and Feb 1945 he was commander of the Vojvodina military region, and then he 
led the Yugoslav military delegation in Paris. After the war he was the deputy of Yugoslav defence minister.

1231 Mészáros, Sándor: Holttá nyilvánítva. Délvidéki magyar fátum, 1944–45. I. Bácska. Budapest, 1995. 26.; 
On Hungarian public administration see: Molnár, Tibor: A zentai városparancsnokság válogatott iratai 
1944–1945. Szeged-Zenta, 2011.

1232 Vékás: Magyarok a Vajdaságban… 16.
1233 In more detail: Matuska Márton: Megvert pásztorunk. Adalékok Gachal János torontálvásárhelyi 

református püspök életrajzához. Református Keresztyén Egyház, Bácsfeketehegy, 2008. He was 
summoned to the town hall, and most likely he was beaten to death and buried on the same night.
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of all of the Hungarians and Germans who 
collaborated with the occupiers, and were 
still in Novi Sad. Over 40,000 report sheets 
were printed! At the time, the city had a pop-
ulation of 60-70,000 people. In Zombor the 
partisans killed several students and three 
teachers who were voluntarily working on 
the corn fields.1234 The partisans marched in-
to Zsablya on 25 October, and arrested and 
executed 20-50 people on a daily basis.1235

On 26 October in Novi Sad the Hungarian 
men were started to be collected onto the 
Hadi island of the Danube, the Horgász is-
land, the slaughterhouse, the yards of the to-
bacco factory and the football pitch. They were crammed on the above places and each 
nigh approximately 300 people were murdered, it is estimated that in total 3000 peo-
ple were killed. Then the people from the Franciscan order, fathers Krizosztom Körösz-
tös, Kristóf Kovács and Mihály Kamarás were taken to the barracks of the river patrol. 
At the same time in Bajmok, the partisans took, tortured and killed 78 Hungarians and 
2 Germans. The village judge, Károly Czimbell, was skinned alive by the partisans. The 
following day a partisan troop went from Novi Sad to Temerin, where, just as at the oth-
er places, interrogations, torture and mass executions took place. By the end of October 
over 250 people were executed.1236 In Péterréve the bishop Ferenc Takács was tortured for 
days and on 29 October he was led to the wall of the church and shot in front of the whole 
village. After that, Hungarians were executed in groups, after days of torture. It is esti-
mated that in total 600 people had this fate.
On 30 October, in Csurog, partisans shot 130 Hungarians in front of the town hall, and 
there were executions every week. The local authority announced the executions by 
drumbeat and the locals had to watch their relatives being killed, and they were the ones 
who were forced to carry the corpses to the ditch. On the last day of October, the parti-
sans arrived at Magyarkanizsa, summoned the village people, selected the men, tortured 
them for days, and finally led them to the Tisza river, and shot them into the river.1237 
November did not have a luckier start either for the Hungarians living in the area. On 
7 November 1944, on the anniversary of the ”Great October Socialist Revolution”, gen-
eral Božidar Maslarić accused the Hungarians living in Yugoslavia with collective guilt. 
On the day before in Szabadka, Ferenc Tiller-Tímár, the editor in chief of the Hungarian 
newspaper titled Délvidéki Magyarság, was arrested and executed by partisans.1238 On 
17 November the military court of Novi Sad brought approximately 150 death sentenc-
es, to be executed immediately.1239 
1234 Matuska: A megtorlás napjai… 49–50.
1235 Vékás: Magyarok a Vajdaságban… 19.
1236 In more detail: Ádám István, Csorba Béla, Matuska Márton, Ternovácz István: A temerini razzia. Temerin, 2001.
1237 The raid had 56 victims. The court later ruled that the murdered people were innocent.
1238 Matuska: A megtorlás napjai… 75. dr. Tiller-Tímár Ferenc (Gombos, 1911 – Szabadka, 1944).
1239 Mészáros, 1995. I. 135. The military court of Novi Sad was presided by Pavle Gerenčević, the two members 

were Lazar Brankov and Bosa Klarić, minutes writer was Milka Potkonjak. The executed men and 
women were of mixed background: they are the weathliest, influential members of Novi Sad, Germans, 
Hungarians, Serbians alike.

Partisans in Novi Sad. 
(Source: www.keskenyuton.hu)
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A month after the 2nd order of the Banat 
commandership of the military adminis-
tration, officially on 18 November 1944, 
commenced the internment of the Ger-
man population and the confiscation of 
their property. The order was also valid 
for “Csango Hungarians”. In the region 
of Vojvodina (that is Délvidék) 40 intern-
ment camps were established, mostly 
filled up by elderly people, children, and 
women.1240 At the same time Hungarian 
men between the ages of 16 and 50 were 
ordered to do labour service. These people 
were totally helpless, they were forced to 
do agricultural work, and lumbering. Two 
days later, the internment of Hungarians 
also began. On 1 December major gener-
al Ivan Rukavina issued an order for the 
subordinate units (order No. 69) in which 
we issued a warning that often “irregular-

ities” were observed in the processes against the Germans and the Hungarians, which 
“bring shame onto the military authorities, do harm for the people and the interests of 
the country. (…) At the 2nd meeting of the AVNOJ, decisions were made which ruled 
that minorities had to be considered as equal citizens of Yugoslavia, who have the same 
rights and obligations as the rest of the population.”1241 Military districts were obliged 
to communicate this order immediately to the local military stations, and then “apply it 
carefully”. However, the message got to the local military stations through the OZNA 
only by the end of the year.1242 On 11–13 December in Kúla, more than 500 Hungarians 
were executed, mostly intellectuals and wealthy citizens. On 23 January 1945, in accord-
ance with the order of the Military Commanderships of the Banat, Bačka-Baranya, the 
entire Hungarian population of Csurog – mostly elderly people, women and children, as 
most of the men were already in the mass graves – were taken to the internment camp in 
Járek.1243 The committee set up to examine the war crimes of the occupiers and their satel-
lites determined that the population of the town of Csurog is guilty of war crimes, as they 
took part directly or indirectly in the raid in January 1942. The same applied to the Hun-
garian population of two other towns: Zsablya and Mozsor (15 February). Therefore, on 
25 January the part of the Hungarian population of Zsablya that was still alive, had the 
same fate as the people of Csurog: they were herded to the camp in Járek.1244 On 15 Feb-
ruary 1945, in accordance with Tito’s order of 27 January, the military administration in 
Bačka, Banat and Baranya was over, and it was replaced by the “liberation committees”.

1240 A. Sajti Enikő: Impériumváltások, revízió, kisebbség – magyarok a délvidéken 1918–1947. Budapest, 
2004. 322. A. Sajti Enikő writes about the internment of 140 thousand Germans.

1241 Matuska: A megtorlás napjai… 18–19.
1242 Matuska: A megtorlás napjai… 20.
1243 Bővebben: Csorba Béla: Német–magyar sorsközösség a járeki haláltáborban (1944–1946) In: Délvidéki 

magyar Golgota… (2) 107–118.
1244 Matuska: A megtorlás napjai… 201–207.

Tito among partisans. 
(Source: www.keskenyuton.hu)
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Further retaliations

In March 1945 members of the OZNA appeared in Budapest and with the help of the 
Soviet mission of the Allied Control Commission, started to arrest people who were ac-
cused of war crimes, and whose name was already written on a list. Gyula Krámer, for-
mer president of the Délvidéki Magyar Közművelődési Szövetség; Popović L. Milan, 
member of parliament; Gyula Zombori, head of police in Novi Sad; Géza Báthory, lieu-
tenant-colonel of the gendarmerie were arrested in Budapest, while Elemér Korányi was 
caught in Esztergom.1245 Leó Deák surrendered voluntarily on 11 March at the Soviet mil-
itary commandership of Budapesten.
At the end of April 1945, based on the regulation of the presidium of the Vojvodina 
Liberation Committee, the court examining the atrocities and crimes against the nation-
al honour of the people of Vojvodina, or in short: the Honour Court. The headquar-
ters of the court were in Novi Sad, but there were local committees in Mitrovica and 
Nagybecskerek, too. The court worked by the initiative of the prosecutors, the commit-
tee established to examine the crimes committed by occupiers and their collaborators in 
Vojvodina, the military court the regular courts and private reports and/or their own in-
itiative. It was established with the aim of screening the entire population. Its operation 
was ended by a regulation on 13 September 1945 by the presidium of the chief commit-
tee, and its tasks were taken over by the local courts.1246 
Upon the request of the Yugoslav mission of the Allied Control Commissions, on 16 
March 1946 the Allied Control Commissions officially requested Prime Minister, Ferenc 
Nagy the extradition of the war criminals handed over by the US to the Yugoslav au-
thorities.1247 At the ned of October 1946 the people’s court in Novi Sad sentenced colonel 
general Ferenc Szombathelyi,1248 and eight others (Ferenc Feketehalmy-Czeydner, József 
Grassy, Lajos Gaál, Márton Zöldi, Ernő Bajsai, Miklós Nagy, Ferenc Bajor and Pál Pere-
patics) to death and they were executed.

Camps

“The Yugoslav communist partisan power had two main aims with the lagers: to ruth-
lessly punish the Germans and partly the Hungarians, too, and at the same time it want-
ed to enslave the adult population of the defeated nations fit for work, first and foremost 
in agriculture (…).1249 on 18 November 1944 the internment of the Germans and the con-
fiscation of the wealth was ordered. The order was also valid for “Csango Hungarians”. 
On the same day the Hungarian men between the ages of 16 and 50 were ordered to do 
labour service.1250 
On 23 January 1945, in accordance with the order of the Military Commanderships of the 
Banat, Bačka-Baranya, the entire Hungarian population of Csúrog were taken to the in-
ternment camp in Járek. Two days later the Hungarian population of Zsablya that was 
still alive after mass executions were herded to the camp in Járek. In February 1945, at 
the same time when the as the military administration was officially abolished, the adult 

1245 A. Sajti: Impériumváltások… 339.
1246 Vékás: Magyarok a Vajdaságban… 44.
1247 Bővebben: A. Sajti: Impériumváltások… 339–340.
1248 Györkei Jenő: Idegen bírák előtt. Szombathelyi Ferenc újvidéki pere és kivégzése. Zrínyi, Budapest, 2002.
1249 Csorba: Német–magyar sorsközösség… 107.
1250 Vékás: Magyarok a Vajdaságban… 24.
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Hungarian population of Mozsor were collected, and were deported to camps. The pres-
ent state of research can prove the existence of 43 internment and reception camps in 
Banat, 28 in Bačka, and 9 in Syrmia.1251 The camps had from 20 to 8000 Hungarian and 
German dwellers. There were different types of camps, from forced labour camps to ex-
termination camps. The camps were guarded by members of the people’s militia. Three 
types of camps are known at the moment. Camps where the unreliable members of the 
German and Hungarian population were made to do slave work were the forced labour 
camps. Towns where the population reached 300 were considered such forced labour 
camps. In these towns the population was forced to work for free during the day and 
they could return to their homes to sleep.1252 A second type of camps was the central la-
bour camp, established in bigger cities or regional centres, and men of working age were 
forced to work here. The third type was the so called special status camp, established for 
those members of the German and Hungarian population that were unfit for work. Here 
the sick, the elderly, the children, and mothers with babies were crammed. These camps 
had the worst conditions as for provisions and healthcare, starvation and epidemics were 
common. In the Délvidék there were six such special status camps: in Mitrovica, Syrmia; 
in Molyfalva and Rezsőháza in thea Bánság; and the camps in Tiszaistvánfalva (Járek), 
Gádor and Körtés in Bačka.

The Járek camp

The special status camp in Járek was originally established to receive the German popu-
lation living in and around Novi Sad. The camp was open between 2 December 1944 and 
15 April 1946. People from a total of 125 villages and towns were deported here. It had its 
own commandership, under the commandership of Novi Sad. The military supervision 
of the camp however did not end with the abolishment of the military administration. 
The camp in Járek was the place of death for 6429 people between December 1944 and 15 
April 1946 in the most inhuman conditions; the number of deceased children was 955.1253

Mass graves

The victims were not given any respect at the end of their lives either. The corpses were 
thrown into mass graves. On several occasions they were not even put in graves, but 
thrown in the sewage or carcass pits. At times a mass grave was unearthed and the corps-
es were used in the collagenous glue factory. The remaining graves were built over, there 
are houses, sports fields or bus terminals over them. The name of people executed, their 
charge, the circumstances of their execution or their resting place was never revealed. 
Afterwards, all of them were declared war criminals, their wealth was confiscated, their 
relatives were stigmatized. The path of the Serbian partisans and the Liberation Ar-
my is signalled by mass graves in which corpses of the people who were shot, beat-
en to death or executed without any trial. Presently, 58 such places of Hungarian mass 
graves are known.1254 The research of historian Srđan Cvetković revealed a total of 206 
mass graves.1255

1251 Csorba Béla adatai alapján. 
1252 Csorba: Német–magyar sorsközösség… 108.
1253 Ibid 114.
1254 http://www.keskenyut.hu/page/234/art/316/akt/1/html/helyseg-nevsor-ahol-mar-tudhato-hogy-magyar-

tomegsirok-voltak/vannak-szeremseg-bansag-bacska-dravaszog.html
1255 Vajdaság Ma, 3 Jan 2012 Inteview with Srđan Cvetković.
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Those who escaped …

Mention has to be made of the people who fled from the Délvidék or those who were ex-
pelled by the Yugoslav authorities. Between 1944–1946 the number of Hungarians fled 
or expelled from Délvidék was almost twice as much as the Hungarian population that 
fled to Hungary after 1918.1256 The census of Hungarians who relocated to Hungary was 
first attempted in the autumn of 1945, but this attempt was rather unsuccessful. Yugo-
slavia reported a total of 28,403 people. By the end of 1946 the census was finished and 
contained much more realistic data: 267,340 fled from the neighbouring countries to 
Hungary. Out of them 84,800 came from Yugoslavia.1257

The end

The number of the victims still cannot be estimated, even today. Every village and town 
populated by Hungarians saw demonstrative executions, beatings to death, torture. Dur-
ing the bloodbaths over 30 priests, parsons, were brutally tortured and killed. Besides the 

1256 A. Sajti: Impériumváltások… 348.
1257 For more detail: A. Sajti: Impériumváltások… 347–348.

Blueprint of the death camp in Járek (Source: www.bulkes.de)
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civilian population, POWs and soldiers of the retreating Hungarian army were also ex-
ecuted in large numbers. is. The Yugoslav Department of Protection officially knows of 
2982 victims, and another 899 Hungarians from the Délvidék were sentenced to death for 
alleged war crimes.1258 However, the estimated number of Hungarians killed is between 
20,0001259 and 45,0001260. 
“Recently, you can investigate if the vanished people were innocent through the court 
system. If the descendants don’t investigate the innocence of their ancestors, then they 
will remain guilty? Maybe only 100 or 500 requests are filed, and does this mean that 
only this many innocent people disappeared in the raids? Many of the people executed 
have no descendants, where will they be registered? A grandma over 80, whose father 
was executed 66 yers ago, does not dare give interviews to the radio or TV because she 
is afraid. Her university graduate grandchild is urging her not give interviews, because 
it could cost their carrier.
Many local and foreign journalists asked us to give interviews. I answered many ques-
tions, and I was very surprised when the interviewer asked: Could I forgive those re-
sponsible for the death of my father? I’ve been thinking for a long while, but I still cannot 
answer. Who should I forgive? I don’t know who did it. I, the “guilty descendant” might 
make the same mistake, and accuse someone innocent. (…) Nobody asked me to forgive. 
Nobody feels guilty. Nobody said my father was guilty. If they named the guilty per-
son, maybe we would know who has to ask for forgiveness and who has to forgive!”1261

For decades we could not talk about the mass murders of the Délvidék, a genocide on 
ethnic basis. Even the people involved did not dare talk about what happened to them 
at home. Those who fled to Hungary also kept quiet. Those who dared speak were tak-
en to court with the charges of provocation.1262 Decades of silence was finally broken by 
a brave journalist in 1989 Márton Matuska.

1258 A. Sajti: Impériumváltások… 348.
1259 Based on the research of Matuska Márton and dr. Mészáros Sándor.
1260 Cseres Tibor: Vérbosszú a Bácskában. Budapest, 1991.
1261 Szakács Ferenc: Kinek kell megbocsátani? In: Aracs, X. 4., 23 Oct 2010, p. 105–107.
1262 See the trials of Kiss Mihályné and Rajnai (Radics) Károly. Cf.: Vincze Gábor: „Jugó-rágalmazók” a 

szegedi népbíróság előtt. Hódmezővásárhely, 2009. Typed manuscript.
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Dr� Bank, Barbara (born 1975, Pécs) studied history and art history at the Pázmány 
Péter Catholic University, then enrolled into the doctoral school in history at the 
Institute of History. She obtained her PhD in 2013, her research topic was interning 
between 1945-1953, with a focus on the history of the interning camp in Recsk.
She was awarded several research grants, for example in 2000 she won a grant from 
the XX. Század Intézet to study the topic of Interning, deportation, forced labour; 
in 2005 she won the Mindszenty scholarship; and in 2006 carried out research 
in Warsaw thanks to the IPN (Polish Institute of National Remembrance) on the 
Hungarian-Polish relations of the Hungarian Revolution of 1956. Currently she is 
the member of the Hungarian Institute of National remembrance.

Major publications:
– Bank, Barbara – Őze, Sándor: A „német ügy”. A volksbundtól Tiszalökig 1945–1953. 

Budapest-München-Backnang, Magyarországi Németek Országos Önkormányzata, 
2005. pp 275.

– Bank, Barbara – Gyarmati, György – Palasik, Mária: „Állami titok”. Internáló- és kény-
szermunkatáborok Magyarországon 1945–1953, L’Harmattan-ÁBTL Budapest, 2012.

– Internálás és kitelepítés a Történeti Levéltár dokumentumaiban. In: Az átmenet 
évkönyve 2003. Budapest, ÁBTL, 2004. /Trezor 3/ Ed: Gyarmati, György. pp 107-130.

– Bank, Barbara: A svábok megpróbáltatásai 1945–1953 között. In: Háztörténetek –  
A dunántúli németek kulturális jellemzői. Ed: Márkusné Vörös Hajnalka, Mészáros 
Veronika. Veszprém 2006. pp 309-322.

– Bank, Barbara: Adalékok a német kitelepítéshez. In: A mában élő tegnapok. Ed: 
M. Kiss Sándor, ifj. Bertényi Iván, Fejérdy Gergely. Pázmány Történelmi Műhely, 
Történelemtudományi Iskola. Khronosz. Piliscsaba, 2011. pp 161–180.

Benkő, Levente (born 1961, Nagyajta) journalist, historian, researcher. The editor of 
the journal titled ‘Művelődés’ since 2009. Completed his studies in Nagyvárad (Oradea) 
at the Ady Endre Sajtókollégium, and studied contemporary history at the Faculty of 
History and Philosophy at the Babeş–Bolyai University. Between 1991–2009 he worked as 
editor, reporter and columnist at the editorial boards of ‘Háromszék’ and ‘Krónika’, and 
he worked as a librarian at the Central University Library of Kolozsvár (Cluj-Napoca).

Publications:
– Szárazajta (1995, Háromszék Lap- és Könyvkiadó, Sepsiszentgyörgy, second, 

extended edition 2011, Tortoma Kiadó, Barót. A Maniu-gárdák szárazajtai vérengzése. 
Documentary interview, sources.)

– Fogolykönyv (1999, Trisedes Press Kiadó, Sepsiszentgyörgy. Memoirs of Hungarian 
captives of the Second World War.)

– Muszáj volt élni valahogy (2001, Charta Kiadó, Sepsiszentgyörgy. Memoirs of 
Hungarian captives of the Second World War.)

– Székely golgota (2003, Háromszék Lap- és Könyvkiadó, Sepsiszentgyörgy. A barca-
földvári haláltábor. Introductory paper, sources, memoirs of survivors.)

– Magyar fogolysors a második világháborúban I–II. (with Papp Annamária, 2007, Pallas-
Akadémia Kiadó, Csíkszereda. Introductory paper, sources, memoirs of survivors.)
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Dr� Bognár, Zalán (born 1963, Budapest) historian, associate professor at the Department 
of Modern and Contemporary Hungarian History, Institute of History at the Károli Gáspár 
University of the Reformed Church, and vice-president of the International Association 
of Gulag Researchers.
He has been studying the history of politics, military and society of the 20th century for 
over 20 years, focusing on the history of Hungarian captives of the Second World War, 
the people deported for “malenky robot” and the Gulag.
He studied history and geography at the József Attila University, then he worked as a 
research fellow and chief archivist at the Hadtörténeti Intézet és Múzeum. He obtained 
his PhD in 2007 in History at the Eötvös Loránd University.
In 2006–2007 he worked in the editorial board of the Cartographia Tankönyvkiadó Kft.; 
from 2000 he has been the member of the Magyar Történelmi Társulat, from 2009 founder 
and board member of the International Association of Gulag Researchers.
Since 2015 he is an expert at the Memorial Committee for political captives and forced 
labourers deported to the Soviet Union.
Between 2008–2009 he played a leading role in the research program titled ‘Interning the 
civilian population for “malenky robot” into the Soviet Union – Education, Audiovisual 
and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA).

Major publications:
– Az elmaradt szovjet-magyar hadifogoly-egyezmény. Hadtörténelmi Közlemények, 

2000/4. pp 861–886
– Budapest és környéke lakosságának tömeges elhurcolása szovjet hadifogságba 

(1944 december–1945 április) KÚT 2004/3-4. pp 99-113.
– A polgári lakosság tömeges, szovjet fogságba hurcolásának okai és módszerei 

Magyarországon 1944/45-ben. Acta Beregsasiensis 2005/4. pp 37-47.
– Fordulat a kommunista párt, a kormány hadifogoly-ügy kezelésében. Confessio, 

2008/4. pp 15-23.
– „Egyetlen bűnünk a származásunk volt…” Német és magyar polgári lakosok 

deportálása „malenkij robot”-ra a sztálini lágerekbe 1944/45–1955. (Ed: Bognár 
Zalán) Pécs, 2009.

– Magyarok hadifogságban Magyarországon. Hadifogoly-gyűjtőtáborok 
Magyarorszá-gon 1944–1945. Budapest, 2010. Argumentum

– A magyar hadifoglyok ügye, sorsa 1947-ben – a párizsi békeszerződés és a parlamenti 
választások függvényében. AETAS 2010/1.  pp 131-143.

– Hadifogolytáborok és (hadi)fogolysors a Vörös Hadsereg által megszállt 
Magyarországon 1944–1945; Kairosz, Budapest 2012.

– Téglákba vésett történelem. A ceglédi fogolytábor története és téglafalainak feliratai. 
(with Jójárt György and Reznák Erzsébet) Kossuth Múzeum, Cegléd, 2013.

– Itt volt a végállomás. Halálos áldozatokkal (is) járó német- és magyarellenes 
tevékenységek a Kárpát-medencében 1944–1948, editor in chief, Pécs-Baranya 
Ethnic Circle for Hungarian Germans, Pécs.
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Deák, László (born 1987, Komárom) started his university studies in history and 
German at the Faculty of Pedagogy at the Selye János University of Komárno, Slovakia 
in 2006, then continued studying history and Hungarian. From 2009 he studied history 
and Hungarian at the Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church where he 
obtained a BA degree in History in 2011, then an MA degree in teaching history and 
Hungarian in 2015. His theses are on the history of the Hungarians in Felvidék, on 
the Czechoslovak assimilation politics and its measures between 1920-1945, titled 
‘Trianontól Bécsen át Kassáig. A csehszlovák asszimilációs politika és eszközei között’; 
and on Czechoslovak – Hungarian relations as seen in the local newspaper in 1945-
1946, titled ‘Csehszlovák–magyar kapcsolatok a Kis Újság tükrében (1945-1946)’. In 
2012 he became a teacher at the Kardos István Primary and Economic Secondary 
School in Szigetszentmiklós, and from 2013 he has been a teacher at the Révai Miklós 
High School in Győr.

Dr� Dupka, György (born 1952, Tiszabökény) author, editor, art historian, researcher 
of Hungarian studies in Sub-Carpathia. He was born in Tiszabökény, former Ugocsa 
county (now in Ukraine). He completed his studies in his hometown and Péterfalva, then 
went on to the State University of Ungvár and graduated in Hungarian studies in 1979. 
In the same year he became a journalist at the Kárpáti Igaz Szó newspaper.
Editor of the Hungarian department of the Kárpáti Publishing house between 1986–
1992. Head of Intermix Publishing house from 1992, he was in charge of launching and 
managing the Hungarian book series titled Kárpátaljai Magyar Könyvek. He was the 
president of the Kárpátaljai Vállalkozásfejlesztési Központ from 1998.
He studied at Hungarian tertiary education between 2006–2008, and graduated as a 
cultural mediator in autumn 2008 at the Faculty of Education and Psychology at the 
Eötvös Loránd University.
He became the head of the Kárpátaljai Magyar Művelődési Intézet in 2008.
As for his literary work: he has been a keen organiser of the literary life of Sub-Carpathia 
since 1968 as the member of the Forrás Ifjúsági Stúdió, then as co-president of the József 
Attila Alkotóközösség; he published papers on local history, wrote poems and collected 
folk ballads and historical legends. He has been the member, founder and representative 
of numerous professional organisations and other organisations that safeguard the 
interests of the Hungarians in Sub-Carpathia. He has been the publisher of the literary, 
art and cultural journal ‘Együtt’.
He has been a board member of the Magyar Nyelv és Kultúra Nemzetközi Társasága – 
Anyanyelvi Konferencia, and a member of the Magyar Írószövetség.
Devoted GULAG-researcher who published 20 books and several papers on the past and 
present of the Sub-Carpathian Hungarians who were forced into a minority position after 
the Trianon Peace Treaty, especially after 1919. His further research topic: the cultural life 
of Sub-Carpathian Hungarians (cultural history etc.) since Trianon till the present day.
He has been one of the active initiators of the memorial sites for Hungarian and German/
Swabian victims deported for „malenky robot” and the Hungarian fallen soldiers, namely 
the Szolyva Memorial Park, the central Hungarian cemetery of Ungvár (Uzhhorod), 
the monument erected at the Verecke Pass, and several others. Despite the attacks and 
threats, he continued to uncover and publish the sins of the communist regime against 
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the Sub-Carpathian Hungarians in several books. He was the elected representative 
of Sub-Carpathian Hungarians twice in the county government of Sub-Carpathia and 
once in the city government of Ungvár (Uzhhorod). As the representative of Hungarian 
organizations in the local government, he submitted the draft bills for the autonomy of 
Sub-Carpathia and the establishment of the Hungarian District of Beregszász, and has 
been actively working to have them accepted.

Köteles, László (born 1957, Kassa) local historian, researcher, assistant of MEP Bauer 
Edit since 2010.
His research topics include: the regional history in the 20th century, the “Malenkaja 
rabota”, at the once Hungarian county of Abaúj-Torna, protection of historical and 
cultural rights across ethnic borders (Szepesség, Sáros). Between 1992-2010 he was a 
member of the Slovak Parliament, and from 1997 the vice-president of the Szlovákiai 
Magyar Társadalmi és Közművelődési Szövetség – Csemadok.
He considers the protection of rights an important task. Near Branyiszkó he managed 
to establish the memorial sites for the Hungarian soldiers of the revolution of 1848 at 
Korotnok and Igló, and the renovation of the graves of the Hungarian soldiers who died 
in the war for independence in 1848/49. The graves of the Hungarian soldiers who died 
in the first and second world wars are registered and maintained.

Márkus, Beáta (born 1988, Pécs) obtained her university degree in history at the Faculty 
of Humanities, University of Pécs, has been studying history at the doctoral school of the 
Andrássy Universität Budapest.
Her research topic is the “malenky robot”, she has given talks at several Hungarian and 
foreign conferences on the topic, for instance in 2012 at the 4th International and 10th 
Hungarian Interdisciplinary Grastyán Conference: „Malenky robot” in a town in Baranya 
county, and at the conference organized in memory of the Hungarian forced labourers 
deported to the Soviet Union, titled „Itt volt a végállomás” she delivered a talk on the 
local sources in the research of „malenky robot” in Baranya county. She participated with 
the topic of „Malenky robot” - civilians of Baranya county deported to the Soviet Union 
for forced labour at the National Conference of Scientific Students’ Associations (OTDK).
She was member of the organizing committee of the Trauma exhibition and book 
presentation in 2013.
She participated in the research field trip to the Ural Mountains organized by the German 
Circle in 2012, in the „Itt volt a végállomás” project, and since 2013 she has served as the 
vice-president at the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian Germans.

Editorial work:
– „Messze voltam én fogságban, nagy Oroszországban”. Magyarországi németek szovjet 

kényszermunkán 1944/1945–1949. „Malenkij robot” interjúkötet. Pécs-Baranya Ethnic 
Circle for Hungarian Germans, Pécs. 2013.

– „Itt volt a végállomás.” Halálos áldozatokkal (is) járó német- és magyarellenes 
tevékenységek a Kárpát-medencében 1944–1948 kötet, Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for 
Hungarian Germans, Pécs. 2015.
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Publications:
– „Malenkij robot” Püspöknádasdon. In: X. Grastyán Konferencia. Országos Inter-

diszciplináris Konferencia előadásai. PTE Grastyán Endre Szakkollégiuma, Pécs, 
2012. S. pp 220–226.

– A német lakosság kényszermunkára hurcolása. In: Rubicon 2012/11. S. pp 54–56.
– „Egy ember halála tragédia, egymillióé statisztika...”. A „malenkij robot” kutatás 

lokális forrásai Baranya megyében.  In: Művelődés – közművelődési folyóirat Cluj-
Napoca 2012/12. S. pp 7-9.

– Ungarische Vergangenheitsbewältigung und die ungarndeutsche Doppelidentität. 
In: Deutsche Siedlungsgeschichte, Literatur und Kultur in Mittel-, Ost- und 
Südosteuropa. Die Ergebnisse der Sommerakademie 2013 in Berlin.

Dr� Muradin, János Kristóf (born 1980, Marosvásárhely) obtained his university degree 
and PhD at the Babes-Bolyai University. Since 2008 he has been teaching at the Faculty 
of Natural Sciences and Art at the Sapientia-Hungarian University in Transylvania in 
Kolozsvár, as associate professor at the department for European Studies.
His research topics: the passing of the front through Kolozsvár in 1944, the deportation 
of Hungarian civilians from Kolozsvár to the Soviet Union during the autumn of 1944, 
Hungarian cultural institutions in Transylvania between 1944 and 1948, Hungarian – 
Romanian governmental relations in the first half of the 20th century, and the Erdélyi Párt 
between 1940–1944.
He has been collaborating with several scientific and professional organisations, and 
has been the member of the Erdélyi Múzeum-Egyesület (EME) since 2005, the Bolyai 
Társaság since 2006, the external research network of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences since 2011, the Memorial Committee for the „Malenky robot” since 2013, and 
the International Association of Gulag Researchers since 2014.
His doctoral dissertation was on the institutional transformation of the cultural life of 
Transylvanian Hungarians between 1944 and 1948.
He is a regular speaker on the topic of malenky robot, he delivered talks in 2005 on the 
people of Kolozsvár in the GULAG, in 2006 on people of Transylvania in the GULAG, 
the deportation of civilians from Kolozsvár to the Soviet Union in 1944, and in 2009 on 
concealed past, civilians of Kolozsvár in the GULAG.
He organized an international scientific conference in 2014 on the topic of Malenky robot 
„Soviet deportations in the Carpathian basin in 1944–1945”.

Major publications:
– Recommendation to Fülöp, Sándor: Elindultam Kolozsvárról, megérkeztem Clujra. 

Fülöp Sándor élete a harctéren, a szovjet fogságban és a román gulágon. Pallas-
Akadémia Könyvkiadó. Csíkszereda, 2010. pp. 5-6.

– Im Treiben der Geschichte. In: Ercsey Gyula: Im Schatten der Wölfe. Klausenburgerim 
Gulag (In the shade of wolves. People of Kolozsvár in the Gulag). Novum Pro 
publishing Gmbh. Neckemarkt, Austria, 2012. pp 5-20.

– Kolozsváriak keresztútja az Urálban 1944-ben. In: Rubikon, 2005. February March 
(thematic issue), XV. 152-153. pp. 118-120.

– Elhallgatott múlt. Kolozsvári civilek a GULAG-on. [Concealed past. Civilians of 
Kolozsvár in the Gulag.] In: RODOSZ Konferenciakötet, 2009. Romániai Magyar 
Doktorandusok és Fiatal Kutatók Szövetségének (RODOSZ). Clearvision Könyvkiadó. 
Kolozsvár, 2009. pp 303-315
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Weiss, Rudolf (born 1964, Törökbecse) obtained a degree in history at the University of 
Novi Sad. Currently he is a history teacher in Szabadka, and besides teaching he is the 
editor in chief of the German speaking programmes of the Radio of Szabadka.
An active public figure, founder and president of the Német Népi Szövetség, the vice-
president of the Synod of the Serbian Evangelic Church, the president of the Evangelic 
Church of Szabadka, and the Serbian representative of the Deutsche Weltallianz and the 
Funkforum (association of the German speaking radio channels of South-East Europe).

Major publications:
– A német lakosság a szeghegyi kommunista gyűjtő- és munkatáborban. Aracs, 4.sz. 

Szabadka, 2007.
– Kommunista gaztettek a délvidéki németség ellen: a délvidéki tragédiánk 1944–1945. 

Szeged, 2011.
– A vajdasági németek elleni agyonhallgatott kommunista népirtás (1944-1945). Aracs, 

3. sz. Szabadka, 2012.
 Die Deutschenin der Woiwodina: Vergangengheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft. Wien, 2013.
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The camps and their memorial sites for prisoners (of war) established in  
the Post-Trianon Hungary in 1944-1945  

(The map was prepared by Zalán Bognár based on archival documents and the memoirs of survivors)

Memorial plaque inaugurated on 23 October 2003 in Kiskunfélegyháza at the Petőfi Sándor 
engineering secondary school, former camp. József Cseh, a former captive of the camp, now president 
of the Fellowship of Ex-POWs talks about his memories at the microphone. On his right, third person 

in the first line is Gyula Zsivótzky, Olympic champion, president of the Alma Mater association.
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Official inauguration of the memorial plaque in Cegléd, on 25 Nov 2012.  
From left to right: dr. György Jójárt, Tamás Károly, dr. Zalán Bognár, Levente Hánka, 

dr. Miklós Beer and Zoltán Péter. (Photo: István Kisfaludi)

Inauguration of the memorial of the civilians deported from and around Szerencs with the 
pretext of having German origins, located at the train station of Szerencs, on 25 Nov 2014.  

Dr. Tamás Fabiny, Evangelical bishop blesses the memorial. (Photo: Zalán Bognár)
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POW collection points, transit camps and commandantships created to fulfil the order No. 0036. 
of the 4th Ukrainian Front (as of between 18 Nov 1944 and 20 Jan 1945)

3

A 4. Ukrán Front 0036. sz. rendeletének végrehajtása
során létrehozott hadifogoly-átvevőhelyek, továbbító táborok, kommandatúrák

(1944. november 18. – 1945. január 20-i állapot szerint)

Térképjelek:

SZPV/СПВ, hadifogoly-gyűjtőállomások: Szolyva (Kárpátalja) №2., Turka (Lemberg megye), 
№3., Snina (Kelet-Szlovákia), №3., Novoszelica (Nagybereznai járás ) №1.

FPPL/ФППЛ, front melletti átvevő-továbbító táborok: Szambor/Sztarij Szambir (Lemberg 
megye) №22. Sanok (Lengyelország) – nincs lágerszám.

PPV/ППВ, hadifogoly-átvevőállomások: Humenné/Homonna (Kelet-Szlovákia ) №90.,
Čerhov/Csörgő (Kelet-Szlovákia), №66., Huszt (Kárpátalja), Zsornava/Malomrét (Kárpátalja),
Perecseny (státuszon kívüli, ideiglenes szűrő tábor, a SZMERS-tisztek itt válogatták ki a magyar 
fogolykatonákat a Debrecenben formálódó 1. magyar gyaloghadosztály részére.),
Sztrabicsove/Mezőterebes (Kárpátalja).

A magyar és német hadkötelesek, internáltak regisztrációját, begyűjtését, lágerbe juttatását 
szervező, végrehajtó szovjet katonai kommandatúrák, illetve városparancsnokságok: Ungvár,
Munkács, Beregszász, Nagybereg, Huszt, Tiszaújlak /Vilok, Nagyszőlős, Bátyú,
Drahovo/Kövesliget, Perecseny, Poroskovo/Poroskő, Poljana/Polena, Szolyva, Szerednye,
Kisberezna, Nagyberezna, Ökörmező/Mizshirja, Técső, Rahó.

Volovec/Volóc, vasútállomás (a 7161. sz. rendelet alapján jóvátételi munkára hurcolt német nők és 
férfiak gyűjtő és továbbító helye)
(A térképet a levéltári anyagok és a túlélők visszaemlékezése alapján szerkesztette: Dupka György.)

Legend:
 SZPV/СПВ, hadifogoly-gyűjtőállomások: Szolyva (Kárpátalja) №2., Turka (Lemberg megye), 

№3., Snina (Kelet-Szlovákia), №3., Novoszelica (Nagybereznai járás ) №1.
 FPPL/ФППЛ, transit camps along the frontline: Szambor/Sztarij Szambir (Lemberg county) 

№22. Sanok (Poland) – w/o camp number.
 PPV/ППВ, POW collection camps: Humenné/Homonna (Eastern-Slovakia) №90., Čerhov/

Csörgő (Eastern-Slovakia), №66., Huszt (Sub-Carpathia), Zsornava/Malomrét (Sub-Carpathia), 
Perecseny (out of status, temporary screening camp where SMERS officers selected the Hungarian 
captive soldiers for the 1st Hungarian infantry being formed in Debrecen.), Sztrabicsove/
Mezőterebes (Sub-Carpathia).

 The Soviet military commandantships and city headquarters in charge of registering, collecting, 
and transportation into camps of the Hungarian and German people of military duties and internees: 
Ungvár, Munkács, Beregszász, Nagybereg, Huszt, Tiszaújlak/Vilok, Nagyszőlős, Bátyú, Drahovo/
Kövesliget, Perecseny, Poroskovo/Poroskő, Poljana/Polena, Szolyva, Szerednye, Kisberezna, Nagy-
berezna, Ökörmező/Mizshirja, Técső, Rahó.
Train station of Volovec/Volóc, (collection and transit point of German women and men who were 
deported for reparation works based on order No. 7161)
(The map was prepared by György Dupka based on archival documents and the memoirs of survivors)
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Memorial for the people deported for „malenky robot” in Vásárosnamény along the road 41 
(leading to Beregszász), at the bridge over the Kraszna river. (source: www.wikipedia.org)

The sight of the Szolyva Memorial Park inaugurated 
in 1994. The memorial plaque of the martyrs of 130 

Hungarian and German towns, inaugurated in 2004.

Martyrs’ Chapel built in 2007
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Erecting a wooden cross at the site of the cemetery of the infamous collection and transit camp at 
Szambor, where victims lie in unmarked graves.

Survivors at the remembrance in Hídvég and 
Barcaföldvár on 17 July 1999. From left to right, 
front: László Gothár (Csíkszentmárton), János 

Bartha (Olasztelek, one of the last captives 
freed from the camp in Oct 1945), Imre Bocskor 

(Csíkszentmárton), József Benedek (Nagybacon). 
On the left of the picture Sándor Incze, dean of 
the Reformed Church in Sepsiszentgyörgy, on 
the right you see Barna András Ungvári, vicar. 
The latter proposed a ‘Room for captives’ at the 

Parish of Hídvég, and the rock monument at 
the last remaining common grave at the camp at 

Barcaföldvár. (Photo: Levente Albert)

Inauguration of the rock monument of the 
Hungarians who died in the interning camp 

at Barcaföldvár, August 2001 
(Photo: Levente Albert)
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Romanian language official certificate of the 
Soviet captivity of Géza Gschwendtner, former 

captive; it explicitly contains the fact that he 
was held captive. Issued by the temporary 

council of the city of Kolozsvár, in Kolozsvár, 
on 12 May 1949

(in possession of Péter Gschwendtner, son of the 
former deportee, Géza Gschwendtner, Garbsen, 

Germany)

Memorial for the mobilisation of the Swabians 
of the Partium. Erected by: local government of 
Szaniszló on 6 Oct 2013. On it reads a Hungarian, 
Romanian and German sentence: „El nem követett 
bűnökért szenvedtek” (they had to suffer for crimes 

they did not commit) and the name list of 400 
civilians deported from Szaniszló – Szaniszló, 

cemetery of the Roman Catholic Church. (Source: 
http://nagykaroly.szatmar.ro/Deportaltemlekmu_

Szaniszlon/hirek/43851&cat_id=222)

Memorial for the mobilisation of the Swabians 
of the Bánság. Erected by: Democratic Forum 
of the Germans of Romania on 14 Oct 1995, 

made by: Hans Stendl – Resica, Cărășana-park. 
(Source: http://adevarul.ro/locale/resita/la-resita-

exista-monument-victimelor-deportarii-urss-
1_536b03e30d133766a8750cb9/index.html)
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On a research trip to the Donets Basin, organised by the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for 
Hungarian Germans in 2009. Visiting and studying former camps and cemeteries. The picture 

was taken at one of the hundreds of sites visited, in front of a pile of rock debris.

On a research trip to the Ural Mountains, with the Pécs-Baranya Ethnic Circle for Hungarian 
Germans and my partner in the research Olekszij Korszun, in 2012.  

Visiting and studying former camps and cemeteries, Perm.
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„A felejtés száműzés, az emlékezés szabadulás...”–  M. Lovász Noémi’s work of art titled “ 
Forgetting is to banish, remembering is to free...” for the 70th anniversary of the Malenky robot.

One of the works of art exhibited connected to the international conference titled  
„Soviet deportations in the Carpathian basin in 1944–1945. Conference in the memorial year for Malenky 
Robot” held at the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Art at the Sapientia-Hungarian University in 

Transylvania in Kolozsvár on 16-19 Oct 2014 
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